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Summary
Ideology and Ideological Criticism
Of Old Testament Texts

The first chapter of the thesis traces the history of the term 'ideology'; elucidates a
range of definitions and connotations for the term; and offers a brief review of recent
usage within Old Testament Studies.
The second chapter turns more specifically to Ideological Criticism,, offering a critical
overview of the approachesof Terry Eagleton and Frederic Jameson,prominent
theorists within the field. The chapter concludes by adopting a three fold 'mapping'
ideological
of
criticism for Old Testament Studies: social-scientific, interpretativesociological, and social-critical approaches.
The third and fourth chapters consist of a critical evaluation of a range of attempts at
ideological criticism within Biblical Studies from each of the social
-scientific,
interpretative-sociological, and social-critical perspectives. These include (among
others) a specifically Eagletonian approach; a Jamesonianapproach; a black-feminist
approach; and an approach basedon post-colonial theory.
Chapter five discussesa variety of relevant issues and perspectives, including the
interaction of ideological criticism with postmodemism.
The concluding chapter surveys the four modes in which ideological criticism
biblical
the
texts themselves; criticism of readings and
operates: criticism of
ideological
instrument;
Bible
the
the
use of
as an
and
interpretations; criticism of
final
This
Academy.
the
criticism of scholarly practices within
chapter then seeksto
lasting
ideological
Old
Testament
Studies
the
evaluate
contribution of
criticism within
its
future
potential.
and

The overall conclusionis that the adventof ideological criticism has markeda
biblical
Ideological
in
the
annals of
criticism.
criticism as a
significant watershed
distinct and separatemethodologymay not becomethe one-and-onlyfocus of
biblical-critical methodologyin the coming decades;but, arguably,no significant
biblical criticism can now take place without seriousideological critique, not only of
the writing, publishing, and disseminationof ancienttexts but also of the
interpretativetradition and of the academichegemony.
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biblical exegesismay be freely grantedbut the way that is has beenworked out, so far
8
least,
has
been
little
at
short of chaotic'.
Against this background,this thesiswill seek:
to surveythe history of the term 'ideology', particularly as usedwithin Old
9
Testament studies;
investigate
to
the developmentof ideological criticism within the wider
"
world of literary criticism;
Old
ideological
to
to
"
evaluatea variety of attempts apply
criticism within
TestamentStudies(including feminist, liberationist, and third-world
perspectives);
in
to
"
offer, a concluding summarychapter,an overall appraisalof
ideological criticism within Old TestamentStudies,togetherwith some
brief suggestionsfor its future useand development.

' Barr, History and Ideology, p. 139.
91 have
chosen to use the term 'Old Testament' rather than 'Hebrew Bible' throughout this thesis. I do
latter
thing,
the
the
the
two
as
same
nor
as simply a more politically correct way of denoting
not regard
the former. The Old Testament is what is found in my Christian Bible and it is the Old Testament,
interpreted in that context, that has been formative in the western civilisation of which I am part. The
Hebrew Bible has a quite different tradition of religious and scholarly interpretation. In adopting this
term ino logy I doubtless betray my own ideological position! However, I am reassured by a prominent
Jewish Rabbi friend, who, when I apologised to him for an inadvertent reference in his company to the
'Old Testament', replied: 'Don't apologise! Of course we call it the Old Testament! It would be
do
'
to
otherwise!
pedantic
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1. What Is Ideology?

1.1 Brief History' of the Term 'Ideology'
It is generally acceptedthat the term idjologie was first usedin the late eighteenth
century by the Frenchrationalist philosopher,Destutt de Tracy, as a namefor his own
2
ideas'
'philosophy
scienceof
or
of mind'. He aimedto rid people's minds of
3
by
for
the sovereigntyof reason.
prejudice preparingthem
The nineteenthcenturY4hasbeencalled the age of ideoloýý, becausemuch of the
thinking of the period can be distinguishedby ideological features. 'Ideology' offered
a comprehensivesocial theory; it involved political action with an intellectual
leadership;it envisagedopposition and demandedcommitmentfrom followers; it
representeda revolutionary challengeto establishedsecularand religious leadership.'

'A thorough historical survey is to be found in Terry Eagleton,Ideology: An Introduction (London and
New York: Verso, 1991). Eagleton chartsthe phasesof developmentof the useof the term 'ideology':
from the Enlightenment; through Lukds and Gramsci; Adomo and Bourdieu; and Schopenhauerand
Sorel; to the presentday.
A useful summary of historical and contemporaryusage,which I have found helpful in preparing this
introductory section, is Maurice Cranston's article on 'Ideology' in TheNew Encyclopaedia
Britannica: Mactopaedia, Vol 20, pp. 828-833 (CD version 1999).
John Plamenatzalso provides a clear and uncomplicated study of the subject in John Plamenatz,
Ideology (New York: Praeger, 1970).
Martin Seliger offers interpretationsof ideology that are directly opposedto Marxist theory in The
Marxist Conception ofIdeology (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977).
Also useful is Frank Lentricchia and Thomas McLaughlin (eds.), Critical Termsfor Literary Study
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1990).
2 Destutt de Tracy was an heir to the epistemology of John Locke and bienne Bonnot de Condillac, as
knowledge.
intellectual
faculties
Human
Francis
Bacon's
to
the
stress
on
value
of
scientific
well as
are
he
ideology
is
ý
nature,
and
a part of zoology' (quoted in
simply another aspectof our animal
wrote,
Cranston, 'Ideology', Encyclopaedia Britannica [CD version, 19991). SeeMich&]e Barrett, The
Politics of Truth: From Marx to Foucault (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1991), p. 169, for a
succinct summary.
3 De Tracy
and his fellow idjologues went on to proposea systemof national education designedto
transform France into a rational and scientific society. Napoleon at first supportedtheir causebut in
1812 he scornftilly attributed France'smilitary defeatsto the weakening influence of the ideologues.
4 However, the seedsof the concept of ideology, especially positive ideology, had been sown much
earlier than the 19thcentury, with the growing use of conceptssuch as the rights of man and of liberty.
5Maurice Cranston observes:'One has only to considerthe prose style of the founders of
most
ideologies to be struck by the military and warlike languagethat they habitually used, including words
like struggle, resist, march, victory, and overcome.
In such a view, commitment to an ideology
...
becomesa form of enlistment; so that to becomethe adherentof an ideology is to become a combatant
in
Cranston,
EncyclopaediaBritannica [CD version, 19991).
(Maurice
'Ideology'
or partisan'
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In the twentieth century, the term acquireda particular associationwith Marxism:
ideology becamethe medium by which Marxists soughtto articulatethe relationship
betweenthe cultural world of ideasand the realmsof political economy,class
structures,and meansof production. Marx's well known maxim, 'Life is not
determinedby consciousness,but consciousnessby life hasbeendescribedas 'the
6
mother of all theoriesof ideology'.
Louis Althusser hasbeenparticularly influential in more recentMarxist circles.' He
stressesthat the economicinfrastructureis the baseon which a superstructureof
ideology is built, which in turn servesto reinforce the economicbase. 'Ideological
StateApparatuses'8 are what keepthe statein power and ensurethe continuanceof
classstructuresand the conditions of material production. For Althusser.ideologies
6 Thus 'what men
say, imagine, conceive', all the products of consciousness,are but 'the ideological
reflexes and echoesof the life process'. SeeKarl Marx and Friedrich Engels,Basic Writings on
Politics and Philosophy (ed. L. S. Feuer;New York: Anchor Books, 1959),p. 247. Marx and Engels at
first advocateda polemical definition of 'ideology', a definition which still influences the political
analysesof the far left. This classic Marxist usage,focussing on 'ideology' as 'false consciousness',
can be summedup as follows:
ideology has to be understoodin the context of a materialistic concept of history;
"
the ideology of the bourgeois classreflects their own class interestsrather than an
"
objective analysis of society;
this (false) ideology is imposed on the proletariat in order to preservethe dominant
"
position of the bourgeoisie;
ideology is thus a systemof illusions about the nature of society.
"
However, Marx himself did not develop a comprehensivephilosophical theory of ideology; and in later
writings Marx and Engels both developedbroader understandingsof the term. For a useful summary
of the usageof Marx and Engels, seeLouis Althusser, Lenin and Philosophy and Other Essays(trans.
Ben Brewster; 2ndedn.; London: New Left Books, 1977),pp. 149-50.
Twentieth-century Marxists have sought to downplay or discard altogetherthe more pejorative
overtonesof the term 'ideology'. Communist Party philosophershave even beencalled ideologists. In
fact, Marxism itself could be describedas an excellent paradigm of an ideology that is regardedas
ositive by its followers.
See,in particular, Althusser, Lenin and Philosophy. Althusser combined elementsof psychoanalytic
theory (in particular notions of 'subject formation') with Saussure'sstructuralism. Ideology designates
a systemof representationsthat forms individuals into 'social subjects', who 'intemalise' a picture of
their social world and their place in it. For Althusser, ideology is not just a set of narrowly political
ideasbut is to do with the subject's 'lived relations to the real', what JamesKavanaghdescribesas 'a
fundamental framework of assumptionsthat defines the parametersof the real and the self (JamesH.
Kavanagh, 'Ideology' in Lentricchia and McLaughlin [eds.], Critical Terms, pp. 306-320 [3 10]). For
another brief but useful summary of Althusser's philosophy, seeBeverley J. Stratton, Out of Eden:
Reading, Rhetoric, and Ideology in Genesis2-3 (JSOTSup.208; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press,
1995), pp. 173-176.
8 'Repressive StateApparatuses'(public institutions such as law, army, police, courts, etc.) are the
but
State
by
'Ideological
Apparatuses' are, for Althusser, much
the
state;
of
control
explicit means
in
formations
more effective perpetuating social
and meansof production. Theseinclude Churches,
Trade Unions, family institutions, schools,newspapers,cultural traditions, and the like. SeeLouis
Althusser, 'Ideological StateApparatuses(Notes towards an Investigation)' in Althusser, Lenin and
Philosophy, pp. 121-173. JamesKavanaghputs it this way:
It is muchmoreeffective- andcheaper- to put 'You can't fight City Hall' or 'The poorwill alwaysbe
with us' or 'Everyrevolutionjust leadsto worsetyranny'on everyone'slips thanto put all the copson
to confrontanydeterminedstruggleof the poorandthe homeless
all the comersthat wouldbenecessary
(Kavanagh,'Ideology',p. 309).
againstthe socialsystemthatproducespovertyandhomelessness
Kavanagh further observesthat Ideological StateApparatusesare even more effective than overt
political persuasion:'Declining political interest does not mean the system is not working; to the
is
is
it
for more people more of the time through
the
that
a
sign
system
contrary,
working
...
apparatusesof ideological interpellation / subjection, rather than those of political persuasion' (p. 3 13).
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exist materially in their practices:yet they are also illusory. Ideology represents'the
imaginary relationship of individuals to their real conditions of existencei. 9
From the outsetthe term 'ideology' hasbeenvariously usedin neutral. in positive.
0
'
in
and negativesenses.However, the classicuse of the term by Marx and Engels,
'
1
dominant
it
difficult
'false
has
with a
connotationof
consciousness',
ever
made
9 Althusser, Lenin

and Philosophy, p. 127 (my emphasis). Marc Z. Brettler draws attention to a
modification of Althusser's definition by George Duby: 'a system(possessingits own logic and
structure) of representations(images, myths, ideas,or concepts)existing and playing a historical whole
within a given society' (Marc Z. Brettler, The Creation of History in Ancient Israel [London:
Routledge, 1995], p. 13).
10SeeKarl Marx
and Friedrich Engels, The German Ideology (ET; New York: International
Publications, 1970; originally published in German in 1932).
JamesKavanagh writes:
Perhaps'ideology' wasmostpowerfullydevelopedin Marxismbecause
Marxismalwayssoughtto be
kind of theorythatcouldunderstand
notjust narrowly'political' but a morecomprehensive
the
importantrelationsamongthepolitical,economic,andculturalelementsin specificsocieties.'Ideologý,
"
in fact becamethetermthroughwhichMarxiststried to articulate,in variousways,therelationbetween
the world of culture(including,but not limitedto 'ideas')andtherealmof politicaleconomy(including
'production')(Kavanagh,'Ideology',p. 307).
Marx and Engels were greatly influenced by Hegel, who had arguedthat people were instrumentsof
history, enacting roles assignedto them by forces they did not understand. However, Marx and Engels
expresslyrejected the idea that, if people's actions were determinedby external forces, there was little
point in trying to changeor improve political and other circumstances. They were critical of a
Hegelian tendency to dispute about ideas while doing nothing to changeconditions in the real world.
J.13.Thompson characterisesthe earlier usageof 'ideology' by Marx and Engels as follows:
Ideology is a theoreticalanddoctrinalactivitywhicherroneously
ideas
as
and
autonomous
regards
...
life (J.B.
efficaciousandwhichfails to graspthe realconditionsandcharacteristics
of social-historical
Thompson,IdeologyandModernCulture:Critical SocialTheoryin theEra of MassCommunications
[Stanford:StanfordUniversityPress,1990],p. 35).
'Ideology' cameto be specificallyassociated
by Marxistswith the critiqueof classrelations:ideologyfunctionsas
4asystemof ideaswhich expresses
the interestsof the dominantclass' and 'which represents
classrelationsin an
illusoryform'. Thompsonoffersthe followingcombinationof thesetwo strandsasimplicit within Marxism
(thoughneveractuallyexpressed
by Marx explicitly in theseterms):
Ideologyis a systemof representation
whichservesto sustainexistingrelationsof classdominationby
orientingindividualstowardsthepastratherthanthefuture,or towardsimagesandidealswhichconceal
classrelationsanddetractfrom the collectivepursuitof socialchange(Thompson,Ideology,p. 4 1).
In later writings, Marx and Engels both operatedwith diverse understandingsof 'ideology', thus
creating tensionsas to the usageof the word within Marxism as well as in non-Marxist discourse.
"It is a basic premise of their The German Ideology that all thought, all consciousness,is socially
determined. SeeMarx and Engels, Basic Writings, p. 247. JonathanDyck makesthis comment:
Thejuxtapositionof 'consciousness'
and'life' for the sakeof his argument(andfor rhetoricaleffect)has
led to a rathermechanistic
of humanexistenceasimpliedin thebase-superstructure
understanding
model
to theeconomicbaseoverthe ideologicalsuperstructure.
of society,wherecausalpriority is assigned
from its rhetoricalcontext,these'ideologicalreflexes'canbedefinedas
But if we isolatethis statement
but 'onepartof the socio-culturalsystem'(to useRaymondGeuss'sterms)thoughnot thebasicor
determinative
part(JonathanDyck, TheTheocraticIdeologyof theChronicler[Leiden:Brill, 19981.p.
55, referringto RaymondGeuss,TheIdeaof a Critical Theory:HabermasandtheFrankfurtSchool
[Cambridge:CambridgeUniversityPress,1981]).
Dyck also draws attention to the more developedand more pejorative useof the term 'ideology'
for
in
his
Marx,
in
the
essay,'The Fetishism of Commodities and the
of
example,
elsewhere
writings
SecretThereof:
Hereideologyis treatednot somuchin termsof whatis thoughtor said(ideologyin termsof its
discursiveaspectandmanifestcontent)but in termsof whatideologydoesandthe socialstructuresin
(ideologyin termsof its functionalproperties).Tacklingthis 'falseness'is not
which it is embedded
simplya matterof changingone'sthinkingfrom,say,an idealistpositionto a materialistone,for the
of the capitalistmodeof productionasa wholeis distorted(Dyck, Theocratic
socialconsciousness
Ideologyof the Chronicler,p. 58,referringto Karl Marx, 'The Fetishismof Commoditiesandthe Secret
Thereof in A Critical Analysisof CapitalistProduction[NewYork: InternationalPublishers,19671,pp.
76-87).
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12
to
since usethe word without at least somenegativeconnotations. Yet even
Althusser conceivesof a positive function for ideology when he writes:

In a class society, ideology is the relay whereby, and the element in which, the relation
between men and their conditions of existenceis settled to the profit of the ruling class. Ina
classlesssociety, ideology is the relay whereby, and the element in which, the relation
between men and their condition of existenceis lived to the profit of all men.13

World eventsin the late twentieth and twenty-first centurieshave increasinglybeen
dominatedby major political / religious ideologies.To the extent that any ideology
insists upon its own particular programmatictheory of societyto the exclusion of all
' 4 An important
others,it will inevitably be at odds with pluralistic dernocracies.
contemporarydevelopmentis the rise of a popular ideological perspective,which
(accordingto Cranston)'has acquiredincreasingsignificanceas the generalpublic has
15
in
to
come play a role consideringquestionsof war and peace'.
12A similarly
pejorative use of 'ideology', in the senseof false consciousness,was also found in early
exponentsof the sociology of knowledge, such as Max Weber and Karl Mannheim. Seein particular:
Karl Mannheim, Ideology and Utopia (trans. Louis Wirth and Edward Shils; New York: Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich, 1936; originally published in Germany, 1929) and Max Weber, Ancient Judaism
(trans. and ed. H. H. Gerth and D. Martindale; Glencoe, Illinois: Free Press,1993; first published,
1952). They regardedall idea systemsas the reflection of vestedinterests;and they consideredit to be
part of the task of the sociologist to unmaskthe life conditions that produce ideologies. Thus, they
attributed negative connotationsto the term 'ideology', using it to denotetainted idea systemsthat
reflect bias or partiality. Neither Weber nor Mannheim, however, usedthe word 'ideology'
consistently.
It is particularly significant that Weber rej ected Marx's theory that all idea systemsare products of
economic structures,seekingto demonstratethat, conversely,someeconomic structuresare the product
of idea systems. He argued, for example,that Protestantismgeneratedcapitalism rather than that
capitalism generatedProtestantism. Mannheim suggestedthat the word 'ideology' should be reserved
for past (flawed) idea systemsand preferred the word 'utopia' for idea systemsof a revolutionary
future nature.
Similar approachesto the sociology of knowledge have also beendevelopedin terms of Freudian
psychology, with ideologies as the unconsciousrationalisations of class interests.
The fact that ideological activism has sometimesled to what hasbeenperceived as extremism, often
associatedwith revolutionary violence, has compoundedthe negative shadesof meaning often
attributed to the term. Machiavelli had perhapsbeenthe first to make this link (basedin Florence,at
the end of 15'hcentury and the beginning of 16'hcentury). In more recenttimes, the French
philosopher, Jean-PaulSartre,has also written in terms of the necessityof violence for achieving
ideological aims. He constructeda theory of ideology as a 'marginal systemof ideas', consciously
designedas an alternative to Marxist theory.
13Louis Althusser, For Marx (trans. Ben Brewster; London: Routledge,Chapman,and Hall, 1985), pp.
235-36. Althusser also uses'ideology' in a neutral sense,describing it as 'indispensablein any society
if men [sic] are to be formed, transformed,and equippedto respondto the demandsof their conditions
of existence' (For Marx, p. 234). From this perspective,the problem with specific ideological
discoursesis not that they are ideological but what kind of ideology they espouse,what 'conditions of
existence' they undergird, and by what meansthey 'form, transform, and equip'.
14In the aftermath of the bombings on the London Underground in 2005, the phrase'evil ideology'
was
given wide currency by the British Prime Minister with referenceto the ideological systemssupporting
terrorism.
" Cranston, 'Ideology'. subsection'Ideology: the Context of International Relations' (my emphasis).
Cranston continues:
Whatcameto be calledthe Cold War in the 1950smustbe understood,
to a largeextent,asan
ideologicalconfrontation;and,whereasCommunismis manifestlyan ideology.the 'non-Communism',
is
ideological.
ism'
West
'anti
To
ideology
the
is not
the
of
negatively
even
or
oppose
one
-Commun
to subscribeto another,althoughthereis a strongbodyof opinionin the Westthat feelsthat
necessarily
the freeworld needsa coherentideologyif it is to resistsuccessfully
anopposingideology.
Wars may be causedby a mixture of ideology and other factors, though this is scarcely a new
based
ideology!
The Old Testament'conquest' under
as
regards
religiously
especially
phenomenon,
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1.2 Definitions of 'Ideology'
1.21 The Semantic Range of 'Ideology'
The Oxford English Dictionary has:
1. The
ideas

systemof
at the basis of an economic or political theory (Marxist ideolOD). 2.
the manner of thinking characteristic of a classor individual (bourgeois ideology). 3.
visionary speculation. 4. archaic the scienceof ideas.

However, the usageof 'ideology' is so complex and varied that it soonbecomesclear
that a brief, dictionary-style definition of the word16will not suffice.17A more
detailedmapping of the semanticrangeof the term is required.18
Terry Eagletonis probably the most widely regardedexponentof the subjectin the
English-speakingworld. In his 1991,Ideology: an Introduction, he offers a wide19
list
ranging
of possiblemeanings, which he then organisesinto a more specific list
of six workable definitions:
Joshuais presentedas having a strong ideological undergirding. The Crusades,the wars between
Roman Catholics and Protestantsin early modem Europe,the recent Iran-Iraq war, the strife between
Muslims and Hindus in Kashmir (Pakistan-India),the current 'troubles' in Northern Ireland, the
struggle in contemporaryI sraeI-Palestine,recent events in Afghanistan and Iraq and the advent of
international terrorism are all examplesof conflict with a strong religious-ideological dimension. In
many of thesecases,political, cultural, and religious ideologies are inextricably entwined. One
suspects,however, that in many cases,the ideology serveslargely as a 'cover' for motivations that
have more to do with territorial aspirationsand economic advantagethan with religion. This is
certainly true of Afghanistan, where much of this thesis was written.
161have tried throughout this work to make a careful distinction betweenthe word'ideology' and the
various conceptsthat it may be usedto denote.
17Two possible generaldefinitions are suggestedby Cranston(Cranston, 'Ideology', subsection
'Ideology: Introduction'):
Ideologyis a systematicbodyof beliefsaboutthestructureandworkingof societythatincludesa
theoryof humannatureandrequiringa
programof practicalpoliticsbasedon a comprehensive
protractedsocialstruggleto enact.
An ideology is a form of social or political philosophy in which practical elementsare as prominent as
theoretical ones;it is a systemof ideasthat aspiresboth to explain the world and to changeit.
18Martin Rose rightly points out that the connotations of cognate terms may vary from language to
language. He observes that in German the prevailing connotations are negative, citing the 'Duden'
Reference Dictionary definition of Ideologie (K. H. Ahlheim, Fremdw6rterbuch [der Grosse Duden. V;
Mannheim: Dudenverlag, 2 ndedn., 1966], p. 292):
Designates an artificial [welýfremd/ theory, afalse [unechte] view ofthe world.
In French, by contrast, Rose maintains that the ideas of Marx and Engels have been less influential.
Consequently, the definition of idjologie in the Petit Robert is (Le Petit Robert. 1. Dictionaire
AlphaaNtique etAnalogique [Paris: Dictionaire Le Robert, 1984 and 1993], p. 957):
An assemblage of ideas, beliefs, and doctrines specific to an epoch, to a society, or a class.
See Martin Rose, 'Deuteronomistic Ideology and Theology of the Old Testament' in A. de Pury, T.
R6mer, and J-D. Macchi (eds.), Israel Constructs its History: Deuteronomistic Historiography in the
Light of Recent Research (JSOTSup. 306; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 2000; original French
histoire:
deutironomiste
la
i
lumiýre
L'historiographie
des recherches
Israel
construit son
edition:
Geneva:
Labor
Fides,
1996]),
de
la
34;
424-480
Bible
(424-25).
[Le
Monde
et
pp.
recentes
Eagleton, Ideology, pp. 1-2. The full list is:
the process of the production of meanings, signs, and values in social life;
ideas
body
of
characteristic of a particular group or social class;
a
ideas which help to legitimate a dominant political power:
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"
"
"
"
"
"

the generalmaterial processof production of ideas,beliefs, and valuesin
social life;
ideasand beliefs (whethertrue or false) that symbolisethe conditions and lifeexperiencesof a specific, socially significant group or class;
the promotion and legitimation of the interestsof such society groupsin the
face of opposinginterests;
the promotion and legitimation of the interestsof the dominantgroup;
ideasand beliefs that help to legitimate the interestsof a ruling group or class
specifically by distortion or dissimulation;
false or deceptive ideas that arise from the material structure of society as a
20
whole.

The first four of these definitions are successively more specific in terms of the group
within society to which they relate and also in terms of thefunction that ideology
serves. In each of these four, though perhaps less so in the fourth, the term 'ideology'
is used in a neutral and descriptive way, though, arguably, Eagleton underplays the
extent to which over-simplification, partisanship, distortion, and false consciousness
are inevitably implicit in even the most benign usage. In the remaining two
definitions,, 'ideology' is used to imply not justfalse consciousnessbut deliberate
dissimulation or deception.
Not all of Eagleton's definitions are mutually compatible. Indeed, 'ideology' resists a
neat summary definition: The usage of the word, suggestsEagleton, is more like:
a text, woven of a whole tissue of different conceptualstrands ... and it is probably more
important to assesswhat is valuable or can be discardedin eachof thesethan to merge them
forcibly into some Grand Global Theory.21

Eagleton here focuses on the use of ideology by those in power, whereas opposition to
the dominant power can equally be ideological, whether in terms of false
consciousnessor rigid preconception. It should also be added that ideology is not just
a matter of class interests. Feminism, for example, can also be described as
ideological; and increasingly in the contemporary world the term 'ideology' is used of
ideology
is
Furthermore,
do
to
religious groupings.
often closely
with establishing
is
ideology
it
identity
the
and maintaining group
and solidarity, whether
of one group

systematically distorted communication;
that which offers a position for a subject;
forms of thought motivated by social interests;
identity thinking;
socially necessaryillusion;
the conjuncture of discourseand power;
the medium in which conscioussocial actors make senseof their world;
action-oriented setsof beliefs;
the confusion of linguistic and phenomenalreality;
semiotic closure;
the indispensablemedium in which individuals live out their relations to social structure;
the processby which social life is convertedto a natural reality.
20Eagleton, Ideology, pp. 28-30.
2' Eagleton, Ideology, p. 1. He further suggeststhat it is useful to think along the lines of Ludwig
Wittgenstein's doctrine of family resemblances.a network of overlapping semantic featuresrather than
some constant essence.
"
"
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within a divided community, as in Northern Ireland or SouthAfrica, or the worldview of a guild or profession,suchas that of biblical scholarship.
Within Biblical Studies,one of the best surveysof the usageof 'ideology' is offered
by JamesBarr in his recentHistory and Ideology of the Old Testament(2000).22 Barr
defines 'ideology' primarily by what it is not or by what it is opposedto, which is
helpful in drawing the boundariesaroundthe semanticrangeof the term. I havehere
adaptedBarr's definitions slightly and have addedexamplesto illustrate someof the
distinctions.
Ideology is not just any set of ideas but an action-oriented system.
Not everyone who believes in peace is necessarily committed to a pacifist
ideology; nor does everyone who is committed to social justice necessarily

22Barr, History
and Ideology, pp. 102-140.
Another useful survey within Biblical Studiesof the semanticrange of 'ideology' is found in the
introductory chapter of David J.A. Clines, Interested Parties: the Ideology of Writers and Readersof
the Hebrew Bible (JSOTSup.205; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1995). Clines makes a
distinction betweenfour possible denotationsfor the word 'ideology' and a further list of what might
be better regardedas connotationsthat attachto the term only in certain specific contexts. His four
possible denotationsare:
A more or less connectedgroup of ideas;
A relatively coherent set of ideas amounting to a world-view or outlook on life;
A set of ideas specialto a particular class or group;
The set of ideasheld by the dominant group in a society (p. 10).
His suggestedconnotations include (in a summarisedform):
ideas wrongly passedoff as natural or obvious;
"
ideas serving the interestsof a dominant group;
"
ideas oriented towards action;
false ideas;
0 other people's ideas,different from our own;
metaphysical ideasas distinct from practical politics;
an idolising of the ideal and a scorning of the actual;
totalitarian attitude;
"a
"a
pseudo-scientific attitude (p. 11).
Like Eagleton, Clines acknowledgesthe overlaps among thesedenotationsand connotations,together
with the fact that some of them are mutually exclusive. He also acknowledgesthat some of the
distinctions made in his list of connotationsmay not be relevant to ancient cultures, in particular, the
last five.
Yet another approachto the different meaningsof 'ideology', as usedwithin biblical criticism, comes
from A. K. M. Adam. He offers a threefold classification: 'The first stressesthefalsity of ideology; the
secondstressesthe generality of ideology; and the third stressesthe work of ideology'. He explains:
Somecriticsdefine'ideology' startingfrom theMarxistconvictionthatpeopleput up with oppressive
the socialpracticesthatdominatetheir livesexpressa misleadingjustification
conditionsin partbecause
for their situation. Themeansof production,the characterof classrelations,andthe vocabularyof
...
political life all constitutean enacteddescriptionof 'how thingsare'. ... This sortof ideologyis always
deceptive.
...
Anothergroupof interpreters
treats'ideology' asanysetof political goalsandassumptions.Mostcasual
Englishspeakers
usethetermthis way. ... Whenwe usethe terinthis way,we risk allowingit to
becomeredundant.if everyonehasan ideology,thenthetermoftenendsup meaningnothingotherthan
4opinion'or 'conviction'. ..
A third bodyfindsthe first definitiontoo limiting andthe secondtoo idealisticandvague.Thesecritics
define'ideology' asa descriptionof all the socialinteractionsthatascribe'significance'to our
behaviour. Theygo on to usethe termnot only for casesof 'falseconsciousness'
but
asa condition
...
for the possibilityof all consciousness. Certainideologicalassumptions
have
liberating
may
effects
...
(theassumption
thathumanbeingshaveinnate*rights',for example)(A.K.A Adam,'Political Criticism:
Ideologiesandtheir Discontents'in Whatis Postmodern
Biblical Criticism?[Minneapolis:Fortress
Press,1995],pp. 45-60[47-48]).
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subscribeto a comprehensivesocialist ideology. Ideology integratesabstract
ideasor beliefs with a programmefor action.
Ideological is opposedto pragmatic.
This usageis particularly found in the political realm.23Thepragmatic
does
issues
treats
their
approach
merits and
particular
and problemspurely on
not attemptto apply solutionsbasedon ideological (ie doctrinal and
24
preconceived)principles. In the world of British politics, the Labour party
hastraditionally beencriticised for imposing socialist ideology,whetheror not
it works in practice: what Labour politicians extol as mattersof 'Principle
.
25
dismiss
their opponents
as 'ideology'.
Ideology is a complex of second-handas opposedto original ideas.
In Barr's words:
An original thinker
investigate a problem and produce an answer- say, a
might
...
historical work, a scientific solution, or a volume of philosophy.
Ideology would
...
appearwhen some few elementsor rough outlines from such work cameto be picked
up at secondhand and becomepart of the world-view of people who have never
followed out the original investigation.26

So on this definition, Marx would havebeenan original thinker, as distinct
from much of later Marxism, which is ideological.
Ideology is the unconsciousas opposedto the consciousdeterminant of a
person's inherited world-view.
The complex of inherited beliefs and attitudeswhich unconsciouslydetermines
includes
factors
a person'sworld-view
suchas gender,race,social class,and
place of birth. Things that seemcommonsensicaland self-evidentto one
because
by
inherited
be
instinctively
their
person
rejected
of
perspectivewill
ideology.
homeland,
Northern
The
othersas
politics of my own adopted
Ireland, offer a clear illustration of the power of an inherited ideology from
is
it
is
difficult
for
individuals
is
There
that
to
good
which
often much
escape.
in the inherited ideology but it is difficult at closerangeand in a polemical
disentangle
from
destructive
to
the
thosethat are positive.
context
elements
Ideology is a social rather than an individual phenomenon.
Although the term 'ideology' is sometimesapplied to individuals, the
is
predominantusage of a corporate, social phenomenon.Ideology is
somethingsharedwith a particular classor group or party or professional
23

Cranstoncomments:

Almost any approachto politics constitutesa belief systemof one kind or another. Somesuch belief
systemsare more structured,more ordered,and generallysystematicthan others. Though an ideology is
ideologies.
One
belief
belief
belief
type
are
man's
systemmay consist of ...
all
systems
a
of
system,not
ill-assortedprejudicesand inarticulate assumptions.Another'smay be the result of deepreflection and
belief
latter
felt
be
is
It
to
to
this
type as a
speak
system
convenient
of
a
of
sometimes
study.
careful
be
between
ideology
The
and
may
pragmatism
more instructive if it is
confrontation
philosophy. ...
translatedinto a distinction betweenthe ideological and the pragmatic,taking thesetwo adjectivesas
becomes
it
differences
From
this
to
possible
speak
of
perspective,
scale.
of degree,
on
a
sliding
extremes
to speakof an approachto politics as being more or lessideological, more or lesspragmatic(Cranston,
'Ideology', subsection'Ideology: Ideology and Pragmatism').
24 1 make no comment here on the rightness or otherwise of this criticism of the Labour party. I offer
this only as an example of the usage of 'ideology'. It should be added that the Conservative party, by
being
devoid
has
been
of principle.
accused
of
conversely
contrast,
25In Barr's words, ideology 'is a world-view or set of ideas that is so intensely held that factual
have
it'
(James
Barr,
History and Ideology, p.
to
no
power
alter
considerations
realities and practical
102). One might comment that the ultimate exemplar is the person who says, in effect, 'My mind is
facts.
do
Please
the
confuse
me
with
not
made up.
26Barr, Historý, and Ideology, p. 103.
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feminism
Or
it
be
ideology
the
guild.
may
collective
of a movement,suchas
or pacifism.
Ideology is the antithesis of objectivity.

The term is sometimes used pejoratively for views that arise from vested
interests rather than on the basis of logic and objectivity. Secular academics,
for example, have sometimes dismissed theologians as incapable of scholarly
27
because
ideology. The

objectivity
of their prior commitment to a religious
term 'ideology' may also apply to loyalty to a cause that is based on sentiment
or emotion rather than rational argumentation.
Ideology is a false set of ideas usually (but not always) associated with
the dominant social group.
This is the traditional Marxist understanding of the word as it has filtered
down into popular thinking. Ideologies are sets of mistaken or false ideas,
imposed by the dominant group as a means of social control. In this sense,
Marxists dismiss religion as inherently ideological. 28

Somescholarshave expresseddoubt aboutthe applicability of certain definitions of
'ideology' to ancient cultures,in particular becauseof the paucity of available data.29
A simplified (neutral) definition of 'ideology', which Niels Lemcheregardsas
workable within Biblical Studies,is given in theseterms: 'that set of opinions which
dominatedIsraelite society and which madeup the systemof valueswith which the
Israelites' actionscorresponded'.30

27However, more recently there has been increasing
awarenessthat the world of university scholarship
is itself ideologically conditioned and that those who lay claim to complete objectivity are themselves
ideologically suspect. There is something inherently patronising about the 'objective' critic who writes
dismissively about the 'ideology' of others! Indeed, it is sometimesthe very use of the word 'ideology'
that betrays a critic's own ideological bias! lain Provan's clash with Philip Davies and T. L. Thompson,
which is discussedbelow (pp. 40-44), is an example of this phenomenon.
28Barr also draws attention to the use of the related term 'propaganda'. 'Propaganda'refers to the
dissemination of a world-view, while 'ideology' denotesthe world-view itself (Barr, History and
Ideology, p. 117). The word 'propaganda' is almost always used in a pejorative sense,though (like
ideology) not all propagandais necessarilyentirely false. See,for example,Rex Mason, Propaganda
is
in
Subversion
in
Old
Testament
(London:
SPCK,
'propaganda'
1997),
in
the
used
a
which
and
relatively neutral sense(referring, for example,to royal and priestly propaganda)and in which the
'subversiveness'of the prophets is positive. Keith Whitelam has also offered a neutral definition of
'propaganda', as 'the processby which a particular world-view (ideology) is disseminatedto a
particular audience' (Keith W. Whitelam, 'The Symbols of Power: Aspects of Royal Propagandain the
United Monarchy', Biblical Archaeology 49 [1986], pp. 166-73 [166]). Whitelarn has also commented
that the propagandistoften seeksto 'bring to the fore certain emotions in order to produce the desired
effect within a particular audience' (Keith W. Whitelam, 'The Defence of David', JSOT29 [1984], pp.
61-87 [67] [my emphasis]). Marc Brettler has defined 'propaganda' as 'methods usedto foster and
disseminateideological beliefs' (Brettler, Creation of History, pp. 13-14, quoted in Barr, History and
Ideology, p. 116).
29Clines, for example, makesthis comment as to his own usageof the term:
The fuller fie the technical]senseof 'ideology' is onethatI entirelyaccept,but it is not the sensein
detailed
ideologicalanalysis- in the fuller sense
find
it
hard
how
it.
For
I
I
to
conceive
a
which use ...
Israel,
data
have
be
for
the
the
the reconstruction
paucity
of
of
ancient
given
made
we
could
of social
ines,
Interested
Parties,p. II).
ity
in
Iture
(CI
that
cu
real
30Niels P. Lemche,Ancient Israel: A New History of1sraelite Society (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1988),
p.
34, note 1. He continues: 'In an oriental society like Israel's, one should furthermore be aware that
ideology, religion, and theology are to a large extent synonyms, since the separationbetween the sacral
European
the
characterises
our
contemporary
realms,
which
profane
and
culture, was unknown in
antiquity'.
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1.22 Popular Definitions of 'Ideology'
It is always useful (arguably it is essential3I) to investigate how a technical term might
be understood in popular usage. What would be meant in the course of a pub
conversation if someone remarked, 'Oh, that's just ideological'? It would not
necessarily imply that the statement was wholly false, though an element of falsity
would almost certainly be implied. The pub-conversationalist would certainly not be
attempting to initiate discussion on the distinction between linguistic and phenomenal
reality, though he might he alluding to an attempt to use words to mask the reality of
experience. Eagleton puts it this way:
To claim in ordinary conversation that someone is speaking ideologically is surely to hold that
they are judging a particular issue through some rigid framework of pre-conceived ideas
which distorts their understanding. I view things as they really are; you squint at them
through a tunnel vision imposed by some extraneous system of doctrine. There is usually a
suggestion that this involves an oversimplifying view of the world - that to speak or judge
'ideologically' is to do so schematically, stereotypically, and perhaps with the faintest hint of
fanaticism. 32

Ideology is associated, on the one hand, with misconception and, on the other hand,
33
dogma.
with straitJacketing

One might add to Eagleton's observationsthat the oppositeof ideology in sucha
conversationwould have more to do with the pragmaticthan with questionsof truth
or falsehood. Furthermore,the pub-speakeris unlikely to usethe term 'ideology' to
refer to his /her own thinking but rather to refer pejoratively to someoneelse'Spoint of
The
imply
term
view.
might also
an elementof threat or warning againstthe voicing
of ideasthat are contrary to the perceivedinterestsof speaker'sclassor group.
Another way of gauging popular usage would be to turn to the newspaper world,
34
in
On
has
'ideology'
the
where
word
acquired a considerable currency recent years.
StephenFowl has offered this summary definition: 'a consensualcollection of beliefs, attitudes, and
convictions that is related in certain specifiable ways to a whole range of social, political, and material
artifacts and practices' (StephenFowl, 'Texts Don't Have Ideologies', Biblical Interpretation 3.1
[1995], pp. 15-34 [17]).
While some of these definitions, such as that of StephenFowl, have soughtto allow for a neutral or
even positive understandingof ideology, the reality is that the word is almost always used with
connotations of 'false consciousness'or even of deception.
31Some would argue that popular usageshould always be the final arbiter of meaning, even of a
technical term. This is a view that normally prevails in legal contexts. Such a view could itself of
coursebe regardedas ideological! SeeEagleton, Ideology, p. 3.
32Eagleton, Ideology, p. 3 (my emphasis).
33However, one person's rigidity is another person's opennessor liberalism, e.g: 'My views are based
for
'The
Soviet
Union
the
mere
correctness';
or,
of
yours
are
political
others;
rights
on genuine concern
is in the grip of ideology while the US seesthings as they really are'. Or, to use Eagleton's tongue-inbringing
down
humble,
the
'To
such
as
pragmatic
political
goal,
seek some
cheek example:
democratically elected government of Chile, is a question of adapting oneself realistically to the facts;
to send one's tanks into Czechoslovakiais an instanceof ideological fanaticism' (Eagleton, Ideology,
p. 4).
34in general in the journalistic world, 'ideology' is usedof rigidly held systemsof political ideas. It is
impose
to
term,
seeks
an abstract,often extremist, anti-pragmatic
who
usedof someone
a pejorative
framework.
James
Kavanagh
has
'moderate'
to
political
a
observedof American
opposed
system as
newspaperusage:
Therearea few peopleon the right andleft (like RobertBork andFidel Castro)who *have*an ideology,
likely
to messthingsup, andtherearethe greatmajorityof sensiblepeople(and
therefore
are
who
and
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the day of writing, one of the leading articles in the Timeshasthe headline: *Brazil at
the Crossroads:Now is the time for Pragmatismnot Ideology'. The article obsen-es:
Brazil is set to becomean ideological battleground as the ill-informed try to attach labels
...
and '-isms' to government policy. It is whether the new governmentwill have the courage
and the credibility to pursue a rational economic policy and createthe kind of opportunities
35
that will ultimately reduce poverty.

Here ýideology' is the oppositeof 'pragmatism'. Readersare warnedagainstthe
dangerof becomingembroiled in the 'ideological battlefield' as opposedto 'rational"
policy. Ideology is the province of the 'ill-informed'. It is an obstacleto the
elimination of poverty. One might further add that in popularjournalistic usage
'ideology' is often usedas a slogan word, dismissively rejecting a body of opinion
without any actual engagementwith the issues.
Another significant point, well illustrated by journalistic usage,36is that an ideology is
just
not
any set of beliefs, nor evenany set of beliefs rigidly adheredto. It is almost
always to do with beliefsystemsthat are associatedwith issuesofpolitics and
37
power. Eagletonmaintainsthat the term properly belongsto 'any kind of
intersectionbetweenbelief systemsand political power'.38

1.23 Descriptive, Pejorative, and Positive Definitions of 'Ideology'
From the outset, 'ideology' has been used in neutral, positive, and negative senses.
Eagleton notes that this variety of usage reflects 'a dissonancebetween two of the
mainstream traditions we find inscribed within the term':

Roughly speaking,one central lineage, from Hegel and Marx to Georg Lukdcs and some later
Marxist thinkers, has been much preoccupiedwith ideasof true and false cognition, with
ideology as illusion, distortion, and mystification; whereasan alternative tradition of thought
has been less epistemological than sociological, concernedmore with function of ideaswithin
social life than with reality or unreality. The Marxist heritage has itself straddledthesetwo
intellectual currents.39
He concludes:
My own view is that both of thesesensesof the term have their uses,but that a great deal of
40
has
from
failure
disentangle
the
to
them.
confusion
arisen
politicians) who get along quite well becausethey do not 'have' one. 'Ideology', in this language,works
asthe oppositeof 'pragmatism, 'common sense',or even 'reality (Kavanagh,'Ideology', p. 306
[Kavanagh's emphasis]).
35The Times, 30 October 2002, p. 21 (my emphasis).
36for example, the widespread reference after the London Underground bombings in 2005 to the 'evil
ideology' of the perpetrators.
37Eagleton notes that 'the force of the term ideology lies in its capacity to discriminate between the
form
life,
to
social
and those which are not'
a whole
of
power struggles which are somehow central
(Eagleton, Ideology, p. 8). As an example of a non-ideological quarrel, Eagleton takes the example of a
breakfast-time quarrel between husband and wife over who burnt the toast. One might add, however,
that such a quarrel could well become ideological if it revolved around gender-role questions of whose
job it was to make the toast in the first place!
38Martin Seliger, noted for his broad view of ideology, puts it this way:
What definesthe inclusive useof 'ideology' in the context of social and political theory and scienceis
that it coverssetsof ideasby which men [sic] posit, explain, andjustify endsand meansof organised
social action, irrespectiveof whether such action aims to preserve,amend,uproot or rebuild a given
Politics
[London:
Seliger,
Ideology
Allen
(Martin
and
and Unwin, 19761,p. 14).
order
'9 Eagleton, Ideology, p. 2.
40 Eagleton, Ideology, p. 22 1. Eagleton further observes that, because of divergent political
and
be
'ideology'
histories,
the
to
will
continue
word
used in a wide variety of different ways.
conceptual
He sums up in these words:
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Raymond Geussexploresin more detail the distinctions between'descriptive.,
'pejorative', and 'positive' definitions of ideology.41 He maintainsthat, in the
descriptive (or anthropological)sense,ideologiesare belief systemscharacteristicof
certain social groupsor classes.This notion of ideology comescloseto meaninglittle
more than the world-view of a given group or class. On this usageEagleton
comments:
The rationalist view of ideologies as conscious,well-articulated systemsof belief is clearly
inadequate: it missesthe affective, unconscious,mythical or symbolic dimensionsof
ideology-,the way it constitutesthe subject's lived, apparentlyspontaneousrelations to a
42
invisible
itself.
daily
life
power-structure and comesto provide the
colour of

The more commonpejorative definitions of 'ideology' regardit as a set of valuesor
beliefs that are to be viewed critically. In particular ideology is associatedwith ideas
43
in
dominant
beliefs
in
be
It
mobilised the serviceof
the
that
question
groups.
may
aregenetically flawed. For example,if a set of beliefs arisesout of the life experience
of one particular group or class,then the partiality of that experienceand the
blindspotsof that perspectivewill inevitably distort. Ideology may also be
functionally false (even if it is factually true) when it is usedfor an illegitimate
44
purpose,suchas the propping up of an oppressiveform of power. On Geuss's
approach,religious ideology, whethertrue or false in ternis of faith content,would be
functionally false if misappropriatedas a tool of social domination. An example
within the realm of Biblical Studieswould be the royal ideology of Jerusalem,
in
religious contentbut functionally appliedto political and economiccontrol.
JamesKavanaghdraws attentionto a negativeunderstandingof ideology that has
in
prevailed certain schoolsof literary criticism. He writes:

In this kind of criticism, the ideological aspectsof a literary work will be felt at best irrelevant
to, and at worst detracting from, its aestheticvalue. Ideology is the unfortunate irruption of
...
opinions and doctrine within what should be a fully 'creative' or 'imaginative' work. This
critical perspectiveis part of a general framework of assumptions... within which 'ideology'
is assigneda negative value and is always seenin a zero-sumrelationship to some more
45
'common
'creativity'.
positively valued terms such as
sense'or

The term ideology hasa wide rangeof historical meanings,all the way from the unworkably broad sense
of the social determinationof thought to the suspiciouslynarrow idea of the deploymentof false ideasin
the direct interestsof the ruling class. Very often it refersto the ways in which signs,meanings,and
valueshelp to reproducea dominant social power; but it can also denoteany significant conjuncture
betweendiscourseand political interests. From a radical standpoint,the former meaningis pejorative,
while the latter is more neutral.
41See Geuss, Idea of a Critical Theory, chapter 1, especially pp. 1-25.
42Eagleton, Ideology, p. 222 (my emphasis).
43For example, J.B. Thompson has written:
The conceptof ideology calls our attention to the ways in which meaningis mobilized to
...
...
...
establishand sustainstructuredsocial relations from which someindividuals and somegroupsbenefit
more than others,and which someindividuals have an interestin preservingwhile othersmay seekto
contest. The study of ideology, understoodin this sense,plungesthe analystinto a realm of meaningand
power ... where the object of analysisis a weaponemployedin a battle carried out on the terrain of
symbols and signs (Thompson,ldeolqýy, pp. 72-73).
44Eagleton uses the illustration that the statement, 'Prince Charles is a thoughtful, conscientious
fellow, ' is true; but those who thought it worth remarking on the fact might be doing so in order to
it
And,
be
the case that monarchy is a good thing
the
arguably,
may
not
of
monarchy.
cause
promote
(Eagleton, Ideology, p. 17).
4' Kavanagh, 'Ideology', pp. 306-07. Kavanagh associates this perspective particularly
with AngloAmerican New Criticism of the 1940s and 1950s. He observes that 'this tendency has lost much of its
influence in the Academy but still remains strong in the culture at large' (p. 306).
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A similarly negativeunderstandingprevails in popular thinking, in which 'ideology'
is often perceivedin a 'zero-sum' relationshipto 'truth' or 'science'. There is also a
current in biblical scholarshipin which 'ideology' is perceivedas having a *zero-sum
relationship' to theology or to true religion.
However, it is also possibleto speakof ideology with positive connotations,suchas
when modem Marxists can even speakof 'socialist ideology'. Ideology can involve a
set of beliefs that cohereand inspire a specific group or classin pursuit of laudable
interests.
One might describethe ideology of certain resistancegroupsin this
political
positive light. However, elementsof over-simplification and of partisanshipare
inevitable ingredientseven of ideology that is harnessedin a just cause. A degreeof
'false-consciousness'seemsinescapable.One might go further than Geussand
observethat the ideology of an oppositionalgroup is evenmore likely to be partial
and unbalanced,however laudablethe group's overall objectives. It will focus on
aspectsthat supportthe causeand will passin silenceover argumentsin favour of
other points of view. This may involve an elementof 'the endjustifies the means',a
sacrifice of somemeasureof truth for what is believedto be a greatergood.
In all its definitions 'ideology' denotesa body of ideas. Arguably, Geusshasnot
madea sharpenoughdistinction betweena body of ideasand the useto which that
body of ideasis put. Bodies of ideascan be the abstractviews of the ivory-tower
philosopher,detachedfrom the realities of daily life. Bodies of ideascan also be the
driving force behind a religious or political cause,which may or may not be a noble
body
A
ideas
be
deceive
body
ideas
to
the
cause.
of
can used
and oppress; same
of
be
deployed
towards liberation or revolution. It is the useto which the body
can also
of ideasis put that is ultimately what is positive or negative. So eventhosewho
regardthe word 'ideology' itself as a neutral term may want to speakin negativeor
positive terms aboutthe usemadeof a given ideology in a particular context. The
word 'ideology' is thus in someways like the word 'religion'. The term itself may
theoretically be neutral. However, religion has,arguably,beenthe causeof much
in
good the world and also the causeof much suffering and oppression.

1.24 Ideology as Discourse
Eagleton maintains that ideology is primarily a matter of discourse rather than of
language: 46it is concerned with thefunctional use of language, with the purpose
(hidden or otherwise) for which a statement is being used. Ideological statements
factually
functionally
false
ideologies
be
Also,
though
even
accurate.
may
may be
true in what they assert but false in what they deny or simply in what they do not

46This distinction is basedon the terminology used, in particular, by Michel Foucault. See,for
Culture:
Philosqpýv,
Interviews and Other Writings, 1977-1984
Politics,
Foucault
Michel
example,
(ed. L. D. Kritzman; New York: Routledge, 1984). For a good summary discussionof 'discourse' as
in
Lentricchia
Paul
A.
Bovd,
in
literary
McLaughlin
(eds.), Critical
'Discourse'
see
and
criticism,
used
Terms,pp. 50-65.
There are some who would say that there is no disinteresteduse of language. However, the conceptual
distinction between 'discourse' and 'language' nonethelessservesa useful purpose.
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47
In
say.
other words, the ideolofical statementmay be true as a piece of language
but false as a piece of discourse. 8
It is not only in speech and written material that ideological discourse manifests itself
but also in popular customs and images. As Louis Althusser has demonstrated, the
institutions of the "democratic' political process create and transmit ideological
in
systems which we all participate and which we instinctively believe to be non-nal
49
and natural . Education, the media, customary family behaviour, procedures at
formal meetings, and informal social events are all numbered among Althusser's
'ideological state apparatuses', which function to reproduce the dominant ideology of
50
in
the state successivegenerations. One might add to Althusser's list the worlds of
1
52
sport5 and mass entertainment
.

Clines commentsthat the Althusserianconceptof ideological stateapparatusesis
difficult to apply within Biblical Studiesbecauseof the paucity of data available on
53
in
social structures the ancientworld. 1do not agreewith Clines on this point. Old
Testamenttexts give a significant amountof information aboutwhat might be
regardedas '-ideologicalstateapparatuses',including: the sacrificial system;the
various law codes,including the regulationson land tenureand the provisions for
social and communityjustice; insights into popular customs,for example,in the book
47As an example, Eagleton
suggeststhat a particular statement(say: 'Girls always score higher in
school tests than boys') in some contexts may be a mere statementof fact but in other contexts it may
serve a clear ideological agenda. In such cases,other relevant statistics or factors may be deliberately
suppressed(Eagleton, Ideology, p. 17).
48Eagleton further elaboratesthe
point: 'it would seemthen ... that at least someof what we call
ideological discourseis true at one level but not at another:true in its empirical content but deceptive in
its force, or true in its surfacemeaning but false in its underlying assumptions'(Eagleton, Ideology, p.
17). The following maxim from Mikhail Bakhtin seemsrelevant here:
Everydiscoursehasits own selfishandbiasedproprietor;thereareno wordswith meaningssharedby
all ... Whatmattersis the actualandalwaysself-interested
useto whichthis meaningis put andtheway
it is expressed
by the speaker,a usedeterminedby the speaker'sposition(socialclass,etc)andby the
concretesituation. Whospeaksandunderwhatconditionshespeaks:this is whatdetermines...
meaning.All directmeaningsanddirectexpressions
arefalse,andthis is especiallytrueof emotional
(Mikhail Bakhtin,TheDialogicImagination:Four Essays[ed.M. Holquist;
meaningsandexpressions
trans.C. EmersonandM. Holquist;AustinandLondon:Universityof Texas,1981),p. 401[my
emphasis)).
Bakhtin is here speakingof the usageof individual words; but what he says is equally true of
statementsor longer discourses.
49SeeLouis Althusser's essay,'Ideology and Ideological StateApparatuses'. Alice Jardine describes
ideology as 'the conceptualglue of culture, that which makes culture seemnatural, that which holds
any cultural systemtogether, that which, in fact, makesany systemof relationships seemnatural'
(Alice Jardine, 'Death Sentences:Writing Couples and Ideology', in S.R. Suileiman [ed.], The Female
Body in WesternCulture: Contemporary Perspectives[Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
1986], p. 85, cited in Stratton, Out ofEden, p. 175).
50Their particular practices may be describedas 'signifying practices', the different institutions
(Clines,
Interested Parties, p. 15).
'discourses'
their
or
own setsof signifying practices
evolving
"I am revising this section some days after Northern Ireland's unexpected(some would say
in
in
football
Park
Belfast
Windsor
England
)
the
at
world-cup qualifying
miraculous! victory over
in
for
days
Belfast
2005.
The
September,
7
cross-community
euphoria
after this event, the
on
match
differences
least
it
forgotten
that
temporarily
the
that
community
were
at
aroused,
and
posed
emotions
in
ideological
identity
fascinating
the
of
sport
community
power
of
example
and cohesion.
a
52David Clines observes:'Hollywood is as much embroiled in ideology as any Marxist text' (Clines,
interested Parties, p. 15). Seealso JamesKavanagh's comment that institutions of massentertainment
have a 'heavily ideological function', despitethe fact that 'most of these institutions make every effort
to disavow "politics"' (Kavanagh, 'Ideology, p. 313).
53Clines, Interested Parties, p. 15.
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of Ruth; the rituals associatedwith warfare; the institutions associatedwith the
monarchy; the liturgy of the temple. It may be that the historicity of much of what the
Old Testamentdescribesof suchinstitutions is opento questionbut the allusions in
the text to ideological apparatusesare nonethelessa significant sourceof insight into
54
ideology
the
of the writer and of the group or classto which the writer belongs.

1.25 Ideology as False Consciousness
In recent years,the focus on ideology asfalse consciousnesshasbeencalled in
questionon epistemologicalgrounds,sinceit implies the possibility (now widely
questionedfrom a postmodernperspective)of someunequivocallycorrect or nonfalse way of viewing the world. Martin Seligson,for example,hassoughtto discard
any pejorative meaningfor ideology altogether. From his postmodernperspective,all
consciousnessis to somedegreefalse consciousness,sinceno one can have a
55
completeoverview. However, againstSeligson,it should be said that thosewho
falseness
in
to
emphasisethe false-consciousness
elementare generallyreferring not
generalbut to a falsenessthat hasbeendeliberatelyor deceptivelyinduced.
Eagletonalso raisesa number of caveatswith regardto an over-emphasison the falseconsciousnesselement. Even though ideology is primarily performativediscourse,
Eagletonarguesthat it is not necessarilylacking in important propositionalcontent.
Nor doesit necessarilyfollow that suchpropositionsas it advances,including moral
56
be
and normative ones,cannot assessedfor their truth or falsehood. Settingaside
generalepistemologicalconsiderations,a constantimputation of false consciousness
human
Eagleton
dignity
deny
human
to
to
to
the
seems
rationality of
undermine
and
beings in general. To be effective, ideologiesmust conform, to somesignificant
degreeat least,to what peopleknow from experienceof social reality.57 Against
Eagletonit may be said, however,that it is this very elementof truth that is often used
to mask the elementthat is false.
Despite these misgivings, Eagleton reluctantly comes to the conclusion that it is
impossible in practice to escapecompletely from the 'false consciousness' ingredient
58
does
ideology.
it
ideology
Equally,
be
that
not consist entirely of
of
stressed
should
54Clines comments favourably, however, on some successon this score in the work of Gottwald,
Jobling, and others with regard to their 'theoretical attention to the social realities of ancient Israel as
the matrix of biblical ideologies' (Clines, Interested Parties, p. 15).
55Seliger, Ideology and Politics. SeeEagleton,Ideology, p. II for a discussionof this viewpoint.
56Eagleton, Ideology, p. 222 (my emphasis).
57 It
is worth quoting Eagleton's argument in full here:
Aristotleheldthattherewasanelementof truth in mostbeliefs;andthoughwe havewitnessedenough
pathologicalirrationalismin the politicsof our own centuryto benervousof anytoo sanguinetrust in
human
beingswouldhold
hard
it
is
human
that
to
whole
masses
of
credit
surely
rationality,
somerobust
beliefs
Deeply
beliefs
ideas
simply
and
which
were
nonsensical.
persistent
period
extensive
some
over
haveto be supportedto someextent,howevermeagrely,by the world our practicalactivity disclosesto
live
die in the nameof ideas
immense
believe
to
that
people
numbers
of
would
andsometimes
us; and
demeaning
is
to
take
an
up
unpleasantly
and
absurd
attitudetowards
vacuous
absolutely
were
which
human
beings
is
It
typically
to seethemassunkin
estimate
conservative
of
and
women.
a
ordinarymen
havesome
irrationalprejudice; andit is a moreradicalattitudeto hold that we nevertheless
...
...
in
for
(Eagleton,Ideology,p. 12).
a
moderately
cogent
sense
of
our
world
making
way
capacity
58
He adds the comment:
'Whetheror not oneis a moralrealist NviII makea differenceto one'sassessment
how
far
of
...
ideologicallanguageinvolvesfalsehood.A moralrealistwill not bepersuaded
out of the -false
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59
false consciousness:even the self-interestedpronouncementsof a ruling class must
60
contain a certain measureof truth if they are to gain acceptance.
A possiblecriticism of Eagletonis that, while he acknowledgesthat 'much of what
ideology saysis true!',61like Pontius Pilate of old, he doesnot pursuethe question,
'What is truthT For example,he doesnot fully engagewith the view that there is no
62
ideology.
From anotherperspective,for Louis Althusser.
suchthing as truth, only
ideology is not a matter of truth or falsehoodat all: rather, it is to do with an
individual's lived relations to society. Althusser stressesthe 'materiality' 63of
consciousness'casejust becauseit can be shownthat someideological proposition is empirically true,
sincethat proposition might always be shown to encodea normative claim that was in fact false
(Eagleton,Ideology, p. 18).
59It is
also worthy of note that the dominant are not necessarily the victims of their own propaganda.
Both the dominant and the underclass may for their own pragmatic purposes tacitly give assent to an
ideological package in which they do not actually believe. In later Graeco-Roman times, it may be that
few held to a literal belief in the mythology associated with the Graeco-Roman pantheon. However,
ruling classes and underclasses, for their own respective reasons, maintained a tacit assent to the
traditional religious system.
60Eagleton
sums up:
Much of what ideologiessay is true, and would be ineffectual if it were not; but ideologiesalso contain a
good many propositionswhich are flagrantly false, and do so lessbecauseof someinherentquality than
becauseof the distortions into which they are commonly forced in their attemptsto ratify and legitimate
unjust, oppressivepolitical systems. The falsity in question,may be epistemic,functional, or generic,or
somecombination of the three (Eagleton,Ideology, p. 222).
6' Eagleton, Ideology,
p. 222.
62Robert Carroll does
seek to engage with this issue. He wishes to uphold the possibility of truth over
against ideology but he acknowledges that the definition, evaluation, and defence of truth in these
postmodern times is a very complex matter. Carroll cites Hans Barth's (1945) Wahrheit undIdeologie,
which analyses a very wide range of treatments of ideology and which concludes that ideologies can
contain truth and are notjust systems serving the machinations of some special interests. The
following extract from a 1976 translation of Barth's work is worth quoting in full here:
The ideasof truth andjustice are not invalidated becauseunder different conditions men [sic] hold
different things to be true andjust. Though all intellectual systems,including law and social theory, lay
claim to theseideas,they may in practice well fall far short of them. Yet this doesnot meanthat the
ideasthemselvesare reducible to other forms or modesof being, suchas economicactivity, folk spirit,
culture soul, race,or social power. On the contrary,the ideasare inherentin humannature. The
disastrouseffect of ideological thinking in its radicalform is not only to cast doubt on the quality and
structure of the mind that constituteman's distinguishing characteristic, but also to underminethe
foundation ofhis social life. Human associationis dependenton agreement,and the essenceof
agreement,be it concernedwith commonbehaviour,rational action, or scientific investigation,is the
idea of truth. If this idea is denouncedas ideological, we are left, in Nietzsche's language,with
individual quantaof will which, accordingto the measureof their power, arbitrarily determinewhat truth
andjustice are to be. Against this monstrousmisconception,we set the insight of the Germaneighteenth
century philosopherChristian Wolf, 'Truth andjustice are the pillars of the common life: removethem
and it crumbles' (Hans Barth, Truth and Ideology [ET; California: University of California Press,19761,
pp. 193-94[my emphasis]).
Carroll concurs with Barth's endorsement of the search for truth, which for Carroll must be 'the kind of
truth which only yields to hard struggle, much searching and the lifelong quest for critical realism'
(Robert P. Carroll, 'On Representation in the Bible', Journal ofNorthwest Semitic Languages 20/2
[ 1995], pp. ]- 15 [13]).
63Louis Althusser, Selected Texts (ed. Terry Eagleton; London: Verso, 1994), p. 149. The materiality
determinism
from
deriving
in
Marxist
ideology
Althusser
a
economic
arises
ultimately from the
of
discussing
ideology
In
the
of the capitalist state, Althusser distinguishes
relations of production.
between repressive state apparatuses and ideological state apparatuses, the latter including schools,
function
family,
law,
the
the
the
to perpetuate the ideology of
media,
social
customs,
which
churches,
the dominant class, particularly to ensure the 'reproduction of the means of production' and the
4reproduction of labour power'. The repressive state apparatuses are to some considerable degree
ideologically inspired and the ideological state apparatuses are ultimately repressive in their function:
there is thus a sliding scale between the two poles.
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ideology: 'the "ideas" of a human subjectexist in his actions', which are insertedinto
64
practiceswhich in turn form part of the 'institutional apparatusesof the stateý.
Ideology is 'lived'. 65 Ideology is a 'particular organisationof signifying practices
...
to the
which producesthe lived relations by which
subjects
are
connected
...
dominant relations of production in a society'.66 A key phraseof Althusser's in this
is:
context 'All recognition is miscognition'. What is representedin ideology is 'not
the systemof real relations which govern the existenceof individuals but the
imaginary relations of thoseindividuals to the real relations in which they live'. 67
Ideological analysisis concernedwith the devicesthat work on the readers'imaginary
conceptionsof self and of society in order to 'interpellate' them into a specific form of
social subjectivity.
However, this neednot meanthat ideology containsno cognitive elements,nor that it
is purely subjective,nor that it is devoid of elementsthat might reasonablybe
describedas 'true'. Eagletonarguesthat, althoughideology may indeedfocus on
lived relations, 'there are no suchrelations which do not tacitly involve a set of beliefs

Althusser defines Marx's own early understandingof ideology as 'the systemof the ideasand
representationswhich dominate the mind of a man or a social group'. He also notes that Marx did not
in the end formulate a formal theory of ideology.
64Althusser, SelectedTexts,p. 105. JonathanDyck
comments: 'Although the modality of this material
existenceis not the sameas that of a stone, it can nonethelessbe describedas "material" at the level of
social structure' (JonathanDyck, 'A Map of Ideology for Biblical Critics' in M. Daniel Carroll R. (ed.),
Rethinking Contexts,Rereading Texts:Contributions ftom the Social Sciencesto Biblical Interpretation
(JSOTSup.299: Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press,2000), pp. 108-128.
65AIthusser,SelectedTexts,pp. 123
and 149.
66Althusser locatesideology in:
our unconscious
relationswith theworld,the waysin whichwe arepre-reflectivelyboundup in social
reality. It is a matterof how thatreality 'strikes'us in the form of apparentlyspontaneous
of
experience,
the waysin whichhumansubjectsareceaselessly
at stakein it, investingin theirrelationsto sociallife
asa crucialpartof whatit is to bethemselves.... Ideology... expresses
a will, a hope,or a nostalgia,
rather thandescribinga reality; it isfundamentallya matteroffearinganddenouncing,
reverencingand
reviling,all of whichsometimes
getsencodedinto a discoursewhichlooksas thoughit is describingthe
waythingsactuallyare'(Althusser,For Marx, p. 234[my emphasis],quotedin Eagleton,Ideology,p.
18).
Althusser thus advocatesan affective rather than a cognitive theory of interpreting ideology. Ideology
'is 'performative' rather than 'constative' language: it belongsto 'the class of speech-actswhich get
234).
(Althusser,
done
Another
discourse
description'
For
Marx,
to
than
the
p.
of
something
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...
ideology
is
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Althusser's
that
to
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subject
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individuals as subjects. This complex notion is elucidatedby JonathanDyck in theseterms:
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namea thousand
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[SydneyandBoston:Allen andUnwin, 1989].pp. 15-16,citedin Stratton,Out of Eden,p. 175).
67 Althusser, Selected Texts,p. 103 (my emphasis). On the general question of 'truth' and ideology,
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and assumptions,and thesebeliefs and assumptionsmay themselvesbe open to
judgments of truth and falsehood'.68

1.26 Ideology as the Unconscious Determinant of Worldview
A common connotationis that ideology, though inherently false, is nonethelessgiven
the appearanceof naturalnessor common sense. For example,Slavoj 2i2ek
observes:

One of the fundamental stratagemsof ideology is the referenceto some self-evidence
-Took,
you can seefor yourself how things are!' 'Let the facts speakfor themselves' is perhapsthe
arch-statementof ideology - the point being, precisely, that facts never 'speak for themselves'
but are always made to speakby a network of discursive devices.69

This seductive'obviousness'of an ideological statementunderliesthe often-expressed
it
is
impossible
be
hold
ideological
that
to
view
virtually
views and simultaneously
awarethat they are ideology. Eagletonobserves,for example:'Ideologies are
discoursesunableto curve back critically upon themselves'.70 Louis Althusser goes
further: 'Ideology never says,"I am ideological"'. 71
However, this cannotbe regardedas an absolute. It is possibleto have a general
awarenessof the social origin, function, self-interest,and motivation of one's
ideological holdings while still continuing to hold on to them. The mere occupancyof
someplace within society will not automaticallyresult in a predictableset of political
beliefs and desires. Indeed,evenPost-Marxism,saysEagleton,is now given to
'denying that there is any necessaryconnexionbetweenone's socio-economic

68Eagleton illustrates this point by the example of the racist, who is 'usually someonein the grip of
fear, hatred, and insecurity, rather than someonewho has dispassionatelyarrived at certain intellectual
judgments on other races;but even if his feelings are not motivated by suchjudgments, they are likely
to be deeply entwined with them; and thesejudgments - that certain racesare inferior to others, for
example - are plainly false' (Eagleton, Ideology, p. 2 1). Eagleton later commentson the needto
deconstructthe familiar opposition betweenideologies as a 'rigid, explicit doctrine' on the one hand
inchoate
he
lived
This
the
the
and
supposedly
other.
opposition, points out, is
nature of
experienceon
itself 'ideologically eloquent'. From what social standpoint,he asks,does lived experienceappear
life
her
in
but
her
have
Woolf
'Virginia
this
shapeless
and
chaotic?
experienced
way,
utterly
may well
days
deliciously
fluid
indeterminate'
(Eagleton,
less
likely
have
to
their
and
are
as
servants
regarded
Ideology, pp. 48-49).
69Slavoj 2i&k 'The Spectreof Ideology' in Slavoj 2i2ek (ed.), Mapping Ideology (London: Verso,
1994), pp. 1-33 (11). He takes this point further:
An ideologyis really 'holdingus' only whenwe do not feelanyoppositionbetweenit andreality- that
in determiningthe modeof our everydayexperience,
is, whenthe ideologysucceeds
of reality itself ...
An ideologyreally succeeds
whenthe factswhich at first sightcontradictit startto functionin its favour
(Slavoj[ed.], MappingIdeology,p. 327).
JamesKavanagh assertsthat ideology is not just a set of ideasbut:
imagesthatpreciselyencourages
to
of
perceptions,
and
a
system
representations,
men
and
women
...
'see'their specificplacein a historicallypeculiarsocialformationasinevitable,natural,a necessary
functionof the 'real' itself. Ideologyis a socialprocessthatworkson andthrougheverysocial
...
is
'in'. whetheror not they 'know' or understand
like
that,
it.
other
everyone
any
social
process,
subject,
It hasthe functionof producingan obvious'reality' that socialsubjectscanassumeandaccept,precisely
did
been
if
it
had
produced
and
socially
not needto be 'known' at all (Kavanagh,'Ideology', pp.
not
as
310-311).
Eagleton, Ideology, p. 60.
7' Althusser, Lenin and Philosophy, p. 175.
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location and one's politico-ideological interests'.72 A simple examplewould be that
not all women are feminists.

1.27 Ideology and Religion
There hasbeenmuch discussionabout the relationship of ideology and religion. Both
involve comprehensivesystemsof ideas,embodyingquestionsof truth and behaviour.
Both generally require commitment and demandloyalty and activism from their
73
adherents. However, there are also significant contrasts:
"a religious systemgenerally involves belief in a deity who ordersworld
events;
" religious systemsusually dependon a belief in someform of revelation,
whereasideological systemsare humanistic in origin;
" religions seekto be universal in their appeal,whereasideologiestypically
representa particular classor group;
religions may have a vision for a just society but they rarely involve a practical
74
political programme.

Somewould regardideological and religious systemsas mutually exclusive,even
75
ideologies
have
though many political
originated from a religious inspiration. The
most common view, however,is to regardreligious systemsas a subsetof ideological
76
for
ideologies.
Louis Althusserregards
systems,parallel,
example,to political
77
his
'ideological
religion as one of
stateapparatuses'.
Norman Gottwald, one of the first to make significant useof the term 'ideology' in
Biblical Studies,employsthe term to denote:

the consensualreligious ideas which were structurally embeddedin and functionally
correlated to other social phenomenawithin the larger social systemand which served in a
more or less comprehensivemanner to provide explanationsor interpretationsof distinctive

72However, Eagleton ably illustrates, by meansof an extendedexamplebasedon the lot of the galley
is
is
inevitably
that
there
thought
the
that
effect
connexion
not wholly
slave,
of
some connexion - even
inevitable or predictable (Eagleton, Ideology, pp. 60-62).
73Cranston's comment is noteworthy, however: 'it may be doubted whether commitment has ever
been a marked feature of those religions into which a believer is inducted in infancy' (Cranston,
'Ideology'). Cranston's comment may be true of (say) the Church of England, or other religious
it
be
However,
hold
that
could scarcely said (for
a national or quasi-national status.
groupings
example) of Judaism,despite the practice of infant circumcision.
74The recent rise of militant Islam is perhapsa significant exception to this general rule. Also, of
by
Shaftsbury
Wilberforce
ideology.
and
were
motivated
religious
as
such
course, major reformers
75One often quoted example is Savonarolain fifteenth-century Florence, who cherishedthe vision of
Christian community as a model to be realised in contemporarysociety. His method was to achieve
both
lives
the
then
the
to
through
economy
and
private
control
appeal
and
of the
popular
power
citizens. The movement combined a corporate struggle against social and religious oppressiontogether
desires.
Savonarola
ambitions
and
camal
against
worldly
was part of the
with a personal struggle
inspiration of Calvin's Geneva and of English and New-World Puritanism.
76Similarly, there is a dichotomy within Biblical Studiesbetweenthose who regard ideology and
theology as oppositional terms and those who regard theology as a sub-setof ideology.
77SeeAlthusser, 'Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses', pp. 165-170.
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socialrelationsandhistoricalexperienceof Israeland also to defineandenergizethe Israelite
78
socialsystemoppositionallyor polemicallyover againstothersocialsystems.

1.28 Ideological Strategies
Ideology is not a merely speculative or theoretical system but an action-oriented set of
beliefs. Accordingly, it is not possible to understand what ideology is without
7
how
ideology
is
ideology
The
consideration of
to legitimate
used.9
use of
dominance may involve a variety of different strategies, for example:
" promoting beliefs and values congenial to it;
" naturalising and universalising such beliefs as to render them apparently selfevident and inevitable;
denigrating
ideas
that might challenge it;
"
" excluding rival forms of thought, perhaps by some unspoken but apparently
systematic logic;
80
in
" obscuring social reality
convenient ways.
However, Eagleton questions the Marxist notion that ideology is the all-important
means by which a dominant class imposes social cohesion:

Such ideologies may effectively unify the ruling class;but they are usually much less
successful... in infiltrating the consciousnessof their subordinates. In feudalist and early
capitalist societies,for example,the mechanismsfor transmitting such ideologies to the
masseswere notably weak. ... Insofar as the consentof the dominatedto their mastersis
won at all, it is achieved much more by economic than by ideological means.... Subaltern
be incorporated
social groups often have their own rich, resistantcultures, which cannot
81
without a struggle into the value systemsof those who govern them.

For most peoples it is 'the routine material logic of everyday life, not some body of
82
,
doctrine or ideological "superstructure" which keeps the system ticking over
One
.
might add that this will have been especially true in the ancient world. For most
harsh
in
biblical
the
times,
exigencies of
ordinary people
eking out an existence amid
daily life, struggling to meet the taxation demands of the urban elite, it will have
little
ideology
ideology
the
or a priestly
mattered
whether
official
was a royal
ideology, or whether it emanated from a native hegemony or from a distant imperial
78Norman K. Gottwald, The Tribes of Yahweh:A Sociology of the Religion ofLiberated Israel, 12501050 BCE (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press,2ndedn, 1999; first published Maryknoll, New York:
Orbis 1979), p. 66.
On this issue,Niels P. Lemche perceptively remarks: 'In an oriental society like Israel's, one should
furthermore be awarethat ideology, religion, and theology are to a large extent synonyms, since the
separationbetweenthe sacral and the profane realms, which characterisesour contemporaryEuropean
[my
34,
I
(Lemche,
in
Ancient
Israel,
p.
note
emphasis]).
culture, was unknown antiquity'
79The distinction between meaning and use is somewhatartificial when one recalls Wittgenstein's
is
its
'the
use'.
meaning of a word
maxim,
80Eagleton, Ideology, p. 6. Closely associatedwith this view is the notion that ideology is generally
ideology
is
Hence,
to
often understoodas an imaginary
used mask or suppresssocial conflicts.
is
the
process sometimesreferred to as a processof mystification.
resolution of real contradictions; and
8' Eagleton, Ideology, p. 35 (my emphasis). For a fuller discussionof the view that Eagleton is citing
here, seeN. S. Abercrombie, S. Hill, and B. S. Turner, The Dominant Ideology Thesis(London: George
Allen and Unwin, 1980). Eagleton later comments: 'Ideology contributes to the constitution of certain
but
it
does
interests,
than
reflecting
passively
pre-given
positions;
rather
not, for all that, legislate
social
its
discursive
by
into
(Eagleton,
Ideology,
223).
own
existence
omnipotence'
positions
such
p.
82
Eagleton, Ideology, p. 37.
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overlord. They will have given lip-service to the ideology of the current ruling class
while maintaining their own resistantculture and ideology.
Ideology also functions as a meansof rationalising social intereststhat might
83
be
illegitimate.
Eagletonmakesthe interestingpoint that
otherwise regardedas
oppressedgroupsin society may adopt an ideological rationalisationof their plight
just as thoroughly astheir rulers:

They may perceive that their conditions leave a lot to be desired, but rationalise this on the
grounds that they deserveto suffer, or that everyoneelse suffers too, or that it is somehow
inevitable, or that the alternative would be a great deal worse. Since theseattitudes will
generally benefit the rulers, it might be claimed that ruling classessometimesallow those they
84
do
to
subjugate
most of the rationalisingfor them.

Up to now the discussionhas,for the sakeof simplicity, proceededas if ideologies
were generally unified and homogeneous.In fact, ideologiesare usually internally
complex and differentiated formations,with conflicts amongtheir various elements
that constantlyneedto be resolved.85 Ideologiesblend beliefs and disbeliefs,moral
norms, a modicum of factual evidence,and a set of technicalprescriptions,all of
which are woven togetherto ensureconcertedaction for the preservationor
reconstructionof a given social order. Even ideologiesthat might be regardedoverall
as positive may nonethelesscontain false, partial, or distorting features. Eagleton
observes:
What we call a dominant ideology is typically that of a dominant social bloc, made up of
classesand factions whose interestsare not always at one; and thesecompromisesand
divisions will be reflected in the ideology itsetf 136

One might add to Eagleton's commentthat this complexity is likely to be evenmore a
featureof an oppositional ideology than of a dominant ideology. Groupsthat unite in
opposition may for the time being entwine intereststhat are ultimately incompatible.
This factor helps to elucidatethe tendency,when a dominant group is displacedor
overthrown, for one group amongthosewho had beenunited in opposition to jettison
erstwhile allies and asserta new dominance,as,for example,with the Taliban's recent
87
in
rise to power Afghanistan.

83Ancient society generally saw nothing reprehensiblein slavery and, therefore, saw little need to
indulge in rationalisation of the practice. Where a rationalising ideology doesappear,however, the
very fact of a rationalisation implies uneaseabout the practice, an instinctive needto cover up or mask
structuresthat are felt to be unjust. As Eagleton puts it: 'To call ideologies rationalising is already to
imply that there is something discreditable about them - that they try to defend the indefensible,
cloaking some disreputablemotive in high-sounding ethical terms' (Eagleton, Ideology, p. 5 1).
Motives nearly always contain a mixture of positive and negative elements;and an overall desirable
for
be
questionablemotives. Eagleton gives as an example: 'Some
state of affairs can pursued
Americans really do believe that throwing their military weight around is in the interestsof global
freedom; whereasothers perceive more cynically that it is in the interestsof protecting American
52).
(Eagleton,
Ideology,
p.
property'
84Eagleton, Ideology, p. 52 (my emphasis).
85Eagleton observesthat we 'are likely to find within an ideological formation a processof
between
its
its
trade-off
overall
and
world-view
adjustment,
and
more concrete
compromise,
48).
(Eagleton,
Ideology,
p.
rescriptive elements'
6 Eagleton, Ideology, p. 45 (my emphasis).
87in which they jettisoned many of those who beentheir allies in the struggle against communism
and
Russian occupation.
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It should be further addedto Eagleton's discussionthat ideologiesarise and evolve in
contradistinction to other opposing ideologies. A dominant ideology hasconstantly
to negotiatewith the ideologiesof oppositional groups,to divide and conqueramong
oppressedgroups. To a greateror lesserextent,the dominant group must constantly
engagewith the needs,wants, and aspirationsof subordinatesif it is to remain in
power. Henceboth the dominant and any oppositional ideologiesare constantlyin a
88
flux
inevitably
interactive
part
to
tensions
stateof
and
of
prone
and contradictions.
the purposeof a dominant ideology is in fact to strive for an appearanceof resolution
to suchareasof social conflict.

1.29 Summary
It is important at the outsetnot to adopt so broad a definition of 'ideology' asto be of
89
no meaningful value (such as, 'everything is ideology'). It is also important to be
awarethat the more specific definitions that are offered (whetherneutral, positive, or
in
pejorative) are themselvesideological, in that their exponentsare often inextricably
bound up with particular political or philosophical perspectives.
A casecan be madefor a neutral and / or positive useof the word 'ideology'. 90
However, the term hasbecomeso closely entwinedwith notions suchas false
consciousness,rigid pre-determinedviews, imposed'closure', and a partial worldview that it is difficult to useit without somenegativeconnotations. In theory,
ideology is not necessarilyfalse; but, in practice,it is inevitably partial or incomplete.
In popular andjournalistic usage,ideology is almost always a negativephenomenon.
False-consciousness
is thus a dominant componentin most approachesto ideology,
falsefalse-consciousness
is
The
the
elementof
even where
unconscious.
falsebut
it
is
from
in
still
consciousnessmay result
partiality pursuit of a noble cause
least
ideology
However,
some
almost always containsat
consciousness.
an
ideology
function
Furthermore,
it
truth:
otherwise.
significant measureof
could not
that is factually true may be functionally false, or vice versa.
Five other features must surely be regarded as essentials of a meaningful use of the
term. First, 'ideology' consists of a body of ideas or a world-view held collectively by
issues
intersects
ideology
Secondly,
ofpower and
with
a specific class or group.
idea-systems
denotes
Thirdly,
that are action-oriented, purposethe
term
control.
driven to bring about change. Fourthly, it is not possible to understand ideology

88JamesKavanagh puts it this way:

Any concretesociety incorporatesa spectrumof ideologiesand social subjectivities, and this field tends
to be worked into an asymmetricalwhole that must be continually readjusted,a structurein which most
ideological positions take up an unequal,subordinaterelation to the dominant ideology (Kavanagh,
'Ideology', p. 311).
89A. K. M. Adam observes:
if everyonehas an ideology. then the term 'ideology' often endsup meaningnothing other than 'opinion
free
from
float
Marxist
Moreover,
to
the
tends
the
term
'conviction'.
emphasison material and social
or
This
is
helps
'ideology'
term
the
make
valuable,
use
of
more characteristic
emphasis
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conditions,
'Political
Criticismý,
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48).
ideological
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exponents
criticism
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of
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90Clifford Geertz is a well known exponent of the 'neutral' definition. See, for example his 'Ideology
),
(ed.
Ideology
Discontent
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Apter
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York:
David
Free
Press,
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pp. 47-76.
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separatelyfrom the vestedinterestsof the relevant classor group. Fifthly, ideology is
often unconsciousor hidden: hencethe specific needfor ideological criticism.
Dissimulation can readily arise by slipping imperceptibly from one usageof the term
'ideology' to another. Another device to watch out for is the useof 'ideology' as a
sloganword, as a meansof dismissingthe views of othersby meansof a slur rather
than by proper argumentationand discussion.

1.3 Increasing Awareness of Ideology within Old
Testament Scholarship
1.31 Ideology of texts
In the world of biblical scholarship,the term 'ideology' is often usedin a generaland
neutral way to denoteindividual belief-systemsportrayedwithin the text, suchas
kingship ideology or priestly ideology.91 Somewriters also speakof the ideological
92
biblical
itself.
More recently, the term hascometo be usedin a
text
natureof the
more critical sense,for example,to indicatethat Old Testamenttexts encodethe
(hidden) ideology of an intellectual and literary elite, who had their own gender,class,
93
social, psychological,political, as well as religious interests.

9'Good exampleswould be R. Davidson, 'Covenant Ideology in Ancient Israel' in R.E. Clements(ed.),
The World ofAncient Israel: Sociological, Anthropological and Political Perspectives(Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1989), pp. 323-47; Keith W. Whitelam, 'Israelite Kingship: The Royal
Ideology and its Opponents' in R.E. Clements(ed.), World OfAncient Israel, pp. 119-39;and Sara
Japhet, The Ideology of the Book of Chronicles and Its Place in Biblical Thought (Frankfurt au Main:
Peter Language, 1989). Clines gives a comprehensivelist of examplesof use of the word 'ideology' in
this 'weaker' sensein Interested Parties, p. 12, note 4.
92For Meir Sternberg,for example, ideology is to do with the rhetorical persuasivenessof the biblical
text, how the text motivates and manipulatesreader. Sternbergdistinguishesbetweenthe didactic and
the ideological nature of biblical texts. He observes:'Didacticism is ideological writing, but not vice
versa, and the dividing line is precisely where ethics and aestheticsmeet to generatethe art of
persuasion' (Meir Sternberg, ThePoetics of Biblical Narrative: Ideological Literature and the Drama
of Reading [Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University Press, 1985], p. 483).
93For example, as Philip Davies puts it, historiography, as we find it in the Bible, is written from the
ideological perspective of a ruling elite and is, therefore, 'not a history that Judaeanpeasantsmight
have told, or a merchant from Jaffa, or a priest of a local sanctuary,or a foreign mercenary,or a
pragmatic royal political adviser, or any number of religious intermediaries' (Philip R. Davies, 'Whose
History? Whose Israel? Whose Bible? Biblical Historians, Ancient and Modem' in Lester L. Grabbe
[ed.], Can a 'History oflsrael'be Written? [JSOTSup.245; The First EuropeanSeminar on Historical
Methodology; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1997], pp. 104-122 (11 fl). A similar point had
been made as long ago as 1964, when Moshe Weinfield wrote of the reaction of Judaeanpeasantsto
Josiah's Passover:
Let us bearin mind the far-reachingconsequences
of this reform:a peoplewho arein everyaspectof
their daily life boundto thesacralinstitutionsaroundthem... areonedayforcibly deniedthemandare
insteadpresented
from distantareaswasnot
a single,centralsanctuary.
necessitating
pilgrimage,
which
I
for
infirm)
(the
the
some
aged
and
and
animpossibility(MosheWeinfeld,'Cult
matter
an easy
Analogy',Journalof NearEasternStudies23
Centralisationin Israelin the Iight of a Neo-Babylonian
[ 1964],pp. 202-12[202]).
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This is not necessarilyto imply that biblical writers consciouslydistorted the facts.
As Philip Davies points out,94the sameagreedfactscan portray Cromwell or
Columbus or Stalin as villains or heroesor both.95 A simple biblical examplemight
be the portrayal of Manassehin the Deuteronomistichistory as an out-and-outvillain.
for
the Chronicler he was a model of repentanceand reconstruction. Neither
while
historian hasnecessarilydistortedthefacts: it is a matter of selection,omission,
emphasisand interpretationof the facts, a processconditionedby the writer's
96
in
ideological
illustrative
is
It
consciousor unconscious
perspective.
particularly
this connectionthat the Bible offers us two different ideological perspectiveson the
97
Israelite
early
monarchy, Samuel-Kings and Chronicles. For the Chronicler, the
Israelitesare representedas indigenousto the land.98 It is only the Davidic monarchy
that can lay any claim to theological legitimacy. The Jerusalemkings can do no
if
wrong - or they do wrong, they repent. The writer's ideological convictions also
underlie his highlighting of the role of the Levites, his stresson the involvement of
northernersin the Jerusalemcult, and his emphasison 'all Israel'. Theseissueswere
no doubt the subjectof controversyin the Jerusalemof the Chronicler's own day.
The significant differencesof perspectivebetweenthe two histories suggestdifferent
or competingcontemporaryenvironmentsfor the authors. However, it is also true
94Davies, 'Whose History? '
p. I 11.
95In Northern Ireland, one might add William
of Orange,Wolfe Tore, Edward Carson,or Gerry
Adams. Similarly, the samejacts could have been usedto portray Saul or David or Solomon as villain
or hero or both.
96We must also take account of the 'human' tendency for historical
focus
to
on what they
writers
approve of and gloss over less palatable aspectsof what actually took place, without necessarily
implying any deliberate revisionism.
Some commentatorsgo much ffirther. For example,Robert Carroll was well known for his view that
the Bible, as ideological literature, should not be read as history at all, but as propaganda.See,for
example, Robert P. Carroll, 'Madonna of Silences:Clio and the Bible' in Grabbe (ed.), Can a 'History
of1srael'be Written?, pp. 84-103 (101). Israel was by no meansalone in the ANE in generating
ideologically based'history', as is ably demonstrated,for example, by K. Lawson Younger Jr, in
Ancient ConquestAccounts: A study in ANE and Biblical History Writing (JSOTSup.98; Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic Press, 1990). Seealso John Van Seters,'Solomon's Temple: Fact and Ideology in
Biblical and ANE Historiography', Catholic Biblical Quarterly 59 (1996), pp. 45-57.
97The ideological considerationslying behind the Deuteronomistic history include: that Israel is a
single entity with a common pre-history, though later divided; that it had a God-given right to occupy
the whole of what we now call Israel / Palestine;that Israelite and Canaaniteare distinct ethnic /
cultural / religious entities; that worship of Yahweh as the sole God was regardedas orthodoxy among
the Israelites; that the Davidic line, to which all the Kings of Judahbelonged, is the only line through
for
is
legitimate
future
for
has
Jerusalem
Israel;
Yahweh
the
that
place
only wholly
promised a
which
the worship of Yahweh; and that the cult of Jerusalem,under faithful kings at least, confon-nedto the
orthodoxy of the Deuteronomist's own day.
Robert Carroll has arguedthat the so-called Deuteronomistic theology would be better referred to as
ideology, in order to take account of the political organisation and control intendedby the
Deuteronomists in the power struggles for control in their contemporary situation. SeeRobert P.
Carroll, Jeremiah (London: SCM, 1986); and also seeJamesBarr's comments in Barr, History and
Ideology, pp. 121-122. Philip Davies, having given his own summary of the Deuteronomistic ideology,
institution
Joshua,
"judgeship",
"empire"
'the
the
the
the
that
to
of
of
exploits
of
conclude
goes on
David and Solomon, and the conflict betweenprophet (a Deuteronomistcategory) and king are all byHistory?
'
I
(Davies,
11).
ideology'
'Whose
this
p.
of
products
Seealso Andrew D. H. Mayes, 'Deuteronomistic Ideology and the Theology of the Old Testament',
JSOT 82 (1999), pp. 57-82, reprinted in De Pury, ROmer,and Macchi (eds.), Israel Constructs its
History, pp. 465-489; and also Martin Rose, 'Deuteronomistic Ideology and Theology of the Old
Testament' in Pury, R6mer, Macchi (eds.), Israel Constructs its History, pp. 424-480.
98There is no interest in Chronicles in the traditions of conquestor settlementfrom outside, still less in
descentfrom slavery in Egypt.
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that both 'histories' have much of their ideology in common,in that both encodethe
generalclass,gender,and theological interestsof the intellectual-religious elite of
99
day.
their
In the caseof King David, a third ideological perspectiveis offered to us by whoever
provided the superscriptionsto the Psalms. The fact that David has gonedown in
history, amongboth Jewsand Christians,as a pious and humble man of God has
surely more to do with theseattributions in the Psalterthan with the narrativeof 1-2
Samuelor eventhat of Chronicles.
To take a modem parallel, the different descriptionsof King David might be
comparedto different accountsof (say) King William of Orangeand his exploits in
Ireland. A history written in contemporaryNorthern Ireland for a Roman Catholic
audiencewould be significantly different from an accountby a Protestanthistorian.
The differenceswould spring from ideological issuesthat are crucial to the current
self identity of the two communities. A totally different set of perspectiveson King
William would characterisean English historian writing of the 1688 'Glorious
Revolution'; and quite different again would be the King William of a Dutch history
of the Houseof Orange.
It is important to add that it is not just the ideology of authors that hasto be
consideredbut also the ideology of the collectors,editors, compilers,and 'publishers',
that is, all who were involved in the complex processthat led ultimately to the
emergenceand disseminationof the Old Testamentcanonas we know it. The
significance of ideological influence in this ongoing processis often overlooked. The
ideological factors determiningthe inclusion of a book in the canonmay be quite
distinct from the ideological focus of the original author.100

1.32 Ideology of Scholars and Critics
A sectionof the scholarly world has in the pastregardedthosewho approachthe text
from a theological or confessionalstandpointas inevitably lesscapableof objectivity
than thoseof the secularacademy. However, it is now more generallyrecognisedthat
ideological
baggage,whatevertheir claims to objectivity and
all scholarscarry
101
neutrality.
99For a fuller discussionof the Deuteronomist's and the Chronicler's David seeDiana V. Edelman,
'The Deuterononomist'sDavid and the Chronicler's David: Competing or Contrasting Ideologies' in T.
R6mer (ed.), TheFuture ofthe DeuterononomistHistory (Bibliotheca Ephemeridum Theologicarum
Lovaniensium, 14; Leuven: Peeters,2000), pp. 67-83.
100Take the example of the book of Ruth. For the sakeof the argument,the underlying story may have
developed (say) as a story for a mother to tell her daughters,communicating an ideology of family and
female
heroes
for
The
inclusion
from
the
the
the
of
reason
perspective
of
past.
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have
different,
however,
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do
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to
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eventual
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different
For
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in
David
J.
Clines
Cheryl
Method'
A.
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Exurn
(eds.
),
Politics,
Canon,
The
New
Home:
Literary
and
a
Criticism and the Hebrew Bible QSOTSup. 143; Sheffield: JSOT Press,199-3
)), pp. 125-139.
Seealso the discussion on canonical ideology in Robert P. Carroll, 'Biblical Ideolatry: Ideologiekritik,
Biblical Studies, and the Problematicsof Ideology', Journal offorthwest Semitic Languages24.1
(1998), pp. 101-114.
101J.H. Elliott observes:
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Keith Whitelam has drawn particular attention to aspectsof the ideology of a previous
generationof scholarsthat from a contemporarystandpointseemnothing short of
outrageous. As an example,he cites the ideology that lay behind Albright's
perspectiveon the Israelite settlement:
Fromtheimpartial(sic]standpoint
thata
of a philosopher
of history,it oftenseemsnecessary
"'
peopleof markedlyinferiortypeshouldvanishbeforea peopleof superiorpotentialities.
His view is further compounded by the fact that the conquest of the Canaanites is
paralleled by him to the 'inevitable if regrettable' extermination of Native Americans!
It is quite remarkable, says Whitelam, that this undisguised racism has never been
by
biblical scholars. It is often only in retrospect that the ideological
commented on
presuppositions of the historian or critic have become clear, for none of us can fully
divest ourselves of the ideological holdings of the scholarly 'discourse' 103to which
belong.
we

This unconsciousinfluence of ideology extendsbeyondthe academyand into the
homiletical
realm of
and popular readingof the Bible. In the era when the sun never
set on the Queen'sdominions, the 'civilising' influence that the British Empire
brought to 'native' peopleswas regardedas so beneficial that one could gloss over
The exegete,himself and herself, no lessthan the biblical authors,is conditionedby his or her own social
and psychological experiences.We bring to the texts questionsthat we have beenconditionedto ask,
not only theologically, but also socially. As the biblical writers wrote, so we exegetesinterpret, out of
self-interest. What we seein the text, especiallyits implications, is what our experience,our gender,our
social position, and our political affiliations have preparedus to (J.H. Elliott, A Homefor the Homeless
[Philadelphia: Fortress,1981], p. 12 [my emphasis]).
A. K. M. Adam remarks: 'One might apply the heuristic rule that interpreters who press you to accept
their objectivity are probably concealing an ideological aim, whether consciously or unconsciously'
(Adam, Postmodern Biblical Criticism, p. 53).
It is perhaps with something of the same thought in mind that Philip Davies urges, 'Let there be lots of
historiographies
let there be Fascist and Marxist, Zionist and Palestinian, Western and Oriental
...
historiographies, maximal and minimal, so that indeed no reader may ever pardonably be deluded into
believing in an objective historical truth' ('Whose History? ' p. 120). Similarly, one might add, let there
be lots of 'readings' of the text, lest anyone suppose that there is but one objective interpretation.
102The quotation is worth giving in full:
From the impartial [sic] standpointof a philosopherof history, it often seemsnecessarythat a people of
markedly inferior type should vanish before a peopleof superiorpotentialities. ... It was fortunate for
the future of monotheismthat the Israelitesof the Conquestwere a wild folk, endowedwith primitive
energyand ruthlesswill to exist, sincethe resulting decimationof the Canaanitespreventedthe complete
fusion of the two kindred folk which would almost inevitably have depressedYahwistic standardsto a
point where recovery was impossible. Thus the Canaanites,with their orgiastic natureworship ... and
their grossmythology, were replacedby Israel, with its pastoralsimplicity and purity of life, its lofty
later,
dissimilar
its
In
the
way,
a
millennium
of
ethics.
a
not
altogether
and
severe
code
monotheism
African Canaanites,as they still called themselves,or the Carthaginians,as we call them, with the gross
Phoenicianmythology which we know from Ugarit and Philo Byblius, with humansacrifice and the cult
of sex, were crushedby the immenselysuperior Romans,whosestem codeof morals and singularly
From
Stone
Israel
(W.
F.
Albright,
in
Age to
the
many
ways
of
early
paganism
remind
us
elevated
Christianity: Monotheismand the Historical Process[New York: Doubleday, 19571,pp. 280-81, quoted
in Keith W. Whitelam, TheInvention ofAncient Israel: the Silencing ofPalestinian History [London:
Routledge, 1996], pp. 83-84).
It is a striking example of ideological 'false consciousness' (or perhaps better 'false unconsciousness')
that prevented Albright from seeing the apparent paradox of Israel's 'lofty ethical monotheism' and
indigenous
by
the
extermination
an
only
of
preserved
population! Whitelam
-severe code of ethics',
it
had
in
'a
long
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E.
Wright,
for
from
that
thing
the
the
observed
was
great
who
run'
also quotes
indigenous peoples that they should be wiped out and their land appropriated by Israelites, since out of
the surviving remnant came 'the Phoenicians', who aspired to trading and economic achievements that
for
in
Palestine
(G.
E.
been
Wright,
The
have
Old
Testament
them
central
possible
not
would
against its
Environment [London: SCM, 1950], p. I 10, cited in Whitelam, Invention ofAncient Israel, p. 94).
'0' This is the sense of the word 'discourse' established by Michel Foucault.
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oppressionand exploitation as the inevitable concomitantsof an ultimately benign
enterprise. There was a tendencyto regard Britain's imperial successas the result of
God's blessingon a faithful nation.' 04 Against this ideological background,the
empire-building policies of David and Solomonwere instinctively regardedby
church-goersin a positive light, as a function of God's blessingand as an outworking
it
of what meant for David to be 'a man after God's own heart'. If the biblical David
and Solomon had faults it was in the realm of their sexualrather than their imperial
exploits. The oppressionand exploitation for which they were responsible,the tens of
thousandswhom they slaughtered,and the forced labour programmesthat they
imposedwere not regardedin a negativelight. Indeed,their power was regardedas
05
'
God's
blessing.
the proof of
This kind of thinking lingers on in church circles,
despitethe generalabhorrencein wider contemporarysociety of imperial or colonial
exploitation. More recently, however, there is an emergingpopular awarenessof the
extent to which the Bible hasbeenusedto provide an ideological undergirding for
06
'
imperialist
colonial and
policies.
Ratherthan concealor divest themselvesof their presuppositionsand worldview, it is
now more widely acceptedthat critics should allow their own ideological holdings to
interact explicitly with the text under investigation. This may involve rejection of the
prevailing ideology in the traditional world of scholarship. This hasnot always
proved easy. Liberation theologians,for example,have found it difficult to break free
from the 'discourse' of westernscholarship.107

104Kipling's hymn, God Of Our Fathers, Known Of Old,
still found in the hymn-books of major
denominations,refers to other nations as 'lesser breedswithout the law.
105as I know from ongoing teaching
and discussionwith theological students.
106See,for example: L. N. Rivera, A Violent Evangelism: ThePolitical
and Religious Conquestof the
Americas (Louisville, KY: Westminster, John Knox Press, 1992) and M. Prior, TheBible and
Colonialism: A Moral Critique (Biblical Seminar48; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1997). See
also M. Daniel Carroll R., 'Introduction: Issuesof "Context" within Social ScienceApproachesto
Biblical Studies' in Carroll R. (ed.), Rethinking Contexts,pp. 13-23 (especially p. 18).
107Iturneleng Mosala (whose work will be consideredin more detail below, pp. 154-168)points to the
particular difficulties of the struggle of black theology to break with western ideological assumptions.
'Oppressive texts,' he says, 'cannot be totally tamed or subvertedinto liberative texts' (Itumeleng
Mosala, Biblical Hermeneuticsand Black Theology in South Africa [Exeter and Grand Rapids:
Paternosterand Eerdmans, 1989], p. 30). Commitment to liberty andjustice are not in themselves
sufficient if those who are committed to the struggle are themselvesenslavedto the dominant
discourse, 'to the biblical hermeneuticsof dominant ideologies' (Mosala, Biblical Hermeneutics,p. 4;
seealso pp. 66-68). Mosala acknowledgesthe difficulty of writing an account of power struggles in
the ancient world on the basis of the scanty evidencenow available to us. What is innovative and
daring about his interpretative approachis his engagementwith the biblical text from the perspectiveof
the 'underside' of contemporary struggles. He calls on black theologians to make a complete
ideological break with contemporary biblical criticism and theology. Chris Rowland observes:
forcein societyis
He [Mosala]arguesthatthe reasonChristianityhassooftenbeensucha conservative
that dominantgroupsin societyhavebeenableto claimto begroundedin thebesttraditionsof
Christianity,simplybecause
thepowerfulgroupshavefoundresources
to maintaintheir hegemonyin
textsandcanonin their own interest.This hasdeterminedthe way
the outlookof thosewho constructed
in which themore'non-conformist'textsof historyshouldberead. So,he argues,if liberationtheology
presentsthe text asa divinediscoursewhich unequivocallyoptsfor the poor,it canfind itself colluding
dominant
ideology
is
in
to
the
the
the interestsof thepoorandthe
which
not
always
submission
with
(ChristopherRowland,-in Dialoguewith IturnelengMosala:a Contributionto Liberation
oppressed
Exegesis',JSA'T50 11993]ý
pp. 43-57[44-451).
Similarly, for J1. Segundo,faith cannot easily disassociateitself from the ideologies in which it is
it
ideology
However,
to
the
that undergirds oppression.
resist
subordination
must
embedded.
Nonetheless,he maintains that 'faith without ideology is dead!', presumably becausereal faith must be
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In contrastwith this negativepicture of the influence of ideological factors within
biblical scholarship,Norman Gottwald hasrecently madethis significantly positive
comment:
Now if ideology consistsof incorrigible biasesthat no investigator can elude, little hope
remains for regarding the reconstructedobject of study in any other way than as a projection
of the investigator. It is, however, a grave misjudgementto believe that ideology is solely the
fixed idea that holds us captive,for it is also the generative idea that gets us interested in any
108
inquiry.
subject and enables us toform a point of entriefor our

Gottwald is an important voice againstthosewho maintain that we are irretrievably
captive to an inherited ideology. He believesthat the underlying messageof the Old
Testamentis ultimately the liberation of the oppressed,even althoughthe text as we
have it may have beenoverlaid by an editorial elite allied to the oppressors.For
Gottwald, a searchbeneaththe surfaceof the text may reveal an original core, or even
an embryonic idea embeddedwithin the material, that is ideologically commendable
109
for
today. There are others,however,who would regardthe biblical
and relevant
text as ideologically irredeemable,such as Robert Carroll, who claims that in actual
'
10
'the
Bible
ideology
freedorn'.
practice
never generatedan
of
A similar division is seenamongfeminist scholars. There are thosewho hold that the
biblical narrativesare irretrievably patriarchal 111and thosewho hold that it is
possible,by meansof an ideological-critical hermeneutic,to penetratethrough the
Bible's androcentricframework and to engagethe biblical text with contemporary
2
"
issues
in
helpful
gender
and constructiveways.
It is worth noting at this point John Rogerson'swarning note against'the kind of
ideological criticism that adoptsthe holier-than-thouPerspectiveof today's world in
condemningsuchthings as patriarchy or classdivisions in ancientIsrael'. Such
criticism, he maintains,is 'merely anotherinstanceof domination and self-deception'.
action-oriented (J.L. Segundo,TheLiberation of Theology [Maryknoll, New York: Orbis, 1985]), p. 37,
note 37, cited in Barr, History and Ideology, p. 130).
108Gottwald, Tribes, p. xIiii (my emphasis). He continues:
Thepoint is, I think, thatwhatwe call 'ideology' is a double-edged
sword:on the onehand,it designates
thoseinitial conceptions
to 'jump start' our
aboutandinterestsin a subjectthat areabsolutelynecessary
inquiry; and,on the otherhand,it designates
our tendencyto resistmodifying,refiningor discardingour
initial conceptions
aswe proceedmoredeeplyinto the studyandasthedatainclinetowardsconfirming,
disconfirming,modifyingor refiningour initial 'hunches'(p. x1iii).
However, he also gives this warning:
Theredoesnot appearto be anyrule of thumb,otherthanvigilant criticismof self andothers,to ensure
desireto
the allowancesandcorrectionsin our interpretations
requiredby our consciousor unconscious
conceivethe pastaswe wish it hadbeenor evenýasit oughtto havebeen(p. xlii).
'09PresumablyGottwald means 'ideologically commendable' from the perspectiveof the critic
involves
both
Christian
Marxist
for
Gottwald,
social-justice perspectives.
presumably
and
which,
110Robert P. Carroll, 'An Infinity of Traces, on Making an Inventory of our Ideological Holdings: An
Introduction to Ideologiekritik in Biblical Studies', Journal offorthwest Semitic Languages21/2
(1995), pp. 25-43 (37). Carroll overstatesthe casehere: he seemsto have forgotten the many
historical examplesof Christians who have been inspired by a biblically-based Christian ideology to
being
Shaftsbury
Wilberforce
injustice
two prominent examples from
and
oppression,
and
challenge
English history.
... See, for example, Cheryl Exurn, 'The Ethics of Biblical Violence against Women' in J. Rogerson,
M. Davies, M. D. Carroll R. (eds.), The Bible andEthics: TheSecondSheffield Colloquium (JSOTSup.
207; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1995), pp. 248-7 1.
"2 See,for example, P.A. Bird, Missing Persons and Mistaken Identities: Womenand Gender in
Ancient Israel (Minneapolis: FortressPress, 1997).
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Rogersonlooks for 'an ideological criticism that is in solidarity and in sympathywith
Old Testamentwriters and with their attemptsto be creativewithin the
the
...
113
limitations of their situations,
.
Rogersonis opento the criticism of applying double standardsto the ancient and
modem worlds. What I think he is asking for, however, is an approachthat builds on
attemptsby biblical writers to rise abovethe oppressiveideology of their day. He
calls for a form of ideological criticism that has 'implications for praxis' in the
contemporarysituation. He thereforeis much in sympathywith Gottwald's approach.

1.33 Ideology and Theology
JamesBarr offers a useful discussion'14of the complex interplay amongbiblical
scholarsof the terms 'ideology' and 'theology', of which the following is an adapted
summary,with additional examples:
For
"
some,theology is primarily to do with revelation, whereasideology is an
essentiallyhuman construct. From this perspective,'theology' and 'ideology' are
mutually exclusive terms. On this view, theology is the mark of true Israelite
religion, whereasfalse religionists peddleideology. The critic can seekto
distinguish betweenthoseparts of the Old Testamentwhich are ideological and
thosewhich belong to a higher theological plane.
" Andrew Mayes cites a slightly different usagein which 'on the one hand there is
the ideology [of a particular Bible book]
that belongsto a particular time and
...
place; on the other hand, there is the [non-ideological] theologyof the Old
115
Testament,which has a normative role independentof thosecircumstances'.
" Historians tend to view religion as a subsetof ideology. Theologiansmight
'
16
counterthis by the claim that all history writing is inevitably ideological.
in
The
'ideology'
is
in
biblical
term
"
usedwithin some
scholarship a positive sense
order to avoid what are perceivedto be authoritarianand other undesirable
in
for
is
Gottwald
'theology'.
This,
the
the
overtonesof
word
example,
usageof
the Tribes of Yahweh.
freely
but
Sociologists
'ideology'
the
tend to avoid 'theology' as an
"
word
use
fits
The
'ideology'
term.
the sociological perspectiveof the
unscientific
word
Bible as a community production arising from the struggleof competinggroupsor
113John W. Rogerson, 'The Potential of the Negative: Approaching the Old Testamentthrough the
Work of Adorno' in Carroll R. (ed.), Rethinking Contexts,pp. 24-47 (41-42) (my emphasis). The
dialectics',
is
form
by
'negative
Rogerson
to
a methodology that
employ a
of
alternative proposed
derives from the philosophy of the German-American scholar, T. W. Adorno. For a critical introduction
to Adomo, see S. Jarvis, Adorno: a Critical Introduction (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1998).
114Barr, History and Ideology, pp. 108-123. Another useful discussionof these issuesis Mayes,
'Deuteronomistic Ideology'.
'15Mayes, 'Deuteronomistic Ideology', p. 57. In a footnote, Mayes here makesreferenceto J.J.
Collins, 'is a Critical Biblical Theology Possible' in W. H. Propp, B Halpern, and D.N. Freedman
(eds.), The Hebrew Bible and its Interpreters (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns,1990), pp. 1-17, in
ideological
'God-language'
in
discusses
Old
Testament
Collins
the
the
of
use
of
significance
which
texts.
116
As Barr observes:
Historiansmightclassifytheologyasa primeexampleof ideology:theologyis not an 'objective' study
historian
in
is.
Theologians
has some*agenda'.Historyis not
history
that
argue
every
reply
could
as
...
ideologically
influenced.
but
Theologyby contrastis a science,with its
impartial
'science'
an
...
. ..
basewe]I seton reality (Barr,HistoryandIdeology,p. I 10).
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classes. For sociologists,all theology is ideology; and for somesociologists,
117
theology inevitably involves a significant measureof false consciousness.
Sometheologiansusethe word 'ideology' pejoratively to describetheir
opponents'views. An exampleof this is the work of Brevard Childs, for whom
'theology' is an extremely positive word and 'ideology' is a term for contradictory
'
18
More generally,readingsby feminists or other minority groups
points of view.
119
dismissively
are often spokenof
as 'ideological' readings.
Edward Schweizerarguedthat the narrative tradition of the Gospelsaroseto
prevent Christianity becoming mere ideology: the gospelemphasison a historical
inheritanceis for him the antidote to ideology.' 20
Otto Kaiser contrastsideology withfaith, the latter involving personal
121
is
derived
from
interests.
commitment that not
vested
Patrick Miller regardsideology as a theoretically 'neutral' term. No human
thought is immune to the ideologising influencesof its social context. However,
like Kaiser, Miller regardsideology as a phenomenoninferior to faith, in that it is
an expressionof material interestsand is to be distinguishedfrom that which
transcendsself-interestand so is non-ideological.122
Norman Habel observes:
By a biblical theology I mean the doctrine and discourse about God expressed within a given
literary unit that reflect the living faith of a given community. Biblical ideology refers to a
wider complex of images and ideas that may employ theological doctrines, traditions, or
symbols to justify and promote the social, economic, and political interest of a group within
123
society.

117There is an interesting discussionon the interrelationship 'ideology'
of
and 'theology' as used in the
world of sociology, including Non-nanGottwald's usage,in Charles Carter, 'Powerful Ideologies:
Challenging Models and Lasting Changes:Continuing the Journey of Tribes'. in Roland Boer (ed.),
Tracking 'The Tribes of Yahweh': On the Trail ofa Classic QSOTSup. 35 1; Sheffield: Sheffield
Academic Press,2002), pp. 46-58 (51-52).
1'8See,for example, Brevard Childs's comment liberation theology in Brevard S. Childs, Old
on
TestamentTheology in a Canonical Context (Philadelphia: FortressPress, 1985), p. 49. By contrast,
Christian Becker regards many of the views held by Childs as ideological! Seealso C.D. Batson, J.C.
Becker, and W. M. Clark (eds.), Commitmentwithout Ideology (London: SCM 1973), pp. 12-13.
119Tina Pippin observes:'In mainstreambiblical studies,any reading that is not basedon the postEnlightenment tenets of the historical-critical method is seenas ideological' (Tina Pippin, 'Ideology,
Ideological Criticism, and the Bible' in Currents in Research: Biblical Studies(eds. Alan J. Hauser and
Philip Sellew), vol. 4 (1996), pp. 51-78 (51).
120Edward Schweizer,A Theological Introduction to the New Testament(London: SPCK, 1992), p.
127, quoted in Barr, History and Ideology, p. 120.
1210. Kaiser, ldýologie und Glaube (Stuttgart: 1984), quoted in Barr, History and Ideology, p. 119.
122Patrick D. Miller Jr, 'Faith and Ideology in the Old Testament' in F.M. Cross, W. E. Lemke, and
P.D. Miller Jr (eds.), Magnalia Dei: the Mighty Acts of God (Festschrift G.E. Wright; New York:
Doubleday, 1976), pp. 464-79 (465). Miller seeksto trace the history of conflict between ideology and
faith. Israel's early poetry (e.g. Exodus 15, Judges5) is clearly ideological: the material interestsof
Israel are projected as the interestsof Yahweh also. Relationshipswith other groups are hostile and
there is no demand forjustice. But self-interest is also transcended,for example, where the divine
blessing on Israel is only realised in the context of universal blessing (Genesis 12:1-3). The prophets
ideological
but
it.
theology
to
the
that
was
worked
national
redeem
perceived
Andrew Mayes rejects Miller's position (and the similar position adopted in some of his writings by
Walter Brueggemann)and arguesthat it is not possible to make a clear distinction between ideology
both
ideas,
'connote
the articulation of a world view in
systematic
theology,
a
expression
since
of
and
(Mayes,
Ideology',
73-81
[73]).
'Deuteronomistic
to
pp.
others'
opposition
123Norman C. Habel, The Land is Mine: Six Biblical Ideologies (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1995), 10.
p.
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In summary,the main usageof 'ideology' amongbiblical scholarsis to denotean
integratedcomplex of beliefs, not necessarilyeither true or false, common to a
particular classor group, and generallyinvolving polemical connotations. Often,
however,the negativeor pejorative connotationsof popular usageare carried over
into biblical scholarship.' 24 Scholarstend not to like to heartheir own opinions
describedas ideology; and most theologiansthink of theology and faith as on a higher
plane than ideology. Ironically, one might say that the term 'ideology' has itself
becomehighly ideologised!

1.4

Examples of Discussion of Ideology in Recent Old
Testament Scholarship

A number of recentpublicationswithin Old TestamentStudieshavehad a particular
focus on ideology. This sectionis intendedto be no more than a snapshotof the
variety of sometimesconflicting usageamongbiblical critics. This preliminary
overview doesnot extendto thosescholarswho have engagedin full-blown
ideological criticism, which will be the subject-matterof the succeedingchapters.

1.41 Walter Brueggemann (1988 and 1992)
In Israel's Praise: Doxology against Idolatry and Ideology (19 88), Walter
Brueggemann explicitly uses 'ideology' in the pejorative senseof 'false
consciousness'. His definition of 'ideology' is:

vested interest which is passedoff as truth, partial truth which counterfeits as whole truth,
125
functioning
theological claim
as a model of social control.

Indeed, the title of the book comes close to equating ideology with idolatry. Ideology
is incompatible with true religion. However, Brueggemann seems to have missed the
inevitably
historian
that
point
every writer, whether ancient
or modem critic,
writes
from some ideological standpoint. What is required is a comparative critique of the
ies,
is
bad)
ideolo
between
ideology
(which
ý6 not a contrast
respective
and theology
(which is good). '
124This, however, is not universally so. As an exampleof a consistently neutral use of the ten-n,Barr
cites John Elliott's Social-Scientific Criticism of the New Testament(London: SPCK, 1995), especially
p. 52 (Barr, History and Ideology, p. 106).
125Walter Brueggemann,Israel's Praise: Doxology against Idolatry and Ideology (Philadelphia:
FortressPress, 1988), p. I 11.
126David Clines makesthe following comment, with which I agree:
identification
I amsympathetic
to this definition[of 'ideology'] andespeciallyto his [Brueggemann's]
ideology
in
But
Israel.
I wouldrathersaythatthosewho
cultic
ancient
of
royal,
statist,
andevaluation
caughtup in someideologyor other,andthe fault with the
opposedthat 'bad' ideologywerethemselves
royal ideologyis not that it is ideologybut thatit deceptivelypromotesthe interestsof thosein powerdo
Brueggemann
I
and
not approveof (Clines,InterestedParties,p. 14).
which
In the final phraseof this quotation, Clines neatly demonstratesthe relevanceof the ideology of the
commentator as well as that of the biblical writer.
With regard to those who view their outlook as non-ideological, JamesKavanagh commentsthat an
insistenceon being non-ideological 'does not mark one's freedom from ideology, but one's
involvement in a specific, quite narrow ideology which has the exact social function of obscuring
even to the person who inhabits it - the specificity and peculiarity of one's social and political position,
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In his (1992) Old TestamentTheology,Brueggemannoffers an ideological critique of
historical criticism:

Historical Criticism has become a mode of silencing the text by eliminating its artistic,
dramatic, subversive power.
It is increasingly clear that historical criticism is no objective,
...
disinterested tool of interpretation, but it has become a way to trim texts down to the ideology
of Enlightenment reason and autonomy and to explain away from the text all the hurts and
hopes that do not conform to the ideology of objectivity. In the end the text is therefore
rendered voiceless. It becomes only an echo of the passionless containment of knowledge by
the teaching, interpreting monopoly.
If the texts can be silenced by their disuse or
...
reinterpretation, then the marginal lose their chance of speech and power. In an odd
interpretive manoeuvre long established among us, we tend not to notice that the voiceless text
has been made into a silent support for the status quo
to protest, resistant to
numbed
...
127
in
interest
the
alternative, and all
of objectivity.

According to James Barr, Brueggemann is here 'plunging deeply into the waters of
postmodernism'. He is no longer content with a traditional conservative critique of
historical criticism. Instead, he rejects historical criticism becausehe regards it as a
imposing
discredited
Enlightenment ideology.
means of
a now

Brueggemannundoubtedlyoverstateshis casehere, for example,in claiming that
historical criticism is responsiblefor depriving the marginalisedof their 'chanceof
speechand power' - although it might be true to say that a focus on historical
criticism has deflectedattention from the ideological implications of the biblical
1
28
text. However, Barr's resort to argumentby sarcasmis scarcelyan adequate
response:

All the beaten wives, exploited labourers, and political prisoners of these centuries could have
been free from their miseries if only they could have used the Bible without the bonds of
historical criticism. 129

Barr is on strongerground, however,when he continues:

I do not believe that the Churchesof the Enlightenment period, or the Churchesthat were
accustomedto historical criticism, ever thought or did anything of what Brueggemannsays
here. Even the most ardent foes of the Enlightenment inheritancenever produced such an
argument.

Nonetheless,it should be acknowledgedthat though the outcomesBrueggemann
decriesmay never have beenthe intention of the focus on historical criticism, they
may well on someoccasionshave beenits effects.

and of preventing any knowledge of the real processesthat found one's social life' (Kavanagh,
'Ideology, p. 312).
127Walter Brueggemann,Old TestamentTheology (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1992),
pp. 64-65 (my
emphasis). An interesting overview of the current prospectsof Historical Criticism is to be found in
Karle M611er,'Renewing Historical Criticism' in C. Bartholomew, C. Green, K. M611er(eds.),
RenewingBiblical Interpretation (Carlisle: Paternoster,2000), pp. 145-171.
12813arr,
History and Ideology, p. 138. It was certainly true of my days as a theological studentthat
total preoccupationwith hi storical-critical questionsprecluded any time or opportunity for engagement
of the text with contemporary social or political issues. In my early days as a Bible College lecturer, I
suggestedto an examination board an examination question on contemporary application of social
justice in the prophets. I was immediately told by those teaching the coursethat the time taken
teaching the 'academic' issues,such as date, authorship, sources,and historicity, precluded any time
for class consideration of issuesof social justice. This statementmay have reflected a second-handand
ill-informed understandingof the 'academic' agendabut I suspectit was not untypical of the Bible
College world.
12913arr,
History and Ideology, p. 138
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1.42 Giovanni Garbini (1988)
For Giovanni Garbini in History and Ideology in Ancient Israel, 130the historical
books of the Bible are scarcelyto be regardedas history at all but as wholly
ideological. 'History' and 'ideology' are contrastingterms. He contendsthat
'ideology has created a historical past'. 131 However, the word 'ideology' is not a
132
for
Garbini.
It denotesan integratedbelief systemthat Proactively
pejorative term
implement
history.
This
to
the
seeks
political reform.
necessitates creation of

Garbini does not make clear, however, whether he believes the 'creation' of history to
have been a calculated misrepresentation of the past to serve (albeit positive)
ideological ends or if he envisages an audience consciously aware that they were
reading a fictional story told in legitimate pursuit of some kind of non-historical
133
'truth'.

A modem exampleof the latter kind of enterprisemight be the novels of Leon Uris,
suchas the Haj (which is set in Palestinein the period of the emergenceof the modem
Stateof Israel) and Trinity, which depictsthe three nineteenthcentury religious130Giovanni Garbini, History
and Ideology in Ancient Israel (trans. John Bowden; London: SCM,
1988; originally published in Italian in 1986). Garbini traceswhat he seesas the emerging struggle of
monotheistic Yahwism over the generality of Phoenicianreligions, from the ideological conflict of the
seventh-centuryreform movement, whose programme was cultural and political as well as religious,
right down to the tension betweenthe royal and priestly world-views that form the ideological
backgroundto the New Testamentcharacterisationof Jesusof Nazareth as Messiah.
David Clines has remarkedthat Garbini's main concern is with the ideology of modem commentators
rather than that of the ancient writers, 'namely theologians who masqueradeas historians' (Clines,
Interested Parties, p. 14). Garbini certainly makesthis complaint, in particular againstGerman
'Alttestamentler', whom he criticises for bringing theological presuppositionsto bear on the text
(Garbini, History and Ideology, pp. 2-3 and 23). However, Garbini doesnot actually use the word
'ideology' in this particular context; nor does it seemto me to be that this is the main thrust of the
book. The word 'ideology' in the book's title refers primarily to the ideology of the writers of the Old
Testamentbooks.
13
' Garbini, History and Ideology, p. xiv (my emphasis).
132
He observes:
In realitythe Old Testamentis not the moreor lessobjectivehistoryof a peopleandits religious
fortunes,but only the final resultandat thesametime the basicidealof a religiousreform. In it
everythingis markedlyideologisedandbentto the solepurposeof showingthe truth of a particular
the historyof the Hebrewpeopleasa theatrefor the work of
religiousvision-a visionwhichpresents
God,thuscreatinga newtypeof mythology(Garbini,HistoryandIdeology,p. 61 [my emphasis]).
133Another later and more developedexponentof the samekind of approachto biblical historiography
is the 'revisionist' historian Thomas Thompson. He datesIsraelite historiography to the Persian
period. He regardsthe biblical texts as containing no more than fragments of memory from the past,
essentially folklorist, and reflecting an ideologically 'constructed entity' called Israel:
Theconceptof a beneiIsrael: a peopleandanethnicity,boundin unionandby ties of family and
commondescent,possessing
a commonpastandorientedtowardsa commongoal,is a reflectionof no
sociopoliticalentityof the historicalstateof Israelof the Assyrianperiod,nor is it anentirelyrealistic
refractionof thepost-statePersianperiodin whichthe biblicaltraditiontook its shapeasa coheringselfof Palestine'spopulation.It ratherhasits originsandfinds its meaningwithin the
understanding
development
thatthe traditioncreated,rather
of thetraditionandwithin the utopianreligiousperceptions
in termsof a coherentethnicityand
thanwithin the realworld of the pastthatthe traditionrestructured
religion(ThomasL. Thompson.Early History of theIsraelitePeoplefrom the Writtenand
ArchaeologicalSources[Leiden:Brill, 1992],p. 422.
The function of such a construction by the biblical writers would undoubtedly be 'the legitimation and
justification of the present' (Whitelam, Invention ofAncient Israel, p. 22). Spacedoes not permit a
critique of Thompson here, though it strikes me as odd that, if the documentsarise from the ideological
struggles of the Persianperiod, they should not then prove to be a 'realistic refraction of the post-state
Persian period'.
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ideologies
that form the backcloth to the present-dayNorthern Ireland
political
'troubles'. Theseare fictional stories. However, the personwho wants to understand
the historical backgroundto either conflict might well learn more from a Leon Uris
134
from
history
than
novel
text book. Of course,the Leon Uris readerswill
many a
learn their history through a specific ideological lens, as is the casewith readersof
biblical history.
A seriouscriticism of Garbini's work is that his depiction of the ideology that led to
the creation of the historical books is ultimately derived from the books themselves,
involving a classic circular argument. There is much speculativetheorising,with little
hard evidence,textual or otherwise,for someof the claims that are made. A
considerablemeasureof doubt must surely attachto Garbini's presuppositionthat
ideology alone can 'create' history. JamesBarr perceptivelyobserves:

Basically it seemsto me that it has been a mistake to supposethat ideology can or could
initiate historical narrative.
It can affect historical narrative and bias it, but it doesnot
...
originate it. ... The story has to come from somewhereelse - from memories, from traditions,
from older books and then ideology may build upon it, revise it, embellish it. 135
-

In conclusion,the commentof one reviewer is perhapsworth quoting:

One can agree with the author that the Old Testament contains severe historical problems,
many of which await a solution. But Garbini simply substitutes one ideology (his own) for
136
another.

1.43 Yairah Amit (1999)
The Israeli scholarYairah Amit adoptsa similar approachto that of Garbini, seeing
ideology in contrastwith history but nonethelessin a positive light. 137Shemakesthis
openinggambit:
I have attemptedto show that while denying the historicity of certain narratives,we move to a
higher level, namely their ideology.138

Another introductory commentis:

The biblical writers may therefore be comparedto the writers of Marxist, feminist, or some
"9
history
ideology.
'official'
other
which reflects a particular

For Amit, ideology reachesbeyondmere historicity into the 'spiritual' realm.
Ideological literature can achievepolitical endsand advancespiritual objectivesin a
way that could not be achievedby mere history writing.
A modem literary illustration might elucidatethe point that Amit is making. The
fictional,
be
by
Charles
Dickens,
to
though
more of a catalyst
world created
proved
for social changethan many a historical treatise. In a similar way, the ideology
its
historicity.
for
by
is
Amit
than
espoused an ancientwork
of greaterrelevance
134This was in fact my own experiencewhen I first came to live and work in Northern Ireland.
13
" Barr, History and Ideology, p. 88.
136Roland Murphy in Old TestamentAbstracts (CD version, 1988). In the end Garbini has perhaps
fallen into the sametrap as in his own critique of the Alttestamentler: he has imposed his own ideology
on the text.
137Yairah Amit, History and Ideology: An Introduction to Historiography in the Hebrew Bible
(Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1999). Seealso Yairah Amit, Reading Biblical Narratives:
Literature Criticism and the Hebrew Bible (Minneapolis: Fortress,200 1); and TheBook ofJudges: The
4rt of Editing (trans. J. Chipman; BiblntSer; Leiden: Brill, 2000).
.13'Amlt,
History and Ideology, p. 8 (my emphasis).
139Amit,History and Ideology, p. 13.
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However, Amit is not completely consistent. In her chapter dealing with the
'conquest', she concludes that the herem was an exilic ideological creation. At this
point she is not at all convinced that the ideology of herem is on a higher plane than
history! 140

A point of interest is that Amit's History and Ideology originated as a seriesof
lecturesgiven on Israeli military radio, which surely is a highly chargedideological
context. Yet there is no discussionin Amit's work of issuessurroundingthe
application of the ancient scripturesto the ideological undergirdingof the
contemporarystateof Israel and its military exploits.

1.44 Norman C. Habel (1995)
Habel's TheLand is Mine: Six Biblical Land Ideologies141was one of the first
publications within biblical studiesto make useof 'ideology' as a key term in the title.
Habel identifies six discreteideologiesin the Old Testamentregardingland, namely,
royal, agrarian,theocratic,prophetic, ancestralhousehold,and immigrant.
Habel recognisesthe 'false consciousness'connotationsof 'ideology' but prefersto
142
in
usethe term a neutral sense. He regards'ideology' as denotinga wider complex
of imagesand ideasthan theology and as inevitably involving an elementof
contestationand struggle:
A biblicalideology is a complex
ideas,
and
contested
set
of
symbols,
and
values,
...
beingpromoted
to
aspirations
withsocialandpoliticalforcein a givenliterarycomplex
theimpliedaudience
persuade
withinthattextof thetruthof agivenideology.Thisclusterof
beliefsmaybeintended
to upholdthepositionor rightsof a dominant
groupin societyor,as
is oftenthecase,to counter
it asaliento thewill of God.
thedominant
position,
presenting
An ideology,by thisdefinition,incorporates
thefactorof contestation,
thetextbeingthe
143
literaryproductof thatStruggle.

140

Amit, History and Ideology, pp. 65-67.
14'Norman C Habel, TheLand is Mine: Six Biblical land Ideologies (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1995).
The contemporary Australian context that inspired Habel's work is that of 'recent claims of indigenous
peoplesto ancestrallands taken by colonial invaders' which have forced existing landownersand
governmentsto reflect on their claims to ownership and the ideologies that justify their claims.
Religious bodies also 'have been exploring theologies appropriateto the competing claims of
indigenouspeoples,mining companies,farmers, governments,and householders and have been
...
turning to the biblical sourcesfor guidance', in particular 'passagesfrom the Hebrew Scripturesthat
seemto support one position or another' (p. xi). In particular, Habel seeksto build on the earlier work
of Walter Brueggemann,The Land (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1977).
142Habel, TheLand is Mine, p. 11. Habel at this point cites K. Lawson Younger, Ancient Conquest
Accounts, as providing 'a useful critique of the definitions of ideology for biblical studies'. Lawson in
turn cites Clifford Geertz, 'Ideology as a Cultural System'.
143Habel, The Land is Mine, p. 11. He continues:
Althoughit may not bepossiblewithin the limits of eachtext to identifypreciselythe 'other' whose
ideasarebeingopposed,the dominantimagesandaspirationsof extendedliterarycomplexesusually
providesufficientimages,beliefs,andaspirationsto formulatethe basicelementsof the ideologybeing
be
In
'other'
the
faithfially
may
than
some
cases
reconstructed
as
an
evil
opponent
espoused.
rather
...
reflectingthe ambiguitiesof anactualhistoricalsituation.Therhetoricof sometextsis blatantand
aggressive,
whereasothersaremoresubtleandaestheticin tone. Someideologiespresenta frontal
attack;othersstandwithoutcommentlike silentparables(Habel, TheLand is Mine, p. 12).
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Though Habel distanceshimself from a Marxist position, his close linkage of land and
ideology is much akin to the Marxist tradition, which closely associatesideology with
mode of production. Habel's eventualconclusionis:
These studiesmake it clear that there is no monolithic concept of land in the Hebrew
Scriptures. There is, rather, a spectrumof land ideologies with diverse imagesand doctrines
of land. These ideologies are promoted by social groups with vested interestsin promoting a
given ideology to gain, regain, or maintain land.'44

Significantly, Habel stressesthat his six ideologiesare not:

reconstructionsof historical movementsin Israel but of positions that are promoted in the
texts. It is the ideology of that text rather than the actual social history behind it that has
.. had, and continues to have an influence on generations of readers of that text. 145

He continues:

Recent studieshave made us acutely aware of ourselvesas readerswho construct meaning
with the stuff of the text. We are affected by factors within ourselvesand our world that
influence our meaning-making as we read the text.
The apparentlyobjective questionsthat
...
we, as source,form, or tradition critics askeda generationago actually createdtexts with
certain kinds of meaningsthat suited the 'enlightenment' thinking of our age. We are still
146
ideological
interests.
to
unable completely mask our own

To sum up in the words of Walter Brueggemann:
The upshot of this book is to show in powerful ways both (a) that the Bible should not be read
innocently, and that the God portrayed in the several ideologies is a player in Israel's
propertied life, and (b) that those old 'ideological-theological' positions continue to be
147
in
interpretation.
the
poignantly pertinent
world of contemporary

1.45 Keith Whitelam (1996)
Though Keith Whitelam's TheInvention ofAncient Israel: the Silencing of
Palestinian History 148doesnot usethe word 'ideology' in the title, ideological
distortion of history by contemporaryscholarsis nonethelessan essentialaspectof
Whitelam's thesis. His main presuppositionis that a history of Israel / Palestine
should deal with all the peoplesof the region, not only the Israelites,and that it should
focus not just on religion but on the wider themesof history, including settlement,
demography,economics,and material realities. Furthen-nore,history should
influential
just
few
'a
the
the
encompass whole of
males'.
populace,not
powerful and
149
It should seekto uncover and reveal 'excluded histories'. The reasonthat this has
been
is
because
Whitelam,
the
not
case,argues
of the ideological perspectivesof
'biblical' historiansand scholars.
144

Habel, The Land is Mine, p. 148.
145Habel, The Land is Mine, p. 6. He further explains:
I do not examinethetext of Joshua,for example,to ascertainits contributionto the discussionof how
Israelitesemergedhistoricallyor sociallyasa people.Rathermy concernis to ascertainthe setof beliefs
ideologyof Israel.
locatedby a givenliterarycomplexthatpromulgates
social
and
a
political
146
Habel, The Land is Mine, p. 6.
147Walter Brueggemann,'Editor's Foreword' in Habel, TheLand is Mine, p. x. Habel, himself, makes
this concluding comment, however:
it is not within the parameters
of this bookto drawout the implicationsof this studyfor the variousland
andland-rightsissuesbeingdebatedin political andreligiouscirclesin thetwentiethcentury. I hopethat
thesestudiesin the landideologiesof the HebrewScriptureswill provideresources
that canbe usedby
thoseinterestedin biblical materialsandmaycontributeto theresolutionof theseissues(p. 148).
148Keith W. Whitelam, The Invention ofAncient Israel: the Silencing ofPalestinian History (London,
Routledge, 1996).
149Whitelam, Invention of AncientIsrael, p. 2.
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Whitelam seeksto demonstratethat the 'discourse' of Biblical Studieshas developed
a4masterstory' for the history of Israel that hasbeen shapedby the modem political
50
'
in
discourse
has
distorted,
This
context which the
arose.
evenprevented.
process
genuinehistorical enquiry, in particular dispossessingthe Palestiniansof their rightful
in
history.
place
Whitelam concedesthat somerecentworks have moved in the direction of writing a
history of Palestineas a whole. However, though suchworks refer to Palestine,and
may speakof the Palestiniancoastor the Palestinianeconomy,Whitelam maintains
that there is still a studiedavoidanceof referring to the peopleas Palestinians.151 If
the presenceof non-Israelitesis acknowledgedat all, they are at best anonymousand
inferior.
It could be arguedagainstWhitelam, however,that to refer the
at worst
inhabitants
ancient
as 'Palestinians' would imply a direct linear connexionwith
modem Palestinians,which would be quite unsustainableon historical or ethnic
grounds. However, it might equally be arguedin Whitelam's defencethat the focus
on 'Israelites' in most depictionsof ancientPalestinesimilarly implies a simplistic
connexionwith modem Israelis,providing an illegitimate ideological undergirdingto
the claims of modem Israelis to possessionand dominance.
For Whitelam, the politics of the presenthas shapedthe interpretationof the past.152
Palestinianshave beendeniedboth geographicalspaceand chronological existencein
153
for
do
ideologies
the ancientpast
reasonsthat are to
with
of the present. To
illustrate this thesis,Whitelam discussesthe three classicmodelsof the 'settlement' of

150Whitelam is significantly influenced by E.W. Said's
well known critique of 'orientalism', in
particular Said's view of the excessiveinfluence of key texts in historical reconstruction:
A text is not easilydismissed.Expertiseis attributedto it. Theauthorityof academics,
institutions,
...
andgovernments
canaccrueto it, surroundingit with still greaterprestige.... Most importantly,such
textscancreatenot only knowledgebut alsotheveryrealitytheyappearto describe.In time such
knowledgeandrealityproducea tradition,or whatMichel Foucaultcallsa discourse,whosematerial
for thetextsproducedout
presence
or weight,not theoriginalityof a givenauthor,is reallyresponsible
of it (Whitelam,InventionofAncientIsrael,p. 4, quotingfrom E.W. Said,Orientalism[London:
PenguinBooks,1991;first published,New York: Pantheon,1978],p. 94).
As an example, he cites: G.W. Ahlstr6m, History ofAncient Palestineftom the Palaeolithic Period
to Alexander's Conquest(Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1993). However, Whitelam's criticism is perhapsnot
altogether fair. Ahlstr6m uses 'Palestine' as a geographicalterm; and though he doesnot refer to
Palestinians,he does addressthe history of Aramaeans,Edomites, Phoenicians,and Philistines. No one
in the ancient world would have describedthemselvesas 'Palestinian', which is a modem
nomenclature.
152One might add that the reverse is
also true and that the interpretation of the past has influenced the
politics of the present.
153Whitelam quotes from S. Herrman an
as example of this 'ideological' Israel:
Israel'sterritoryandits potentialasa world powerwerenecessarily
limited. Its fatewasboundup in a
networkof unavoidabledependent
relationships.However,whattook placealmostin a comerof the
world wasto havefar moreinfluenceon world historythanmighteverhavebeenexpected.Tiny Israel,
historicallyweakandreally insignificant,unleashed
forceswhichwerestrongerthananycalculationin
world politics. This Israelbecamea phenomenon
pointingbeyonditself andraisingin a paradigmatic
mannerthe fundamental
questionof the natureof historicalexistence(Whitelarn,InventionofAncient
Israel,p. 38, quotingfrom S. Herrman,A History of Israel in OT Times[London:SCM, 1975],p. 22).
In particular Whitelam draws attention to the clearly Eurocentric referenceto Palestineas 'a comer of
the world'! It is not only the politics of the contemporary state of Israel, maintains Whitelam, that has
influenced biblical interpretation. The processhad begun long before 1948: ancient Israel had already
been constructed in the image of the western Europeannation stateand had already come to serve as an
ideological undergirding for it.
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Israel in Canaan.154It is no coincidence, Whitelam maintains, that the sweeping away
Canaanite
by
inferior
is
the
the
of
people, whose religion and culture regarded as
exponents of all three models, is a mirror image of the ideology of 1948-style
Zionism. ' 55

The conquestand immigration models both presupposethat it was immigrants who
madepossiblethe greatnessof the David and Solomonkingdoms,just as the
immigrant population that forms the modem Stateof Israel is viewed as the only
'
56
facilitate
in
group who can
a viable state contemporaryPalestine. Turning to the
peasant-revoltmodel, Whitelam observesthat even GeorgeMendenhall fails to escape
from the ideology of the traditional biblical discourse. Mendenhall stressesthe
inherentcorruption of the indigenousCanaaniteculture and the transformingnatureof
157
brought
from
Palestine.
With regardto Norman Gottwald,
a new religion
outside
Whitelam finds it astonishingthat The Tribes of Yahwehwas dedicatedto the
suffering peoplenot of Palestinebut of Vietnam, with no mention anywhereof the
'
58
struggleand plight of contemporaryPalestinians. Gottwald's depiction of the
ancientIsraelitesas ethnically and culturally diversesoundsremarkablylike Zionism;
his
and
use of the phrase'aggressiveself defence' echoesthe apologeticrhetoric of
159
Israel.
Despitethe emphasisof Gottwald on internal revolt, the
the modem stateof
positive impetusin Gottwald's thesis still camefrom outsidePalestine. Gottwald also
is rooted in the discoursethat has silencedthe Palestinians:
His insistenceupon the central role of Canaanitepeasantsin throwing off the control of the
urban elite appearsto offer a voice to Palestinianhistory. In fact, he goes on to say that 'it is
only in the literature of early Israel that the revolutionary consciousnessof the Canaanite
'
60
finds
by
Israel.
These
underclass
an articulate voice'.
groups are only given a voice

Simply to equateancientPalestineand its inhabitantswith 'Israel.3161
for
Whitelam
is
form
a
of historical colonialism, which is an inevitable consequenceof the fact that
62
'
the whole westernhistoriographicaltradition is closely entwinedwith colonialism.
154Albright's conquestmodel, Alt's immigration model, and the peasant-revolttheories associatedwith
the namesof Mendenhall and Gottwald.
155He arguesthat the debatehas been conductedwith a
but
that much of
objectivity
of
scholarly
veneer
the discussionhas had as much to do with questionsof contemporary ideology and power as with
disinterestedreconstruction of the past. He further arguesthat, becauseof the influence of these
contemporary ideological considerations,all three of the models have failed to take account of the
growing amount of archaeologicalevidence; and that such archaeologicalmaterial as has been
consideredhas been illegitimately interpreted in terms of the Hebrew Bible. SeeWhitelam, Invention of
Ancient Israel, p. 73.
156Alt's view in particular mirrors the specific events in Palestinein his own day: a long period of
peaceful immigration by Jews, followed by a suddeninflux, sweepingaway what was regardedas an
inferior indigenous culture, not capableof self-betterment.
157Whitelam, Invention ofAncient Israel, pp. 101-108. SeeGeorgeE. Mendenhall, 'The Hebrew
Conquestof Palestine', Biblical Archaeologist 25 (1962), pp. 66-87; and The Tenth Generation: The
Origins of the Biblical Traditions (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1973).
158Gottwald offers at least a partial answerto this criticism in the preface to the 1999 edition of Tribes
x1vii).
19 See,for example, Gottwald, Tribes, p. 215.
160Whitelam, Invention ofAncient Israel, p. 115 (my emphasis). Whitelam maintains that, like the
idea
for
is
Gottwald
the
that
the
the emergenceof Israel came from
to
main
catalyst
others,
still wedded
have
from
ideology
Israeli
have
that
those
who
come
outside
contemporary
which
mirrors
a
outside,
ideology
however,
from
Whitelam
that
this
elsewhere,
out
of
settlement
points
claim.
prior
outside is
itselfChronicler
Hebrew
Bible
the
the
the
picture
within
views the Israelites as a
not
universal
See
Whitelam,
Invention
indigenous
Israel,
204.
people.
ofAncient
p.
primarily
161Whitelam conducts a lengthy examination of the evidence for the existenceof ancient Israel (from
the Memeptah Stele, through the early iron-age settlementsin the Palestinian Highlands, to the era of
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Whitelam has demonstratedthat even the most ideologically-awareof scholarsare not
he
ideological
blind
for
On
hand,
the
the
without
scholarswhom
spots!
other
many of
critiques, the ideological influencesmay well have beenlargely unconscious,in the
Althusserian senseof an inherited world view of which we are not always consciously
aware.
Whitelam's overall conclusionto this sectionis as follows:

The driving force of Biblical Studieshas beenthe [ideological] needto searchfor ancient
Israel as the taproot of western civilisation, a need that has been reinforced by the demandsof
Christian theology in searchof the root of its own uniqueness reinforced by the searchof
...
163
for
its
Israel
in
modem
own roots the past.

Arguably, it is not so much ideology as sheervestedinterestthat Whitelarn exposes.
164
Whitelam's work.

Niels Lemche,in a review article, offers a nuancedcritique of
He commendsWhitelam's probing of traditional EuropeanandNorth American
reconstructionsof ancient Israel, thought he rightly points out that in placesWhitelam
the 'monarchy', and onward to the PersianProvince of Yehud) with a survey of recent scholarly
histories. He finds the evidence for the early existenceof an entity known as 'Israel' to be sparse
(Whitelam, Invention ofAncient Israel, pp. 157-237). He quotesfrom Philip Davies, who speaksof a
tradition of interpretation that has exported a literary construct and dumped it in iron-age Palestine'like
a cuckoo in the nest', obscuring the real history of the region, including that of an iron-age kingdom
called Israel: 'If what I am saying is right, biblical scholarship is guilty of retrojective imperialism,
which displacesan otherwise unknown and uncared-for population in the interestsof an ideological
construct' (Philip R. Davies, In Search ofAncient Israel [Sheffield: JSOT, 1992], p. 3 1, quoted in
Whitelam, Invention ofAncient Israel, p. 222 [my emphasis]).
162
Philip Davies similarly observes:
The history of the Bible's use is also a colonial one (intruders always win over indigenous
people) ... and it has subsequentlyservedcolonialism very well. ... The modem historian of
4ancientIsrael', however, lives in a post-colonial world, and should realise perfectly well the
contemporary implications of retrospectively colonising the whole area west of the Jordan
functions
have
had
identity-forming
'Israelites'.
Histories
frequently
such
and
as
aim
with
...
to promote ideological and political conflict (Davies, 'Whose History?' p. 113).
163Whitelam, Invention ofAncient Israel, p. 119. Whitelam also turns his attention to the work of
modem Israeli archaeologists,such as Finkelstein. Finkelstein regardsthe Davidic monarchy as "for
the first time a local independentpolitical entity, a national ethnic statewith a distinctive ideological
and religious identity' (L Finkelstein, 'The Emergenceof the Israelite Monarchy: the Environmental
and Socio-Economic Aspects', JSOT44 [1989], pp. 43-74). In his work Finkelstein gives an
impressive catalogueof demographicstatistics: but he simply assumesthat this statistical information
relatesto Israelite settlement. His work appearsto give 'Israel' an impressive claim to the past. But,
asks Whitelam, what if he had usedthe term 'Palestinian' insteadof 'Israelite'? It is not that it is
necessarily illegitimate to refer to Israelites in this period: the problem is the implication that they are
the only inhabitants of the region, or the only onesthat matter. Israeli archaeologistsare conditioned,
maintains Whitelam, perhapsmore than they realise, by the ideological basis of the stateof Israel.
Bringing the discussionright up to the presentday, Whitelam further elucidatesthe extent of the vested
interest of the modem state of Israel in maintaining the traditional reading of Old Testamenthistory.
The Davidic state is central to the ideology of modem Israel, in particular asjustification for the
annexation of Jerusalem. Yet the Davidic stateand the splendour of ancient Jerusalemare rapidly
disappearingfrom the history books! Only time will tell whether Israeli scholars, such as Finkelstein,
from
ideology.
Whitelam is at pains to stressthat
distance
be
themselves
this
to
state-driven
able
will
his purpose is not to deny the existenceof the Israelite and Judaeanmonarchies. His is 'an attempt to
history
has
Judaean
(for
ideological
balance
Israelite
the
and
whereby
reasons)been presented
redress
history
history
than
the
the
rather
as
apart
of
a
of
region
of ancient Palestine' (Whitelam, Invention
as
232).
Israel,
p.
ofAncient
164NielsP. Lemche, 'Clio is also among the Muses! Keith W. Whitelam and the History
of Palestine:
A Review and Commentary', Scandinavian Journal of the Old Testament10 (1996), pp. 88-104,
),
Can
'History
(ed.
in
Grabbe
Written?,
a
ofIsrael'be
pp. 123-155.
reprinted
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lapsesinto caricatureof the views of earlier scholars. He perceptively remarksthat
Whitelam's Alt is no more to be equatedwith the Alt of history than the
Deuteronomist'sDavid with the David of history! 165
I would add that Whitelam is himself opento the objection that he also has 'denied
geographicaland conceptualspace'to contemporaryPalestiniansby his lack of
discussionof their actual origins and history. He acknowledgesthat any direct linear
connexion betweenmodem Palestiniansand the ancientinhabitantsof Palestineis
dubious. However, he nonethelessarguesthat the exclusion of Iron-Age
'Palestinians' from the history books is in somesenseto deny the history of
contemporaryPalestinians. He comesnearto equatingthe history of the non-Israelite
indigenouspeoplesof ancient Canaanwith the history of contemporaryPalestinians.
They too are 'retrojected' into ancientPalestine;and they are allowed no history of
their own other than as a convenienceof Whitelam's polemic!
Despite thesecriticisms, Whitelarn has certainly demonstratedthat discussionof
Israel's past, and especiallyof the defining momentsof Israel's past, is no mere 'ivory
tower' pursuit of objective academicinterest. What happenedin Israel's past matters
to people in today's world, becauseof the implicit biblical undergirdingof so much of
contemporarywesternideology. It might be added,however,that the traditional
readingsof Israelite history that Whitelam rejectsalso 'matter' to many of the
dispossessedin the contemporaryworld. In the words of Gerald West:
For those who stand in some form of continuity with the biblical traditions it is important to
believe that there are lines of connection betweentheir particular stanceand the founding
moments of the tradition. It matters whether early Israel emergedfrom among the
marginalized classesof Palestine;it matters whether women in early Israel were part of a nonhierarchical society.
For the previously dispossessedit matters whether they too have a
...
place in the founding moments of a tradition that is meaningftil, powerful, and true for them,
but who do not find themselvesrepresentedin the dominant discourse.166

Whitelam's alternative history of ancient Palestine is in preparation (I believe). When
it is eventually published, it will be interesting to seehow far he is able to give due
historically
displaced
if,
like
Palestine,
to
the
weight
others
peoples of ancient
or
before him, he will flounder in his attempt to do so becauseof the lack of evidence.

1.46 The lain Provan debate (1995)
In the JBL of 1995,lain Provanpublished an article entitled, 'Ideologies, Literary, and
167
Critical: Reflections on recent Writing on the History of Israel'.
Provanwas
in
for
'the Bible as
to
the
the
growing enthusiasm
responding
scholarly world
literature' and to the further tendencyto regardthe narrative books of the Bible not as
165A critical review article is also published by lain Provan, in which he systematically challenges
Whitelam's argument and assumptions.He also objects to Whitelam's caricature of the discipline of
Biblical Studies(lain Provan, 'The End of (Israel's) History? A Review Article on K. W. Whitelam's
Invention ofAncient Israel', Journal ofSemitic Studies42 [1997], pp. 283-300). JamesBarr expresses
(Barr,
History
Ideoloýy,
74).
Provan's
p.
and
critique
with
sympathy
166Gerald 0. West, 'Gauging the Grain in a Nuanced Literary Manner: a Cautionary Tale concerning
the Contribution of the Social Sciencesto Biblical Interpretation' in Carroll R. (ed.), Rethinking
Contexts,pp.75-105 (86).
167lain Provan, 'Ideologies, Literary and Critical: Reflections on Recent Writing on the History of
Israel', JBL 114/4 (1995), pp. 585-606.
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historiography, nor even as fictionalised history, but rather as 'an ideological
168
by
its
for
construct created
authors their own purposes'.
Provan in particular critiques four recentmajor works on the history of Israel, by
Niels P. Lemche, G.W. Ahlstr6m, Philip R. Davies, and ThomasL. Thompson,
169
170
In
Lemche,
he
respectively.
maintains, 'history is played off againstideology' *
For Ahlstr6m ideology is the antithesisof objectivity. 171 For Davies, literary artistry
takesthe place of historical referentiality.172In Thompson,the story world is sharply
distinguishedfrom the real world. 173 Provanmaintains,however,that what these
summariesdo not illustrate is 'the extent to which it is not simply the ideologiesof the
biblical texts that are seenas problematic by theseauthorsbut the ideology also of
174
in
their
many of
colleagues the academicworld as well'.
Davies, for example, argues that 'ancient Israel' is a 'scholarly construct invented by
175
Thompson speaks of a religiously
people with a particular religious ideology'.
motivated interpretation based on 'an ideologically saturated indifference to any
history of Palestine that does not directly involve the history of Israel in biblical
176
Provan argues that these four scholars are in fact open to the same
exegesis'.
critique that they have applied to the biblical histories: they too are writing
ideological literature. 177

While agreeingwith Ahlstr6m that 'there will always be a needfor a methodthat uses
178
hypothesis,
logic,
imagination',
in
hypothesising
Provan's
the
reasoning,
and
view
imagination
and
of thesescholarsis much more driven by their own ideological
agendathan they careto admit. In particular, Provan suggeststhat their claims of
inquiry
critical
and objectivity serveas a disguisefor sheeropposition to any form of
religious confessionalism. The biblical text, he argues,is 'treated with a scepticism
168Provan, 'Ideologies, Literary and Critical', p. 586.
169Lemche,Ancient Israel; Ahlstr6m, History
ofAncient Palestine; Davies, In Search of 'Ancient
Israel'; and Thompson, Early History of the Israelite People.
1704The traditional materials about David cannot be regardedas an attempt to write history as such.
Rather they representan ideological programmatic composition which defendsthe assumptionof
power by the Davidic dynasty' (Lemche, Ancient Israel, p. 53, quoted in Provan, 'Ideologies, Literary
and Critical', p. 586).
171'Biblical historiography is not a product built on facts. It reflects the narrator's outlook and
ideology rather than known facts' (Ahlstr6m, History ofAncient Palestine, p. 134, quoted in Provan,
'Ideologies, Literary and Critical', p. 587 [my emphasis]).
172'The reasonwhy many things are told in the biblical literature, and the way they are told, has
do
do
literary
to
to
with anything that might
virtually everything
with
artistry and virtually nothing
have happened' (Davies, In Search ofAncient Israel, p. 29, quoted in Provan, 'Ideologies, Literary and
Critical', p. 587).
173'If we do not have corroborative evidencethat such deities and laws existed then we can hardly
...
have any form-critical or literary and interpretative grounds for using such materials for historical
reconstruction' (Thompson Early History, p. 29).
174Provan, 'Ideologies, Literary and Critical', p. 588.
175Provan, 'Ideologies, Literary and Critical', p. 588. SeeDavies, In Search ofAncient Israel, pp. 4448.
176Provan, 'Ideologies, Literary and Critical', p. 588, quoting from Thompson, Early History, p. 29.
177He maintains: 'We are beginning to understand how the myth of the neutral, uninvolved observer
...
has functioned and continuesto function as an ideological tool in the handsof those whose political
interests it has served' (Provan, 'Ideologies, Literary and Critical', p. 589).
178Ahlstr6m, History ofAncient Palestine, p. 50, quoted in Provan, 'Ideologies, Literary and Critical',
p. 591.
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quite out of proportion to that which is evident when any of the other data relating to
Israel's history are being considered'. Of Davies, he maintains:

The reality is, of course,that the approachto historiography that Davies advocateswith such
passion is no less representativeof a confessional stanceor ideology, is indeed no more free of
79
he
unverifiable presuppositions,than those other approaches so vehemently attacks
.,

He continues:

Given the great emphasis on 'what really happened'; given its dogmatic anti-narrative
...
stance,its inherent reductionism, and its secular,antitheological and anti-metaphysical
If one wanted to
orientation ... the label 'positivist' does not seemout of place.
...
180
label
do
this
I
'materialist'.
supplement
with another ... then one could
worse, think, than

Provan sumsup his complaint as follows:

Confessionalismof a religious sort is attackedin the name of critical enquiry and objectivity;
but the noisy rejection of religious conviction by the front door of the scholarly house is only a
cover for the quieter smuggling in ... of a different form of commitment through the rear.

Provanthereforecalls for:

an intellectually liberal, pluralist, broad world, where different philosophies and beliefs are
recognisedasjust that ... where differing approachesto the subject deriving from those beliefs
181
and philosophies are acceptedas valid.

The tolerancethat Provan askedfor was not evident in the replies by Davies and
Thompson,which were published in the sameissueof JBL 82 Davies's very title,
-1
'Method and Madness',is provocative,with the clear implication that Davies
representsmethod and that Provanrepresentsmadness.Davies maintainsthat Provan
misusesthe terms 'positivist' and 'materialistic', fails to distinguish betweenhistory
18
3
historiography,
displays
bias
and
and
an uncritical confusion between
and method.
However, he displays little tolerancewhen he representsProvanas disguising an
179Provan, 'Ideologies, Literary and Critical', p. 600. In defenceof Davies, it
may be said that he
himself acknowledgesthe speculativenature of the later chaptersof In Search ofAncient Israel. The
point that Davies is seekingto make is that his speculativetheory is no less plausible (perhapseven it is
more plausible), and no lessbasedon available evidence,than the traditional interpretations.
180Provan, 'Ideologies, Literary and Critical', p. 60 1.
"" Provan, 'Ideologies, Literary and Critical', pp. 605-06. He ftirlher pleads for 'greater awarenessof
one's own presuppositionsand predispositions'. He asksthat the scholarly world should not
anathernatiseone another but should be more tolerant of different approachesin exploring Israel's
history. In a later publication, he further clarifies this call for pluralism and tolerance:
I certainlydo not believethatanystoryaboutthe pastis asgoodasanyother. Therearehistoriesthat
...
do a godjob of weavingtestimoniesaboutthe pasttogether andhistorieswhichdo not. Thereare
...
historiesthat do betterjusticethanothersto the varioustestimoniesandinterpretations
upon
which
...
we dependfor accessto the past. Therearehistoriesthat in my view falsify the past.... I do not believe
is simplyan indeterminate
that
the
past
one
mess
out
of
which
one
can
make
anything
wishes.
...
...
However,I alsodo not believethathistoryis oneobjectivelyobservable
storywhichhasoneempirically
verifiable'correct' interpretation.It is not simplythat wehavesucha smallamountof datato go on ...
andmustthereforefill in thousands
of gaps.... Thereis an inevitablysubjectiveaspectto all our storytelling aboutthepast(lain W. Provan,'In the Stablewith the Dwarves:Testimony,Interpretation,Faith,
andthe Historyof Israel' in V. PhilipsLong,DavidW. Baker,andGordonJ. Wenharn[eds.], Windows
History [GrandRapids:Eerdmans,
20021pp. 161-197[186-871).
into Old Testament
182Thomas L. Thompson, 'Neo-Albrightean School in History and Biblical Scholarship', JBL 114/4
(1995), pp. 683-698; and Philip R. Davies, 'Method and Madness:SomeRemarks on Doing History
with the Bible', JBL 114/4 (1995), pp. 699-705.
Niels Lemche also published a reply to Provan, namely: Niels P. Lemche, 'Ideology and the History of
Ancient Israel', Scandinavian Journal of the Old Testament14 (2000), pp. 165-193. Lemche rejects
the criticisms of Provan (and of JamesBarr) that this group of scholarsare revisionist 'ideologues' who
ideology
to govern their research,though acknowledging that they have come to adopt an
their
allow
ideological approachto the text that is more in line with 'postmodern' thinking.
183
Davies, 'Method and Madness', p. 700.
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underlying belief 'that the Bible is in someway a divine or at least specially
privileged source not amenableto rationalistic methodsof investigation'. He even
...
184
Provan
'outright
falsification'.
Despitethe fact that Davies"sown case
accuses
of
is strongeron rhetoric than on argumentation,his closing remark about Provanis: 'A
bit more substanceand a bit lessrhetoric on his part and perhapsone day the two of
185
have
debate'.
In fact, Davies clearly paradeshis own underlying
us can
a serious
prejudice that thosewho regardthe Bible 'as in someway divine' cannotengagein
4rationalisticmethodsof interpretation' or participateon equalterms in the world of
biblical scholarship. He personalisesthe debate:
Provan is an ordained minister of the Church of Scotland. I think this vocation is pertinent to
any debateabout presuppositions,bias, and ideology, becauseit commits Provanto a view
that the Bible is in some way inspired'. 186

However, Davies does not establish why it should necessarily follow that Provan is
lacking in scholarly objectivity as a historian any more than Davies himself, who
conspicuously fails to acknowledge that he too has beliefs that influence his
scholarship. While there may be legitimate questions to ask as to how his scholarship
187
be
influenced
by
his
might
conservative confessional stance, Provan had not
attempted to 'disguise' (Davies's word) his confessional standpoint nor had he
maintained that the confessional approach was right and all else wrong. Ironically, it
is Provan who calls for 'an intellectually liberal, pluralist, broad world, where
different philosophies and beliefs are recognised asjust that", a pluralism to which
Davies seemsunwilling to accede,and remarkably so in the light of Davies's writings
188
elsewhere.
Thompson also seeksto refute the charge that he and other recent historians use
critical scholarship to disguise their ideological stance. He accusesProvan of
4consistently misrepresenting the positions he purports to attack', in particular by use
had
He
Provan
that
of quotations out of context.
claims
grouped a number of
historians together as a 'school', as if they were engagedin some kind of
189
However,
Thompson
conspiracy.
also makes use of emotively polemical phrases
by
distortion'
defined
'ubiquitous
'fundamentalism
Provan,
and
as
against
such as

184The question at issue is Provan's assertionthat, in the caseof Ezra-Nehemiah,Davies had
biblical
history
had
his
text, a claim that
the
to
out
of
and
resorted
writing
abandoned own principles
Davies strongly refutes. SeeProvan, 'Ideologies, Literary and Critical', p. 604 and Davies, 'Method
and Madness', p. 704.
185Davies, 'Method and Madness', p. 705.
186Davies, 'Method and Madness', p. 704.
187In a later publication, 'in the Stable', Provan seeksto clarify what he believesto be
his
he
is
JBL
In
this
quite adamant:
of
article.
misunderstandingsand misrepresentations
I havenot takenmy stand... because
of my Theology.I do not in facthold a view of the Bible as
Scripturewhichcommitsmeto treatingit, asa historicalsource,anydifferentfrom anyotherhistofical
source.... I shouldhavethoughtit perfectlyclearthat I wasopposingthemon thegroundsof
indeed
I
do
because
logic
the
not
position
adopted
as
regard
argued,
or
well
and
epistemology
...
intellectuallycoherent(Provan,In the Stable',pp. 163-64[my emphasis]).
let there
for example, in the passagealready quoted above: 'Let there be lots of historiographies
...
be fascist and Marxist, Zionist and Palestinian,Westernand Oriental historiographies,maximal and
be
deluded
into
believing
in
indeed
that
pardonably
may
ever
reader
an objective
no
minimal, so
historical truth' (Davies, 'Whose History?' p. 120).
189Heremarks, 'The adjectives "positivist" and "materialist" seemhardly appropriate descriptions in
describing a JoyceanCatholic Irish-American 6migrd, a Welsh atheist, a happy ProtestantDane, and a
disrespectfully ProtestantSwede!' (Thompson, 'Neo-Albrightean School', p. 696).
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JamesBarr'. 190It is noteworthy that JamesBarr himself declaresthat his sympathies
lie in the end with Provan.191
Spacedoesnot permit any fuller discussionof the respectivemerits of this particular
debate,192which has arousedstrong feelings and intemperatelanguage. However. this
sharpexchangeof views clearly demonstratesthe importanceof the ideological
position of the scholar.
It is particularly significant thatfor both sides in this debate, it is only the opposing
point of view that is described as ideology.

1.47 James Barr's Overview (2000)
In 2000, JamesBarr publishedHislory and Ideology in the Old Testament:Biblical
Studiesat the End of a Millennium. 19 His work appliesa numberof warningsand
190Thompson, 'Neo-Albrightean School',
pp. 685-694. The referenceis to JamesBarr,
Fundamentalism (London: SCM, 1977).
19'However, Barr is
not without his criticisms of some aspectsof Provan's argumentand some of the
implications of Provan's confessionalstance(Barr, History and Ideology, p. 68). A full critique of this
debateis given in JamesBarr, History and Ideology, pp. 66-68. There is also a brief negativecritique
of Provan by Lester Grabbe in Grabbe (ed.), Can a 'History of Israel'be Written?, p. 29.
192For
the next 'round' in the debate,seelain W. Provan, 'Review of L. L. Grabbe,Can a 'History of
Israel' be Written?' in JTS 50 (1999), pp. 178-181. For an overview of Provan's ongoing perspective,
seelain W. Provan, 1-2 Kings (Old TestamentGuides; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1997); and
'The Historical Books of the Old Testament' in John Barton (ed.), Cambridge Companion to Biblical
Interpretation (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998),pp. 198-211.
More recently, in his (2003) article, 'In the Stable', Provan specifically returns to discussionof the JBL
debate. In a section entitled 'Clarifications' (pp. 163-166),he rejects the chargethat he is improperly
influenced as a historian by a prior commitment to the Bible as 'inspired' and that he regardsthe Bible
as 'unproblematic' as a historical source: 'My position is, rather, that the Hebrew Bible is indeed
problematic for the historian, but that it is no more essentiallyproblematic as a window into the past
than any other kinds of material available' (p. 165). In responseto the claim that the biblical accounts
run counter to what historians 'know' to have happened,he makesthis further point:
All testimonyaboutthepastis alsointerpretationof thepast. It hasits ideologyor its theology
...
We cannotavoidinterpretation.Wealsocannot
presuppositions
narrative
structure
rhetoric.
...
...
...
avoidfaith. ... Whatwe call knowledgeof thepastis moreaccuratelydescribedasfaith in the ...
interpretationof the pastofferedby others.Weconsiderthegatheredtestimonies. Wereflecton the
...
variousinterpretations
offered;andwe decidein variouswaysandto variousextentsto investfaith in
these.... If our faith is very strong... thenwetendto call our faith knowledge[asdo the revisionist
historians];but it is a dangerous
termto use,sinceit leadsus into self-delusion(Provan,'In the Stable',
pp. 168-69).
Provan is particularly resistant to the 'verification' principle as applied to biblical texts ('In the Stable',
pp. 170-75), which is applied disproportionately to the biblical text as comparedwith other texts or
interpretation of artefactual evidence- becauseof the ideological presuppositionsof the historian. He
Method,
Enlightenment
Historical
'since
be
the
the
to
nothing
should
canons
of
reserves right critique
for
'rules
in
(p.
164),
that
to
the
the
truth'
of
evidence'
and
challenge
pass
pursuit of
sacrosanct
he
In
questionsthat eyewitnessaccountsare necessarily more
particular,
scientific methodology.
be
to
that
third-party
than
accounts
are
non-ideological
necessarily
preferred to
accounts,
reliable
ideological accounts [if indeed there can be such a thing as a non-ideological account], and that
'accounts which fit our preconceptionsabout what is normal ... are to be preferred to accountswhich
do not fit' (p. 176). He illustrates his position by an extendeddiscussionof Sennacherib'sinvasion,
biases,
ideological
including
biblical
the
the
perceived
of
and non-biblical
merits,
respective
weighing
evidence (pp. 188-196).
193JamesBarr, History and Ideology in the Old Testament:Biblical Studies at the End of a Millennium
(Oxford: Oxford University Press,2000).
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correctivesto what he regardsas the overuse,and also the questionableuse,of the
conceptof ideology within Biblical Studiesin the closing yearsof the twentieth
194
At
he
far
ý
century.
'the
"ideology"
one point
to
to
terin
goesso
as refer
obnoxious
.
1.471 Barr and the new Narrative-Critical Approaches
While acknowledgingsomeof their shortcomings,Barr is defensiveon behalf of the
195
historical
older methodsof
and sourcecriticism and is critical of the postmodernist
tendencytowards rejection of Enlightenmentnotions of objectivity and truth. He
takes issue,for example,with David Gunn and DannaFewell who, in their recent
Narrative in the Hebrew Bible, 196mount a rejection of traditional historical and source
criticism on ideological grounds. In particular, Gunn and Fewell complain:
"

that privilege is accorded to the original or earlier forms of the text, which are
hypothetical if not speculative; 197

"

that interpretationis concentratedin the handsof a scholarly elite;

"

that there is an assumption that texts have only one (original) meaning,
accompanied by a dogmatic belief that historical criticism is the only
legitimate way to reach that meaning.198

Gunn and Fewell also observe:

Becauseof its multivocal nature, the Bible, despite its biasesof gender,race / ethnicity, and
The Bible
class,makes provision for its own critique. It points to its own incongruity
...
shows us not merely patriarchy, elitism, and nationalism; it show us the fragility of these
ideologies through irony and counter-voices."'

Barr dismissesGunn and Fewell's position in acid terms:

Basically, then, the Bible operatesthrough the diversity of its own ideologies and through the
ironic counter-voiceswhich are heard here and there. This may seema rather 'thin testimony'
to the importance of the Bible.
Nonethelesspostmodernistsof this kind are not lacking in a
...
conviction of their own importance. Describing the intellectual changesin which they
consider themselvesto be taking part, they write grandiosely: 'We find ourselvesparticipants

194

Barr, History and Ideology, p. 101'9' Barr is particularly sceptical of the terms 'postmodern'
and 'postmodernism'. He writes: 'To utter
the word "postmodern" is equivalent to saying, "I am now going to start talking nonsense"' (History
and Ideology, p. 30). Later he protestsagainstthe whole new vocabulary that emanatesfrom
postmodernism. He observes:'One has to say "totalising", "marginalised", "closure", "re- inscription",
"metanarrative", and, of course,"deconstruction" (History and Ideology, p. 156 [Barr's emphasis]).
196David M. Gunn and Danna N. Fewell, Narrative in the Hebrew Bible (London: Oxford University
Press, 1993).
197Interestingly, Barr dismissesthis point as quite untrue to experience. His own detailed knowledge
of source criticism 'has never constituted any difficulty for reading the texts as they are, whether
devotionally or liturgically or in any other way' (Barr, History and Ideology, p. 35, note 7). Barr also
is,
key
it
is
key
'privilege'
that
term;
the
term in
and
course,
of
also a
notes
a
postmodern
word
ideological criticism.
'9' Gunn and Fewell Narrative in the Hebrew Bible, p. 8.1 have made my own summary here of Gunn
from
in
it
differ
Barr,
but
does
History and Ideology, p. 34.
Fewell's
that
significantly
not
and
position;
Gunn and Fewell also maintain that there is often a circularity of argumentby which sourcesare dated
by events and events dated by sources,and that the analysis of sourcesis dependenton arbitrary, often
aesthetic,criteria.
'99 Gunn and Fewell, Narrative in the Hebrew Bible, p. 204, as quoted in Barr, History and Ideology,
p. 39. The quotation continues:
XenophobicJoshuaandEzraareunderminedby the Bookof Ruth.... Thepatriarchyof Persiais
from
Vashti.
Voices
by
the margins,voicesfrom the fissuresandcracksin
the
singlewoman,
countered
thatracial/ ethnicchauvinismis
the text, assureus thatmalesovereigntyis contrivedandprecarious,
is
that
social-elitism
self-deluding,thatreligiousrectitudeis self-serving.
ultimatelyunsupportable,
This is the kind of readingthatcantransformus.
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in a major epistemologicalshift which is but a phasein long-standingWesterndebate,
a
...
stretchingback to Aristotle andbeyond'. Few of us cando betterthanthat!200

Barr concludeshis discussionof Gunn and Fewell with this devastating201
critique of
the overuseof the conceptof ideology in the new literary criticism:

This is an exampleof wherewe may go if historicalcriticism is abandoned
ideology
given
and
a centralplace. As you will haveseenactualhistoryhardly comesinto GunnandFewell's
exposition:wejust havestorieswith their ideologies. Ideologybeingso omnipresent,it
...
will not be surprisingif the entirepictureof historicalcriticism presentedby thesetwo authors
is alsoa pieceof ideology. It certainlyhasthe advantageof not beingobjectivetruth!202

While there is somesubstancein Barr's strictures,he dependsover much on rhetoric
and sarcasmand doesnot engagedirectly with the trenchantcriticisms madeby Gunn
and Fewell of traditional methodologies. In fact, what Barr offers is an ideological
defenceof traditional scholarshiprather than detailedargumentation.He doesnot
seemto have consideredor comprehendedthe positive applicationsof an ideological203
narrative-critical approach. Becauseof a fear of underminingthe particular
tradition of scholarly objectivity to which he hashad a lifelong commitment,Barr is
apparentlynot opento new methodologiesor perspectives.
1.472 Barr and 'revisionist' historians 204
Barr is similarly severe in his critique of recent 'revisionist' historians, again because
205
'excessive
the
He cites as an example Robert
of
weight they place on ideology'.
Carroll's 'Madonna of Silences', in which Carroll presumesan ideological motivation
for the brevity of the account of Omri in I Kings without considering any of a variety
206
of other possible explanations.
200Barr, History
and Ideology, p. 4 1, quoting from Gunn and Fewell, Narrative in the Hebrew Bible, p.
10.
201Barr's acid tone is
reminiscent of his widely respectedearly crusadeagainstmisuse of linguistic
argumentation(see TheSemanticsofBiblical Language [London: Oxford University Press,1961J and
Biblical Wordsfor Time [2ndedn., revised; Studiesin Biblical Theology 33; London: SCM, 1969]).
However, unlike those earlier works, his polemic in the presentvolume is not backedup by the same
level of trenchant argumentation.
202Barr, History
and Ideology, pp. 39-40. Barr is at pains to stressin his critique of Gunn and Fewell
that the 'historical method' that they are seekingto underminehas, in fact, never existed as such.
Biblical criticism is not a unified 'method' as they seemto presupposebut 'a group of theories that
formalise valuable intuitions'. He concludes: 'What Biblical Criticism furnishes is not a meaning
where forinerly there was none, but a meansof criticism of those with which the reader approachesthe
text. Meaning, more exactly alleged meanings,are there already, having beenprovided (most
commonly) by the churchesor synagoguesand the theological traditions, sometimes,less commonly,
by other educational instances,by current world views, and so on' (P. 47).
20'For example, Gunn and Fewell follow up their conviction that the Bible has 'many voices, many
ideologies' with an intriguing illustration of how the Bible might actually engagewith a contemporary
world-view in need of challenge and redemption. SeeGunn and Fewell, Narrative in the Hebrew
Bible, pp. 204-205.
204Several discussionsof the relationship betweenhistory and ideology are contained in Lester L.
Grabbe (ed.), Leading Captivity Captive: the 'Exile'as History and Ideology QSOTSup. 278; The
SecondEuropean Seminar on Historical Methodology; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1998). In
the earlier Transactions of the First European Seminar on Historical Methodology, severalof the
disentangling
had
discussed
had
'ideology'
the
term
the
problem
of
of
and
made use
contributors
history from ideology (Grabbe [ed], Can a History of1srael be Written?). The contributors to these
two volumes might be regardedas typical of what Barr regards as 'revisionist historians'.
'0' Barr, History and Ideology, p. 82.
206Carroll, 'Madonna of Silences', pp. 95-96. Barr himself does not suggestalternative explanations
at
this point. However, one possibility is that the author simply did not have available to him any sourceby
Omri,
Ahab's
for
the
the
period
contrast
with
of
reign,
reign of
which he had 'the life
material on
in
handed
down
Elisha',
Elijah
times
prophetic circles.
and
of
and
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Barr rightly points out that just as historical texts may be ideological, equally,
ideological texts may have considerable historical
207 Barr's
be
argument could
value.
illustrated from the modem world of newspapers,
despite
their respective
which,
ideological biases, may nonetheless record historical facts
factual
with reasonable
accuracy. However, many of the readings by revisionist historians seem, in Barr's
from
the outset to be 'biased to produce results that point towards ideology' and
view,
208
He insists,
away from historicity.
history
have been

rightly, that ancient
cannot
totally invented on the basisof ideology: it must havehad somesignificant factual
basis. However, Barr misseswhat seemsto me to be the more important point at
issue. Whereverthe storiescamefrom, memories,traditions, or otherwise,the
questionis: what was it that motivated the publication and circulation of these
traditions, togetherwith the selectivity of the material within them? What political or
propagandisticpurposewere they designedto serve? It is at theselevels that
ideological criticism has a major part to play.

At severalpoints in the discussionBarr lapsesinto argumentby caricature. For
example,he dismissively rejectsmuch of Gottwald's earlier work as 'governedby his
Marxist ideology', commenting:
Whyshouldwebelievethis? At a timewhen,aftera longperiodof tyrannicalcruel
...
it [Marxism]hasproveda totalpoliticalandeconomicfailurein thecountries
oppression,
by its abilityto
whereit hasbeendominant,it is notevidentwhyweshouldbeimpressed
interprettheBible.209

This is a blatant exampleof Barr substitutingideological sloganfor a nuanced
critique. He is preparedto write off a major work of modem scholarshipon
ideological grounds,without engagingseriouslywith Gottwald's argumentation.210
Barr is on strongerground when he complainsof Whitelam's unsubstantiatedclaim
that the absenceof any referenceto nomadsin the biblical text meansthat they have
207Barr approvingly quotesthese
words from Hans M. Barstad:
'Bias', 'preconceived
to call it, hasformeda
opinions','underlyingmotifs', or whateveronechooses
naturalpartof historiographyat all timesandthe currentdistinctionbetweenhistoryandideologymust
bejudgedasratherartificial. Evenif the historiographies
of the HebrewBible haveastheir primeaim
the productionof 'ideology' andthe reuseof the ancienttraditionsin orderto demonstrate
somethingfor
contemporary
society... this doesnot imply thatthesetextsdo not yield a lot of historicalinformation.
Despitethe scepticismof somerecentscholarship,
in the cognitive'force-field' between
somewhere
...
'what happened',andthe 'ideology'of the sources,andthe 'ideology'of themodemscholarsthereare
Fasc.
some'facts' to be learned(H.M. Barstad,TheMythof theEmptyLand[SymbolaeOsloenses,
Suppl.xxviii; Oslo:Scandinavia
UniversityPress,1996],p. 36, note18,quotedin Barr,Historyand
82).
Ideology,
p.
208
He rejects, for example,Niels Lemche's view that the David of Samuel-Kings is written to provide
ideological support for the dynasty, contrasting it with Gunn's denial that it is pro-David propaganda.
For Barr, the story suggests'a tragic and empathetic,but critical as well as accepting view of David'.
He seesit 'much more as a story told by someonewho knew a lot of factual detail about David, even if
it was embellished by fancy' (Barr, History andIdeology, p. 83).
2"9Barr, History and Ideology, p. 84. By contrast, Charles Carter has written:
I confessthat whenI first readTribes[Gottwald'sTribesof Yahweh],my own ideologyhadlittle place
for Marxistperspectives.This lessa resultof oppositionto Marx's political leaningsthanit wasa
life' donesome
reactionto the failureof the Marxist-Leninistexperiments.I hadin my 'pre-academic
Christian
in
the
of
communities
plight
communistcountries.... Givenmy firstresearch... concerning
handexperience I haveal,,vaysfoundit curiousthat Westernintellectualshaveembraced
this
...
particularideology. ... In the yearssince... I havecometo seethe valueof termssuchaspolitical
Carter,
'Powerful
46-58).
(Charles
Ideologies',
pp.
of
production
mode
economyand
211One even wonders if Barr is to be numberedamong those critics, whom Gottwald refers to in the
Tribes,
have
1999
the
to
to
the
seem
who
not
of
edition
actually read the book!
preface
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been 'silenced by the literary elite of the SecondTemple period' 211 He regards
.
'conspiracy by the elite' as one of a number of recentideological theoriesthat are
'obviously absurd'.212He is scathingof Whitelam's theory that kingship ideology
servedas an alternativeto the useof force in maintaining royal and elite power, since
the former was too costly and inefficient. Barr describesthis as an argumentof
'desperation', though he doesnot explain what exactly he finds wrong with it.213
Overall, Barr is surely right to wam againsta tendencyto overuseand overplay the
role of an 'elite' in silencing and marginalizing, a sort of reds-under-thebed in
reverse. Expressionslike 'literary elite' and 'silenced' have a tendencyto become
jargonistic. Barr also criticises the 'new historicism' 214for what he regardsas an
211Keith W. Whitelam, 'The Social World the Bible' in Barton (ed.), Cambridge Companion,
of
pp.
35-49 (43). Whitelam.was later to publish a devastatingcritique of Barr's History andIdeology,
namely, Keith W. Whitelam, 'Interested Parties: History and Ideology at the End of the Century' in J.
Cheryl Exurn and Hugh G.M. Williamson (eds.), Readingftom Right to Left: Essaysin Honour of
DavidJ. A. Clines (JSOTSup.373; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press,2003), pp. 402-22.
212
Barr, History and Ideology, p. 84.
213Barr, History
and Ideology, p. 88. SeeWhitelam, 'Israelite Kingship', pp. 119 -39. Whitelam's
point is essentially Althusserian. Against Barr, the following comment from JamesKavanaghmight be
noted:
A constantrelianceon force,on thepowerof the 'government',is anexpensiveandinefficientway to
assurethe stablereproductionof classrelations.This is the sign,in fact,of a weaksocialregime,onein
whicha lot of peoplefrom the subordinate
classes(aswell assomefrom the dominantclasses)
perceive
themselves
asbeingin an unjustsituation,andaretrying to do somethingto changeit. Muchbetteris a
situationin whicheveryone- from dominantandsubordinate
classalike- understands
andperceivesthe
prevailingsystemof socialrelationsasfundamentallyfair on the whole(evenif it hasn'tdonesowell by
them),and/orasbetterthananypossiblealternative,and/orasimpossibleto changeanyway[onemight
add'and/orasGod-givenor God-ordained'].This is a situationin whichideology,ratherthanforce,is
the primarymeansof managingsocialcontradictions
andreproducingclassrelations.... Society... uses
apparatuses
of ideologyto form membersof its variousclassesinto socialsubjectswho areunlikelyever
to considerrebellion(Kavanagh,'Ideology',pp. 308-09).
214New Historicism, as a post-Enlightenmentmovement, is
well summedup in the words of Louis
Montrose as 'a reciprocal concern with the historicity of texts and with the textuality of history' (Louis
A. Montrose, 'Professing the Renaissance:The Poetics and Politics of Culture' in H. Aram Veeser
[ed.], TheNew Historicism [London: Routledge, 1989], p. 20, quoted in Robert P. Carroll,
'Poststructuralist Approaches:New Historicism and Postmodemism' in Barton [ed.], Cambridge
Companion, pp. 50-66 [521).
Michel Foucault would be widely regardedas another exemplar of revisionist history. A. K. M. Adam
writes that while traditional historians 'typically seekthe roots of eventsand ideas,tying them together
in a long causal chain, Foucault seeksout discontinuities'. He wrote 'to changethe world by telling an
ostensibly objective story with rhetorical devices designedto startle the reader'. Modem historians
seek(though they may not obtain) 'objectivity'. 'New Historicists regard objectivity as a charade.
They seekto situate the texts in the competing cultural impulses of the every-day life of their texts'
times and they are more candid about the role of their own imaginative reconstructions' (Adam,
Postmodern biblical Criticism, p. 46).
Robert Carroll particularly associatesthe name of John Van Seterswith 'laying the foundation of New
Historicist Approach to reading the Hebrew Bible'. Though drawing on deconstructionist
by
interested
in
is
'history',
New
Historicism
contrast with the generality of structuralist
methodology,
and poststructuralist approaches,which deny the relevanceof any extra-textual reference. A feature of
the New Historicism is insistencethat texts reveal more of the history of the period in which they are
describe.
They
to
that
they
than
the
are also 'formative of their times and of
purport
period
of
written
ours' (Carroll, 'Poststructuralist Approaches, p. 55). New Historicism seeksto challenge the
history,
has
'isolate,
Bible's
to
the
of
which
sought
exclude, repress,and
presentation
of
monopoly
Carroll's
it
be
deemed
In
'may
to
advocate'.
words: 'New Historicism has as
as
as
much
misrepresent'
inclusion
its
the
the
the
of
repressed,
of the excluded, and the breaking of the
aims
re-inscription
one of
documents
Bible
lasted
have
the
the
of
since
were written' (Carroll, 'Poststructuralist
silences which
Approaches', p. 55, quoted in Barr, Historý-and Ideology, p. 145).
Carroll at one point suggests'cultural poetics of the Bible' as an alternative designation to 'New
Historicism' (Carroll, *PoststructuralistApproaches', pp. 56-57).
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unreasonableinsistenceon proof, for example,the insistencethat there is no proof
that David and Solomon ever existed. Yet there is evenless evidencefor the
215
literary
And even if they did exist, Barr questionsthe
existenceof a
elite !
216
postmodernistprejudice againstany suchelite.
It might be addedthat 'elite' is
itself a loadedideological term. However, Barr doesnot addressthe questionsthat
arise if a literary elite is not presupposed.Who then wrote the biblical histories?
Who were sufficiently educatedto do so? What social and economiccircumstances
enabledpeopleto havethe time and leisure to write books? Where was the audience
that would have beenable to readthem? What group were the books designedto
motivate or influence?
One of the contemporarytruisms which Barr rejectsas 'absurd' is that 'history is
by
the victors), with the implied corollary that a true accountwill always lie
written
217
defeated
'marginalised'.
the
However, again Barr slips into caricature. For
with
or
this maxim doesnot necessarilyimply that truth or right always ties with the
vanquished. The point is that the perspectiveof the vanquisheddoesnot often survive
in written texts. As an exampleof a history written by the defeated,Barr cites
Thucydides' accountof the disastrousAthenian Sicilian Expedition. However,the
Thucydidesexampleis not apposite,sincethe Atheniansdid 'live to tell the tale',
unlike the Canaanitesof the book of Joshua.
1.473 Barr and Ideological criticism
21 8
Barr then moves to a discussion of full-blown ideological critici SM.
In the
following chapters, I will undertake a detailed review of ideological criticism in recent
biblical scholarship. It will be a useful bridge to that next section to review Barr's
general comments on the subject.
Ideological criticism is not just about the group interests of those who brought the text
into being. It is equally about the impact that texts have had across the centuries on
21
9
have
he
Barr
those who
them
as
read and used
particularly
sees
rejects
what
.
215Barr, History and Ideology, p. 95. The 'new historians' whom Barr has in mind at this point seemto
include those critiqued by Provan in the 1995JBL debate,Niels P. Lemche, G.W. Ahlstr6m, Philip R.
Davies, and Thomas L. Thompson, together with Keith Whitelam. However, as Barr seemsto
acknowledge later (History and Ideology, pp. 146 & 157), most of these 'biblical' historians have not,
in fact, wholly embracedthe New Historicism. They remain largely weddedto Enlightenment
philosophy and Enlightenment 'scientific method' (as arguedby Davies and Thompson in the 1995
JBL) - although they have adoptedsomenew-historical insights and an ideological-critical awareness
that was absentfor the previous generationof 'Histories of Israel'. Perhapsit might be better to refer to
them as 'Newer Historians', which is less pejorative than the alternative phrase 'revisionist history',
which is also usedby Barr (eg, p. 61).
216Barr is particularly scathing that this prejudice againstelites in the ancient world comes 'almost
is
be
'absolutely
Barr
For
from
to
this
prejudice
always
personsenjoying modem elite positions'.
150).
Ideology,
(Barr,
History
p.
repudiated'
and
217If this were true, says Barr, then the true history of the SecondWorld War ought to be written by the
83).
Ideology,
(Barr,
History
Fascists
p.
and
surviving
2"' Barr commentsthat ideological criticism is often known by the German word Ideologiekritik (Barr,
History and Ideology, p. 132). Robert Carroll is particularly noted for his preferencefor the German
doubt
his
intends
(no
ideology)
he
Ideologiekritik
to
as
a
reflection
of
own
seemingly
which
word
fully
his
Ideologiecritik
Carroll
in
tone!
on
more
understanding
of
expands
sinister
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convey an
his series of articles in the Journal offorthwest Semitic Languages 1993-1996,which are discussed
1).
212-22
(pp.
fully
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more
219Barr quotes from Robert Carroll, who maintains that the text, the interpretative communities, and
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necessarysubjects of the
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underlying presuppositionsto most ideological criticism: that no one ever does
anything except out of self or group interest; and that everything can be reducedto
questionsof power and wealth. Barr rightly maintainsthat peoplecan and do have
specifically religious motivations, though not necessarilyall good. And, although
religion cannotbe divorced from the totality of social structures,religious motivations
are a distinct phenomenon,distinct from economicand political considerations,that
be
must given due weight in their own right.
I would certainly agreewith Barr that due considerationmust be given to non-material
and religious motivations. However, it hasto be said that Barr's final summary
critique of ideological criticism is amazinglypatronising,towardswomen and others:
Some modem tendencieshave so emphasisedideology as to make it a destructive force once
again. I think it regrettablethat, in the processin which women have becomemuch more
prominent in both religion and education,so many women scholars have so totally and
...
consciously embracedideology as their key instrument for the understandingof the world - an
action which is likely to have negative effects upon the position of women in the long run. It
is even more regrettablethat, in the well-meant attempt to overcomeracial tension and racial
prejudice, here again the primacy of ideology hasbeen so widely accepted. Ideology here can
lead to the conception of a racial truth, a truth that is true only for the experienceof a racial or
ethnic group. The role of ideology can beproperly assessedand understoodonly when it is
balanced by a concept of truth that is not defined by racial, ethnic, or other identity.220And,
within religion, the role of ideology within the Bible and within its interpretation can be
221
by
has
its
properly assessedonly
truth as primary canon and standard.
a theology that

It is undoubtedlytrue that ideology can be, and hasbeen,invoked in a destructive
but
Barr offers no evidencefor his condescendingstatementthat a focus on
way;
ideology is 'likely to have negativeeffects upon the position of women in the long
run'. Nor doeshe explain why awarenessof ideology in 'the well-meant attemptto
overcomeracial tension' should necessarilylead to a 'racial truth' that is not truth at
for
I
all.
one would agreewith the sentimentsof the final two sentencesof the
quotation - and I suspectthat this view would be sharedby many who engagein
ideological criticism and by many of thosewho espousefeminist or anti-racist
ideologies. The real underlying issue,however, is not to do with the destructive
ideology
but
natureof
with the debateon the possibility or otherwiseof 'truth' in
someabsolutesense.
1.474

Ideologiekritik enterprise' (Robert P. Carroll, 'Ideology' in R.J. Coggins and J.L. Houlden [eds.],
Dictionary of Biblical Interpretation [London: SCM, 1990], pp. 309-11). Barr expressessurprisethat
Carroll should focus in this way on the ideology of readers rather than the ideology of the text, which
had been so heavily emphasisedin Carroll's own work on Jeremiah.
220
Gale Yee observes:
'Meaning' and 'truth' in the biblical text involve a dynamic interplay among thesethree
[author, text, and reader], with power as the pivotal variable. 'Meaning' and 'truth' must be
determine
Whose
the
to
the
to
question:
answer
meaning and whose truth?
analysed
critically
(Gale A. Yee, 'The Author / Text / Readerand Power: Suggestionsfor a Critical Framework
for Biblical Studies' in F. Segovia and M. Tolbert [eds.], Readingftom this Place (volume 1):
Social Location and Biblical Interpretation in the United States[Minneapolis: Fortress Press,
1995], pp. 109-118 [118]).
221Barr, History and Ideology, p. 136-37 (my emphasis). Intriguingly, on the aspectof feminism, Barr
is able to cite Robert Carroll in his support. He quotes, for example, from Carroll's Jeremiah:
'Contrary to modem feminist rhetoric, biblical condemnationof sexual activity, whether real or
female
behaviour'
is
balanced
(p. 134).
condemning
of
male
matter
as
well
as
a
metaphorical,
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Barr's conclusion on the recentupsurgeof interest in ideology within biblical
scholarshipis overall a negative:

The entry of the concept of ideology into biblical scholarship cannot be said to have been a
happy event. That there is such a thing as ideology and that the term may be useful for
biblical exegesis may be freely granted but the way that is has been worked out, so far at least,
has been little short of chaotic. Widely various definitions of it have been in use.
Many
...
writers ... move back and forwards between one usage and another, according as they wish to
222
favour
diSfaVoUr.
express
or

Thosewho do not agreewith this overall negativity will nonethelessdo well to pay
attention to the warning notesthat he soundsagainstslipping from one usageof the
tenn 'ideology' to anotherand againstusing 'ideology' as a sloganor jargon term.
Finally, one more comment from Barr is worth noting, not least since it seemsto run
counter to his general wariness of ideological criticism:
It is interesting to note that religion is the only spheretoday where texts from the ancient
world are read, studied, and interpreted within a wide and popular set of communities of
223
identities.
widely various educational, cultural, racial, and ethnic

It surely follows from this statement that ideological critique both of biblical texts and
biblical
interpretations is of vital importance. It also suggeststhat the opening up
of
of ancient canonical texts from an ideological perspective may prove to be an
infinitely more complex, fascinating, and rewarding task than for any other type of
indeed
ancient, or
modem, text. The remaining chapters of this thesis will offer a
detailed review of a range of significant attempts to do just that.

**

222

**

*********

Barr, History andIdeoloýy, P. 139.

22,I' Barr, History and IdeologY, P. 162. Barr continues: 'There was re igion in the time of past
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Until now I have beenfocussingon what David Clines hascalled the 'weaker9224
use
of the word 'ideology'. Now detailedattentionwill be given to the developmentof
ideological criticism as a specific methodologicalapproach.
Ideological criticism has its primary roots in the Marxist literary criticism associated
with namessuchas Terry Eagletonand FredericJameson.It is important,therefore,
to undertakea full considerationof this Marxist tradition: first of all Terry Eagleton,
225
Criticism
y
Ideology:
Study
is
Literary
Theor
whose
and
a
ofMarxist
still regarded
as the classictheoretical exposition in English; followed by FredericJameson'sThe
Political Unconscious:Narrative as a Socially SymbolicAct,226which hasbeen
influential
similarly
within Biblical Studies.

2.1 Terry Eagleton
2.11
Eagletonbeginshis Criticism and Ideology with the following warning:

It is difficult to seecriticism as anything but an innocent discipline. Its origins seem
spontaneous,its existencenatural: there is literature, and so - becausewe wish to understand
and appreciateit - there is also criticism.

But criticism is not an 'innocent' discipline. There is alwaysthe risk that criticism
intrudes 'its own ungainly bulk' betweenproduct and consumer. Marxism has
thereforetraditionally stressedthe need 'to enquireinto the history of criticism itself.

224Clines, Interested Parties, p. 12. Other works, not specifically discussed,that make significant use
of this 'weaker' senseof the word ideology include: Antti Laato, 'Psalm 132 and the Development of
the Jerusalemite/ Israelite Royal Ideology', CBQ 54 (1992), pp. 49-66; J. Cheryl Exum, 'Murder They
Wrote: Ideology and the Manipulation of Female Presencein Biblical Narrative' in Alice Bach (ed.),
The Pleasure of Her Text (Philadelphia: Trinity PressInternational, 1990),pp. 45-67, reprinted in
David J.A. Clines and Tamara C. Eskenazi(eds.), Telling QueenMichal's Story: an Experiment in
Comparative Interpretation (JSOTSup. 119, Sheffield; JSOT, 1991), pp. 176-98; Michael V. Fox,
Character and Ideology in the Book of Esther (Studies on Personalitiesin the Old Testament;
Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 1992; 2ndedn. with Postscript: Grand Rapids, Michigan
200
Sara
1);
Japhet,
Ideology
Book
Chronicles;
Eerdmans,
Seth
UK:
Schwartz,
Cambridge,
the
of
of
and
'A Note on the Social Type and Political Ideology of the HasmoneanFamily', dBL 112 (1993), pp.
305-309: and W.J. Wessels,'Jeremiah 22:24-30: A ProposedIdeological Reading', ZA W 101 (1989),
g.55 232-49.
Terry Eagleton, Criticism and Ideology: A Study of Marxist Literary Theory (London: New Left
Books, 1976).
226Frederic Jameson,The Political Unconscious:Narrative as a Socially Symbolic Act (Ithaca, New
York: Cornell University Press, 1981).
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to posethe questionsof under what conditions, and for what need,a literary criticism
227
The task of literary criticism is not about smoothingthe passage
comesabout'.
from text to reader:'the myth of a passage,of criticism as a midwife to the text. must
228
itself be eradicated'
Eagletonargues:
.
Criticism is not a passagefrom text to reader,to colludewith its objectin a conspiracyof
eloquence.Its taskis to showthe text as it cannotknowitself,to manifestthoseconditionsof
its making aboutwhich it is necessarilysilent. To achievesucha showing,criticism
...
...
mustbreakwith its ideologicalprehistory,situatingitself outsidethe spaceof the text on the
229
knowledge.
alternativeterrainof scientific

This definition of the task goeswell beyondthe detached'objective' forms of literary
criticism with which the world of biblical scholarshiphaslong beenfamiliar. The
is
task
critical
not confined to the explication of the authorial meaning,or evento the
elucidation of the rhetorical devicesdeployedin the text. Criticism must not 'collude'
with the text; it must 'manifest thoseconditions of its making aboutwhich it is
necessarilysilent); it must unmaskand exposewhat is hidden underthe surface;it
into
the cracksand fault-lines revealedby the contradictionsin the text; it
must peer
focus
must
on the margins of the text and give a voice to the marginalised.
Marxist criticism does not lay claim to objectivity: itjudges the text on the basis of an
external value base.
Eagleton does not offer ideological criticism as one critical methodology alongside
others: ideological criticism is the whole critical task

2.12 The six main constituents of a Marxist theory of literature
230
Eagleton summarises the six main constituents of a Marxist theory of literature as:

"
"
"
"

GeneralMode of Production
Literary Mode of Production
GeneralIdeology
Authorial Ideology
Aesthetic Ideology
TeXt

231

The task of criticism is 'to analysethe complexhistorical articulations of these
232

structures that produce the

text,.

227Eagleton, Criticism and Ideology, p. 17.
228Eagleton, Criticism and Ideology, p. 42.
229Eagleton, Criticism and Ideology, p. 43 (my emphasis).
230Eagleton, Criticism and Ideology, p. 44. Eagleton refers here to the work of Raymond Williams as a
his
is
by
'flawed
in
Eagleton's
fact
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that,
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for
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"humanism" and
particularly commends
Culture
Society:
1780-1950
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See
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'reality
practice"'.
the
of art as
(Hammondsworth, 1963).
23' He acknowledgesthat strictly speakingthe last of these,the text itself, is not a constituent of literary
its
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to
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But
text
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its
but
regard
relationship
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can
elements
other
enterprise.
232Eagleton, Criticism and Ideology, p. 45.
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2.121 General Mode of Production
The first stageis considerationof the GeneralMode of Productionor socialformation
from which the text originates. Eagleton's definition is: 'a mode of production may
be characterisedas a unity of certain forms and social relations of material
233
In terms of biblical criticism, this will involve distinguishingbetween
production'.
the different modesof production and social formations associatedrespectivelywith
the tribal, monarchic, and second-templesocial formations.
2.122 Literary Mode of Production
Associated with a given General Mode of Production is a corresponding Literary
Mode of Production. The General Mode of Production bears upon the Literary Mode
Production
to exclude certain social groups and classesfrom literary production
of
and consumption. As is regularly stressedin much recent biblical scholarship, literary
texts in the ancient world tend to emerge from the elite classeswith their own
distinctive ideological base. Hard-pressed peasantshave little opportunity for writing
(or reading) texts.

The Literary Mode of Production can be analysedundera numberof headings. There
is first the basic distinction betweenoral and written, obviously important for Biblical
Studies. With regardto written material, sometexts in the ancientworld may have
consistedof single archival copies. Othersmay have existedin multiple copies,
for
reproduced discussionby an educatedclass. Sometexts may have originated as
oppositional party 'tracts', circulatedto promoteor to underminea political or
religious cause.
Different Literary Modes of Production can co-exist synchronously, although one of
234
Literary Modes of Production generatedby a
them will normally be dominant.
historically previous social formation may also survive and interpenetrate later modes.
The classic example of this is the transition from oral to written. The written mode is
facilitated by a new social formation in which scribal activity becomes an economic
possibility. At first written texts may consist primarily of oral material committed to
Eventually
distinct
'certain
This
writing.
a
may also enable
written mode emerges.
from
A
text
more complex and extensive oral products'.
may arise
a
particular
different
literary
be
biblical
A
the representation
example would
complex of
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framework
later
the
of
a
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of oral prophetic
within
utterances
narrative
235
diachronic
further
draws
Eagleton
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the
text
of
possibility
prophetic
attention
.
disjunction, in which Literary Modes of Production 'anticipate the productive forms
236
future
formation'.
biblical
In
terms, an example
and social relations of a
social
history'
is
be
'court
that
the
genre
might
emergence outside of royal patronage of a
flattering
dynasty
2
Samuel).
(such
to
the
as
not necessarily

233Eagleton, Criticism and Ideology, p. 45 (my emphasis).
234Eagleton further notes that structurally conflictual Literary Modes of Production may co-exist within
is
in
formation.
He
Western
'it
that
societiesto produce
cites
as
an
example
possible
a given social
fiction for the capitalist market; it is also possible to distribute one's own handwritten poetry on the
Ideology,
Criticism
45).
(Eagleton,
and
p.
streets'
2351 suggestthis only for illustration of the presentargument, not to advancea particular view of the
origin or development of prophetic texts.
236As a contemporary example of this, Eagleton cites the revolutionary artists' commune.
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Social relationshipsare also determinantof texts: the bard professionally
commissionedto producefor the king; the poet presentingto his patron; the
peripatetic storyteller, housedand fed by his peasantaudience;the author who writes
for a patron for a dedication fee; the independentauthor who sells his commodity to a
bookseller-publisher;the state-patronisedproducer. Biblical examplesmight include
the court historian, the levitical choristerproducing psalmsfor temple worship. the
scribe or disciple of the charismaticprophetic figure.
The salient issuesfrom Eagleton's discussionof the Literary Mode of Productionare
well summedup as follows:
Every Literary Mode of Production is constituted by structures ofproduction, distribution,
exchange, and consumption. Production presupposes a producer, materials, instruments and
techniques of production, and the product itself.
The forces of literary production consist
...
in the application of labour power organised in certain 'relations of production' (scribes,
237
collaborative producers, printing and publishing organisations).

2.123 General Ideology
A given General Mode of Production always generatesa dominant General Ideology,
that is:
a relatively coherent set of 'discourses' of values,representations,and beliefs, which, realised
in certain material apparatusesand related to the structuresof material production, so reflect
the experiential relations of individual subjectsto their social conditions as to guaranteethose
the 'real' which contribute to the reproduction of the dominant social
misperceptions
of
238
relations.

The materiality of the GeneralIdeology is an important emphasisfor Eagleton. As an
from
the biblical world, it is clear that a different theological / ideological
example
is
ethos associatedwith the tribal-agricultural phasefrom that of the economicallycentralisedmonarchic era and different again from that of SecondTemple Yehud.
A typical GeneralIdeology doesnot just contain political and cultural elementsbut
is
by
key
linguistic
features:
also marked

A literary text is related to the General Ideology by the language it deploys. Language,that
most innocent and spontaneousof common currencies,is in reality a terrain scarred,fissured,
imperialist,
history,
the
and divided by the cataclysms
relics
of
strewn
of
political
with
239
regionalist, and class combat.

A biblical examplewould be the useof 'jargon' by the Deuteronomisthistorian, such
240
be
his
'high
Another
the
term
as
pejorative useof
examplemight the
places'.
differential use by various authorsof terms suchas 'Israel' and 'Israelite'. SamuelKings normally uses'Israel' to denotethe northern kingdom; and, evenbefore the
time of David, Israel and Judahare representedas separatejurisdictions. The

237Eagleton, Criticism and Ideology, p. 47 (my emphasis). He continues:
basis,within, let us
Thehandwrittenmanuscriptcanonly be distributedandconsumed
on a hand-to-hand
by
is
dictated
(one
the
copied
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several
scribes)
ableto
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work
caste;
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say,
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by
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the
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chapman
social
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wider audience;the 'yellowback'railwaynovelis availableto a masspublic.
238Eagleton,Criticism and Ideology, p. 54.
239Eagleton,Criticism and Ideology, p. 55. It is worth quoting Eagleton's further comment: 'Language
is first and foremost a physical, material reality, and as such it is part of the forces of material
forms
human
historical
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this
then
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specific
production.
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levels'
(p.
55,
note
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Chronicler, by contrast,is well known for his inclusive useof the phrase'all Israel'.241
In Isaiah, 'Israel' normally denotesa religious community, while the northern
kingdom is referredto as Samariaor Ephraim. It is not at all clear when, or if, the
ordinary citizens would have describedthemselvesas Israelite, either in a political or
religious sense. What we do know is that, in the ninth century BCE, the northern
kingdom was known internationally as 'the land of the Houseof Omri'. A similar
ideologically chargeduse of nationality terms pertainsin my own part of the world,
where the questionas to whether 'Northern Ireland' is part of, or a distinct entity
from, 'Ireland' has highly chargedideological overtones,religious as well as political.
2.124 Authorial Ideology
Next Eagleton moves to what he calls Authorial Ideology, which he defines as:
the effect of the author's specific mode of biographical insertion into General Ideology, a
mode of insertion overdetermined [sic] by a seriesof factors: social class; sex; nationality;
242
religion; geographical region; and so on.

BetweenGeneralIdeology and Authorial Ideology there can be 'effective homogeny,
partial disjunction, and severecontradiction'. A given Authorial Ideology is always a
GeneralIdeology as 'lived, worked, and representedfrom a particular overdetermined
243
it'.
Biblical examplesof disjunction betweenGeneraland
standpointwithin
Authorial Ideology might include the prophetic protestagainstthe royal
establishment;or the authorial ideology of a book like Job, challenginggeneral
religious orthodoxy from within.
According to the classic Marxist tradition, Authorial Ideology is wholly
predetermined by biographical factors such as 'social class; sex; nationality; religion;
geographical region'. Eagleton moves somewhat away from that position; but he
seemsto make no allowance for the conscious adoption of an ideological position in
total disjunction with personal background. One might suggest Tony Benn, a well
known figure from British politics, as an example of such a volteface. 244 Such
(conversions' can be particularly significant in light of the maxim that a convert is
245
it
is
belief
However,
often the most ardent of all advocates of a given
system.
also
true that none of us can completely dispossessourselves of the 'false consciousness'
that is derived from our social location. Even if we struggle against our inherited
ideology, our thinking is still largely determined by it. In the case of biblical authors,
the Authorial Ideology may be in support of, or in opposition to, the General Ideology
day;
but
in
latter
inevitably
the
the
of
share some of the
even
case, a given author will
ideology
belongs.
he
the
to
overall
of
group or class which

Eagletonwarns that the ideology of the text is more thanjust a simple or direct
Authorial
Ideology.
The
interweaving
is
ideology
text
the
of
a
complex
expressionof
241 though often with the subtle implication that it is Judahthat is the only true embodiment of 'all
_
Israel'. This particular point is discussedby JonathanDyck in Theocratic Ideology of the Chronicler,
below,
133-34).
(see
158-60
pp.
pp.
242Eagleton, Criticism and Ideology, p. 57.
243Eagleton, Criticism andIdeology, p. 58.
244Eagleton does, however, discussa variety of factors that may bring Authorial Ideology into
disjunction with General Ideology, including the caseof the insertion of an author into the General
Ideology of another society (Criticism and Ideology, p. 59, note 3).
245In a later work, Eagleton acknowledgesthat there need be nothing *automatic' about the connexion
between social background and eventual ideological holdings (Ideology, p. 206).
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of the General Ideology and the Authorial Ideology, encoded by means of the
Aesthetic Ideology, within the constraints of the General and Literary Modes of
Production. 246
2.125 Aesthetic Ideology
Eagleton then briefly considers the phenomenon of Aesthetic Ideology, 247which is
described as a 'region' of General Ideology, as are ethics, politics, and religion.
Aesthetic ideology is conditioned both by the General and Literary Modes of
Production and by General Ideology. Aesthetic Ideology consists of a number of subdivisions, of which the literary is one, which in turn subdivides into questions of
'theories of literature, critical practices, literary traditions, genres, conventions,
248
devices, and discourses'.
Different varieties of biblical literature (for example
poetry over against prose, narrative discourse against prophetic diatribe, or lament
over against hymn) might be usefully classified in terms of Aesthetic Ideology.
2.126 Production and Consumption of Texts
Having analysed each of these different levels of ideology, it should then be possible
to move towards 'a science of the text'. 249 The individual literary text is the product
ofa specific overdetermined conjuncture of the elements orformations set out
schematically above. The relationships among the first five levels, as they impinge on
the text, are summed up as follows:
The GeneralMode of Productionproducesa GeneralIdeologywhich contributesto
reproducingit. It alsoproducesa (dominant)Literary Mode of Productionwhich in general
reproducesandis reproducedby both the GeneralMode of Productionandthe General
Ideology. The ideologyof the Literary Mode of Productionis the mutuallyreproductive
relationwhich holdsbetweenGeneralIdeologyandLiterary Mode of Production... This
ideologyis encodedwithin AestheticIdeology. 250
On this basis, different genres are determined by the differential interplay of General
Mode of Production, Literary Mode of Production, General Ideology, and Aesthetic
251
Ideology.
246The ideology of the text he defines as: 'the product of an aestheticworking of General Ideology as
that ideology is itself worked and "produced" by an over-determinationof authorial-biographical
factors' (Eagleton, Criticism and Ideology, p. 59). This perspectiveseriously underminesany
simplistic author-intention approachto the interpretation of texts.
247The whole question of aestheticsis a particular issue for Marxists. Eagleton in fact devotesa final
chapter of the book to 'Marxism and Aesthetic Value' (pp. 162-187), in which he acknowledgesthe
difficulty of developing a 'materialist' explanation of the basesof literary value. The concluding words
of the chapter (and indeed of the book) are:
If Marxismhasmaintaineda certainsilenceaboutaestheticvalue,it maywell bebecause
the material
from materialscarcity,liberationfrom labour)thatwouldmakesuchdiscourse
conditions(emancipation
It is not a questionof injectinga
fully possibledo not yet exist. Thesameholdsfor morality
...
...
[sic] thecategories
The
but of transvaluating
differentcontentinto thesecategories,
themselves.
...
'aesthetic'is too valuableto be surrendered
andtoo
withouta struggleto thebourgeoisaestheticians,
by that ideologyto be appropriated
asit is. It is perhapsin theprovisional,strategic
contaminated
silenceof thosewho refuseto speak'morally' and'aesthetically'thatsomethingof thetruemeaningof
bothtermsis articulated(Eagleton,CriticismandIdeology,p. 187).
248Eagleton, Criticism and Ideology, p. 60. Eagleton distinguishesbetween 'aesthetic ideology' and
the 'ideology of the aesthetic' within a given culture. For the latter, seeTerry Eagleton, The Ideology
Blackwell,
1990).
(Oxford:
Aesthetic
the
of
249SeeEagleton, Criticism and Ideology, ch 3, pp. 64-102.
250Eagleton, Criticism and Ideology, p. 60
21' Frederic Jamesondefines genres in slightly different terms: 'Genres are essentially literary
institutions or social contracts betweena writer and a specific public, whose function is to specify the
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It is important to note that thesefive factors determinenot only the processof
production, publication, and distribution of the text but also the processof
consumptionof the text, immediateandfuture. 'The history of literary criticism is the
history of the possibleconjuncturesbetweenthe ideologiesof the text's productive
252
and consumptivemoments'.

2.13 Ideology and Literature
2.131
For Eagleton, a literary text is not to be regarded as the mere expression of ideology.
The text rather is 'a certain production of ideology, for which the analogy of a
dramatic production is in some ways appropriate'. Just
as every production of a play
is the same yet different, so every text is a distinct 'production'
its
of
underlying
ideology. 253 Eagleton elaborates on what it is that the text 'produces'. He
for
rejects,
example, as 'nalfve empiricism' any notion that there can be a 'direct and spontaneous
254
between
history
-)
He maintains:
text and
relation
.
255
The text exists in the 'hollow' it has
between itseýf
history.

scooped out

and

Thesehe seeksto illustrate from the realm of comedy. In traditional theories of comedy, the semantic
approachconcernsitself with the ultimate comic vision of which individual comic texts 'offer so many
embodiments'. For some,comedy has the function of 'preserving social norms by castigating deviancy
with ridicule'; for others 'the comic servesto make the fundamentalabsurdity of human existence
tolerable'. Jamesonobserves:
Suchapproaches,
whatevertheir content,aimto describethe essence
or meaningof a givengenreby
way of reconstruction
of an imaginaryentity- the 'spirit' of comedyor tragedy,the melodramatic
or
epic 'world-view', the pastoral'sensibility'or the satiric'vision' - whichis somethinglike the
behindthe individualtexts(Jameson,
Political Unconscious,
generalised
existentialexperience
p. 107).
The alternative, syntactic, approachis summedup by Jamesonas follows:
Thesecond,syntacticapproachto genre,whichcondemns
the semanticoptionasintuitiveand
impressionistic,
proposesratherto analyzethe mechanisms
andstructuresof a genresuchascomedy,
the contraryin
andto determineits lawsandlimits. ... For the semanticor phenomenological
approach,
termsof whichcomedywill be definedalwaysprovesto beanothermode:tragedy,say,or irony. For
structuralanalysis,the 'opposite'of comedywill simplybethenon-comicor the non-funny(Jameson,
Political Unconscious,
p. 108).
The contrast betweenthesetwo approachesto genre criticism is, for Jameson,an instanceof the more
general rivalry between 'old-fashioned interpretation', which asksthe text what it means,and the newer
kind of analysis, which is concernedwith how the text works. The basic text for Jamesonfor this
syntactic approach is Vladimir Propp's Morphology of a Folk Tale (trans. L Wagner; Austin:
University of Texas Press,2ndedn, revised, 1968). A biblical commentarybasedon Propp's principles
is J.M. Sassoon,Ruth: A New Translation with a Philological and Formalist-Folklorist Interpretation
nd
later
(Sheffield:
1989).
Jameson
Ruth
JSOT
Press,
2
acknowledgesthe
edn,
commentary on
into
the
the
one
another and of the
embeddingof
genre
concept of genre - particularly of
complexity of
in
See
have
Jameson,Political
their
that
mode-of-production
stages.
origin
earlier
survival of genres
Unconscious,pp. 106-108and 141-142.
252Eagleton, Criticism and Ideology, p. 80.
253Eagleton, Criticism and Ideology, p. 64-73. This analogy from drama is taken up and developed by
Gale A. Yee in her 'Ideological Criticism: Judges 17-21 and the DismemberedBody' in Gale Yee
(ed.), Judges and Method: New Approaches to Biblical Studies(Minneapolis: Fortress, 1995), pp. 146170(149).
254Eagleton, Criticism and Ideology, p. 70.
255Eagleton, Criticism and Ideology, p. 62. For an application of this concept within Biblical Studies,
Gottwald's
Eagletonian
Norman
below
Isaiah
40-55
(pp.
discussion
139-47,
analysis
of
of
the
see
140).
p.
especially
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History entersthe text: 'but it entersit precisely as ideology, as a presencedetermined
256
distorted
by
its
and
measurableabsences'. The foregroundingof *absences',of
'not saids', is an integral featureof ideological criticism. Absencesmay be elucidated
by reading betweenthe lines, by attention to marginal and peripheralvoices, and by
glimpsing through cracks and fissuresin the text. ElsewhereEagletondescribesthe
257
processas reading against the grain of the text.
However, althoughthere cannotbe a naYveequationof the text with history, Eagleton
is
also completely rejectsthe structuralist/ reader-response
'the
that
text
notion
simply a ceaselesslyself-signifying practice, without sourceor object'. This is a view
258
that he regardsas a product of 'the bourgeoismythology of individual freedom'
.
The relationship betweentext and ideology is summarisedas follows:
ideology presentsitself to the text as a set of significationsthat are already
articulated in a structural way;
ideology also presentsto the text a specific set of aestheticmodesof
production;
the text displaces,recasts,or mutatesthis ideology;
this processof displacementand mutation revealsitself to criticism as a
259
between
ideology.
text and
complex seriesof transactions
Eagleton's model undoubtedly opens up a range of interpretative avenuesthat should
prove of considerable value within Biblical Studies. Even for those who are unable to
accept the Marxist undergirding of the model, exploration of the interaction of a given
text with each of Eagleton's five levels will inevitably lead to new critical insights.
This focus on the ideological context of the text's production will also open up (or
ideological
features
unmask)
of an ancient text that might otherwise remain opaque
when viewed only through the ideological lens of contemporary culture.
2.132
Eagleton has a very positive view of literature. Access to literature is part of what we
260
human:
denial of literacy is denial of a fundamental human right.
He
regard as
observes:
is the most revealing mode of experiential accessto ideology that we possess. It
Literature
...
is in literature above all that we observein a peculiarly complex, coherent,intensive and
immediate fashion the workings of ideology in the textures of lived experienceof class
societies. It is a mode of accessmore immediate than that of science,and more coherentthan
261
in
daily
living
itself
that normally available
.
256Eagleton, Criticism and Ideology, p. 61 (my emphasis).
257SeeTerry Eagleton,Against the Grain: Essays1975-85 (London: Verso, 1986).
258Eagleton, Criticism andIdeology, p. 73.
259Eagleton, Criticism and Ideology, p. 73.
260Eagleton makesthe point that literature is different in this respectfrom other forms of 'art'. The art
but
literature:
is
hall
'flagrantly
this
not
so
of
privileged
spaces';
are
gallery and concert
Thecharacterof literaryproductionsin advancedsocialformationsis suchthatit ceaselessly
surpasses
literature
is
isolable
multipleandpolycentric,saturatingthe vervtexturesof our
spheres:
suchcloistered,
information,
infatuation.
Secondlyan
life,
persuasion,
as
consolation,
present
pervasively
social
literacy
be
demands
diff-used,
formation
its
that
that
today
should
widely
so
relatively
social
advanced
full
humanity
loss
is
inevitably
(Eagleton,Criticismand
scandalous,
signifying
a
of
markedabsence...
Ideology,pp. 164-165).
This egalitarian function of literature is, of course,much less applicable in ancient non-literate cultures.
261Eagleton, Criticism and Ideology, p. 101-
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But he soundsthis warning note:

Like private property, the literary text thus appearsas a 'natural' object, typically denying the
determinantsof its productive process. TheJunction of criticism is to refuse the spontaneous
presence of the work - to deny that 6naturalness'in order to make its real determinants
262
appear.

2.13 Summary and Evaluation
Eagletonoffers a clear and helpful exposition of the various levels of Marxist literary
263
inter-relationships
analysisand of the
amongthem. He soundsan important
warning note againstviewing the text simplistically as an 'expression' of the ideology
of the writer.
It is important to emphasisethat ideological criticism, in its classicEagletonianform
least,
at
understandsthe ideology of the text to be earthedin the materiality of the
modesof production from which the text hasarisen. Eagletonexplicitly rejectsthe
postmodernreader-response
notion that the text is simply 'a ceaselesslyselfsignifying practice'.
However, there is of course considerable room for debate on the Marxist
presupposition that ideology always followsfrom material and economic conditions
and not vice versa. It should also be noted that other scholars (such as Clifford Geertz
and Paul Ricoeur) have argued for a more complex relationship between the material
world and the world of ideas / ideology than the traditional Marxist base264
superstructure model.
An attempt at a specifically Eagletonian analysis by Norman Gottwald of the text of
Isaiah 40-55 is reviewed below. 265

262Eagleton, Criticism and Ideology, p. 101 (my emphasis).
263Eagleton has not himself attemptedto apply his methodology to biblical texts. He has, however,
written an intriguing article on the book of Jonah,which is reviewed below in Appendix 2 (pp. 274-77).
264Clifford Geertz
questionsthe materialist view of ideology, a usagethat stretchesback to the earlier
writings of Marx, in which material and economic considerationsare said directly to give rise to
ideology. Geertz questionswhether physical causescan have mental effects, whether material
idea
does
ideas.
The
that
thought
physical
can
cause
not reckon
generate
conditions
conditions can
human
in
the very creation of those material conditions which
the
activity
conscious,
subjective,
with
is
by
human
Andrew
Geertz's
thinking.
to
alternative
perspective
summed
up
cause
are reckoned
Mayes in theseterms:
Physicalreality is ratherrecognisedby the humanmindby the symbolicorderingof realityin
is
ideology,
its
basic
function
integrate:
is
ideology
This
is a
to
and
ordering
an
symbolic
perception.
ideas
for
it
images
'a coherent,if
body
those
who
share
which
provides
of
and
shared
coherent
systematicallyoversimplified,overallorientationin spaceandtime' (Mayes,'Deuteronomistic
Ideology',p. 60, quotingfrom Geertz,Interpretationof Cultures,p. 216).
Paul Ricoeur largely follows Geertz. Seethe fuller discussionof Ricoeur, below, pp. 77-78.
265Norman K. Gottwald, 'Social Class and Ideology in Isaiah 40-55: an Eagletonian Reading', Semeia
59 (1992), pp. 43-58, reprinted in Norman K. Gottwald and Richard A. Horsely (eds.), The Bible and
Liberation: Political and Social Hermeneutics(Maryknoll, New York: Orbis, 1993), pp. 329-342.
Seebelow, pp. 139-147.
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2.2 Fredric Jameson
2.21 The Political Unconscious
Another Marxist classic is Frederic Jameson's (1981) The Political Unconscious:
Narrative as a Socially Symbolic Act. 266For Jameson,ideological criticism is the
(.appropriate designation for the critical "method" specific to Marxism'. Like
Eagleton, Jameson offers ideological criticism as a comprehensive model, not as one
methodology that will sit alongside others. The world of meaning in the text, which
Jameson calls its 'political unconscious' is correlated with the ideology under which it
267
For
Jameson, all texts have a 'political unconscious'.
Jameson's
was produced.
underlying presuppositions are broadly similar to those of Eagleton but he offers an
268

alternative methodological approach.

The main aim of ThePolitical Unconsciousis as follows:

This book will argue the priority of political interpretation of literary texts. It conceivesof the
political perspectivenot as some supplementarymethod, not as an optional auxiliary to other
interpretive methods current today - the psychoanalytic, or the myth-critical, the stylistic, the
ethical, the structural - but rather as the absolute horizon of all reading and all
This is evidently a much more extreme position than the modest claim,
...
surely acceptable to everyone, that certain texts have social and historical - sometimes even
269
political - resonance.
interpretations.

Jamesonfurther maintainsthat to make a distinction betweencultural texts that are
270
have
All
is
'something
texts
than
those
an error'.
political and
worse
which are not
is
dimension,
if
the
the
reader consciouslyawareof
a political
author nor
even neither
the fact: hencethe title of the book, ThePolitical Unconscious.Jamesonis much
In
Eagleton.
dimension
insistent
the
than
this
the
political
more
on
universality of
broadestsense,politics is to do with the interactionand strugglefor control among
27
1
different groupsin society. However, Jameson'sclaim that all texts arepolitical,

266Frederic Jameson,The Political Unconscious:Narrative as a Socially Symbolic Act (Ithaca, New
York: Cornell University Press, 1981). William C. Dowling offers a useful text-book summary and
An
Introduction
Marx:
in
his
Althusser,
Jameson,
to
Unconscious
Political
Jameson's
of
explanation
'The Political Unconscious'(Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1984).
267Jameson,Political Unconscious,p. 12. Jamesonadoptsan Althusserian definition of 'ideology': 'a
his
her
lived
imagine
individual
to
the
or
or
conceive
subject
representationalstructure which allows
history'
(p.
30).
logic
the
the
of
or
collective
social structure
relations to transpersonalrealities such as
268Jamesonis particularly influenced by the structuralism of the L6vi-Strauss school. In a foreword to
the English translation of one of the works of A. J. Greimas, Jamesonacknowledgesthe extent to which
Greimas's serniotics is of relevanceto ideological criticism (Frederic Jameson,'Foreword' to Greimas,
On Meaning, pp. vi-xxii [vi-xiv]. Seethe further commentsbelow, footnote 1062, p. 227.
269Jameson,Political Unconscious,p. 17 (my emphasis).
270Jameson,Political Unconscious,p. 20.
271JamesKavanagh observesthat insistencethat a given text is 'non- ideological' becauseit 'disavows
is
insistence
because
be
'non-biological'
is
that
s/he
theory
one's
as silly as would
any current political
311).
He
(Kavanagh,
'Ideology',
p.
theory
continues:
has
of
cell-production'
coherent
no
s/he
keeping
by
its
our eyeson the relations of cultural texts to
'Ideological analysis maintains edge ... only
[my
(p.
312
emphasis]).
class'
and/or
questions of politics, power,
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especially in the strong form in which he expressesthis view, is opento debate;and
Jamesondoesnot engageexplicitly with opposingpoints of view on the issue.272
2.211
Jameson'sconcernis not only with the origins of texts themselvesbut also with 'that
intangible
historicity of the conceptsand categoriesby which we attemptto
more
273
He thus makesthis important introductory statement:
understandthesethings'.
Wenever really confront a text immediately, in all itsfreshness as a thing in itself. Rather
texts come before us as the always-already-read-,we apprehendthem through sedimented
layers of previous interpretations or if the text is brand-new through the sedimented
reading habits and categoriesdevelopedby those inherited traditions.

He continues:

This presumption then dictates the use of a method (which I have elsewheretermed the
'metacommentary') according to which our object of study is lessthe text itself than the
interpretation through which we attempt to confront and to appreciateit. Interpretation is
here construed as an essentially allegorical act, which consistsin rewriting a given text in
terms of a particular interpretive master code.274

Texts, Jamesonmaintains,have always been(re)interpretedin the light of a prevailing
allegorical 'master narrative'. A prime exampleis the 'ideological mission' by which
the Old Testamentwas assimilatedto the New Testament,'rewriting Jewishtextual
275
heritage
in
form
for
Gentiles'.
This emphasison critique not
and cultural
a
usable
just of texts but of the prevailing master-codeby which texts havetraditionally been
interpretedis of particular significancefor Biblical Studies.276
For Jameson, ideological criticism has more in common with 'old-fashioned
interpretation' than with contemporary 'deconstructionism', in that it is still concerned
277
Jamesoncontinues:
with the question, 'What does the text mean?
272It may dependon what is meant by 'political'. It
may also have to do with the definition of 'a
literary text. Jamesondoesnot offer any formal definition of a literary text: it may be that a written
document that is demonstrablynon-political would simply not be regardedby Jamesonas a literary
text.
273Jameson,Political Unconscious,p. 9. He continues:
We arethusconfrontedwith a choicebetweenstudyof the natureof the 'objective'structuresof a given
culturaltext (thehistoricityof its formsandcontentthehistoricalmomentof emergence
of its linguistic
functionof its aesthetic)andsomethingratherdifferentwhichwould
possibilities,the situation-specific
insteadforegroundthe interpretativecategoriesor codesthroughwhichwe readandreceivethe text in
question.
274
Jameson,Political Unconscious,p. 9 (my emphasis).
275
Jamesonobserves:
So it is thatthe life of Christ,thetext of theNew Testament,
whichcomesasthe fulfilment of thehidden
signsof the Old, constitutesa second,properlyallegoricallevel,in termsof
propheciesandannunciatory
to
whichthe lattermayberewritten. Allegory is herethe openingup of thetextsto multiplemeanings,
levels
as
so
many
andsomany
and
overwritings
which
are
generated
rewritings
successive
interpretations.Theallegorypreparesthetextforfurther ideologicalinvestment
supplementary
Political Unconscious,
(Jameson,
pp. 29-30[my emphasis]).
Jamesonalso notes here that, by contrast with the treatment of (for example) classic Homeric texts by
later Greek philosophers, the 'rewriting' of the Old Testamentwas done in a way which preservedits
'literality', with an ongoing commitment to its accountsas historical fact.
276For example, several of the essaysin David Clines's Interested Parties (reviewed in detail below,
interpretation.
1)
tradition
the
178-20
of
of
prevailing
critique
offer
pp.
277
He ftirther observes:
Leavingasidefor the momentthe possibilityof a genuinelyimmanentcriticism,we will assumethat a
does
it
like
'What
the
meanT
constitutes
question
something
asks
an allegorical
criticismwhich
is
in
the
text
systematically
rewrittenin termsof somefundamentalmaster-code
operation which
Political Unconscious,
(Jameson,
p. 58).
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This is perhapsthe placeto answerthe objectionof the ordinaryreader,whenconfrontedwith
elaborateandingeniousinterpretations,that the text meansjust what it says. Unfortunately.
no societyhaseverbeenquite so mystified in quite so manywaysasour own. ... If
278
be
ideology
domination
everythingweretransparent,thenno
would possible,and no
either.

2.22 Three-phase Critical Reading of Texts
The heart of ThePolitical Unconsciousis Jameson'sthree-phasemethodof reading
texts, which aligns their logical flaws (that is their failure to closetheir internal
semanticsystemor to 'make sense')with the 'contradictions' in the social formations
that generatethem, particularly the precariousco-existenceof overlappinghistorical
279
This interpretativeprocessshouldprovide vital cluesto the
modesof production.
'real' significance of the text, both what it seeksto affirm and what it seeksto mask,
consciouslyor otherwise.
Jamesonmaintainsthat texts should be viewed within three concentricframeworks,280
281
'distinct
horizons',
in
or
semantic
a three-stagereadingprocess:
(1) The text's internal semanticsystemis analysedin its immediatepolitical
historical context.
(2) The view is broadenedto considerthe individual text againstthe wider
horizon,
social
particularly againstthe backgroundof ongoing classstruggle,
in
and relation to other contemporarytexts that demonstratethe literary
options availableto the social formation (the given text representingone
option).

Jamesonparticularly acknowledgesthe contribution of 'myth criticism', especially the work of
Northrop Frye, who, unlike most of those involved in myth criticism, is aware of issuesof community
and of the nature of religion as collective representation. SeeJameson,Political Unconscious,pp. 6874 and Northrop Frye, TheAnatomy of Criticism (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1957).
278Jameson,Political Unconscious,p. 60. Jamesonaddsthat he is not primarily concernedwith
validity of a particular interpretation: for no interpretation can be totally disqualified 'by a simple
enumeration of inaccuraciesor omissions'. He continues: 'Interpretation is not an isolated act, but
takes place within a Homeric battlefield, on which a host of interpretive options are either openly or
implicitly in conflict.
I would much prefer to endorsethe current provocative celebration of strong
...
(Jameson,Political Unconscious,p. 13).
over
misreadings
weak
ones'
279 It is
worth quoting in full the philosophical basis for Jameson'sposition:
The literaryor aestheticact alwaysentertainssomeactiverelationshipwith the Real;yet in orderto do
distance.
in
its
inertly
being,
it
'reality'
the
text
to
outside
and
at
own
persevere
so, cannotsimplyallow
It mustratherdrawthe Realinto its own texture,andthe ultimateparadoxes
andfalseproblemsof
linguistics,andmostnotablyof semantics,
areto be tracedbackto this process,wherebylanguage
immanent
its
intrinsic
itself
Real
the
to
or
subtext.Insofar... assymbolic
as
own
within
manages carry
action- whatBurkewill mapas'drearn','prayer',or 'chart' - is a wayof doingsomethingto theworld,
to thatdegreewhatwe arecalling 'world' mustinherewithin it, asthe contentit hasto takeup into itself
in orderto submitit to the transformation
of form. Thesymbolicact thereforebeginsby generatingand
backfrom
in
it
it,
in
its
takingits
the
of
emergence
which
steps
moment
own
context
same
producing
(Jameson,
Political
Unconscious,
80
its
transformation
towards
of
projects
p.
own
a
view
measurewith
[my emphasis].referringto KennethBurke,ThePhilosophyofLiterary Form [Berkley:Universityof
CaliforniaPress,19731).
... He explains that thesethree frameworks:
first
through
the
text
the
the
a
of
social
ground
of
of
sense
notions,
out
of political
marka widening
historyin the narrowsenseof punctualevent... ; thenof society,in the now alreadýlessdiachronicand
time-boundsenseof a constitutivetensionandstrugglebetweensocialclasses;and,ultimately,of history
its
in
of modesof productionandthe succession
vastestsenseof the sequence
conceived
and
now
Political Unconscious,
destinyof the varioushumansocialformations(Jameson,
p. 75).
Jameson,Political Unconscious,pp. 77-102.
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(3) The social formation is then read as a conflict of modesof production
againstthe backgroundof history in the vastestsenseof the sequenceof
findings
the
the
textual
modesof production;
then
and
of
analysis
are
aligned
282
confliCt.
with this
2.221 Immediate Political / Historical Context
In the first phase,the individual text is evaluatedin relation to the political
circumstancesof its origin, in particular seekingcontradictionsin the text, the points
283
it
fails
its
logiC.
to adhereto
Theselogical flaws are then aligned with
where
own
conflicts in the political context. The logical scandalin the text will correspondto a
contradiction in the 'ideological subtext(s)'. The critic attemptsthe 'rewriting of the
text in sucha way that the latter may itself be seenas the rewriting or restructuration
[sic] of a prior historical or ideological subtext'.284The subtext,however,is not
presumedto have any actual existenceapart from the text; and theremay be several
subtextsposited. A biblical examplemight be the ideological fiction of prophetic
designationand popular acclamationassociatedwith the northernIsraelite monarchy
by the Deuteronomistichistorian, which contradictsthe actualpractice,whereby
prophetic designationcould be bought and popular acclamation'arranged' by the
army.
Jameson'semphasison the searchfor contradictionsbegsthe questionas to whether
there are always contradictionsin a text. Jamesondoesnot discussthis as an issuebut
seemsto presumethat this is so, or at leastthat it will be so of any text of significance.
Jamesonstressesthat this first stageis much more than defining what conventional
285
His method is also much more than a searchfor
criticism refers to as the 'context'.
the author's intention. It is equally, if not more, concernedwith what the author has
concealedor masked,consciouslyor unconsciously. The methodis focussedon what
the author is doing with the text. It is more to do with how the text works than with
what the text means.
2.222 The Wider Social and Literary Horizon
In the second phase of the methodology, a given text is reconstituted as an instance, or
parole, or utterance of 'the great collective class of discourses'. This larger classdiscourse can be said to be organised around minimal units which Jamesoncalls
'ideologemes'. Within this second horizon, the primary object of analysis is the
ideologeme. An ideologeme is defined as 'the smallest intelligible unit of the
286
discourses
Jameson
of social classes'.
essentially antagonistic collective

181Jamesoninsists on the relation of the text to history, though not in the senseof facile
history
be
historicised
All
between
to
the
text.
texts
to
text
the
external
need
and
some
correspondence
but so also all history needsto be textualised.
181Jamesonhere acknowledgesthe influence of the structuralist methodology of Levy-Strauss
(Jameson,Political Unconscious,p. 77).
284
Jameson,Political Unconscious,p. 81.
285Jamesoncomments forcefully: 'The conventional sociology of literature or culture, which modestly
limits itself to the identification of classmotifs or values in a given text, and feels that its work is done
its
background,
is
"reflects"
(Jameson,
how
it
text
social
utterly
unacceptable'
a
given
shows
when
Political Unconscious,pp. 80-81).
... Jameson,Political Unconscious,p. 87. An alternative definition is 'the unit of one class's fantasy
Jameson
is
This
influence
the
to
the
on
which
of
points
owes
most
one
structuralist
another'.
of
about
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acknowledges,however, that 'the immensepreparatorytask of identifying and
287
inventorying suchideologemeshas scarcelyeven begun'.
The norm in any society, according to Jameson, is a dichotomy of class values
between a dominant and a labouring class. The literary critic is normally presented
with a piece that encodes the ideologernes of the dominant class, involving strategies
for the legitimisation of power. A literary piece may also encode (or seek to mask)
the ideologemes of an underclass ideology, seeking to undermine the dominant value
288
system.

Part of the task of the critic is to reconstructthe voices of the opposingideological
framework. The voice of the underclassdoesnot often survive explicitly in literary
form; but it can often be accessedusing, for example,contemporaryfolk literature,
289
and other suchmaterials. This will prove a difficulty in the caseof biblical
literature, becauseof the paucity of available non-biblical material. However, like
Eagleton,Jamesonmakesthe point that the text's 'other' can often be deducedby
between
the lines of the text itself. An exampleof an attemptto do this from
reading
within biblical scholarshipis the work of Itumeleng Mosala,readingfrom the
'underside' of the text.290In addition to the social class struggleson which Jameson
focuses would arguethat the strugglesencodedin biblical texts may also include
,I
conflict along genderor ethnic groundsor betweenrival religious groups. It also may
include struggle amongrival groupsof elites, for examplea priestly versusa merchant
class.
2.223 The wider historical framework: the conflict of modes of production
The final stage in Jameson's scheme is primarily related to the interplay of successive
291
There is a conventional form of ideological
and overlapping modes of production .
292
Hence, in this third horizon,
coding specific to each specific mode of production.
there must be study of a text against the background of the ideological conflict among

structuralist scholars such as Algirdas Greimas. Seeabove, footnote 268, p. 61 and below, footnote
1062, p. 227.
287
He also acknowledgesthat The Political Unconsciouswill 'make but the most modest contribution'
to
this
enterprise.
288
He continues:
The individualtext retainsits fori-nalstructureasa symbolicact:yet the valueandthe characterof such
[the
On
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rewriting
applicationof the
and
enlarged.
significantly
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symbolicactionarenow
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individual
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utterance
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to
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and
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strategic
confrontation
polemic
and
essentially
Political Unconscious,
termsdemandsa wholesetof differentinstruments(Jameson,
p. 89).
189In his development of this issue,Jamesonmakes considerableuse of the structuralist work of
Vladimir Propp and of Algirdas Julien Greimas (Jameson,Political Unconscious,pp. 119-129). The
has
been
influence
from
generally
of
considerable
a
perspective
structuralist
work of scholarswriting
Jameson'swork.
on
290
Seebelow, pp. 154-68.
291Early Marxism had posited a linear developmentof modes of production; but Jamesonfollows
Louis Althusser and others who have moved to a multilinear scheme:'every social formation or
historically existing society has in fact coexisted in the overlay and coexistenceof several modes of
is
95).
Revolution
Unconscious,
Political
from
thus
(Jameson,
transition
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not
sudden
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production'
dynamics
long
but
the
to
the
of
surface
of
conflict
to
emergence
present.
one mode another
292which Eagleton denotesas General Ideology.
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the relevant modesof production.293An exampleof this within Biblical Studies
would be Gale Yee's analysisof the Book of Judgesin terms of elementsof an
outmodedtribal -agriculturalist mode of production surviving into the centralised
294
formation
Jamesondepictsthis third phase
monarchic social
of the author's day.
of the task of the literary critic in theseterms:
I will suggestthat ... the individual text ... is here reconstructedas a field of force in which
the dynamics of sign systemsof several distinct modes of production can be registeredand
295
apprehended.

293It may be helpful this
at
point to summarisethe respective Modes of Production as they are
traditionally understood in the Marxist historical scheme. I have basedthis on the outline in Jameson,
Political Unconscious,p. 89, with additional comments for further clarification:
Primitive tribal society, sometimescalled primitive communism (hunting and gathering,
agriculture and husbandry).
Hierarchical kinship societies (neolithic agricultural society).
"
Oriental despotism (also referred to as the Asiatic mode of production or tributary mode of
"
production).
Ancient or classical mode of production, e.g. the polis (an oligarchical slaveholding society).
Feudalism.
Capitalism.
Communism.
'There is a good deal of debate,' adds Jameson,'whether the "transitional" stagebetweentheselast
[capitalism and communism] sometimescalled 'socialism' is a genuine mode of production in its
own right or not' (p. 89). Jamesonalso discussessometheoretical objections to this overall scheme
(pp. 94-95). Generally, it is acknowledgedthat the schemeis an oversimplification, not least as to the
extent to which these 'stages' should be viewed synchronically rather than diachronically.
This conception of historical stagesincludes the notion that there is a culture-dominant forrn of
ideological coding specific to eachmode of production. Following the sameorder, Jameson
summarisestheseas (pp. 88-90):
Magic and mythic narrative;
"
Kinship;
"
Religion or the sacred;
"
Politics ('according to the narrower definition of citizenship in the ancient city state');
"
Relations of personal domination;
"
Commodity reification;
"
Fully developed forms of collective or communal association('as yet nowhere fully
"
developed').
Jamesonalso discussesthe concept of 'cultural revolution, that is the process(not necessarilysudden
dramatic) of shift from one stageto the next (pp. 95-97).
and
294
Seebelow, pp. 104-14.
295Jameson,Political Unconscious,p. 98. He continues:
Thesedynamics- the newlyconstituted'text' of our third horizon- makeup whatcanbetermedthe
ideologyof form, that is, the determinate
emittedby the various
contradictionof the specificmessages
sign systemswhichcoexistin a givenartisticprocessaswell asin its generalsocialformation.
Jamesonhelpfully illustrates what he meansby taking as an examplethe debatedrelationship between
Marxist and feminist categoriesas encodedin literary texts:
Thenotionof overlappingmodesof production hasindeedthe advantage
to
of
allowing
us
short...
overthat
circuit the falseproblemof the priority of the economicoverthe sexual,or of sexualoppression
it becomesclearthatsexismandthe patriarchalareto be
of socialclass. In our presentperspective,
forms
the
the
and
virulent
survival
of
of alienationspecificto theoldestmode
as
sedimentation
grasped
of productionof humanhistory,with its divisionof labourbetweenmenandwomen,andits divisionof
ideology
form,
The
between
the
and
elder.
analysis
of
of
properlycompleted,shouldreveal
youth
power
the formalpersistence
of sucharchaicstructuresof alienation- andthe signsystemsspecificto thembeneaththe overlayof all the morerecentandhistoricallyoriginaltypesof alienation- suchaspolitical
dominationandcommodityreification- whichhavebecomethe dominantsof that mostcomplexof all
late
capitalism,in whichall theearlier modesofproductionin onewayor another
revolutions,
cultural
Unconscious,
Political
100
[my
(Jameson,
p.
emphasis]).
structurallycoexist
For an interesting article on mode of production and women's issues,seeDavid Jobling, 'Feminism
in
in
Israel'
David
Ancient
Jobling,
Peggy
L.
Day,
Production"
Gerald
T. Sheppard
"Mode
and
of
and
(eds.), The Bible and the Politics ofExegesis: Essaysin Honour offorman K Gottwald on his Sixty-
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2.224
In a published interview with a group of biblical scholars, Jamesonhas usefully
summed up his three-phase approach to literary criticism in these terms:
I am committed to the notion that there is a first level generally in which a text probably (if

you can decipher it) respondsto immediate events. Context is very hard to determine,and
harder and harder to determine. But that immediate
obviously asyou go into the past it is
296
level of the context of events exists.
Then I think there is a less time-bound level
in which texts are often a dialogue between
...
groups. Thesegroups are ultimately social classes,but obviously before they are classesthey
are gender groups and racial groups and class interactions. Wedo not seethat movementoften
becausereadersftom a different period or place do not know how to read the signals.'9'
***
There is a whole reconstruction to be done on the very meaning of codeswhich are invisible
for one reasonto the speakerand for another reasonto the more distant listener. To
reconstructthese would be important. ...
Finally the third level
is that of the mode of production.
This is not really meant as a
...
...
set of clues or directions for interpretation but as a way of sorting out interpretations
afterwards. We all, from our various vantagepoints in society, perform distinct interpretive
acts. ... The least interesting thing to do with an interpretive quarrel is to decide that one of
them is right and the other one is wrong. 298

2.23 Utopia and Ideology
Before leaving Jameson,somecommentsare required on the concluding chapterof
ThePolitical Unconscious,'The Dialectic of Utopia and Ideology'.299Indeed,
Jamesonhimself hasreferredto this chapteras one that 'people commenton less', but
300
as the sectionwith 'most relevanceto biblical criticism'.
The essentialquestionis: if a cultural text fulfils a demonstrablyhegemonic
ideological function in securingthe legitimisation of someform of classdomination,
it
by
can also, meansof a collective dialectic, come to 'embody a properly utopian
Fifth Birthday (Cleveland, Ohio: Pilgrim Press, 1991), pp. 239-5 1, reprinted in D. Jobling, T. Pippin,
R. Schleifer (eds.), the Postmodern Bible Reader (Oxford: Blackwell, 200 1), pp. 239-252.
Seealso Roland Boer, 'Women First? On the Legacy of Primitive Communism', JSOT 30.1 (2005), pp.
3-28.
296He gives here an analogy of how texts can be influenced by political or newspapercommentsor by
other texts.
297For example, Americans commenting on British writing may miss relevant signals becauseof their
indeed,
because
language
they are unawarethat they are
the
or,
and culture
unfamiliarity with
unfamiliar with the languageand culture!
298FredericJameson,'A Conversation with Frederic Jameson'(edited transcript of a talk by Frederic
Jamesonto the first meeting of the Society of Biblical Literature Ideological Criticism oif Biblical Texts
Consultation, New Orleans, 1990), Semeia59 (1992), pp. 227-237 (232-33[my emphasis]).
299Fora fuller discussion of utopia, seePaul Ricoeur, Lectures on Ideology and Utopia (ed. G.H.
Taylor; New York: Columbia University Press, 1986),to which referenceis also made below, pp. 7778. The concept is ultimately Mannheirnian in origin: see,especially, Mannheim, Ideology and Utopia.
300Jameson,'Conversation with Frederic Jameson',p. 227. Jamesonbegins the chapter with this well
known quotation from Walter Benjamin:
As in all previoushistory,whoeveremergesasthe victor still participatesin thattriumphin which
today'srulersmarchoverthe prostratebodiesof their victims. As is customary,the spoilsareborne
heritage.
They
These
the
in
their
triumphal
generally
called
cultural
that
are
owe
parade.
aloft
...
have
but
them.
the
the
to
toil
produced
of
great
creators
who
equallyto the
merely
not
existence,
latter's
There
has
been
document
labour
forced
the
contemporaries.
never
of
a
of culture
anonymous
document
barbarism
(Jameson,
Political
Unconscious,
time
the
same
a
of
one
and
at
not
p.
which was
281, quotingfrom WalterBenjamin,'Theseson the Philosophyof History'. V11).
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impulse, or to resonate a universal value inconsistent with the
limits
narrower
of class
privilege which inform its more immediate ideological vocation'9 301

Utopian impulses,Jamesonmaintains,are to be found embeddedin
all texts:

If the function of the masscultural text is
false
the
seen
as
production
of
consciousnessand
...
the symbolic reaffirmation of this or that legitimising strategy,even this process must
...
involve a complex strategy of rhetorical persuasionin which substantialincentives
are offered
for ideological adherence. Wewill say that such incentives,
as well as the impulsesto be
managedby the masscultural text, are necessarily utopian in nature.302

In fact, Jameson argues that ruling-class ideology emerges
secondarily as a reaction
against a developing underclass ideology, which ultimately derives from the growing
resentment of those who must work to produce surplus value for those who enjoy
structural privilege. It therefore has within it from the outset the seedsof a utopian
303
vision.

Jamesonconcludesthat a Marxist analysis:

can no longer be content with its demystifying vocation to unmask the ways in which a
...
cultural artifact fulfils a specific ideological mission, in legitimising a given power structure
in generating specific forms of false consciousness(or ideology in the narrower
and
sense).
...
It must also seek to project its simultaneously utopian power.304
...

ElsewhereJamesonasks: 'How can a text which is maimed and deformedand which
bearsthe nasty marks and tracesof its own classand genderand racial and other kinds
of stances- how can sucha text project a utopian appeal?' His answeris that 'a text
be
both
ideological and utopian, and our task is to figure out in thesespecific
can
instanceshow that dialectic comesabout'.305Ideological criticism can thereforeyield
a utopian vision even from an oppressivetext, a thesisthat is of relevanceto those
who struggle with the oppressivenatureof Old Testamenttexts (patriarchaland
otherwise). This phenomenonmay explain why many of thosewho complain of the
patriarchal or oppressivenatureof the biblical text are nonethelessoften able to derive

301Jameson, Political Unconscious,
p. 288. Or, in other words: How can we formulate a 'collective
dialectic' that will 'project an imperative to thought in which the ideological would be grasped as
somehow at one with the utopian, and the utopian at one with the ideology'?
302Jameson, Political Unconscious,
p. 287 (my emphasis). He specifically notes the utopian impulses
at work even in 'that most degraded of all mass cultural texts, advertising slogans - visions of eternal
life, of the transfigured body, of preternatural sexual gratification', which may 'serve as the model for
an analysis of the dependence of the crudest forms of manipulation on the oldest utopian longings of
humankind'.
303Jameson, Political Unconscious, pp. 289-9 1. From Jameson's Marxist
perspective, ideological
is
first
foremost
'not
and
commitment
a matter of moral choice, but of the taking ofsides in the
struggle between embattled groups'. However: 'Even hegemonic or ruling class cultures or ideologies
in
instrumental
function
their
to secure and perpetuate class privilege and
of
spite
are utopian, not
function
is
in
because
but
that
precisely
also
rather
and of itself the affirmation of collective
power,
is
because
[ruling-class]
This
'all
such
collectives are them selvesfigures for the ultimate
solidarity'.
life
of an achieved utopian or classless society' (Jameson, Political Unconscious, p.
concrete collective
291 [my emphasis]).
304Jameson, Political Unconscious, p. 291.
305Jameson, 'Conversation with Frederic Jameson', p. 228. He continues: 'One must not
allow the
become
debunking.
On
demystification
hand,
thing
to
the
the
simple
of
other
social
one
must
not
...
because
it
into
then
the
the most empty and
sociological
motives,
concrete
sails
off
whole
overlook
idealistic from of visionary utopianism' (p. 229). However, Jameson does not make clear if he regards
dimension.
this
utopian
texts
possessing
as
necessarily
all
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from it a positive (or 'utopian') vision that enables them to maintain their regard for it
306
ý
as scripture'.

Jamesonthen goeson to speakof 'visionary ideological constructions',suchas those
of an opposition group in exile:
Ideological construction that wants to persuadepeople and to grip people will have to be
visionary in some sense- and vision of that kind has to project a form of universality beyond
its own narrow class interests.
What an ideological vision tries to do is to construct a kind
...
of popular front in which a whole range of different class interestsare all marshalledtogether
under the fraternal leadershipof the exile party. That is you arrangethe universality of this
languagein such a way that it draws in a following from all other necessarygroups and
classes,but securesitself by crucial positioning.307

Gottwald's peasant-revolttheory for the settlementof Canaanenvisagesa disparate
group coming tgether around a 'visionary ideological construction' suchas Jameson
describeshere.30
Jamesoninsists that the negativehermeneutictraditionally associatedwith Marxism
309
be
balanced
by
hermeneutic.
He warns,however,that a
must therefore
a positive
positive hermeneuticshould not be practisedin isolation, otherwiseit 'relapsesinto
the religious or theological, the edifying or the moralistic, if it is not informed by a
3
10
dynamics
Nor
senseof the class
of social life and cultural P1
roduction'.
must
hermeneuticslapseinto a purely intellectual activity.3 Indeed,elsewhereJameson
observes:'I would want critical struggleto be more moralistic and to take a more
312
combative position and try to restorea presenceof social struggleto texts'.

306Jameson,however, specifically
rejects the suggestionthat 'the greatnessof a given writer may be
separatedfrom his deplorable opinions, and is achieved in spite of them or even over againstthem' (p.
289).
307Jameson,'Conversation
with Frederic Jameson',p. 228.
308Anotherbiblical example may be the coming together different
of
group interestswithin the books
of Ezra-Nehemiah.
309For those for whom 'the Mannheimian
ideology
dual
this
and utopia overtonesof
perspectiveremain active enough to offer communicational noise and conceptualinterference', Jamesonproposes
some alternative formulations, for example, he suggestsinstrumental analysiscombined with a
communal reading, or afunctional method associatedwith an anticipatory one (Jameson,Political
Unconscious,p. 296).
The final sentenceof Jameson'sPolitical Unconsciousunderlinesthis need for positive as well as
ideological
is
hermeneutics:
'It
the
that
this
and
price of simultaneousrecognition of
only at
negative
the utopian functions of the artistic text - that a Marxist cultural study can hope to play its part in
is
(p.
299).
Marxism
all
about'
political praxis, which remains, of course,what
310Jameson,Political Unconscious,p. 292. Seealso pp. 296-97. With this latter dangerhe associates
Frye's doctrine of 'the collective origins of art'. He also goes on to argueagainsta Durkheimian view
of religion as 'the symbolic affirmation of the unity of a given tribe, collectivity, or even social
formation'.
311
JamesKavanagh observes:
More committedformsof ideologicalanalysisalsoattemptto changethe association
of influential
be
For
ideologicalensembles
there
can
no successful
political
andparticularpolitical programmes.
forms
ideological
by
is
driven
that
address.Thus
and
comprehensive
of
powerful
not
programme
literaryandculturaltextsof all kindsconstitutea society'sideologicalpractice,andliterarycriticism
to
transform,
to,
the
that
or
attempts
submits
self-consciously
either
political
an
activity
constitutes
...
320).
Ideology',
(Kavanagh,
indispensable
*
that
p.
socialpractice
effectsof
For theologians, this move to challenge and transform should be an essentialingredient of the
ideological analysis of biblical texts.
311Jameson,'Conversation with Frederic Jameson',p. 235. In that context, Jamesonalso remarks that
'to
Unconscious
interpretation
Political
to
The
the
restore
very
activity
of
was
cultural
the purpose of
in
but
human
being
its
(p.
235).
takes
a
place
a
sandbox
which
struggle
not
as
place'
urgency
of
some
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This is a timely challengeto any processof interpretationof biblical texts that would
reducethem to a sourceof theological propositions,denudethem of their political
nature,rationalise away the elementof struggle,and smotherthe combative
challenge-to-actionembodiedin the text.

2.24 Biblical Example
As Jamesonhimself acknowledges, there are difficulties in
applying his methodology
to ancient texts, because of lack of information as to the political context and the
313
However, as an example of a text to which the
paucity of comparative texts.
314
methodology might be heuristically applied, I suggest the books of Chronicles.

The underlying presuppositionwould be that the books of Chroniclesare essentially
in
political nature,emergingfrom social strugglewithin the SecondTempleera. In
the first Jamesonianstage,the tensionsand contradictionsin the books would be
aligned with what we know of the politics of the SecondTempleperiod. The
ideological sub-textsmight include the strugglebetweenpriest and levite; the
theological debateover judgement and reward; questionsof land tenure;and the rival
claims of northernersand southemers,maskedby the deceptivelyinclusive phrase'all
Israel'.
The secondstagewould include a comparisonof Chronicleswith Samuel-Kings,
Ezra-Nehemiahand other associatedbiblical literature, suchas relevantpsalmsand
prophetic material. An attempt might also be madeto elucidatethe voices of the
silencedand the marginalisedby reading betweenthe lines of the text. A possible
model would be that of Mosala, whosemethodologyinvolves readingfrom the
undersideof the text (his work is discussedmore fully below).315This secondstage
involve
ideologemes,
to
the particular units of
would also
an attempt enumerate
conflict, and the structural inter-connexionsbetweentheological, social, economic,
and political aspects.
The third stagewould involve an alignment of the text with conflicts of modesof
production. There is particularly a tension betweenthe mode of production of the
monarchic era (the period described)and the later social formation of the Second
Temple period ('the day of small things', the period of writing). The tensionbetween
if,
for
levites
be
to
this
tension
priests and
might aligned
of modesof production,
longer
Second
Temple
the
the
able to support
mode of production of
was no
example,
large
a
non-productivepriestly casteon the scaleof the monarchyera.
A further stagecould then be an attemptto reconstructthe utopian vision embodiedin
the text, which might include (say) hope of restorationof the great daysof the
313An example of an application of Jameson'sthree-stagemethodology to a biblical text is David
Jobling's 'Deconstruction and the Political Analysis of Biblical texts: a JamesonianReading of Psalm
72', Semeia 59 (1992), pp. 95-127, which is reviewed in detail below, pp. 148-153. Seealso a list of
biblical
in
footnote
Jamesonian
666
below
(p.
studies
methodology
within
of
applications
some other
148).
314For a different ideological critique of Chronicles, seethe discussionbelow (pp. 128-138) of
JonathanDyck's Theocratic Ideology of the Chronicler.
315
Seebelow, pp. 154-168.
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day
hope
when northernersand southernerscould come
monarchicalpast; or
of a
together under the umbrella of 'all Israel'; or an eschatologicalvision of the kingdom
be
Yahweh.
if
Jamesonian
A
critique would not complete the elucidation of the
of
in
in
impulse
did
to
then
result a call action the world of the commentator:
utopian
not
for example,an engagementof the text with issuesof contemporarystruggle.
This Jamesonianapproachwould seemto meprimafacie to havethe potential for
opening up a variety of productive new avenuesof interpretationfor a text suchasthe
Chronicles. Significantly, the Chroniclestext itself was alreadya re-inscribing of the
ideological 'master-narrative'that prevailed in the author's day, as represented,
in
ftifther
for
Samuel-Kings.
has
Ideological
the
presumably,
potential
criticism
break
enabling a
with the 'allegorical master-narratives'of interpretationthat have
in
prevailed the world of westernbiblical scholarship.
An exampleof the application of the methodologyon a more detailedbasisto a much
shortertext is David Jobling, 'Deconstructionand the Political Analysis of Biblical
316
texts: a JamesonianReadingof Psalm 72', which is reviewedbelow.

2.25 Summary and Evaluation
In attempting a summaryevaluationof Jameson'swork, I would echothe comments
in
in
introducing
Jameson
David
Carr
to
a public session:
of
a question
As I read The Political Unconscious, I was really struck with the immense amount of
knowledge you are able to put together, and as I read it I sometimes found myself wondering
in
fully
it.
I
that camp
book
I
to
the
was not
whom could recommend
who would understand
(of understanding) at times, but I got a lot Out Of it! 117

Jamesonmakesno apology for his Marxist stance.However, he observes:

In my experience most of the people who call themselvespluralists are absolutely
...
In my experienceI am the only true pluralist I
intolerant of other kinds of interpretation.
...
have ever met. Unlike the pluralists, I do happen to believe in something,or I am willing to
318
admit I do.

316

Seebelow, pp. 148-53.
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317Jameson,'Conversation with Frederic Jameson',p. 234.
118Jameson,'Conversation with Frederic Jameson',p. 231 (my emphasis).
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On this point, Jamesonhas much in common with those who approach the text as
theologians, as those who believe in something and who admit to it. His criticism of
those who claim to be pluralist might well also be levelled at those who lay claim to
in
fact,
but
intolerant
interpretative
who are,
critical objectivity or neutrality
of
319
approaches other than their own.

For Jameson,the political dimension both of texts and of interpretationis clearly to
the fore. In Biblical Studies,there is a growing awarenessof the political natureof
much, if not all, of the Old Testamentmaterial. Within biblical scholarship,there are
but
those
theology
undoubtedly
who seepolitics and
as antithetical
also thosewho see
theology as embracingpolitics. All will surely agree,however,that theology and
politics are at leastreciprocally interactive. Few will disputethat the political
dimension must be an essentialingredient of interpretation,eventhough not going the
be-all-and-end-all.
In
Jameson's
is
that
the
the
whole way with
claim
political
particular, theologiansneedto heedJameson'swarning that the political often
in
interpretative
'unconscious'
level
both
in
themselves
the
texts
operatesat an
and
strategies.
Another important insight is that all texts cometo us as 'already read', in the light of
320
is
inherited
This
'allegorical
especiallyso of ancienttexts,
an
master-narrative'.
bound
inextricably
been
have
long
the
texts,
up with
and
more so of canonical
which
issuesof authoritative interpretationand control. Ideological criticism thereforewill
be
but
demand
itself
the
text
notjust
about
a critique of the masternarrative, a
will
history
the
metacommentaryon
and the receivedorthodoxy of interpretation.
A possible problem with Jameson's methodology is its focus on the logical flaws and
flaws,
logical
The
the
the
text.
than
the
main substanceof
contradictions rather
on
'cracks' and 'fault-lines' of the text, can certainly reveal a hidden agenda and open up
focus
interpretative
However,
a
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perspective.
a new
the risk of a skewed and distorted interpretation unless it is balanced by equally close
just
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'19 See,for example, the debatebetween Provan and Clines / Thompson discussedabove,pp. 40-44.
320Jameson,Political Unconscious,pp. 29-30.
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(say) the legitimate concernsof the ruling classesin seekingto maintain stable
government,and order.
Interestingly, Jameson'smodel of three concentriccircles or horizons of interpretation
moves in reverseorder from the Eagletonianapproach,in that Eagletonbeginswith
the GeneralMode of Production,which broadly representsJameson'sfinal stage. In
the caseof ancienttexts, the Jamesonianapproachseemsto make more sense,in that
it begins with the text, the tangible entity in the critic's hands,moving from there to
more speculativediscussionof Generaland Literary Modes of Productionand
GeneralIdeology. However, with ancienttexts, both approachesare opento the
in
chargeof circularity, that much of what is said aboutthe modesof production and
other aspectsof the context are inferred from the text and then usedas the basisfor
interpretationof the text. It may be that the Eagletonianapproachis lesslikely to
result in circularity since it beginswith a focus on factorsthat are not wholly derived
from the text itself.
In Jameson'ssecondphase,a major theoretical elementis the identification of
ideologemes. Jamesonacknowledgesthat little or no work hasbeendoneon
identifying and inventorying theseminimal units of classor group interestsand
be
is
ideologemes
There
danger
forgetting
that
can never more
conflict.
also a
of
such
than a theoretical construct,without any objective reality in their own right. Without
the ability to list basic ideologemes,even in a preliminary way, it may be that
Jameson'sthree-stageapproachbreaksdown at this point. On the other hand,within
the relatively limited horizons of biblical literature, it may well be a manageableand
basic
ideological
identify
to
units.
valuable researchproject
and classify
Finally, Jameson'sconceptof utopia has considerableresonancewith the theological
impetus
find
in
biblical
for
to
the
text
those
a vision and an
enterprise,
who seek
towards a better world. Equally as importantly, the emphasisin the Jamesonian
in
ideology
the
text,
the
the
originating a concrete
of
approachon
materiality of
historical situation, may serveas an antidoteto 'visionary ideological constructions'
that are fanciful or 'eisegetical'.

2.3 Map of Ideological Criticism for Old Testament Studies
2.31
In 1995 Stephen Fowl wrote:
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321Fowl, 'Texts Don't Have Ideologies', p. 15.
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biblical
the
text. However, investigation of genderor racial ideologiescan also be
of
understoodas ideological criticism in the broad sense,eventhough theseareashave
tendedto develop as separatemodesof criticism in their own right.
The work of Marxist literary theorists suchas Eagletonand Jamesonhasbeenthe
immediate inspiration for ideological criticism within Biblical Studies. However, in a
recent article, Sheila Briggs hasdemonstratedthat ideological criticism is not just a
completely new '-ism' imported into Biblical Studiesfrom Marxism but that it has
firm roots within the long-standingtradition of biblical criticiSM.322
Tina Pippin observes:
Biblical Studieshas always been a contestedfield.
The Bible can be read to support
...
slavery, monarchy, the death penalty, racism, sexism or it can be usedto support an
...
opposite set of structures. ... In ideological criticism, readersare required to own their own
commitments and agendas,which can be difficult and uncomfortable. Focushas been on 'the
hard sayings of Jesus' or 'the ethics of the Tanakh', as if ideology were isolated in the more
difficult passages.Ideological Criticism (especially of the Marxist-influenced variety) takes
the whole text to task, from the social formation of biblical books to the canonisationprocess
to the social location and the ethical responsibility of the reader.323

Ideological criticism within Biblical Studieshasyet fully to developits own
methodology. As Philip Davies has remarked,the idea is 'risible' that we can simply
filter away the ideology and keep the facts!324Subsequentchaptersof this thesiswill
survey a variety of different approaches,including feminist and liberationist, and
including scholarswho are themselves'on the margins'. The studieswill also include
325
have
break
scholarswho
soughtto
with the Marxist philosophicalbasis. However,
considerationis first given to a recent (2000) article by JonathanDyck, in which he
326
he
ideology'
'a
for
ideological
offers what calls map of
critics.

322Sheila Briggs, 'The Deceit
of the Sublime: An Investigation into the Origins of Ideological
Criticism of the Bible in Early Nineteenth Century German Biblical Studies', Semeia 59 (1992), pp. I23. Briggs traces the roots of ideological criticism of the Bible back as far as post-enlightenment
biblical criticism, especially to early nineteenth century German Biblical Studies. It was as a result of
the Enlightenment, she maintains, that the Bible became a legitimate object of what would now be
called ideological criticism. This article is reviewed in more detail below in Appendix I (pp. 272-74).
323Pippin, 'Ideology', p. 5 1.
324

Davies, 'Whose HistoryT, p. I 11.
325JonathanDyck observes:'All social theories of ideology are thus either neo-Marxist or postMarxist' ('Map of Ideology', p. 113).
326Dyck 'Map of Ideology'. Seealso Dyck, Theocratic Ideology ofthe Chronicler. Dyck adaptsa
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He is also dependenton the Slovakian neo-Marxist scholar, Slavoj Zikek's Mapping Ideology, though
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2.32

Dyck's 'Map of Ideology for Biblical Critics'

Dyck makesa useful distinction as to whether 'ideology' is usedin the context of
social science,interpretative sociology, or social criticism. This three-fold
classification is closely correlatedwith the distinction betweendescriptive,positive,
and pejorative definitions of ideology:
In the context of social science,'ideology' is usedprimarily in a descriptive
sense,'to denotethe ideas,beliefs, and attitudesof a social group'.
Within an interpretative sociology, the term is generally usedin apositive
sense'to denotethe symbolic universeby meansof which social life is
meaningfully structured'.
In the realm of social criticism, the term is mostly found 'in apejorative sense,
to denotefalse or distorted ideas,beliefs, or attitudes'.327
2.321 The Social-Scientific Model
By social scienceDyck means'the empirical study of human groups', in which 'the
subjectiveposition of the scientistis at best irrelevant and at worst detrimental' and in
which the investigatormakesno value-judgementson the culture of the groupsunder
328
consideration. 'Ideology' is a neutral term for the communalworld-view of the
group in question. Ideologiesmay be classified by their factual contentor by their
functional properties. Classification of ideologieson the basisof function is
determinedby the kind of behaviourthey bring about:
A religious ideology in this [functional] sensewould be a set of beliefs which influences
religious behaviour, whether or not the manifest content of the ideology has anything to do
with religion. ... A religious ideology (in terms of content) may also serveto influence
political behaviour or ... economic behaviour. ... Perceived clashesbetweencontent and
function will be ofparticular interest to ideological theorists."'

Another approachto the classification of different ideologiesis by meansof the
identifiable group within societyto which they belong. In traditional Marxism, this is
do
to
primarily
with conflicting classinterests,though equally the groupsmay be
327

Dyck, 'Map of Ideology', pp. 110-119.
328He goes on: 'The aim of the scientist is to observedescriptive social phenomenafrom a valueneutral perspective and to explain causeand effect from an etic perspective'.
Geusshad usedthe term 'anthropology' to designatethis researchcontext; but Dyck prefers the
broader ten-n'social science'. Various models have been used within a social-scienceapproachto
but
ideological
the
to
the most
the
constituent
other
parts;
part
a
socio-cultural
system
of
relate
influential has been the Marxist base-superstructuremodel. According to this model, the economic
basedetermines the ideological superstructure. In Marx's well known words: 'Life is not determined
by consciousnessbut consciousnessby life' (Marx and Engels, Basic Writings, p. 247). Even outside of
Marxist circles, 'the social determination of consciousness'has becomea central tenet of much
including
Dyck
However,
that
theorists,
neo-Marxists, are more willing to
notes
recent
sociology.
think in terms of a reciprocal interaction between ideology, including religion, and socio-economic
factors.
329Dyck, 'Map of Ideology', p. 114 (my emphasis). The issue of perceived clashesbetween content
in
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function. Seethe discussion below (pp. 205-11) of StephenFowl's commentson this issue.
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(Weberian) statusgroups,political parties, or gendergroups. In the biblical world,
ideologies.
between
priestly and prophetic
one might cite the tension
2.322 The Interpretative-Sociological Model
In interpretative sociology, the emphasisis on 'the hermeneuticalunderstandingof the
socio-cultural system'. The postureof the anthropologistis that of 'the conversation
partner in dialogue with the participantswith the aim of gaining accessto the
330
in
live'.
in
is
'Ideology'
the
conceptualworld which
subjects
used a positive sense
to denotethe socially constructedworld-view, or symbolic universe,of the group,
functions
to give meaningto problematic social situationsthat might otherwise
which
be incomprehensible.331 An examplefrom the biblical realm might be an
investigation of the 'socially constructedworld-view' that enabledJudaismto
maintain its exclusive identity in the midst of the prevailing imperial culture of the
SecondTemple period.
2.323 The Social-Critical Model
By contrast with social-science and interpretative- sociology, social criticism involves
in
by
is
judgments
'Ideology'
the
value
mostly used a pejorative sense,to
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The social-critical objective is to evaluatea group's ideology in the light of one's own
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332Dyck, Theocratic Ideology ofthe Chronicler, p. 2 1.
333Seealso Eagleton, Ideology, pp. II- 13.
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the Eagletonianand Jamesonianapproaches,or someother political, moral, or
334
theological value baseto which the critic subscribes.
2.324 Paul Ricoeur
The classic form of ideological criticism is the Marxist critique, which primarily
aims
at exposing the ideology which undergirds the interests of the ruling class. However,
Dyck outlines an alternative non-Marxist (or perhaps post-Marxist)
model, namely
that of Paul Ricoeur's (1986) Lectures on Ideology and Utopia. 335Dyck regards
Ricoeur as representing 'an original (if not so well known) exposition
and
336
hermeneutical reconstruction of the concept of ideology'
Dyck sums up Ricoeur's
.
follows:
approach as
Ricoeurnotessignificantintersections
betweenthedifferentfunctionsof ideologyrelatingto
distortion,legitimation,andintegration.He uncovers
theseinterconnections
via a 'regressive
beginningwith Marx'sunderstanding
phenomenology',
of ideologyasa systematicallydistortedconsciousness
andendingwith a discussion
of the integrativefunctionof ideology,
337
functionof ideology.
whichhebelievesis thefundamental

According to Ricoeur, one cannotsimplistically correlateruling classideology with
economicinterest: 'an ideology of legitimation must incorporatean ideology of
identity, which integratesthe group and provides for mutual orientation of action 338
Thesethree levels, legitimation, identity, and integration are essentialto the
334In practice, maintains Dyck, 'most ideological
critics of biblical texts adopt scientific or humanistic
standardsor some combination of thesetwo' (Dyck, 'Map of Ideology', p. 127). The social-critical
ideological critics that are reviewed below include: David Clines, for whom the default point of
referenceshould be one's own personal standardsand values; David Jobling, who offers a critique from
a specifically Marxist standpoint; and Itumeleng Mosala, who adopts a specifically Black-Aftican
value-baseover against the western critical hegemony. For Dyck himself, the alternative critical
standpoint is the Ricoeurian (or Jamesonian)utopian vision. It is also possible to practice what Dyck
calls an 'immanent' critique, for example,judging one biblical text by standardsfound elsewhere
within the biblical corpus. As an example of this approach,I would suggestBrueggemann'sevaluation
of Jerusalemroyal ideology as 'theological claim functioning as a mode of social control', where
Brueggemannexplicitly applies a biblical prophetic critique to the Jerusalemideology (Brueggemann,
Israel's Praise, p. II I).
335Ricoeur, Lectures on Ideology
and Utopia, as discussedin Dyck, 'Map of Ideology', pp. 119-125.
336Dyck, 'Map of Ideology',
p. 119.
337Dyck Theocratic Ideology ofthe Chronicler, p. 53 (my emphasis). He continues:
As is well known,Ricoeur'shermeneutical
theoppositionbetween
philosophyattemptsto transcend
understanding
andexplanation,hermeneutics
andscience,especiallyasit relatesto the socalledhuman
to languageandtext to the
sciences.Thevariousmodesof explanation,from the structuralistapproaches
explanatorymovesof sociologyandpsychoanalysis,
areretainedasoneaxiswithin Ricoeur's
hermeneutical
to
text,
reach
an
of
a
person,
philosophy.Thegoal of hermeneutics
understanding
or
culture- mayrequirewhatRicoeurcalls 'explanatorydetours'in orderto overcomesystematic
distortionin communication,
thatis, a hermeneutic
of suspicionaswell asa hermeneutic
of retrieval.
Thusideologicalcriticism,asoneof a numberof 'explanatorydetours',hasa significantroleto play in
hermeneutics. Ricoeurwoulddefinesocialcriticism,insofarasit is critical of ideologyfrom the
...
point of view of how societyreally works,asa modeof explanationandlocateit within the broader
hermeneutical
agendaof anthropology.
338Dyck, 'Map of Ideology', p. 122 (my emphasis). Dyck also comments:
If onewantsto understand
systemsof dominationandthe role of ideologywithin themonehasto look at
the waysideologiesof legitimationwork on the inside,seekingto determinewheredistortionis
'anchored'in the lifeworld. Thelink betweenruling ideologyandruling class,betweenpowerstructures
first
individual
is
instance
in
interests,
the
the
self-conscious
ruler andthe self-conscious
andeconomic
Ricoeur
Weber's
legitimation
that
the
therefore
turns
to
performs.
ruler
motivationalmodelas
work of
domination
legitimation
(Theocratic
of
systems
and
attendant
of
modelling
modes
way
of
alternative
an
Ideologyof the Chronicler,p. 68, referringto Ricoeur,Lectureson Ideologyand Utopia,pp. 184-86and
to Max Weber.EconomyandSociety:.4n Outlineof InterpretiveSociologyfeds.G. RothandC. Wittich;
Berkeley:Universityof CaliforniaPress,19781).
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339
Ricoeur
develops
in
different
Ricoeurian
thus
the
outworking of
system.
a quite
direction from the Althusserianapproach340that is largely followed by Eagletonand
Jameson:
To say that ideology representsthe 'imaginary relations' of individuals
implies a pre...
...
distorted constative function of the imagination and consciousness.If everything is distorted
and if all recognition is miscognition, then nothing is distorted. If there is no symbolic

ignores this primary
structurefrom the start then there is nothing to distort. Althusser
...
anthropological level of imagination and representation and thus shifts from the language of
Ricoeur, on the other hand, distinguishes between
representation to that of apparatus.
...
recognition and miscognitionfor it is not a question of either / or but rather a question of how
to disentangle the two. 341.

An important aspectof Ricoeur's model is that a critical judgement on a given
ideology must always spring from a utopian vision.342Ricoeurthus articulatesa more
complex understandingof ideology within a social-critical perspective,permitting
339Ricoeurarguesthat
even the distorting function of ideology presupposesa prior integrating
function: ideology can only distort becauseit originally integrated. Andrew Mayes observesthat 'there
is a connecting link betweenthesetwo functions of ideology, where ideology servesnot to integrate
nor to distort reality but to legitimise. As soon as a differentiation appearsbetweena ruling group and
the rest of the community, ideology comes in to legitimise the authority of the ruling group' (Mayes,
Deuteronomistic Ideology, p. 6 1). In Ricoeur's own words: 'Ideology occurs in the gap betweena
system's claim to legitimacy and our responsein terms of belief (Ricoeur, Lectures, p. 183).
340Ricoeur's theory builds on the fact that
even Marx seemsto allow for a basicpre-distorted level of
consciousnessand communication when he (Marx) states:
Theproductionof ideas,of conceptions,
is at first directlyinterwovenwith the material
of consciousness
activity andthe materialcourseof men[sic], the languageof reallife. ... Consciousness
canneverbe
anythingelsethanconsciousexistence,
andthe existenceof menis their actuallife process(Karl Marx,
GermanIdeology,quotedin Dyck TheocraticIdeologyof theChronicler,p. 60).
Ricoeur then links this definition of consciousnesswith an earlier statementof Marx about language:
Languageis asold asconsciousness,
languageis practicalconsciousness
thatexistsalsofor othermen,
andfor thatreasonaloneit really existsfor mepersonallyaswell: language,like consciousness
arises
from need,the necessityof intercoursewith othermen(Karl Marx, TheEconomicandPhilosophic
Manuscriptsof 1844(ed.D.J. Struik;New York: InternationalPublishers,1964],pp. 50-51,quotedin
Dyck TheocraticIdeologyof theChronicler,p. 61).
Ricoeur commentsthat 'Marx's whole description of languagehere doesnot belong to a theory of class
but to a fundamental anthropology, becauseall humans speak,and they all have a language' (Ricoeur,
Lectures on Ideology and Utopia, p. 83). Dyck summarisesRicoeur's ongoing line of reasoning:
Fromthis Ricoeurseeksto recovera non-idealistanthropologyfrom Marx, while at the sametime
preservinghis insightinto humanexistenceundercertainconditions.To usethebase-superstructure
modelagainstitself, if humanexistenceis irreduciblylinguistic,evenasit relatesto materialactivity,
thenlanguageand indeedideologybelongto thebase(Dyck, TheocraticIdeologyof theChronicler,p.
61 [my emphasis]).
In other words, Ricoeur seeksto replace the Marxist notion of 'the individual as simply contingent with
(Ricoeur,
in
definite
Lectures
living
its
'individuals
to
conditions'
of
on
conditions' with a sense
regard
Ideology and Utopia, p. 100, quoted in Dyck Theocratic Ideology of the Chronicler, p. 60).
341Dyck Theocratic Ideology ofthe Chronicler, p. 62 (my emphasis),quoting from Marx, German
Ideology, p. 247. Dyck digressesat this point (pp. 63-67) to introduce ideas from A. Giddens to do
determined
individual'
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dichotomy
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Social
See:
A.
Giddens,
Theory
Modern
but
individual
that
the
of
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and
also
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Sociology (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1987), especially pp. 2-18; and J. Habermas,The
Theoty of Communicative Action; vol. 1, Reasonand Rationalization ofSociety (trans. T. McCarthy,
Cambridge: Polity, 1984), especially pp. 107-150; and Communication and the Evolution ofSociety
(London: Heinemann, 1979).
... Mannheim had previously introduced the connexion between ideology and utopia. SeeRicoeur,
Lectures on Ideology and Utopia, p. 174; and Dyck Theocratic Ideology of the Chronicler, p. 74, notes
55 & 56.
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constructiveevaluation of ideological systemsas opposedto therrimarily
deconstructionisttendencyof the Marxist-Althusserian model 34 In this emphasison
.
344
has
in
Ricoeur
Frederic
Jameson.
a utopian vision,
clearly
much common with
2.325 Summary and Evaluation
Dyck's analysisof thesethree distinct sociological perspectivesis immenselyhelpful
in disentanglingand classifying someof the different approachesto ideology
within
Biblical Studies. Whether 'ideology' is useddescriptively (in the caseof a socialscientific perspective),positively (in an interpretative-sociologicalperspective),or
negatively / pejoratively (in a social-critical hermeneuticof suspicion),dependson the
sociological standpointof the scholar. In his own (1998) work, The Theocratic
Ideology of the Chronicler (reviewed below), Dyck has soughtto distinguish,but then
345
blend,
to
also
eachof the three approaches. Indeed,as will becomeclear below,
most Old Testamentideological critics to a greateror lesserextent blend at leasttwo
Dyck's
of
categories.
While the first two modeIS346are by no means without significance, it is the third
model, whether in Marxist-Althusserian or in Ricoeurian mode, that has particularly
proved to be a 'watershed' for Biblical Studies. Dyck puts it in these words:

On the one side of the divide you have social sciencethat by definition doesnot inquire about
ideological distortion and the henneneutical project of understandingthat cannot deal with it.
On the other side you have a critique that says, 'Distortion happens'. On the one side of the
divide you have descriptive or positive definition, and on the other you have pejorative
defmitions. An awarenessthat distortion happensmeansthatyou approach the text with
"'
biblical
have.
suspicion, an attitude
scholars are not, generally speaking, conditioned to

343In Ricoeur's
words: 'The only way to get out of the circularity in which ideologies engulf us is to
assume a utopia, declare it, and judge an ideology on that basis' (Ricoeur, Lectures on Ideology and
Utopia, pp. 172-73). Dyck further explains Ricoeur's utopian approach as follows:
At the level of integration, ideology functions to preservethe order, whereasutopia puts into question
what presentlyexists. ... At the level of legitimation, ideology servesto maintain systemsof
domination, whereasutopia challengesauthority and representsan awarenessof the credibility gap
...
that exists in all forms of legitimation. At the level of distortion, ideology reffies and alienateswhereas
utopia is mere escapistfantasywith no link betweenthe future and the present. ... The task of
ideological criticism is to disentanglerecognitionfrom misrecognitionfrom the vantagepoint of a
utopia ... and from a 'deep-rootedinterestin the plenitude of individual existence'(Dyck, Theocratic
Ideology of the Chronicler, pp. 74-75, quoting from Ricoeur, Lectureson Ideology and Utopia, p. 153).
See also Dyck, 'Map of Ideology', p. 124.
344So far as I can gather, Ricoeur makes no reference to Jameson's work. Presumably the two scholars
have developed the notion of utopia independently, each adapting and developing Mannheim's earlier
thinking.
345
See below, pp. 128-138.
346The pioneering example in Biblical Studies of the social-scientific model of ideological criticism is
Norman Gottwald's classic, The Tribes of Yahweh. In this social-scientific category, Dyck also places
beyond
in
Yee's
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the work of
Criticism:
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'Ideological
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into
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parameters
As an example of an interpretative-sociological approach, Dyck cites Patricia Dutcher-Walls,
Narrative Art and Political Rhetoric (JSOTSup. 209; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1996),
in
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works
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next chapter.
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chapter
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347Dyck, 'Map of Ideology'. p. 126 (my emphasis).
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3.1

Norman Gottwald: the Pioneer

3.11 Introductory
Following Dyck's threefold classification of ideological criticism, I turn first to the
348
Norman
Gottwald's
Tribes of Yahweh
Gottwald is
social-scientific model and to
.
widely regarded as the founder of ideological criticism within contemporary Old
Testament studies.349The Tribes is a 'classic' text on the application of sociological
350
methodolop
and a pioneering work in the application of techniquesdrawn from

Marxism.

348NormanK. Gottwald, The Tribes Yahweh:A Sociology the Religion
of
of
oftiberated Israel, 12501050 BCE (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press,2'dedn, 1999; first published Maryknoll, New York:
Orbis 1979).
349Charles Carter has written: 'I'm
not sure where the term "Ideological Criticism" originated, but it is
very definitely embodied in Gottwald's Tribes' (Carter, 'Powerftil Ideologies', p. 49).
Gottwald has modified and refined his methodology and some of his ideas in later work, as is indicated
below, where relevant. It is becauseof the 'classic' and 'pioneering' statusof Tribes, which 'set the
ball rolling' of ideological criticism within Biblical Studies,that this original 'classic' is analysedhere.
An example of Gottwald's later work, in which he moves into Eagletonian social-critical mode, is
reviewed in detail below (pp. 139-47).
350Charles Carter notes that Tribes has been likened by Walter Brueggemannto the classic texts of
Wellhausen and Albright in 'significance, potential, and authority' but also that it was critiqued by A.
Rainey as a work 'one may safely and profitably ignore'! Carter observesthat, with such extreme
assessments,'the author knows that he has written a major work! ' (Carter, 'Powerful Ideologies' p. 46,
referring to Walter Brueggemann,'The Tribes of Yahweh:an EssayReview', Journal of the American
Academy ofReligion 48 [1980], pp. 441-5 1; and to A. Rainey, 'Review of The Tribes of Yahwehby
Norman Gottwald', Journal of the American Oriental Society 107 [1987], pp. 541-43).
Roland Boer similarly writes of Tribes as a 'classic' of biblical scholarship: 'It now belongs to that rare
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...
...
Boer, 'Introduction: On Re-reading The Tribes in Yahweh' in Boer [ed.], Tracking 'The Tribes'. pp. 1-9
PD.
351Boer arguesthat Tribes should be regardedas a 'classic' of Marxist Criticism as well as a 'classic'
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In the prefaceto the recently re-published(1999) edition, Gottwald writes:

Ideological criticism underscoresand formalizes what has long been sensedbut seldom faced.
Whatever authentic historical memories there may be [in historical texts], they are not
...
The texts have been ideologically saturatedin the
unmediatedtranscripts of the past.
...
processof selecting, arranging, and commenting upon them within successiveframes of
meaning. Consequently,we encountermultiple ideologies
ideological criticism highlights
...
the reality that layered and concentric frames of meaning, together with scarsand fissures in
the text, reflect contradictions in the social and religious worlds of the traditionalists. More
startling still, ideological criticism suggeststhat theframes of meaning we are disposedto see
in texts are closely connectedwith theframes of meaning we bring to texts.
When the
...
interplay of multiple meaningsin the text is scannedby the multiple
predispositionsof
interpreters,we are bound to have a wealth of competing interpretations.
One form that
...
this ideological disquiet takes is ambivolence as to how much it mattersto presentinterpreters
whether Israel originated one way or another.'5'

Gottwald statesthe main aim of The Tribes to be a responseto:

the challenge of clarifying the place of religious ideasand practices within the changeful
social totality at one of the critical points in Westernhistory and culture.

He continues:

By combining traditional literary, historical, and theological methodsof enquiry with more
unaccustomedsociological methods, I shall attempt to reconstructthe origins and early
development of that remarkable ancient socio-religiously mutantpeople who called
themselvesIsrael. Such a study is necessarilynot only a study of social totality but a study of
radical social change that was also liberating social change.353

This opening statementechoesGottwald's own personalcommitmentto social
354
change. It also revealssomeof his ideological holdings, severalof which would be
questionedtoday: for example,that the 'settlement' of Canaanrepresents'one of the
critical points in Westernhistory and culture'; and that Israel is to be singled out as
'that remarkableancient socio-religiously mutant people'.
The following are Gottwald's statedmethodologicalpresuppositions:
"
"

that humanistic and sociological methods are equally valuable and complimentary
methods;
that religion is best approachedas an aspectof a wider network of social relations in
which it has intelligible functions to perform;
that changesin religious behaviour and thought are best viewed as aspectsof changein
the wider network of social and economic relations;

Berlinerblau, 'The Delicate Flower of Biblical Sociology', in Boer [ed.], Tracking 'The Tribes, pp. 5976).
352
nd
Gottwald, Tribes (2 edn., revised), p. A (my emphasis).
353Gottwald, Tribes (2ndedn., revised), p. xxii (my emphasis). Gottwald proposesto go beyond
traditional historical and literary methodsby applying the methodsof the social sciencesin order to
'delineate and conceptualiseearly Israel as a total social system' and to view Israel's religion as 'an
integral dimension of the Israelite social system, lawfully and intelligibly correlated with other
elements of that system'.
... Gottwald was writing in the mid-60s, amid the political turmoil of Berkley, California. Roland Boer
has commented:
in thatturbulentandcreativedecade,with its protests,demonstrations,
alliancepolitics ... the Vietnam
degradation,
War,nucleararmamentandthe Cold War,sexism,environmental
capitalistexploitationand
depredation,racism... andthe pressingneedto 'speakthetruth to power'.the long processof
book
began.
is
The
Tribes
And
the
soakedin this era,from the epigraphto
writing
and
researching
freedomfightersof Vietnamto the political engagement
with Marx in its laterpages.Gottwald'sown
involvementin this political unrestis crucialfor the veryproductionandconstructionof the book(Boer
'Introduction' in Boer[ed.], Tracking'TheTribes',pp. 3-4).
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that religion is intelligible to the degreethat it exhibitslawful behaviourandsymbolic
forms which canbe predictedandretrodictedwithin parameterssetby changingtotal
355
mixesof socialandeconomicrelations.

Few nowadayswould want to challengeGottwald's assertionthat religion must be
viewed as 'an aspectof a wider network of social relations'; but not everyonewould
be preparedto acceptas a presupposition that changesin religious behaviour
follow
from
This
Gottwald's
necessarily
social change.
view represents
outworking
in
belongs
to the
of the Marxist base-superstructure
model, which religion
superstructure,whereaseconomic-materialrealities (in particular modesof
356
form
base.
Gottwald's stresson religion as 'lawful behaviour...
the
production)
be
which can predictedand retrodicted' excludesat the outsetthe possibility that
Israel's religion may have beenunique or exceptional.357Any suchpossibilities are
358
rejectedby Gottwald as idealist and non-verifiable.
Dyck cites Gottwald as the classicexampleof the social-scientific methodology.
However, Gottwald frequently movesbeyond a descriptivesocial-scienceapproach
into an interpretative-sociologymode, seekinga hermeneuticalunderstandingof the
socio-cultural systemof early Israel. Accordingly, Gottwald operateswith a neutralto-positive understandingof ideology as:

the consensualreligious ideaswhich were structurally embeddedin and functionally
correlated to other social phenomenawithin the larger social system,and which servedin a
distinctive
less
interpretations
to
of
more or
comprehensivemanner provide explanationsor
social relations and historical experienceof Israel, and also to define and energizethe Israelite
359
social system oppositionally or polemically over againstother social systems.

It is noteworthy that, at this point, Gottwald's definition of 'ideology' is significantly
Engels.
different from the false-consciousness
Marx
and
connotationsof

3.12
Gottwald's work is divided into elevenparts with a total of fifty six chapters. There
follows here a brief survey of eachof the main sectionsfollowed by an overall
assessment.

355

Gottwald, Tribes, p. xxiii.
356It should be noted, however, that a full outline and explanation of Gottwald's Marxist 'model' does
from
implicit
the
his
Marxist
outset.
Tribes
631-649
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though
presuppositions
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pp.
not appear until
for
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Marxist
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'historical
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(p.
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perspective,
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'Marx, Method, and Gottwald', p. 114.
35'The possibility that the social phenomenathat Gottwald surveys with such analytical clarity could
from
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specifically
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358This is an essentially philosophical debatethat is beyond the scopeof this presentwork. The point
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his
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Gottwald's
presuppositions.
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eventual conclusions
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Gottwald, Tribes, p. 66.
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Part 1- Biblical History and Biblical Sociology
Gottwald draws attention to a resistance to sociological methodology among
360
biblical
He attributes this to the 'canonical sanctity' of the
contemporary
scholars.
biblical text; to the 'myopia of academic overspecialisation'; to the difficulty for those
schooled in the humanities of thinking in terms of what is 'typically rather than
361
individually human'; and to the social class position of most biblical
scholars.
Gottwald is one of the first to critique the ideological influence
of social-class
background on biblical scholarship.
It is Gottwald's intention to demonstrate that sociological methodology
can contribute
to a distinctively new perspective,362enabling the scholar to 'grasp new relations
between oldfacts 5.363
Part 2- The Historical Starting Point and a Source Compendium
For Gottwald historical reconstruction is an essential preliminary to
sociological
critique. He acknowledges, however, the limited extent to which historical
reconstruction can be achieved on the basis of texts that are 'shaped by ideological
364
Gottwald writes prior to the new historicism of recent decadesbut
considerations'.
he anticipates their focus on the ideological nature of historical texts.365He
maintains
that, under the monarchy, there arose a 'cultured, urbane interest in unifying traditions
360Gottwald was writing in the 1970's but the
resistanceof which he speaksis by no meanscompletely
dissipatedtoday. Gottwald further protests (echoing Jameson)that, where sociological study is found,
it is often limited to the provision of background information about customsand culture.
36
' Gottwald, Tribes, 11.
p.
362For Gottwald: 'The
question about the form and function of Israel's religion as a social complex is
the sociological equivalent of the theological question: Wherein lay the uniquenessof Israel's faith?'
(Tribes, p. 19 [my emphasis]).
363Gottwald, Tribes, 16. 'New
p.
relations betweenold facts' is a recurring theme in Tribes. In later
work, Gottwald usesthe phrase 'lines of connection', in particular referring to socially engagedbiblical
scholars in solidarity with the strugglesof early Israel and to the 'connections' betweensocially
engagedscholars in different contexts of contemporary struggle. See,for example,Norman K.
Gottwald, The Hebrew Bible in its Social World and Ours (SemeiaStudies;Atlanta: ScholarsPress,
1993), p. 225.
364and by 'selective emphases,
which delete, interject, condense,transpose,join ... to serve cultic
ideological needs' (Gottwald, Tribes, p. 28).
Gottwald frequently warns against reading the Hebrew Bible (or other ancient Near Easternsources)at
face value (eg, pp. 4,27,397,408,498,597): for example, he doubts the historicity of the biblical
conquesttradition (pp. 192-203) or the authenticity of the tribal lists. Yet in seemingcontradiction to
this, Gottwald frequently and uncritically usesthe Hebrew Bible 'as a meansof historical and
sociological reconstruction'. For example, 'Everything we know of the Moses Group', he assuresus,
'confirms that it was socially egalitarian' (p. 643); and in I Samuel20 he finds 'a highly reliable
allusion to one function of the mishpahah in old Israel' (p. 282). Berlinerblau observes:
In this regard,TheTribesof Yahwehmustbe comparedto the othergreatwork of biblical sociology,
Max Weber'sAncientJudaism.Both writersadvanceextraordinarily- andoftenpreposterously
in assorted
detailedreconstructions
of earlyIsraelitehistoryon thebasisof therealityrepresented
biblical verses(Berlinerblau,'DelicateFlower',p. 71).
365Largely basing his approachon the work of Martin Noth, Gottwald assertsthat the extant early
history of Israel has come down to us in small independentunits of tradition, which have been gathered
into sub collections and then incorporated into the JEDP sources. He regardsthe handsof J and E as
have
been
Judges.
The
by
into
Joshua
tradition
of
units
grouped
and
pervasive 'basic
extending
by
(exodus,
a number of 'sub themes', and by 'horizontal linkages' (such as
themes'
covenant, etc),
framework
ideological
holds
fundamental
The
is
the
together
which
the 'notion of
whole
genealogies).
is
Yahweh'
'the
Israel
the
of
which
conceptualcounterpart of actual constitutional
people
as
a united
became
diverse
functioning
by
peoples
a
single
self-conscious
which
system called
arrangements
Israel' (Gottwald, Tribes, p. 66).
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366
This is the period in which the texts as we now have them
and tracing origins'.
were given their current ideological shape. There must thereforebe an acute
awarenessof the 'politically centralising monarchic filter through which the earlier
367
traditions have passed'. Gottwald expressesa confidencethat that the rigorous
application of forrn and tradition criticism will 'crack open' the 'cult-ideological'
formation of the underlying texts and reveal the ideology of early Israel.
While more recent scholarsmight have lessconfidencein 'rigorous application of
from and tradition criticism', what Gottwald proposeshereis, in fact, somethingakin
to the Eagletonianprocedureof aligning textual fault-lines with a clashof modesof
production and using the resultsto 'crack open' the ideology of the text. He also
anticipatesthe (Jamesonian)stresson aligning textual contradictionswith
contradictionsin the world of social reality.
Gottwald believesthat the underlying texts represent'the imaginative folk refraction
of communal experience'. Ideology is somethingcreatedby all membersof the
Israelite community for the good of the community as a whole. No one personor
group is the author, certainly not 'self consciousliterary figures who take credit as
"poets" or "authors" or "historians"'. Insteadthe texts originate from 'many
individuals who hted
8
38
communal needs

to articulate the traditions
the sustaining pressure of
under
...

However, Gottwald offers no structured discussionof the literary mode of
production. He doesnot discussthe socio-economiccircumstancesor the processesby
which the original sourcetexts might have beenwritten or circulated. Nor doeshe
discussthe circumstancesor processesunder which the later editing, production,and
circulation of the final form of the text took place. He simply presupposesa social
formation that supporteda 'cultured, urbaneclass' with the leisureto research
369
traditions and re-producetexts. Also missing is discussionof associatedquestions
to do with literacy, readership,the disseminationof written material, and the useof
370
the written word as an ideological tool or as a meansof social control.
366For Gottwald,
tradition is closely linked with ideology. As a definition of what he meansby
'tradition', Gottwald offers:
Traditionwill be viewedasthe communalproductionof ideology,intimatelyinterwovenwith the
practicesandinstitutionsandvaluesof the socialsystem.Thetraditionsof Israelprojectthe ideological
andits intensesocialstruggle(Gottwald,
componentof its experimentalconstitutionalarrangements
66 [my emphasis]).
Tribes,
p.
367
He continues:
form
life
Israelite
in
Themainoutlinesof a pre-monarchic
of
respects
an
antimonarchic
and critical
andimpulsesof monarchictraditionsthatwe cannot
conflict so fundamentallywith the presuppositions
themasa latefabrication.Sucha bodyof traditionsaboutold Israelmakessense
possiblyunderstand
form of life (Gottwald,Tribes,p. 41).
the directproductof a pre-monarchic
as
only
3613
Gottwald, Tribes, p. 64.
369Furthermore,Boer observes:
It is not enoughto suggestthata smallcollectionof scribesundertooksucha wholesalereconstruction
at
their own political whim. ... Whatneedsto bethoughtaboutarethe socialandeconomicprocesses
at
Gottwald',
Method,
kind
(Boer,
'Marx,
152).
that
that
and
p.
of
writing
generate
work
370Gottwald does, at a later stage in the book, make the following proposition:
Theunderclasses
of Canaanwhojoined in earlyIsraeldecidedthatwriting wastoo valuablea tool to be
left to the ruling class:they seizeduponthealphabeticscriptasa simpleinstrumentof expression
that
instead
of aidingruling elite to controlandmanipulatethe process
community
an
egalitarian
couldserve
(Gottwald,Tribes,p. 409).
See also Norman K. Gottwald, 'The Theological Task after The Tribes of Yahweh' (an address
delivered on October 28,198 1, in Yale Divinity School) in Norman K. Gottwald and Richard A.
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Berlinerblau makesthe further point that Gottwald doesnot 'identify [one might add
that he doesnot even envisage]any internal tensionsor contradictionsbetweenthe
mode of production, consciousness/ ideology (i. e. Yahwism), the Yahwist cult, and
biblical literature 371 which is inherently implausible, especiallygiven the wide
_
rangeof people-groups,with differing interests,whom Gottwald believesto have
combined and integratedto form the early Israelite 'social mutation'.
Later Gottwald states,'Yahwistic religion was the praxis and ideology of an actual
372
However, his presuppositionthat the texts give accessto an
social community'.
actual community would be widely questionedby those(suchas Philip Davies, for
example)who see'Ancient Israel' asthe literary constructof the Second-Templeera.
Part 3- The Cultic Ideological Framework of the Sources
Gottwald's main propositions in Part 3 are summed up as follows:

The anachronisingperiodization of the traditions in the service of an approvedstandardised
'history' is striking evidenceof the tendency of the cult of early Israel to unify the diverse
peoples of Israel by unifying their cultic practice and ideological outlook. It is this processof
373
cultic-ideological stylisation that we want to examine in greaterdetail
.
375
Gottwald views the CU1?74 'as the life-setting for the development of the traditions
.

Gottwald makesthe assumptionthat the texts point to the actualhistoricity of a
376
he
describes.
He also assumesthat selected
unified pre-monarchycult suchas
Horsely (eds.), The Bible and Liberation: Political and Social Hermeneutics(Maryknoll, New York:
Orbis, 1993), pp. 239-249 (especially, p. 243).
Seecomment on this theory as to the adoption of an 'egalitarian' alphabeticsystem in Berlinerblau,
'Delicate Flower', p. 73.
Charles Carter commentsthat recent archaeologicalmaterial may call in questionthis understandingof
the development of the Canaanitescript (Carter. 'Powerful Ideologies', p. 49, note 3).
For a discussion of writing and its use in the ANE to control accessto power and resources,seeC.L.
Redman, The Rise of Civilisation: ftom Early Farmer to Urban Society in the Ancient Near East (San
Francisco: W.H. Freeman& Co., 1978).
371Berlinerblau, 'Delicate Flower', p. 73.
372Gottwald, Tribes, p. 700.
373Gottwald, Tribes, p. 63 (my emphasis).
374Gottwald hypothesisesthat, with regard to later periods in Israelite history:
This interrelationbetweencult andthe widersocialandhistoricalexperience
of thepeoplemeansthat
therealwaysexisteda hiatusbetweenwhatthetraditionsclaimedandwhatthepeopleexperienced.The
the massiveunity of earlyIsraelbut thecommunityknewverywell from its
traditionsasserted
that existingIsraelwastom with divisionsandtensionsandrepeatedly
experience
contemporary
122).
Tribes,
from
dangers
(Gottwald,
to
p.
without
exposed
It might be addedthat this tension or contradiction is explicit within the Old Testamentin the contrast
between the Joshuaand the Judgesversions of events.
... Gottwald, Tribes, p. 87 (my emphasis). He continues:
The refractionof historyin thenarrativetraditionsof Israelis not a matterof careless
recordingand
inattentiveobservationby aspiringhistorians.... It is. on the contrary,a matterof very selective
diverse
in
broadly
the
a
of
and
about
way
which
range
yet
observation
recordingandvery specialised
...
be
hitherto
peoples
could
viewedso asto affirm their
of
unrelated
a
spectrum
similareventsamong
freedom,
from
bondage
from
being
disunity
'no-people'
forrn
in
to
to
transit
unity,
a
people
as
cohesion
to being'the peopleof Yahweh'(p. 87).
376In his later work, however, Gottwald acknowledgesthat a unified, centralisedcult in early Israel
have
been
in
it
but
The
tribes
be
may
religiously
united
some
way
cannot considered a certainty.
he
has
For
be
there
example,
that
shrine.
written:
a
central
was
cannot certain
We now understand
thatthe cult andideologyof Yahwehwasnot the only religiouscontenderin early
Israel,sothat Nvecannotassumepan-Israeliteunanimityin devotionto Yahweh,asI did in Tribesunder
cult (NormanK. Gottwald,
the spellof Noth's simplisticprojectionof a uniformpre-monarchic
'Responseto the Contributors'in Boer [ed.], Tracking'TheTribes',pp. 172-185[1761).
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passagesof the Old Testamentcan be usedat face value as evidenceof the actual
ideology of the early Israelites. Once again, Tribes pre-datesthe view that this
centralisedcult may be the literary-theological constructof a much later (perhaps
even Second-Temple)authorship.
Despite his earlier neutral-to-positivedefinitions, Gottwald here acknowledgesthat
the ideology of the final form of the text may function in the classicMarxist senseof
'masking' reality, of seekingto resolvethe contradictionsbetweenthe claims of
tradition and the lived experienceof the people.377
Part 4- The Tradition History and Composition of the Books of Joshua and
Judges
Gottwald setshimself the task of penetratingbehind the deuteronomiceditorial
framework, which be believesto have impressedthe ideology of the deuteronomic
reform movementonto the text. He delineatesa rangeof (hypothetical) underlying
378
its
ideological
imprint.
Again, however, Gottwald's
sources,eachwith
own
detailed conclusionsin this sectionare predicatedon a literary-historical methodology
that few scholarswould accepttoday.
Part 5- Models of the Israelite Settlement in Canaan 379
Gottwald analyses in turn each of the three main models for the settlement.380The
conquest model is deeply rooted in the most ancient Israelite traditions. However,
neither archaeological evidence, nor indeed the biblical traditions themselves, support
a total conquest model, especially when the ideology of the centralising editorial
framework is stripped away. With an almost Jamesonianreference to the 'utopian'
impulse, Gottwald observes:

Elsewhere,Gottwald refers to the 'multiple often competitive forms of pre-exilic religion' and
observes:
It is reasonable
to concludethatthe Cult of Yahweh,while a creativeforcein the tribal eraandthe state
religionunderthe monarchy,wasneitherdominantenoughnor sufficientlyunifiedin its diverse
to shapethepoliticsof the Israelitestatesin a decisivemanner.... A royaltheology.
manifestations
premisedon a divine covenantwith David andthe sanctityof Jerusalem,
gaveideologicalvalidationto
the state,but it wascounterbalanced
andoftenopposedby familial, local,andregionalformsof Yahweh
worship,especiallyin theNorth,but alsoin Judah(NormanK. Gottwald,'The PuzzlingPoliticsof

Ancient Israel' in Exurn and Williamson [eds.], Readingfrom Right to Left, pp. 196-204[199]).
377Gottwald, Tribes,
pp. 65-66.
378Namely:

Centralised Conquest Stories (Joshua 1-12);
Localised SettlementAnnals (Judges 1-2:5 and certain cognatepassagesin Numbers and
Joshua);
Land Allotment Traditions (Joshua 13-19);
Localised Stories of victory by various Judges.
It is interesting that Gottwald makes no study of the book of Ruth (though he had earlier listed pastoral
idyll in his summary of the biblical source-types). In many ways, Ruth presentsan idealised picture of
the outworking of the egalitarian non-hierarchical model that Gottwald postulatesfor the preit
does
in
EVV)
(in
LXX
immediately
to
the
the
so
sharp
contrast
and
and
monarchic community;
depict
failure
Judges),
(the
the
chapters
of
which
of that system.
closing
preceding episodes
379ThoughGottwald did not regard Part Five as the main thrust of his work, it is one of the sections of
have
known
best
book
that
that
proved most controversial.
the
and
are
380though acknowledging that in practice the models are seldom if ever held in absolutedistinction
from one another.
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The utopian editorial framework dominatesthe accounts but the reality of a limited
...
occupation obtrudes so starkly that it is amazing that so many Bible readershave managedto
""
described.
decided
limits
overlook the
of the conquestsactually

However, Gottwald somewhatoversimplifies the issueshere, speakingas if ideology
were somethingthat can simply be 'stripped away' from the text.
Turning to the immigration model,382Gottwald is particularly critical of the
assumptionthat the pre-Israelite groupswere nomadic or semi-nomadic. He
demolishesthis hypothesison sociological groundsas totally non-feasible.383
He thereforemaintains that somevariation of Mendenhall'speasant-revoltmode]384
alone provides a vital connectinglink betweenthe ideological thrust of Yahwism and
the socio-economicrealities of Canaan385The Israelite-Canaanitepolarisation is seen
.
18'

Gottwald, Tribes, p. 197.
382Becauseof the fundamental
problems inherent in the conquestmodel, the immigration model had
gained widespreadsupport among scholars,notably Alt and Noth. The polarisation of Israelite and
Canaanitewas felt to be better explained by a long ongoing tension betweensemi-nomadicIsraelites
and settled Canaanites. Also, large portions of the land seemto have been occupied without a struggle,
which suggestedpeaceful immigration over a long period, to which the patriarchal and other traditions
within the Bible were also regardedas a pointer.
38'Gottwald, Tribes,
pp. 208-209. From a sociological perspective,he maintains that it is absurdto
suggestthat nomads eked out a precarious existencein the wilderness while large tracts of fertile
grazing land remained unoccupied. The reverse is much more likely: that nomadism ariseswhen there
is no more land available for settled husbandry. Gottwald also demonstratesthe necessary
interdependenceof settled and nomadic groups in the mode of production operative in desert fringe
areas.
However, A. Rainey, in a review of Tribes, is critical of Gottwald's failure 'to graspthe fundamentals'
of Alt's Immigration hypothesis. He also maintains that Gottwald has failed to appreciatethe
significance of a plethora of newly establishedIron I archaeologicalsites, the evidenceof which 'is
steadily adding confirmation to the basic correctnessof Alt's original thesis' (A. Rainey, 'Review of
The Tribes of Yahwehby Norman Gottwald', Journal of the American Oriental Society 107.3 [19871,
pp. 541-43 [5421).
By contrast, Duane Christensen,in an earlier review, refers to Gottwald's rejection of the pastoral
nomadic model as 'persuasive and may well constitute a definitive statementon the matter' (Duane L.
Christensen,'Book Review: The Tribes of Yahweh', JSOT 18 (1980), pp. 113-120 [117]). This latter
view has by and large prevailed in more recent scholarship.
384Mendenhall, 'Hebrew Conquestof Palestine' and The Tenth Generation. Gottwald is not without
his criticisms of Mendenhall's formulation of the thesis. For example, he questionsMendenhall's
suzerain-vassalanalogy for Israel's covenant. Mendenhall speaksof the early Israel's 'rejection of
power' whereasGottwald would prefer to speakof the way in which 'early Israel distributed,
mobilised, and rationalised power' (Gottwald, Tribes, p. 226, citing Mendenhall, Tenth Generation, p.
195). Furthermore, whereas, for Mendenhall, Yahwism, as a unique phenomenon, is the causation of
the peasant revolt, for Gottwald Yahwism is the ideological product of the socio-economic mutation.
385He continues:

Therevolt modeloffersthe intriguingproposalthatwe canaccountfor mostif not all of whatthe Bible
tells us of Israel'sentranceinto Canaanon the modelthatIsraelwasin fact composedin considerable
who revoltedagainsttheir overlordsandjoined forceswith a nucleargroupof
partof nativeCanaanites
invadersand/ or infiltratorsfrom the desert(Gottwald,Tribes,p. 2 10).
Gottwald then outlines at length the feudal system of Canaanitecity statesunder Egyptian hegemony,
double
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imposed
had
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it. The entranceof the 'Exodus Israelites' provided a catalyst for a variety of groups, including the
Canaaniteunderclassess,to throw off their overloads and to form 'tribal rule by elders in deliberate
by
imperial-feudal
kings'.
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not as an ethnic struggle but as a class struggle, in which a variety of underclass
ideological
'visionary
by
Jameson
groups are motivated
would call a
what
386
construction'.
However, objections to the peasant-revolt model are, in Gottwald's own words, 'not
387
hard to come by', not least, the lack of specific textual and archaeological evidence.
Is the revolt model any more than 'wishful retrojection' by those who wish to find in
388
depicts
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Rainey
for
ideology?
liberation
A.
A.
scripture a
contemporary
Gottwald's efforts to make the early Israelites into 'idealised peasants,bearing the
torch for the "New Left" under the banner of Yahweh' as 'merely an amateur's
[or
ideology
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1389
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390
by
ideological
demonstrates
factors.
discussion
This
the
motivated
clearly
whole
significance of the ideological position of the critic.

Gottwald's eventualconclusion is that there is at least 'ample evidence' for the revolt
391
demand
Undoubtedly,
'further
the strength
to
model
elaborationand application'.
from
is
it
the
that
takes
the
of
model
seriously
wider socio-economiccircumstances
392
fashion,
in
'egalitarian
Israel
Jamesonian
seeksto align
which
early
emergedand,

invading
further
Gottwald
'Exodus
Yahwists'.
of
seeksto demonstratethat the revolt model perhaps
best of all the fits the archaeologicalevidence.
386Jameson,'Conversation with Frederic Jameson',p. 228. Seeabove, pp. 68-69.
387except perhapsfor the Assembly at Shechem(Joshua24), which, says Gottwald, 'can be construed
not unfairly as a great act of incorporation in which part of the Canaanitepopulace,purged of their
(Gottwald,
God
Israel'
kings,
Baal
the
threw
their
of
oppressive
also
off
religion ... and accepted
Tribes, p. 126). However, the samecriticism which Gottwald applied to the proponentsof the
immigration model could be applied equally to the revolt model: 'The notion may be said to depend
from
drawn
bits
the text without regard to the overall
randomly
excessively on
and pieces of materials
Biblical perspective' (Gottwald, Tribes, p. 208).
388Rainey points out that Gottwald admits that in the biblical text 'we meet no clear articulation of an
406);
(Tribes,
Canaan'
feudal
directly
the
that
p.
and
of
system
challenged
egalitarian social movement
'is
did
Gottwald's
that
they
to
that
nothing
anyway
a
stage
revolt
subsequentattempt prove
maintains
but wishful thinking and has no basis in fact' (Rainey, Review of Tribes, p. 542).
389Rainey,Review of Tribes, p. 543.
390 such as a desire to prove the truth of the Bible or even to justify conquestin the modem world. He
_
but
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'stimulated
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that
the
mistaken ways of
modish
model
unduly
also suggests
Whitelam
Compare
128).
(Gottwald,
Tribes,
the
history
of
view
p.
and social evolution'
reconstructing
(discussedabove, pp. 37-38) that the immigration model reflects the processof the establishmentof the
Israel.
state
of
contemporary
39' Gottwald concludesthe section by tackling an important objection to the peasant-revolttheory: how
hands
to
into
its
the
it
the
time
Israel
source
of
power
took
attributed
same
and
at
own
power
was
Yahweh? This is a significant issue,especially in view of the preoccupationof ideological criticism
Gottwald
issues
argues:
power.
of
with
Sucha modelmustincorporatethehighly centralisedandrichly articulatedreligionof Yahweh,but it
by
to
the
do
related
phenomenon
all the other
as
a
social
religion
understanding
sociologically
must so
it
do
And
to
the
tautological,
the
recourse
so
simplistic
without
must
system.
within
phenomena
social
it
be
because
idealist
to
the
that
system,
can
central
social
religion
was
positedas
claim
philosophically
the unmovedmoverof the Israelitemutation(Gottwald,Tribes,p. 233).
392In later work, Gottwald prefers 'agrarian social revolution' to the phrase'peasantrevolt'; and
for
See,
is
'egalitarian
to
society'.
example, Gottwald,
4communitarianmode of production' preferred
itself,
Tribes
Gottwald
later
Ours,
8
1.
Within
World
Social
its
Bible
in
p.
makes clear in a
Hebrew
and
footnote that egalitarianism' is not used in the modem senseof the legally establishedrights of the
individual but rather 'a social-organisational arrangementlacking ranking and stratification' with
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thesewith the ideology of the text and with the cracksand fissuresin the text. The
immensevalue of the revolt model lies in its insistenceon a new way of looking at old
data that opensup fresh possibilities and opportunitiesfor researchand
393
interpretation.
Part 6- Models of the Synchronic Structure (1) All Israel; Tribes; Protective
Associations; Extended Families
Gottwald's comprehensive analysis of Israel's subdivision into tribes, clans, and
families cannot be detailed here, though it must stand as one of the ma or sociological
394
An important aspect of Gottwald's claim to fame is,
achievements of The Tribes.
in fact, the detailed sociological analysis offered in this chapter and elsewhere, which
goes well beyond the sociological generalisations that characterise some later attempts
395
ideological
at
criticism.

Part 7- Models of Social Structure (2): All Israel, Amphictyony or Confederacy?
Gottwald rejects the amphictyonic model for early Israel (which was still being
396
Furthermore, he insists that there is no evidence of any precanvassedin his day).
'undifferentiated accessto resources' (Gottwald, Tribes, p. 798, note 635). In other words, it denotesa
ficlassless.
' society, in which everyone (as the Australians would say) has a 'fair go'.
393Gottwald, Tribes, p. 226. In fact, Gottwald
ultimately concludesthat only some combination of the
conquestmodel and the revolt model would seemto do justice both to the deep-rootedbiblical
traditions and also to the socio-economic environment.
Given impetus by The Tribes, a number of other studies followed, offering a variety of models for the
emergenceof Israel as an essentially indigenous process. An example of these is the 'transformation'
model of Robert Coote and Keith Whitelam (Robert B. Coote and Keith W. Whitelam, 'The
Emergenceof Israel: Social Transformation and StateFormation Following the Decline in Late Bronze
Age Trade', Semeia37 [1986], pp. 107-47).
394The common assumptionthat Israel
families
is
divided
into
tribes,
clans, and
was
and subdivided
not self-evident from the texts and requires further explication, as doesthe function of these units
within Israelite society as a whole. Gottwald therefore setsout in Part 6 to do three things: to develop a
model of the levels and functions of social organisation of Israel basedprimarily on biblical data; to
clarify the model by referenceto wider sociological and anthropological researchon tribal systems;to
undertake initial exploration of the sequencesof interaction among the different levels in a diachronic
model of the formation of the system. At the conclusion of his analysis, Gottwald highlights a number
of profound questions. To what extent was early Israel's tribal formation a result of deliberate choice
and to what extent the result of circumstancesbeyond its control? In what respectsand for what
reasonsdid the Israelite radical mutation in Canaandiffer from the Phoenician and Aramaeanpatterns?
Can we actually say that Israel's break with Canaanwas 'ethically and religiously based' or should we
being
break
Canaanite
'ethically
Israel's
more properly speakof
with previous
social organisation as
and religiously expressed'? Here Gottwald is commenting on quotations from Mendenhall, Tenth
Generation, pp. 12 and 14 and he concludes: 'In my judgement, if Mendenhall's work contained no
other issues,it would be significant for its posing of these methodologically crucial questions'. Finally
Gottwald asks, Was Israel's socially revolutionary tribalism 'bottom-up' or 'top-down' in its
formation? He maintains that it is wise to view 'bottom-up' and "top-down' analysesas complimentary
in
in
forces
in
are working both directions. On this last
approaches a single process which complicated
point, Gottwald provides two very illuminating charts, which show the bottom-up and top-down
interplay of forces that brought pre-monarchic Israel into being (Gottwald, Tribes, pp. 327 - 33 1).
395It should be noted that Gottwald later somewhatrevised his thinking, acknowledging in the light of
he
have
that
archaeological,
anthropological
and
may
earlier
oversimplified
scholarship,
more recent
the concept of 'tribe'. SeeGottwald, Hebrew Bible in its Social World and Ours, pp. 79-80. Seealso
the comments by Carol Meyers in 'Tribes and Tribulations: Retheorising Earliest "Israel"' in Boer
(ed.), Tracking 'The Tribes'l pp. 35-45.
396Gottwald gives a full discussion in Tribes, pp. 345-357. Duane Christensen,in an early review of
Tribes (in which he acknowledgesthat the work had the potential to become a classic) admires
Gottwald's 'systematic demolition' of the amphictyonic hypothesis as advancedby Noth' but remains
Tribes,
116).
(Review
p.
of
unconvinced
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397

monarchic prominencefor the number twelve in the tribal set-up. This begsthe
question as to why the memory of the twelve-tribe schemesurvived so persistently.
The answerGottwald gives is that the symbolic twelve-tribe schemefulfilled an
important ideological function, as a continuing symbol of the unity of Israel in the
face of political and social divisiveness.398A particular significanceof this sectionof
Gottwald's work is this demonstrationof the power of ideological symbols.
Part 8- Comparative Social Systems and tconomic Modes: The Sociohistoric
Matrices of Liberated Israel
Gottwald describes in detail the Canaanite feudalism and the wider Egyptian
imperialism from which he believes Israel to have emerged 399As we have seen, he
.
strongly resists any idea that Israelite occupation is to be understood as a movement
from pastoral nomadism to settled agriculture. The real polarisation was between city
and countryside, between statist and tribal ideologies. Gottwald explicates this ruralby
urban antithesis
using the structuralist concept of social dimorphemes and
antimorphemes. The coexistence of agriculturist and pastoralists, or of town and tribe
in a single community, are forms of dimorphism. Gottwald posits the antimorphemes
400
of city and countryside as two conflicting and clashing forms of sociopolitical life
,
39'He maintains that the twelve-tribe

schemeoriginated as an administrative conveniencearound the
time of the Davidic monarchy and that it was later replacedby Solomon with a more logical and
centralised system.
39'Despite Gottwald's efforts to
explain it away, and despitethe variations in tribal lists, the number
'twelve' does seemto be deeply rooted in the biblical traditions from earliest to latest.
I draw a parallel from my own part of the world, where, as in ancient Israel, selectively remembered
traditions interact with current community identities and political tensions. Northern Ireland is often
referred to by Irish Nationalists as 'the Six Counties', whereasthe Republic of Ireland is 'the twenty six
counties'. Thesehave come to serve as ideologically chargedpropagandaphrases,though there are
many, North and South, who could not give the thirty two county names! It is the nationalist /
republican dream that one day there will be a 'thirty-two county state'. Such is the ideological force of
the thirty-two county symbolism that no government in the Republic would dare to replace the county
basis for local government with a more logical administrative set-up. The number thirty two has
become ideologically sacrosanct. In a not dissimilar way, the biblical traditions suggesta deep-rooted
and highly ideological memory of a twelve-tribe Israel, even though not everyone could have recited
the list of the twelve. After the partition of the kingdom, there might well have arisen a yearning for a
return to the twelve-tribe state (parallel to the longing for a thirty-two county Ireland), which was an
ideological (rather than a numerical) way of speaking of 'all Israel'.
'99There is also an extensive discussionof the role and place of the 'apiru, a social rather than an ethnic
group, often with outsider or outlaw status, largely dependenton the feudal status-quofor their
livelihood, whether as contract labourers, mercenary soldiers, or brigands, who are, in part at least, the
antecedentsof the Israelites. This analysis is basedlargely on the diplomatic correspondenceof the
Amama age (c 1410- 1350 BCE).
400Gottwald helpfully elaborateson the antithetical traits between city and countryside in a useful table
(p. 462), which is summarisedhere:
Countryside
City
Village life
Urbanism
Minimal division of labour
Maximal division of labour
Class levelling
Social stratification
_Imposed quasi-feudal social relations
Egalitarian social relations
Diffused and limited self-government
Political hierarchy
Military self-defence
Military imperialism
Autonomous peasantagriculture
Latifundist agriculture
Barter trade
Commercialism
Consumption of wealth by immediate producers
Concentration of surplus wealth in a
sociopolitical elite
I
-
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representingideological conflict betweenclashing modesof production (tributary and
communitarian). The antimorphemeof the countrysiderepresentsan egalitarian blend
of the dimorphemesof agriculture and pastoralism. The antimorphemeof the city
represents an intrusive centralisation of power and expropriation of the produce of the
dimorphemes
in order to sustain the basically parasitic life of the urban centre.
rural
The structural and interlocking nature of the rural-statist tension means that even if the
countryside people overthrow the central power, 'the tenacity of the hierarchic and
stratified forms of sociopolitical. life is so great that the formerly egalitarian-minded
victims tend to slip into the city-dictated roles as a new group of oppressors'. And so,
401
'seemingly
between
a
endless' contest goes on
countryside and City.

Gottwald postulatesthe gradualcoming togetherin the post-Amarnaperiod of 'apiru,
pastoralnomadsand exploited peasantfarmers in common causeagainstthe urban,
402
Canaanite
statist,
system. Thesediverse groupsare united as one antimorphemeof
the city / countrysideor state/ tribe dimorphism. Thesegroupsare not outside
invadersbut elementsfrom within the Canaanitesocial world. With the appearance
Israel,
local
the
tribes at last found an ideological baseand an organisationalmode
of
for successfullychallengingthe Canaanitecity state.
Using a Marxist model, Gottwald's detailedanalysisconcludesthat the 'settlement'
aroseout of what Eagletonwould describeas a clash of different modesofproduction,
rural and urban. Gottwald's thesis is that the tributary (or Asiatic) mode of production
of the ruling Canaaniteswas overthrown and replacedby a 'communitarian' mode of
403
lasted
it
However,
the
the
production, which
until
adventof
monarchy.
should be
rememberedthat the use of sociological modelsin this way canpoint only to the
probabilities of social structures,which must not then be treatedasproven historical
reconstruction. One should perhapsalso exercisecaution about applying to the
ancientNear East a model derived from more contemporarywesternphenomena.
Gottwald's conceptof dimorphemesand antimorphemesis one that hasnot been
in
pursued any of the more recent experimentswith ideological criticism among
biblical scholars. It anticipatesand is closely allied to the Jamesoniannotion of
ideologemesor basic ideological units. There is clear scopefor further detailed
lines.
these
researchalong
Gottwald draws attention to the way in which disparategroupscan be welded together
under a common ideological banner. He could have madethe further point that the
ideology,
inevitable
integrated
complex nature of such an
masking
underlying
tensionsamongthe diverse groups,is also part of the explanationfor the tendencyfor
40'

Gottwald, Tribes, p. 467.
402Rainey rejects Gottwald's interpretation of the role and statusof the 'apiru. In view of evidence
(which Gottwald mentions but explains away) that various 'apiru groups were capableof operating
in
do
have
Raney
in
their
that
they
origin
some exploited lower peasant
maintains
not
chariots warfare,
'apiru,
instance
in
He
that
which
as mercenariesor as rebels, make a political or
every
states
class.
dynasty
Canaanite
feudal
for
lines
it
the
a
or
purpose
of
establishing
state
along
was
move,
military
(Rainey, Review of Tribes, p. 542). In fact, however, Gottwald characterises'apiru as a term for a
had
become
but
had
to
'outlaw'
the
the potential
potential
slaves,
groups,
who
who
also
wide range of
to acquire considerablepolitical or military power [such as Abraham].
403The tension and crisis of the Philistine threat meant that a central military organisation was required,
breakdown
led
the
'communitarian'
inevitably
the
to
mode of production and a return to a
of
which
464-65).
(Gottwald,
Tribes,
pp.
tributary
mode
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'formerly egalitarian-mindedvictims to slip into the city-dictated roles as a new group
of oppressors'. The clash of interestsamongthe different groupsmay help to explain
the turbulent post-settlementperiod depictedin the book of Judges.
Part 9-A New Egalitarian Canaanite Society: Liberated Israel vis-a-vis
Indigenous Peoples
Gottwald maintains that the Yahwist community developed a remarkable 'unitary
404
that had been totally lacking in Amarna Canaan. The
culture and social order
religious cult and ideology of Yahweh were thus 'potent organisational and symbolic
forces'. Israel broke totally free from the Canaanite feudal system and 'extended its
outlaw system over an entire region and an entire people so that outlawry became
inlawry, the basis for a new order'. Gottwald perceives Yahwism not just as a
405
but
ideological
religion
as the whole
system undergirding the new social order.

Gottwald arguesstrongly for the hypothesisthat the Hebrew substantiventr means
'ruler' rather than 'inhabitant'. Gottwald's thesis,if correct, meansthat the call for
the extermination of Canaanitesis directed not againstordinary inhabitantsbut against
the oppressiverulers within the Canaanitefeudal system. It is in this light that
Gottwald reinterpretsthe herem.406This theory is well arguedlinguistically and it
holds an attractive plausibility. 407However, although the theory may be heuristic for
404It has been noted (for example, in Boer, 'Marx Method,
despite
Gottwald',
118-120)
that,
pp.
and
his Marxist perspective,Gottwald speakslittle of class conflict within early Israel. Essentially,
Gottwald saw egalitarian early Israel as a classlesssociety or, rather, as a class 'in itself' and 'for
itself (Gottwald, Tribes, p. 489). In his later work on monarchic Israel, Gottwald focusesmore
specifically on class divisions within Israel: see,for example, Gottwald, Hebrew Bible in Its Social
World and Ours, pp. 130-64.
405The levitical priesthood is credited
with providing an intellectual and organisational cadre of
leadership:

406He

The Exodus Levites introducedthe cult of Yahweh not strictly as a substitutefor CanaaniteEl, but as
...
a deity who could absorbvalued El attributes ... for meetingcoalition needs,particularly for
symbolising, defining, and defendingthe locus of sovereigntywithin a diff-useegalitariancommunity
(Gottwald, Tribes, p. 496).

notes, however:
Much additionalwork hasto bedoneto testandrefinethe hypothesisproposed,namely,thatbehindthe
heremlie selectiveexpulsionandannihilationof kingsandupperclassesandthe selectiveexpropriation
of Israelite
of resources
suchasmetals- all with the aim of buttressingthe egalitarianmechanisms
societyandprovidinga solid,renewablesupportbasefor the peasanteconomy.Whateverthe detailed
outcomeof furtherresearch,sucha proposalis alreadymorecoherentandtestablethanvague
invocationsof pastoralnomadicbackground,
to explainheremsolelyby
not to mentionendeavours
religiousideologyor psycho-logistictabootheories(Gottwald,Tribes,p. 550).
407The full argument is given in Gottwald, Tribes, pp. 512-530 and is summarisedbriefly here. The
verb : 17i"is normally taken to mean 'sit' or 'dwell'; but Gottwald suggeststhat the basic meaning is
6sit', not 'dwell'; and that a meaning 'ruler' has arisen from 'sit' in specialisedcontexts [e.g., thronejudge
in
be
This
in
English,
'sits'
to
to
a
a
particular
court].
seems
me
where
not
sitters, or, as
implausible: government terms often have quite a different meaning from ordinary usage,for example
the word 'secretary' in English when used in a phrasesuch as Home Secretary. Another example,
is
for
Irish
for
=V",
Gottwald's
'Resident'
the
the
title
to
of
proposal
usage
a local
somewhat parallel
denoting
'Canaanite',
Gottwald
the
term
that
also
contends
originally
magistrate orjudge.
cmerchantman',was, like the word 'apiru, originally a classterm rather than an ethnic designation.
These two factors combine to give a completely different 'spin' on the phrasetraditionally translated
'inhabitants of Canaan', which is construedby Gottwald as denoting not the ordinary inhabitants but
the ruling elite of the Canaanitemerchant-class.
Gottwald's theory has not found universal acceptance,by any means. Typical of early reaction to the
hypothesis is Rainey's review, in which he speaksdismissively of the 'superficiality' of Gottwald's
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theologiansanxious to find an escape-clausefrom the ethnic-cleansingof Canaanites,
it runs counterto the import of the biblical texts as we now have them. Gottwald,
however, claims to have piercedthrough the Deuteronomisticideology that was later
impressedon the text, an ideology that later envisageda completecleansingof preIsraelite inhabitantsfrom Canaan,reflecting issuesof power and struggle in the
Deuteronomist'sown contemporaryworld.408
The merit of Gottwald's approachis that he interpretsthe settlementagainstthe wider
socio-political background(again anticipating Jamesonianmethodology). He has
demonstratedthat such approachesmay well prove more fertile than thosebasedon
literary-historical methodsalone. He offers a new reading strategy,in which a text
that has beenused(in Apartheid SouthAfrica, for example)as an undergirding for
oppressionemergesas a programmefor liberation. In effect, Gottwald is deriving a
utopian vision ftom the ideology of the text, not unlike the utopian conceptof
Jamesonand Ricoeur.
On the other hand, Whitelam's criticisms409of Gottwald shouldbe recalled at this
point. The peasant-revolttheory still views the main impetusfor changeas coming
from outside; and Gottwald speaksof the sweepingaway of the inferior religion and
culture of the Canaanites.What is the evidence,asksWhitelam, on which Gottwald
basesthis negativeassessmentof Canaaniteculture? The detailedspadework,so
410
Gottwald's
characteristicof
work elsewhere,is missing on this issue.
Part 10 - The Religion of the New Egalitarian Society: Idealist, StructuralFunctional, and Historical Cultural-material Models
In Part 10. the systematic interconnections between religion and society are set forth
in what is described as 'a model of structural-functional interdependence'.411
Gottwald's proposition is that mono-Yahwism (as distinct from monotheiSM)412was
'thefunction of sociopolitical egalitarianism in pre-monarchic Israel'. His summary
is:
conclusion
Mono-Yahwism was, in short, a delicately balanced,innovative, cultic- ideological instrument
for selectively strengtheningboth egalitarianism in social relations and an effective united
philological method. Rainey remains convinced that Z&I denotesa lawful resident or citizen
(Rainey, Review of Tribes, p. 54 1).
408The later Deuteronomistic editor had presumably already
come to construe Mtll as referring to the
general 'inhabitants'; and in this may have been influenced by the ethnic conflicts of his own day.
409SeeWhitelarn, Invention ofAncient Israel, p. 204.
410Furthermore, Gottwald's depiction of the ancient Israelites as 'diverse ethnically and culturally'
(Gottwald, Tribes, p. 215) soundsto Whitelam suspiciously like the languageof twentieth-century
Zionism.
411Gottwald, Tribes, p. 608. Gottwald sets out three essentialmethodological criteria for afunctional
interpretative model: a method that will plot the correlations between Israelite society and Israelite
religion; a method that will mandatethe clarification of causalrelationships according to laws of
facilitate
differentiation
Israelite
the
that
the
will
comparative
of
religion-society
a
method
probability;
both
historically
field
in
of
religion-society
complexes,
other
and typically. 'Function' is
a
complex
defined by Gottwald as 'the relation of dependenceor interdependencebetweentwo or more variables
in a field of social action' (p. 609).
Charles Carter observesthat one of the lasting contributions that Tribes has made to biblical
He
biblical
to
'is
thorough-going
that
commitment
modelling'.
also
comments
a
scholars,
scholarship
'question
the
modelling,
often
validity of applying what they consider
sociological
with
unfamiliar
44external"models to biblical cultures' (Carter, 'Powerful Ideology', p. 53).
412that is, recognition of only one god, Yahweh, as distinct from belief in the existenceof only one
god.
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front against enemies in the direct command over the production and consumption of goods
...
413
in
and self-rule of the community through diffused and limited powers.

Gottwald's analysisis basedon a cultural-materialist approachalong Marxian414lines.
The Marxian model presupposesat the outset 'the priority of Israelite social relations
415
Yahwist
in
initiation
It
innovation'.
over
the
religion
was not a new
of cultural
religion that brought about Israel's egalitarianrevolution but a new set of social
416
relations that gaverise to a new religion. However, Gottwald also assertsthat a
cultural-materialist model neednot exclude 'the reciprocal, reinforcing impact of
Yahwism on the primary social relations rooted in production'. Yahwism, in other
functioned
'feed-back
loop'
words,
as a
or a4servo-mechanism',which reinforced
417
social change. To put Gottwald's argumentin Eagletonianterms, he is proposing
that a new social formation (generalmode of production) gaverise to a new general
ideology (Yahwism), which in turn servedto reinforce the new social fonnation, and
418
inscribed
in 'communitarian' texts (literary mode of production).
which was
This hypothesis,maintains Gottwald, takesfull accountof material conditions. The
hypothesisis testable:it can be falsified or verified by (sociological) probability
calculations. Sucha hypothesis,he claims, is a 'real hypothesis', which contrastswith
419
idealist
'non-hypotheses'
has
interpretation.
the
Gottwald
However,
traditional
of
not actually demonstratedthat religion is necessarilyderived from social factors and
not vice versa. He has simply developeda hypothesispredicatedupon that Marxist
420
has
He
model.
not set out (by probability calculationsor otherwise)to test the
inversehypothesisthat a religious phenomenonwas the catalystfor social changeand
that it was social egalitarianismthat was the reinforcing 'servo-mechanism'of the
413

Gottwald, Tribes, p. 611 (my emphasis).
414After a survey of Durkheim
and Weber as 'initiators of continuing streamsof sociological tradition
that to date have been only infrequently and unmethodically applied to a study of the religion of ancient
Israel', Gottwald settles on the Marxian [sic] model as the most appropriate for his purpose and most
likely to yield results. At this point, he explicates more fully his Marxist philosophical baseand
methodology (Tribes, pp. 631-640).
415Gottwald, Tribes, p. 640 (my emphasis). Marx had also stressedthe 'masking or mystifying
function of religion in giving ideological justification to those power relations by which some
dominated the meansof production at the expenseof others'. However, Gottwald observes:
It shouldbeemphasised
that anhistoricalcultural-materialist
accountof religionasthe mystifying
the attributionof hypocrisyor deceitto the socialactors
validationof socialorderdoesnot necessitate
who entertainthe religiousbeliefs,nor evento thoseat the top of societywho profit mostfrom the
function
640).
(p.
religion's
social
security
416
He continues:
Thecultural-materialist
priority of socialrelationsoverthe religiousformationsis attestedin the biblical
traditionsby the recognitionthatthe ancestors
existence
of Israelstruggledtowardssocial-egalitarian
with the help of olderreligiousforms,suchasthe godsof the fathersandEl, beforethey realisedtheir
ideology
Tribes,
fully
(Gottwald,
intertribal
Yahweh
a
cult
and
as
an
association
with
p.
more
objective
647 [my emphasis]).
417
Gottwald, Tribes, pp. 642-49.
4
'8Nonetheless, he cautions:
Lestthis cultural-materialreductionseemto depriveYahwismof its admittedlyimmensesignificance
...
let it be emphaticallyrepeatedthatthe feedbackeffectof Yahwismwithin the social-egalitarian
formationof Israelwasof suchimportanceasa servo-mechanism
that only asthe socialactorswereable
to producejust suchinnovativeideasof 'transcending'sourcesof socialenergywerethey ableto
'clinch' the socialrelationsof equalityin anenduringpatternoversometwo centuriesof time (Gottwald,
Tribes,P.648).
419an example of an ideological slogan used where the argument is weak!
420it should be noted that more recent scholars in the Marxist tradition are less insistent on the priority
be
It
Gottwald
differs
ideological.
from
that
the
should
also
noted
the
over
sharply
material
of
Mendenhall on this point.
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religious ideology. Indeed,throughout the earlier sectionsof the work, Gottwald had
actually madethe claim that it was a small religious group of levitical. Yahwists from
421
outside who were the 'ideological and organisational.spearhead'of the revolution,
a view that seemsto run counterto his later insistenceon the priority of socioeconomic over religious causation.
Part 11 - Biblical Theology or Biblical Sociology
Gottwald aims in this final section to produce a social hermeneutic of the Bible that
be
both scientifically and religiously cogent: not so much a new theology as a
will
new theological method that will 'employ the biblical records as ideological
422
instruments of the social formation of Israel'
In effect, Gottwald is seeking to
.
develop a new ideological-critical hermeneutic.

Gottwald draws attention to the fact that there is much in common betweenYahwism
423
He also identifies points where
and the generality of ancientNear Easternreligion.
he believes 'mutant Israelite religion' to standout as a 'highly idiosyncratic version of
the common theological pattern'.424He suggeststhat the tendencyin the ancientNear
East towards 'high gods' was carried forward by Israel with unusualrigour to the
point of exclusive recognition of one deity. This sole high-God was conceivedby
4egalitariansociopolitical analogies'. Yahweh was in bond with an egalitarianpeople,
425
dynasty,
interpreted
by
functionaries.
'egalitarian
not a ruling classor
and was
Gottwald restatesthe uniquenessof Yahwism not in terms of religious idealism but by
rooting the religion of early Israel in 'its distinctive social-constitutionalframework'.
Yahwism thus arosewhen 'a radical social experimentbirthed a radical theology
426
it
have
it
did'.
All of the main
without which could not
succeededas well as
articles of Yahwist faith, maintains Gottwald, can thus be socio-economically
demythologised:
Yahweh is the historically concretised,primordial power to establish and sustain social
equality in the face of counter-oppression;
The chosenpeople is the distinctive self-consciousnessof a society of equals;
Covenant is the bonding of decentralisedsocial groups in a larger society of equals without
authoritarian leadership;

42

'Gottwald, Tribes, p. 49 1.
422
Gottwald, Tribes, p. 667 (my emphasis).
423Gottwald cites one significant study that had sought to demonstratethat Israel's uniquenessdid not
lie (as has been commonly supposed)in their attitude to history: Bertil Albrektson, History and the
Gods: An Essay on the Idea offfistorical Events as Divine Manifestations in the Ancient Near East and
in Israel' (Coniectanea Biblica, OT series 1: 1967).
424
Gottwald, Tribes, pp. 679-91.
425A fuller summary of Gottwald's list of the unique featuresof Yahwism is as follows (Gottwald,
Tribes, p. 676-78):
the sole high-God was conceived by egalitarian sociopolitical analogies(though Yahweh's
dominance
to
the
of the ancient world);
challenge
male
prevented
a
masculinity
apparent
the sole high-God was coherently manifest in power, justice, and mercy;
the sole high-God was in bond with an egalitarian people (not with a land or region or city or
dynasty);
the sole high-God was interpreted by egalitarian functionaries.
Some of these points of difference are perhapsoverstated:for example, the high-gods of other regions
justice,
'power,
to
and
mercy'.
committed
also
were
426
Gottwald, Tribes, p. 700.
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Eschatology
is the sustained commitment of fellow-tribesmen to a society of equals with
...
the confidence and determination that this way of life can prevail against great environmental
427
odds,

Gottwald, however, seemsto have had an ideological blind-spot to the down-side of a
chosenpeople' who can only enjoy 'a society of equals' at the expenseof the
elimination of Canaaniteculture. Another set of issuesthat Gottwald overlooks are
thoseto do with the apparentmasculinity of Yahweh. However,,Gottwald maintains
that 'theological conundrums', suchas Yahweh's apparentlyarbitrary 'election' of
Israel, only arise becausethe cult of Yahweh did not die out when the social matrix
that gave it birth disappeared. Yahwismlingered on as a religious ideology under
social conditions that no longer correspondedto the social conditions obtaining in
Israel.
Indeed,one might add that, with the emergenceof the centralised
earliest
social formation associatedwith the Jerusalemmonarchy,egalitarianYahwism was
turned completely on its headand usedas a meansof social control and exploitation,
the very antithesisof is original function. A key conclusionto Gottwald's work is
in
summedup thesewords:
Topurportto believethesamethings
in
different
intellectual
is
in
fact
conditions
social
and
428
thingsatall.
notto believethesame
In order for Gottwald to achieve his theological conclusions, it was necessaryfor him
to 'privilege' the hypothetical underlying sources over against the statist, elitist
ideology which he believes to have been later impressed on the text. At the outset of
the 1999 edition, Gottwald emphasisesthat in the biblical text we 'encounter multiple
ideologies' to be discerned through 'layered and concentric frames of meaning'. He
429
Presumably the fact
also emphasises 'the multiple predispositions of interpreters'.
that Gottwald privileges the underlying egalitarian ideology is a function of his own
egalitarian ideology. In effect, Gottwald, in this final section, has moved through the
social-scientific and interpretative-sociological modes into social-critical mode, in
which he evaluates the distinctive ideologies discerned in the text by his own
contemporary, action-oriented value-base. A social-critical critique of this kind is
if
it
is
intention,
the
essential
as it was for Gottwald, that the ideological analysis of
the ancient text should have action-oriented implications for contemporary praxis.

'What doesthis ancient Yahwism have to say to our modem situation?' asks
Gottwald. There is but one way, he maintains, in which those ancientreligious
symbols can be employedtoday in anything like their full rangeand power, and that is
in a situation of social struggle,where people are attemptinga breakthroughtowards a
freer and fuller life basedon equality and communalself-possession.Even then,
however:

427

Gottwald, Tribes, p. 692.
428Gottwald, Tribes, p. 704. Gottwald here assumesa pre-monarchic origin for the 'election'
traditions, whereasmuch modem scholarship would seethis as a post-monarchic idealisation.
It is significant that Gottwald, in later work, speaksof the ethos of the tribal era as undergirding the
He
'colonial'
Judaism
the
era.
writes:
of
emerging
Theculturalandreligiousvibrancyof Israel'stribal era,survivingasa substratum
underthe monarchy,
fashion
Israelites
fructified
fundamentally
the
to
and
of
colonial
energies
commitments
a
aeventually
life.
In
Yahweh,
the
the
tribal
process,
ancient
cult
of
communal
of
mode
emergingout of its
political
Canaanitemilieu, enrichedby royal,wisdom,andpropheticelementsduringthe monarchy,wasshaped
into the literatemonotheismof colonialtimes(Gottwald,PuzzlingPolitics.p. 200).
429Gottwald, Tribes (2ndedn., revised), p. x1i.
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it is a risky businessto 'summon up' powerful symbolism out of a distant past unlessthe
symbol users are very self-consciousof their choices and applications, and fully aware of how
their social struggle is like and unlike the social struggles of the architects of the symbols.430

Efforts to draw 'religious inspiration' or 'biblical values' from, for example,early
Israel 'will be romantic and utopian unlessresolutely correlatedto both the ancient
431
and the contemporarycultural-material and social-organisationalfoundations'.

3.13 Summary and Concluding Comments
Clearly, Gottwald has laid an important foundation for ideological criticism within
Biblical Studies. In particular, he has demonstratedthat Yahwism cannotbe studied
as a purely religious phenomenonin isolation from the wider social-politicaleconomic systemof which it is a functional part. He hashighlighted the ideological
natureof historical texts and also the ideological biasesof contemporaryinterpreters.
He has demonstratedthe productivity of using sociological methodology(including
sociological 'models') alongsidemore traditional methodsof literary and historical
enquiry. He has introduced into biblical scholarshipimportant concepts,suchas
mode of production, and the inter-relationshipof religion and the socio-economicmaterial context. He has amply demonstratedthe truth of his maxim that a
sociological approachcan enablethe discovery of 'new relations betweenold facts'.
An important principle for Gottwald is that historical reconstructionis an essential
preliminary to sociological enquiry. However, Gottwald's confidence(in the 1970s)
in the assuredresults of form-critical and traditio-historical methodologyin
reconstructingthe history of pre-monarchicIsrael from biblical texts would now be
widely questioned. The cumulative effect of conclusionsbasedon the probability and
conjectureof suchmethodsmust compoundto a significant margin of error. Many of
Gottwald's conclusions,including his claims for the uniquenessof Yahwism and for
the egalitariannature of early Israelite faith, are thus dependenton a questionable
historical reconstruction.432Gottwald's methodologyis thereforeof more ongoing
433
his
historical
ideological)
(or even
value than
specific
reconstructions.
430Gottwald, Tribes, p. 70 1. Gottwald devotesconsiderablespaceto discussion this
of
point, which he
clearly regardedas of considerablesignificance.
431Gottwald, Tribes, p. 706. A problem with this proposition is that is restricts biblical interpretation to
a scholarly elite and runs counter to the contemporarymove in Third-World contextstowards the
significance of 'popular' readings. In later work, he particularly warns againstthe 'habit of biblical
proof-texting to validate one form or another of politics' (Gottwald, 'Puzzling Politics', p. 202).
432Nonetheless,in one of his most recent publications, Gottwald still makesthis claim:
While a historyof the tribal era,or evena full profile of its tribal organisation,is not reconstructible
at
loose
herders
the
a
clear
signs
of
pre-state
association
of
peasants
and
areevidentin the biblical
present,
finds (Gottwald,'PuzzlingPolitics', p. 200).
text andin archaeological
He further notes that the Hebrew Bible standsout as different among texts from comparableancient
Near East statesin that it contains 'a sizeablebody of traditions from the tribal era'. He attributes this
to the fact that it 'served the political and religious interestsof subsequentIsraelites in the colonial era
into
in
(p.
Israelites
thrown
to
the
tribal
stateless
analogous
a
condition
some
ways
were
period
when
200).
433Gottwald himself observes(in the Prefaceto the 2ndedition) that ýeveryone of the book's major
detailed
fresh
its
today
argumentation,
would
require
re-formulation
and
of
much
claims, and
He
continues:
substantiation'.
Thevalueof keepingTribesin print, I believe,lies chiefly in the far-reachingchallengethat it hasposed
that areaspertinenttoday. Indeedonecan think of Tribes
challenges
to traditionalbiblical scholarship,
box
having
ofproblemsandpossibilitiesin thesocial-criticalstudyof theBible
a
pandora's
opened
as
(Gottwald,Tribes[2ndedn.,1999],p. xxvi [my emphasis]).
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Gottwald makesa strong casethat, of the three models of the Israelite settlement,only
the revolt model makesany sustainedattemptto take proper accountof both the
socio-political circumstancesand the biblical text. He ably illustrates that Yahwism
must have functioned within an overall social system,from which it cannotbe
abstractedor detached;and that there was a reciprocal interaction and
interdependencebetweenthe cult of Yahweh and the social formation.
A promising point of departurefor further study is Gottwald's delineation of the
dimorphemesand antimorphemesof rural and urban, or tribal and statist, as
representingthe essentialdichotomy of pre-Israelite social structureand the essential
ingredientsof its eventualdissolution. The processby which the rise of the monarchy
eventually assertedthe dominanceof urban-statistmode over againstthe continuing
rural-tribal mode would be a potentially fruitful avenueof researchfor ftniher
ideological-critical analysis.
Gottwald has not beenwithout his criticS.434Among earlier reviewers,Rainey
dismissively claimed that 'Gottwald himself had no real control over any of the
relevant sourcematerial, linguistic, sociological, or archaeological'. Rainey viewed
the Tribes as 'the work of an outsider,one who has readbooks about sociology and
435
but
has
been
anthropology
who
never
a practitioner'.
JacquesBerlinerblau has more recently offered what he claims this to be the first
(which hasnever beenreviewed by an
extendedsociological critique of TribeS436
437
j
academicsociological ournal). Although acknowledgingthat Gottwald has
achieveda major breakthroughin introducing sociological methodologyto Biblical
438Berlinerblau
Studies,
issue
takes
Particularly
with Gottwald's 'superimposition of a
Marxist lens directly upon a structuralist-fanctionalone 439which for Berlinerblau
,
434Tribes did, of course, also receive
a number of very positive reviews, for example, Walter
Brueggemann, 'The Tribes of Yahweh:an EssayReview' and Carol Meyers, 'Review of Tribes of
Yahweh', CBQ 43 (198 1), pp. 104-109. Meyers writes:
At everystepof the long paththroughthis wide-rangingscholarlyachievement,
evenwhendisagreement
with densesocial-scientificterminologyoccurs,the seriousreaderwill find the author'seruditionand
intellectualenergy provocativeandenlightening. Onesenses
TheTribesof Yahwehis
that
...
...
monumentalboth is scopeandin contributionto theturbulentfield of biblical studies,with ...
refinementandexpansionof its conclusionsconstitutingthe measureof its impact(p. 109).
435Rainey, 'Review of Tribes', pp. 541 & 543.
436Berlinerblau, 'Delicate Flower', pp. 59-76.
437Much to Gottwald's disappointment: see Tribes (2ndedn., 1999), pp. xxx-xxxi.
438However,Berlinerblau is generally critical of Gottwald's 'lack of disciplinary balance' in his use of
sociological methodology. He comments:
for somesix hundredpages.
The sociologicaltheorising,so laudedearlyin the book,virtually disappears
For the mostpart,Gottwaldspeaksandreasonslike an exegete-a stateof affairsthatdoesnot always
his references
help usto understand
to freightedtheoreticaltermssuchas 'system','consciousness',
and
'ideology'. Only in the forty-ninthandfiftieth chaptersdid the authormarshalthoseresources
which
frame
him
Israelite
help
sociology
a
of
religion(Berlinerblau,'DelicateFlower' p. 60).
could
43913erlinerblauis puzzled by the lack of explicit theoretical basis for Gottwald's 'systems analysis'.
He comments: 'One might plausibly refer to Gottwald as a Marxist systemstheorist, were it not for a
footnotes
his
indication
little
For
text
and
some
reason,
give
very
as to which
curious omission.
his
him
helped
(Berlinerblau,
craft
concept
'Delicate Flower',
theorists
ubiquitous
of
system'
systems
however,
influence
Gottwald
that
the
Berlinerblau
63).
main
concludes,
on
was Talcott Parsons,
p.
footnotes,
in
but
influence
is
by
is
mentioned
whose
evidenced
occasionally
repeateduse of
who only
'servo-mechanisms',
loops',
'feedback
'action
'cybernetics'.
Berlinerblau
system',
and
as
such
phrases
then observes:
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has blurred Gottwald's conclusions.440 Berlinerblau also observesthat Gottwald's
premonarchicalIsraelitesmust be 'the most acutely self-consciouspeople in ancient
history'. 44' They have contemplatedevery significant aspectof their social,
economic, and political circumstanceswith great insight, as a nation of 'progressive
theoretical sociologists', who are able to make senseof their socio-economic
442
(uniquely)
I
,
'coupling
coordinatesand are
capableof
consciousnesswith action
Berlinerblau makesthe point that this type of revolutionary self-consciousnessis
exactly what Marx himself failed to stimulate in his own day. Gottwald hasnot cited
historical
any
parallel of a liberated group who consciouslymadethe eradicationof all
443
oppressiona comer-stoneof their future society.
Perhapsthe most controversialaspectof Gottwald's Tribes is his insistenceon the
Marxist base-superstructure
is
Gottwald,
For
Yahwism
theproduct or
model.
function of a sociological mutation rather than its cause albeit that Yahwism also
functioned as a reinforcing servo-mechanismfor the early Israelite egalitarian
444
society. However, it is important also to note the significant extent to which
Gottwald parts companywith classicMarxism at this point. For Marx, religion was
the product of 'alienation' in the socio-economic'base', a function of the unequal
division of resources,a py
be
happiness
into
future
illusor
to
the
not
rojection
of an

Yet insteadof hugging the Parsoniancoastline, Gottwald turns his stem recklesslyto the shoreand
headsout to sea. Bereft of sociological citations to guide his journey, he nearly capsizesin the swirling
and complex currents of modem systemstheory ashe makesquestionableand oversimplified statements
about one ofsociology's most abstrusetraditions. ... Be that as it may, the author somehowemerged
from his misadventureintact. His notion of systemwill not impresssystemstheorists but it is still
...
...
a workable theoretical model (Berlinerblau, 'Delicate Flower', pp. 63-64).
See Talcott Parsons, 'Social System' in D. L. Sills (ed. ), International Encyclopedia of the Social
Sciences, Vol 15 (New York: The Free Press, 1968), pp. 458-73.
For a good introduction to systems theory, Berlinerblau (p. 63, note 8) recommends Walter Buckley,
Sociology and Modern Systems Theory (New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1967).
440More generally, Charles Carter has
(including
Niels
Lemche
by
the
scholars
several
noted
complaint
and John Rogerson) that Gottwald is eclectic in his methodology. The complaint has also been that
Gottwald used too many approaches. Carter comments:
Insteadof eclectic, I would characterisethe work as inclusive: it attempted,and often succeeded,to
approachthe vast amount of data in multiple ways in order not to be reliant on one particular approach.
This combination of approachesis what Philip Davies has suggestedholds the most promise for
...
biblical scholarshipfor the future.
His choice of combination: literary and social-scienceanalysesof
...
biblical traditions, a combination modelled for us in Tribes (Carter, 'Powerful Ideologies, p. 49).
The reference to Philip Davies is to his In search ofAncient Israel and his 'The Society of Biblical
Israel' in Tamara C. Eskenazi and Kent H. Richards (eds.) Second Temple Studies, vol. 2: Temple and
Community in the Persian Period (JSOTSup. 175; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1994), pp. 22-33.
441 Berlinerblau, 'Delicate Flower', p. 62.
442Berlinerblau, 'Delicate Flower', p. 68.
443In his 'Response to Contributors', Gottwald argues that Berlinerblau has oversimplified [one might
historical
Gottwald
Israelite
his
In
to
the
the
'caricatured']
parallel
as
a
offers,
response,
argument.
say
Sioux
'Nation'
formation
North-American
the
the
out of
of
mutation,
retribalisation and social
176).
Contributors',
(Gottwald,
'Response
to
tribal
p.
groupings
previously separate
444Duane Christensen, while applauding much of the material in the earlier sections of Tribes, has
Gottwald,
final
in
the
is
that
it
part
the
many
readers
will
company
with
work
of
sections
noted that
its
is
Yahwism
than
the
his
rather
that
sociological
mutation
of
a
cause.
thesis
product
with
Christensen observes: 'Even though a scientific methodology, by its very nature, must exclude God and
by
GoV
Christensen
Gottwald
is
that
eliminates
no
means
claims
procedure
a
the supernatural, such
for
ideology'
biblical
theology
an
and concludes that Gottwald's Marxian historical
fact
'exchanging
in
be an alternative to theology (Christensen, Review of Tribes, pp.
ideology
can
never
cultural -material
H8 and 120).
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445

found on earth,the 'opium of the people'
Marx expectedthat, in a classless
.
society, religion would die out. For Marx, it was not possiblefor a non-alienatingor
positive form of religion to emergeout of a liberated social formation. Yet this is
exactly how Gottwald conceivesof Yahwism, as a religion producedby a liberated
society that contributesto the ongoing liberation of that society.446This may be cold
comfort for those who are aghastthat Yahwism should be reducedto a 'feed-back
loop' and that Yahweh should be deniedany objective reality: but it is nonethelessa
447
departure
from
significant
classicalMarxiSM.
To be religious in the senseof religion in the world of early Israel, for Gottwald, is not
a matter of historic creeds;it is not evento have a 'pre-establishedreligion drawn out
of the past': it is a 'matter of finding out what hasto be doneto masterour social
448
circumstances'. For Gottwald, this must involve a willingness to discardold
models and to createnew religious praxis and ideology in the contemporaryas well as
in the ancientworld. In Tribes we find an inescapablelinking of detailed scholarly
analysiswith a clear passionfor contemporarysocial and political action for
449
change. In fact, Roland Boer remarksthat it is this 'linking of politics and
scholarshipthat remainsone of the signal achievementsof this text, part of its claim
450
be
This linkage presumablyalso explainsthe widespreadenthusiasm
to
a classic'.
for Tribes in third-world and other situationsof strugglefor liberation.451
Gottwald could be said to have launcheda whole new discourseof Biblical Studies.
David Jobling refers to 'Gottwald' as 'the nameof a whole discourseutterly tied to
praxis: a praxis of changingthe world, of political liberation, of a day of justice; a
discourseof how Biblical Studiesmay belong to sucha praxis'.452The action445Karl Marx, 'A Contribution to the Critique Hegel's Philosophy Right: Introduction' in Karl
of
of
Marx, Early Writings (Hammondsworth: Penguin Books, in associationwith New Left Books, 1975),
pp. 243-58 (244).
446Boer analysesthis in Marxist terms: 'Here Gottwald takes
up an argumentthat gives some
foreshadow
they
that
the
autonomy to elements from the superstructure[religion]
so
may
...
superstructuralforms of new and unheraldedshapesof the economic base' (Boer, 'Marx, Method, and
Gottwald', p. 141).
447and sufficient for Gottwald to continue to
himself
regard
as a practising Baptist Christian.
448GottwaldTribes, p. 703.
449Anexample of Gottwald's own personalpraxis is his consciouschoice, for his last professional
appointment, of a post in New York Theological Seminary, with its poorer black and Hispanic students
and no international reputation or kudos.
45()Boer 'Introduction' in Boer (ed.), Tracking 'The Tribes, p. 4.
451SeeGottwald, Tribes (2ndedn., revised), p. xxx. For a full discussionof the impact of Tribes on
African communities, seeGerald 0. West, 'Tribes in Africa: The Impact of Norman Gottwald's The
Tribes of Yahwehon African Biblical Hermeneutics(with an Emphasison Liberation and Inculturation
Paradigms)' in Boer (ed.), Tracking 'The Tribes', pp. 85-97. West concludes:
Whateverthe contributionsof NormanGottwaldandTribesto biblical scholarship('proper'),the
contributionto sociallyengagedscholarsin their collaborationwith poorandmarginalised'readers'of
thatare
the Bible is massive.Tribesasboth a productanda process- asa project- providesresources
for
biblical
in
liberation,
tradition
the
those
to
continuity
and
struggle
survival,
with
who
stand
and
useful
life. That Tribesandthe projectit pioneersis usefulin the strugglefor survival,liberation,andlife is the
highestpraiseI haveto offer (West,'Tribesin Africa', pp. 96-97).
452
Jobling, 'Specters of Tribes', p. 12.
JacquesBerlinerblau offers a different perspective:
We canonly marvelat how thingshavechangedin the decades
sincethe publicationof TheTribesof
Yahweh.WhereasGottwaldfinds revolutionaryconsciousness
on the pagesof the Old Testament,
many
dogma.
find
incline
Absent
from
his
[Gottwald's],
to
reactionary
religious
exegetes
contemporary
Bible
is
fiction,
belief
Hebrew
is
that
the
the
pure
elitist propaganda,
a patriarchalprisonhouse
approach
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453
focus
oriented
of his analysismakesit ideological criticism at its best. One might
sum up Gottwald's overall purposewith a paraphraseof words from the New
Testament:scholarship without works is dead.
Gottwald's

final and challenging words to contemporary theologians are as follows:
In this rapidly complexifying and maturing sociocultural transitional period, all forms of
religious faith and practice that fail to grasp and to act upon their connection with and
dependenceupon the cultural-material evolution of humankind are doomed to irrationality and
irrelevance.
Forms of religion capable of grasping and acting on that connection and
...
dependencehave something to contribute to the next stagesin the long struggle for human
liberation; and in commitment to that project they will have something to learn, or releam,
from the social religion of liberated Israel.454

3.2

Gale A. Yee: A Social-Scientific Perspective

3.21 A Comprehensive Strategy
One of the best recent summariesof ideological criticism within contemporary
Biblical Studiesis Yee's article on the subjectin the (1999) Dictionary ofBiblical
Interpretation,455in which shepromotesideological criticism as a 'comprehensive
456
for
biblical
Yee acknowledgesthe negativeand pejorative
texts'.
strategy
reading
connotationsthat often attachto the word ideology. However, for Biblical Studies,
Yee prefers a neutral, social-scienceapproach.457
in
it
longer
'how
No
Hebrew
Bible
tell
that
the
really
was'
early
and
so
on.
can
us
can
we
expect
...
...
Iron Age Palestine(Berlinerblau, 'Delicate Flower', p. 75).
Even though many of his presuppositions and aspects of his methodology are now open to question,
Gottwald's Tribes stands as a forerunner of those ideological critics who believe that a positive
ideology can be derived from what Mosala was to describe as the 'underside' of the text, with
challenging implications for contemporary practice.
453Nonetheless, Roland Boer points to a 'string of tensions' in Gottwald's work, many of then arising
from his being a 'Marxist Hebrew Bible scholar who continues to work within the Christian Church',
which results 'in the difficulty of being heard in either constituency'. Boer also suggests that
Gottwald's personal ideological orientation, his convincedness of 'the essential rightness of the
is
'very
historical
him
that
to
much
reconstruction
a
communitarian mode of production' predisposes
JSOT
78
Bible',
Hebrew
Interpretation
(Roland
Marxism
the
Boer,
'Western
the
of
and
utopian'
[1998], pp. 3-21 [10-121).
454Gottwald, Tribes, p. 709.
455Gale A. Yee, 'Ideological Criticism' in J.H. Hayes (ed. ), Dictionary ofBiblical Interpretation
(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1999), pp. 534-537.
456Yee, 'Ideological Criticism', p. 535 (my emphasis). An example of Yee's application of her
17-2
1'.
Criticism:
Judges
Yee,
'Ideological
below,
is
discussed
namely,
methodology
457For example, she gives this definition: 'A complex system of ideas, values, and perceptions held by
in
for
framework
to
their
the
the
place
members
understand
that
group's
a
provides
a particular group
is
ideology
'motivates
It
535).
Criticism',
that
'Ideological
to
(Yee,
men
and
women
p.
social order'
inevitable,
All
have
in
the
and
necessary'.
people
as
natural,
an
44see"their particular place
social order
ideology or, more correctly, ideologies, which organize and direct their lives:
ideology constructsa reality for people,making the bewildering and often brutal world intelligible.
Ideology motivates people to behavein specific ways and to accepttheir social position as natural,
inevitable, and necessary. ... Ideologiesalso disguiseor explain away featuresof society that may be
inequalities,
ideologies
'resolve'
in
these
struggles,and contradictionsthat
ways
and other
unjust. ...
individuals or groups may experiencein their everydaylives (Yee, *Ideological Criticism', p. 535).
148.
Judges
17-21',
Criticism:
'Ideological
Yee.
p.
See also
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Writing from a broadly Marxist perspective,Yee
literature
'an
ideological
as
regards
458
reproduction ofsocial practices ,. The Marxist usageof the term 'ideology' has
mostly beenconcernedwith class relations. However, Yee favours a much broader
understanding,recognisingdivisions and conflicts amonggenders,races,ethnicities,
459
levels,
educational
and religious groups.
A literary text is a production of a specific, ideologically charged historical
It
world.
reproduces a particular ideology with an internal logic of its own. 460 Ideological
criticism seeksto identify and explore ideology at work in three variables: the author,
461
the text, and the reader.

3.211 Extrinsic Analysis
Yee's critical strategydivides into two parts: extrinsic and intrinsic analysisof the
text. The extrinsic analysisfocuseson the historical and sociological circumstancesof
the text's production, 'unmasking' the ideological and material conditions under
which the text was produced,using historical and social-scientifictools.
Yee emphasisesthat the extrinsic analysiswill particularly concernitself with
462
questionsof power. So, the critic must ask: Where arethe sitesof power? What
458She elaborates:'Ideological
criticisms of the Bible appropriatethe models developedby Marxist
literary critics. However much these literary critics redefine Marx's relationship betweenbase (socioeconomic) relations and superstructure (culture, ideology, politics, and legal systems),the core insight
remains that literature is grounded in historical, real-life power relations' (Yee, 'Ideological Criticism:
Judges 17-2P, p. 147).
459
She explains:
Differencesamonggenders,races,ethnicities,educationallevels,andreligionalsoexistandinterconnect
in complexways.
Theseideologiescooperate,
in
the
confront,
and
often
clash
one
with
another
...
'real' world. Theyarticulate'reasons'for thesedifferencesandprovidea basisfor socialconflictor
controlor socialresistance
whenconflict eruptsbecause
of them. For example,in the antebellumSouth,
in providingan excusefor the rapeof blackfemale
racist,classist,andsexistideologiescooperated
slavesby their owners(Yee,'IdeologicalCriticism:Judges17-21',pp. 148-49).
460Ideological strategiesunify social groups. They link the
abstract level of ideas with the concrete
level of social practices: ideologies are action-oriented They rationalise and legitimate certain beliefs,
behaviours, and interestsby providing credible explanations. They naturalise them by identifying
them with the common senseof society, so that they appearself-evident and natural (Yee, 'Ideological
Criticism: Judges 17-2V, p. 149).
461One can understandthe relationship among text, ideology, and history by comparing these
relationships in a dramatic production. Using an analogy similar to that usedby Eagleton, Yee
explains: a staging of Hamlet does not mechanically reflect or mirror or expressthe text. It
manipulatesthe text, and performs it interpretively in a unique production. 'Ideology, like the dramatic
script, is a production of sociohistorical realities; the literary text, like the dramatic production,
it
in
its
(Yee,
'Ideological
Criticism:
ideology
"re-produce"
to
this
own
way'
reworks
orchestratesand
Judges 17-2V, p. 149).
History/ ideology > dramatic text > dramatic production
as
History > ideology > literary text
Compare the similar analogy in Eagleton, Criticism andIdeology, pp. 64-69.
Against this background, ideological critics should aim to investigate: the production of a text by an
historical
ideologically
ideology
in
the
that
'in
the
context';
reproduction
of
charged
a specific,
author
by
'who
the
text
themselves
itself,
the
readers
are
motivated and constrained
of
text
consumption
and
by different ideologies' (Yee, 'Ideological Criticism, p. 535).
462
She writes:
Extrinsicanalysisinvestigates
powergroupsaccordingto gender,class,race,religion,region,to seeif
it
interests
being
by
ideology.
whose
emerge.
and
examines
are
power
of
served
patterns
any
...
...
locates
disempowered
identifies
F_xtrinsic
and
asociety's
voicesor interests.... Ittriesto
analysis
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kind of power? What is the breakdowninto
class,race,gender,ethnicity, religion,
and occupation? Who controls the meansof production; who benefits and who is
deprived by it? What are the conflicts,
struggles,and contradictionsamongthese
social arrangements?What ideologiesdo the groupsproduce? Which is dominant?
What voices do they distort or exclude? What is the
location
The
text?
the
social
of
extrinsic analysisthen exploresthe ideologiesthemselves,their social location in the
dominant and subordinatepower groups,and the levels
of cooperationor conflict
amongthesegroups.
For Yee, this process must involve an analysis of the
author's social position, noting
the author's degree of complicity with or challenge to the dominant ideology. A
problem with Yee's methodology, however, is that for the most part little or nothing is
known of the authors of biblical texts. She does not tackle the question of multiplicity
of authorship and the consequent possibility of multiple ideological perspectives
interwoven in the text (as stressedby Gottwald). She also fails to make a
463
distinction
between
implied
methodological
A
the actual author and the
author.
circularity of argument inevitably arises if we infer the author and the author's social
location from the text and then use that implied author as a means of interpreting the
464
text.

One might add to Yee's summarythat an extrinsic analysisshould entail a more
specific and detailed focus on the literary mode of production. Questionsof the
ideological import of texts cannotbe divorced from considerationof the economic
and political constraintsunder which texts are written and disseminated.
3.212 Intrinsic Analysis
Yee offers this summary:

In an intrinsic analysis, the ideological critic takes up literary critical methodsto examine how
the text assimilatesor 'encodes1465
socio-economic conditions to reproducea particular
ideology in its rhetoric.
The text symbolically resolvesreal social contradictions by
...
inventing and adapting 'solutions' for them.
An intrinsic analysis,then, tries to discover
...

the precise relationship of the specific text's ideology to the ideologies surrounding and
466
its
affecting
production.

Intrinsic analysis may make use of narrative criticism, structuralism, and even
deconstructionism. For Yee, ideological criticism harnessesthe results of a variety of
other critical approaches into a comprehensive reading strategy. Her extrinsic
broadly
intrinsic
first
Eagletonian
The
to
the
analysis
corresponds
stage.
analysis
largely corresponds to the first and second stagesof the Jamesonianprocedure, though
it omits any explicit dimension of intertextual comparison. Contradictions in the text
in
important
firmly
Jamesonian
This
Yee
the
are
emphasis places
considerations.
have
dominant
ideologies
(Yee,
'Ideological Criticism',
the
that
may
resisted
ones
alternative
reconstruct
p. 535).
463A text may, for example, purport to be written, by an eye-witness to events, that is, the implied
belonged
later
have
to
the
a
period. In practice, in Biblical
author
may
much
actual
author; whereas
Studies, we have little knowledge of actual authors.
464as is often said, for example, of the so called 'Court History of David', in the latter chapters of 2
Samuel.
465She also observes that texts do not just 'encode' ideology: 'the text can also confront and challenge
ideology in reproducing its own ideology' (Yee, 'Ideological Criticism: Judges 17-2 1', p. 15 1).
466Yee, 'Ideological Criticism', p. 536. The literary critical methods to be employed, according to
Yee, include Narrative Criticism, Feminist Criticism, Structural Criticism, and Deconstruction.
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school as doesher focus on absencesin the text. In particular, this includesvoices
that are excluded,for examplewomen, non-Israelitetribal groups,and otherswho are
'marginalized by the society's power structures'. These
in
4
groupsare encoded the
text by their very absence'. The text 'concealsand repressesthesevoices in its
attempt to resolve the contradictory opinions they pose'. Similarly, the critic must
also pay special attention to the not-saidsin the text 467 Thesenot-saidsmay be
.
unconsciouson the part of the author but they are nonethelessindicative of the
ideological import of the text. This focus
on absencesand not-saidsin the text gives
Yee's work a distinct Eagletonianflavour.
Yee's intrinsic analysisalso necessitatesa closereading the text's
of
rhetoric, the
text's 'artful ability to persuadeits audienceto accepta particular ideology'.468This
involves examination of the text's use of characterisation,
plot, repetition, perspective,
irony, symbolism, foreshadowing,and framing.469
Yee maintainsthat extrinsic and intrinsic analysismust operatein tandem. The first
stageis apreliminary intrinsic analysis,taking note of gaps,inconsistencies,
contradictions,and dissonantvoices in the text. The procedurethen works
'backward' to determinethe social location of production of the text, which is then
illuminated by afull extrinsic analysis. Finally, afull intrinsic analysis 'determines
how the text encodesand reworks the ideological conditions of its production).470

3.22 Yee on Judges
A detailed outworking of Yee's methodologyis to be found in the final chapterof her
(1995) Judgesand Method: New Approachesto Biblical Studies,471which offers an
467Yee quotes from the Marxist
critic, Pierre Macherey, who observes:'In order to say anything, there
are other things which must not be said (Pierre Macherey,A Theory ofLiterary Production [trans.
Geoffrey Wall; London: Routledge, 1978], p. 85). Therefore, Yee maintains:
By focussingon the text's gapsandabsences,
onecanunmaskthe dominantideologiesandrecoverthe
the foreign,andthepoor. In attemptingto
voicesof the silenced- perhapswomen,the conquered,
resolvecontradictoryopinionsandarticulatethe 'truth', the text mustconcealandrepressthesevoices.
An intrinsicanalysisattemptsto retrievethem(Yee,'IdeologicalCriticism',p. 536).
Yee might have addedthe further comment of Macherey that an apparentnaturalness in a text is an
indispensableproperty of ideology. For Macherey, ideology is: 'the invisible colour of daily life, too
close to the eyeball to be properly objectified, a centreless,apparently limitless medium in which we
move like a fish in water, with no more ability than a fish to grasp this elusive environment as a whole'.
It is possible, however, to render ideology visible, suggestsMacherey, by a contrast with other
ideologies, a processthat 'highlights its hidden limits, thrusts it up against its own boundaries,and
reveals its gaps and elisions, thus forcing its necessarysilencesto speak' (Eagleton, Ideology, p. 46,
Macherey, Theory ofLiterary Production).
citing
468
Yee (ed.), Judges and Method, p. 152.
469
She observes:
is
form
it
Becauseit is a meansof persuasion,
too
of
power;
a
rhetoric
unitesgroups,movesthemto
local
beliefs,
and
and
universalises
standards
andprinciples.Thetext
attitudes
reinforces
action,
in
It
ideology
literarygenresanddevices
to
a
specific
audience.
appropriates
a
style
pitched
reproduces
literaryfeatures,
this audience.Thetext manipulates
to andpersuade
that
appeal
particularly
will
...
andpoint of view to conveya certainideology.This ideologyis
suchasirony. plot, characterisation,
in
in
does
text
(Yee,
in
speaks,
sees,
and
who
acts
a
who
who
and
especially
who
not
revealed
,IdeologicalCriticism', p. 536 [my emphasis]).
470Yee, 'Ideological Criticism', p. 536. Seealso Yee, 'Ideological Criticism: Judges 17-21', p. 150.
471Gale A. Yee, 'Ideological Criticism: Judges 17-21 and the DismemberedBody' in Gale Yee (ed.),
judges and Method.- New Approaches to Biblical Studies(Minneapolis: Fortress, 1995), pp. 146-170.
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ideological analysis of the intriguing
Judges
book
the
concluding chapters of
of
(chapters 17-2 1).472 Her application of the
her
leads
to conclude that
methodology
Judges 17-21 is not a late (Second Temple)
is
Judges,
Book
to
the
as often
of
addition
assumed by scholars, but that it is fully integral to the first edition of the
Deuteronomic History, serving as propaganda for the Josianic reform.

In accordancewith the methodology alreadyoutlined, Yee beginswith apreliminary
intrinsic analysis, concluding that 'the most obvious ideological commentof Judges
17-21 is that the violence and anarchyof Israel's tribal period is explainedby the
473
king'.
The first stepof the main extrinsic analysisis then to determine
absenceof a
when such an ideology could have beenproduced.
3.221 Extrinsic Analysis
The pre-state period depicted in Judges operated under what Yee calls afamilial mode
474
The seventh-century Deuteronornist, however, belonged to a native
of production .
tributary mode, during Josiah's reign. The conflict between these two modes of
production underlies the refrain, 'There was no king in Israel, and every man did what
475
in
his
was right
own eyes'.

By the time of the Deuteronomichistorian, the king and his ruling elite madeup the
finance
top of a social pyramid, with the peasant-producers
bottom.
In
the
to
at
order
a centralisedbureaucracy,war efforts, building projects, and the court lifestyle, the
king and the elite soughtto extract the peasantsurpluses,both in humanand material
leading
to considerableunderclassimpoverishment. In order to achieve
resources,
this, maintains Yee, the statehad to undermineand dismantlethe social solidarity of

472In the earlier chaptersof the book, Yee
provides critique of the book of Judgesby a variety of
scholars employing a range of methodologies, from narrative and social scientific criticism, through
feminist criticism, to structuralist and deconstructivecriticism. In her own final chapter,Yee seeksto
identify the distinctives of ideological criticism.
For another critique of Judgesfrom an ideological-critical perspective,seeYairah Amit, TheBook of
Judges: the Art ofEditing (ET from Hebrew, 1992; Leiden: Brill 1999).
A different approachto Judges 17-21 is offered in Andrew D.H. Mayes, 'Deuteronomist Royal
Ideology in Judges 17-21', Biblical Interpretation 9 (200 1), pp. 241-258. Mayes contrastshistorical
critical approacheswith literary approachesto these chapters. He identifies an underlying pro-Davidic
tendency for these chapters(the voice of the 'narrator') before their adoption and adaptationby the
Deuteronomist historian ('the implied author').
473Seeespecially Judges 17.6; 18.1; 19.1; 21.25.
474The familial (or hierarchical kinship) mode was characterisedby highland agriculture and pastoral
land,
lineages
the
The
the
tribal
was
principal meansof
which
and
administered
owned
production.
production:
Thetribeswereself-sufficient,self-protectingentities... tributary-free,that is theypaidno tributeor
their surpluswealth. ... Womenweremateriallyand
taxesto a king or ruling elite who appropriated
informalpowerandauthority
theywieldedconsiderable
ideologicallysubordinateto men. Nevertheless
(Yee,'IdeologicalCriticism:Judges17-2V, p. 153).
in family householdmanagement
Yee's assumption that 'women were materially and ideologically subordinateto men' may require
in
in
For
depicted
Judges.
the
the
to
example,
earlier portion
world
reference
with
some qualification
leadership
Deborah,
4-5),
(Judges
book
the
a married woman, passeswithout any comment
of
of the
implies
this
that women
The
of
affairs,
arguably,
state
on
from the narrator.
very absenceof comment
be
Judges
It
4-5 offers a positive
for
that
the
could
even
argued
author.
in leadership was unremarkable
in
book
in
(if
it
is
just
in
the
the
the
only
period
not
about
whole
since
power,
critique of women
Even
justice
in
History)
peace
prevails.
military objectives are achieved
and
which
Deuteronomic
full
by
(though
the
tribes).
without
participation
her
all
of
admittedly
guidance
overall
under
175
Judges 17.6; 18.1; 19.1; and 21.25.
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the old familial and lineage groupsand the tribal structures. For
this
would
women
'476
477
have had a particularly devastating
effect.
However,,although the monarchical-tributary
did
it
the
tribal
mode
supplant
structure,
was never able to do so completely. Tribal and kinship loyalties persistedand the old
familial mode of production survived,
particularly in rural areasremotefrom the
centre. Consequently,Judges17-21 seeks'to resolve ideologically the conflicts
betweenthe two modesof production,
dominant,
the other subordinate(but still
one
stubbornly present),in their specific historical forms during King Josiah'stime ,.478
Josiahis commendedby the Deuteronomistasthe ideal by
kings
which all other
are to
be judged, in particular, for his religious reforms, the finding the book the law,
of
of
the covenantrenewal, and the centralisedPassoverin Jerusalem. Yee might have
addedthat, to Josiah's credit, he looked to a woman,,Huldah, as the final authority on
the authenticity of the newly found law book and its message.However, Yee opines:
By examining the sub-text of the narrative critically, one realisesthat Josiah's cultic reform
involved the ruthless destruction in God's name of all high
places and local shrinesexcept the
Jerusalemtemple. Thesenative Israelite shrineswere licit under older laws and ministered to
a substantialportion of the population. The Deuteronomist glossesover the class conflicts
that Josiah's 'religious' reform entailed. However, when the reforin is viewed from an
economic standpoint, theseclass conflicts are strongly foregrounded.479

It should be noted that in her sociological analysis, Yee (uncritically) follows the line
480
William
Claburn
Shigeyuki
Nakanose
As Assyrian power declined, Josiah
of
and
.
saw the opportunity to expand his influence and to increase his financial resources.
The aim of the reform was to reorganise the collection of taxes and surpluses directly
into Jerusalem, bypassing the local shrines, whose leaders had previously taken their
481
rcut'.
Significant for the study of Judges 17-21 is that the local priestly class,

476Yee ('Ideological Criticism: Judges 17-2 F,
p. 154) cites a number of authorities for the effects of
state formation on the position of women, including: S.B. Ortner, 'The Virgin and the State', Feminist
Studies 4 (1978), pp. 10-33; R. Rohrlich, 'State Formation in Sumer and the Subjugation of Women',
Feminist Studies 6 (1980), pp. 76-102; Barbara S. Lesko, 'Women of Egypt and the ANE' in R.
Bridenthal, C. Koontz, and S. Stuard (eds.), Becoming Women: Women in European History (Boston:
Houghton Miffln, 1987), pp. 41-77.
477
Yale elaborates:
As power shifted from the family householdto the state,with its male king and male political and
religious bureaucracies,female power and prestigereceded. When the family householdbecamemore
and more impoverishedby the state,women would bear the greaterburden. Hierarchical relationships
amongmale and female membersintensified as society itself becamemore politically and economically
stratified by the state(Yee ([ed.], Judgesand Method, p. 154).
While what Yee says is largely true, it is also true that the Old Testament notes a number of women
fled);
influence:
(from
Elijah
(who
Bathsheba
determined
Jezebel
whom
considerable
who exercised
the succession on David's death); and Huldah, a more positive figure, who was called to give counsel
to Josiah despite the apparent availability of male prophets, such as Jeremiah and Zephaniah, in
Jerusalem at that time.
For an interesting recent article on the role of women in the mode of production of early Israel, see
Boer, 'Women First? '.
478Yee, 'Ideological Criticism: Judges 17-2 P, p. 154.
479Yee, 'Ideological Criticism: Judges 17-21', p. 155.
480See William Claburn, 'The Fiscal Basis of Josiah's Reform', dBL 92 (1973), pp. 11-22; and
Shigeyuki Nakanose, Josiah's Passover (Maryknoll, New York: Orbis Books, 1993).
48' This, according to Yee ('Ideological Criticism: Judges 17-2 1', p. 156), was also the motivation
behind the enactment of the pilgrimage law in Deuteronomy 16.16.
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which was pocketing its shareof peasantfunds, was largely composedof Levites of
482
the Mushite house,arch-rivals of the JerusalemZadokite priesthood
.
Yee arguesthat Josiah's centralisedPassoverillustratesthe tension betweenthe tribal
and tributary modesof production. At an earlier stagethe Passoverhad beena
family-oriented meal, promoting 'communal values and kinship relations'. The new
Passoverpilgrimage to Jerusalemhad the effect that 'the family values of the tribal
mode of production were thus co-optedby the Jerusalemelite to exerciseits social,
483
ideological
In summary:
economic, and
power over the people'.

The socio-economic and ideological conflicts between the tribal body and the tributary mode
of production, the competition betweenthe Jerusalempriesthood and the rural Levitic
priesthood, the fiscal ambitions of King Josiah,the destruction of regional sanctuaries,and the
centralisation of worship in Jerusalemall provide the material and ideological circumstances
that produced Judges 17-21. It is thesepower struggles, ideological dilemmas, and social
484
'resolve'.
that
the
text
tries to
contradictions

3.222 Intrinsic Analysis
The next stage is the detailed intrinsic analysis, seeking to determine how the text
encodes these struggles. Judges 17-21 provides Yee with excellent illustrations of the
significance of absencesand contradictions. In a book devoted to judges and heroes,
there is a notable absenceof such figures in these five chapters. Instead we have 'a
485
bunch
Another absenceis the orderly progression of
ratbag
of questionable virtue'.
apostasy, oppression, crying out, and deliverance that characterisesthe first half of
Judges.

The most striking absenceis textually explicit: the absenceof a king, with the refrain,
486
'Every man did what was right in his own eyes'
Significantly, Yee doesnot call
.
for an inclusive-languagetranslation of this phrase.487Shepoints out that the text
literally refers to every man
not everyperson:
What is 'right' in men's eyes are a woman's rape and torture at the handsof a predatory mob,
her ghastly dismemberment,an inter-tribal war that almost extinguishesone of Israel's
488
members,and the seizure and rape of more women to replenish the tribe' !

Yee also makesthe significant point that the notion of absenceand contradictioncan
be applied not just to the text but also to critique thosein the (largely male) scholarly
book:
to
the
these
world who regard
chaptersas a mere appendix

Mieke Bal is likely correct in arguing that the elimination of Judges17-21 from the so-called
focused
depends
that
on male
a
reading
privileges
on a politics of coherence
authentic material
heroes,political nationalism, and military accomplishments.489

482Yee, 'Ideological Criticism: Judges 17-21', p. 155.
483Yee, 'Ideological Criticism: Judges 17-2F, p. 156.
484Yee, 'Ideological Criticism: Judges 17-2F, p. 156.
485including 'a son who embezzlesfrom his own mother; a corrupt Levite on the look-out for a fast
buck; another Levite who sacrifices his wife to savehis own hide; an assortmentof inhospitable,
idolatrous, and warmongering tribes' (Yee, 'Ideological Criticism: Judges17-2F, p. 157).
486
Judges 17.6; 18.1; 19.1; 21.25.
487such as is found in most of the more recent (politically correct) modem translations, for example,
Living
Translation.
New
Version,
Standard
New
Revised
Version,
New International
488Yee, 'Ideological Criticism: Judges 17-2F, p. 157. It might be argued againstYee that 7j"M may in
is
'man',
'person'
than
as
often the casewith pronominal expressionsin
fact be used to mean
rather
'man'
for
English
However,
the
the
relatively
word
until
recently.
languages,
case
was
and
as
many
book
behaving
is
'men
badly'
book
Judges,
towards
much
a
about
very
the
which
of
the context of
latter
lends
in
Yee's
but
the
to
credibility
chapters,
exclusively
point.
not
especially
women,
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One might add that while Judges1-16 is largely
about male-heroaccomplishments,
Judges17-21 foregrounds'men behavingbadly',
help
to explain the
which may also
relegation of thesechaptersby male commentatorsto the statusof an appendix!
The ideological thrust of the editorial
remarkswithin the text is explicit and clear: the
chaosis the result of the absenceof a king. However:
This explicit absencemasks an imperceptible
one. In order to extol the monarchy, the text
must conceal the social hardshipsand contradictions of a society governedby a king and his
ruling elite. Embeddedideologically in the text are the conflicts between familial and
tributary modes of production. The text implies a positive appraisal of the latter at the
'90
former.
the
expenseof

The next step in the intrinsic analysisis an examination the text's
of
rhetoric, the
meansemployedto persuadethe readerto collude with the text's ideology. A main
theme is cultic chaos. Each chapteremploys irony, humour, and ambiguity to mock
the cultic decline of this era. Micah and his mother491display a cavalier indifference
to any senseof true religion. The behaviourof the freelance,money-grabbingLevite
is even more disreputable,as is that of the Danites,who readily
persuadethe Levite to
servicetheir purloined idol in their newly capturedcity.
For Yee, all of this serves as propaganda for Josiah's reform, with its polemic
against
northern religion, not least at Dan, and its vested interest in undennining any claim to
economic or priestly rights by the Mushite-Levites. Portraying the Levites as moneygrabbing opportunists might well have sounded a certain ring of truth for those in
Judah
rural
who resented the levitical exaction of resources. It also would have
deflected attention from thefinancial implications of Josiah's centralisation of
religion under the Jerusalem-basedZadokites.

The tribal era was supposedlycharacterisedby strong kinship bonds;but tribal bonds
are ridiculed in thesechapters,where traditional tribal hospitality fails to materialise,
a Levite delivers his concubineto gang-rapists,and tribal lineagesalmost wipe one
anotherout. Yee might also have pointed to the significanceof the Levite bypassing
Jerusalemfor fear of lack of hospitality only to find total betrayalof hospitalityin
obligations Bethlehem:an episodewhich could well havemirrored Judahversus
JerusalemtensionS492
in the Josianicera.
Yee finds a significant intersectionof genderand classinterestsin the unequalpower
between
the Levite and his concubine. A concubinewas a secondary
relations

489Yee, 'Ideological Criticism: Judges 17-2F, p. 157, referring to Mieke Bal, Death and Dissymmetry:
The Politics of Coherence in the Book ofJudges (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1988), pp. 916. Bal combines anthropology and narratology in her feminist readings of Judges.
Deborah is, of course, an exception to the claim that Judges 1-16 is entirely about male heroes.
However, Yee might have counteredthis point by challenging the male commentators,from the writer
to the Hebrews onwards (Heb. 11.32), who tend to give credit to Barak rather than to Deborah.
490Yee, 'Ideological Criticism: Judges 17-2F, p. 158.
491Was she Delilah, who in the preceding chapter betrayed Samsonfor the exact sum that is stolen
from her by her son?- the question is tantalisingly left hanging in the text.
492Such tensions may have been rural versus urban or provincial town versuscapital city. The
Judges
in
latter
Bethlehem
Bethlehemto
the
of
may
chapters
point
a
particular
of
prominence
Jerusalemtension. A passagesuch as Micah 5.2, in which the 'messianic' figure is of Bethlehem not
Jerusalemorigin, may point to a theological dimension to this Jerusalem-Bethlehem tension.
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493

494

wife , often of lower social classthan her 'master'.
Here, however, there is a
conspicuousabsenceof a primary wife: 'the Levite apparentlyeschewsa primary
wife and useshis secondarywife for sexualgratification'. 495So this story is about a
man')s loss of dignity that his lower-classconcubineshouldpresumeto deserthim. It
is about the complexities of male-male
guest-hostrelationships. It is not about the
suffering of a woman but about the indignity to the Levite that his concubineshould
be raped!
The proposed homosexual rape by the Gibeah townsmen, argues Yee, is to do with
496
A man who is raped by other men
gender-power relations, rather than sexuality.
becomes emasculated and 'feminized'. Apparently, the rape of the host's own

daughterwas less repugnantto the old man than the rape of his male guest. He tells
the mob to do 'what is good in your eyes' (19.24), echoingthe refrain that 'every man
did what was right in his own eyes'.

As the story moves from bad to worse, the ideological disparagementof the Levite
classcontinues,with the Levite's betrayal of his wife in a callous act of selfpreservation,the undignified treatmentof her body the next morning, the
dismembermentof her remains 'in a perversionof sacrificial ritual', and the selfjustifying spin497which the Levite puts on the story when he later relatesit to his
tribal leaders. Yee might have addedthat this depiction of the childless Levite as
cowardly and un-masculinemay reflect a popular caricatureof that non-warrior class.
Having completedthis humiliation and censureof the Levites, the rest of the story
proceedsto parody traditional tribal behaviour. In the end, the rape of one woman
becomesthe rape of six hundred. To replenishthe tribe of Benjamin, four hundred
virgins are seizedfrom JabeshGilead, after a needlessslaughterof the population,
contrastingwith the monarchicalprotection that city receivedunder King Saul.
Furthermore,two hundredmaidensare taken from Shiloh, a local shrine,where the
local deity apparentlycannotprotect the people, for the Benjaminitesto seizeand
by
force.
make wives
Yee's overall conclusion is given as follows:

An ideological analysis reveals that Judges 17-21 should be contextualisedduring the time of
King Josiah.
To support Josiah's so-called religious reform, which demolishedpopular
...
cult centresthat competed with Jerusalem,the Deuteronomist conductsa propagandawar
for
fiscal
Josiah's
in
But
the state
the
their
text
own
ambitions
against
are
clergy. ...
repressed
into
by
Jerusalem
Levites
his
the
the
the
enormousrevenuescollected
and
redirection of
Moreover, Judges 17-21 is a systematicattempt by the Deuteronomistto break
treasury.
...
between
familial
It
body
in
the
the
to
the
the
conflicts
tribal
encodes
monarchy.
service
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... 117N. SeeJudges 19: 26-27.
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and tributary modes of production.
it subvertstribal kinship connectionsin order to
...
centralise and stabilise monarchic sovereignty.499

3.223 Evaluation
Yee certainly offers a significant demonstrationof how ideological-critical procedures
might be applied in a mannerthat enablesthe biblical text to be viewed in a new light.
However, a number of seriousquestionsneedto be raisedabout the detail of her
argumentation.
In the first place, sheadoptsuncritically the reading of the Josianicmonarchythat is
proposedby Claburn and Nakanose. Certainly, the centralisingreforms must have
had far-reachingeconomic consequencesand it is hard to resist the view that the
motivation must also have beenin large part socio-economic. The picture presented
in Judges17-21 of the Levites as a disreputable,money grabbing,un-masculine
bunch, who no longer fulfilled anyproductive purpose,may well be a reflection of
how the country Levites were caricaturedin Josiah'sday. However, this portrayal of
the Josianicera begs a number of questions.
Why, for instance,should Josiahhave neededsubstantialextra incomejust at the very
point when tribute no longer had to be paid to a weakeningAssyria? Alternative
portrayals of the Josianicreform are not considered. A major social factor of Josiah's
time, not accountedfor by Yee, is the likelihood of a growing classof urbanpoor in
Jerusalem. Refugeesfrom the fall of the Northern Kingdom, togetherwith the
ravagesof successiveAssyrian invasions,must have contributedto a large urban
under-classon a scaleunprecedentedin Jerusalem,precipitating a crisis that the
traditional mixture of rural-tribal and urban modesof production-distributioncould no
longer sustain. Freedomfrom Assyrian control may have given Josiaha new
opportunity to tackle this problem; and a more efficient methodof collecting and
redistributing agricultural surpluses,missing out the corrupt middle-man,would be an
499
The newly centralisedPassover,if viewed as a free
obvious courseof action.
distribution of food on a large scaleto the urban underclass,would also fit with this
interpretation. On this basis,Josiahwould be a championof socialjustice. He
king
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by
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the
to
the
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and perhaps only
as
take seriously the Deuteronomicideal of a king, with a rediscoveredBook of the Law
500
besidehim.
The fact that the prophetic books of Jeremiahand Zephaniah,with
their concernfor socialjustice, are favourableto Josiahalso supportsthis approach.

498Yee, 'Ideological Criticism: Judges 17-2V, p. 167.
499Theremay also have been growing economic pressurefrom increasingEgyptian hegemony over
Judah at this time.
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This is not the place to arguein detail for this
interpretation
of
or any one particular
the Josianic reforms. I simply seekto make the point that my line of interpretationis
at least as plausible as the one that Yee hastaken over from Claburn and Nakanose
without considerationof other options. Yee's conclusionsarethus heavily dependent
on an extrinsic analysisthat is largely speculative. There is also a considerable
circularity of argument:the preliminary intrinsic analysisassociatesthe text with the
Josianicera; the extrinsic analysisoffers one particular explication of that era; the full
intrinsic analysisis then dependenton this particular extrinsic analysisand is usedto
confirm it.
A notable absencein Yee's extrinsic analysisis detaileddiscussionof the literary
mode of production. Her thesisthat thesechapterswere producedto bolster the
ideology of the Josianicreform begsa number of questions. Who might have written
them? Who were the intendedaudience? Were they read aloud in the Temple
precincts or were multiple copiesmadeand circulated as political tracts? Did they
emanatefrom official governmentcircles, or from the Zadokite priesthood,or from
prophetic circles, or from independentpolitical activists? Furthermore,these
questionsneedto be addressednot just with regardto Judges17-21but with regardto
the whole of the DeuteronomicHistory, of which Yee insists thesechaptersare an
integral part.
This leadsto anothersignificant absencein Yee's line or argument. Shearguesthat
Judges17-21 is no mere appendix,but integral to Judgesand, indeed,to the overall
Deutero,
History.
However, shethen treatsthe chaptersin isolation and does
nomic
not considertheir wider literary context. Judges17-21may indeedridicule the tribal
kinship structuresin favour of a pro-monarchyapproach. However, as the ideological
be
critic must aware,a text speakswith many voices; and in the earlier chaptersof the
book of Judgesit is anti-monarchyvoices that are foregrounded.501Some
considerationof the literary context of Judges17-21ideology is neededhere,which
could be developedalong the following lines.
When Gideon is offered the crown (Judges8), he refuseson the groundsthat Yahweh
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Immediately after Judges21 (in the LXX and EVV
book
least)
the
of
comes
canon,at
Ruth, in which the pendulumhas swung again. The first-namedcharacterin the book
is Elimelech, which means'My God is the King',
'Yahweh
to
the
signalling a return
is King' ideology. The Book of Ruth is in many
1.
In
Judges
17-2
to
ways an antidote
Ruth's Bethlehem(by contrastwith Judges19), hospitality is extendedeven to a
Moabitess;women are properly treatedand given their rights under the law; the poor,
the widow, and the orphan are given due recognition; the legal systemoperatesin a
fair and incorrupt manner and all of this without any needfor a king.503
Moving into I Samuel,the pendulum swings again. The popular demandfor a king
has grown in intensity to the point that Samuelis unableto resist the pressure. In I
Samuel8: 10-18,he spells out to the peoplethe demeritsof kingship, which could be
summedunder the two headingsof excessivetaxation and forced-labour. Yahweh is
clearly presentedas unsympatheticto the monarchy. Much of the rest of SamuelKings is devotedto the outworking of Samuel's grim forebodingsin the ongoing
monarchiesof the northern and southernkingdoms.
So Judges17-21 is but one pro-monarchystrandin a complex discussionthat swings
back and forth throughout the DeuteronomicHistory, debatingthe pros and cons of
from
different
herself
insisted
Having
that these
monarchy
a variety of
perspectives.
last five chaptersof Judgesare not a separatecomposition appendedat a later date,it
do
for Yee to treat them in isolation from the rest of the History. It is the
will not
History as a whole, not just thesechaptersin isolation, which would needto be fitted
to the Josianicera in order to sustainYee's thesis. And it is by no meansclear that
the History as a whole encodesthe simplistic anti-tribal, pro-monarchyideology that
Yee postulates.
Another criticism of Yee's argumentis that sheseemsoblivious to the time-span
involved. By Josiah'stimefour hundredyearS504
had passedsincethe inception of
the monarchicalmode of production. One only hasto think back four hundredyears
in our own history, to the very different world of the early seventeenthcentury,to
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this debatewould no doubt wish to pin their colours to the mast of historical precedent
and to interpret, or re-inscribe,the history of Israel to suit their party cause. One
might plausibly arguethat Judges17-24would fit better with an extrinsic analysis
along theselines. The chaptersare disdainful of a return to a supposedlyegalitarian
tribal golden age; but the History as a whole lends only cautioussupportto the idea of
monarchy, only so long as the king is a king like Josiah,who upholdsthe community
justice enshrinedin the law. The ridiculing of the Levites could reflect a struggle in
the post-exilic era betweenrival claimantsfor levitical and priestly roles, Zadokite
returneeagainstMushite remaineeperhaps. Or it may simply reflect disdain for any
kind of 'clerical' rule. Once again, the point here is not to arguefor this (or any other)
particular historical contextualisationof the Judgesideology, but to demonstratethat
the theory espousedby Yee is by no meansthe only plausible conclusion.
On a different issue,Yee rightly draws attention to significant issuesof gender-power
in
encoded the text. Shehighlights the tendencyof male scholarsto dismissthe
closing chaptersof Judgesas an appendixto a book that is otherwiseto do with male
heroes. With her focus on absences,however, Yee missesthe significantpresenceof
507
in
thesechaptersand, indeed,in the book of Judgesas a whole. A
women
comparativeintertextual exercise,as in the Jamesoniansecondstage,might have
helpedhere. In most Old Testamentnarrative texts, including the rest of the
DeuteronomisticHistory, women are usually no more than incidental to a plot that is
progressedthrough the male charactersand the text is for the most part silent on the
is
Neither
these
subjugationand mistreatmentof women.
of
statements true of
Judges. In Judges4-5, a married woman can rise evento military leadership. The
has
degenerated
in
by
17-2
1.
But,
situation
considerably chapters
even those
chapters,the mistreatmentof women by men is openly acknowledgedand surely
disapprovedof. The plight of women is certainly not 'masked' or hidden or relegated
to the gapsor margins of the text.
It might conceivably be arguedthat the foregroundingof the plight of women in the
closing chaptersof Judgesis designedto mask the subordinaterole of women at the
time of the text's production. The text may in effect be sayingto contemporary
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analysis is largely speculativeand there is a considerableelementof circularity in the
argument. Her focus on absencesmay have led her to miss the significanceof
featuresthat are actually foregroundedin the text. However,
has
certainly
she
demonstratedin principle that a broadly Eagletonian/ Jamesonianideological-critical
approachcan bring new insights to the reading of a difficult text suchas Judges172 1, not least with regardto genderissues. A more nuancedapplication of the method
is therefore likely to achievesignificant and perhapschallenging
results.
Yee sumsup the advantageof ideological criticism over other methodological
approachesin the following terms:

Becauseideological criticism investigatesboth text and context inclusively, it helps to shed
light on the economic, political, and historical circumstancesof the text's production, often
overlooked by literary-critical methods. Becauseit grappleswith the text as an ideological
reproduction of a sociohistorical context, ideological criticism often uncovers a textual politics
509
by
historical
often overlooked
and social-scientific methods.

Yee stressesthe importanceof absencesand gaps,of the 'not-said' and the 'invisible'
elementsof the text. Ideological criticism, however, is always opento the criticism
that a focus on 'gaps, inconsistencies,and dissonantvoices' to the exclusion of the
central voices and mainstreamof the text will inevitably produceinterpretative
distortion. Yee counterbalancesthis to somedegreeby her stresson rhetorical
analysisof the text as a whole. Yet the focus on absencesled to a failure by Yee to
notice the significance of thepresenceof women in Judges.
The strengthof Yee's approachis that it combineshistorical-sociologicalapproaches
with the new literary approaches,producing a more comprehensivereadingof the text
than is possible for either approachon its own. This is a significant point, given that
the contemporaryreader-responseliterary critics often show little interestin the
circumstanceof the text's production, while socio-historicalstudiesare often
by
uninformed the nuancesof literary criticism. In fact, for Yee, all aspectsof
criticism needto be undergirdedby an ideological awareness,making ideological
criticism not just one critical approachamongothersbut the umbrella approachunder
which other critical methodologiesmake their contribution.
Yee doesnot have much to say in this essayaboutthe ideology of the reader/
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At the outset, Yee's work was classified as belongingto the social-sciencemodel for
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analysisof Judges,however, Yee goesfurther, adopting many of the featuresof a
social-critical approach,attempting a critical exposureof ideology that is hidden or
maskedunder the surfaceof the text.

3.3

Patricia Dutcher-Walls: An In terp retative- Sociological
Perspective

3.31
As an exampleof the interpretative-sociological approach, Dyck cites the work of
Patricia Dutcher-Walls in Narrative Art, Political Rhetoric: The CaseofAthaliah and
512
Joash. In this model, the emphasisis on 'the hermeneuticalunderstandingof the
socio-cultural system' and 'ideology' is usedin a positive sense.
Dutcher-Walls stressesat the outsetthat:

a text cannot be considered without considering the context of the interpreter because
...
...
interpreters always bring their own social world, their own assumptionsandjudgments to the
513
act of interpretation.

However, she does not pursue this aspect by offering any significant insight into her
own personal interpretative context. The assertion by Dutcher-Walls of her own
scholarly neutrality begs all kinds of questions as to her own ideological
514
predisposition.

Like Yee, Dutcher-Walls advocatesthat ideological criticism should operateas a
multi-disciplinary approach. The statedpurposeof her book is:

I want to add another voice to the growing list of critics who have attempted a synthesis of
methodologies .... . To do this, I want to read a story from the Old Testament, 2 Kings II12, the story of Athaliah and Joash.
I propose that a conscious attempt to use literary and
...
rhetorical methods in tandem with ideological and sociological methods can help interpret a
115
multi-faceted story.

Dutcher-Walls regardsa given text as situatedat the centreof four concentriccircles
interpretation,
ideological,
of
namely: narrative, rhetorical,
and sociological analysis.
She sumsup her aim in the following terms:

By the end of this study, the narrative, rhetorical, ideological, and sociological aspectsof the
Athaliah-Joash narrative as a well told story should appear.
The narrative form itself
...
createspersuasivenessby giving structure to arguments. The rhetoric gets its power and shape
from the ideology on which it is based. Both the rhetoric and the ideology reflect the social
516
location of the author.

3.32 Narrative and Rhetorical Analysis
Under the headingof narrative analysis,Dutcher-Walls beginswith a 'close reading'
historical
but
focusing
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to
text,
the
of
accuracy,
questions
on
without recourse
of
512Patricia Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art and Political Rhetoric: The Case ofAthaliah andJoash
(JSOTSup. 209, Sheffield, Sheffield Academic Press, 1996).
513Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, p. 13.
514Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, p. 13.
515Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, p. 13.
516Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, p. 21 (my emphasis).
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such as 'narrated and narrative time; characterisation;plot development;repetitions;
the presenceof gapsand ambiguity; the usesof dialogue,
summaries,and commandenactment517
sequences;and the narrator's omniscience,visibility, and evaluative
presence'.
Next, the rhetorical dimension 518is defined
as an analysis of 'the whole range of
linguistic instrumentalities by
discourse
which a
constructs a particular relationship
with an audience in order to communicate a message'; or more broadly as 'the
management of symbols in order to coordinate social action' 19 Accordingly,
.5
Dutcher-Walls embarks on a further close reading the text, this time
of
elucidating the
devices by which the author persuadesand shapesthe
audience's perception of the
520
Dutcher-Walls seeksto identify two types of argumentation in the text: one
events.
set of techniques aims to establish 'associational arguments, in which the adherence
that an audience has to a set of premises is transferred to the theses or conclusions
being argued'. Another set of techniques creates 'disassociational
in
arguments,
which elements previously linked in the audience's traditions or perceptions are
separated5.521

Dutcher-Walls then sumsup her analysisof the author's rhetorical intentions in 2
Kings II- 12 as follows:

Athaliah representsan evil Omride intruder
Jehoida's actions on behalf of the true king are
...
justified by Yahwistic and Davidic tradition and mores. Joashis the legitimate
thoroughly
...
heir
Joashis a good king.
Even
king,
however,
he
faces
the
as
a
good
complexities
of
...
...

517Dutcher-Walls
adopts a close-readingstrategy that 'has been employed by a number of biblical
literary critics Alter, Berlin, Bar-Efrat and Sternberg'. She is particularly dependenton W. Martin,
Recent Theories offarrative (Ithaca, New York; Comell University Press, 1986) and J.T. Walsh,
'Methods and Meanings: Multiple Studiesof I Kings 2 V, JBL 111.2 (1992), pp. 193-211.
518In particular, Dutcher-Walls
refers to: C. Preelman, The Realm ofRhetoric (Notre Dame, Indiana:
University of Notre Dame Press, 1982); G.A. Hauser,Introduction to Rhetorical Theory (Prospect
Heights, Illinois: Waveland Press, 1991); and D. Patrick and A. Scult, Rhetoric and Biblical
Interpretation (Sheffield: Almond Press, 1990).
519Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art,
pp. 65-66, quoting respectively from Patrick and Scult, Rhetoric, p.
12 and from Hauser, Rhetorical Theory, p. 3.
520Dutcher-Walls maintains that,
whereasnarrative analysis deals with a narrator, rhetorical analysis
assumesthat behind the narrator there is an author - that is 'a person consciously constructing a story
for certain purposesthat include but go beyond well-crafted story-telling'. This is similar to the
methodological distinction between implied author and actual author. Also assumedin rhetorical
criticism is not just a reader but a specific audience, 'situated at a certain time and place with certain
presuppositionsand perceptions already in place that the story must also presumeor it will fail to
communicate'. Furthermore, 'a "situation" beyond the telling of the story is assumed- some
contingency wherein persuasivediscoursecan make senseand perhapsmake a difference in the
audience's opinions or actions' (Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, p. 67).
521Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, p. 99. She explains that techniquesthat createassociations include:
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evaluation in his failure to remove the high places and in the necessitiesof international
politiCS.

522

In support of thesecontentions,the biblical
has
deployed
author
a number of
ideological premises,which are presumedin the text as self-evident,rather than
arguedfor. Theseinclude the priest as a powerful, authoritative leaderand the House
of Yahweh as a central sacrallocation with a nation-wide power-base.The ideological
symbolism of the Temple and dynasty is potent and evocative.523
The narrative and rhetorical analysesthus lay an essentialfoundation for the
ideological criticism that is to follow:

The rhetorical structure has as its basis an appealto an ideology centred on the conceptsof
temple, kingship, dynasty, and covenant. And this ideology is rooted in and expressiveof a
So, the rhetorical analysis of any text is
social structure in which elites hold power.
...
incomplete without an equally thorough analysis of the larger circles that it is connectedto
the ideological and social structuresin which it standsand to which it appeals.524

3.33 Ideological Analysis
In her fourth chapter, Dutcher-Walls
ideological
to
proceeds
specifically
analysis:
Since the story emphasisesparticular opinions and viewpoints, a suspicion arisesthat these are
In
not just included simply becausethe story happensto be about the king and the temple.
...
other words, the story and its rhetoric are contained in a larger circle of ideaswhich are
A study of ideology is necessaryin order to
expressedin and through the narrative.
...
525
language
the
the
understand
referents and
context of the narrative's
and argumentation.

Accordingly, it is Dutcher-Walls's overall aim 'to gain accessto the conceptualworld
of the author through an ideological analysisof the narrative'. Shecites the work of
Clifford Geertz,who has offered a particularly relevant focus on the relationshipof
conceptualstrugglesto power relations. For Geertz,the task of the anthropologistis:
6gainingaccessto the conceptualworld in which our subjectslive'
and
uncovering
...
'the conceptualstructuresthat inform our subject's acts%526Geertzfurther observes:
Ideas- religious, moral, practical, aesthetic- must be carried by powerful social groups to
have powerful social effects; someonemust revere them, celebratethem, defend them, impose
them. They have to be institutionalised in order to find not just an intellectual existencein
527
but,
society,
so to speak,a material one as well.

522

Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, p. 100.
523'The House of Yahweh and true Davidic kingship leave no room for non-Yahwistic worship or
power ... everyone supportsthe true Davidide ... the covenant is significant as a formative and
king
king,
bond
between
Yahweh,
the
a
rests with
and people ... good
politically potent expressionof
his ancestors' (Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, pp. 100-101).
524Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, p. 101. Shehad earlier observed:
Theconnectionbetweenrhetoricandideologyis conceptuallygroundedin the ideathatany
in
in
literature,
life,
one'sown selfor
even
art,politics,religion,
whether
of
representation
is
A
is
the
constructed
socially
reality
the
ofreality.
part
of
construction
a
social
consciousness,
...
forms,
the
by
to
themselves
qualities,
structures,
and
others
values,
and
means which peoplerepresent
languageof their commonlife. Any particularfon-nulationof theseelementsis an 'ideology'by which
19).
(p.
their
to
reality
or
shape
express
seek
people
book
by
P.
L.
Berger
from
borrowed
is
T.
the
title
the
'social
The phrase
of
and
construction of reality'
Luckmann: The Social Construction ofReality (Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 1966: 2dedn
Anchor Books, 1989).
525Dutcher-Walls,Narrative Art, p. 103.
526Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, p. 107, quoting ftom Geertz, Interpretation of Cultures, pp. 24 and
27.
527Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, p. 107, quoting from Geertz, Interpretation of Cultures, p. 314.
limitations
Geertz's
the
of
of
work, particularly referring to the
some
Dutcher-Walls acknowledges
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Dutcher-Walls favours a non-Marxist approach to ideological criticism, adapted from
Berger and Luckmann's The Social Construction
fits
believes
ofReality, which she
better with ancient texts. Berger and Luckmann focus
on 'the "generation" of
knowledge and thus "reality" as constructs of the social interactions of human beings'
and on 'the processesby which anY body of "knowledge" comes to be socially
528
understood as "reality"'.

On this basis,Dutcher-Walls assumesthat the biblical authors'dwelled in a socially
constructedideational "world", createdover time through the influence of the ancient
Near Easterncontexts in which they lived and the particular eventstheir communities
had experienced'. This world of ideasdeterminedwhat they regardedas 'real',
forming their economic, social, and political institutions, interpreting to them their
day-to-day lives, informing their decisions,guiding their actions,and engendering
their language,literature, and art. Religious ideasor 'theology' are certainly a part of
529
but
integrated
life.
this world
only one part
with a comprehensiveview of
The needto passon thesesocial 'realities' to successivegenerations(and / or to
530
outsiders)necessitatesan ongoing production of 'symbolic universes', which must
531
absorb,explain away, or eliminate anything that threatensthe social order. Conflict
inevitably ariseswhen 'deviant versions' of the symbolic universearise 'as the
"official" version fights off any challengethat could undermineits integrative
hegemony'. And theseconflicts always involve power struggles'in which conflicts
critique of Geertz's work by fellow anthropologist, Henry Munson Jr, in his Religion and Power in
Morocco (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1993), especially pp. 10 and 183.
528Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, p. 103,
quoting from Berger and Luckmann, Social Construction of
Reality, p. 52. She further summarisesBerger and Luckmann, Social Construction ofReality, pp. 5266, in these words:
BergerandLuckmanndescribetheparticularsocialorderin whichanypersonlivesasa socialproduct,
createdby the ongoingprocesses
of humanbeingsextemalisingandobjectifyingtheir sharedsocial
habitssothatthey standoveragainstthemasinstitutions.Therolesandexpectations
of these
institutionsarethenintemalisedby the society'smembersthroughsocializationof the 'knowledge'they
in
inherent
in
is
inhabit
dialectical
A
the
the
to
thus
process
which
relationship
need
created.
socialorder
humanbeingsproducea socialworld, which in turn produceswhatthehumanbeingsunderstand
as
it
facilitates
in
force
in
is
the objectificationof social
Language
that
this
process,
reality.
a significant
habitsby constructingsymbolicrepresentations
thattranscend'hereandnow' realities(NarrativeArt, p.
104).
She also quotes Berger and Luckmann's own summary:
Whatis takenfor grantedasknowledgein the societycomesto beco-extensive
with the knowable...
dialecticof society. It 'programs'the
Knowledge,in this sense,is at the heartof the fundamental
It
through
this
in
world
objectifies
world.
an
objective
produces
exterrialisation
channels which
basedon language,
that is, it ordersit into objectsto be
languageandthe cognitiveapparatus
in
internalised
the
is
truth
It
courseof socialisation
valid
objectively
again
as
as
reality.
apprehended
Narrative
(BergerandLuckmann,TheSocialConstructionofReality,p. 66, quotedin Dutcher-Walls,
Art, p. 104).
"9 Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, p. 104. In this Berger-and-Luckmannscheme,institutions often play
in
institutions
integration
'the
for
king,
meaningful
a
world'
key
of
all
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represents
example,
role:
a
Construction
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Luckmann,
from
Berger
Art,
105,
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and
of
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independent
human
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'an
have
them
Institutions
status
of
ontological
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Reality, p. 76).
can
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is
is
belief
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that
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a
particular
an
example,
signification':
and
activity
from
Berger
Art,
105,
Narrative
(Dutcher-Walls,
'reification'
quoting
and
p.
such
of
example
90).
Construction
Social
p.
ofReality,
Luckmann,
530that is, 'bodies of theoretical tradition that integrate different provinces of meaning and encompass
Narrative
(Dutcher-Walls,
Art,
104).
in
totality'
p.
the institutional order a symbolic
531Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, p. 105, quoting from Berger and Luckmann, Social Construction of
Reality, p. 95.
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betweendefinitions are played
out in the social-structuralbase,from the theoretical
and literary battles of "experts" to the flesh and blood battles of rulers and soldiers,.532
Against this theoretical background,Dutcher-Walls's ideological
analysiswill seekto
elucidate 'the conceptualstructureson which the author evidently relies and to which
the author tries to win the audience'sadherence'.533Her proposedmethodologyis as
follows:
The ideological analysis will be largely descriptive. I want to draw together the evident
rhetorical indications into a more systematicdescription of the various ideasthat seem
important, always basing the description in what the story says. Again, my theoretical
point is
that this ideology is intrinsic to the narrative itself. However, becausethe story is part of the
Deuterononomistic History, it will be appropriate and necessaryto set the story and its
ideology within that wider context. Tracing the important ideological themespresentwithin
the Deuterononomistic History will thus fill out the ideas and conceptsused by the author.534

This sounds like a grandiose plan, avoiding the criticism made above of Yee, who
failed to consider the literary context of Judges within the History as a
whole.
However, what Dutcher-Walls in fact does in practice is to give a mere potted
535
summary of certain key concepts, such as temple and priest, covenant, king and
dynasty, which scholarship has traditionally understood to have been encompassedby
the Deuterononomistic theology. 536Little or no fresh ideological analysis is
undertaken. The narrative and rhetorical analysis of 2 Kings II- 12 is then treated as a
'window' 537through which to view these various conceptions at work in one
particular episode. Dutcher-Walls concludes that the passagereflects: the importance
of the Temple as a legitimising agency, both religiously and politically, 'placing its
awesome symbolic power behind Jehoida's conspiracy'; the significance of the priest,
Jehoida, as 'a legitimating figure within the temple's legitimating ideology'; the
centrality of the covenant as determining 'the proper relationship between Yahweh
and the people by which kings can be made and rule'; and kingship as 'by far the
538
institution
in
in
Deuterononomistic
the story and the
primary social
universe'.

There is, however, a significant elementof circularity in the argumenthere. The
various generaldeuteronomicconceptsare presupposedat the outset;2 Kings II- 12 is
in
light
the
read
of thesepresuppositions;and then 2 Kings II- 12 becomesevidence
in support of the overall ideological analysis.
532Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, p. 105, referring to Berger and Luckmann, Social Construction of
Reality, pp. 107-120.
533
Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, p. 109.
534Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, p. 109. Dutcher-Walls explains that she will, for the most part,
ideology
Deuterononomistic
the
and
assume
contemporary scholarly consensuson most aspectsof
theology. Her purpose is to show how these conceptsare at work in the particular story under
consideration.
535
Her own words are:
in describingthe 'world', nor in citing scholarlyworks.
No attemptwasmadeto be comprehensive
Ratherthe mostimportantconceptswerestudiedwith enoughreferenceto the widerHistoryandmodem
key
if
definitive,
Deuterononomistic
ideology
to
of
aspects
of
a
not
version
solid,
propose
scholarship
(Dutcher-Walls,NarrativeArt, p. 140).
536She also attempts to interpret these conceptsagainstthe background of ancient Near Easternculture,
from
have
differed
Near
Eastern
ideology
the
Israelite
generality
of
ancient
may
norms.
noting where
in
institutions
terms of the Berger-Luckmann and / or the
the
to
Here and there, she seeks explain
Geertz models.
537Dutcher-Walls, NarrativeArt, p. 112.
538Dutcher-Walls,NarrativeArt, p. 140.
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One particular featureof Dutcher-Walls's overall survey of the deuteronomic
ideology is her perceptionthat the historian demonstratesa consistentbias
against
women, and, in particular, foreign women. Sheregardsthe characterisationof
Athaliah as 'a pre-eminentexampleof this androcentricperspective'.539

She [Athaliah] is cast by the world-view of the Deuteronomist to fit ideasof evil, danger,and
illegitimate power all of which are inherent in her statusas foreign, female, and apostate.
...
Strategiessuch as explicit moral censure,guilt by association,and analogic patternsallow the
male author of the text to deny legitimacy, authority, or credibility to the female character.
What is particularly striking in Athaliah's caseis the use of multiple condemnations(foreign,
female, apostate),which create integrated and mutually reinforcing negativejudgments. 540

However, Dutcher-Walls has not in fact identified any specific evidence
of
androcentric prejudice. There is no textual reason to supposethat the author would
have portrayed a male apostate usurper in more lenient terins. It does
not seem
unreasonable, whether from a masculine or feminine perspective, that a character
infanticide
guilty of
should be *denied legitimacy, authority, or credibility'l Not all
females are described in negative terms in the text: certainly not Jehosheba,for
example (though, admittedly, Jehoshebadoes not receive the full credit she deserves,
being eclipsed by Jehoida as the hero of the story). 5411 am not seeking to deny that
there is a certain patriarchal undergirding to the text. However, the androcentric card
be
can
overplayed if it is read willy-nilly into every episode. Dutcher-Walls seems
here to have jumped onto a band-wagon of reading androcentric prejudice into every
text, which perhaps says more about her own (gynocentric) ideological position than it
does about the text. 542

Another areain which Dutcher-Walls's argumentis weak is in her discussionof the
543
'covenant'
in
the passage. Shegives a summaryaccountof the extensive
role of
544
literature
biblical
and contentious
on the subjectof 'covenant' within
scholarship.
Shefails, however, to make a methodologicaldistinction betweenthe Hebrew word
rnn and the theological conceptof covenant. Sheoffers no nuanceddiscussionof the
in
2 Kings II- 12. In 11.4,the word is usedin the
the
term
rn=
actual usageof
everyday senseof a pact or 'deal' madebetweenJehoidaand the Temple security
it
police, where seemsto carry no particular theological overtones. In verse 17,
Jehoida'made a covenantbetweenthe LORD and the king and people,that they
be
should the LORD's people; also betweenthe king and the people'. VUably, even
in this instance,the term needmean little more than a 'pact' or 'treaty'.
Detailed
argumentation,and a much more nuanceddiscussionof the usageof the Hebrew word
rnn, would surely be necessaryto justify Dutcher-Walls's far-reachingconclusion
539Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, p. 112. She citers at this point J. Cheryl Exurn, Fragmented Women:
Feminist (Sub)versionsofBiblical Narratives, (JSOTSup. 163: Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1993),
9.
p.
especially
540
Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, p. 112.
541A few chapters later in the text of 2 Kings, the prophetessHuldah appearsas the ultimate authority
in authentication of the Book of the Law, an authority to which both the king and the high priest submit
without any apparent reluctance.
542as my reaction to it may also display a certain ideological defensiveness!
543Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, pp. 122-127.
544in which she appearsto equatethe history of the concept 'covenant' with the history of the Hebrew
term rl"IZ.
5451 have quoted here from the NRSV text, which in verse 17 has 'a covenant' (as do all the major
be
it
in
MT
fact
However,
has
LXX).
the
that
the
should
noted
also
English versions and
incident
for
'the
this
with
covenant'.
associating
grounds
stronger
give
which may
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that 'the evocation of the conceptof covenantin 2 Kings II... seemsdeliberately to
call to mind a broad andfundamental view of God's cosmicorder'. 546There is a
dangerthat 2,000 yearsof biblical theology
illegitimately
into
theseverses.
are
read
Dutcher-Walls's overall conclusionto her ideological
criticism of 2 Kings II- 12 is
thus somewhatof an overstatement:

Evident at the end of this analysis is that the story is set within ideasthat do define
a
'symbolic universe' from a Deuteronomistic perspective.
Clearly a whole 'world' is
...
posited behind the text. This universe is integrated and comprehensive,evident in an ideology
shaping the story and expressedby the story. There is indeed 'reason' behind the rhetoric, a
world of ideas to which the rhetoric appeals. And these ideashave to do with the most basic
547
institutions that shapethe state and its relation to its God
.

3.34 Sociological Analysis
This then brings us to the final dimension of Dutcher-Walls's study, namely her
sociological analysis, for which her particular aim is to deduce 'what kind of group
would use an ideology like the one explored here and express it in a story like 2 Kings
II- 12?' and 'what can an understanding of the social world from which the story
emerges add to the story's interpretation? 9548
Ancient Israel is presumed to be an advanced agrarian society without
industrialisation. 549In such a society, a small percentage of people in an urbanized,
aristocratic or elite class is in control, 'depending ultimately on the use of force to
from the majority of the
extract produce, goods, taxes, fees, labour, and services
...
550
Dutcher-Walls pose the question: 'Given the model of an agrarian
population'.
551
monarchy, who would write such a story and why? !,
546Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art,
pp. 122-127 (my emphasis). She continues: 'Ideologically, the
mention of covenant-making thus functions to set the specific action of king-making within its
symbolic universe. ... The king can only be properly installed by rememberingthe larger, universal
world in which all actions make sense'.
547Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art,
p. 141 (my emphasis).
548Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art,
pp. 141-143.
549Societiesare divided into types based their technological level
on
of existence. On this scheme,
Israel is an advancedagrarian society. In an agrarian society, the introduction of the plough, with
accompanying use of animal energy, greatly increasesthe economic surplus. In an advancedagrarian
society, this ongoing processhas enabled developmentssuch as urbanization, literacy, end empire
building:
Typicalcharacteristics
of advancedagrariansocietiesinclude: classstructure,socialinequality,the
division of labour,the distinctiverole of urbanpopulationsin the largersociety,the cleavagebetween
the disdainof the governingclassfor bothwork andworkers,the
rural andurbansubcultures,
for
in
fatalism,
belief
the benefitof the governing
the
the
of
surplus
use
economic
magicand
widespread
classandfor the constructionof monumentaledifices,high birth anddeathrates(G. Lenski,P. Nolan,
219,
Hill,
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[New
York:
McGraw
7"
1995],
Human
J.
Lenski,
edn,
p.
quotedin Dutcherand
Walls,NarrativeArt, pp. 143-144).
550Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, p. 144. Typically there is a considerablepropensity to internal
Dutcher-Walls
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conquest
and
empire.
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551
She observes:
But eventhis typeof analysisis basedon an aspectthat is intrinsicto thenarrativeitseýf,because
the
throughthe social ,vorld of the story. So,two types
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Dutcher-Walls arguesthat force alone is rarely sufficient for the maintenanceof
power. The exerciseof power is alwaysjustified through various types of ideological
legitimation, particularly religious legitimation.552Using this agrarian,aristocratic
type of economic and political power structureas an interpretativesociological model
4cansuggestuseful answersto questionsaboutthe social location, power, and
553
Deuterononomist
kind
An
this
concernsof the
world-view'.
analysisof
cannot
554
history.
However,
it
She
reconstruct
can uncover 'sociological probabilities'.
gives as an example:
To know, for example, that the murder of a royal family in pursuit of the throne is an action
entirely typical of aristocratic power struggles is to shield Athaliah's action from modem
anachronistic morality judgments and to set it in its own context as a brutal but not unusual
555
case.

One might well argue,however, that the modem world is no more immune than the
556
from
bloodshed
in
described
Athaliah
the text
that
the
ancientworld
political
and
deserves
to be 'shielded' from morality judgments, ancientor modem! It
scarcely
may or may not be that the murder of a whole royal family in pursuit of the throne
6
was entirely typical' of aristocraticpower strugglesin the ancientNear East; but,
if
even this premiseis granted,the casehasnot beenmadethat it was 'not unusual'
for a mother to murder her own children or grandchildren. Surely the peopleof
the context that created the narrative (the 'social context'). For both types, characteristic patterns will
alert us to what is significant, without making historical claims (Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, p. 147
[my emphasis]).

552She further

explains:
Prominent amongthe forms of legitimation is religion, which provides rulers with divine sanctionand
...
authority. Becausethe survival of elites and of the staterestson exploitation, an ideology is needed
which justifies the power of the few over the many. ... 'Ideology has the function of presenting
exploitation in a favourable light to the exploited, as advantageousto the disadvantaged'. But it also
plays a role for those who benefit from the system,for 'the ideological motivation provides them with
greatercredibility and effectivenessto othersand to themselves'(Dutcher-Walls,Narrative Art, p. 145,
quoting from M. Liverani, 'The Ideology of the Assyrian Empire' in M. T. Larsen(Ed), Power and
Propaganda: A Symposiumon Ancient Empires [CopenhagenStudiesin Assyriology 7; Copenhagen:
Akademisk Forlag, 1979], p. 298).
Before applying this schema as a 'model' for analysis of the biblical text, Dutcher-Walls draws further
theoretical inspiration from T. F. Carney:
By providing 'a set of measureswith which to conduct cross-comparisons',a model guardsagainst
anachronisticassumptions.For a biblical interpretation,using a model will keepthe analysisgrounded
in an ancient agrarianmonarchicalcontext. Further, the model indicatesthe complexity of the issues
being consideredand gives guidancefor the types and levels of analysis. This analysiscan thus be
involving
is
being
And
to
the
one
story
applied
analysis
since
awareof social conflicts among elites. ...
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553Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, p. 20. Dutcher-Walls acknowledges here her dependence on G.
Lenski, P. Nolan, and J. Lenski, Human Societies, especially pp. 23-5 1. Lenski, Nolan, and Lenski see
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554Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, p. 146. She continues:
Typical social roles, typical individual actions,and typical power strugglesare portrayed,or in some
finding
is
But
in
in
this
the
of
probabilities
still
an
advance
narrative.
casessignificantly not portrayed,
interactions
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the
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social
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approach
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555Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, p. 146.
5561 am revising this section while serving in post-Taliban Afghanistan, where the evidence of
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too
visible!
all
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Jerusalemwould not have simply
shruggedoff suchan event as a 'brutal but not
unusual case"? One might have expectedDutcher-Walls, as an ideological critic, to
take a different approachto this incident, suggesting,say,that the
is
author seekingto
discredit the Omride dynasty (or the
whole northern monarchy)by deliberately
attributing to afemale 0mride pretender unspeakablyevil actionsthat were far from
the acceptablecultural norm.
Dutcher-Walls usefully illustrates the importance the
in
that
the
of
roles
characters the
story play as socialfunctionaries rather thanjust as individuals.557In particular, she
notes,as a significant absence,that 'nowhere do the concernsor the life of the peasant
558
have
impact
All the charactersin the story belong to an
majority
an
on the story' .
aristocratic class,which includes the elite military personnel,who wield considerable
political power, and the skilled-artisanthe Temple workers, who are closely tied to the
ruling class.
The 'people of the land', who figure prominently in the Josiahstory also, are
presumedby Dutcher-Walls to be landedaristocracy. Shemight have consideredthe
possibility that this ambiguousphraseis deliberatelyusedby the author to evoke an
appearanceof 'democratic' supportfor Jehoida,to give an impressionof involvement
by the rural peasantry. Shedoesnot considerany alternativeunderstandingsof the
559
phrase, for example,the possibility that the phraseis used,as it is in the Pentateuch,
to denotenative non-Israelitepeople.560On this latter interpretation,the useof the
phrasein this passagewould point to an unusual,and thereforesignificant, alliance
betweenIsraelite and non-Israelite elementsin Judahitesociety, running counterto
the norms of deuteronomisticideology
rP.
7*
Dutcher-Walls infers that the alliance of the 'people of the land' with the urban elite
indicatesthat the primary social polarity is not betweenrural and urban but between
the powerful (rural plus urban) and the underclasses.Shefails to note, however,that
the Joashand Josiahaccessionsappearto be the only two occasionsin Samuel-Kings
when 'the people of the land' involve themselvesproactively in the political affairs of
Jerusalem. Thesetwo episodesmay thereforerepresentan atypical set of alliances
rather than 'the primary polarity'. The specific textual contrast between'the people
land'
the
of
and 'the city' in I Kings 11.20suggeststhat the rural-urbanpolarity was
very much an underlying elementin the Athaliah episode. More generally,DutcherWalls usesblanket terms such as 'aristocratic' and 'elite' in an oversimplified and
jargonistic way, which obscuresthe differing, and sometimesconflicting, interestsof
different elite groups: priests, military, artisans,bankers,land-owners,etc.
Dutcher-Walls notesthe absencein the text of any referenceto a supportbasefor
Athaliah's rise to power, though it is impossiblethat shecould have succeeded
557She also illustrates the sociological and ideological role of key locations. The Temple and the
ideological
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both
the
to
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which economic
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Narrative
Art,
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p.
and
works
public
558
Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, p. 151.
559Thereare some occurrencesof the phrase r-IM'7017 in 2 Kings which are difficult to construe in
Norman
for
2
Kings
15.5.
Gottwald
believes
'landed
that the phrase
example,
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this senseof
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hoc
199).
'ad
political
particular
to
with
groupings
p.
refers
560See, for example, Genesis23: 12-13 and Numbers 14:9.
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without the support of a significant elementof the military establishment. Supporters
are also totally absentwhen sheis eventually overthrown (though this is more
plausible if her supportershad 'jumped ship' in the new political environment).
Dutcher-Walls suggeststhat the author has deliberately
renderedAthaliah's
collaboratorsas 'narratively invisible' in order to give the impressionthat no one in
Judah-Jerusalemcould have beenassociatedwith suchan evil Omride personage.
The ideological issuesof the author's own (Josianic)period may thus be perceivedin
the gaps in the narrative.
However, supportersfor Athaliah are not so totally invisible in the text as DutcherWalls suggests. Immediately after the assassinationof Athaliah, we are told of the
destructionof the House of Baal, contrastedwith the Houseof Yahweh, and the
execution of Mattan, the priest of Baal, contrastedwith Jehoida. The Houseof Baal is
thus representedin the narrative as the major locus of supportfor the Athaliah regime,
561
narratively parallel to Jezebeland the prophetsof Baal in the Northern Kingdom.
One might add that it may well have beenthe consciousintention of the
Deuteronomistto deflect blame away from other sectionsof Judahitesocietywho
have
initially
may
supportedAthaliah, suchas the palaceguard- what today we
would call a 'cover-up' or 'spin'.
Dutcher-Walls attaches particular significance to the story's form as written
562
563
highly
is
In a
literary
communication.
stratified society,
confined to
propaganda
564
between
This
communication
elite groups.
suggeststhat the author was a member
of the aristocratic class with a real vested interest in the story's ability to persuade or
56' The Deuteronomistic opposition to the
in
2
12
Kings
including
'High
Places',
the
criticism
so-called
of Joashfor his failure in this regard, may also be part of a processof tainting non-orthodox religious
groups, reflecting the power strugglesof the Josianic period (which involved a royal move against
theserural shrines).
562At this point (pp. 168-176), Dutcher-Walls introduces some communication theory, drawn largely
from the introduction to H. D. Lasswell, D. Lerner, and H. Speier (eds.), Propaganda and
Communication in World History 1: The Symbolic Instrument in Early Times(East West Center,
Honolulu: University Pressof Hawaii, 1979).
Any act of communication can be describedby asking: 'Who / sayswhat / in what channel / to whom
with what effect?' (Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, p. 169, referring to Lasswell, Lemer, and Speier
[eds.], Symbolic Instrument, p. 7). The latter in fact gives an expandedform of this set of questions:
'Who initiates the message? What is the content of the message?With what intention are messages
initiated? In what situations do communications take place? What channelsand other assetsare
in
What
the
to
the
accomplishing a
effective
assets
strategiesrender
available
communicators?
is
A
With
What
point
made
similar
what
effectsT
audiencesare reached?
communicator's message?
by Eagleton, who sums up ideological criticism in the words, 'Who is saying what to whom and for
what purpose?' (Eagleton, Ideology, p. 9).
563Dutcher-Walls defines propagandaas 'deliberately manipulated communication' or 'a deliberate
(Dutcher-Walls,
Narrative
favour
in
influence
the outcomes of controversy
of a preference'
effort to
Art, p. 169, quoting from Lasswell, Lemer, and Speier [eds.], Symbolic Instrument, pp. 4-5). She notes
location
for
Temple
deliberately
the
'symbols
manipulated messages'are:
that among the
which carry
the action; the use of David's spearand shields; the actions of anointing, trumpet-blowing, and
from
it
Temple
While
to
by
Joash
the
'pillar'
palace.
procession
and
the
stands;
which
acclamation;
for
foregrounded
ideological
deliberately
features
be
effect,
these
are
true that
symbolic
may well
Dutcher-Walls does not make clear in what senseshe regardsthis as 'manipulation' or propaganda.
564Dutcher-Wallsquotes from Keith Whitelam at this point:
of
The strugglefor poweris betweenfactionsof the elite ... andsothegreatestconcentration
forrn
The
the
threat
directed
is
serious
this
elite
most
or potential
audience.
restricted
at
propaganda
is
in
this
king
to reiterate
therefore
at
audience
aimed
elite
much
propaganda
order
to
the
and
threat
...
Symbols
'The
Power',
(Whitelam,
king
168,
by
to
the
of
the
rule
p.
quoted
of
right
andreinforce
Dutcher-Walls,p. 171).
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convince. The sociological model further suggeststhat the intendedaudiencewas not
the generality of the populacebut other groupswithin the elite classes.565 DutcherWalls is clearly awarehere of questionsassociatedwith the literary mode of
production. However, the issuewould have benefited from further exploration: for
example,how were texts producedand by whom and by what methodsof publication
and circulation? Nor does sheexplore the possibility that this text may have been
producedby an opposition group after the Josianicera.
Dutcher-Walls's offers someanalysisof the social world of the author. The story has
beenwritten in such a way as to give narrative expressionto particular ideological
issuesof the world of the author and audience. Abhorrenceof northern dynasties,
support for the Davidic lineage,a model of royal military loyalty, allegianceto the
Jerusalemking by the landedas well as the urban aristocracy,the importanceof
duty
towards king, Temple, and finances,and a portrayal of royal compliance
priestly
with the Yahwistic covenant,are not only featuresof this episode,but also of the
Josianicperiod, which is presumedto be contemporarywith the author.566Since
historical narrative doesnot arise out of mere antiquarianinterest,but to servea
political agendacontemporaryto the author, Dutcher-Walls concludesthat the
composition of this narrative can be located in the Josianicperiod. However, like
Yee, shedoesnot considerany alternativehistorical contextualisationof the authorial
ideology.
It might be arguedthat the ideological aspectsof Dutcher-Walls's four-fold analysis
are so heavily dependenton the wider sociological picture that it would have been
better for the sociological level of analysisto have precededthe specifically
ideological, as would have beenthe casein an Eagletonianapproach. Indeed,one
further
have
ideological
that
the
might
argue
sociological and
perspectivescould
usefully precededthe rhetorical analysis,since an understandingof the symbolic
lies
behind
is,
for
issues
that
the
the
text
world
arguably,a prerequisite understanding
on which the author is trying to persuadethe audience. On the other hand,DutcherWalls's methodologyhas the advantageof beginning with, and focussingon, the text,
rather than on speculationregardingthe world of the author and audience. In this
aspect,her methodology has considerableaffinity with the Jamesonianscheme.

3.35 Summary and Evaluation
Dutcher-Walls's doesnot offer an actual definition of 'ideology' beyond indicating
567
have
'theology'.
'ideology'
that sheoften uses
used
where previous scholarsmight
Sometimesshe seemsto use 'ideology' to denotelittle more than the world-view of
ideological
biblical
However,
the
analysisas
the
shesees overall purposeof
author.
to elucidate 'the conceptualstructureson which the author evidently relies and to
568
This
the
the
represents
to
usage
tries
adherence'.
the
audience's
win
author
which
565She continues: 'Thus sociological sensitivity aids in viewing the narrative as a deliberate message
from an elite author, such as a scribe ... in Josiah's court, to an elite audience,such as the aristocratic
(Dutcher-Walls,
Narrative
Art,
176).
from
Josiah's
dissenters
and
policies'
p.
reign
supporters of and
Whitelam,
'Symbols
Power',
172.
Whitelam
this
(p.
176)
point:
of
P.
at
A ain Dutcher-Walls
cites
56PDutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, p. 178.
567
Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, p. 103.
568
Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, p. 109.
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neutral-to-positiveunderstandingof 'ideology' that is associatedwith interpretative
sociology.
Dutcher-Walls also refers to the illegitimate useof ideology to undergird the abuseof
569
However,
instead
base,
Marxist
power.
she specifically eschewsa
critical
adopting
sociological approachesderived from Berger and Luckmann and from Geertz.
Nonetheless,her analysisof the advancedagrariansociety as dependenton a
particular mode of agricultural production hasmuch in commonwith an Eagletonian
She
focuses
approach.
also
on the role of elites, on the significanceof power
struggles,and on the elementof conflict that typically underliesliterary texts, themes
that suggestshemight feel more at home in Marxist companythan sheacknowledges.
Dutcher-Walls regardsthe text as a window through which one can gain a glimpse of
a 'symbolic universe', commonto author and audience,and on which the rhetoric of
the narrative depends. Ideological analysisis not so much aboutwhat the text
communicates;rather, it is the elucidation of the world that lies behindthe text. At
this point, Dutcher-Walls is in dangerof reducing ideological criticism to a secondary
interpretative
This
heart
to
the
than
the
the
role, ancillary
processrather
process.
at
of
contrastswith the Eagletonian/ Jamesonianapproach,in which criticism is the
unmaskingand critique of what the text really meansover againstthe apparent
surfacemeaningof the narrative.
Dutcher-Walls draws attentionto gapsor omissionsin the narrative,suchas the lack
of referenceto Athaliah's supportbase. However, generally,her approachtakesfull
accountof the text as a whole, notjust the gaps,margins,and silences. While some
other approachesmay be criticised for their neglect of theforeground of the text,
arguably,Dutcher-Walls's approachfails to developthe voices of thosewho are
silencedby the text, for example:the rural peasantry;the unskilled labourersin the
Temple;the landlesspeasantsspuriously subsumedin that phrase,'the people of the
land'; or eventhe supportersof Athaliah.
Commendably,Dutcher-Walls insists that ideological criticism cannotstandin
isolation from other interpretativeperspectives. Shedemonstratesa model for the
integrationof ideological criticism with narrative and rhetorical approaches;and the
inseparabilityof ideological criticism from wider sociologicalperspectives.An
ideological awarenessis required in allfour ofDutcher- Walls's sections,which
ideological
in
broad
be
therefore,
might,
regardedcollectively as
criticism a
sense.
Her whole study, not just the one specific chapter,could thus be describedas
ideological criticism. Of the inter-relationshipof her four analytical perspectives,
Dutcher-Walls hasthis to say:
is
Whiletheanalyses
therealstrength
of aninter-disciplinary
approach
workindependently,
four
in
When
interactions
between
the
the
the
analyses
perspectives.
worktogether,
seen
buildingon,commenting
witheachother,a necessary
comprehensive
on,or contrasting
found.
in
be
its
Withoutall fouranalyses,
the
positedcontextcan
of story
understanding
anditscontextmighthavebeen
structures,
of thestory,itsconceptual
significant
aspects
justonethingor another
in570
itscontext;
butseveral
The
'means'
not
story
overlooked.
...
bythesamewordsof thetext.
interrelated
areconveyed
meanings

569Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, p. 103.
5'0Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, pp. 182-183.
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Dutcher-Walls attachesparticular significanceto tensionsbetweenthe results of the
from
Jehoida
For
a narrative perspective,
example,
respectiveanalytical perspectives.
is the central character. However:
The twist comes in the rhetorical analysis: most of the rhetoric of the chapter is not about the
priest but about the king and the restoration of legitimate kingship. ... The ideological and
four
behind
this
twist
sociological patterns
are evident when all
analysesare completed. This
from
king
to
the
the particular Deuteronomistic conception of the
role of service
emerges
the presentationof the priest as subservientto the king bearssociological
priest. And
571
weight.

Shedoesnot usethe term 'deconstruction', but her argumentcould be further
developedalong deconstructionistlines. This tension betweenthe narrative and
ideological
fault
line
to
rhetorical analytical perspectivespoints an
along which the
be
deconstruct
itself
to
narrativemay said
Despiteher disavowal of a Marxist philosophical base,Dutcher-Walls's four-fold
for
literary
is
in
fact
dissimilar
to the Jamesonianmethodology.
structure
criticism not
Her narrativeand rhetorical criticism involves a close readingof the text, broadly
first
Jameson's
to
corresponding
stage;the sectionentitled 'Ideological Analysis'
largely correspondsto Jameson'ssecondstage;and her sociological phaseis not
final
the
unlike
stageof the Jamesonianprocedure,with its focus on readingthe text
background
the
against
of changingsocial formation.
However,Dutcher-Walls concludesher final chapterwith a striking circularity of
argument:

The multi-disciplinary approachhas suggesteda confirmation of one of the study's
assumptions. The idea that the Deuteronomistic History received its primary shaping within
the Josianic context was used as a working hypothesis
The Joashnarrative contains
...
reference,by symbol, analogy, and direct parallel, to the Josianic era. ... The multidisciplinary approachhas been sensitive to the rhetorical, ideological, and sociological
elementsof writing as propagandain an agrarian monarchic context. Such 'sensitivity' has
572
how
Joash
'makes
the
shown
story
sense' as part of a posited Josianic world-view.

In fact, all that Dutcher-Walls has demonstratedis that there is a close connexion
betweenthe Athaliah-Joashnarrative and the Josiahnarrative. Both involve the
accessionof a boy king whosefather had beenassassinated.Both involve the
proactiveparticipation of 'the peopleof the land'. Both have Temple repairs as a
focus.
Both are concernedwith the allegianceof the king to the Yahwistic
major
covenant. Dutcher-Walls hasdemonstratedfurther close connexionsbetweenthe two
ideological
level. However, it doesnot necessarilyfollow from any or
the
storiesat
all of this that the author is to be locatedin the Josianicera. It is equally possiblethat
the authorhastailored both of theseparallel narrativesto the ideological issuesof a
later period, for example,the SecondTemple era. Alternatively, the similarities may
havearisenbecauseboth episodeshave later beenmadeto conform to an established
tradition of interpretation(or Jamesonianmeta-narrative). Such alternativeshave not
beenconsideredor discussedby Dutcher-Walls.
In her overall conclusion, Dutcher-Walls acknowledges:

A story is basically a communicative event between an author and an audiencein a particular
context. In the caseof a biblical text, all three - author, audience,and context - are plural, as
the text is formulated and handed on through various incarnations and engagespeople in a
variety of times and places.

57' Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art,
p. 185.
572Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, p. 187.
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Sheperceptively observesherethat the plurality of authorshipand audienceof much
factor
(a
Old
factor
for
ideological
Testament
is
analysis
of the
a major complicating
her
discussion
by
to
the
Yee).
does
However,
to
overlooked
she
not seek extend
by
future
biblical
interpretation
text
the
successive
reception and
ongoing
of
(audiences'acrossthe generations,a project which would make an interesting sequel
to her presentstudy.
Overall, Dutcher-Walls has certainly illustrated the value of an interpretiveideological
integrating
the
analysiswith other
sociologicalapproachand
value of
interpretativestrategies. Shedoesnot make her own ideological perspectivesexplicit
her
for
discussion,
intrude
into
these
the
example,
at the outset,though someof
distancingherself from Marxism and her adoption of an overtly feminist stance.
Insofar as the discussionfocusesalmost entirely on the ideology of authorsand of the
Dutcherinterpreters,
that
of contemporaryreadersand
original audience,and not on
Walls passesover what most regard as a major aspectof what ideological criticism is
(Marxist,
is
it
her
declared
Nor
to
moral,
part of
all about.
purpose offer any critique
theologicalor otherwise)of the ideology that sheuncoversfrom the text. Shedoes
from
interpretative-sociological
line
to
the
approachto a socialnot seek cross
an
Dyck,
This
Jonathan
the
who seeksto
critical perspective.
work of
contrastswith
blend all three perspectivesin his The TheocraticIdeology of the Chronicler, which is
the subjectof the next section.

3.4

Jonathan Dyck: The Theocratic Ideology of the

Chronicler
3.41 The theoretical basis of Dyck's analysis of Chronicles
573
Dyck's analysis of Chronicles falls primarily within the interpretative-sociological
574
intention
blend
it
However,
Dyck's
to
all three perspectives.
purview.
stated
was
He seeksrespectively to 'understand', to 'explain', and to 'expose' the ideology that
575
underlies Chronicles.

573JonathanDyck, The Theocratic Ideology ofthe Chronicler (Leiden: Brill, 1998).
574He observesin the introduction:
interpreters
try to
Thereis a tendencyto put hermeneutics
the
other:
on
and
critique
on oneside
false
forces
the
in
terms
consciousness
to
try
and
expose
of causal
understandwhile critics
explain
involved. Theattitudeof the formeris empathy;the attitudeof the lattersuspicion.In oppositionto this
juxtaposition,I will arguethat interpretationandcritiquearecomplimentarymoveswithin a broader
ideology
is
Ricoeur's
hermeneutical
At
three-stage
analysis
of
as
the
this
argument
coreof
perspective.
it relatesto distortion,legitimation,andintegration/ identity(Dyck, TheocraticIdeologyof the
[my
Chronicler,
5
p.
emphasis]).
575
In this he is largely dependenton the Ricoeurian dictum 'that aspectsof the social phenomenacalled
ideology are intertwined and demanda number of attitudes, approaches,and conceptual models,
in
interpretative
(as
from
to
quoted Dyck, Theocratic Ideology
ranging
suspicion and critique
empathy'
of the Chronicler, p. 5).
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Ideological criticism begins with the question, 'Who is saying what to whom and for
576
in
is
by
-)
'purpose'
Dyck
however,
that
whatpurpose?
what meant
argues,
ideological criticism is significantly different from traditional historical criticism. He
is
'since
discussion
Chronicles
'purpose'
that
the
confused
maintains
scholarly
of
of
the conceptof purposeis undifferentiatedin terms of motive, intention, and verbal
577
meaning'. Ideological criticism is concernedwith motives and intentions,
including unconsciousmotives.
Dyck's study is thus not a traditional exegeticalexercise,focussingon the verbal
book.
functions
be
It
the
to
the
and
meaningof
setsout
an examinationof
contextual
578
In
intentions
the
the
consciousand unconsciousmotives and
of
moving
of
author.
beyondsocial interpretationinto the realm of social criticism, one is then 'evaluating
579
ideology
in
light of one's own social theory (or ideology)'.
another
In Ricoeurianterms, the objective of ideological criticism is 'to disentangle
580
from
Dyck adoptsfrom Ricoeur a threefold approach,
recognition
miscognition'.
in which ideology is consideredas systematicdistortion, as a meansof legitimation of

576Dycký Theocratic Ideology the Chronicler, 7,
of
p. quoting from Eagleton, Ideology, p. 9 (Dyck's
emphasis). In a survey of previous scholarly work on Chronicles, Dyck identifies four main proposals
regardingthe 'purpose' of the Chronicler, consisting of two contrasting pairs and one minor proposal:
(1) the Chronicler as exclusivist versusthe Chronicler as inclusivist; (2) the Chronicler as theocrat
versusthe Chronicler as royalist; and (3) the Chronicler as apologist for the Levites. Dyck expresses
his own preferencefor the exclusivist and theocratic approaches,but he adds: 'The question still
remainsas to the function of Chronicles in its context. What is the ideology of the Chronicler? To
what extent do his motives and intentions cohere with the contextual functions of the text?' (Theocratic
Ideology of the Chronicler, p. 50).
... Dyck Theocratic Ideology the Chronicler, 25. He developsthis in terms the
of
of
p.
performative
distinctions, associatedwith the name of J.L. Austin, namely, locution, illocution, andperlocution,
d
See
J.L. Austin, How to Do Things with Words(2 edn; Oxford: Clarendon, 1975),
respectively.
especiallypp. 99-100. In terms of the Books of Chronicles, Dyck applies this as follows: (Theocratic
Ideology of the Chronicler, p. 11):
Locution what the Chronicler said.
Illocution what the Chronicler meant by what he said, which has to do with intentions.
Perlocution = what the Chronicler did by saying, which has to do with motives.
57' Dyck, Theocratic Ideology the Chronicler, 24 (my
his
Dyck,
therefore,
views
work
emphasis).
p.
of
on Chronicles as significantly different from SaraJaphet's recent commentary, in which the 'ideology'
of the Chronicler meanslittle more than 'the set of ideas characteristic of the Chronicler'. SeeSara
Japhet,The Ideology of the Book of Chronicles (London: SCM Press, 1993). Japhetuses'ideology'
where others might have used 'theology' becauseof its broader and more secular overtones;but in the
end Japhetdoesnot move beyond a descriptive analysis of the Chronicler's world-view. Japhetis
concernedonly with the Chronicler's consciousmotives and intentions, without any referenceto the
social and community statusof those ideas. By contrast, within Dyck's interpretative-sociology
approach,the focus is not on the ideas of one individual but on the ideas of the group or society as one
part of a socio-cultural system. Dyck further explains:
Onecandescribethe author'ssocialcontext,reconstructing
the author'sideology(asin systemof ideas)
andcontext'from the inside',attemptingto understand
whatit is like to live in the situationbeing
describedandhow his or hermotivesandintentionsrelateto this context. Onecanalsoexplainhow the
text relatesto the contextof its productionusingsociologicalmodelswithoutreferringto the author'sor
participant'spoint of view (Dyck, TheocraticIdeologyof the Chronicler,p. 17).
579Dyck, Theocratic Ideology the Chronicler, 20. He
of
adds, 'Such an evaluation is often negative
p.
or pejorative - though it need not necessarilybe so' (p. 2 1). Another recent work on Chronicles that is
broadly within the realm of ideological criticism is John Jarick, I Chronicles (Sheffield: Sheffield
Academic Press,2002).
580Dyck, Theocratic Ideology of the Chronicler, 68.
p.
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581

582

Dyck
integration.
authority,
sums up this model
and as a means of community
in diagrammatic form (of which a simplified and slightly adapted form is given in the
583
footnote).

Dyck further maintainsthat the integrative function of ideology gives participantsa
584
if
for
coherent, systematicallyover-simplified, orientation
action. Despite the
integrativeftmction, however, ideology is inevitably associatedwith resistanceand
struggle. Ricoeur puts it this way: 'Ideology operatesat the turning point between
integrativefunction and resistance'.585
5" Dyck assumes,with Ricoeur, the inevitability
of at least an element of distortion in any ideology.
With regard to legitimation, Dyck adopts Ricoeur's thesis, that 'ideology fills the gap between claim
and belief (Dyck, Theocratic Ideology of the Chronicler, p. 70, referring to Ricoeur, Lectures on
Ideology and Utopia, pp. 211-12). Dyck continues:
His [Ricoeur's]thesisrestson a conceptof surplusvaluenow linkedto power,not work. Accordingto
Marx's analysisof capitalism,the capitalistemployerstealsthe surplusvalueproducedby the worker.
Thecapitalistmakesan investment andcanon this basisclaimthe surplus'producedby' the
:..
...
investment.... Therealsourceof productivity,the labourer,is not recognised.Applyingthis concept
of alienationto power,onecouldsaythatthe ruler makesan ideologicalinvestmentwhichdisguisesthe
realsourceof power. Thereis alwaysmorein the claimto legitimacy... thanthe normalcourseof
legitimationcansatisfy,that is to saythereis a surplusof beliefprovidedby an ideologicalsystem.
Dyck then suggeststhat charismatic leadershipis a good example of this.

582With

In this form of authority the leaderis completely dependenton the belief of the people,yet the leader
cannotmakehis claim to authority in theseterms. Thesesorts of claims are the ideological investment
madeby the charismaticleaderand when successfulpay a dividend in terms of what Ricoeur calls a
surplusof belief.

regard to integration, Dyck adoptsthe model of 'the anthropologist in conversationwith the
subject'; and, therefore, the appropriate theoretical undergirding is drawn from the field of semiotics.
Dyck posesthe question: how is a material interest actually expressedin an idea? A correlation is
neededbetweenideology and the rhetorical devices of discourse,that is a semiotic approach 'which
treatsideology in terms of its rhetorical capacities'. He quotes from Clifford Geertz: 'With no notion of
how metaphor, analogy, irony, ambiguity, pun, paradox, hyperbole, rhythm, and all the other elements
of what we lamely call "style" operate ... [we cannot construe] the import of ideological assertions'
(Dyck, Theocratic Ideology ofthe Chronicler, p. 72). It is at this point that he picks up Ricoeur's point,
contra Althusser, that it takes a prior system of symbols to have a systemof distorted symbols (Dyck
TheocraticIdeology of the Chronicler, pp. 70-72).
'8' Dvck, Theocratic Ideoloqv
ofthe Chronicler. DD.71-72.
_Distortion
Key Concepts
Ruling class interests expressed by
"
ruling ideas
Systematic distortion
"
Approach
That of critic
"
Attitude of suspicion
"
Dismantle distortion
"
Model
Marxist base-superstructure
0

Legitimation
_ Key Concepts
Authority as implied in ruling
0
ideas
Forms of legitimate authority
6
Gap between claims and belief
0
Approach
Value-free sociologist
0
Motivational framework
0
Model
Idealtypes
0

584

Integration / Identity
Key Concepts
Symbolization

Approach
That of anthropologist
0
Interpretative attitude
0
Conversation
0
Model
Serniotics
0

He quotes from Geertz:
Thefunctionof ideologyis to makea politics possibleby providingthe authoritativeconceptsthat
renderit meaningful,the suasiveimagesby which it cansensiblybe grasped.... Whateverelse
ideologiesmaybe theyare,mostdistinctly,mapsof problematicsocialrealityandmatricesfor the
...
(Geertz,Interpretationof Cultures,pp. 218-220,citedin Dyck,
creationof collectiveconscience
TheocraticIdeologyof the Chronicler,p. 73).
Seealso a similar discussion in Ricoeur, Lectures on Ideology and Utopia, p. 259.
585Ricoeur, Lectures Ideology
on
and Utopia, pp. 256-66. The ftill quotation is:
[Ideologyis always]on thebrink of becomingpathological. Ideologypreserves
identity,but it also
...
wantsto conservewhatexistsandis thereforealreadya resistance.Somethingbecomesideological- in
the negativesenseof theterrn- whenthe integrativefunctionbecomesfrozen,whenit becomes
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3.42 Dyck and Chronicles
Dyck offers three readings of Chronicles, following (in reverse order) the Ricoeurian
identity
(integration),
legitimation, and distortion. Where relevant, the
schemeof
ideology of Chronicles is contrasted with that of Ezra-Nehemiah,586and occasionally
587
Samuel-Kings.
with

Dyck first considersthe wider imperial context from which Chroniclesemerged. This
588
includesa lengthy survey of the Persian perspectiveon the Jews. There is also
discussionof the natureof the SecondTemple community within this Persianimperial
589
in
light
known
Reading
temple-communitieswithin the Empire
context,
of other
.
rhetorical in the bad sense,when schernatisationand rationalisationprevail. Ideology operatesat the
turning point betweenintegrative function and resistance.
586For the sake of the argument, Dyck
makes the (debatable) assumption that the writers of Chronicles
and of Ezra-Nehemiah are contemporaries living in 4th century Judah as part of the theocratic Temple
community within an imperial Persian context.
58' Looking first at the
closing section of Chronicles, Dyck makes the initial observation that, for the
Chronicler, the exile serves as a seventy-year sabbath rest for the land (echoes of Jeremiah 28-29 and
Leviticus 26 & 43). For the Chronicler, this is not a catastrophe (as in Samuel-Kings) but a 'gap in the
story of Israel that is immediately overcome' (Theocratic Ideology of the Chronicler, pp. 81-83).
Robert Carroll makes a not dissimilar point in Robert P. Carroll, 'The Myth of the Empty Land',
Semeia 59 (1992), pp. 79-94.
The concluding postscript to Chronicles and the overlap with Ezra I for Dyck serve as a 'directive' to
read the continuation of the story in Ezra-Nehemiah. In all sections of Ezra-Nehemiah, the returned
exiles have a dominant role:
The community they construct is a conceptionof Israel that unitesthosewho returnedto the land with
The argumentto be advancedis that this
those in the diasporawithin the imperialframework
...
accountwhich concernsthe very foundationsof the Jewishcommunity in Judahrepresentsone 'voice' in
an ideological debate(if not conflict) about the natureand identity of the Jewishcommunity within the
Persianempire (Dyck, TheocraticIdeology of the Chronicler, p. 90).
5 Dyck, Theocratic Ideology
ofthe Chronicler, pp. 91-109. Dyck's survey of the Persian perspective
on the restoration of the Jews, against the background of the general Persian imperial ideology, is
largely based on the Cyrus Cylinder (pp. 91-94). Dyck notes that:
the subtletiesof the ideology (written or visual) would, of course,be lost on the majority of the
population (for whom the identity of the empire of the day may have beena matter of someindifference
to the drudgery of daily life), but the audienceof the ideology had to be broad enough,and the
correspondencebetweenthe ideology and the realities of their administrationhad to be close enough,in
order for it to keepthis selectgroup of subjectsimaginatively participating in the imperial order (p. 97).
589He
sums this up:
The citizen-templecommunity in Judah,like its Mesopotamiancounterparts,was a theocratic
community in which the temple was the central institution, not a hierocracyruled solely by priests.
Another point of contactwith the Mesopotamianexamplesis that membershipin the Judaeancitizenin which social boundarieswere
temple community seemsto have beendeterminedby ethnic criteria
...
all-important. And while there was no doubt considerableoverlap betweenthe citizen-temple
community and the province of Judahin terms of 'personnel' and leadership,the political statusof the
province would have beenof secondaryimportance(Dyck, TheocraticIdeology of the Chronicler, p.
109).
Dyck is particularly dependent on J.P. Weinberg, The Citizen-Temple Community (trans. D. L. SmithChristopher; JSOTSup. 15 1, Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1992), especially pp. 34-48 and 105-26. He also
cites J. Blenkinsopp, 'Temple and Society in Achaemenid Society' in Philip R. Davies (ed. ), Second
Temple Studies, vol 1: The Persian Period (JSOTSup. 117; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 199 1).
In a footnote Dyck cites some of the latest archaeological information of relevance (Dyck Theocratic
Ideology of the Chronicler, p. 103, note 84).
In all of this, Dyck is adopting what he regards to be a scholarly consensus on these points: he is not
laying claim to any independent research on the subject.
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Ezra-Nehemiahand the Persianevidencetogether,Dyck concludesthat the 'outsideinitiative' theory of the origin of the Jerusalemcommunity, as put forward in EzraNehemiah,is a plausible one 590Dyck then turns his attentionto contrastingthe ways
.
591
in which identity is handledin Ezra-Nehemiahand Chronicles.
At this point, he introducesa systemfor the typology of ethnic groupsproposedby
592
Vertical ethnicity is characterisedby deeppenetrationof culture, in a
A.D. Smith.
relatively unified, egalitarianminority group or enclavewithin a wider social context.
The 'outside' is a threat to the community but, paradoxically, the enclaveis dependent
is
by
'best
'outside'.
Lateral
the
on an accommodationwith
contrast,
ethnicity,
593
by
By
is
dominant'.
in
the
contrast
exemplified
multi-ethnic state which one group
594
'vertical'
Dyck
Ezra-Nehemiah
the
maintainsthat the
narrow
with
perspective,
ideology of identity in Chroniclesrepresents'a lateral ethnicity versusa vertical
595The
issue
demonstrates
'internal
the
one .
particular
of mixed marriages
596
ident
i
between
'dynamic
different
ty.
tensions'
contradictions' and
aspects of ethnic

On the complexity of the Temple community, I seea parallel with my own home Province of Northern
Ireland, where the Unionist / Protestantcommunity once preservedan ethnic-religious exclusivity and
dominant role within the wider community of the Province, with considerableoverlap of personnel
amongthe leadershipof the Unionist Party, the religious leadership,and that of the political institutions
of the Province. A reverse situation operatesin the Republic of Ireland with regard to the hegemonyof
the Roman Catholic community.
'90He continues:
This assumes
the collaborationof the Jewsliving in Babylon,especiallythe Jewsof the formerruling
the heartandsoulof Israel,andalsothePersian
classesin Judah,who sawthemselves
asrepresenting
imperialadministration. Theethniccriteriawhichhadservedthe purposeof maintainingidentityin a
...
minority situationin Babylonweretransformedin thepost-exilicsettingandadaptedfor thepurposeof
establishingthesocialboundaries
of, andsocialcontrolover,the affairsof thepost-exiliccommunity
whichultimatelycameto dominatethe provinceof Judah(Dyck, TheocraticIdeologyof the Chronicler,
pp. 101and107).
591Dyclý Theocratic Ideology the Chronicler, p. 109.
of
592A. D. Smith, 'The Politics of Culture: Ethnicity and Nationalism' in Companion Encyclopedia of
Anthropology (London: Routledge 1994), especially p. 713.
593Dyck, Theocratic Ideology of the Chronicler, p. 110. Dyck also observes:
Themeritof this typology is that,unlikea strictly etic approach,it takesinto accountthe way in
...
(emics)but allowsfor a broadlyetic classificationof the cultural
whichgroupsperceivethemselves
ideologies
fact
ideologies
identity.
It
the
that
that
take
of
of
strategies underlie
can
also
account
of
...
identityarealsothe subjectof internaldebateandconflict.
Thus,althoughthepost-exilic
...
communitywasan enclave,sociologicallyspeaking,this doesnot meanthat its 'culture' wasuniformly
enclavistor that its ethnicstrategywasstrictly vertical(Dyck, TheocraticIdeologyof the Chronicler,p.
111).
Again it is interesting that Northern Ireland Unionism fits this model of conflict between enclavist and
lateral modes of expressionand ideological rationalisation.
594
Ezra 9- 10 and Nehemiah 13.
595
He elaborates:
Themodelthe Chroniclerusesfor his community,the unitedmonarchyof DavidandSolomon,
in Ezrathegoldenageof a greaterIsraelandcontrastssharplywith the picturepresented
represents
Nehemiahof a smallcommunitywithin a largeandpowerfulempire. Theouterboundariesof
...
Israelare,however,
'Israel' aresimilarlydefinedin bothtexts.
Theinternalboundaries
within
...
radicallydifferent. ... TheChroniclermaintainsan 'all Israel'perspective.... This is not to saythat
JudahandJerusalem
do not havea distinctplacewithin 'all Israel',but the Chronicleris clearly
...
trying to representan 'encompassing
whole' (Dyck, TheocraticIdeologyof the Chronicler,pp. 118-21).
The differences between the two perspectivesare particularly evident in the genealogiesoffered in the
texts.
respective
596
He further explains:
] concernfor ethnicpurity cannotbe explainedin ternisof someunambiguous
Ezra's[or the author's?
foreign.
9-10
Nor
foreign
Ezra
The issue
that
the
can
we
assume
were
really
rationale. ...
wivesof
...
wasasmuchthe definitionof a 'mixed' marriageasthe reality of mixedmarriages.... [The situation
canbe comparedto] the issueof marriagein modemIsraelandthe Haredim. ... The Haredimcall nonHaredimJews'gentiles'anda marriageinvolving sucha personis considereda mixedmarriage,
...
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When viewed in this way, the contrastbetweenthe ideologiesof identity expressedin
Ezra-Nehemiahand in Chronicles is stark.
In his fourth chapter,Dyck movesto his second'reading' of Chronicles, from the
identity
legitimacy
hegemony,
ideology
'the
the
that
thesis
of
perspectiveof
and
with
in Chroniclesis at the sametime an ideology which legitimatesJerusalem'srule as
597
legitimate
He observesthat the
the sole
centreof Israel in the Chronicler's day'.
legitimising
by
Levi',
Chronicles
Judah
'led
openinggenealogiesof
and centreon
are
both the royal and the priestly lines.598The story of Israel (as opposedto that initial
599
begins
focuses
David
Solomon
genealogicalportrait)
on the
with
and
and
intertwined themesof Temple, dynasty,people, and land: themesthat establishthe
legitimacy of 'the kingdom of Yahweh in the handsof the sonsof David' (2
Chronicles 13.5,cf 28.5). From the outset,David's captureof Jerusalemis with the
help of 'all Israel' (I Chronicles 11.4) 600By the time of the dedicationof Solomon's
.
Temple, 'all Israel' includesthe tribes, the leadersof the people,priests,the Levites,
all of whom have beeninextricably entwined into the temple-dynastystory.
A particularly significant point is the comparisonbetweenthe psalm in I Chronicles
1.8-36and Psalm 105 in the Psalter. Psalm 105 developsthe opening themeof praise
for God's mighty acts in terms of the exodusbut the Chronicler's psalm moves
from
fulfilment
land
in
to
the
that
straight
patriarchalpromise
of
promise
and Temple.
By side-steppingthe Exodus and Conquest,maintainsDyck, ChroniclesmakesIsrael
andthe land inalienable. This servesas an excellent exampleof how a literary text
canbe adaptedfor differing ideological purposes.
The most obvious exampleof an inclusive definition of Israel in Chroniclesis in the
accountof Hezekiah's Passover.However, the 'Positive' referencesto the North refer
only to thosenorthern residentswho are loyal and submissivetowardsJudahand
Jerusalem:'they are included on Judah's terms'.601 Furthermore,in addition to the
inclusive 'all Israel' references,there are in Chroniclesfourteeninstances602of
603
'Israel' usedwith referenceto Judahalone. It is clear, maintainsDyck, that the
Chronicler was deliberatelyusing 'Israel' in two different ways as part of the
One should not thereforetake Ezra's condemnationat face value as referring to non-Jewishpractice but
rather as referring to less strict Jewishpractice (Dyck, TheocraticIdeology of the Chronicler, pp. 11415).
Dyck here is particularly dependent on D. L. Smith-Christopher, 'The Mixed Marriage Crisis in Ezra 910 and Nehemiah 13: A Study of the Post-Exilic Jewish Community' in Eskenazi and Richards (eds.),
Second Temple Studies, vol. 2, especially p. 252; and T. C. Eskenazi and E. P. Judd, 'Marriage to a
Stranger in Ezra 1-9' in Eskenazi and Richards (eds.) Second Temple Studies, vol 2, pp. 266-285.
597Dyc Theocratic Ideology
of the Chronicler, p. 126.
598Dyck, Theocratic Ideology
of the Chronicler, p. 13 1.
599Dyck
suggests that the account of Saul's death in I Chronicles 'is but the "steady" between "ready"
and "go! "' (Dyck Theocratic Ideology of the Chronicler p. 135).
600 1
Chronicles 11.4.
601Dyck, Theocratic Ideology
Noth's
however,
Chronicler,
158.
Dyck,
the
proposition
rejects
of
p.
that the Chronicler's purpose was to establish the legitimacy of the Jerusalem temple over against the
Samaritan sanctuary, not only on archaeological grounds, but because one must resist the assumption
that apologetic language must be directed at outside rivals.
602
2 Chronicles 11.13; 12.1,6; 15.17; 19.8; 20.29; 21.2,4; 24.5,16; 28.19,23,27; and 29.24
603Dyck
discussed
here
have
the sharp contrast between the Chronicler's usage of 'Israel' and
might
that of the Deuteronomist who, after the death of Solomon, uses Israel only with reference to the
Northern Kingdom. The usage of other biblical books is different again. See my brief discussion of
this point above, pp. 55-56.
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legitimising process. Dyck doesnot developthis point but slippagefrom one usageof
ideologue's
is
device
in
to
term
the
armoury.
a
another a regular
From my own perspective,I seea clear parallel in Irish politics to the point that Dyck
is making. In the contemporaryIrish context, the phrase'all-Ireland', like the
Chronicler's 'all-Israel', can sometimesbe usedin a genuinely conciliatory attempt to
it
However,
both
Ireland
Northern
Ireland
Republic
together.
of
and the
encompass
device
by
be
divisive
thosewho are seekingto extendthe
can also usedas a
rhetorical
hegemonyof the Republic over the North or to imply that true Irishnessexists only in
the Republic. In fact, my experiencesuggeststhat Dyck has underestimatedthe
ideological and rhetorical significanceof the phrase'all-Israel' and that further
detailedexaminationof the use of the ideological use of term 'Israel' throughoutthe
Old Testamentmight prove especiallyilluminating.
Who, then, is making theseclaims and to whom? Dyck's view is that:

The Chronicler was addressing in the first instance the ruling and priestly classes in Jerusalem
of which he was a part. ... The Chronicler is asking his audience to imagine Jerusalem as the
centre of a nation, territorially defined, and not simply the cultic centre of a small citizentemple community within an empire. Whereas the author of Ezra-Nehemiah exhibits a
defensive posture, the Chronicler articulates a more confident understanding of Jerusalem's
604
role as the centre of Israel.

Dyck's fifth chapter,'Hierarchy Within', aims to explore the 'internal consequences'
605
is
Chronicler's
It
ideology,
including
the
unlikely that
of
unintendedconsequences.
the Chronicler's peersneededany convincing about the importanceof the Temple.

So why rewrite the history of Israel with a Temple focus? Comparison with EzraNehemiah suggeststhat the Chronicler was seeking to broaden the political horizons
inclusiveness,
'the
immediate
its
his
despite
However,
of
apparent
community.
Chronicler's claim to the legitimacy of the Temple as the cultic centre for "all Israel"
is, in effect, a claim to hegemony over regions and peoples who would not necessarily
606
Nor can we simply assumethat the claims of the
welcome such hegemony'.
Chronicler were supported by or in the interests of the majority within his immediate
607
community.
604Dyck Theocratic Ideology ofthe Chronicler, pp. 162 (my emphasis). He goes on to suggestthat
'the (immanent or actual) demise of the Persiansand the rise of the Macedoniansmay have presented
itself as an opportunity to think big' (p. 164). He refers to the story in Josephusof the High Priest and
his entouragewelcoming Alexander to Jerusalem. Could the Chronicler have been one of the High
Priest's entourage,literally or conceptually?
605He observes: 'As applied to Chronicles, "consequences"is shorthandfor the view that Chronicles
was embeddedin and is an expressionof a particular discoursewhich in turn was connectedwith the
hierarchical structure of the theocratic community with the SecondTemple as its apex' (Dyck
Theocratic Ideology ofthe Chronicler, 165).
606Dyck, Theocratic Ideology
ofthe Chronicler, p. 166.
607Dyck surveys the Temple community and the wider PersianEmpire, in terms of mode of production
(Dyck, Theocratic Ideology of the Chronicler, pp. 166-212). Both levels representan interaction of
what is termed the Ancient Mode of Production with the so called Asiatic Mode of Production. This
spectrumof relations of production gave rise to three social groups within the empire: citizens of cities
with full rights (who participated in the central cult and had a right to a shareof temple income as
derived from its estates,including state and temple civil servants,priests, scribes, merchants,free
craftsmen,and farmers, often owning land in the vicinity of the temple and with hereditary status);
freemenwho were deprived of civil rights becausethey did not own land and were not therefore
membersof the popular assembly; and slaves(and the semi-free). In order to explicate this further,
Dyck analysesthe wider context of SecondTemple Jerusalem,basedon parallels with other temple
communities in the Persian Empire, concluding:
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The questionthen addressedin Dyck's final chapteris: how doesthe Chronicler's
theocraticideology fit into this context? In particular, this chapteris concernedwith
the level of distortion. Dyck's argumentis that 'the degreeto which the Second
Temple was an oppressivepresence is the degreeto which the Chronicler's
...
ideology is distorted'. The measureof this distortion will be achievedby
...
'conceptualisingthe Chronicler's ideology in terms of its consequences',including
by
legitimation
identity
the
and
unintendedconsequences, contrastwith
chapterson
had
focussed
which
on the Chronicler's 'communicative intentions and motives'.
He explains:
In talkingabouttheconsequences
in
Chronicles,
I
the
talking
of
am
about way whichthetext
hastakenholdof thebeliefsof itsreaders
in theinterests
of power.... I ammakinga
judgment
ly-false
ideology;
functional
it
that
abouttheChronicler's
a
specifically, represents
judgment
I
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consciousness
making
of
am
simply
standing
women
with
...
Nehemiah
5 whofeltthat'kinship'entailed
affirmingwith
socialandeconomic
solidarity,
608
in
face
themtheculturalvalueof egalitarianismthe
of alienation.
Dyck justifies this methodologicalstancewith the claim:

Ideological criticism of this sort is
dispassionatelyproving a case
not
so
much
a
matter
of
...
but a matter of demonstratingthat an attitude of suspicion is appropriate. In other words, this
third reading is less objective and more speculative than thefirst two, but, as I seeit, that is all
for the good. The aim of the entire project is understanding;but, insofar as understandingmay
run into obstacles,detours around these obstaclesare required. This is such a detour.

In order to identify distortion, one hasto adopt a social-critical stance,reading
'against the grain of the text, taking up a position extrinsic to the text in order to get at
609
distortion
by
begins
He
this
third,
systematic
within'.
social-critical, reading,
noting that 'the massiveeffort neededto write this history suggeststhat something
6
10
for
Chronicler'.
He continues:
was at stake the
The trick is to generatebelief. It is one thing to intend to urge one's audienceto support the
SecondTemple as the leading institution of the day (an illocutionary act), quite anotherto
successfullypersuadeone's readersto actively support the Temple (a perlocutionary act). It is
the task of ideology to ensurethe successof the perlocutionary act and to securea belief in
legitimate order, hierarchies,and all. 611

The [Jerusalem]temple was the focal point of a systemof hierarchies.
It fulfilled contradictory
...
functions as an institution of the empire, of the local elite, and of the community. The community was
constructedon the basisof a systemof kinship and pseudo-kinshipdifferentiations which probably
originated in the exile but which cameto servepurposesquite unlike the straightforwardconcernfor
identity maintenancein a minority context. In fact, identity turns out to be a very complex notion
indeed,playing host to ideologiesand practiceswhich distort at one level the very valueswhich are
affirmed at another. It is my view, therefore,that objectification - 'the positive transformationof values
into discourses,practices,and institutions' - has given rise to alienation- 'the distortion of thesevalues,
the reification of discourses,practices,and institutions' (Dycký TheocraticIdeology of the Chronicler, p.
212, quoting from G.H. Taylor, 'Editor's Introduction' in Ricoeur,Lectures on Ideology and Utopia, p.
xxvii).
608Dyck Theocratic Ideology
ofthe Chronicler, p. 213 (my emphasis).
609Dyck Theocratic Ideology
of the Chronicler, p. 215. He elaborates:
This extrinsic position is always in dangerif losing touch with the symbolic nature of even ideologically
distorted reality. Ideological criticism is thus always on the brink ofcounter-distortion in referring to
models,forces, and causesand in its tendencyto radically separatemeaningand ftinction, systemand
symbol, mind and body (my emphasis).
610more than just to do
with issues relating 'to local competition from Gerizim (Torrey, Noth), to
sagging revenues (Braun), or to social divisions (Williamson)' (Dyck Theocratic Ideology of the
Chronicler, p. 216).
61' Dyck, Theocratic Ideology
ofthe Chronicler, p. 216. Dyck continues by noting that beliefs are like
4aratchet that can only be turned one way'. The dominance of the Second Temple was not a matter of
chance, it was an ideological achievement that 'needed to be secured generation after generation'. The
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How, then, doesthe Chronicler's ideology persuade?How doeshe securebelief in
the legitimacy of the SecondTemple order? Dyck explains this in terms of the
612
Thus, 'whilst the
Chronicler's presentationof the theocratic 'kingdom of Yahweh'.
Davidic dynasty for the post-exilic community remainsa questionmark, Yahweh's
its
kingship
is
in
legacy
forever
Temple
the
the
of
and cult',
universal
recognizable
the Davidic dynasty. The persuasiveforce of the Chronicler's argumentis aimed at
the 'inner religious disposition' of the individual worshipper in the Temple,
between
interests
individual
Temple
tension
the
those
the
the
generating a
of
of
and
institution. While it was the Chronicler's intention to portray the Temple in terms of
'assisting' the individual, when viewed in terms of consequences,the Chronicler's
ideology, in fact, had the reverse effect: 'it was the individual who was assisting the
Temple in restoring its fortunes, in maintaining its dominant position in the
in
community, and perhaps even extending its hegemony over the region as a
613
whole'.
Dyck's summary conclusion is:
The Chronicler's ideology of identity and legitimacy was, in my view, a conscious
reformulation of the ideology of the SecondTemple; a reformulation which sought not only to
reinforce its leading role in Judahbut also to expand its claims over the whole land of Israel.
The Chronicler adaptedthe history of the first temple to this purpose by showing how the
temple in Jerusalemwas, from the beginning, the theocratic capital of all Israel. Identity and
legitimacy are thereby securedin terms of the origins of the theocratic 'kingdom of Yahweh.
But also at work within the Chronicler's ideology are the interestsof the Jerusalem'sruling
classes,including the clergy. Chronicles can, therefore, be thought of as a cross-sectionof the
discourseof the Jerusalemelite, perhapsin the period of its ascendancy.614

3.43 Summary and Assessment
The Ricoeurianthreefold model of identity, legitimation, and distortion servesDyck
in
well seekingto apply to the books of Chroniclesall three of the perspectiveson
ideologicalcriticism that he had outlined in his previous article. In particular, the
model enableshim to move beyondthe interpretative-sociologicalapproachinto the
realm of social criticism, beyondthe searchfor hermeneuticalunderstandinginto a
hermeneuticof suspicion. It enableshim to attemptthe Ricoeurianobjective of
'disentanglingrecognition from misrecognition' and, in Gottwald's phrase,to grasp
(;new connexionsbetweenold facts'. It is an excellent exampleof how useof a
sociologicalmodel can open up new avenuesof interpretation. By contrastwith much
ideological criticism, it is a non-Marxist model that is deployed,although the regular
ratchethad to turn but in one direction only. 'It is in this sensethat f would argue that the theocratic
ideology of the Chronicler is distorting. The Chronicler provides the greasefor the axle; the Second
Temple, discourseand all, supplies the catch' (pp. 216-17).
612
for example, in 2 Chronicles 13.8.
613Dyck Theocratic Ideology the Chronicler, 220.1
here
of the evangelistic
reminded
p.
am
of
preacherwho complained that once upon a time Churcheswere built so that the people might be
'saved'. Now the clergy are looking for people so that the churchesmight be 'saved' (from closure or
whatever). in a not dissimilar way, Dyck is arguing that the surface of the text presentsthe Temple as
supporting the community; but the real underlying motive is to encouragepopular supportfor the
Temple.
614Dyck Theocratic Ideology ofthe Chronicler, p. 220. Dyck this point cites B. Kelly, Restoration
at
and Eschatology in Chronicles (JSOTSup. 211; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1996), p. 109.
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does
'false
the
'mode
give
consciousness'
and
useof phrasessuch as
of production'
discussiona Marxian flavour.
The sociological model enablesDyck to go beyond the question, Whatdoes the text
What
did
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the
text
the
and
were
serve?
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mean?
him
It
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and unintendedconsequences? also enables
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from
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the
of
a standpointoutside of the text
and consequences
(in Jamesoniansocial-critical fashion). His elucidation of the conceptof purposehas
from
helpful
in
Jerusalem
His
the
this
a
situation
regard.
perspectiveon
proved
Persiancontext has addeda significant dimensionto the discussion,though it hasto
be saidthat he hasrelied uncritically on a rangeof scholarly hypothesesabout the
Persianperiod, someof which are open to challenge. In line with the Jamesonian
Old
textuality,
principle of comparative
comparisonswith other contemporary
Testamenttexts, including both Psalm 105 and Ezra-Nehemiah,have enabledDyck to
foregroundthe ideological distinctives of Chronicles,though comparisonwith
Samuel-Kingscould have beenfurther developed. Specific sociological models,such
distinction
between
helpful.
lateral
have
the
as
and vertical ethnicity,
proved
Dyck's conclusionthat the Book of Chroniclesmust have emergedfrom the literaryboth
for
belonging
discussion
is
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that
to
of
elite class an audiencealso
class
on
the Generaland the Literary Modes of Productionand reflects an Eagletonian
have
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discussion
literary
though
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methodology,
mode of production could
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expanded.How might sucha work as Chronicleshave beenpublishedand
disseminated?How possiblewould it have beenfor an opposition party to put a
into
major work
circulation or should we assumethat a work on the scaleof
Chroniclescould only have circulated with the sanctionor sponsorshipof thosein
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power?
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read
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discussion?
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public
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that they reflect
consciouslyoffering competingviewpoints; or
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the ideology of different partiesor different periods? Did the Chronicler have
Samuel-Kingsin front of him when he wrote? Do the books of Chronicles
did
have
Samuel-Kings;
knowledge
the author
that
or
presuppose readerswould
of
a
intend Chroniclesto supercedethe earlier History?
Dyck posesthe question,How doesthe Chronicler's ideology persuade?However, he
doesnot offer the kind of detailedrhetorical analysisthat Dutcher-Walls deploys in
answerto such a question.He also posesthe questionof 'the massiveeffort neededto
for
Chronicler's
history',
'something
the
this
that
write
was at stake'
which suggests
immediatesocial group'. But he hasnot identified 'massive' issuescommensurate
in
in
been
involved
have
the
the
that
ancientworld
with
massiveeffort
must
producingtexts on the scaleof the books of Chronicles.
Dyck hints at what might be a possible answerwhen he claims to be 'standing with
the women of Nehemiah 5 who felt that "kinship" entailed social and economic
face
in
the
them
the
of
solidarity, affirming with
cultural value of egalitarianism
615
Nehemiah)
(by
it
be
Chronicles
Could
that
the
with
contrast
alienation'.
purposeof
is to rationalise support away from the socialjustice demandsof the community by
legitimating
focus
the power of the
the
the
cultic
meansof a
on
and
religious as
615Dyck, Theocratic Ideology ofthe Chronicler, p. 213.
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Temple elite? Dyck hints at anotherpossibleoverall purposeof the book in terms of
in
included
be
the
Judah-Jerusalem
loyal
to
to
the
that
those
are
promoting
claim
only
deceptivelyinclusive phrase,'all Israel'. A clear conclusion from Dyck on these
issueswould have beenhelpful. A comprehensivecomparisonof Chronicleswith
Samuel-Kingsmight have beenilluminating in this regard.
Unlike much ideological criticism, Dyck doesnot focus on gapsand absencesin the
text. He makesreferenceto (but doesnot develop) the omission of the ExodusSettlementtraditions from Chronicles. Other obvious omissionsthat might have
discussion
in
the
merited
are
silence Chronicleson the negativeside of the reigns of
David and Solomon and the exclusion by the Chronicler of the old northern-kingdom
institutions from his conceptof all-Israel. Another dimensionmissing from Dyck's
discussionis any discussionof the ideology of interpreters. Dyck gives little insight
into his own ideological predispositionsor of the specific moral or ethical standpoint
from which his social-critical commentsarise.
Overall, however, Dyck's work servesas a useful bridge betweenthe socialinterpretativemodel and the more fully fledged social-critical ideological criticism,
discussed
in
the next chapter.
examplesof which are
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4. Experiments in Ideological Criticism from a
Social-Critical Perspective

The third model of ideological criticism is the social-critical model, which operates
largely
is
definition
heading,
'ideology'.
Under
this
a
with
negative
consideration
of
ideological
to
given experimentswith
criticism from a variety of perspectives,
616
including articles published in the seminal 1992edition of Semeia(volume 59).

4.1 Norman Gottwald: an Eagletonian Approach
4.11
A significant exampleof Gottwald's later work is his article, 'Social Classand
Ideology in Isaiah 40-55: an EagletonianReading'.617In this article, Gottwald has
beyond
the social-scienceand interpretative-sociologyperspectivesof Tribes
moved
into social-critical mode. His purposeis to show that the text of Isaiah40-55618
emergedas:
a weapon of struggle to preservethe sociocultural identity and political future of a former
Judahiteruling elite faced with dissolution in Babylonian society after two generationsof
619
from
its
institutional
base
severance
original
of power.
matrix of meaning and

616Semeia59 (1992) (ed. David Jobling and Tina Pippin, under the title, Ideological Criticism of
Biblical Texts).
6" Norman K. Gottwald, 'Social Class
Semeia
in
Reading',
Isaiah
40-55:
Eagletonian
Ideology
an
and
59 (1992), pp. 43-58, reprinted in Norman K. Gottwald and Richard A. Horsely (eds.), The Bible and
Liberation: Political and Social Hermeneutics(Maryknoll, New York: Orbis, 1993), pp. 329-342.
Gottwald has been prolific in his output since the publication of The Tribes, and much of his writing is
implicitly concernedwith ideological considerations. I have chosenthis particular article for
considerationbecauseit explicitly addressesideological criticism, both in its title and contents,because
of its overt application of the Eagletonian methodology, and becauseGottwald here moves into the
social-critical field.
For another example of Gottwald's later ideological-critical work, seehis Hebrew Bible in Its Social
World and Ours, in which, in the introduction, he sets out a specifically Althusserian method for doing
biblical criticism. However, I concur with David Jobling, who observes:'I could not fail to notice how
little, or how very imprecisely, he employs this method in the body of the book except for the
postexilic period where he usesit consistently and impressively' (David Jobling, 'Spectersof Tribes:
On the "Revenance" of a Classic', in Boer [ed.], Tracking 'The Tribes, pp. 10-16).
Seealso Gottwald's The Politics ofAncient Israel (Louisville, KY: Westminster, John Knox Press,
2001).
618For the purposesof this study, Gottwald adopts the scholarly consensusthat Isaiah 40-55 derives
from the period of the neo-Babylonian Empire. He presupposesthe text to be a coherent whole,
addressedto Jewish deporteesbetween 550 and 538 BCE. The oppressedservant is Israel; but Israel is
mirrored and modelled in the author's own relationship to his audience(see especially p. 44).
619Gottwald, 'Social Class and Ideology', p. 43.
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Gottwald maintains that the aim of the text's 'stunning rhetoric' was to galvanisethis
disillusioned group into a pro-Persianpolitical movementand 'to lobby for a
Gottwald's
leadership'.
Judahite
homeland
itself
the
the
restorationof
core
as
with
methodologyis basedon this key maxim from Eagleton:
620
The text exists in the 'hollow' it has scoopedout betweenitself and history.
Gottwald utilises the Eagletonianfive-point scheme.621Under General Mode of
Production, Gottwald takesthe Babylonian Empire to be a complex tributary mode.
In the conqueredterritories, there would have beena two-tier tributary system,with
imperial taxation superimposedon a native system. The audienceof Isaiah 40-55 was
a group of Jewswho had beeninsertedinto this mode of production as 'neutralised'
from
had
This
Judah,
been
for
defunct
two
to
three
ex-officials
which
generations.
have
included priests and musiciansas well as artisansand
audiencegroup would
622
disempowered
'a
body
They
civil servants,
of skilled professionals'.
regardedthe
Babylonian systemas foreign and they resistedintegration.623It is not clear to me,
however,how a classof 'de!funct ex-officials' could continueto function and maintain
their classidentity acrosstwo or three generationsof exile, with the luxury of time for
literary activity, and with an ongoing hegemonyover the working Jewish
624
population.
Turning to the Literary Mode of Production, Gottwald notes that, in the ancient world,
including
writing,
religious texts, was mostly to do with administration and
propagandaneeds and was controlled by a scribal profession. Most communication
625
Gottwald argues that Isaiah 40-55 is not stateoutside of these circles was oral .
626
The text
originated, since the text approvingly foretells the overthrow of Babylon.
by
hearers
literacy,
presupposesreaders or
with a professional
albeit attenuated
decadesof political detention. It contains a 'dazzling display of genres and Moti&,. 627
It was probably produced in clandestine conditions, since it shows traces of conflict
between a powerless Judahite and an all-powerful Babylonian identity. The discourse
employs overtly persuasive forms of speech, shapedby older Judahite prophetic
discourse, 'with a maximum of cultic genres that saturate the political thrust of the
document with powerful religious associations'. Gottwald argues that the verbose
620Eagleton, Criticism and Ideology, p. 80.
621He stresses:'The text exists in a specific spacewithin the larger complex of social life
its very
...
inviolate individuality as text is itself a form of social and ideological production whose full shapewe
(Gottwald,
forces
in
the
the
to
production'
at
work
cannot seeunless we work reconstruct
web of social
'Social Class and Ideology', p. 44).
622Gottwald, 'Social Class and Ideology', p. 45.
623Gottwald notes that 'they were becoming babylonised gradually' but remained in distinct
in
(Gottwald,
Class
'Social
722
deported
by
Assyrians
those
the
and Ideology', p.
communities unlike
45).
624Gottwald acknowledgesthat in Babylon they may well have functioned within self-sustaining
agricultural communities; and that those of talent may have been taken into imperial administration (as
the biblical tradition itself maintains) or become involved in such private businessas was permitted.
But this still leavesthe central question unansweredas to how they could have maintained a distinct
identity as a proactive group of descendantsof ex-officials.
625
Even political edicts were disseminatedby reading aloud. Furthermore, 'orality survives to a
striking extent in writing that is politically or religiously declamatory' (Gottwald, 'Social Class and
Ideology', p. 45).
626This of course would not be a problem if the text were dated in the Persianera and not (as Gottwald
assumes)in the Babylonian era.
627Gottwald, 'Social Class and Ideology', p. 45.
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for
the
the
serve
as
a
cover
allusions
and
rhetoric
extensivereligious-literary
its
'Why
for
ideological
the
thrust of the piece and
argument:
weaknessof
underlying
628
,
to
so muchspeech makesojew points?
Surprisingly, Gottwald doesnot discussthe use of Hebrew in this Babylonian context,
The
literary
is
the
ongoing
mode of production.
which surely a significant aspectof
identity
for
important
Hebrew
the
maintenanceof community
was presumably
useof
for
for
integration
it
have
to
servedas a useful medium
and may well
and resistance
Hebrew
literature.
The
to
to
the
was
extent which
questionalso arisesas
subversive
still spokenor understoodafter severalgenerationsof exile.
Gottwald offers the intriguing suggestionthat in thesechapterswe hear 'one voice in
debate':
a community
The direct address throughout, the impassioned rhetoric, the incorporation of audience
objections directly and indirectly - all these indicate a dialogical even conflictual matrix for
Isaiah 40-55.629

The context of this communitydebateis the conflict betweenBabylon and Persia.
Gottwald speculates:

The matrix of Isaiah 40-55 was gatherings of Judahites where all the facets of their life were
deliberated and ritualised, where the lines between 'town meeting' and 'public worship' were
not strictly drawn. This would be a context of spontaneous debate and ritualised celebration ...
Some of it may have been orally delivered
from written texts
Once
parts
other
read
. ....
...
deliverance came, the present Isaiah 40-55 may have been put together as a summary of these
debates over many years.630

While this hypothesisis plausible, it is speculative. Gottwald doesnot cite any
externalevidenceof gatheringsfor 'spontaneousdebateand ritualised celebration'. It
may be that Gottwald's own (in placesverbose)rhetoric obscuresa lack of evidence!
He, too, could be asked,'Why so much speechto make so few points?' It should also
be notedthat Gottwald doesnot explore the function that thesechaptersplay in the
overall literary context in which we now find them, the book of Isaiah as a whole.
Turning to the headingof General Ideology, Gottwald assumesBabylonian ideology
to be the ordering of society into a classstructure,in which subjectpeoplesshould
63
1
accepttheir inferior position as 'part of this cosmic-political hegemony'. The
from
by
ideology
is
Gottwald
deportees
Judahite
the
contrasting
of
reconstructed
earlier sectionsof Isaiah, from Jeremiah,and from other biblical texts:

They saw themselvesas privileged representativesof the cosmic-political order once
establishedin Jerusalem. They resisted strongly the judgments of prophets and the
Deuteronomic historian that the state of Judahhad forfeited its claim to be a legal state.
632
They kept their ideology of privilege alive
Thus their religion existed in a kind of limbo
.
...

628Gottwald, 'Social Class and Ideology', p. 46 (my emphasis). Gottwald elaborates:
Theimageryis exceptionallyrich, asarethe concentrations
of key wordsandtradition-historicalmotifs
thatrelentlesslyfocusJudah'srich heritageon the crucialmomentfor the audience.Theprofuseness
of
but the eleganceof languageandadroitinterweaving
to the argumentation
verbiageis disproportionate
...
of imagery,togetherwith shiftsin moodandpace,give the work a linguisticspaciousness.
629 Gottwald, 'Social Class and Ideology', 46. He
p.
continues: 'The controlling voice in Isaiah 40-55
couchesthis debatein heavily religious terms by drawing on an armoury of traditions and by ... cultic
theological languagethat has been provocatively "secularised" by its radical application to a present
political crisis'.
630Gottwald, 'Social Class and Ideology', pp. 46-47.
631Gottwald, 'Social Class and Ideology', p. 47. He further
commentsthat the eccentric reign of
Nabonidus may have threatenedthis and even some Babylonians may thus have preferred Cyrus.
632Gottwald, 'Social Class and Ideology', p. 47.
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Some, however, were willing to relinquish this 'nagging ideological contradiction' by
in
integration
diatribes
hence
Babylonian
the
against
adopting
religion and culture and
Isaiah 40-55.633

Gottwald observesthat it is difficult to say much in an ancient context on Aesthetic
Ideology. There was nothing quite like our understandingof 'the arts'. However, the
in
Gottwald
identified
be
the
ancient society.
aestheticand
religious can closely
it
did
have
by
Babylonians,
the
that,
visual arts, was
speculates
contrastwith
who
634
been
have
It
for
Judahite
that
the
might
culture.
aniconic
were all-important
words
helpful at this point for Gottwald to have offered further discussionon aesthetic
635
literary forms, especiallythe role and function ofpoetic compositions.
The next level is Authorial Ideology. We have, of course,no biographical
information regardingthe actual author(s)of thesechapters,beyond what can be
inferred from the text. According to Gottwald, the text representsthe author as a
Judahiteex-official, a masterof cultic-historical traditions, a gifted rhetorician, a
depicts,
however,
Persian
What
Gottwald
committedmonotheist,and a
sympathiser.
is the implied author,not the real author. We have no way of knowing what
is
between
implied
There
this
the
relationshipobtained
a
real author.
author and
light
is
in
danger
interpreted
the
the
text
significant
of
of circularity of argumentwhen
has
been
from
the text.
an authorwho
wholly reconstructed
The ideology of this author, Gottwald argues,can be summedup as a belief in the rise
fall
is
in
hands
God
Israel,
the
the
the
and
of
nations
of
one
of
who the unrecognised
(by Jewsas well as others)God of the world. Judahwill be restoredby the Persiansif
the presentJudahitescommit themselvesto resistanceand rebellion againstthe
Babylonians.
Gottwald also maintainsthat the authorial ideology involves a fascinationwith the
role of suffering: the 'surplus of suffering' includes 'bearing the ignominy of a God
who seemsto have failed in the eyesof the Babylonians'. Now that they have paid
for their past sin, the suffering of the Jews is voluntary in order to achieverestoration
bring
Gottwald
God.
Hence,
to
to
their
and
non-Jews recogniseand worship
figure:
speculatesthat the oppressed-servant
in
life
have
been
if
in
the
the
author
and
of
can only
a compelling message somehowencoded
the lives of those who sharedhis outlook in an active mission of persuasionand resistance
...
636
itself
Yahweh's
Israel
template of
a
veritable
as
servant.
...

This outline of Authorial Ideology, claims Gottwald, can be inferred from the text and
637
from the conjunction of the social forces describedabove. However, again it
be
should noted that this is the ideology of the implied author.
... PresumablyGottwald has in
45.20-23.
44.9-20;
41.21-29;
and
mind passagessuch as
634Gottwald, 'Social Class
and Ideology', p. 47. However, Gottwald goeson to say that we must not
exaggeratethe polarity between Israelite word and paganrepresentation (as was done in older Biblical
Theology). He notes, for example, that Isaiah 40-55 wants a new (and presumably omate) temple; but
nonethelessthe aim is to 'out-talk' the Babylonians!
635In fact, as
we have seen,Gottwald is dismissive of highly chargedpoetic passagesin Isaiah. Roland
Boer comments: 'Rather than seeking out the utopian significance of the heights of Deutero-Isaianic
language,such poetic flights become an overheatedand turbo-charged use of languagedesignedto
entice the deported ruling class in Babylon back to Judah' (Boer, 'Western Marxism', p. 7).
636Gottwald, 'Social Class and Ideology', p. 49-50.
637Gottwald, 'Social Class and Ideology', p. 49.
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638
When we take a stanceinside
Finally, Gottwald turns to the ideology of the text.
the text, he argues,then we seean enormousdramatic production, a 'bricolage' of
fantasy,the deliveranceof Jewish exiles, conversionof the nations to Yahweh, a text
just
descriptive
but
persuasive,eliciting the agencyof the
not
or even predictive,
63'
key
Eagletonian
its
happen
He
to
then
to
refers
a
audience make predictions
.
concept:
History then entersthe text but it entersit precisely as ideology, as a presencedetermined
...
640
distorted
by
its
and
measurableabsences.

Gottwald maintainsthat there are two distinctive 'absences'in the text: first, nothing
is said aboutthe Judahitesstill in Judah;and, secondly,nothing is said regardingthe
eventualconstitution of the restoredcommunity with regardto justice and equity. A
third absence,not mentionedby Gottwald, is the perspectiveof thoseJewswho
641
preferreda closer collaboration with the Babylonian system.
With regardto the first of theseabsences,Gottwald notesthat the Judahitesin Judah
90%
for
is
the
total
their
represent
of
and yet
only role as a welcoming chorus the
It
returnees. seemsthat 'either naivete or hard-ball politics governsthe author's
disinterestin the peopleback home'.642
Turning to the second'absence',Gottwald arguesthat there are two oblique indicators
in the text as to the constitution of a restoredJudah. One is the role of Cyrus as
Yahweh's 'messiah'. The other is the announcementof a covenantbetweenYahweh
andthe community, incorporating and continuing Yahweh's'dependablecovenant
loyaltiesto David':
Isaiah 40-55 parcels out the functions of the former Davidic dynasty, someto Cyrus, and some
In one stroke,
to the exiled community, thereby dissolving any need for a JudahitePrince.
...
the Davidic covenant,with its close intermesh of politics and religion, is preservedin principle
643
but
dynastic
having
David's
to
without
successors
a
part
play.
-

638HequotesEagleton's definition: 'The literary text is the product of a specific overdetermined
conjunctureof the elementsor formations set out systematically above. It is not however a merely
passiveproduct' (Gottwald, 'Social Class and Ideology', p. 50, quoting from Eagleton, Criticism and
Ideology, p. 63).
639Gottwaldelaborates:
Theforthcomingdeliveranceis enactedin the imaginationof discoursebetweenauthorandaudience,
andthe very discourseitself will assistin bringingthe eventsto pass. ... Theprojectis 'iffy' [sic] ...
hencethe needfor the persuasiveness
Isaiah
40-55
Such
is
'pseudo-real'
that
the
the
text.
world
of
...
conjuresup. Is it capriciousfantasyor doesit beara coherentideologicalformationthat signifies
history?(Gottwald,'SocialClassandIdeology',p. 50).
640Eagleton, Criticism
and Ideology, p. 72, quoted in Gottwald, 'Social Class and Ideology', p. 50.
641of which the
stories in the earlier chaptersof Daniel might serve as literary examples.
642In Lamentations,
disillusioned
different
indigenous
the
and unlikely to
see
population,
we
a
view of
welcome the exiles back as leaders.
Frederic Jamesonhas spoken approvingly of Gottwald's analysis here: 'I find the social picture that
ProfessorGottwald presents very plausible. A government in exile, coming back home, is clearly
...
going to face a great many problems of legitimation' (Jameson,'A Conversation with Frederic
Jameson',p. 228).
1 am revising this section whilst engagedon a project in Afghanistan in the immediate post-Taliban era,
which servesas an excellent contemporary illustration for this kind of situation, when political leaders
come home from exile expecting a 'welcoming chorus' but without any real empathy with the majority
of the population and struggling to achieve legitimacy.
643Gottwald, 'Social Class and Ideology', p. 54. He
adds, 'Ezekiel provided for a Judahite "prince"
with sharply reduced powers (45: 7-12)... The Deuteronomic History ... also implies a continuation of
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Gottwald further assertsthat these'measurableabsences'seriously call into question
the traditional view of Isaiah 40-55 as a 'liberative' platform. Instead,the chapters
point to exiled officials [in fact, it is to their descendants]who believe themselvesto
be 'fully competentto lead a restoredcommunity' without explicit 'safeguardsagainst
the abusesand corruptions that underminedthe old Davidic rule' and with 'no felt
...
644
This, he
need to enlist the undeported populace of Judah in their project ,
.
is
'the
'hollow'
that Isaiah 40-55 'has scooped out between itself and
maintains,
645
history'.

This ideology did eventually contribute to the restoration,'although without the
empire-wideeffects that Isaiah 40-55 expected'. The exiled officials, therefore,
'bequeathedto post-exilic Judahand to DispersionJewry both their intended
aboundingself-confidenceand their unintended,indeedtotally unforeseen,dragon's
646
divisiveness
disillusion'.
teeth,seeding
and
A key questionthat remainsunansweredby Gottwald is how and why thesechapters
found their way into the eventualcanonicalbook of Isaiah if their empire-wide
propheticvision proved to be so wrong.

4.12 Critique by John Milbank
647
The 1992Semeiaincludedtwo responses
to Gottwald'sarticle. In the first, John
Milbankrejectsthe EagletonianMarxismon which Gottwald'sarticleis based,in
648
dependence
ideology
particular,the universal
of
on materialproduction. Insteadof

the Davidic line as a possible kernel of hope for eventual restoration (2 Kings 25:27-30). The author of
Isaiah40-55 takes a step further in discountenancingany Davidic rule'.
644Gottwald,'Social Class and Ideology',
p. 55.
645Gottwald, 'Social Class and Ideology', 55. He
formation
ideological
'the
this
p.
elaborateson
as
of
a professionalpolitical and religious elite, possessingthe meansand confidence to be the bearersof
historic changein the re-division of the political and religious map of the ancient Near East'.
646Gottwald, 'Social Class
and Ideology', p. 55.
647John Milbank, "'I
will Gasp and Pant": Deutero-Isaiah and the Birth of the Suffering Subject',
Semeia59 (1992), pp. 59-7 1.
64'This is argued in detail by Milbank,
best,
Eagletonian
Marxism
as,
at
an overwho rejects
simplification that readily gives rise to 'historical anachronisms'. In particular, he questionsthe
fundamentalEagletonian assumptionthat there is a basic level of mode of production that in a
hierarchical systemdeterminesthe supervening layers of general, aesthetic,authorial, and textual
ideology. Milbank rejects the implied causality in the Eagletonian system of the sequenceof levels
and, in particular, the universal dependenceof ideology on material production ('I will Gasp and Pant',
pp. 60-6 1). However, Milbank later notes that his criticisms of Eagleton here only apply to the text of
Eagletonused by Gottwald, and not necessarilyto Eagleton's later position ('I will Gasp and Pant', p.
70, note 1). Milbank also maintains that oriental systemscan only with difficulty be forced into the
classic Marxist schemeof modes of production. He gives two reasonsfor this:
First of all, the modeof productionis hereimmediatelypolitical, giventhatthe stateis the ultimate
ownerandproducer.Secondly,it is alsoimmediatelyideological,because
statepoweris not merely
in a religiousdiscourse;it is alsoconstitutedasa religiousdiscourse.Thetributarysystemis
represented
itself enactedasa modeof sacrificialoffering,andasa systemfor storingup produce,not merelyfor use
in futureemergencies,
but alsoasa replenishment
of divine energyin reserve,
This results in a 'coincidence of political, economic, and religious' (Milbank, 'I will Gasp and Pant',
pp. 62-63).
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'a
ideology',
Milbank
Eagletonian
'hierarchy
prefers
an
of material production and
649
plateauof material discursivepractice'.
Milbank takes issuewith Gottwald that the textual absencesof Isaiah 40-55 reveal
'the lessthan universal aspirationsof an Israelite ruling elite'. He agreesthat, for
Deutero-Isaiah,'Judah is essentiallyJudahin exile, and that the exiled elite

650
he
impersonate
However,
Judah'
that
that
they
observes:
consistently assume
can
.
It is simply unsurprising that the exiles should speakout of their own experience;they
probably had no personal memory of their native land, as secondor third generation exiles.
Their bureaucratic official knowledge of Judahcannot be taken as a substitute for such firsthand experience,nor even as providing any good information on actual physical conditions:
think of the elite official Nehemiah's surprise when he returned to Jerusalem.651

One might draw a parallel with contemporaryIrish Americanswhose political
Irish
has
from
do
ideology
the time of their
to
commenton
affairs often
more
with
finds
US
Many
than
ancestors'emigration
envoy
with present-dayrealities.
a visiting
himself as perplexedas Nehemiah!
Milbank perceptively questionsGottwald's assumptionthat 'elitist assumptionsand
652
for
justice
be
in
His own view of the
concern social
must
necessarily
conflict'.
...
exiled elite is that it must:

re-invent Zion if it is to speakabout her at all. Now when one reflects that we know very little
for certain about pre-exilic Judah,this appearshighly significant. Far from betraying the
social egalitarianism of pre-exilic Yahwism, it is possible that in Deutero-Isaiahwe find
recorded the moment of constitution of Yahwism in its universal, monotheistic forrn, and that
653
justice
invention.
is
intimately
linked
the project of social
to this
speciflc to the Hebrews

As for Gottwald's secondpoint regardingthe 'absence'in the Isaiahvision of any
4protocolsagainstpolitical abuse' in a restoredJerusalem,Milbank arguesthat
Gottwald hasoverlooked languageaboutthe establishmentof righteousness.'Why
else', he asks,'is Judahexemplary,a covenantand a light to the nations?1654
Milbank thus defends'the receivedview that Deutero-lsaiahpoints in a universalising
direction'. However, Milbank's own conclusionis that it is 'precisely this
655
itself
be viewed with a certain wary eye'.
He seeks
to
universalism
which
needs
...
to upstageGottwald with an evenmore deconstructivereading. He stresses:'I am not
trying to establishits innocence. I can conceiveof how suspicionof this text might
...
deeper'.
He argues:
run much
For in rejecting the empire
Israel is adopting the expedient of yoking her smallness,her
...
vanishing, her futility, to the greatestimaginable power. ... The name of this power may be
Yahweh, but it is also, at least for the foreseeablefuture, Cyrus.
Perhaps,indeed,this
...
yoking is freighted with the hope of a greater scopefor justice but there is also an element of
sheerexultation in the turning of the tables, the submission of the nations to Israel. ... And
just as God's act of re-creation seemsto require preceding destruction and levelling, so also it
656
demand
human
seemsto
gratuitous
suffering.

649Milbank, 'I will Gasp
describing
he
Gottwald's
1.
'cosmicPant',
6
In
and
p.
particular, rejects
political hegemony' as an ideology: for Milbank it is a 'mode of material discursive practice'.
650Milbank, "'I
will Gasp and Pant"', p. 63. This, however, is not exactly what Gottwald had said!
Milbank adds his own spin by use of the word 'impersonate'.
651
Milbank, "'I will Gasp and Pant"', p. 63.
652
Milbank, "'I will Gasp and Pant"', p. 64.
653
Milbank, "'I will Gasp and Pant"', p. 65.
654
Milbank, "'I will Gasp and Pant"', p. 65.
655Milbank, '"I will Gasp and Pant"', pp. 59-60.
656Milbank, "'I will Gasp and Pant"', pp. 68-69.
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Though he doesnot develop or expandthis line of thinking, Milbank showsa
into
further
Gottwald
the social-critical mode of
to
than
willingness move much
evaluatingthe text by standardsthat are external to the text.

4.13 Critique by Carol Newsom
657

The secondcritique of Gottwald's article is by Carol Newsom. Though describing
Gottwald's article as 'a fascinating exercisein the possibilities of political criticism',
Newsom is unhappýthat Gottwald is party to a certain 'slipperinessof terminology in
5
58
in particular, his oversimplified use of 'measurableabsences'.
Marxist criticism'.
For Gottwald, this phraseseemsto denotean empirical datum of history that may or
is
be
in
Eagleton
Newsom
text.
that
making more
may not explicit a given
contends
be
historical
'while
theoretical
that
of a
point
such
referencesmay or may not present,
"real history" cannot,by its very nature,be explicitly presentin a text any more than
659
have
direct
Newsom
1
that
to
the
one can
access
unconscious'.
am not convinced
is right here. Eagleton's phrasequite clearly indicatesmeasurableabsences,which
implies hard facts, not just 'a theoreticalpoint'. What is at stakefor Gottwald is not
just the omission of any historical facts but of certain specific ideological-historical
featuresthat he believesto be of particular significance.
Furthermore,Newsom is not surethat the Judahitecommunity in Jerusalemis as
from
the text as Gottwald claims. Shemaintainsthat 'identifiably Judahite
absent
is
infused
but
in
Second
Isaiah,
'not
taken
speech'.
only
with the
up
reaccented
perspectivesand intentions of the exilic community', including 'evocationsof the
660
book of Lamentationsthat cluster aroundthe figure of the personifiedZion'.
657Carol A. Newsom, 'Responseto Norman K. Gottwald, "Social Class and Ideology in Isaiah 40-55"',
Semeia59 (1992), pp. 73-78.
658
Shegoes so far as to observe:
Gottwaldtendsto usethetermswith a degreeof elasticitythat canproduceoccasions
of cognitive
is
in
have
Marxism
'
This
because
that
terms
technical
not coextensive
sense
seasickness!
a
arisespartly
thereis a differencein usagefTomoneMarxisttheoristto another;
with popularusage;partlybecause
73).
in
Gottwald's
(Newsom,
'Response',
p.
andpartlybecause
of ambiguities
own usage
659Newsom, 'Response', p. 73. Newsom doesnot cite any particular referenceto Eagleton at this
point.
660Newsom, 'Response', pp. 74-75. Newsom here makes use of the insights of the 'Bakhtin circle',
which can 'show us how to perceive the nature of the struggle that takes place betweenthe two groups
at the site of language' (citing Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination). A Bakhtinian analysis employs the
literary theories of a group of Russiantheorists, Mikhail Bakhtin, Pavel Medvedev, and Valentin
Volshinov. They considereda literary text to be an utterance,which is an act of communication
betweenAt least two social beings. The speaker/ author not only respondsto previous approachesbut
also anticipatesthe responseof an audience. In the caseof a literary text, a changeof literary style may
indicate a new speaker(Mikhail Bakhtin, 'The Problem of SpeechGenres' in C. Emerson and M.
Holquist [eds.], SpeechGenres and Other Late Essays[trans. V. W. McGee; Austin: University of
Texas Press, 1986], pp. 64-75 [71]).
For a recent application of the insights of the Bakhtin Circle to Biblical Studies,see Seth Sykes, 'Time
and Spacein Haggai-Zechariah 1-8: A Bakhtinian Analysis of a Prophetic Chronicle, JSOT 76 (1997),
pp. 97-124.
Frederic Jamesonrefers to such textual engagementsas 'dialogical struggles', 'where the languageof
another cultural group is appropriated by the dominant group, used, and defused,and thereby a kind of
discursive hegemony is achieved' (Jameson,'Conversation with Frederic Jameson', p. 232). On
Bakhtin, Jamesonthen comments: 'The problem with Bakhtin is that the languagein which he framed
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Shenotesthat there is ambiguity within Lamentationsregardingthe leadership,who
both
is
ideologically
blamed,
this
that
are
moumed and yet also
and shemaintains
transformedin SecondIsaiah, which was written for the children of that leadership
661
dialogical
in
is
Newsom
debate
Isaiah
these
the
that
a
class.
chaptersof
suggests
between
texts rather than directly betweendifferent communities. She
engagement
thus demonstratesthe significancefor ideological criticism not just of inter-textual
but
instances
inter-textual
debate.
of
allusions
of specifically
It is certainly a weaknessof Gottwald's article that there is no discussionof aspectsof
inter-textuality (which would have beenan essentialhad he followed a Jamesonian
in
fact
the
that the Isaiah text containsso many verbal
approach),especially view of
Old
Testamenttexts. Thesemay representsomeof the other voices
to
allusions other
in the 'debate' that Gottwald postulatesbehind Isaiah 40-55.

4.14 Summary and Evaluation
My own critique of Gottwald's article would focus on the far-reachingtheological
he
bases
conclusions
on his 'measurableabsences'. Gottwald claims: ' My
is
conclusion that Isaiah 40-55 parcelsout the functions of the former Davidic
dynasty,someto Cyrus, and someto the exiled community, thereby dissolving any
for
need a JudahitePrince'. This is, in effect, a whole new messianictheory
predicatedsolely on debateable'absences'from the text!
While Gottwald's line of argumenthas a certain plausibility, much of it is speculative
and without evidence,textual or otherwise. There is circularity of argument
throughoutthe article, particularly in the way in which Gottwald constructsthe
original author(s)and audienceentirely on the basisof hints and allusions in the text
662
interprets
the text in the light of that reconstruction. There is an 'absence'
andthen
detailed
the
of
sociological analysisthat is characteristicof Gottwald's work
elsewhere. The article also reflects Gottwald's own ideological presuppositions.
Milbank, for example,questionsGottwald's assertionthat 'elitist assumptionsand
663
This
concernfor socialjustice ... must necessarilybe in conflict with eachother'.
Marxist dogmaperhapsblinds Gottwald to alternativeinterpretationsof the Isaiah
text.
his conceptsdoesnot
the
the
the
convey
class
conflicts,
embattled
of
conflicts,
and
ultimately
nature
...
that are going on'.
661In the light of this dialogical
engagementin the text with voices from Judah,Newsom maintains:
I do not agreewith Gottwaldthatthereis in SecondIsaiaheithera naYve
or a complacently'hardball'
assumptionthattheexileswill be welcomedbackhome. Rather,the useof the Judahitespeechof
Lamentations
is anacknowledgement
thattherearesomesocialandideologicalproblemsattachedto
goinghomeagain(Newsom,'Response',p. 75).
Newsom provides a survey of this 'dialogical engagement'of Lamentations and SecondIsaiah,
acknowledging that it is far from an exhaustive analysis.
662Norman Habel has made this
here:
is
comment, which pertinent
Our searchfor audiencehasalwaysbeena rathercircularprocess.We havescrutinizeda given
...
literaryunit closelyto discoverallusions,messages,
terms,or ideasthat mightyield cluesaboutthe
historicalaudience.Evidenceof the audiencewasoftenentirelyinternalto thetext itself. Themeaning
of the literaryunit wasthenanalyzedin termsof this hypotheticalaudiencefoundwithin thetext (Habel,
TheLandis Afine,p. 8).
663Milbank continues: 'To assumethat they were
seemsanachronistic and to equatethe Bible's social
concern too simply with a modem egalitarian consciousness(which is not to say that the Bible can't
provide inspiration for the latter)' (Milbank, "'I will Gasp and Pant"', p. 64).
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However, overall, there is much that is positive in Gottwald's study. In particular, his
(at leastpartial) considerationof the literary mode of production representsan areaof
investigationoften overlooked. His suggestionthat Isaiah 40-55 may be the later
form
deserves
debate
of
some
record
of community
seriousconsideration,especially
in light of Newsom's further notion of inter-textual debate. Further study may
elucidatewhether thesechaptersonly presentone voice in this debate,as Gottwald
maintains,or whethertracesof other voices can be detectedon the margins or
betweenthe lines of text. If the material was, indeed,collected and publishedafter
the event,then further study may distinguish the ideological perspectiveof the posteventeditor.

4.2 David Jobling: a Jamesonian Approach
In his 'Deconstruction and the Political Analysis of Biblical Texts: a Jamesonian
Reading of Psalm 72'
David Jobling665expressly adopts Jameson's three-stage
'664
666
methodology.
664David Jobling, 'Deconstruction
and the Political Analysis of Biblical Texts: a JamesonianReading
of Psalm 72', Semeia59 (1992), pp. 95-127.
For anotherdiscussionof Psalm 72 and Royal Ideology, seeNorman C. Habel, 'Land as the Sourceof
Wealth: A Royal Ideology' in The Land is Mine, pp. 17-32 (especially pp. 24-28). Royal Ideology is
also discussedin Antti Laato, 'Psalm 132'.
665Much of Jobling's earlier work
was in the field of structuralist criticism, describedby Boer as
'heavy and tough texts which require their own index of technical terms to assistthe novitiate' (Boer,
'Western Marxism', p. 13). Theseworks included: The SenseofBiblical Narrative: ThreeStructural
Analysesin the Old Testament(JSOTSup.7; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1978) and TheSenseof Biblical
Narrative. 11.Structural Analyses in the Hebrew Bible (JSOTSup. 39; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1986).
Jobling's more recent move into the field of Ideological Criticism is much under the influence of
Frederic Jameson(himself a devoteeof structuralist methodology). This influence is first evident in
Jobling's 'Forced Labour: Solomon's Golden Age and the Question of Literary Representation',
Semeia54 (1992), pp. 57-76, in which he conducts an 'isotopic analysis' of the three semantic fields of
economics,sexuality, and wisdom and ultimately proposesa clash betweenthe communitarian and the
tributary [Gottwald's terms] modes of production as the final ground for the isotopic contradictions.
The essayon Psalm 72, which is reviewed here, adopts an explicitly Jamesonianmethodology. The
notion of 'mode of production' becomeskey in Jobling's subsequentpublications, for example, 'Ruth
Finds a Home'.
666First, the text's internal
semantic system is analysedin its immediate context. Secondly, the text is
viewed againstthe backcloth of a selection of contemporary texts from within the samesocial
formation. Finally, the social formation is viewed as a conflict of modes of production, and the textual
findings are correlated with this conflict.
For another,more extendedattempt to engageJamesonianthinking with biblical criticism, seeRoland
Boer, JamesonandJeroboam (Semeia Studies; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1996), in which Boer applies
Jamesoniantheory to the Kings (MT and LXX) and Chronicles accountsof the reign of Jeroboam1. In
particular, Boer focuseson the question, 'How might the ideological featuresof the text, which come in
the form of religious issues,be understoodas a class discourse' (p. 100). Using Jameson'sthree
horizons of analysis, Boer finds that featuresof class and royal ideology are different in each of the
three rescensionsof the text. Boer also makes use of the Jamesonianconcept of utopia - and finds in
the text the utopian ideology of those classeswho are in control of the mode of production.
For a somewhat different application of the Jamesonianmethodology (to a New Testamenttext), see
Tina Pippin, Death and Desire: The Rhetoric of Gender in the Apocalypse ofJohn (Louisville,
Kentucky: Westminster / John Knox Press, 1992).
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Jobling takes only the first seventeenverses of the psalm, regarding the remaining
verses as a later addition. This decision to omit the closing verses betrays ideological
presuppositions, in terms of Jobling's compliance with the form-critical hegemony.
The truncated psalm is a different psalm from the canonical one in that, arguably, the
closing verses impress their own ideological spin on the psalm as a whole. Jobling
have
might
noted that the addition of the closing verses, if they are a later
interpretative addition, is an illustration of the Jamesonianprinciple that 'texts come
before us as the always-already-read: we apprehend them through sedimented layers
667
interpretations'.
of previous

Jobling appliesthe Jamesonianthree-stagemethodologyto demonstratethat the
ideological conflicts in a text are closely correlatedwith the social and semiotic
systemsthat produceit. Texts are unstable,always opento deconstruction,with fault
lines correspondingto the network of social, political, and economicconsiderations
from which they emerge. Psalm 72 exposesseveraldimensionsof contradictory
political relationships,which deconstructideasof royal justice.
Jobling acknowledgesat the outset: 'The resultsachievedby the study never escape
the "undecidability" of the literary text, but somealignmentsbetweenthe textual and
the political are plausible and suggestive'. Jobling seemshereto retreatfrom a

Jamesonianconfidence in the assuredresults of the methodology. However, he
rightly concedesthat an exercise such as this needs ultimately to be part of a larger
project, suggesting, for example, 'a deconstructive reading of the Bible in the light of
liberation theology'. 668

Jobling's first-stagereading of Psalm 72 demonstratesthe failure of the psalm to
reconcilea senseof mythic inevitability with actual political cause-and-effect.The
is
psalm shown to evoke a systemcentredon the king: the king's justice, the
prosperity associatedwith his reign, and his rule over the nations. Jobling notesthat
all three aspectsof the king's rule have a prominent economicdimension;yet the
David Penchanskyusesboth the theories of Frederic Jamesonand the (structuralist) theories of Pierre
Macherey (on textual production) in his The Betrayal of God: Ideological Conflict in Job (Louisville,
Kentucky: Westminster / John Know Press, 1990). In the words of Tina Pippin's summary:
Penchansky
tracesthe philosophicalandliterarymovements
of Formalism,MarxismandNeo-Marxism,
is in the text
to setup his readingfor 'the ideologicalconflict in Job'. Dissonance
andDeconstruction
(for instance,historicalandstructuraldissonance)
andin the readingsof the text. Penchansky
explains:
'The disharmonicelementsof the bookof Jobcreatea kind of whole;not in hopelessdisarray,assome
would claim,but neitherasa coherentstory'. Most traditionalreadingsof Jobsearchfor answersto the
states,'Thereare infact no answersin Job'.
problemof evil andsufferingin the world, but Penchansky
Thebookof Jobis a text in relationto othertexts(suchasthe Testament
ofJob; GreekandHebrew
renditionsof Job)andits historyof interpretation.It is a text full of multiplesignifiersandinterpretative
impact- all throughits conflictingideologies(of the friends,Job'swife, God,andJob)(Pippin,
Betrayalof God,pp. 70 & 71 respectively).
'Ideology', p. 56, quotingfrom Penchansky,
667Jameson,Political Unconscious,p. 9. We can never completely escapefrom what Jameson
calls the
master-narrativeof interpretation acrossthe centuries, a processwhich had already begun well within
the biblical period.
Another feature of the canonical psalm that Jobling completely ignores is the superscription jinýZý,
which is also indicative of a later contextualisation of the psalm.
66'Jobling, 'Deconstruction', p. 96. For Jobling the object of deconstruction is directed against 'the
accumulation of power in and through discoursewhich maintains andjustifies political power'. He
observesthat 'deconstruction' has to date had little influence in biblical studies: even feminists and
liberative readings have tended to be positivist, positing a 'biblical point of view' with a stanceof 'take
it or leave it', with black liberationists generally 4taking' it and feminists generally 'leaving' it !
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ultimately more
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There
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the receiving of tribute.
conflict the text, the oppressors
in
failure
betrays
king
the
but
the
a
the
whom
must protect
poor
whosevery existence
king's rule of justice.669God sustainsthe system,though there is a striking absenceof
implicit
God
first
is
the
There
that
to
the
the
assumption
reference
after
also
verse.
is
by
system somehowmaintained the prayersof the worshippers.
It is difficult to deducewho is the speakerand who the intendedaudience:the likeliest
king
for
in
is
is
Jobling's
the
that
the
within
conclusion,
view,
psalm an official prayer
the authorisedcult. Against Jobling, however,the psalm could equally representa
live
failure
for
king's
by
disillusioned
to
to
those
the
up
prayer change,voiced
with
the idealsof kingship that are held forth in the psalm.
Jobling notesa distinct semanticshift at verse 8, which divides the psalm into two
first
in
The
he
depicts
'perpetual
sections.
section, maintains,
motion machine'
a
which the royal systemhas a definite permanence.To this theme,verse7 gives a
impression
be
indeed
first
'closure';
the
clear
of
sevenversescould a separate
670
is
In
king's
it
the
the
this
psalm.
secondsection,
senseof permanencerecedes:
defence
is
depends.
'motor'
Kingly
that
the
the
righteousness
now
on which
system
of the poor is now a condition of the ongoing functioning of the political system.
Verses15-17are a 'poor attempt' to integratethe myth of God's perpetualblessing
into this new logic. Jobling also notesthat the secondsectionhas a 'rhetorical
distance'from the mention of God back in verse 1. The essentialcontradiction is
betweena divine systemin verses1-7, which works with an inevitability of God's
supremacy,and a contrastingsystemof justice in the secondsection,which is
conditional upon the king's defenceof the poor.
Jobling notesthat the secondstageof the Jamesonianmethodologyis often squeezed
671
in
out Biblical Studiesbecauseof the lack of comparativeliterary data. Jobling will
673
672
Full
interpretative
his
the
makeuseof
categoryof royal psalms as
context.
wider
implementationof the Jamesonianmethodology,however,would have necessitateda
much wider survey of literary possibilities.
Jobling summarisesthe main featuresof the royal psalmsin the following terms.
They portray a mythic systemcentredon Mt Zion as Yahweh's dwelling, a centre
from which graceand blessingsflow and from which protection is provided to
Yahweh's peopleas an exclusive group. From Mt Zion, praiseand thanks flow back

669He questions(but does
in
in
2,
in
depth)
distinction
the
made
verse
apparently
which
not pursue any
the king 'judges the people with righteousnessand the poor withjustice' (Jobling, 'Deconstruction', p.
96).
670 as indeed it
have
been.
is
There
that
new psalms were regularly created
may
well
evidence
ample
_
by joining together or integrating previously existing psalms. Psalm 72 as we now have it may be
composedof what were originally three separateentities, verses 1-7, verses8-17, and verses 18-19 as a
closing doxology. This may be an alternative explanation for the ideological disjunction among the
sectionsthat Jobling underlines.
671Jobling, 'Deconstruction', p. 98. Note the similar
criticism of Gottwald by Newsom, in which she
draws attention to this neglect of comparison of one text with another (see above, pp. 146-47).
672In fact, he confines himself to a minimal list
of royal psalms: 2,18,20,21,45,89,101,110,118,
132, and 144.
673Jobling is aware of the narrow basefor his argument and the possibility of over-reading
one text.
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found
poor are
not to be a regular theme in the royal psalms.
There are two threats to the system implied by these psalms: a mythic threat of chaos
king.
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part of an uneasy
and
Zion and Davidic traditions, the former reserves the right to ditch the king. Indeed,
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Though
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some
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In effect, Jobling is talking here about a deconstructivetendencywithin the royal
king's
deconstructive
Another
the
to
the
tension
tendency
as
psalms.
concerns
king
been
drawn
has
into Yahweh's righteousness;yet
the
righteousness:
it
is
is
indeed,
his
often
and,
righteousness
also
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achievement
as
own
677
lacking.
678
Jobling then argues that Psalm 72, by contrastwith the generality of the royal
describes
justice.
Jobling
this
psalms,presentsan exceptionalemphasison economic
679
isotopy'
of Psalm 72. The king must protect the poor and channel
asthe 'dominant
naturalwealth to the people. The text's desireis to reducethe systemto a one-way
flow from king to people. The text evokesan imaginary economicnorm: thosewho
fall below this are reintegrated;thosewho aspireto be aboveit are removed. In the
first half of the psalm, this is an inevitable process;but, in the secondhalf, it is
dependenton the king.

674Jobling, 'Deconstruction', pp. 106-107. He further elaboratesthat the mythology embracesall the
nationsas ultimate beneficiaries of Yahweh's blessing, with the king as a major focus of this
mythology. The king's enemiesare Yahweh's enemies,including the mythical forces of chaos;and the
blessingbrought by the king to subject nations is a regular theme. The people offer their support to the
king through prayer. Jobling notes that the semanticcontent of thesepsalms regularly implies
dialogue; first and secondperson usagepredominatesover third person description; and the dialogue is
amongkings, priests, people, and deity. There is permanenceabout this arrangement,but also a
periodisation, in that the zone of blessing and protection expandsand contracts from time to time.
6" Although the covenant with David is referred to frequently, Jobling regardsthis (without
argumentation)as 'a secondarymythology, not integrated with the dominant Zion-mythology, even in
sometension with it' (Jobling, 'Deconstruction', p. 107). He further comments: 'I have suggestedthat
the mythology of the Davidic Covenant is uneasily incorporated into that of Zion. Part of the reason
...
is that the irrelevance of the King's righteousnessto his tenure, a central feature of the Davidic
covenant, collides with a deep ambiguity in the Zion mythology' (p. 109).
676He
continues:

in thepast,whenit
While it certainlyaffirmspermanence
for thefuture, it deniespermanence
the beginningof the Davidicmonarchy.... This senseof origin is quiteat odds
persistentlycelebrates
of
with the dehistoricization
of theZion-myth(or, for purposesof comparison,with the dehistoricization
Mesopotamian
kingshipin a text like the SumerianKing List [Pritchard:265-66]. Why shouldthat
whichhada beginningnot haveanend?(Jobling,'Deconstruction',p. 108).
6772 Samuel 7
makes clear that sin by an individual king does not negatethe covenant. Psalm 89
seemsto agree with this view but not Psalm 132.
678Jobling, 'Deconstruction', pp. 110-112.
679Jobling, 'Deconstruction', p. I 11. Jobling
ideology
the
this
that,
point,
also observes
of Psalm 72
on
is very close to that of the Solomon narrative in I Kings (though he doesnot discussthe Solomonic
link claimed in the title of the psalm). Seealso Jobling, 'Forced Labour'.
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The text, however, evokes wider economic issues 'of which it is not aware
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...
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king's wealth relate him to the oppressors of the poor? The psalm gives only an
681
appearance of resolution.
The second stage of the Jamesonian methodology would include reconstructing the
lines
framework
by
between
ideological
the
the
of the text
opposing
reading
voices of
Presumably, Jobling does not explicitly implement this becauseof the brevity of the
text,,though there might be some scope for inference from the text as to how the
king's righteousness was viewed by different sections of the community. An example
in
be
foregrounding
'your
this
the
the
might
of
of
phrase
righteousness' the opening
is
The
before
the verb and, arguably,
phrase
verse.
given an emphatic position
implies a contrast between God's righteousness and what the king regards as
682
righteousness.

Turning to the third stage,Jobling describesthe Asiatic Mode of Production
demonstrates
(AMP)
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have
He
that
the
to
under
which
psalm
presumed
arisen.
'683
the contradictionsin the psalm can be closely correlatedwith two possible
contradictionsin the social formation of monarchicalIsrael: the coexistenceof an
emergenttribal-monarchicalmode of production with a repressedcommunitarian
in
the
that
tribal-monarchical
mode;and
possibility
a
mode cannotsucceed so small a
society. Such a systemis basedon 'a stateapparatuswhich extractsthe villagersl
however,
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The
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also a threat to the royal
on
people
684
apparatusby accumulationof wealth independentlyof the 'system'.
Jobling expressesdoubt as to whether Israel was large enoughto have operatedsucha
system,though it is possiblethat a small state 'might temporarily have sufficient
accessto other revenueto maintain itself as a quasi-AMP for a time'. This extra
680

Jobling, 'Deconstruction', p. 112.
681Norman Habel makes similar
justice
deliverance
ideal
Psalm
72
to
that
or
of
refers
an
a
point, noting
for the poor that is scarcely worked out in practice (Habel, The Land is Mine, p. 28).
682In the next verse,there is a
king's
God's
than
the
that
the
people rather
people are
similar emphasis
people. The nearjuxtaposition of these sentimentswith the title 71Mývjýmay suggestthat, in the
opinion of whoever addedthe superscription,this was a messagethat Solomon (and his descendants)
particularly neededto hear!
68'Gottwald is cited as
viewing the mode of production of this period as one of the weaker variants of
the so-called Asiatic Mode of Production (AMP) (Jobling, 'Deconstruction', p. 113, quoting from an
unpublishedpaper by Gottwald).
684Job]ing, 'Deconstruction', p. 113. He further
between
is
little
that
the state
there
contact
explains
and the villages apart from the proceduresfor extraction of the surplus. This apparatusis vast and
therefore bureaucratic. Urban life is weakly developed. The stateundertakespublic works on a large
scale. There is normally little private ownership of land: in principle all belongs to the state and tax
for
is
by
the use of the land. However, it is noteworthy that in Israel there apparently
paid
villagers rent
was significant private ownership of land, as a result of a processof 'laitifundialisation'. There is no
elaborateconcealmentof the processesof exploitation: rather they receive 'powerful ideological
religious justification'. In the AMP the religious/ sacred is the primary cultural mode.
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/
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While Israel broadly follows this AMP pattern,the Israelite monarchy emergedout of
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It
the
tribes'.
to
the
on an egalitarian
should noted that
and
Jobling is uncritically dependenthere on Gottwald's Tribes.
Moving then to his third-stagereading,Jobling correlatesthe contradictionsinherent
in this complex social formation with the contradictionsin the psalm. He concludes
firstly that:
There seemsto be a good 'fit' betweenthe textual shift from mythic to political and an
ideological hesitancy about the Asiatic mode of production in its classic form.
Such a
...
movement away from 'high' ideology may correlate with a sensethat ideology and political
reality are out of kilter ... becauseit must sharepublic loyalty with an alternative ideology,
left over from a suppressedmode of production.688

The second'fit' is betweenthe psalm's treatmentof rich and poor and the necessity
in an AMP for the king to counteractthosewho oppressivelyaccumulatewealth
independentlyof the system,for example,the merchantclasses.
Jobling's overall conclusion is couchedin thesetenns:

It is fair to claim a definite correspondencebetweenthe points where tension arisesin the text,
and the points where it arises in the political analysis. ... What is neededis the building and
the testing of generaltheory; pending this we can try to extract, from exerciseslike the present
689
'surplus
one, such
of meaning' as we may.

Jobling's essayis a significant attemptto apply the Jamesonianmethodology,yielding
fresh interpretativeperspectiveson Psalm 72.690It recognisesthepolitical dimension
andthe elementof social struggleinherent in what hastraditionally beenregardedas a
religious text, an essentialfocus of Jameson'sapproach. Jobling's attemptto align
the logical flaws in the text to the social and political 'contradictions' in the context of
the text's production is plausible,taking accountof the paucity of available
691
data.
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sociological
close attentionto the psalm overall, Jobling avoids the
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on absencesand contradictionsmay result
distortedinterpretation.
Jobling follows Jameson'slead in giving priority to the question,How doesthe text
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does
Psalm
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What
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second-stagecomparisonof
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with the wider grouping of royal psalmsbrings into focus significant featuresof the
psalm's ideology. This comparativeelement(in Jamesonianlanguage:interpreting a
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text
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as aparole of
missing
wider
ideological criticism.

685

Jobling, 'Deconstruction', p. 116.

686Jobling here follows the
reconstruction of early Israelite history as set out in Gottwald's Tribes.
687Jobling, 'Deconstruction', p. 117. See Gottwald, Tribes (passim).
688Jobling, 'Deconstruction', p. 120.
689Jobling, 'Deconstruction', p. 123.
690Gottwald's phrase: see Gottwald, Tribes, p. 16.
691
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least
the
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Three particular criticisms might be madeof Jobling, although I recognisethat it was
is
Jobling
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The secondpoint is not so much a criticism as a suggestionfor an alternative
between
The
Jobling
to
the
that
to,
approach
a senseof mythic
psalm.
contrast
points
inevitability and actual political reality, could have beenhandledin terms of the
692
Jamesonianconceptof utopian vision over againstcontemporaryreality.
Jameson'sconceptof utopian vision has beenlargely undevelopedin Biblical Studies.
The third criticism is to point to a significant omission: there is no reference in the
article to Jobling's own ideological position. Lacking is that element of
metacommentary that David Penchansky has maintained is an essential ingredient of
ideological criticism. 693

4.3

Itumeleng Mosala: from the Perspective of Black
Theology of Liberation

4.31 Biblical Hermeneutics and Black Theology in South Africa
An early (1989) approachto ideological criticism is found in Itumeleng Mosala's
694
Mosala's basic
Biblical Hermeneuticsand Black Theologyin SouthAftica.
because
ineffective
is
black
been
has
that
theology
contention
as a weaponof struple
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ideologies'.
For
dominant
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'to
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692Jameson,Political Unconscious,pp.281-99. Indeed, Jamesonhimself later refers to the section on
utopia as one which 'people comment on less' but as the section of the book with 'most relevanceto
biblical criticism' (Jameson,'Conversation with Frederic Jameson',p. 227).
693SeeDavid Penchansky,'Up for Grabs: a Tentative Proposal for Doing Ideological Criticism',
Semeia59 (1992), pp. 35-42. Penchansky'sarticle is reviewed and discussedbelow (pp. 202-204).
694Itumeleng Mosala, Biblical Hermeneutics
(Exeter
Grand
South
Aftica
Theology
Black
in
and
and
Rapids: Paternosterand Eerdmans, 1989). Seealso Itumeleng J. Mosala, 'The Use of the Bible in
Black Theology' in R.S. Sugirtharajah (ed.), Voicesftom the Margin: Interpreting the Bible in the
Third World (Maryknoll, New York: Orbis Books, 1995; first published, London: SPCK, 1991), pp.
50-60.
In the discussion of Mosala which follows, I am indebted to the critique of Mosala's work in
Christopher Rowland, 'Dialogue with Iturneleng Mosala' and to that in Gerald 0. West Biblical
HermeneuticsofLiberation: Modes ofReading the Bible in the South Aftican Context
(Pieten-naritzburg& Maryknoll, New York: Cluster Publications & Orbis Books, 2000), pp. 73-79. See
also West, 'Gauging the Grain', pp. 75-105.
695Mosala, Biblical Hermeneutics,p. 4. An example of the kind of third-world ideological-critical
is
insufficiently
in
Mosala's
that,
view
reading
resistant to the 'biblical hermeneuticsof dominant
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Mosala,black liberation theology must break with inherited (usually European)
696
historical assumptions. It must also exposethe way in which the texts themselves
has
Christianity
in
by
the
ancientworld.
were produced those who wielded power
identified
have
been
dominant
force
because
with a
groups
often
an oppressive
biblical tradition that originated with powerful groupswho constructedtexts and
determinedcanon in their own interests.
In particular, Mosala maintainsthat black theology has all too readily embraced'the
697
ideological form of the text'.
He regardsbiblical texts as 'products, recordsand
ideological
historical,
struggles', which
cultural, gender,racial, and
sitesof social,
'radically and indelibly bearthe marks of their origins and history'. He insists that
698
Qoppressive
texts cannot be totally tamedor subvertedinto liberative texts'.
Mosalais wary of 'a fundamentalismof the left' that 'attemptsto transplantbiblical
historical
into
their
paradigmsand situations
our world without understanding
ideologies' would be Elsa Tamez, The Bible of the Oppressed(trans. M. J. O'Connell; Maryknoll, New
York: Orbis, 1982). Tamez (of Costa Rica) offers a critique of 'oppression' in the Bible: poverty,
in
idolatry.
is
is
Tamez
Oppression
a reconstructive reading
against
women,
slavery.
engaged
violence
that is Bible-centred; that is, the Bible is a liberatory text, granting hope, good news, and liberatory
strategies..
Within the US, the groundbreaking book in 'reconstructive' hermeneuticswas Cain Hope Felder (ed.),
Stony the Road We Trod.,Aftican American Biblical Interpretation (Minneapolis: FortressPress, 1991),
a collection of essaysthat relate the black experienceof oppressionto biblical exegesis. Mosala
wishesto go well beyond this reconstructive approach. He comments:
Theinsistenceon the Bible asthe Word of Godmustbe seenfor whatit is, anideologicalmanoeuvre
social,
wherebyruling classinterestsevidentin theBible areconvertedinto a faith thattranscends
p. 18).
political,racial,sexual,andeconomicdivisions(Mosala,Biblical Hermeneutics,
Mosala's work has been followed by various essaysin publications such as FernandoSegovia(ed.),
Interpreting Beyond Borders (The Bible and Postcolonialism 3; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press,
2000); F. Segovia and M. Tolbert (eds.), Readingftom this Place (volume 1): Social Location and
Biblical Interpretation in the United States; and Readingftom this Place (volume 2): Social Location
S.
R.
1998);
Fortress
Press,
Biblical
(Minneapolis:
Interpretation
Global
Perspective
in
and
Sugirtharajah,(ed.), Voicesftom the Margin; and R.S. Sugirtharajah,R.S. (ed.), The Postcolonial Bible
(Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1998). Seealso R.S. Sugirtharajah,The Bible and the Third
World.- Precolonial. Colonial and Postcolonial Encounters (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2001); and Postcolonial Criticism and Biblical Interpretation (Oxford: Oxford University Press,2002).
Thesepublications seekto dislodge the white, male, Eurocentric dominancewithin Biblical Studies and
to give a voice to (especially) Third-World scholars 'on the margins'.
Sugirtharajahobserves:'The margin is a site of "creative revsioning"', in which 'the continuing task of
the interp*reteris to investigate and articulate the truth and to confront the powers that be' (R.S.
Sugirtharajah,'Introduction: The Margin as a Site of Creative Revisioning' in R.S. Sugirtharajah [ed.],
Voicesfrom the Margin, pp. 1-8 [7]. The Bible has been used as a tool of oppressionand the voices
from the margins are claiming the Bible back on their own, often revolutionary, terms. These scholars
interpreter
(usually
the
that
can produce a universal
reject completely
notion
one
white, western male)
reading of a text: they move in a world of multiple readings.
696A. K. M. Adam comments on a similar predicament facing African-American interpreters.He writes:
biblical
While generations
African-American
tradition
of
sustained
a
vital
orators
and
of
preachers
interpretation,the official documentsof academicbiblical interpretationdisregardthosecontributions.
Most institutionsof academicbiblical interpretationwill offer African-Americans
who pursuea vocation
of academicbiblical interpretationa choice. Eithertheymayturn their backson the interpretative
traditionsthat couldwell haveinspiredtheir interestin biblical studiesor they mayisolatethemselves
from the meansof accreditation,
employment,andpublication(Adam,'Political Criticism', p. 52).
697Mosala, Biblical Hermeneutics, p. 28.
'"He acceptsthat 'texts that are against oppressedpeople may be co-opted by the interlocutors of the
liberation struggle'. However, he arguesstrongly that in most cases'the fact that thesetexts have their
ideological roots in oppressivepractices meansthat the texts are capable of undergirding the interests
by
Hermeneutics,
(Mosala,
Biblical
the
the
when
used
even
oppressed'
of
oppressors
p. 30).
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liberation
draw
He
liberation
theologianswho
on
circumstances'.
criticises
back
but
their
fail
to
biblical
'push
the
to
those
way
symbolism
who
symbols all
inner-biblical
foundations'.
'grasp
the
They
to
socio-historic
concretely
are unable
is
There
liberation
in
not
strandsof oppressionand
all their stark multiplicity'.
'structural
biblical
enough
analysisof
societies' to make possiblea valid comparison
be
this
the
with contemporarysituations;and
can a reinforcing of
consequenceof
69
'unstructural understandingof the present'.
Mosala's aim is to develop a liberation hermeneuticthat dependson a structural
both
biblical
black
the
text
the
analysisof
and
contemporary
socio-historicalcontext.
700
With regardto the text, he advocatesa Marxist (Eagletonian)approach He argues
.
that black theology hasnot interrogatedthe text ideologically in terms of class,
'spar
black
to
the
that
theologians
with the
culture, and gender,with
continue
result
701
form
ideological
in
its
dangerous
the
the
of the text.
oppressor'
most
ghostof
guise,
The Bible, Mosala maintains, 'cannot be reducedto a simple socially and
ideologically unmediated"Word of God"'. Nor can it be seenmerely as a
straightforwardmirror of eventsin ancientIsrael. On the contrary, it is aproduction,
702
ideological
an
remaking of thoseeventsand processes.
Mosalaholds that the different layers of the text, identified by historical and redaction
criticism, eachdisplay a distinct ideological 'code', which must be separately
identified in a structural analysis.703It is only by distinguishingthe different layers
that interpreterscan avoid an unconsciouscollusion with hegemonicand dominant
discourseand can profitably readthe texts 'against the grain'. 704This Eagletonian
is
is
fact
'that
the
the
phrase symbolic of
appropriationof works and events always a
705
contradictoryprocess,involving someform of a "struggle" .
Mosaladoesnot deny that black interpretersare correct in detectingin the biblical
text 'glimpses of liberation and of a determinatesocial movementgalvanisedby a
706
black
ideology'.
he
issue
Where
the
takes
powerful religious
majority of
with
699Mosala, Biblical Hermeneutics,pp. 31-32. Gottwald makes a similar point when he saysthat the
drawing of 'religious inspiration' or 'biblical values' from the biblical text 'will be romantic and
utopian unlessresolutely correlated to both the ancient and the contemporary cultural-material and
social-organisationalfoundations' (Gottwald, Tribes, p. 706).
700For another Third-World discussion(from South America) of the use of Marxist critical tools to
break the stranglehold of Western hermeneutics,seeJosdMiguez-Bonino, 'Marxist Critical Tools: Are
they Helpful in Breaking the Stranglehold of Idealist Hermeneutics?' in Sugirtharajah,(ed.), Voices
from the Margin, pp. 58-68.
701
Mosala, Biblical Hermeneutics,p. 28.
702
Mosala, Biblical Hermeneutics,p. 3.
703Mosala, Biblical Hermeneutics,
pp. 41-42. These 'codes' include: 'hegemonic codes', which
encodethe historical and cultural context in terms of the interestsof the ruling class; 'professional
codes', which representthe ideology of other elite groups; 'negotiated codes', which contain some
oppositional featuresbut still work within the dominant discourse; and 'oppositional codes', which
point to the interestsof the underclassessof Israelite society. Mosala's 'codes' here might be usefully
developed in terms of Jameson'snotion of ideologemes.
704Mosala, Biblical Hermeneutics,p. 4 (my emphasis). He continues: 'The critic must adopt an
analytic approachto the text of the Bible that exposesthe underlying literary and ideological plurality
in the tert without denying the hegemonic totality or shall we say unity of the final product'.
Gerald West refers to a similar criticism by Elisabeth SchUsslerFiorenza of the tendency among
liberation scholarsto 'proof-texting'. SeeWest, 'Gauging the Grain', p. 78, note 2.
705
Mosala, Biblical Hermeneutics, p. 32.
706Mosala here shows the influence of Gottwald's Tribes.
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interpretersis in the needto develop 'an adequatehermeneuticalframework that can
rescuethose liberative themesfrom the biblical text'. He continues: 'One cannot
frame
by
denying
that
what
the oppressivestructures
successfullyperform this task
liberating themesthe texts encode'. Resourcesand methodology from the social707
in
for
indispensable
Mosala,
scienceworld are,
aids this process.
Mosala illustrates his approachto biblical texts through a study of the 'underside' of
708
He maintainsthat his innovative contribution is madepossible
the book of Micah.
by
only thepersonal insight that comesftom knowing the undersideof struggle atfirst
hand. From this standpoint,he argues,it is possiblefor him to retrieve from the text
final
form
dominant
ideology
to
the
the
alternative
of the text.
an
perspective
of
Mosalaregardsthe canonicaltext as reflecting the competingideasand interestsof
the society when the text reachedits final form. However, it retainstracesof the
social strugglesthat producedit, which can be detectedby meansof social and literary
analysisby the 'socially committed' biblical scholar. The contradictions,the gaps,
andthe silencesin the text can 'enable eyeshermeneuticallytrained in the strugglefor
liberation today to observethe kindred struggleof the oppressedand exploited of the
709
biblical communitiesin the very absenceof those strugglesin the text'.
The
day
labourers,
peasants,artisans,
and underclassessof Micah's Judahare 'entirely
in
from
final
form
the
the
the
text,
absent
signifying practice' of
of
which emanates
the ruling class. However, 'something of their project and their voice hasalmost
10
in
accidentallysurvived' the underlying layers.
One of the main criticisms of liberation / contextualtheology is that prior commitment
to a causecan result in subjectivity of interpretation. Mosala admits his own interests
asthe starting point of his exegeticalenterprise. However, he suggests'struggle' as
the exegeticalbridge: the struggleof writers, readers,editors, interpreters,etc. The
'underside' of the text revealstracesof the struggleof the poor as oppressedby the
Jerusalemelite and of their hope and vision for the future. ThoseJerusalem
however,
but
had
themselves
to
oppressors,
come regard
not as oppressors as the
foreign
invader
judgment
God's
the
victims of
on the ruling classesof
and empire.
Judahhasbeentransferredto the oppressionof thoseruling classesby the
Babylonians. The final text hasbeenoverlaid by a representationof Yahweh as the
God who will restorethe former power structuresof oppression.
707It is noteworthy that Gerald West
writes in a similar vein: 'The social sciencesprovide the resources
for this task, the task of identifying, unmasking, and demystifýing the ideological agendaof particular
biblical texts. The social sciencesare thus the preferred tools of ideological criticism' (West, 'Gauging
the Grain', p. 79). He goes on: 'The social sciencesprovide useful resourcesfor establishing lines of
connexion between our present locations and the socio-historical originary eventsthat we believe
partially constitute our present locations' (p. 8 1).
Mosala and West both here show the influence of Gottwald's Tribes in their enthusiasmfor
sociological method.
708Mosala, Biblical Hermeneutics,
dissimilar
draws
here
101-53.
Mosala
on a not
study on Amos
pp.
in Robert Coote, Amos among the Prophets: Composition and Theology (Philadelphia: FortressPress,
1981).
Seealso an abridgement of Mosala's chapter in Micah, which appearedas 'A Materialist Reading of
Micah' in Norman K. Gottwald and Richard A. Horsely (eds.), The Bible and Liberation: Political and
Social Hermeneutics (Maryknoll, New York: Orbis, 1993), pp. 264-95.
709
Mosala, Biblical Hermeneutics, p. 121.
710
Mosala, Biblical Hermeneutics,p. 151.
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To identify this alternativeperspective,Mosala largely usestraditional methodsof
hermeneutic
liberation
historical
of
sourceand
criticism, combinedwith a
71
1
hypothetical
text's
dependent
the
Mosala
is
heavily
of
earlier
stages
on
suspicion.
better
Mosala's
An
purpose,
serve
production.
alternative synchronicapproachmight
in which the text is interpretedas preservinga dialogue or debatebetweenoppressors
for
Mosala
Isaiah
40-55.
by
Gottwald
lines
the
and underclasses,along
proposed
by
have
final
form
the
text
the
the
giving more
of
might also
elucidated effect of
Modes
General
Literary
Eagletonian
to
the
of
and
categoriesof
explicit attention
Productionand of Generaland Authorial Ideology.
Mosala's line of argumentis sometimesdifficult to follow. His analysisis confusing
into
it
he
is
force
in placeS712
is
the
text
to
the
that
to
a
and
suspicion
seeking
open
713
insight
from
He
the
that
comes
personal
pre-determined mould .
speaks of
knowledge of the underside of struggle, coming dangerously close to saying that his
in
him
there
to
things
that
personal experience of struggle enables
see
are not actually
the text!

ChristopherRowland makessomeperceptivecommentson Mosala's work. He writes
positively:
Mosala is a warning to the Barthians who work with the surface of the text and not the
influences under it.
He recognisesdiversity both religiously and politically within one text
...

711It should be noted that the phrase 'hen-neneuticof suspicion' neednot necessarily imply a distrust of
the Bible and its historicity or authority. More properly, the phraseshould be applied to a 'suspicion of
distrust of the self or of the interpreter' (Barr, History and Ideology, p. 142, note 5). Anthony Thiselton
haswritten: 'The axis of suspicion encouragesIdeologiekritik of the text and suspicion concerning the
interestsof the interpreter and the interpreter's community tradition' (Anthony Thiselton, 'Biblical
Studiesand Theoretical Hermeneutics' in Barton [ed.], Cambridge Companion, pp. 95-113 [105-106,
my emphasis]).
However, a certain 'suspicion' of the text is also implicit in many cases. For example, A. K. M. Adam
writes:
Theformerway of thinkingaboutliterarytextsassumed
that greatbooksautomaticallysharedthe great
ideasof their culture;asa result,onemightneverimaginethatwriterswerepaid,or hadunpopular
Biblical Criticism,p. 47).
views,or wroteout of partisanpolitical motives(Adam,Postmodern
712Comparethe comment of Gerald West, who describesMosala's analysis of Micah here as
'somewhat muddled' (West, 'Gauging the Grain', p. 89, note 12).
713In addition to his discussionof Micah, Mosala
book
the
to
of
also proceeds give a similar analysis of
Luke (Mosala, Biblical Hermeneutics,pp. 153ff). Luke starts out, maintains Mosala, as gospel for the
poor but ends up accommodatedto the needsof the Roman rich. It thus brings Jesusinto line with the
status quo. Luke's purpose is to establishthe acceptability of Christianity in the later empire, to
persuadeor placate those in power. However, Rowland rightly maintains that Mosala's critique of
Luke is much more superficial than his critique of Micah. Rowland points to the critique of the rich
and powerful that is present in the final form of the text (for example, Luke 14.16) and in particular the
prominencegiven to women in the book. Modem readershave, in fact, been able to retrieve the
liberation strand from Luke without the difficulty that Mosala suggests(Rowland, 'Dialogue with
Itumeleng Mosala', pp. 51-52). Rowland notes that in Acts there is much more accommodation with
the establishment,and comments: 'We should resist seeking to resolve the tensions of Luke-Acts.
Mosala's method offers us a way to explore them'. Rowland further commentsthat Christian
historiography from Luke onwards certainly does display more concern to placate the powerful than to
speakon behalf of the oppressed. The retrieval of the history of the poor is often the task of
sympathetic voices from another culture or class. Christology has towered over other concerns in the
Gospels,such as the needsof the poor, and has obscuredthe 'excitement and ethos of that Galilean
messianic movement. But at least Luke's apology to Theophilus has ensuredthat it should be written
down! ' (Rowland, 'Dialogue with Itumeleng Mosala', pp. 52-53).
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but does Mosala ignore thoseparts or layers of the text which do not conform to his
...
714
prejudices?

He also comments:

Care needsto be taken with the kind of interpretative method adoptedby Mosala. Its concern
with what lies behind the text makesthe ordinary reader dependenton the skills of the
715
is
ideologically
interpreter
aware.
sophisticated
so as to make a reading that

This criticism that Mosala's methodology,dependenton hermeneuticaltraining and
issue.
insight,
is
disempowers
black
(and
sociological
ordinary
other) readers a crucial
It puts Mosala in the samekind of elitist position that he complainsof in thosewho
framedthe final form of the text.
GeraldWest points to a significant tension in Mosala's work:

Mosala works with a strong notion of ideological hegemony.
The problem with, and hence
...
the tension within, Mosala's form of ideological analysis is that it doesnot allow for a
716
domination
sufficiently nuancedunderstandingof the relationship between
and resistance.

For West,quoting from J.C. Scott,717the result of ideological domination:

is to define for subordinategroups what is realistic and what is not realistic and to drive
certain aspirations and grievancesinto the realm of the impossible, of idle dreams. By
persuadingunderclassessthat their position, their life-chances,their tribulations are
unalterableand inevitable, such a limited hegemonycan produce the behavioural results of
718
consentwithout necessarilychanging people's values.

A consequencecan be that oppressedpeoplescometo usethe words of their
describe
to
their oppression,are reluctant to 'createtheir own language',
oppressors
719
forms
knowledge.
and may even resist emancipatory
of
714Rowland, 'Dialogue
with Itumeleng Mosala', p. 48 (my emphasis). Rowland also comments: 'More
important than disentangling the ideological struggles in scripture is the attention to the
...
understandingof the effect of the text in a particular context and what it is about the situation which
conditions its reception' (Rowland, 'Dialogue with Itumeleng Mosala', p. 56).
Rowland's point here could be put a different way by saying that it is the perlocutionary effect of the
text rather than any illocutionary intention that is paramount.
Nakanose's,Josiah's Passover,is an attempt along the lines of what Rowland asks for here, combining
a scholarly study of the Josianic Reformation along liberationist lines with an account of the reception
of that study among basecommunities.
715Rowland, 'Dialogue with Itumeleng Mosala', p. 56.
716West, 'Gauging the Grain', p. 90.
717West subscribesto the
ideological
distinct
'thick
that
there
thin
of
and
accounts
view
are
hegemony', a view that he derives from J.C. Scott. The 'thick' account primarily involves the
[Althusserian] ideological state apparatuses,whose 'ideological work securesthe active consentof
subordinategroups to the social arrangementsthat reproducetheir subordination' (West, 'Gauging the
Grain', p. 9 1). The 'thin' account is defined in the quotation given in main text. West is here citing
J.C. Scott, Domination and the Arts ofResistance (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1990), pp.
73-74.
718Scott Domination, 74,
in
9
1.
Grain',
West,
'Gauging
the
quoted
p.
p.
719West at this point digressesto outline 'thinner' theory of hegemony,associatedwith the namesof
a
Jeanand John Comaroff, who posit a triangular relationship between culture, ideology, and hegemony:
Culture canbe viewedasthe sharedrepertoireof practices,symbols,andmeaningsin which andwith
...
whichthe dialecticsof dominationandresistance
operate.Hegemonyandideologyarethe two
dominantformsin whichpoweris entailedin culture.
Hegemonyandideologyarethe two facesof
...
faceof powerthathidesitself in the fortrisof everydaylife.
power. Hegemonyis the nonagentive
...
Ideologyis the agentivefaceof powerthat refersto the (relative)capacityof humanbeingsto exercise
controloverthe production,circulation,andconsumptionof signsandobjectsin specifichistorical
contexts.Ideologyarticulatesandownssystemsof meanings,values,andbeliefsfor anygroupwithin a
communalidentity,whetherdominantor subordinate,
within a historicallysituatedculturalfield. While
ideologyarticulates. Theparticularlycreativeandinsightfulcontributionof
hegemonyhegemonises,
...
the Comaroffs... is their suggestionthathegemonyexistsin a reciprocalinterdependence
with ideology
in that it is partof a dominantworld-viewthathasbeennaturalised(West,'Gaugingthe Grain', p. 92,
citing JeanComaroffandJohnComaroff,OfRevelationandRevolution:Christianity,Colonialism,and
Consciousness
in SouthAfrica [Chicago:ChicagoUniversityPress,19911,p. 22).
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West points to a useful conceptfrom Scott, namely, that of the 'hidden transcript', the
discoursethat subordinategroupsdevelop 'behind the back' of the dominant, creating
behind-the-scenes
dissent
in
'offstage
to the official transcript
a
social space which
720
be
is
follows
It
'the
to tell the whole
that
transcript
may voiced'.
public
unlikely
...
both
in
interests
because
it
is
frequently
the
story aboutpower relations,
of
parties
721
in
tacitly to conspire the misrepresentation'. Accordingly, West suggeststhat the
include
latter
hidden
The
the
transcript.
traces
might
critic should searchout
of
folktales,
In
jokes,
forms
rumours,gossip,
songs,
and other
of popular culture.
biblical terms, one might suggestprophetic preachingagainstthe establishment. West
his
in
following
the
terms:
elaborates argument
Those of us who work within a liberation paradigm refuse to acceptthe final form of the
...
biblical text, the public transcript, as the last word. The text as we have it
is an ideological
...
product, usually of the ruling classes. The text has grain. While we acceptthat determining
the ideology of the text is problematic, we persist becausewe hope to find lines of
...
connection between our presentfaith struggles and the faith strugglesof communities similar
However, there have been a number of
to ours in the originary moments of our tradition.
...
contradictions, tensions, and inconsistenciesin our accountsof ideological hegemonythat
have preventedus from recognising just how much the resistanceof subordinategroups is
722
in
the
present
public transcrip .

West thereforeobservesof Mosala:

Mosala would, I suspect,want to agree that insteadof focussing on the public transcript we
...
ought to attempt to 'read, interpret, and understandthe often fugitive political conduct of
subordinategroups'. But his account of ideology leaveslittle spacefor a real presenceof such
forms of discoursein the public transcript.723

What is thus needed,West argues,is a more nuancedliterary reading of the text and
lessdependenceon social-scientificperspectives. West's conceptof a literary
724
is
biblical
'postmodern,
that
readingstrategy one
enables
socially engaged,
scholars
andpremodern marginalized readers to collaborate'. As a result, 'the socio-historical
questionsthat emergeare those of the reading group and not thoseof white, male,

720Scott Domination,
p. x 1. West adds:
The practicesand rituals routinely generatedby slavery, serfdom,the castesystem,colonialism,
patriarchy, and racism usually deny subordinatesthe ordinary responseof assertingtheir dignity through
negativereciprocity: a slap for a slap, an insult for an insult. ... Insteadsubordinatesestablishtheir
dignity, registertheir resistance,and elaboratetheir hidden transcript, a restricted 'public' social circle.
In this relatively safespace,subordinatesfind a partial refuge from the humiliations of domination
...
(West, 'Gauging the Grain', pp. 94-95).
721West, 'Gauging the Grain', 95,
citing Scott, Domination, pp. 114-155.
722West, 'Gauging the Grain',
p. 98, quoting from Scott, Domination, p. xii.
As an example of finding 'lines of connection' using socio-historical methods, West commends Carol
Meyers, who offers a detailed historical and sociological reconstruction of the life of ordinary women
in early Israelite society. See West 'Gauging the Grain', pp. 82-83 and Carol Meyers, Discovering
Eve: Ancient Israelite Women in Context (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988).
723West, 'Gauging the Grain',
p. 98.
724Among the
Culture
The
Bible
Collective,
to
the
specifically postmodern critics are
contributors
and
1995. Mention should also be made of Walter Brueggemann, whose earlier work sought to situate
'theological trajectories' in clearly delineated socio-historical contexts. See, for example, Walter
Brueggemann, 'Trajectories in Old Testament Literature and the Sociology of Ancient Israel', JBL 98
(1984), pp. 161-85, reprinted in Gottwald and Horsley (eds.), The Bible and Liberation, pp. 201-26.
However, in his more recent work, Brueggemann is more influenced by literary and postmodern means
for
interpretation:
example, Walter Brueggemann, Theology of the Old Testament (Minneapolis:
see,
of
Fortress, 1997).
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First World, and usually dead,scholars'.725 West thus seeksto build on Mosala's
726
approach,while minimising the implicit elitism.
West concludeshis critique of Mosala with thesetelling comments:

For those of us working on the margins, in collaboration with poor and marginalized 'readers'
of the Bible, matters of survival, liberation, and life drive us to find resourcesthat are useful,
that work. So we are not perturbed about crossing disciplinary boundaries. We are prepared
to take whatever tools are at hand to do the job. This is why most of the attempts at
integrating literary and socio-historical modes of criticism are to be found outside the
727
Biblical
Studies.
mainstreamof

4.32 The Implications of the Text of Esther for African Women's
Struggle for Liberation in South Africa
A significant later piece by Mosala is his 'The Implications of the Text of Estherfor
African Women'sStrugglefor Liberation in SouthAfrica', 728a reading of Esther
'from the perspectiveof a revolt of the black, feminist, SouthAfrican reader' 729 The
.
thoroughly political natureof the Bible, maintainsMosala, is evidencedaboveall else

725He continues: 'Furthermore, by breaking the hegemonic hold
of social-scientific biblical
interpretation and giving spaceand a place to literary forms of interpretation, socially engagedbiblical
scholarsand poor and marginalized readerscan begin their collaborative readingswith the text ...
[rather than with] the social sciences behind the text' (West, 'Gauging the Grain', p. 101).
...
726West askshow he as a 'white,
for
South
African
middle-class,
male' can speak the oppressed. His
answeris that even from his own social location he 'can chooseto be accountableto and to be in
solidarity with the poor and the oppressed'. He seeksto work with 'communities of ordinary readers'
(in the Institute for the Study of the Bible in South Africa) to produce contextual readings of biblical
texts (West, Biblical Hermeneutics,pp. 215 & 234).
727West, 'Gauging the Grain', pp. 103-104. The works outside the mainstreamof biblical scholarship
that West cites as examplesinclude: Meyers, 'Discovering Eve'; the various essaysin F. Segovia and
M. Tolbert (eds.), Readingftom this Place (volumes I& 2); and in R.S. Sugirtharajah(ed.), Voices
from the Margin. To these I would add Nakanose,Josiah's Passover.
728Iturneleng Mosala, 'The Implications of the Text of Esther for African Women's Struggle for
Liberation in South Africa', Semeia 59 (1992), pp. 129-137.
729Mosala, 'Implications of the Text of Esther', p. 129-30. In South Africa, black theologians have for
more than a decadebeen 'wrestling with the many issuesof the nature, the method, the specific form,
the epistemology, the sources,and the goals of the Black Theology of Liberation movement'. As part
of this, the question of the Black Feminist Theology of Liberation has now been firmly establishedas a
high priority on the agenda.
Mosala had begun by maintaining a distinction betweenthe Theology ofLiheration and Liberation
Theology,the latter referring to the specific Latin American form of the former, associatedwith the
namesof activist scholars such as Segundo,Gutidrrez, Assmann, and Bonino. The broader expression,
Theology of Liberation, is generic. It denotes 'a movement of Third World people involved in a
struggle to break the chains of cultural-religious imperialism that help to perpetuatetheir political and
economic exploitation' (Mosala, 'Implications of the Text of Esther', p. 129). The use of the narrower
phrase,Liberation Theology, for all theologies of poor and oppressedpeoples involves a form of
'discourse imperialism', in that it tends to subsumethem all under the Latin America version, a mistake
descendants
identify
European
by
'white
the
often made
radical people who
of
culturally more with
Latin America than with Third World people'. Mosala quotes from Cornel West:
For oppressed
colouredpeoples,the centralproblemis not only repressivecapitalistregimes,but also
oppressiveEuropeancivilising attitudes.And evenMarxistswho rejectoppressivecapitalistregimes
oftendisplayoppressiveEuropeancivilising attitudestowardscolouredpeoples(Come]West,'The
North AmericanBlacks' in S. TorresandJ. Eagleson[eds.], TheChallengeofBasic Christian
Communities:PapersfromtheInternationalEcumenicalCongressof Theology,1980[Maryknoll,New
York: Orbis Books,19811,pp. 255-257[2561).
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730
by the way in which it has beenusedto bolster up Apartheid
The white liberal.
humanistagendacounteredthis use of the Bible, not by expressingfundamental
disapprovalof biblical texts, suchas the conquesttexts, but by contestingthe
interpretationof texts by Apartheid ideologues. The debatewas dominatedby 'a
hermeneuticsof textual or authorial collusion / collaboration rather than one of
struggleor revolt'. This inevitably alienatedblack people, 'as their reality731
constantly
love
God'
inclusion
in
biblically
based
their
the
contradicted
of
supposed
.
It was not until 1976that 'revolutionary readingpractice becamean integral part of
732
insurgency
the social
of the black masses'. Black Theology becamepart of the
'Revolt of the Reader' movement,summedup by Eagletonin thesewords:

That readersshould be forcibly subjectedto textual authority is disturbing enough; that they
should be insultingly invited to hug their chains, merge into empathetic harmony with their
oppressorsto the point where they befuddledly ceaseto recognisewhether they are subject or
733
boss,
is
object, worker,
or product surely the ultimate opiate.

Mosalaturns to the implications of the book of Estherfor the Black African women's
struggle. His analysissetsout to be in the Revolt-of-the-Readertradition, resistingthe
liberation theology tradition. Instead,it will 'contend againstthe "regimes of truth" of
734
The
thesetraditions as they manifest themselvesin the text of the Bible itself.
Black African Women's struggletakesthe form simultaneouslyof gender,national,
follows
It
that hermeneuticsof liberation for an African women's
and classstruggle.
735
struggleshould simultaneouslybe human,African, and feminist hermeneutics.
Mosala distances himself from preoccupation with questions of Esther's canonicity,
historicity, and 'irreligiosity'. He accepts the prevailing view that the story is
in
the Maccabean-Hasmoeneanera. However, he contends:
novelistic, originating
that traditional scholarship consistently fails to draw the ideological implications of its
...
historical and literary studies. This is becauseit is often in ideological collusion with the
736

text.
The task of criticism, argues Mosala, is not to explain the story, nor even to supply
is
'not said' in the text. In Eagleton's words, criticism must 'install itself in the
what
very incompleteness of the work ... to explain the ideological necessity of the "not-

730Mosala
contends: "No other political or ideological system in the modem world ... derives itself so
directly from the Bible' (Mosala, 'Implications of the Text of Esther', p. 130).
731Mosala, 'Implications
of the Text of Esther', p. 130.
732Mosala, 'Implications
of the Text of Esther', p. 13 1.
733Terry Eagleton, Against the Grain: Essays 1975-85 (London: Verso, 1986),
p. 182. See Mosala's
later article, 'The Politics of Debt and the Liberation of the Scriptures', in Boer (ed.), Tracking 'The
Tribes', pp. 77-84, in which Mosala builds on Eagleton's concept of the 'revolt of the reader'.
734Mosala, 'Implications
is
The
'regimes
Text
Esther',
132.
the
truth'
phrase
of
a quotation
of
of
p.
from Comel West, 'The Dilemma of the Black Intellectual', Cultural Critique 7 (1985), pp. 109-124
(120).
735Such hermeneutic has a threefold task:
a
It will be polemical in the senseof being critical of the history, the culture, the ideologies,and the
agendasof both the text and itself, it will be appropriative of the resourcesand victories inscribed in the
biblical text as well as its own contemporarytext; it will beprojective in that its task is performed in the
service of a transformedand liberated social order (Mosala, 'Implications of the Text of Esther', p. 134).
The italicised terms are taken from Terry Eagleton, Walter Benjamin: or Towards a Revolutionary
Criticism (London: Verso, 198 1), p. 113.
736Mosala, 'Implications of the Text of Esther', p. 132 (my emphasis).
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is
it
'unconsciousness
the
that
not, and
saids", umnasking
of which
of the work 737
be
cannot
aware'.

Mosala, intriguingly, describesEsther I as 'a fairly straightforward descriptivetext',
formation
implied by the text involves a tributary mode of
that
the
noting
social
production. The depiction of Vashti portrays 'the private property characterof the
sexuality of the king's wife'. Indeed, 'the fundamentalproblematic of this chapter,as
indeedof the whole text of Esther,is the genderstructuring of politics'. Mosala
his
Esther
'feudal-tributary
though
text',
categorises
as a
one might question
feudal-tributary
describe
that
text
to
assumption
a
society need
purporting
a
in
is
have
been
feudal-tributary
Esther
in
also,
necessarily
society.
produced a
Mosala's view, a 'survival text' and a 'patriarchal text'.
A Feudal-Tributary Text. The exploitation associatedwith this feudal-tributary
is
system representedby the 'not-said' of the text. Explicit is the squanderingof
surplusproduction on luxury goodsby the ruling classes.However, the description of
this wasteful expenditure:
functions to obscure the social relations of production on which this cosnsumptionist
...
practice is premised. It mystifies the fact that behind these luxurious goods and extravaganza
lie exploited, oppressed, and dispossessed peasants, serfs, and sub-classes. This text which is
otherwise excellent in its provision of socio-economic data is eloquent by its silence on
conditions and struggles of the non-kings, non-office holders, non-chiefs, non-governors, and
738
non-queens.

However, if Esther is a novelistic account,as Mosala asserts,then, presumably,the
exploitation of Persiansub-classesis as fictional as the luxurious exploits of the ruling
classes.The text may well have functioned to mask the exploitation of underclassess
in the author's world. However, if that is so, the text's 'excellent provision of socioeconomicdata' will relate to the Maccabean-Hasmoenean
period and not to the
Persianera.
It may be that Estherhas functioned for modem readersas a justification for ruling
classextravaganceat the expenseof exploited underclassess.Modem readerswho
suffer oppressionmay, therefore,locate themselvesin the 'not-saids' of the text as a
looking
from
legitimate
is
different
But
to
this
quite
matter
reading strategy.
quite a
the text for information as to the socio-economiccircumstancesof any actual
historical empire.
A Survival Text. For Mosala, Esther 'suggestsa pure survival strategy,which is not
is
by
liberative
ideology'.
This
'ideological
underpinned any
capitulation'
political
summedup in theseterms:
The price that the oppressedmust pay for this turn of events favourable for them is at least
two-fold. Firstly the oppressedmust be seento have bought heavily into the dominant
ideology.
Secondly the survival of the group is achieved by the alienation of
...
...
...
Esther's gender power and its integration into the patriarchal structuresof feudalism. "9

Mosala commentson the thrice repeatedstatementin Esther 9 that the Jews did no
looting: 'this principle of upholding the sanctity of property over the life of people is
737

Mosala, 'Implications of the Text of Esther', p. 133, quoting from Eagleton, Criticism and Ideology,

?;
889

Mosala, 'Implications of the Text of Esther', p. 134.
739Mosala, 'Implications of the Text of Esther', 135.
p.
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for
in
known
the
text
However,
ideology'.
the motive
well
as part of ruling-class
It
to
from
ideology
looting
do
was
to
property.
of private
abstinence
with an
was not
legitimate
killing
the
text's
took
the
that
self-defence,not
place as
underscore
claim
is
by
for
Arguably,
text
the
seekingto credit the
motivated any agenda material gain.
Jewswith respectfor the sanctity of life: taking life is permissiblein self-defence,but
not in the pursuit of property gain.
Mosala missesthe opportunity to engagethe text with contemporaryissuesof the
legitimacy or otherwiseof revolutionary violence.
A Patriarchal Text. Mosala seemsuncertainwhether the text expressesapproval of
Vashti's actions. On the one hand, 'the audacity of one woman unleashedthe
book'.
On
in
the other
the
this
political possibilities reflected approvingly
rest of
hand,there is an 'explicit condemnationof Vashti in the text', with which the African
Biblical feminist cannotcollude 740His main criticism of the book's ideology,
.
however,is that Esther's preoccupationwith national survival obscuresissuesof
has
been
in
African
the
to
gender-power,parallel
way which oppressionof
women
by
book
Esther
The
the
subsumed
of
wider struggle againstcolonialist oppression.
sacrificesgenderstrugglesto national struggles:'it disprivilegesthe questionof
genderexploitation'.
Therearetwo further objectionsthat a biblical hermeneuticsof liberation must raise
is
Esther.
female
First
'the
text's
against
choice of a
characterto achievepatriarchal
ends':

The fact that the story is woven around Esther does not make her the heroine. The hero of the
story is Mordecai who needlessto say gives nothing of himself for what he gets. ... African
women who work within liberation movementsand other groups will be very familiar with
741
kinds
dynamiCS.
these
of

Secondly,the discourseof Esther suppressesclassissues,including the classcharacter
of cultural practicessuch as the Feastof Purim:
is not located in classterms in such a way that proper ideological
The Feastof Purim
...
choices can be made about it. In this it is very much like many cultural practicesthat seem
inherently autocratic in the demandsthey place on their people.742

Mosala,however,doesnot make it at all clear why he perceivesPurim to be
'inherently autocratic'.
Mosala's overall conviction is that oppressedcommunitiesmust liberate the Bible so
that the Bible can liberate them: 'An oppressedBible oppressesand a liberated Bible
liberates'.743Liberation hermeneuticsmust 'raise questionsof the material,

ideological, and cultural conditions of production of the text' in order that 'the
issues
political
affecting nations, women, races, age groups, and classes' may receive
744
proper treatment.
740Mosala, 'Implications of the Text of Esther', p. 135.
741Mosala, 'Implications of the Text of Esther', p. 136.
742Mosala, 'Implications of the Text of Esther', p. 136.
743Mosala, 'Implications of the Text of Esther', p. 137, quoting from Mosala, Biblical Hermeneutics, p.
193.
744Mosala, 'Implications of the Text of Esther', p. 137. Mosala describesthis processas the
See
Elizabeth
Schilssler
SchOssler
Fiorenza's
'hermeneutics
Elisabeth
consent'.
of
of
outworking
Fiorenza, Bread not Stone: The Challenge of Feminist Biblical Interpretation (Boston: Beacon, 1984),
p. 15 & passim.
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There seemto me to be two seriousflaws in Mosala's analysis. The first arisesfrom
his claim that liberation hermeneuticsmust 'raise questionsof the material,
ideological, and cultural conditions of production of the text'. Mosala has not
focussedon the conditions underlying the production of the text but rather on the
conditions prevailing in the fictional Persiansociety that the text purports to describe.
Thereis no doubt a connexion betweenthe material and social conditions described
(or 'not-described') in the text and the writer's contemporarysocial conditions. It is
no doubt also true that the ideology of the writer, which arisesfrom his /her
description
in
be
inscribed
the
text's
contemporarycontext, may somehow
of the past.
But theseare not simple connexions. A much more nuancedanalysisis neededto
draw connexionsbetweenthe material conditions describedin the text and the
conditionsthat gaverise to the text's production.
The second flaw in Mosala's argument is indicated by his opening statement that
Esther I is 'a fairly straightforward descriptive text'. In fact, Esther I is far from 'a
straightforward descriptive text'. It could, for example, be understood as satire,
perhaps even as comedy. Let me offer, by way of illustration, an alternative reading
745
for
book.
the
strategy

It is generallyassumedthat Ahasuerusis anothernamefor Xerxes, though it is
746
difficult to fit the biblical story with the Xerxes of Greekor Persiansources. The
Hebrew seemsto imply somethinglike King Quiet and Poor, an unlikely namefor an
all-powerful emperor. So it could be a 'nick-name' amongthe Jewsfor one of the
PersianEmperorsor possibly even a 'stage name' for a typical PersianEmperor,
signalling that this text was never intendedto be a straightforwardnarrative-historical
account.
The openingversesdescribethis new king as all powerful, ruling an empire from
India right round to Ethiopia. Yet it quickly becomesclear that, in fact, he hasno
control evenover his own household. He doesnot know what is happeningin his
own court and thosewho surroundhim manipulatehim at every stage! This
seeminglyall-powerftil potentateturns out to be more like a dim-witted buffoon, a
figure of stagecomedy.
At the end of sevendays of feasting,the king, well under the influence of the wine,
decidesto show off the beautyof QueenVashti to the assembledmen-folk. Shequite
rightly makesa principled standagainstbeing an object for male entertainment. So
the king summonsthosewhom he is accustomedto consult for 'expert opinion on
questionsof law and order' (1.13)! This is an excellent exampleof the tongue-in745Different ideol
include:
Character
Fox,
for
Esther
ogical-critical reading strategies
and Ideology in
the Book ofEsther; and David J.A. Clines, 'Reading Esther from Left to Right: Contemporary
Strategiesfor Reading a Biblical Text' in W. A. Clines, S.E. Fowl, and S.E. Porter (eds.), The Bible in
ThreeDimensions: Essaysin Celebration of Forty Yearsof Biblical Studies in the University of
Sheffield (JSOTSup. 87; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1990), pp. 31-52, reprinted in David J.A.
Clines, On the Way to the Postmodern: Old TestamentEssays, 1968-1998(JSOTSup.292-293; 2 vols;
Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1998), pp. 3-22.
746For example, Herodotus, the Greek historian, tells that Xerxes'
wife's name was Amestris and
us
there is no extra-biblical record anywhere of Vashti or Esther as wives for Xerxes. It should also be
noted that LXX tradition seemingly identified Ahasuerusnot with Xerxes (486 -465 BCE) but with the
later Emperor Artaxerxes 11(404 - 359 BCE).
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747
in
The absurdity intensifies when thesetop
cheekway which the story is told.
jurists give their legal opinion. If Vashti is allowed to get away with it, then every
woman in the empire will refuseto obey her husband! And so they devise a law to
declarethat that every man should be master in his own house(verse 19). We began
in
in
fact,
king
a
with seeminglyall-powerful
chargeof anything; and
who was not,
in
have
beginning
facile
this
the
now we
of a story
emphasison male supremacyat
Haman
by
Even
the
which all
men are eventually controlled or manipulated women.
doeswhat his wife tells him! Men causeall the problemsin the story and a woman
Queen
is
This
is
them.
the
the
the
solves
choice of
new
very stuff of comedy,as
Esther,on the basisof a grand 'beauty' contest.748It is literary satire - not
ýstraightforwarddescriptivetext'.
The two main male charactersare Mordecai, the hero, and Haman,the villain. Haman
is a descendantof Agag, the Amalekite ruler whom Saul had defeatedin battle.749
Mordecai, a Benjaminite, is from the tribe of Saul. This may not meanmuch to a
modemreaderbut any Jew would have known of the age-oldbiblical em-nitybetween
Israelitesand Amalekites. Mordecai's refusal to bow down to Hamansetsin motion a
chain of eventsthat almost leadsto the exterminationof the Jews. Why did Mordecai
bow
down?
Did he have a good religious reasonfor is refusal? Certainly,
to
refuse
the Jewswould be expectedto refuseto bow to any idol or image, as did Shadrach,
Meshach,and Abednego(Daniel 3). But was it forbidden for a Jew to show
customaryrespectbefore royal officials? The writer of Genesisdid not regardit as a
problem for Joseph'sbrothersto offer suchobeisancebefore the Governor of
750
Egypt; and throughoutthe Old Testamentthere are numerousother examplesthat
751
Hebrew
for
it
is
in
So
Esther.
the
use
same
expression obeisanceas
not at all
certainthat there was any genuinereligious reasonfor Mordecai's behaviour. The
reasonwas ratherthe 500-year-oldenmity betweenJewsand Amalekites. Mordecai
might have arguedthat the Amalekites were God's enemies,to give a semi-religious
justification for his actions. But I suspectthat today we would describehis behaviour
by
asmotivated racism or sectarianism,underthe cloak of religion. One might
further arguethat the text caricaturesthe behaviour of both Mordecai and Haman as a
typically male pig-headedness!
I acknowledge at this point that my reading is influenced by my own ideological
background in Northern Ireland, in which a similar cocktail of religious, political, and
gender ideologies prevails and in which ancient battles (from as long ago as the period
from Mordecai and Haman to Saul and Agag) are still fresh in the popular memory. 752
This ideological undergirding to my reading of the text parallels to some degree

747 pointing
kind
king's
behaviour,
the
true
the
the
though
thing
enough
of
possibly
of
up
absurdity
of
_
that typically happenedin the courts of ancient potentates!
748It was
bed
in
king!
beauty
based
but
the
a
with
on night
not of course actually a
contest
a contest
749See I Samuel 15. In fact, it was Samuel
who eventually killed King Agag, after rebuking Saul for
not doing so.
750SeeGenesis43.28. The sameHebrew for 'obeisance' is
used in Genesis43 as in Esther 3.
751 for example, David before Saul in I Samuel 24.8.
752For example, the annual commemoration in Northern Ireland on 12 July (a Bank Holiday) of the
Battle of the Boyne in 1690.
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Mosala's claim that his first-hand experienceof struggle enableshim to seein a text
dimensionsthat would not otherwisehave beenapparent.753
Returning to Esther,notice how the king is persuadedto go along with Haman's
diabolical plan by a promise of considerableincome for the royal treasury. The kind
of languageusedby Hamanhere has beenusedcountlesstimes acrossthe centuriesas
justifying
keep
They
themselves
a meansof
persecutionagainstminority populations.
separate,they havestrange customs,they do not keepour laws, and they have too
muchmoney! The king authorisedthe plot without even asking who the race of
peoplewere: so it was not a specifically anti-Jewishmatter for the king. There is, in
fact, no suggestionin the book of any antagonismamongthe Persians (king or
people)againstthe Jews.
In chapter4, Mordecai managesto get word to Estherof the crisis. After initial
reluctance,Estherdevelopsthe strategythat savesthe day. From this point on it is no
longer Estherwho obeysMordecai: Esthernow gives instructions and Mordecai
754
A
obeys. woman takes control of the plot. Once Haman is exposed,Mordecai
becomes'Prime Minister'. But the problem still remainsof the edict for the
destructionof the Jews. Not eventhe king himself could changethe law of the Medes
755
and Persians. The king abdicatesall responsibility for the matter. It is left to
Estherto undo this bizarre situation, by a decreeauthorisingself-defence. However,
it soonbecomesclear that the Jewsdid far more than defendthemselves. They took
the opportunity to rid themselvesof their enemies,killing over 75,000people
throughoutthe Empire. In the city of Susa,500 were killed on the first day and Esther
is grantedpermissionfor a secondday of slaughter. Not one Jew was killed, which
suggeststhat there were few who actually tried to attack them.
Significantly, the narrator maintainsa studied 'absence'of commenton this revenge
slaughter:judgment is left to the reader. Traditional interpretationhas assumedthat
756
book
is
if
book
Jews.
However,
the
the
the
the
approvesof
actionsof
primarily
satirerather than 'straightforward descriptivetext', it would be unwise to take this
sectionof the story at face-value. Mordecai's refusal to bow down appeared,at first
sight. to be on religious groundsas in Daniel but, on closer inspection,it proved to be
do
first
be
in
Similarly,
to
to
the
more
with a sectarianclash.
appear
slaughtermay at
inspection,
book
but,
Joshua
tradition
the
same
of slaughterof enemiesas
of
on closer
it is not at all clear that the narrator expressesapproval. Certainly, there is a studied

"I However, I readily admit that, unlike Mosala, my experienceis not primarily from the underside of
struggle, though I have lived and ministered in one of Belfast's most disturbed communities at the
height of the 'troubles' in the 1970sand 1980s..
754The extent Haman's bitterness is
of
vividly portrayed by the narrator. He cannot enjoy any of his
wealth and power becauseof his personalresentmenttowards Mordecai. Governmental ideologies are
often a masking of bitterness,hatred,jealousy, sectarianism,or racism, with deep and unconscious
roots in the national psyche.
755It should be noted in passingthat there is
for
this constitutional principle.
no extra-biblical evidence
756and this interpretation may have provided
an ideological undergirding for violent self-assertion in a
variety of contexts, right down to contemporary Israel-Palestine(for some Israelis) and contemporary
southern Africa (for Mosala).
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057
'absence of imputingany divine approvalto the slaughter,which is significantly
differentfrom the Joshuaaccounts.
The chapterendswith the institution of Purim. A letter from Mordecai is not enough
to establishthis new feast. The matter hasto be confirmed by Esther. The book,
in
began
which
with a satirical paradingof male supremacy,endson a note which a
is
woman')s word required as the final authority, even in religious matters-a point
that Mosala appearsto have missed.
The closing chapterof the book seemson the surfaceto be a happy-ever-afterending.
However, there is a sting in the tail. The final words of the book speakof forced
labour imposedon peoplesof the Empire. It is surely an irony for the Jews,who
tracedtheir origins to deliverancefrom slavery in Egypt, that the last 'historical'
episodein the Hebrew Bible is Mordecai's complicity in the enslavementof others.
Though the book may overall be comic, arguably,it endsin tragedy. Satire or
literary
devices
be
is
ideal
to
comedyas
can used convey a seriousmessage:satire an
medium for undermining official ideology.
This alternativereading leadsto very different conclusionsfrom thosedrawn by
Mosala. The first of Mosala's three objectionsis that Estheraffirms 'feudal tributary'
On
book
is a biting satireagainstthe ideological absurdities
the
values.
my reading,
of sucha system.
Mosala's secondobjection is that Estheris a 'survival text'. The book may well have
arisenout of the survivalist ideologiesof Jewish groupsin the Maccabean-Hasmonean
However,
the book doesnot representa 'pure survivalist ideology'. The
era.
opportunity taken by the Jewsto go beyond self-defenceand to make a pre-emptive
strike againsttheir enemiesmovesthem well beyond pure survivalism. Where
Mosala is right is that the actionsof the Jewsare 'not underpinnedby any liberative
ideology'.
Instead,they outpacethe Persiansat their own game. The same
political
be
might said of Mordecai's complicity in the enslavementof others. For those
for
in
is
'locate
to
the
tendency
themselves
text',
the
there
seeking
a warning against
the oppressedto becomeoppressor,a warning that is surely as relevantto Black
African Liberation movementsas it is (amongothers)to freedom fighters in Kosovo
involved
in the contemporaryIsrael-Palestineconflict.
to
those
or
Thirdly, there is Mosala's objection to Estheras a 'patriarchal text', in which gender
issuesare subsumedby a patriarchal nationalism. But, in fact, the text pokesa lot of
fun
is
by
The
the
satirical
at
crisis caused
pompousprotestationsof male supremacy.
a typically male display of sectarianpig-headedness.The problemsare resolvedby a
woman')s ingenuity, with even Mordecai adopting a position of obedienceto Esther.
And when it comesto the founding of the Festival of Purim, Esther's word is final.
So I submit that the book has a great deal more to say on the 'gender structuring of
politics' than Mosala allows.
The book is still open to the criticism that Estherobtains her goals by colluding with
imperial
is
ideology.
Who
the heroine: Vashti, who takesan uncompromising
male,
757This is so least of the MT. The longer
at
version of Esther in the LXX introduces a range of quite
different ideological perspectives,which would make an interesting avenuefor comparative ideological
study.
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standagainstan outrageousdisplay of patriarchy, achieving nothing except
banishment,or Esther, who 'plays the system', achievesher goals, and savesher
This
is
by
Black
dilemma
imagine
is
I
too
that
people?
a
well
understoodonly
African women.
My point, in summary,is that if one adoptsa reading strategythat doesnot simply
assumethat Esther is a 'straightforward descriptivetext', the book doesmuch to
ideology.
It
deconstruct,
feudal-tributary,
undermine,or
survivalist, and patriarchal
be
may that a more nuancedreading would enablethe Black African Woman's
perspectiveto be locatedwithin the core of the book itself and not just in the 'notsaids' of the text.

4.4 Renita Weems: a Black Feminist Approach
The article by Renita J. Weems,'Hebrew Women are not like the Egyptian Women:
the Ideology of Race,Gender,and SexualReproductionin Exodus 19758servesas a
good exampleof ideological criticism from a blackfeminist perspective. It servesas
'resistant'
an exampleof
readings,,readingsthat challengethe ideology of the text and
the ideology of the text's interpretativehistory.
Weemsbeginswith the observationthat interpretershavepaid little attentionto the
'story underthe text', which, in Exodus 1, is the strugglebetweenmastersand
759
Like Mosala, Weemswill focus on the undersideof the text.
slaves.
For Weems, biblical texts are social productions: they promote views regarding power
identity.
Texts take sides in debates (a perspective not unlike Gottwald's
and social
approach to Isaiah 40-55). In Jamesonian fashion, the Exodus critic must read
between the lines to discover the assumptions underlying the text, asking whose race,
gender, and class interests are being served.

We haveno way of knowing the genderof the writer of Exodus;but for Weemsit is
Hebrews
her/himself
identified
that
the
the
relatively clear
and was
with
writer
760
is
description
however,
What
Weems
to
their
sympathetic
a
of the
cause.
gives,
narrator,or of the implied author. We have no knowledge of the real author.

758RenitaJ. Weems, 'Hebrew Women are not like the Egyptian Women: the Ideology of Race, Gender,
and Sexual Reproduction in Exodus 1', Semeia59 (1992), pp. 25-41.
For an overview of Weems's underlying feminist perspective,seeRenita J. Weems,Just a Sister Away:
A Womanist's Views of Women'sRelationships in the Bible (San Diego: Lura Media, 1988). Seealso
Renita J. Weems, 'Gomer: Victim of Violence or Victim of MetaphorT Semeia47 (1989), pp. 87-104;
and "Reading Her Way through the Struggle: African American Women and the Bible' in Gottwald
Non-nanK. and Richard A. Horsely (eds.), The Bible and Liberation: Political and Social
Hermeneutics(Maryknoll, New York: Orbis, 1993), pp. 31-50, reprinted from Cain Hope Felder (ed.),
Stony the Road We Trod, pp. 57-77.
759
Weems, 'Hebrew Women', p. 25.
760Weems maintains that the author is unlikely to have been an Egyptian. She seemsnot to have
consideredthe possibility that the author was an Egyptian sympathetic to the Hebrew cause. Indeed,
himself
Egyptian!
Moses
Exodus,
to
was
an
virtually
according
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Weemsmaintains that the story originally circulated among 'a band of Hebrew slaves
who would have taken pride in storiesof how
they or their ancestorswere able
...
761
-5
to circumvent the designsof the slave-masters
However, Weemsmakesno
.
distinction betweenthe origin of the story and the origin of the text in which the story
is now embedded. It is the text that is ultimately the object of Weems's critique. The
story may well have circulated widely in oral form; but the text could hardly have
envisagedas its original audiencea 'band of Hebrew slaves', who would scarcely
havehad much scopefor bed-time reading. In fact, Weemsslips back and forward
betweenthe story and the text, as if the two are to be identified. An important aspect
ideological
in
is
Weems
that
to
the
of
criticism
overlooks
analyse way which a well
known story hasbeenencodedin a particular text. Furthermore,Weemsconsiders
Exodus I in isolation from the book of Exodus as a whole. When shespeaksof
authorand audience,it is never madeclear if sheis thinking in terms of the author
Exodus
audienceof
as we now have it or the author / audienceof Exodus I as an
independent
text. Weems's study would have benefitedfrom a more
originally
762
discussion
different
levels
nuanced
of
of audience.
In ideological criticism, issues ofpower are important and Weems makes the
in
that,
the world of the text, the narrator is 'more powerful' than the
significant point
Egyptians. The author crafts the story such that the audience is always one step ahead
of the Pharaoh. We should note the 'narrator's consistent caricature of the Pharaoh:
the Pharaoh'signorance, faulty assumptions, repeated blunders, and foolhardy
763
One
schemes' .
might add that, by means of this rhetorical device, readers who are
the victims of oppression are perhaps able to identify with the narrator and to
experience some senseof superiority over the 'Pharaohs' of their own context.

What the Pharaohperceivesin political categories,maintains Weems,the text encodes
in religious categories. The whole of Exodus I I is played out as a strugglebetween
-I
Yahweh,God of the Hebrews,and the gods of Egypt, presumablyincluding the
Pharaohhimself.
Weemsarguesthat the text actually displays little real understandingof the harsh
realitiesof slavery, suggestingthat the author and original audienceof the text are not
to be locatedamong somelater band of Hebrew slavesbut, rather, amongthe literary
elite of a later Jerusalemestablishment. 'The narrator, like any good rhetorician, has
fashionedthe story in such a way asto debunk,supplant,reinforce, co-opt, caricature,
761

Weems, 'Hebrew Women', p.26.
762Diana Edelman offers helpful discussion different levels of 'audience' in her introduction to
a
of
King Saul in the Historiography ofJudah ((Sheffield: JSOT, 1991), especially pp. 17-18 and 21-25.
Shedistinguishesbetween: the 'actual audience,reading an ancient text in any given cultural setting';
the 'authorial audience, for whom the writer has rhetorically designedhis work and with whom he has
presumea sharedset of beliefs, knowledge, and conventions'; the 'narrative audience,whom the
authorial audienceis askedto becomea part of by adopting the world view of the narrator; and the
'ideal narrative audience, who accept everything from the narrator's point of view, even if he or she is
unreliable' (p. 17). Edelman notes that communication between any author and audienceis largely
dependenton 'shared literary conventions' and 'a common world-view' (p. 24).
Edelman also discussesrelated issuessuch as: the extent of literacy in monarchic Jerusalem;whether
historical texts were intended only for a literary-elite audienceor designedto be 'read aloud' to groups
of people at (say) religious festivals; and other matters to do with what Eagleton would call the Literary
Mode of Production (pp. 21-24).
763
Weems, 'Hebrew Women', p. 29.
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dismantle, or build upon the predilectionsof his / her ideal audience'.764
Accordingly, Weemspoints to issuesof race,gender,and sexualreproductionthat are
'encoded' under the surfaceof the text:
The details of that debate are summed up in the way the author characterises the Pharaoh's
assumptions regarding supposed differences between Egyptian people and the Hebrew people.
The differences between the two groups are 'quintessentialized' in racial / ethnic, gender, and
biological stereotypes.765

According to Weems,growth of the Hebrew population is a dominant theme,echoing
the blessingof Genesis1.28 (and 9.17). When the religious differentiation of the
Hebrewsis marked out by their proliferation, their social statusdeterioratesfrom
refugeesto slaves. Fearful of this growth, and of the threat of supportof Egypt's
Pharaoh
birth-rate.
invites
Egyptian
He
the
takes
to
the
the
enemies,
steps reduce
join
him
in
to
the 'wise' plan of forced labour, yet the Hebrewsmultiply
population
infants.
He
'conscripts'
Hebrew
the
the
then
the
to
all
more.
midwives slaughter male
It is at this point that the story becomesa woman's story. Had it not beenfor the
midwives' actions,the liberation of the Hebrewscould not havetaken place. When
the midwives disobeythe Pharaoh,he takeshis policy back to the people and
kill
is
heart
Hebrew
At
to
the
them
the
this
the ongoing
commands
male
children.
of
by
assumption the Pharaohthat 'Egyptians and Hebrewsare different'. It is because
766
difference
that the Hebrewsare a threat to the Egyptian hegemony,becauseof a
of
fertility that is linked to their religious heritage: 'be fruitful and multiply'.
Developingthe themeof difference, Weemsnotesthe assumptionmadeby the
Pharaohthat the births of male and female children have different social implications.
Males posea threat both materially and politically and male children will eventually
begetmore males. Women are presumedto poseno threat and the Pharaohsimply
assumesthat the Hebrew midwives will be compliant. Weemssomewhat
in
issue,
have
however.
Male
this
threat
oversimplifies
posedmore
children may well
it
been
have
but
in
Arguably,
terms
terms.
military
not necessarily economic
could
in
it
interest
kill
Pharaoh's
the
to
the
more
material
girls, since was presumablymales
that were preferredfor slave-labourbuilding projects. Arguably also, the killing of
femaleswould have beenmore effective in reducingthe population, since maleswere
scarcelygoing to begetmore maleswithout female help! From Weems's 'silence' on
thesepoints we might infer somethingof her own feminist ideology. However, she
deconstructs)
(one
the
that
the
text
rightly observes
might say,
ultimately ridicules
ideathat male children are more of a threat than female children. It is the midwives
andthe Hebrew women whosedefianceof the Pharaohlays the foundation for the
liberation of Israel.
The midwives cleverly arrogateto their own defencethe Pharaoh'sprejudiced
different.
Hebrews
Hebrew
Egyptians
that
assumption
are
women, they say, are
and
before
like
birth
Egyptian
the midwives get there. This,
they
not
give
easily
women;
of course,is not true; and Weemscomments:
764Weems, 'Hebrew Women', p. 27. Weems refers here (and elsewhere)to the narrator but,
in
intends
the
text
to
the
to
question.
of
refer
author
presumably,
she
765
Weems, 'Hebrew Women', p. 28.
766For other perspectiveson the theme of gender and 'difference' in the Old Testament,seethe essays
in Peggy L. Day (ed.), Gender and Difference in Ancient Israel (Minneapolis: Augsburg / Fortress,
1989), especially pp. I -I I-
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It is the conventional weapon of the powerless,especially women, in the Old Testament
It becomesthe priority of the underclassto interpret and shape
against those in power.
...
their own reality. Their refusal to tell the truth becomestantamount to the refusal to adopt
...
hegemonic assertions a most effective counter to Egyptian ideology.767
...

Another example of the use of deceptionwould be Judah's daughter-in-law,Tamar.
Although Weemsmay overstatethe casewhen sherefers to deceptionas the
draws
in
Old
Testament,
the
the
conventionalweaponof
powerless
sheperceptively
attentionto the classic ideological priority ofpower over truth, especiallywhen truth
is defined by those in power.
Weemsconcludesthat the whole story is predicatedon an ideology of difference or
on the false assumption(false consciousness)of difference: differencesbetween
Egyptian and Hebrew, slave and master,male and female. Also inscribed in the story
is fear of difference, which is ultimately outmatchedby the midwives' fear of God.
The narrator's ultimate aim is 'to expose Egyptian hegemony as a farce'. Again,
Weems overstates the case. It may have been the author's intention to portray
Egyptian hegemony as a farce. The word 'expose' implies that the hegemony was a
farce in historical reality. But, for any Israelites who actually endured the slavedriver's lash, it was probably difficult to seethe funny side. There is a confusion here
of text, story, and history.

Weemsis on surerground when sheclaims that the whole introduction to Exodus
Pharaoh's
illegitimacy, demythologiseshis divine reputation,and
the
exposes
deconstructshis divine wisdom and power.768The climax of the ideological struggle
in thesechaptersis the deconstructionof the Pharaoh'sdivine statusand his claim to
determinethe destiny of the Hebrew people. The story dealswith the power of the
powerful to define reality and the ultimate power of the powerlessto redefinereality.
769
For Weems,however,the Exodus story has a sting in the tail. Like Gale Yee, she
stressesthat ideological criticism must pay attentionto what the text doesnot say. In
Eagletonianfashion, shequestionsif 'the story is as eloquentin what it doesnot say
in
as what it doessay'. It doesnot challengethe notion of 'difference'. The author
hassimply 'inverted and co-opted [the assumptionsof difference] for his or her own
776
ideological
interest'.
The narrator deconstructsthe ethnic superiority
purposesor
of the Egyptiansbut lays claim to the religious superiority of the Hebrews. The
narratordoesnot challengethe premisethat women are different: he/shehas simply
shownhow women madeuseof those assumptions.Neither doesthe narrative
challengethe assumptionthat malesare more valuable. And so, Weemsmajestically
deconstructsher own commentaryby her closing riposte:

Can those involved in race, gender, and / or class struggles in modem society use this story as
771
liberation?
due
for
Not
in
!
caution
without
a positive example their struggle

767

Weems, 'Hebrew Women', pp. 29-30.
768It might be added to Weems's commentsthat the events of Exodus 1.15-2.10 in particular
deconstructPharaoh's divine wisdom, whereasthe 'plagues' deconstructhis divine power.
769Yee, Adeological Criticism', p. 536.
770
Weems, 'Hebrew Women', p. 32.
771
Weems, 'Hebrew Women'. p. 33.
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It might well be arguedagainstWeemsthat women are different from men, not just
biologically; and that this particular story foregroundsthepositive significance of
women's distinctive role. Difference is not necessarilya matter of superiority or
inferiority. Weemsis right to stressthe fact that, had it not beenfor the midwives'
by
have
been
liberation
there
Hebrews,
stand,
could
a point rarely made
no
of the
(usually male) commentators. Shemight also have given credit to the Pharaoh's
daughterfor her role in deconstructingthe ideology of difference and facilitating the
liberation of the Hebrews. I suggestthat contemporarymale interpretersshould take
long
in
defied
Pharaoh
the
the
the
stock of
women who actually stood
palaceand
before either Mosesor Aaron. The centuries-longsuccessionof male commentators
hasnot given them due credit as the true instigators of Israelite liberation. As Mosala
issues
points out, gender
are often subsumedto a wider, nationalistic liberation cause
is
has
happened
in the interpretativetradition of this episode.
this
and
what
Weems'sunderstandingof the text as focussedon the ideology of difference is
perceptive.Shemaintainsthat, in the end, the text deconstructsitself along this fault
line. This perceptionmight have beenlessened,however, if the study had beenbased
on Exodus as a whole and not just on this one episode. The legal material in the latter
book
the
portion of
seeksto give civic rights to the asylum-seekerand to the alien as
well as to the citizen, which is, to somedegree,an unden-niningof the ideology of
difference,though admittedly not much on the gender-issue.At severalpoints,
Weemsseemsto presupposethat the text in questionforms part of a larger corpusof
material,which even includes the early chaptersof Genesis. However, inter-textual
links of this sort are not pursuedin the article. In fact, for most of the article Exodus I
is consideredin isolation from its literary context.
Marxist critics focus strongly on the notion that texts encodepower strugglesin the
formation
from
social
which they originate. Weems'spresuppositionis that texts
'take sidesin debates'. This use of the word 'debate' rather than 'struggle' represents
broader
a
view than the narrowly Marxist perspective. Part of the task of the
ideological critic is to identify the other point(s) of view in the debate,for example,
listening, as here with Weems,for voices that come from the margins of the text.
Overall, Weemshas madea significant contribution to interpretationof this passage,
though her work is not without its shortcomings. Having declareda particular interest
in the later era in which shebelievesthe text to have beenproduced,Weemshas not
soughtto relate the text to the sociological formation of that later era. In particular,
considerationof the literary mode of production in that era might havehelped in
arriving at more nuancedconclusionsas to the implied audienceof the text as we now
haveit and given a different view of the social formation and ideology underlying the
772
encodingof the midwives' story in this particular text.

The following comment by Gottwald (already quoted above) is relevant here:
Thetext existsin a specificspacewithin the largercomplexof sociallife with which it is connectedin a
individuality
inviolate
its
is
itself
form
text
as
very
a
as
a
result,
and,
of socialand
varietyof ways
ideologicalproductionwhosefull shapewe cannotseeunlesswe work to reconstructthe webof social
forcesat work in the production(Gottwald,'SocialClassandIdeology',p. 44).
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4.5 Mark Brett: from a Post-Colonial Perspective
In 'Reading the Bible in the Context of Methodological Pluralism: the Undermining
773
,
Ethnic
in
Exclusivism
in
Genesis
highlights
Mark
Brett
the
of
scholarship
shift
,
774
from
discourses
focus
'the
towards
away
a
on original readers
analysisof scholarly
775
factors
"autobiographical
describes
He
the
and even
criticism"'.
autobiographical
('the heterogeneouscollocation of identity markers') that establishhis own 'horizon
of expectation'. Each institutional matrix in which he has studiedhas madeits mark,
layering post-structuralist,feminist, and post-colonial influences 'on a biography that
beginswith expatriateidentity and hastaken shapewithin the post-colonial
776
P4pua
New Guinea' and 'Australian civic republicanism'.
His
contestationsof
'non-conformist'777Protestantbackgroundis also a significant dimension.
Brett's 'horizon of expectation' can be summedup by 'heterogeneity' and
'contestation'. Genesisis similarly shapedby heterogeneityand contestation,'in the
diversity of its cultural influences,in its represcntationof ethnic relations, and in its
778
implicit
Like
explicit and
questioningof the political authoritiesof the day' .
Mosala,Brett contendsthat his backgroundenableshim to have an enhanced
awarenessof thesedimensions. However,,there is a dangerin laying claim to a
privileged interpretativeposition that it is hard for othersto gainsay.
While acknowledging this plurality of conscious and unconscious influences, Brett
strenuously resists the conclusion that a reasonable scholarly objectivity is therefore
779
Brett maintains that autobiographical factors should form an explicit
unattainable.
ingredient in the interpretative conversation between the commentator and the text, as
78'0
by
part of the process which a text engagesus, even changesUS. Brett's preferred
773Mark G. Brett, 'Reading the Bible in the Context Methodological Pluralism: the Undermining
of
of
Ethnic Exclusivism in Genesis' in Carroll R. (ed.), Rethinking Contexts,pp. 48-74.
774or even, one might add, from implied
original readerswho are constructedfrom the text itself
775Brett, 'Reading the Bible', 46. Brett
p.
cites as earlier examplesof autobiographical criticism: H.A.
Veeser,Confessionsof the Critics (London: Routledge, 1996); and Ingrid R. Kitzberger (ed.), The
Personal Voice in Biblical Studies(London: Routledge, 1998). To these should be added: Ingrid R.
Kitzberger (ed.), Autobiographical Biblical Criticism (London: SCM, 2002); and Philip R. Davies
(ed.), First Person: Essaysin Biblical Autobiography (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press,2002).
776A fuller discussion these influences Brett is to be found in Mark G. Brett (ed.), Ethnicity
of
on
and
the Bible, (Leiden and New York: Brill, 1996), pp. 123-43.
777t
Non-conformist' here presumably means 'non-Anglican', an expressionthat may be meaningful in
England, where the establishedChurch is Anglican. However, the underlying assumptionthat
Anglicanism is somehow the norm, to which everyone else either 'conforms' or otherwise, is itself an
instanceof an ideological hegemony, especially when (as in this case)neither the writer nor the reader
is English. 1, for one, grew up in Scotland, where the establishedChurch is Presbyterian,and where
Anglicans are 'non-conform i st'! It is therefore not at all clear to me what 'non-conformist' meansin
Australian context of civic republicanism!
an
778
Brett, 'Reading the Bible', pp. 50-5 1.
779The pursuit of
he
'the
total eclipse of a reader's
should
require
continues,
not
objectivity,
subjectivity': neither 'the focussedquestionsof an explicit interpretative tradition' nor even 'the
institutional
backgrounds
of
gender,
class
culture,
and
customarily unacknowledged
matrixes' (Brett,
'Reading the Bible', pp. 48-49). Eagleton makes a similar point in Eagleton, Ideology, p. 206.
780Key words for Brett are 'dialogue' and 'conversation': 'Whatever one's religious or
non-religious
commitments, a genuine conversation with the primary text requires neither full understandingnor full
50).
He
Bible',
(Brett,
the
'Reading
p.
continues:
agreement'
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781
'older
involves
disciplines',
between
'dialogue
styles
approachalso
the
combining
historical
of
scholarshipwith a pasticheof narratology, reader-orientedcriticism,
782
Brett makesparticular use
anthropology,new historicism and postcolonial theory'
he
of what calls 'narrative poetics', though insisting that the primacy of this
synchronicapproachmust not altogetherexclude questionsabout the text's
it
form:
Nor
itself
to mattersof aestheticsand
composition.
must the analysisconfine
include
ideological
the
must also
engagementwith
matriceswithin which the text was
producedand read. He speaksof how he wishesto 'deconstructthe opposition
betweennarratological analysesand the old historicism'. 783
Brett's particular contribution is to developthe application of 'post-colonial

784
He perceptively uses post-colonial theory to question the presumption that
theory ).
785
leave
an editor will
original source material largely unaltered and that the
intention
is
from
be
deduced
'peculiar
the
therefore
to
communicative
of editors
additions' they make to their sources. Equally as significant, from an ideological786
be
critical perspective, must
what the editor has retained and what he has cut out The editor may have retained the material that suited his ideological purpose, while
the additions, far from being the primary bearer of editorial ideology, need be no more
787
than connectives.

There is no reasonwhy a readercannot play the role of an anthropologist,feeling their way into the
weaveof a foreign culture, or the role of the literary critic, illuminating the nuancesof the language.
Neither the holinessof the text nor the religious convictions of the readerneeddetermineinterpretative
outcomesin advance. Genuineconversationsare more unpredictablethan that.
He notes that reading Genesis as a Protestant, it is for him 'ironic to find how resolutely the book
resists the Reformation's presumption of textual perspicuity' (Brett, 'Reading the Bible', p. 50. ). He
continues:
The laconic style of Genesis,its opacitiesand ambiguities,suggestthat we can only ever deal with it
partially; we can never exhaustthe full meaningof its history and the peregrinationsof its meaning.
This precludesthe pretensionsof scholarly objectivity that havetoo often marredthe historical biblical
scholarshipof the last two centuries,pretensionswhich are redolentwith the confident epistemological
tone of both Protestantismand the Enlightenment'.
J.D. Levenson, a Jewish scholar, has similarly drawn attention to what he perceives as Protestant
ideology influencing historical research on Genesis. See J.D. Levenson, The Hebrew Bible, the Old
Testament, and Historical Criticism, (Louisville, KY: John Knox, Westminster, 1993), pp. 25-32 & 5261.
78' He is
at pains, however, to stress that he is not advocating a 'kind of genial pluralism' that overlooks
any genuine cases of disagreement (Brett, 'Reading the Bible', p. 56).
782This
pluralism 'begins by confessing the variety of readers' questions, contextual concerns and
interpretative frameworks and then enters into a reading process, expecting to be enriched by the
conversation' (Brett, 'Reading the Bible', p. 48).
783He continues: 'On the
hand,
hand,
does
the
texts,
other
require
and
on
one
narratology
not
unified
the old source-critical dissections of the biblical text have habitually excluded a legitimate historical
question - the communicative purpose of the final Hebrew text' (Brett, 'Reading the Bible', p. 48). He
is also at pains to defend the legitimacy of the notions of 'communicative intention' and 'authorial
agency', 'bringing together considerations from poetics, pragmatics, and reader theory', and resisting
the various challenges to these notions from structuralism and post-structuralism (pp. 59-68). Space
does not permit a critique of Brett's argument on these issues.
784At this
by
in
Bakhtin,
in
Mikhail
Brett
theory
the
post-colonial
particular
point,
cites
work on
Dialogic Imagination. Hew also cites R. Young, Colonial Desire: Hybridity in Theory, Culture, and
Race (London: Routledge, 1995), especially pp. 20-26. For a recent presentation of postcolonial
criticism, see R. S. Sugirtharajah, Postcolonial Criticism and Biblical Interpretation (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2002).
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tradition,
respect
religious
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or
whatever.
antiquarianism,
out
of
whether
_
796which, of course we cannot normally know, though in a comparison of Chronicles with 1-2 Samuel,
for example, it may be possible to deduce what the editor has cut out as well as what he has added.
787Brett, 'Reading the Bible', p. 69.
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Brett contendsthat the presumptionsof final editors are better characterisedby what
is known in post-colonial criticism as 'intentional hybridity':

Intentional hybridity is a blending of two or more voices
into an unstablesymphony ...
sometimesspeaking univocally but more often juxtaposing alternative points of view such that
the authority of the dominant voice is put into question.
In the caseof Genesis,the
...
that the
overriding ideologies have beenjuxtaposed with so many traces of otherness
788
dominant voices can be deconstructedby audienceswho have earsto hear.

He further explains

My purpose in reading Genesis is to trace the patterns of incongruity
to suggest that
and
...
these patterns point to an editorial agency which is contesting the privileged grasp of colonial
interin
hybrid
Persian
The
Genesis
the
to
text
power
period. ...
of
seems reveal a
subjectivity, not necessarily perspicuous to itself, incorporating diverse cultural traditions.
Older literary sources may have been used without any knowledge of the origins of such
789
sources.

Brett's thesis is that Genesisis to be regardedasresistanceliterature, in opposition to
the ethnic exclusivenessof the native administratorsof PersianYehud, arguing that
the text subtly usesancienttraditions to undermine'the theologically legitimated
found
in Ezra andNehemiah'. It may be that 'the earlier layers of the
ethnocentrism
Genesistraditions were xenophobicbut the final editors have organisedtheir
...
790
materialsto excludethis possibility'.
Brett illustrateshis theory by meansof an analysisof Genesis17 a text customarily
'791
associatedwith the exclusivismof the Priestly tradition. The essentialproblem for
traditional interpretationis that, at the end of the chapter,Ishmaelis the first to be
circumcised,whereas,earlier in the chapter,Ishmaelis to be excludedfrom the
covenant. Brett comments:
historicist
Thestandard
layersof thetextsothatthefirstlayer
isto reconstruct
the
response
...
is seento becoherent,
final
illogical.
have
text
the
the
clumsy
additions
while
rendered
...
...
Thiskindof interpretative
leaves unexplained:
to
response
anyone
want
add
why
would
...
...
byassuming
thattheeditors
to a text?Thisquestion
a contradiction
canonlybeavoided
werecognitivelylessgiftedthantheauthorsof theearliesttraditions.... It seemsmuchmore
likelythattheeditorshada purposein view,butthispurposecouldnotbeconveyed
by a
logic,sincetheissuelay at theheartof thedominantideologyof thePersian
perspicuous
traditionbygently
theedgesof thecovenant
period. ... In shorttheeditorshavesmudged
792
its exclusivist
tendency.
undermining

788Brett, 'Reading the Bible', pp. 69-70 (my
emphasis). Brett distinguisheshis concept of intentional
hybridity from 'an organic hybridity wherein the complex prehistory of cultural elementsis entirely
unknown (the characteristic assumptionbehind Saussure'ssynchronic emphasis)' and from 'a serial
addition of traditions, all equally coherent and perspicuous'. On this post-colonial deconstructionism,
Brett further commentsthat it 'has nothing to do with the deconstructivecriticism that Terry Eagleton
hascaricatured as a "libertarian pessimism, blessedly free from the shacklesof meaning and sociality".
There are indeed free forms of literary criticism which advocatethe "free play" of textuality, but
...
deconstructionis construed differently within postcolonial theory' (Brett, 'Reading the Bible', p. 70,
citing Eagleton, Ideology, p. 38).
For further discussion of this issue, seeH. Bhabba, TheLocation of Culture (London: Routledge,
1994), especially p. 183; and C. Norris, What's Wrong with Postmodernism:Critical Theory and the
Ends ofPostmodernism (New York: Harvester Wheatsheaf, 1990).
789
Brett, 'Reading the Bible', p. 70.
790
Brett, 'Reading the Bible', p. 7 1.
791Brett has subsequentlyapplied his approachto the whole of the Book of Genesis. SeeMark G.
Brett, Genesis: Procreation and the Ethics ofIdentity (London: Routledge, 2000).
792Brett, 'Reading the Bible', p. 73 (my emphasis). Furthermore, anyone in an ancient audience who
'holy
in
Ezra
9: 1-2 would be
the
familiar
the
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as
of
exemplified
orthodoxy
political
was
with
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Brett raises a number of significant issues. His open acknowledgement of
is
but
factors
is
hidden
used
subjectivity
autobiographical
not only a safeguard against
is
in
the
his
However,
'conversation'
the
text.
problem
potential
constructively
a
with
inevitable selectivity in the autobiographical information Brett has chosen to reveal
he
has
hybridity)
intentional
'cut
(by
or otherwise.
and what
out', consciously
Ideologically aware readers will immediately find themselves asking: are there other
life-influences, omitted from the self-description, that form a hidden agenda to his
793
'conversation'
?
textual

Talk of 'pluralism of methodology' can sometimesbe a 'cop out', an unwillingness to
Brett's
different
However,
the
theories.
approach,
engagewith
relative merits of
dialogue
between
is
than
enjoining a
methodologiesrather
a contest, used
by
illuminated
He
be
final
'the
the
constructively.
observes:
agencyof
editors can
drawing on a wide range of methods but theparticular combination of reading
...
strategiescan only beformulated with respectto the specific goals of
794
There is, however, a dangerin this approachthat the particular
interpretation'.
methodologieschosenare over-determinedby the desiredend-product. There will
be
always a tension betweensubjectiveengagementwith the text and the 'reasonable'
scholarly objectivity to which Brett aspires.
Brett's use of postcolonial theory runs counterto those,suchas Mosala, who maintain
795
it
is
that
only the texts of the dominant that survive. Brett treats Genesisas a
ideology
dominant
text,
to
the
resistance
produced unden-nine
of the native colonial
rulers of the Persianperiod, whose economicinterestwas to maintain a systemof
land-tenurethrough a religiously basedethnic exclusivism. His argumentis
persuasivethat apparentcontradictionsin the text, far from being the slipshodwork of
inept editors, may be a quite deliberateploy ('intentional hybridity') in circumstances
in which more direct opposition would scarcelybe feasible. This conceptof
intentional hybridity may well be useful in elucidating other biblical 'contradictions'
that areperennialpuzzles- suchas I Samuel8-10, wherepro-monarchicand antido
hand,
in
On
to
the
tension.
monarchicvoices coexist
with the
questions
other
literary mode of production are not faced by Brett. How feasiblewould it have been
for membersof the 'resistance'to produce,edit, or circulate a work on the scaleof
Genesis?Is it not more probablethat the editorial hand representsthe politics of one
lobby
in
powerful
confrontation with another? Why should we assumea single
dominantgroup rather than competingfactions amongstthe elite?
Overall, however, Brett has brought about a new perspectiveon Genesis,through
blending post-colonial theory with more traditional methodologies,making new
in
finished
ideology
between
facts,
locating
the
product
editorial
connexions
and
old
linkages.
Genesis
in
than
the
or
of
rather
simply
editorial additions
foreigners
for
by
Genesis
17:
12,
the
of
circumcision
and their
provides
clearly
which
really struck
is
Again
in
inclusion
the
subtly undermined.
exclusivism
consequent
covenant.
793a possibility that Clines acknowledgesin Interested Parties. SeeClines, Interested Parties, p. 25.
794Brett, 'Reading the Bible', p. 74 (my emphasis).
795even though one may catch glimpses of an underclassideology through the cracks and fissures in
for
liberation
in
hermeneutically
is
'eyes
it
the
trained
today' who
For
struggle
the text.
only
example:
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biblical
kindred
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121).
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4.6

David Clines: Interested Parties

4.61 General Comments
4.611
The most provocative and extensive of the social-critical publications mentioned so
far is David Clines, Interested Parties: the Ideology of Writers and Readers of the
Hebrew Bible (1995). 796He writes:

It has become something of a crusade for me to try to reach behind the surface of the text of
the Hebrew Bible and the texts of biblical scholars and to exposewhat I think is 'really' going
797
level
big
ideas
on ... at the
of
ofideology.
...

Clines is particularly conscious of the 'will to power' expressed in ideologies,
'whether
the royal ideology of ancient Israel or the religious ideology of the guild
...
biblical
is
date,
1)
He
'old'
of modem
scholars .
not concerned with
questions of
authorshi N, and composition of texts but about matters such as social class and gender

locations.

Clines is equally concerned with 'the ideology of scholarly interpreters, especially
impose
interpret
ideology
they
the
text
the values of
the
where
or
uncritically
of
...
799
Generally, the authors of introductions and commentaries
their own ideology'.
deliberately keep themselves hidden: 'the author goes underground, implicitly
his,
her?
book
impersonal,
[sic],
the
representing
objective,
contents of
or
as
800
normative scholarship'.
4.612 The distinction between understanding and critique
Clines's most important emphasis is his distinction between understanding and
80
1
The former is 'the Enlightenment project to which most scholars of the
critique.
present day still subscribe', aiming at 'a fair minded, patient and sympathetic re802
However,
intentions
text'.
the
the
ancient
creation of
of
meaning, significance, and
796David Clines, Interested Parties: the Ideology of Writers and Readersof the Hebrew Bible
(JSOTSup.205; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1995).
797Clines, Interested Parties, p. 12 (my emphasis).
798Clines comments favourably on the work of Gottwald, Jobling, and others for their 'theoretical
attention to the social realities of ancient Israel as the matrix of biblical ideologies' (Clines, Interested
Parties, p. 15 [my emphasis]).
For a recent critique of Clines's linking of ideology and power in his analysis of biblical texts, see
Carol Smith, 'Biblical Perspectivesof Power', JSOT 93 (200 1), pp. 93-110 (especially pp. 97- 100).
799Clines, Interested Parties, p. 18. Clines regardsInterested Parties as unusual in this regard, because
it gives as much attention to readers as it doesto the processof the composition of texts.
gooClines, Interested Parties, p. 16.
"' This distinction was made at an earlier stageby Robert Carroll, though never fully developed by
him. Seebelow, p. 217.
802Even at this level, Clines seeksto be alert for ways in which ideologies threatento skew
following
ignored:
is
the
Understanding
any
of
at
risk
when
are
particularly
understanding.
is
ideological
biblical
text
production;
the
that
an
"
from
ideological
formation,
is
interpreter
the
text
a
within
particular
the
that
reading
"
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Clines believesthat understandingcannotbe the final goal of interpretation: there is
further
an essential
step of critique or evaluation:

it is a measureof our commitment to our own standardsand values that we register
disappointment, dismay, or disgust when we encounter in the texts ancient Israelite ideologies
that we judge to be inferior to ours. And it is a measureof our open-mindednessand our
eagernessto learn ... that we remark with pleasure,respect,and envy values and ideologies
within the biblical texts that we judge to be superior to our own. 'Critique' ... implies
evaluation of the texts by a standard of reference outside themselves- which usually means
by the standardsto which we ourselvesare committed.
Wehave a responsibility
to
...
...
...
evaluate the Bible's claims and assumptions,and if we abdicate that responsibility, whether
as scholars or readers-in-general of the Bible, we are in my opinion guilty of an ethical
faUlt. 803

This emphasis on evaluation by a standard outside of the text is not new. For
from
feminist
by
Esther
Fuchs
has
that,
example,
a
perspective,
similarly charged
simply paraphrasing the text, biblical exegetes serve only to re-encode, or even to
804
Bible's
worsen, the
patriarchal agenda. However, Clines goes a stage further,
805
for
deliberate
He explains:
calling
a
procedure of reading the textftom left to right.
Historical criticism, form criticism, and redaction criticism always read from right to left,
asking as they do about origins, intentions, and effects, but never, in principle, critiquing
but with
them. So too does rhetorical criticism, with its concern for the words on the page
...
806
a studied unconcernfor meaning or value.

He continues:

For myself, I think that the only way of taking a text seriously is to ask whether I accept it,
it is only if I think that
whether I buy it, whether I believe it, whether I want to call it 'true'
...
its 'truth' is worth arguing with worth confronting that is, from my own standpoint that I
give it any honour ... which is of course exactly what we do when we pick up a newspaper, a
807
political tract, or a new novel.

This is an approachthat should be sharedby thosewho approachthe text from a
theological or faith-basedperspective. If we are taking the text seriously,we needto
it,
it,
evaluate engagewith take it at leastas seriously as we would 'a newspaper,a
political tract, or a new novel'. On this view, ideological criticism must involve not
that the ideologies of ancient Israel are historically and culturally far removed from the
ideologies of our own day.

903Clines, Interested Parties,

pp. 19-20 (my emphasis). Later he writes:
Whatit boilsdownto is this: to betruly academic,andworthyof its placein the academy,biblical
studieshasto betruly critical, critical notjust aboutlowerorderquestionslike the authorshipof biblical
books but critical aboutthe Bible's contents,its theology,its ideology. And that is whatbiblical
...
studieshasnotoriouslynot beencritical aboutat all (Clines,InterestedParties,p. I 10).
ElsewhereClines has written:
If we arenot all the time makingjudgmentson whatwe read whatclaimscanwe maketo be
...
intellectualor ethical?Perhaps,in fact,the almostunchallenged
thatthetaskof biblical
assumption
scholarsis essentiallyto interpretthetext represents
a systematicrepressionof our ethicalinstincts
(DavidJ. A. Clines,'PossibilitiesandPrioritiesof Biblical Interpretationin an International
Perspective',
Biblical InterpretationI[ 1993],pp. 67-87[86-87],reprintedin DavidJ.A. Clines,Wayto
thePostmodern,
pp. 46-67).
804Esther Fuchs, 'Contemporary Biblical Literary Criticism: the Objective Phallacy' in V. L. Tollers
and J. Maier (eds.), Mapping ofthe Biblical Terrain: The Bible as Text (Lewisburg, PA; Bucknell
University Press, 1990), pp. 134-42, cited in Stratton, Out of Eden, p. 178.
John Rogersonhas written of how, early in his teaching career [the early 1970s],he 'felt the pressing
form
it
from
I
to
could
survey
outside,
as
were, the academic
need gain a vantagepoint
which
discipline of biblical studies' (Rogerson, 'Potential of the Negative', pp. 24-47 [25]).
805When applied to a Hebrew text, which is written orthographically from right to left, the phrase
'reading from left to right' implies reading against the direction or grain intended by the author.
806Clines, Interested Parties, p. 26 (my emphasis). Clines gives a helpful bibliographical list of
(Interested
Parties, p. 17).
for
criticism
reader-response
and
references
rhetorical
807
Clines Interested Parties, p. 27.
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just the elucidation but also an evaluativecritique of the ideology of the text. For
Eagleton,that evaluation would be in terms of Marxist philosophy; for Clines, the
external standardis his own personalset of values; for the Christian theologian,the
standardmight be the New Testamentor the mainstreamof Christian tradition.
808
Clines also makes use of the Eagletonian phrase reading against the grain.
He
observes:
809

Reading against the gain
implies that texts have designs on readersand wish to persuade
them of something or other. It implies that there are ideologies inscribed in texts and that the
readersimplied by the texts sharethe texts' ideologies. But readersare free to resist the
ideologies of texts, and what is more, texts themselvessometimesprovoke readers into
resisting them by manifesting tensionswithin the texts themselves. All the same,there is no
obligation to resist ... All that is wrong is not knowing and admitting that that is what you are
doing or not permitting other people to resist the ideology of the text."O

Readersmust be wide awakeand on guard, otherwisethey will:

unconsciouslyfind themselvessuccumbingto the ideology of the text ... finding it obvious,
In
and natural, and commonsensical. That is the default mode for commentators
...
confining themselvesto 'understanding' and 'explaining'
they typically screenout or
...
8'
I
leave
half
suppressquestionsof value - and so
their proper task unattempted.

However,,againstClines it should be arguedthat to say that texts have 'grain' is not
necessarilythe sameas saying that a text has an ideology that readersfind hard to
disease
A
resist.
may leave behind scarsor antibodies,clear markersof its past
effects,eventhough the diseaseitself is no longer in control. In a similar way, the
grain of a text may be said to beartraces,clear evidence,of the ideological factors
involved in its production. However, that ideology neednot necessarilycontrol later
receptionof the text.
4.613 Why is the book called Interested Parties?
Not only do we all have ideologies, we all have interests:

We have interestswhether or not we know of them, even whether or not we are interestedin
We do not have a lot of choice about what our interestsare, for they are implicates
them.
...
highof our identity. ... I can of course act against my interests,whether
recklessly
or
812
mindedly; but ... it cannot be in my interest to act againstthem.

"Clines, Interested Parties, p. 191. Clines had
earlier made use of the phrasein Clines and Eskenazi
(eds.), Telling QueenMichal's Story, pp. 129-30.
809In a footnote, Clines acknowledgesthe argument
do
by
Stephen
Fowl
that
texts
as
such
not
made
'have' ideologies any more than they 'have' meanings(and Clines addsthat strictly speaking writers do
not have ideologies either: rather ideologies have writers! ). However, Clines is nonethelessquite clear
that texts do have 'grain' and that there are ideologies 'inscribed in texts' (Clines, Interested Parties, p.
17, note 17). SeeFowl, 'Texts Don't Have Ideologies', pp. 15-34 and the full discussion of his article
below (pp. 205-11).
'10Clines, Interested Parties, p. 207 (my
emphasis).
... Clines, Interested Parties, p. 21 (my emphasis). This process,he [dubiously] maintains, need not be
regardedas disrespectful to the text, even by those within the church and synagoguecommunities:
Whatis disrespectfulto thetext is to assumeit will saywhatwe would like it to say. Nor is it harmfulto
to hearof readingsagainstthe grain. We shouldnot assumethat 'believing
the churchor the synagogue
ideology
being
hear
hear,
the
the
text
to
only,
of
or
should
rehearsed.
communities'alwayswant
Perhapstheyalsoneedto know whattheir textsarecapableof (Clines,InterestedParties,p. 192).
It is surely naYveof Clines to assumethat Churchesand Synagogueswill not be hugely threatenedby
an approachthat underminestheir 'rehearsed' authoritative understandingof the Bible text. The tone
his
ideological
betrays
here
Clines's
of
own
agenda.
something
of
comments
812
Clines, Interested Parties, p. 3 1.
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Two caveatsneedto be applied to Clines's statement. The first is the point madeby
Eagletonthat it is useful to distinguish betweentwo kinds of interests:ideological and
813
non-ideological. Secondly,again in the words of Eagleton, 'there is no reasonto
supposethat ... the mere occupancyof someplace within society will automatically
814
fact
The
desires'.
beliefs
that
supply you with an appropriateset of Political
and
not all women are feminists readily atteststo Eagleton's caveat.
815
It is certainly true that writers and readersalike all have 'ideological investments' in
the text:
Writers do not, on the whole, write their texts just for the fun of it: they have a case to put, and
argument to advance, an opponent to overcome. ... The text is a realisation of their ideology.
Readers too have an ideological investment expressed by what they choose to read, how
...
they incorporate or fail to incorporate what they read into their own structure of opinions, how
816
they
to
that they
the

recommend
...

others

read

sameworks.

For Clines there is more than this at stake: for ideologies are 'ideas that influence
817
other people's actions':
1am thinking of the tendency to concealment(deliberate or unconscious)by ideologuesof the
motivation or rationale for what they are saying. On the surface,their texts ... give the
appearanceof sincerity and either moral fervour or objectivity. But beneaththe surfacethere
are issuesof power, of self-identity and security, of group solidarity, of fear and desire, of
need and greed, that have also played a role in the production of the text, sometimesa leading
8"'
role.

This is the issuethat leadsClines to describehis work as a 'crusade'. His languageis
often harshly critical of the scholarly hegemony. For example,at the conclusionof
his essayon Haggai, in which he unmaskswhat he regardsas the ugly social and
economicrealities underlying the text, he bewails the fact that, eventhough
'interpretationhasbeenwrestedfrom ecclesiastics',commentatorsstill all too readily
acquiescein the ideology of the text. He stridently complains:
This is the depth of the corruption in our academicdiscipline that surroundsus - for all the
splendoursof the enlightenment and the glories of social scientific criticism. It would be

813

Eagletonexplains:
Humanbeingshavecertain'deep' interestsgenerated
by the natureof their bodies:interestsin eating,
communicating,
understanding
andcontrollingtheir environment,andsoon. Thereseemsno usefu]
sensein whichthesekindsof interestscanbe dubbedideological,asopposed,for example,to havingan
interestin bringingdownthegovernmentor layingon morechildcare.
He continues:
Postmodemistthought hastypically conflated thesedifferent sorts of interestsin an illicit way.
...
The political effect of this move is to blur the specificity of certain points of social conflict, grossly
inflating the whole categoryof 'interests' to the point where it picks out nothing in particular (Eagleton,
Ideology, p. 10).

814Eagleton, Ideology,

p. 206 (my emphasis).
815The 'interest' of
be
(and
perhapsalso readers)can of course pecuniary. Clines's use of the
writers
word 'investment' here may have a literal meaning. Indeed, Raymond Williams points to the
inevitable pecuniary associationsof the very word 'interest', noting that it has 'developed firom a
formal objective term in property and finance' and is therefore 'saturated with the experienceof a
society basedon money relationships' (Raymond Williams, Keywords [London: 19761,pp. 143-44,
quoted in Eagleton, Ideology, p. 10). It may therefore be that the hegemonyby which certain views
and certain scholars are more acceptablethan others in the mainstreampublishing houseswithin
Biblical Studies is at least partly to do with the pecuniary 'interest' of those who have cornered the
books
that will sell.
to
publishing
need
commission
market
and
k16
Clines, Interested Parties, pp. 23-24. On p. 25, he draws attention to the fact that in the writing of
Interested Parties he too has his 'motivation': caveat lector, he warns!
817Clines, Interested Parties, p. 24, quoting from Eagleton, Ideology, p. 2.
818Clines, Interested Parties, p. 24.
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ironic if Haggai's book should come to serve for the unmasking of the abomination of
religious authority standing where it should not be and for the breaking loose of conflicts
within the scholarly community that have beentoo long hushedup in the name of collegiality
"9
and tolerance.

4.614
Clines's focus is not normally on real authors, who are generally inaccessible in the
case of ancient texts, but rather on the implied authors and readers whom the extant
820
texts presuppose. The problem with Clines's inattention to 'real' authors, however,
is that the ideology of the text is often said to be located in the gap between the real
implied
in
has
the
the
and
author, what
real author
sought to mask or conceal.

In answerto the chargethat, in the caseof ancienttexts, we cannotreconstructthe
from
just
have
Clines
the
texts
that,
actual social reality
as we
which
emerged,
argues
can accessimplied readers,as distinct from actual original readers,so we can profile
the social reality implied in a text. A major tool for deriving the social conflict
is
the
text
underlying
a study of the fault lines along which the text 'deconstructs'
itself. It must be said,however, that this soundslike a dangerouslycircular argument,
if the interpretationof the text is dependenton a 'social reality' that hasno 'reality'
it
hasbeen '(de)constructed'from the text itself.
than
that
other
Clines acknowledgesthe criticism that the searchfor patternsof interestbehind
ancienttexts is inevitably speculative. He agreesthat the processis 'certainly in the
areaof the contingent' but arguesthat it is 'not necessarilyin the areaof the
speculative':

Because it deals with social locations and social relations, and thus with typicalities, it is on
rather firmer ground than we tread when we enquire after discrete historical 'facts'. And
being concerned with public and observable realities rather than private mental processes, it is
on much firmer ground than ... the common enquiry in biblical criticism after authors'
intentions. 821

1 suspect,however,that there is a fine dividing line between'contingent' and
'speculative' and that a close watch should be maintainedon Clines's assertionsas to
is
'typical'
in
the ancientworld.
what
4.615
Another frequent reference by Clines is to the (Jamesonian) principle that texts are
822
produced in order to suppressor repress unresolved social conflict. Texts enable
oppressorsto deny responsibility; and they also serve to lessen the senseof oppression
disadvantaged.
Clines,
'They
'
'by
the
that
among
carry out
programme, says
papering over the cracks in the social fabric, writing (literally) the conflict out of
823
be
by
'Why
'
the
text
thus
existence'.
was
answered reconstituting the
written? can
underlying social conflict. If a conflict is resolved it will not generate a text.

8'9 Clines, Interested Parties,
P. 75.
920Clines, Interested Parties, p. 15.
821Clines, Interested Parties, p. 32.
822
is
issue
This
Clines
in
Freudian
'repress'
the
the
only
the
sense.
on
which
specifically
using
word
he
does
(pp.
Parties,
6 1,10 1, and
in
three
Interested
though
Jameson
on
so
separate
occasions
cites
132).
823Clines, Interested Parties, p. 132-3. See also pp. 68 and 101.
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Clines doesnot make clear whether, in his view, every text is generatedby conflict 824
be
a view that would
open to debate. However, it seemsreasonablethat this
before
is
belong
the
to
principle particularly applicableto ancienttexts, which
a world
notion of literature as entertainmentor of texts producedfor professional 'academic'
study only. Texts were producedand distributed for a purpose,to serveparticular
interests,to advanceparticular causes,religious and otherwise. Clines goesfurther
by maintaining that texts reflect not just classstrugglebut also other
than Jameson,,
825
group tensions,such as genderrelations, as,,for example,the Songof Songs.
John Rogersonperceptively soundsa warning note againstseeingeverything in terms
826
Someprophetic texts, for
of classesand groupsto the exclusion of individuality.
example,may well representindividual protest againstcoercion,rather than
necessarilybeing the expressionof collective interests. On the other hand, individuals
are inevitably caughtup, consciouslyor unconsciously,in the group strugglesof their
day and it is doubtful if any protest can ever be totally individualistic.

4.62 Overview of the Essays in Interested Parties
Togetherwith the introductory chapter,InterestedParties consistsof ten essays,each
focussedon a different biblical text. Most of them have beenpreviously published
Space
doesnot permit a detaileddiscussionof eachof Clines's essays.
elsewhere.
Threeof the essaysare reviewed in more detail below and the remainderare
briefly
here.
summarised
4.621
In 'Haggai's Temple, Constructed, Deconstructed, and Reconstructed) 827Clines
by
maintains,
means of a deconstructionist approach, that the author of Haggai
conceives of the Temple more as a treasury than as a place of worship. A
deconstructionist approach brings conflict to the surface: it opens up a chasm, so that
in
is
below
to
the surface. This reveals conflict between people and
we can peer
what
governing group. The people can see that rebuilding the temple is not going to
contribute to GNP; and the governing group despise the very people they are
dependenton. Scholarly readers have generally made a theological reading out of
824It should perhapsbe acknowledged, Eagleton has
as
observed,that ideology is encounteredin the
discourseof every text, 'in both what a text says and in what it doesnot say' (Eagleton, Criticism and
Ideology, p. 89 [my emphasis]).
825
He observes:
The Songof Songsrepresents
the author'sdesireto repressthe conflictof interestbetweenthe sexesby
the femaleandmaleloversasmoreor lessequal,andtheir desire,capacitiesand
representing
satisfactions
asmoreor lessidentical. ... Thesocialreality ... in ancientIsrael... is quitedifferent:it is
the realityof menhavingpoweroverwomen(Clines,InterestedParties,p. 101).
Clines's assertionof 'social reality' here may be true of the public sphere;but a more nuanced
discussionwould be neededof the private and domestic spheres,where women may indeed have been
more equal in their influence and control.
826Rogerson, 'Potential of the Negative', p. 35. He complains that often 'individuals have lost their
individuality through the need to perform in ways appropriate to classor profession'. Rogersonhere
baseshis remarks on the philosophy of the German-American philosopher, T. W. Adorno. For an
introductory critique of Adorno, see S. Jarvis, Adorno.
827Clines, Interested Parties, pp. 46-75. An earlier version of the essayappearedas 'Haggai's Temple,
Constructed, Deconstructed,and Reconstructed' in Scandinavian Journal of the Old Testament7
(1993), pp. 51-77, and also Eskenazi and Richards (eds.) Second TempleStudies,vol. 2, pp. 51-58.
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what is 'an essentially political text'. ignoring the ugly social and economic
828
realities.

Clines then askswhat kind of 'reconstruction' of a text can follow on a
'deconstruction'. He seeksto focus 'first on reconstructingthe realities surrounding
the text's composition, and secondarilyupon reconstructingthe eventualities
829
from
he
differs
In
the
text's
this,
surrounding
pure
reception'.
of course,
deconstructionists,who, he says,would proceedinsteadto deconstructthe
deconstruction. Perhaps,a deconstructionof his deconstructionwould unmask
Clines' own underlying ideological agenda!
4.622
In 'Why is there a Song of Songs and What Does It Do to You If You Read
830
it? g the accent is on the influence that the ideology of the ancient text exerts on
9
uncritical modern readers. The key question is not what does the text mean but what
does it do to you. So what does Song of Songs 'do' to readers? Clines maintains that
the female characters in the book are reduced to being the illegitimate object of the
(for
is
male gaze
she the woman of the male imagination). He concludes:
This is a dangerous text, not a gross one. A more blatantly sexist text would do less damage
than one which beguiles. On the other hand, once you see its programme, perhaps you
sharpen up your reflexes. 'What does it do to you? ' depends a lot on how you have already
"'
constructed yourself.

Clines also maintainsthat the focus on love keepsother issuesoff the agenda:it
it
hard
to worry about global issues,even aboutthe politics of genderrelations.
makes
It is a utopian text, envisioning a return to Eden. But Edenwas not paradise;and this
is escapistfancy, which deflects attention from what needsto be done,as Marx would
contendis the purposeof utopian literature. One might reply that Clines has
his
overstated case:that many of us manageto be very much in love without being
deflectedfrom a proactive concernfor global issues,including genderequality!832
4.623
833
In 'God in the Pentateuch: Reading against the Grain ',
Clines's aim is to
discover the 'ideology of the divine' behind the text. Is it comfortable for a modem
834
it
reader or is 'troublesome, inconsistent, or subversive' ?
828

CIines, Interested Parties, p. 2 1.
829
Clines, Interested Parties, p. 68.
810Clines, Interested Parties, pp. 94-12 1. A previous
in
this
essayappeared Xan Dao: A
version of
Journal of Bible and Theology I (1994), pp. 3-27.
For a different perspective,seeJohn Goldingay, 'So what might the Song of Songsdo to them?' in
Exum and Williamson (eds.), Readingfrom Right to Left, pp. 173-183.
Seealso: Tamara C. Eskenazi, 'Song of Songsas an "Answer" to Clines's Book of Job', in Exum and
Williamson (eds.), Readingftom Right to Left, pp. 128-140; J. Cheryl Exum, "'The Voice of My
Lover": Double Voice and Poetic Illusion in Song of Songs2: 8-3:5' in Exurn and Williamson (eds.),
Readingftom Right to Left, pp. 141-152; Athalya Brenner, "'My" Song of Songs' in Athalya Brenner
and Carole Fontaine (eds.), A Feminist Companion to Reading the Bible: Approaches, Methods, and
Strategies(Feminist Companion to the Bible 11; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1997), pp. 567579.
"' CI ines, Interested Parties, p. 121.
832Clines, Interested Parties, p. 121.
833Clines, Interested Parties, pp. 187-211. A previous version of this essayappearedas 'God in the
Pentateuch' in R.L. Hubbard Jr, R.K. Johnston,and R.P. Meye (eds.), Studies in Old Testament
Theology: Historical and Contemporary Images of God and God's People (Festschrift for David L.
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Clines seeksto illustrate the dialectic that can obtain betweentext and reader,
835
by
ideological
text.
the
the
takes
especiallywhere
shared
reader
not
position
up an
A stance external to the text enables the reader to discern the dialectic between
by
Pentateuch
from
Clines
illustrates
tension
the
the
this
text.
elements of
within
demonstrating the three-way tension of: what the character God says about himself in
the text; what the narrator says about God; and what the narrator depicts God as
saying and doing. Clines claims to unmask a view of the deity that goes against the
grain of the text. It is also counter to the grain of Christian tradition - which has
harmonisation
God
between
God
Old
Testament
the
the
the
sought a
of the
and
of
New Testament.836
Clines presumes here that the 'grain' of the text is to be derived from the narrator's
comments. This contrasts with Brett's handling of tensions in Genesis in terms of
837
intentional hybridity.
4.624
In 'David the Man: The Construction of Masculinity in the Hebrew Bible', 838
Clines compares modem ideologies of masculinity with that of the biblical texts that
839
According to the Bible, David was responsible for the deaths of
portray David .
840
140,000 men; yet the most striking aspect of the modem scholarly responseto
biblical David is an uncritical acquiescencein the narrator's strong note of approval
for David. 841One well known Bible dictionary article has even described David as
'all that men find wholesome and admirable in a man'. 842Clines suggeststhat this
kind of depiction of David arises from male [and perhaps female?] commentators who
843
One might
are subconsciously responding to David's perceived masculinity.
Hubbard; Dallas: Word Books, 1992), pp. 79-98. Seealso David J.A. Clines, The Themeof the
Pentateuch(2ndedn.; first published 1978; JSOTSup. 10; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1997).
834At this point, Clines explicitly acknowledgesthe powerful effect that his own personal ideology
inevitably has had on his reading of texts (Clines, Interested Parties, p. 20 1).
835Clines treats the Pentateuchas a 'novel' or least as 'having some
at
elementsin common with a
novel' (Clines, Interested Parties, p. 189, note 2). In that samefootnote, Clines cites a number of
referencesfor the use of 'novel' with regard to ancient literature: Graham Anderson, Ancient Fiction.
TheNovel in the Graeco-Roman World (London: Croom Heim, 1984); and Thomas Hagg, TheNovel in
Antiquity (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1983).
"' He continues: 'This
standpoint is of course quite legitimate - provided only that it is recognisedthat,
like all standpoints [presumably including Clines's! ], it restricts the range of vision' (Clines, Interested
Parties, pp. 201-02 [my emphasis]).
837
Seeabove, pp. 176-77.
838Clines, Interested Parties, pp. 212-243. Clines has
in
'masculinity'
this
theme
the Bible
pursued
of
in a number of other essays,for example: 'He-Prophets: Masculinity as a Problem for the Hebrew
Prophetsand their Interpreters' in Alastair G. Hunter and Philip Davies (eds.), Senseand Sensitivity:
Essayson Reading the Bible in Memory ofRobert Carroll (JSOTSup. 348; Sheffield: Sheffield
Academic Press,2002), pp. 311-28.
839Clines focuses
primarily on I Samuel 16:8.
840including fifteen
for
deaths
battle.
David
the
outside
personally
responsible
of
context
whose
was
of
8411would question whether the narrator expressesa strong note of approval for David or whether 1-2
Samuelis, in fact, written to deconstruct the whole idea of David as 'the man after God's own heart'.
However, spacedoes not permit to enter into this debatehere. For somethought-provoking insights,
seeBaruch Halpern, David's Secret Demons (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,200 1).
842T. H. Jones, 'David' in The Illustrated Bible Dictionary, 1, pp. 364-69 (369).
843He continues: 'in a word, and metacommentatingly, I conclude: once again we seethat the function
familiarize
been
has
Bible,
biblical
it
to
the
texts
to
the
to our own
normalise
of
on
commentary
it
into
it
to
the service of a different
to
possible,
as
as
undisturbing
press
render
cultural standards,
243).
Parties,
Interested
(Clines,
p.
world-view'
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suggestas a contemporaryparallel the willingness of the American public to overlook
Bill Clinton's sexualmisadventuresbecauseof a sub-consciousdesireto have a
Presidentwho is a 'real man'. This kind of acquiescencein the ideology of the text
blinds the readerto the negativecritique of David that would surely emergefrom an
ideological-critical reading of the text.
4.625
There are two essaysin the collection based on the book of Job. In the first, 'Why is
Clines
there a Book of Job and What does It Do to You If You Read It? 9,844
begins with the question, Why the book of Job? He focuses on the text as a text, as a
be
literate
highly
A
Job
to
text
product, made
copied and sold.
such as
requires a
do
for
These
to
public, with a stomach
elaborate and extended rhetoric.
are questions
is
literary
Clines
However,
the
with
mode of production.
says
much of what
speculative and unsubstantiated. He seeksto dismiss the idea that the book could
have been written by a poor man, in that there is a lack of realism regarding povertM5

In terms of genderissues,there are apparentlyno wise women, only foolish ones.
In his dismissiverejection of the final verses,for giving inheritanceonly to beautiful
Clines
ignores
futuristic
daughters
fact
the
the
that
the
women,
nature of
named
inherit on the samebasisasthe unnamedsons.846Why, then the book? Clines'
is
answer that there was a social, gender,and political needfor it, 'a reading public, a
847
social conflict, and an author's psychic needs'.
4.626
In 'Job and the Spirituality of the Reformation 848it is the ideology of the 16th
is
that
century reformers
under scrutiny, 'with the intention of showing the distinctive
by
Luther and Calvin that uncritically imposed their own
contours of readings
ideology on the ancient text'. Clines's case is that we should not readily slip into the
assumption that 'there is no difference between the values inscribed in the biblical
849
interpreters
texts and those of
of another culture'.

844Clines, Interested Parties, pp. 122-144. A previous version of the essaywas published in W.A. M.
Beuken (ed.), The Book ofJob (Bibliotheca EphemeridurnTheologicarum Lovaniensium 114; Leuven:
Leuven University Pressand Peeters,1994), pp. 1-20. For anotherperspectiveon Job by Clines, see
his 'Deconstructing the Book of Job' in Martin Warner (ed.), The Bible as Rhetoric: Studies in Biblical
Persuasionand Credibility (New York: Routledge, 1990).
Seealso Eskenazi, 'Song of Songsas an "Answer" to Clines's Book of Job'; and also Carol A.
Newsom, "'The Consolation of God": AssessingJob's Friends acrossa Cultural Abyss' in Exurn and
Williamson (eds.), Readingftom Right to Left, pp. 347-358. Referencehas already been made to
David Penchansky'sBetrayal of God: Ideological Conflict in Job.
845It has, however, been observedby some of my more feminist studentsthat Mrs Job saysmore in
one
versethan the men do in thirty five chaptersof debate! SeeEllen van Wolde, Mr and Mrs Job (trans.
John Bowden; London: SCM Press, 1997).
846 concept of equality well aheadof its time, so much so that, regrettably, I don't think my own
_a
father-in-law has heard of it!
847
Clines, Interested Parties, pp. 133.
848Clines, Interested Parties, pp. 145-171. A previous version of this essayappearedas 'Job and the
Spirituality of the Reformers' in W. P. Stephens(ed.), The Bible in the Spirituality of the Church:
Essaysin Honour ofJames Atkinson (JSOTSup. 105; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1995), pp.
49-72.
849
Clines, Interested Parties, p. 22.
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4.627
850
Clines's complaint is
In 'Psalm 2 and the MLF (Moabite Liberation Front)'
,
that commentatorssimply adopt the ideology of the text, with total blindnessto the
851
'Moabite' point of view.852Few commentatorsseehow inimical this responseis to
the overall theology of the Bible. Furthermore,with regardto Yahweh, what kind of
love is it that brings denunciationand deathif it is rejected? The poem is widely
acclaimedfor its aestheticqualities. However, Clines contends:
One wonders whether this chorus of approval for the psalm's aestheticqualities is not a
853
systematicdeflection from its political dimensions and its ethical shortcomings.

He goesfurther, observingthat this Psalm is the most quoted in the New Testament:

If the reign of the messiahis to be founded on violence and the suppressionof what we would
54
today call the legitimate interestsof others, then that constitutesa problem for Christianity.

Clines's conclusionto this essay,and indeedto the book as a whole, is a tongue-infor
from
liberation
liberation
'the
'Bible
cheekcall
a
readers'
not
movement',
from
but
from
Bible',
hegemony,
the
the power of
authority of
nor even
ecclesiastical
the academic community.

855

4.63 'The Ten Commandments, Reading from Left to Right'
856Clines illustrateshis procedureof 'reading
In his essayon the Ten Commandments,
from left to right' by seekingto uncoverthe classand genderideology of a text that is
generallyregardedas theological rather than ideological in nature. His aim is to
ideological
based
to
the
text
to
their
enablereaders subject
a critique
on
own
values.
The openingsectionfocuseson the initial words of the Decalogue,'And God spoke'.
Although the vast majority of commentatorsdo not believe that God literally spoke
850Clines, Interested Parties, p. 244-275. An
in
this
essayappeared M. Daniel
earlier version of
Carroll R., David J.A. Clines, and Philip R. Davies (eds.), The Bible in Human Society: Essaysin
Honour ofJohn Rogerson(JSOTSup.200; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1995), p. 158-85. See
also David J.A. Clines, 'Universal Dominion in Psalm 2' in Clines, Way to the Postmodern,pp. 701707.
851, Moabite' is here usedhere, Clines explains, not of a particular ethnic group, but 'as a symbolic
namefor people who found themselvesin bondageto an Israelite king and who desired liberation from
their overlord' (Clines, Interested Parties, p. 246).
852If the poem originated at a time
when Israel was, in fact, herself an oppressedminority under
imperial rule, then Clines observes:'If this is the way an oppressedminority comforts itself, by aping
the languageand the ambitions of an oriental empire, then truly Assyria and Egypt have won the battle
for their hearts and minds and it is their ideology that has triumphed' (Clines, Interested Parties, p.
256).
853
Clines, Interested Parties, p. 256.
854
Clines, Interested Parties, p. 272.
855
He continues:
Beingfreefrom the authorityof the text andof its professionalinterpretersdoesnot meandenying
foolish
God
it
is
deny
is
It
that
to
the
to
they
psalm's
claim
resist
or that
everything
not obligatory
say.
Godwantshumanityto be obedientto his will. But it doesmeanbeingfreeto decidefor oneself
in
divine.
is
It
terms
to
the
these
that
of
which
speak
are
appropriate
a sadday
whetheronewill accept
for theismif the only languageits adherents
canfind to expresstheir senseof the divine is the language
274).
Interested
Parties,
despotism
(Clines,
p.
of oriental
856Clines, Interested Parties, pp. 26-45. An earlier version of this essayappearedin Jon Davies,
Graham Harvey, and Wilfred G.E. Watson (eds.), Words Remembered,TextsRenewed:Essaysin
Honour ofJohn FA. Sawyer (JSOTSup. 195; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1995), pp. 97-112.
Seealso the brief later discussion of the Ten Commandmentsin Clines, 'Possibilities and Priorities',
pp. 84-87.
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857
thesewords, hardly any of them engagewith this issuein their commentary. The
effect of passingover this issueis that commentatorsdo not questionthe motive
behind the ascription of The Ten Commandmentsto the divine. In fact, maintains
Clines, the Decalogueconsistsof-

social and religious laws that their authors want to ascribeto God becausethey want other
people to obey them. Let us not beat around the bush: reading from left to right, stepping
outside the conventions and beliefs that the text wants to impose on us ... we have to say (do
we not?) that it standswritten in Exodus 20 and Deuteronomy 5 becauseit was in the interests
858
its
framers
its
to
of
promulgate contents.

The very existenceof different groupsin a given society presupposesconflict and
it
is
the winners whosetexts are preserved. So Clines considerselites and
usually
his
but
(in
Decalogue,
the
the
the
powerholdersas
originators of
resisting
prevailing
view) naYveassumptionthat the Ten Commandmentswere intendedto servefor the
859
greatergood of the whole community. He rejects almost totally the notion that
groupsever act againstself-interest,out of humanitarian,egalitarian,or religious
impulses. Motives that are seeminglyegalitarianmay, in fact, be designedto project
the benevolentimage of the ruling classesor to win the popular supporton which the
860
continuanceof power and privilege depends.
861is clearly:
Clines arguesthat the implied narrateeof the Ten Commandments

individual, a mate, an Israelite, employed, a house-owner, married, old enough to have
an
...
working children but young enough to have living parents, living in a 'city', wealthy enough
to possess an ox or an ass and slaves, important enough to be called to give evidence in a
lawsuit. It is a man who is capable of committing, and probably tempted to commit,
862
forbidden
here.
everything

Other membersof Israelite society are sidelined:women, whosework apparentlydoes
not count and whose sexuality passeswithout notice, residentaliens, slaves,children,
day labourers,and
the unmarried,the disabled,beggars,the landless,the dispossessed,
the urbanpoor:
The text screensthesepeople out: they are not neighbours. The text is busily pretending that
the whole society is made up entirely of a group of 'neighbours', who are men of a certain
income and a certain social standing. It makesthem more comfortable not to have to worry
...

857Somecommentatorsmaytacitly assumethat thesearethe wordsof Moses. Othersmay takethem
aslegaltraditionsinheritedby the Israelitesfrom their precursors.Generally,however,the wordsare
literary deviceor a theologicalconvention.
passed
over
as
a
V8CIines,
InterestedParties,p. 3 1.
819
Clines,InterestedParties,p. 32. He notesthat, evenwherescholarshavewritten on the
they havegenerallyconcernedthemselvesnot
sociologicalbackgroundto the Ten Commandments,
interests
like.
'clan'
the
with
and
class
so
much
as
groups
with
860
He concludes:
is thatpowerfulgroupsdonothingagainst
if they
Thenatural(notthecynical)assumption
theirinterests;
(hegemonic)
do,theythreaten
theirownpower.Andit is in theinterestof thedominant
classto secure
for
their
that
theassent
the
makes
not
of
class:
socialstabilityandthusthe
of
people
of greatest
number
Parties,p. 38).
continuance
of theirownpower(Clines,Interested
his
Clines
It is certainlymy (reader-response)
this
that
to
at
point
assumptionvergesmore
reaction
towardsthe cynical thanthe natural!
861Clinesdoesnot seekto dealwith actual authorsor original readers,sincetheseareunknownto us.
His focusis on the narratorsandnarrateees
that are implied by the text itself
862
Clines,InterestedParties,p. 33-34. He goeson to caricaturethe implied narrateeasa 'balding
Israeliteurbanmale,with a mid life crisis anda weight problem,in dangerof losing his faith'!
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that their privilege may be the causeof other people's poverty - and if the underprivileged can
be made to believe in this equality, it lessensthe chancesof social friction. 863

In whose interestsis it to have sucha text? Not slavesor women or residentaliens,
though admittedly they do standto benefit from someof the commandments.
Clines's answeris that it must be the fathersof thoseaddressed,the old men whose
interestsare representedin every one of thesecommandments,in particular the fifth
is
commandment,which the apex of the text.
However, there are numerousexamplesin the contemporaryworld of legislation
enactedto protect disadvantagedgroups. Clines hasnot establishedany convincing
feasible
in
to
the ancient
reasonas why sucha programmeof social reform was not
is
Indeed
it
incapable
him
Israelites
to
that
world.
patronising of
assume
ancient
were
of any genuinealtruism.
Clines takesas an examplethe Sabbathcommandment,which appearsto be in the
interestsof children, slaves,and aliens, Clines insists, without any argumentation:

Well, yes, it is in their interest. But I cannot acceptthat that is the reason for the
I am not disposedto believe that
commandment;I want to say it is only the side-effect.
...
some commandmentsare in the interestsof one group and others of other groups, for that
would meanthat the Ten Commandmentsdo not form a unity. ... . Children, slaves,and
864
do
have
legislation
benefits
them
resident aliens not usually manageto
enactedthat
*

Nor was the commandmentin the interestsof tradersand merchants,nor of thoseof
their workers who could not makethe income of six dayslast for seven. It was
presumablynot in the interestsof the poor or the little peoplewho neededevery
opportunity to earnany living they could get. The commandmentin the end only
servesthe interestsof the 'urban elite, administrators,officials, and the wealthiestof
traders'.
Clines concedesthat the commandmentmay not specifically advancethe interestsof
the urban elite; but he insists that it was not contrary to their interests. He doesnot
however,
explain,
why the father-figuresof society should want to imposelegislation
that is burdensometo severalgroupswhile bringing little or no actual advantageto
themselves.
On a Jamesonianreading,presupposingconflict underlying the text, Clines might
havetaken a different line. For example,it is arguablethat the commandmentmasks
a conflict of interest amongdifferent elite groups, perhapsbetweenthe traditional
former
the
the
ruling classesand
rising merchant-craftsmanclasses,whose activities
865
might well wish to curtail: a classiccaseof conflict of modesof production.
Turning to the first three commandments,Clines maintainsthat laws that impose
beliefs
into
the realm of social
take
the
religious observance
realm of
us out of
863Clines, Interested Parties, p. 35. In this quotation Clines seemsto assumethat the implied narratee
is the underprivileged, whereaspreviously he had insisted that the implied narrateewas the wealthy,
middle-class male.
864CIines,Interested Parties, p. 38.
865Interestingly, Clines includes the priests in the list of those whose interestsare not servedby this
hard
Sabbath!
However, surely, within the
the
to
they
on
extra
are required work
commandment,since
terms of Clines's own argument, the priests were the main group to benefit from this commandment.
The enforcement of the Sabbathwould surely have resulted in more scopefor religious activities and
for the financial institutions associatedwith Temple worship.
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control. He arguesthat thesecommandmentsserveessentiallyas 'markers of
identity', 'boundariesaround someone'sview of what is legitimately Israel'.866Who
arethis group?
They are not the subsistence farmer trying to jog along peacefully with the Philistines
nor
...
the itinerant potter who has always found a Canaanite shekel to be worth as much as an
Israelite one; they are not the man or woman in the street or in the suk [sic]. They are the
wealthy at the apex of power, whose position becomes precarious if social change is allowed
to happen. 867

1 am not persuadedthat Clines's sociological analysisis correct here. In Northern
Ireland, where I live,,it is the working-classwho seekto maintain religious-ethnic
boundarymarkers. The middle classesaffect a liberal, pluralist agenda. So, to play
back Clines's argument,thosewhose interestswere most servedby an insistenceon
identity-markers
just
be
farmers
Israelite
the
religious
could
as well
resisting
small
land acquisition by Philistines, or Israelite tradersseekingto exclude Canaanite
from
the market place. Alternatively, on a Gottwaldian approach,the
craftsmen
maintaining of Yahwist religious boundarieswould be directedagainstCanaanite
feudalism.
Turning to the 'social' commandments,Clines maintainsthat the pivotal law,
for
regardingrespect parents,clearly reflects the interestsof the older non-productive
just
because
generation,not
of economicneeds,but becausesocial stability depends
868
ideological
base
to successivegenerations. Clines doesnot
on transmissionof the
specifically mention the fact that this is the only positive commandment,a fact which
might add weight to his view that it is central and pivotal within the Decalogue.
Laws against stealing and coveting presupposepeople with property. False witness is
something that men of property have to fear, such as Naboth - though it could be
Clines
false
that
testimony was equally feared by peasantsunable to
argued against
mount a proper defence. The prohibition of adultery for Clines is also reducible to
869
interests,
fear
to
economic
of property going out of the family.
As for 'thou shalt not kill', Clines curiously argues that this commandment was
directed against the practice of blood revenge.870He offers no convincing reason
against the natural interpretation that the commandment forbids murder, as opposed to
military killing or capital punishment. The traditional interpretation would fit well
Clines's
with
overall theory: presumably, property-owners, who are the most afraid of
being murdered in their beds, or murdered judicially by false witness, like Naboth, are
the ones who have the strongest interest in promulgating a law against any kind of
871
unauthorised killing.
866

Clines, Interested Parties, p. 4 1.
867
Clines, Interested Parties, p. 41.
86'Nor does he mention the
be
this
that
may
aimed at the elimination of ancestor
commandment
view
cults.
869An interesting
is
Clines's
development
the
to
this,
might
support
view,
which
of Scottish
parallel
marriage law. Until the 1929 Marriage (Scotland) Act, marriages in Scotland were valid if declared
for
formality.
in
The
1929
the
two
any
religious
need
or
civil
publicly
without
of
witnesses,
presence
Act, which introduced registration of marriages along English lines, was primarily motivated by the
by
disputes
inheritance
that
were generated 'common law' marriages. Laws to do with
property and
marriage are thus often as much to do with property rights as with personal morality or family values.
170He rightly notes that the Hebrew verb cannot here refer to 'unintentional killing', although it does
so
in the Old Testament.
elsewhere
871
SeeClines, Interested Parties, p. 44.
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There is considerableconfusion in Clines's essayasto the historical matrix of the Ten
Commandments.His referenceto 'the subsistencefarmer trying to jog along
peacefully with the Philistines' and to 'the Canaaniteshekel' presupposea
monarchicalor pre-monarchicalsetting, whereasClines elsewhereattributesthe
Decalogueto the SecondTemple period.
A further significant weakness is that Clines fails to consider that the Decalogue does
in
down
in
isolation.
his
'it
In
to
text
not come
stands written
us as a
own words,
Exodus 20 and Deuteronomy 5'- yet he treats the Decalogue in complete isolation
from those literary contexts in which we now find it, as if it were a free-floating,
872
independent text.

In the literary context of the book of Exodus,the Decaloguefollows the rescueof the
from
in
Jamesonian
It
(arguably
the
people
slavery. presentsa vision
a utopian vision
/ Ricoeuriansense)of a societythat would be the antithesisof Egyptian society. It is
followed by detailedlegal provisions that undergird the rights of the poor, the widow,
the orphan,and the alien. This wider literary context raisesa quite different set of
questionsas to whose 'interests' are servedby the overall text.
In his essayon Songof Songs,Clines laboursthe point that what we have in that book
is not a song, though it may be the imitation of a song,or the record of a song,or the
for
preparation a song. It is a text:
A text is a production, a product, made in order to be copied, circulated a commodity,
...
873
be
in
is
by
That
createdto
sold the market place, consumed customers.
what texts are.

By a similar line of argument, the Decalogue is not law, though it may be the literary
imitation of laws or a proposal for a set of laws. Even if it is the record of actual law
in some historical context, we now have it as part ofa literary text. Clines's
conclusions as to the implied author and implied reader might have been quite
different had he considered Exodus and Deuteronomy overall as literary texts. It was,
arguably, the whole book, not just the Decalogue in isolation, which was 'a
commodity, created to be sold in the market place, consumed by consumers'. It might
have further clarified some of the issues if Clines, in Eagletonian fashion, had
from
Deuteronomy
literary
Exodus
the
considered
and
mode of production
which
874
emerged.
There is a also a significant measure of circularity of argument in interpreting texts in
light of implied authors and implied narrateeeswho have been constructed entirely
from the text itself. Clines could do well to heed the danger that Mark Brett points to
formalist
interpretation
he
fantasy
'the
when
of
which constructs an
warns against
875
ideal reader entirely fabricated by the dictates of the text'.

876
JamesBarr offers strong criticism of (a previous version of) Clines's essay:
872Presumably,Clines is making the assumptionthat the Decaloguearoseas a separatetext prior to its
incorporation in its present literary contexts, though he offers no evidence or rationale for this
assumption.
873Clines, Interested Parties, p. 98
874as, in fact, CI ines takes pains to do in his essayon Job: seeInterested Parties, p. 124.
87'Brett, 'Reading the Bible', p. 48.
876Clines, 'Ten Commandments' and also the brief discussion of that article in 'Possibilities and
Priorities', pp. 84-87. Barr in particular alludes to this comment by Clines:
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He [Clines] pins the identification of ideology resolutely to the discovery of social conflict.

Take the command, 'Thou shalt not steal'. Are we to believe that there was a Pro-Stealing
...
Class or Party whose interests were silenced by the Anti-Stealing Party, which latter group
We need to know,
were victors in this conflict? Who were the Pro-Stealing people?
...
because these people are the 'silenced', the 'marginalised', from whom the real message of the
text is to come. 877

However, Barr misrepresentsClines here. Clines's counter-argumentmight be along
theselines. No group in society is pro-stealing. So why promulgatea command
againststealing? The absoluteprohibition servesthe interestsof a wealthy class,
afraid that the less fortunate might seeka moral justification for helping themselvesto
property that was not legally theirs. Such an action might seemjustifiable in the
(say)
popular mind,
on the groundsthat the distribution of wealth was intrinsically
in
unjust the first place. In such a situation, it might well be in the class interestsof
property ownersto promulgatea divine sanctionagainstany form of 'stealing'. The
questionis not, as Barr seemsto think, why is there a law againststealing? Rather,
Clines's questionis, Why did someonethink it necessaryto promulgatesucha law?878
Barr is on strongerground, however, when he rejects Clines's presuppositionthat no
does
one ever
anything exceptout of self-interest. In Barr's view, with which I agree,
peoplecan and do have specifically religious motivations, even if they are not
necessarilyall good. Though religion cannotbe divorced from the totality of social
structures,religious motivations are nonethelessa distinct phenomenonthat must be
due
given
weight. Clines is seeminglynot opento this option.
Barr is equally critical of Clines's insistencethat ideology must always be tracedback
to social conflict. Barr argues:
Ideology points towards a consensus
People who say
a
substantial
general
consensus.
...
'Australians like a man to have a fair go'
And
that this is the general consensus.
mean
...
...
it fits in very obviously with the Ten Commandments.
For it was a consensus in society
....
that stealing was wrong and must be forbidden.
The commandment was there because of
...
879
consensus.

Barr is right in linking ideology to consensus:almost all definitions of 'ideology'
it
is
that
emphasise
a consensus-view.Barr seemsto have missedthe point, however,
that ideology reflects the consensusof one group over and against another. The
I ask, In which group's interestsare thesecommandments?And since groups are usually in somekind
of conflict with other groups, I ask, What kind of social conflict is alluded to, or repressedby this text?
And since it is usually the victors in any social conflict whosetexts get preserved,I look carefully at
elites and powerholdersin Israelite society for the matrix of theselaws (Clines 'Possibilities and
Priorities', p. 84, quotedin Barr, History and Ideology, p. 133).
877Barr, History
and Ideology, pp. 134-35.
878From
a more recent period, one might take the Dickensian parallel, from Oliver Twist, where a
sentence of transportation is imposed for the theft of a silk handkerchief Dickens is pointing to a
society in which it was in the ideological interests of the wealthy to insist on the criminality of any
form of stealing, thereby obscuring the even greater injustice of desperation poverty. So an ideological
critique of the stealing commandment does not necessarily presuppose, as Barr implies, a pro-stealing
party. It could rather presuppose one group in society who felt it necessary to emphasise a divine
sanction against stealing as a means of protecting their own property interests against under-privileged
underclasses. I do not offer this as my own interpretation of the Ten Commandments. It is offered
only as a hypothetical illustration of how an ideological critic might argue, without any need to
postulate Pro and Anti Stealing parties! The kind of position postulated here is perhaps that against
which Amos rails (e.g. in 5: 10-13&21-24)) or Isaiah (1: 11- 14), those who use religion as a cover for
social injustice.
For a different perspective, see the interesting discussion in Robert Gnuse, You shall not steal:
Communi4, and Property in the Biblical Tradition (Maryknoll, New York: Orbis, 1985).
8'9 Barr, History
13
5.
Ideology,
p.
and
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Australian only invokes the 'fair go' conceptagainstthosewho are denying it to
someone.Those who promulgatedthe Ten Commandmentsmay have been invoking
an apparent consensusto obscurean underlying classor group conflict. The real
issue
is why a particular ideological statementis promulgatedas a text. It is
point at
the needto publish, to assertthe commandmentsthat is the pointer to conflict.
While someaspectsof Clines' analysisare opento question,his concluding
comments,albeit lapsing into sarcasm,presenta challengeto traditional
interpretation:
Ask any question that stepsoutside the framework of the text and you relativise the Ten
Commandments. Somehow the standardquestions,Are the Ten CommandmentsMosaic?
What did they originally mean? How are they reinterpreted in later Jewish literature? have
evadedthe question of their value or 'truth' ... And the most sophisticatedof historical
scholarsand redaction critics have gone on entertaining the most appallingly uncritical views
about the ideological and ethical statusof the Ten Commandments. Is there a chancethat an
analysis like the presentone ... will demythologise them - without at the sametime bringing
8110
western civilisation tumbling?

4.64 'Metacommenting Amos'
In 'MetacommentingAmos', 881Clines's emphasisis on discerningthe ideology of the
text by 'counterposingit to our own ideological stances'. He introduceshis
understandingof meta-commentary:'when we write commentarywe read what
commentatorssay; when we write meta-commentary,we notice what commentators
do'. He observes:'The main thing they do but not say is not say what they do not say.
To every text there is a sub-text which the author has suppressed'.He thus makesthe
tongue-in-cheekcomplaint:
We innocent membersof the public [Clines is scarcely an innocent member of the public! ],
who go on laying out good money on commentaries,need protection againstthose
commentatorswho are failing to tell us what they are failing to tell us. So it becomesan
urgent public duty to createa neighbourhood watch committee of metacommentatorswho will
investigate for us how much we are being short-changed.982

Clines can find no contemporary metacommentary on Amos that will step outside the
ideology of the text, except for one scholar whose feminism gives her a vantage point
883
outside the text.

Clines takesas his focus the condemnationof the rich in Amos 6:4-7. Its spirit of
denunciationagainstidlenessand luxury 'strikes a chord with democraticallyminded
andhard-working readers'. But a readerwho has not yet openeda commentary
880

Clines, Interested Parties, p. 44-45.
881Clines, Interested Parties,
pp. 76-93. An earlier version of this essayappearedin Heather A.
McKay and David J.A. Clines (eds.), OfProphets' Visions and the WisdomofSages: Essaysin Honour
ofR. Norman Whybray on his SeventiethBirthday QSOTSup. 162; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1993), pp.
142-160.
882
Clines, Interested Parties, p. 76
883Namely, Judith Sanderson,'Amos' in The Women'sBible Commentary(ed. Carol A. Newsom
and
SharonH. Ringe; London: SPCK, 1992).
Clines observesin a footnote, however, that a previous generationof avowedly Christian
commentators,writing from a progressive-revelationperspective,were actually more able to offer
critical evaluation of the text than the current generationof supposedlyobjective scholarship (Clines,
Interested Parties, p. 77, note 3). He quotes as an example Richard Cripps, A Critical and Exegetical
Commentary on the Book ofAmos (London: SPCK, 1929).
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4pauses to ask
how serious is self-indulgence? Is it a crime
that deserves a
...
...
...
884
deportationT
sentenceof

Clines resiststhe glib assumptionthat Amos is right in holding the rich accountable
for the poverty in the land. After all, do not most biblical commentatorslike nice
furniture, enjoy dinner parties, and sometimespurchaseexpensiveperfumes,without
holding themselvesresponsiblefor all the oppressionin the world?
Surely,however, Clines misrepresentsAmos here. Amos condemnsthosewho
falsification
condonespecifically oppressivepractices,suchas
of weights and
in
He
knowingly
those
measures. also condemns
acquiesce a systemthat allows
who
oppressionto go unchecked. That is not to saythat Amos is beyond critique; and so
Clines observes:

Somehow we need to
The prophet
that the prophet's voice is only one voice.
recognise
...
...
and the text have a comer to fight, a position to uphold, and for our part we have to identify
that position, and to relativise it, not so as to discard it but only so as to give it its proper due.
But, hardly surprisingly, most of the books about Amos simply take Amos's view for granted.
Amos is right, his opponents are wrong; Amos is fair; Amos is accurate; Amos is immensely
885
is
inspired.
Amos
perceptive;

It would be possible,if spacepermitted, to mount a defenceof Amos' ideology over
againstClines's oversimplified critique. The thrust of his argumentruns counterto his
emphasiselsewherethat texts are often designedto mask the neglector oppressionof
886
by
However, the salient point of Clines' argumentin this essayis
the poor the rich.
to demonstratethe extent to which commentatorshave uncritically adoptedthe
ideology of the text, without argumentor evaluation.887 He brings the argumentto a
climax with a bruising denunciation:

Things were awful for rich and poor alike. But it is even more awful to ascribethe destruction
of the state and the forceable [sic] deportation of its citizens to an avenging God. If that is

884Clines,InterestedParties, 80. The quotation is worth giving more fully:
p.
A readerwho hasnot yet openeda commentary
pausesat leastlongenoughto ask,Whatexactlyis the
for whichtheyarebeingthreatened
crimeof theseSamarians
with exile? Is theresomesin in having
ivory inlayson your bed-frame?(Amos,we maypresume,is not worriedaboutthe fateof elephants.
)
No doubtmeatof anykind wasa delicacyin ancientIsrael but is thatwrong? And, asfor singingidle
...
songs,who amongthe readersof Amoscancasta stone?... Drinkingwine out of bowlsinsteadof cups
doesadmittedlysoundgreedy,andanointingyourselfwith the finest oil is certainlyself-indulgent.
...
deportation? What
But how seriousis self-indulgence?Is it a crime thatdeserves
a
of
sentence
...
...
to bedoing? If expensiveoil is for salein the marketplace,andyou havethe
arethe rich supposed
moneyin your pocketto buy it, whereis the sin?(Clines,InterestedParties,p. 80).
885Clines, Interested Parties, p. 81. He is particularly scathing of John Bright's acquiescencein
Amos's view that 'the best way, or perhapsthe only way, of dealing with heartlessness,dishonesty,
immorality and luxury
is to wipe the offenders out of existence' (Clines, Interested Parties, p. 9 1).
...
Clines pursuesa 'close reading' of a selection of commentarieson Amos. Surveying commentariesby
A. D.H. Mayes, R. Martin-Achard, H. W. Wolff, and E. Hammershaimb,he demonstrateshow they each
have uncritically adoptedthe ideology of the text.
He comments: 'The metacommentatorobserves
...
how, when the deity is doing the punishing, high-minded commentatorssuddenlyjoin the hanging,
...
flogging brigade. They do not notice the injustice of punishing the innocent with the guilty' (Interested
Parties, p. 91).
816 for example, in his essayon the Ten Commandments,discussedin the previous section. The
Decalogue,he there maintains, 'makes them more comfortable not to have to worry that their privilege
if
be
believe
in
be
the
to
this
the
and
can
underprivileged
made
may
poverty
people's
causeof other
(Clines,
friction'
Interested
Parties,
it
lessens
the
p. 35).
equality,
chancesof social
Comparealso Clines's critique of Job, where he complains that wealth is regardedas unproblematic
is
like
in
(Clines, Interested
lack
text
to
identifies
the
he
as
what
real
poverty
of realism
a
and where
Parties, p. 132).
887
Clines,InterestedParties,pp. 92-93.
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how a believer finds himself or herself impelled to conclude, that it is a terrible thing to fall
into the hands of the living God, the metacommentatorcan respectthat. But to affirm it
casually, to pretend that it is unproblematic - that is not scholarly, it is not even human.

He concludesthe essayprovocatively:

Is it truly scholarly to question the motives and interests of our colleagues?
Yes, it must
...
be, once we admit
that our ideologies, our locations, our interests, and our personalities
...
determine our scholarship.
Strip away the bonhomie that passes for scholarly interchange
...
in the corridors of the international congresses, and we find that there is a lot we do not like
...
Managing personal conflict within the academy
and will not stand for in our colleagues.
...
may well be the new skill, harder than Assyriology or deconstruction, that scholars will need
"'
in
decade.
to acquire
this

4.65 'A World Established on Water (Psalm 24): Reader-Response,
Deconstruction, and Bespoke Interpretation' 889
This is one of the most intriguing essaysin the collection. Clines's initial complaint is
890
is
that the psalm 'riddled with theological ideasas unacceptableas its cosmology'.
Whatis to be done,he asks,with 'sacredliterature so ideologically and religiously
891
He exploresthree possibleapproaches.
alien evento a reader ofgood will?
First, he employs an ideologically slanted reader-response criticism, rejecting the
ideologies of holiness and of war on which the text depends and which Clines abhors.
It is a strange concept of holiness, he maintains, that the temple needs protection from
contamination by the unholy who might enter. Worse still is the ethically
892
is
buy
deity,
in
battle'.
If
'mighty
the
unacceptablewarlikeness of the
who
we
psalm, he maintains, we buy its ideology of war, the validity of war-images for the
deity, and the notion that war solves problems. However, arguably, the textual
allusions to Yahweh's warrior prowess are primarily to his victory over primeval
chaos (implicit in verses 1-2), not to his involvement in contemporary human conflict.
Secondly, by means of a deconstructionist technique, Clines claims that the psalm
does not even affirm itself. The psalm deconstructs itself in at least four ways:

The whole world belongsto the Lord but it is not all holy.
Thosewho live on the earth belong to the Lord but someare his enemies.

888

Clines, Interested Parties, p. 93.
889Clines, Interested Parties,
pp. 172-186. An earlier version of this essayappearedin Exurn and
Clines (eds.), New Literary Criticism, pp. 79-90.
Seethe critique of, and responseto, this essayin Francis Landy, 'From David to David: Psalm 24 and
David Clines' in Exurn and Williamson (eds.), Readingftom Right to Left, pp. 275-289.
Another attempt at a 'Clinesian-style' deconstruction of Zionist ideology is to be found in Erich
Zenger, 'Psalm 87: A Case for Ideological Criticism' in Exurn and Williamson (eds.), Readingfrom
Right to Left, pp. 450-460.
890a world
(Clines,
Interested
Parties,
floating
sea
a
underground
p. 172). What
on vast
understoodas
about continental shelvesand tectonic plates? one might ask!
891Clines maintains that he would, in fact, like to be positive about Psalm 24 as a grand and lofty psalm
that has had an important place in Jewish and Christian worship over the centuries, and which he
himself has found rousing and upliffing in the past.
892In the end, God is not celebratedprimarily for his creative powers (as in strophe 1), nor as the fount
is
in
because
he
battle'
but
'mighty
2),
(Clines,
in
Interested
(as
human
Parties, p.
strophe
of
goodness
175).
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Ascending the hill proves innocencebut the worshipersstill needvindication:
in whoseeyesdo they needthis vindication?
Thosewho worship on the hill must have clean handsand not lift the soul to
893
but
the deity is not so required
vanity
.
Clines is not the first to notice the elementof contradiction in the psalm. This has
been
usually
explained in terms of sourcecriticism. However, perhapsthe real
is
ideas
deliberately
in
draws
that
the
tension
together
and
answer
poet
contradictory
form
By
ideology
to
that
tension,
the
the
an
metaphors.
virtue of
of
psalm coheres
integratedvision that is somehowmore than the sum of the parts, preventingthe
from
reader
stretchingany one individual metaphor(such as the warrior nature of
894
Yahweh) to a logical (but ethically unacceptable)conclusion. Had Clines followed
the three-stageJamesonianprocedurefor aligning contradictionsin the psalm with
in
formation
day,
including
ideology
the
the
contradictions
social
and general
of
comparisonof the psalm with other contemporarypsalm literature (such as Psalm 15),
he might have come to more nuancedconclusions.8"5
As the third possibleway of approachingthe psalm, Clines introduceshis proposed
bespokeor customisedinterpretation, which he describesas:

goal-oriented interpretation, an end-user theory of interpretation, a market philosophy of
interpretation, a discipline of 'comparative interpretation'. This framework has two axes.
First there is the indeterminacy of meaning. Second there is the authority of the interpretative
896
community.

Many different interpretations of a text are equally valid. Legitimatization of an
interpretation is only possible when it is accepted by a group, whether an
897
body,
interpretative
Society
Biblical
Literature,
the
ecclesiastical
of
or some other
898
Clines
therefore maintains that:
community.
Biblicalinterpreters
haveto giveuptheirgoalof determinate
anduniversallyacceptable
interpretations
theycansell. ... Thisis
to producinginterpretations
anddevotethemselves
interpretation. Therearesomeviewsof Psalm24 thatchurches
will
whatI call customised
...

893Clines, Interested Parties, pp. 176-78.
894Francis Landy makes a not dissimilar point: 'What Clines has missed, I think, is that the abrupt
transitions and inconcirmities [sic] are characteristic of metaphorical thinking, whereby two or more
apparentlyunrelated or contradictory terms are perceived in relation to each other, to contribute to a
collective vision' (Landy, 'David to David', p. 280).
My own view echoesthe comment of David Penchanskyon the book of Job: 'The disharmonic
elementsof the book of Job createa kind of whole' (Penchansky,Betrayal of God, p. 70).
895An example of an examination of Psalm 24
against a wider mythological background is Alan J.
Cooper, 'Psalm 24: 7-10: Mythology and Exegesis', dBL 102 (1983), pp. 37-60.
Zenger's 'Psalm 87', also a deconstructive approachto Zion ideology, comparesPsalm 87 with other
psalmsand analysesits place within the overall structure of the Psalter.
896Clines, Interested Parties, p. 178. This is not new: for it is already possible for Christians to shop
around different faith communities until they find a group whose authoritative interpretation they can
accept.
891Clines notes that, for academics,legitimization traditionally comes from other academics,papers
is
increasing
fragmentation
he
by
VT,
However,
that
there
an
of this world and
accepted
observes
etc.
that more and more commentatorsare seeking legitimacy from communities that are not entirely
academic.
898For a fuller discussion of the role of interpretative communities, see Stanley Fish, Is there a Text in
this Class.- TheAuthority ofInterpretive Communities (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1980).
Seealso discussion of the issue in Renita Weems, 'Gomer'.
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'buy' and 'wear', and others that only paid up deconstructionists,footloose academics,and
899
deviants
for
other
will even try on
size.

Clines further arguesthat it is not necessaryfor bespokeinterpretationsto confine
themselvesto the original context.

Must 1, as a Christian of the last decadeof the twentieth century (if that is what I am), care so
in
forever
Israelites,
dead
I
this
that
them,
psalm,
much about ancient
read
must
every one of
my own Bible, for which I paid good money, as something belonging to them more than to
do
have
Glory?
What
for
is
May
Who
I
to
King
these
the
with
words
me? ...
not ask,
of
me
Old
figure
if
interpreter
faith?
Christian
And
the
the
of
me and with
central
of
you,
Testament,cannot tell me that
kindly tell me what you are doing with my money
will
you
... 9('o
from the church collection plate?

Bespokeinterpretationdoesnot have to start from scratch:'it envisagesthe recycling
9.901
interpretations
)
have
interpretation"!
been
discarded'
("green
that
of old waste
Accordingly, Clines surveysa number of interpretationsof Psalm24 from acrossthe
24,
He
Psalm
bespoke
interpretation
centuries.
also offers a personalexampleof a
of
a seeminglynon-religious one:
Let's say the world that is being built is the world of meaning, and the poem concerns making
a world of meanings, meanings secure enough to be going on with ... a world where we can
find the directions to the Lord's hill, for example, a world where Wittgenstein could say,
'Now I can go on'. 902

Somewould saythat this bespokeinterpretationis an almost autobiographical
depiction of Clines's own searchfor meaning,903his own searchfor a way 'to the
Lord's hill', through a careerin Biblical Studies.
Clines makesthis final comment:

I have often wondered what one should do after deconstructing a text.
It is very difficult to
...
inventing
forget a deconstruction
the mind
new
constructing,
go
on
wilfully
will
...
...
connotations, new contexts, new interrelationships, which will shore up the text. ... Weaving
and interweaving of interpretations that mean something to someone, that meet a cry of
is
That
from
interpretative
the
that
the
text.
recognition ...
some
resolidifies
community best we can hope to do. It is something like building a universe, intelligently knit together but
Which
was itself
resting ultimately on unpredictable and ever shifting underground waters.
an interpretation ofPsalm 24.904

This last interpretationmay well fall within the parametersof contemporaryreaderit
flamboyant
is
interpretation;
but,
despite
'rhetoric',
Clines's
not, on the
response
faceof it, ideological criticism.905Ideological criticism investigatesthe ideology of
the text in its original context of material production and then engagesthat ideology
with questionsof contemporaryconcern.

'99 Clines, Interested Parties,
p. 180.
900Clines, Interested Parties,
p. 182.
90' He
best:
is
'In
interpretation
in
is
the
the
the
that
necessarily
new
way of
what
rejects
assumption
fact, what is often called the "history of interpretation" is ripe for being reconceived as a discipline of
for
the work of
interpretation",
64
and
samples
methods,
critiques
comparative
providing raw materials,
designing creative and intelligible interpretations for end-users' (Clines, Interested Parties, p. 18 1).
902Clines, Interested Parties,
p. 185
903Francis Landy has
fragility
Clines
fragility
'The
the
texts
speaks
evokes
of
which
of the
of
written:
The
"Who
that
them.
question
pervades
our
poem,
will go up
them
on
self who writes
and comments
inevitably
king
",
is
"Who
this
YHWHT',
glory?
provokes questions such as
of
to the mountain of
"Who is this Clines? " and"Who am IT" (Landy, David to David, p. 276).
904Clines, Interested Parties, p. 186 (my emphasis).
905Nor is the approach likely to find much support in church or synagogue communities.
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I have somesympathywith Francis Landy's commenton Clines's opening question,
as to the dilemma of sacredliterature that is 'ideologically and religiously alien even
to a readerof good will':
How can we take pleasure in a text indifferent to the values which it promotes? The question
I
literature.
back
Plato
if
to
goes
and, pursued consistently, would eliminate much of world
don't see it troubling our colleagues in Classics or Sanskrit. But it seems to be prevalent in
contemporary Biblical Studies. In part this is a consequence of a half acknowledged
theological agenda, and the ambivalent attachment of many of us [including Clines] to the
Bible and its authoritative claims. But it reflects also an awareness that none of us can be
purely 'etic', uncommitted observers of textual phenomena. We are all of us textual
906
by
it.
the text as well as reading
constructs, read

Clines's notion of 'bespokeinterpretation' is nonethelessworthy of further
consideration. It, in effect, proposesa new kind ofscholarly neutrality: scholars
shouldthink themselvesinto the shoesof the group for whom they are writing, to
interpretation
is
that
provide an
not necessarilytheir own but which will 'fit' the
intendedaudience. It is not clear to me, however, whetherClines puts this forward as
is
it
is
tongue-in-cheek
a seriousphilosophy or whether
a
critique of what scholarship
doing
covertly
already. In order to win acceptancein the scholarly (or ecclesiastical)
community, to obtainjobs in the best university departments,to securecontractsfrom
books,
her
to
the
a respectablepublisher, sell
scholaralreadymust cut
suit according
to the prevailing cloth, must offer what the intendedaudienceis willing to buy,
irrespectiveof his own values and standards.
Is this essayautobiographical? Has Clines moved beyondhis 'crusade' to expose
hiddenideology, beyondpresentinginterpretationshe believesin, into an almost
disposition
to producematerial that peoplewill 'buy'? He certainly makes
cynical
this defensivecomment:
Andthereis nothingunethical
in this. Asabespoke
interpreter
the
to
of
needs
responding
...
in
in
24,
'truth'
Psalm
themarket,I will beinterested,
the
not
a universally
about
not
interpretation
interpretations
thatarebadlystitched
acceptable
of it, butin eradicating
shoddy
together
to producing
attractive
andhavenodurability,andI will begivingmyenergies
907
interpretations
for
thatrepresent
goodvalue money.
PerhapsClines's real point is that there is nothing wrong with 'bespoke
interpretation',so long as it is declared as such upftont.908Arguably, one might
further suggestthat there is no reasonwhy (say) a faith community should not
commissionan eminent scholarto articulate for them their particular interpretative
906Landy, 'David to David' pp. 276-77. This question of readerly ethics engaging or clashing with the
ethics of the text was the subject of a special issue of Semeia:Danna N. Fewell and Gary A. Philips
(eds.), Bible and Ethics ofReading (Semeia77; Atlanta: ScholarsPress, 1997).
907CIines, Interested Parties, pp. 180-81. In Interested Parties, there are, in fact, severalreferencesto
money, to the buying and selling of interpretations. On several occasions,Clines refers to the 'good
money' that customerspay out or which biblical scholarsearn! See,for example, pp. 76,90,18 1, and
182. On p. 180 he writes: 'What are we exegetesthen to be doing with ourselves? To whom shall we
for
from
for
approval
our activities, and, above all, who
appeal our authorisation,
whom shall we gain
deconstructionist
line'
(in
be
'fault
These
'
the
sense),which reveals
willpay us?
referencesmay a
fault
line
Is
Clines's
Clines's
'interests'
this
a
along
and
publisher!
which
as
author
somethingof
own
work deconstructs?
908Bartholomew Craig offers a critique of Clines's view that biblical interpretations are no longer
'right' but must be 'sold' as customised interpretations for particular communities, which he describes
kind
'democratic
in
tandem
of
consumerismthat standsin tension with
a
with
as a pragmatic pluralism
Clines's equally held concern of ideological critique' (Bartholomew Craig, 'Reading the Old
Testamentin PostmodernTimes', Tyndale Bulletin 49 [1998], pp. 91-114 [especially, pp. 102-106]).
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tradition, without necessarilyrequiring that the scholarshould sharetheir values and
beliefs. A barrister will representher clients, without necessarilysympathisingwith
their case,becauseall have a right to havetheir views articulated in the best possible
Faith
way.
communities, arguably,have as much right as any other group to a
'advocate'
to publish their interpretativetradition in a well arguedand
scholarly
coherentmanner. As part of this process,the scholar,like the barrister, can critique
the client's case,enabling the client to distinguish not so much betweenright and
interpretations
between
badly
bad
between
wrong
as
stitched
good and
ones,
shoddy,
togetherinterpretationsand thosethat will standthe test of scholarly scrutiny.
It is certainly one of the implications of Clines's argumentthat there is a place in the
for
interpretations
that have not hitherto beenregardedas within the purview
academy
of critical scholarship. Gone,then, surely, is the assumptionthat faith-based
interpretationsare biasedwhereasscholarly interpretationsare neutral. The former is
legitimate
as
as any other mode of interpretation,so long as there is no attemptto
imposeit on others. The latter is no more objective, no lessbespoke,and neither
it
be
imposed.
should
But there is an important warning note to be sounded. All traditions of interpretation
be
may equally legitimate. But there can be 'shoddy interpretationsthat are badly
interpretations
in which there is an unevaluativeor
together'
stitched
and
unacknowledgedsuccumbingto the ideology of the text. To promote awarenessof
the distinction betweenbad and good commentaryremainsan important part of the
task of critical scholarship,as doesexposingideological bias masqueradingas
scholarlyobjectivity.

4.66 Concluding Comments and Evaluation
4.661James Barr and Clines
JamesBarr observesthat to someextent Clines is in line with traditional theology.
The task of criticism is not just to elucidatethe past but to follow the texts into the
presentand to engagethem with present-dayissues. Clines rejectsthe much vaunted
neutrality of supposedlyobjective scholarshipas unethical, becauseit fails to
challengethe ideology of the text. Nonetheless,Barr complainsthat the end product
of Clines's ideological criticism is not to affirm but rather 'to dismantlemost or all of
the theological realities referredto in the text'. Part of the debatebetweenBarr and
Clines arisesbecauseBarr seeksto remain within the social-scientific mode (of
Dyck's three categories),whereasClines hasmoved well within the social-critical
mode.
Barr perceptively commentsthat Clines falls into his own trap of concealed
ideological bias:
It is difficult to accept Clines's assurancethat his form of ideological criticism does not
It is based on the
6subscribe' to a particular political or philosophical position
....
...
What the 'pluralist' society definitely
'framework that is given by our pluralist society'.
...
from
Clines's
it
is,
far
I
exposition,
not
pluralist
at
all:
what
can
see
affirms is a
as
affirms
so
does
Nietzscean
Hobbesian,
to
according
which
no
one
world-view,
or saysor writes
sort of
909
for
for
their
the
own group.
ofpower
sake
except
anything
909Barr, History and Ideology, p. 133-34.
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Up to this point, Barr's critique seemsreasonable.However, he continues:

If this kind of argument were applied consistently to everything, there could be no knowledge
of anything. For it is obvious, under this world-view, that Clines has no reasonbehind his
If he told us
own argumentsother than his desire for the greater power of his own group.
...
his real motive something we are often bidden to do namely, that he was writing purely for
the sake of greater power, he would of course suffer a loss of credibility. If on the other hand,
he is unconsciousof any such motivation well, that is just normal with ideology.
-

Clines may well have overstatedhis case,and Barr may well be right to take him to
task for the implication that nothing is ever written except in the interestsof one's
own power group. However, Clines and othersinvolved in the ideological-critical
enterpriseare surely right to draw to our attentionthe other extreme:the almost total
ideological
issuesin traditional 'objective' historical criticism.
neglectof

4.662 Summary and Final Comments
In many ways InterestedParties is an experimental,kite-flying enterprise. The essays
in
both
arevaried
scopeand methodology. Sometimesthey draw almost
910
contradictoryconclusions. They read like an assortmentof essayswritten at
different times; and, in most cases,they have beenpreviously published elsewhere.
They do not presenta clear and consistentline of argumentand do not offer a specific
model or methodologyfor ideological criticism. The essaysraise more questionsthan
they offer answers. Nonetheless,this provocative volume by Clines undoubtedly
presentsa timely challengeto someof the sacredcows of contemporaryscholarship.
The most important thrust of InterestedParties is the 'demandto pressbeyond mere
description of the text to a critique of it'. 911Two key approachesthat Clines employs
in resistingthe hidden ideology of the text are reading the textftom left to right and
(Eagletonian)reading against the grain of the text.912He is also well within the
Eagletoniantradition in his stresson incorporating moral valuejudgments within
913
critical scholarship. Clines also draws on the Jamesoniantradition, especiallyin his
insistenceon the political natureof biblical texts and that texts gerenally emergefrom
classor group conflicts. However, he makesno attemptto apply either the
Eagletonianor the Jamesonianmethodologyin detail. In particular, more detailed and
nuancedconsiderationof the literary mode of production would have servedhis
argumentwell in a number of places.
Clines specifically seeksto broadenideological criticism beyond its Marxist roots.
By contrastwith Eagleton,he frequently adoptsa reader-response
He
perspective.
910

In Clines's own words:

Some[of the essaysin the volume] suggestit is a good idea to readthe Hebrew Bible from the
standpointof our own ideologies;someof them try to point out how foolish that can be. Someof them
attemptto exposethe uncritical complicity of modem readerswith the ideology of the ancienttexts, and
some,contrariwise, take issuewith the colonisation of the ancienttexts by alien modem ideologies
(Clines, InterestedParties, p. 18).
911The
but
it
Priorities',
84
is
from
Clines's,
'Possibilities
taken
and
p.
nonetheless sums up
quotation
the thrust of Interested Parties.

912The
phrases are first introduced
913As Eagleton
puts it:

in Interested Parties on pp. 26 and 191 respectively.

One reasonwhy moral judgments do not seemas solid asjudgments about the physical world is that we
live in a society where there are fundamentalconflicts of value. ... Becausewe cannot agreeat a
fundamentallevel, it is tempting to believe that valuesare somehowfree-floating - that moral judgments
falsehood.
We
be
truth
be
to
can
and
reasonablysure about whether Abraham
cannot subject criteria of
Lincoln was taller than four feet, but not about whetherthere are circumstancesin which it is permissible
in
the matter, however, is no reasonto assume
fact
The
kill.
that
at
any
consensus
arrive
cannot
to
we
that it is just a question of someunarguablepersonaloption or intuition (Eagleton,Ideology, p. 18).
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tendstowards a deconstructionistapproach,though he draws back from the brink of a
full-blown deconstructionismthat allows for no possibility of reconstructionor
Clines's
'bespoke',
however
interpretations,
is
to
stability.
overall aim
come up with
that are of value and relevanceto interpretativecommunities.
For Eagleton,the ethical standardsagainstwhich the text is to be evaluatedare
Marxist. Clines arguesthat readersmust bring to bear on the text their own personal
ideological convictions. Ordinary readersmust be set free from the ideological
holdings of the scholarly hegemonyas much as from ecclesiasticaldomination.
Ideological critique must be applied not just to the ancienttext but also to scholarly
interpretersand commentators,by a processof metacommentary.Indeed,Clines goes
914
far
describe
this task as a personal'crusade'. He arguesthat critique of the
so as to
interests
fellow
His
form
the
motives and
of
academicagenda.
scholarsmust
part of
'bespoke
interpretation',
however autobiographical,servesas an exposeof
essayon
commentarythat claims scholarly objectivity but is, in fact, customisedto the
for
hegemony,
it
bluntly,
to
the
to
prevailing scholarly
market place
or, put more
selling scholarly books.
Despitehis complaint that commentatorstell us little aboutthemselves,Clines offers
little
by
his
information;
is
he
us
way of autobiographical
own
nor
up-front about
high
it
he
When
his
the
presuppositionsand motivations.
suits
purpose, adopts moral
groundof studiedneutrality that he castigatesin others. There is a lurking suspicion
that much of his work is provocatively head-linegrabbing,material that will sell
books,deconstructionof traditional scholarly perspectiveswithout much real prospect
of reconstruction.
On balance,it should be acknowledgedthat Clines hasforegroundedissuesthat have
hitherto beenavoidedin the scholarly community. Like many of the other critics
whosework hasbeenreviewed above,he has exposedsignificant areasof false
in
has
'designs'
he
that texts
the
to
the
consciousness
alertedreaders
scholarly world,
(andcommentaries)have on them, and he has deconstructedalong fault-lines that
havebeenmaskedby the dominant tradition of interpretation. He also has made
for
faith
'interests'
the
the
the
to
of
and other
scope opening up
world of
academy
interpretativecommunities,over againstthe prevailing scholarly hegemony.
In many ways, however, Clinesian deconstructionis the easierpart of the task. It
remainsto be seenwhat reconstructionmay yet emergefrom Clines's pen in the
development
ongoing
of the ideological-critical tradition.

914

Clines, 1nterestedParties, p. 12.
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5.1 David Penchansky: The Ideological Stance of the Critic
A thought-provoking article is David Penchansky's'Up for Grabs,a Tentative
Proposalfor Doing Ideological Criticism'. 915Penchansky'stitle, 'Up for Grabs', is
because
'anarchic
feel' of the phraseand for its connotationsof
the
chosen
of
aggression.He explains:

I will examine the process of grabbing in literary activity.
I will engage in exegetical
...
activity ... to expose textual aggression in a particular passage. We also see this grabbing in
our own readings of texts. I will reflect on the process as well, a reflection commonly called
916
metacriticism.

Penchanskyfocuseson Judges2: 10-23,a passagethat he styles 'the deuteronomic
917
ideological
template', as setting out the
position of the deuteronomiceditor. For
Penchansky,'the Biblical text is not the story. It spins off storiesat the point of
918
between
One might add that the biblical text
the readerand the text'
contact
.
ideological
representsone particular
encodingof an existing story that was already
known
in
folk-culture
day.
To
Penchansky's
the
the
well
of
adapt
metaphorslightly,
the text takesup an existing story that is centralto popular ideology and 'spins off
new stories(or storieswith a new 'spin') 'at the point of contactbetweenthe reader
andthe text'.
From this particular text, Penchanskyderivesthree 'stories': the textual, the critical,
andthe metacritical. The textual story consistsof the theological sequence:departure
from Yahweh, enemyoppression,appealto Yahweh, delivery by a judge.
Penchanskydescribesthis as a 'boring schema,meantto determineour reading of
subsequentpassages'.As an illustration, he takesthe Ehud / Eglon story in Judges3,
'originally told
to engenderjingoistic hatredand feelings of superiority over the
...
Moabites' but convertedby the 'deuteronomictemplate' into a 'moral tale about
Yahweh's graciousdeliveranceof Israel'.
Penchanskyassumesthat the Ehud / Eglon story has an oral prehistory with a distinct
ideology, which is then 'subjugated' or 'grabbed' by that of the editor. Arguably,
915David Penchansky,'Up for Grabs: a Tentative Proposal for Doing Ideological Criticism', Semeia59
(1992), pp. 35-42. For other examplesof Penchansky'swork, seehis Betrayal of God (which is
summarisedabove in footnote 666, p. 149); and The Politics ofBiblical Theology (Macon: Mercer
University Press, 1995).
916
Penchansky,'Up for Grabs', p. 35.
9" This contrasts with Mark Brett's view (see above, pp. 175-76) that the editorial ideology is not
in
but
in
be
located
the selectivity of source material.
editorial additions and comments
primarily to
9" Penchansky,'Up for Grabs', p. 35 (my emphasis).
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however, the somewhatcrude Ehud story sits more uneasily with the 'deuteronomic
template' than Penchanskyallows. It would have beeninterestingfor Penchanskyto
developthis not as ideological subjugationbut as a clash of ideologiesbetweenthe
(albeit hypothetical) earlier sourceand the later editorial perspective. An ideological
be
deliberately
by
/
clashmay
allowed an author editor as creativetension, as a
ideological
be
It
synergyof
perspectives. neednot necessarily 'textual aggression'.
According to Penchansky,the foremost tactical device usedby the deuteronomic
is
editor generalisation. The chronology is indeterminate,using words such as
919
'whenever'. The text usesgeneraliseddesignationssuchas 'Israelites' rather than
individual tribes or clans and refers to 'oppressors'rather than naming particular
groups,abstractingthe plot from any specific historical context. Penchanskyargues:
Such abstractionsare coercive. They seekto tell us, in the most general way possible, what
will happenin every concrete situation. They therefore compel commitment to a particular
ideology, a carefully managedway to define the world. 920

Penchansky'scommentson the ideological useof generalisation are perceptive. In
Northern Ireland, we know well the tendencyof the media to generalisethe attitudes
of vocal minority groupsto imply that all Northern Ireland peoplethink the sameway.
No doubt generalisationof this sort servesmany a propagandapurposeacrossthe
921
world, though, presumably,generalisationcan be usedto reinforce a positive as
impression.
An exampleof the latter might be generalisationsof
well as a negative
the United Statesas a liberal and prosperousdemocracy,maskingthe racial tensions
and the poverty that also exist.
Penchanskyconcludesthis sectionas follows:

The 'deuteronomic template' is meant to be an invisible reading strategy, shaping the reading
of the later stories while the reader remains unaware that she is being manipulated. ... The
ideological material
be exposed by examining the cracks or fault lines in the text. In
may
...
the case of this text, the primary fault line ties between the deuteronomic template and the
922
it
interpret.
texts seeks to

On first reading,Penchanskyseemssomewhatto over-eggthe pudding. Terms like
6coercion' and the 'magnitude of the [editor's] effort' and the claim that the editor's
purposewas 'self-consciously polemic' seemover-the-topfor what Penchanskyhad
earlier describedas a 'boring schema'in which the author-editorhas openly outlined
his ideological stance. The reasonfor the exaggeratedstrengthof Penchansky's
language,however, becomesclearerwhen he turns to the critical story.

9'9Particular grammatical devices in Hebrew used to createthis effect are illustrated by Penchanskyon
pio37.
Penchansky,'Up for Grabs', p. 37.
92'At a more local level, I know of a situation where an inner-city congregationwas persuadedto allow
local children from a different community background to play football and other gamesin the Church
in
district.
When vandalism to Church
lack
the
the
to
of safe play-areas
grounds- as a response
property increased,those in the congregation opposedto this policy made statementslike: "This is
typical of those people. You allowed them to play in the church grounds: and look at the thanks you
knew
"
Those
damaged
this
Thej,
making
allegation
perfectly well that the
property.
our
got.
came and
but
different
the use of the generalising words 'them'
people
the
groups
of
children and
vandals were
device
discredit
large.
to
that
particular
'they'
community
propaganda
at
as
a
and
used
were
922Penchansky,'Up for Grabs', p. 38.
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Penchanskyacknowledgesthat, when he was espousingthe role of objective critic, he
in
fact,
far
from
dislike
foregrounds
his
this
He
was,
of
objective.
personal
now
particular text, which he regardsas 'an attemptto hermetically seal Israel923
against
influence,
He
by
framework'
historical
interpretive
outside
meansof a rigid
comments:
Although I might claim to be presenting 'just the text'
I
concealing
am
not,
or
consciously
...
or clouding over elementsthat do not fit my thesis. ... For instance, when I railed against the
abstracting nature of the text, I neglectedto highlight the onepart of the text that remains
924
high
degree
concrete and generates a
of empathy.

Penchanskyconcludes:

Interpretation is as much a reflection of the reader / interpreter, her social / cultural / political
sexual / racial / economic milieu, as it is of the text. There is no reliable way to separate out
that part of the readingfrom the 'actual' [text]. 925

Thereis, however, one more story to be told, the metacritical story:

I made a frightening observation during my consideration of this text. I realised that the sins
of the Deuteronomist are exactly my own. I too put forward a template, a reading strategy,
and seek through persuasion to influence others to read texts my way. My intentions too are
ideological and concealed. 926

927
How can this barrier be overcomeso as to enableobjective interpretation?
Penchanskyrejectsas futile any attemptto eliminate the ideological elementin
by
imposing
'ever harsherrestrictions' on the critic.
criticism
simply

His suggestionis that the commentatorshould write 'under erasure',a phrasethat he
hastaken from Derrida. Derrida actually had his printers indicate statementsunder
erasureby meansof a word with crossedlines through it. Penchanskydoesnot seek
to do this literally but observesthat interpretativeassertionsmay be declaredas 'under
erasure'when they spring from 'an awarenessand willingness to confessone's
double-dealing,and thereforealways making qualified critical judgements'. His
conclusionis:
I would suggestthat this three-fold processservesas an effective and important way to read
928
I
texts. say this under erasure!

Put in other terms, ideological criticism must always be accompaniedby a self-critical
metacriticism,the latter 'under erasure',though one might commentthat sucha
metacriticalprocesscould be repeatedad infinitum!
It would be interestingto go further and to apply this conceptof writing 'under
erasure'to the biblical text itself. Did the redactorsof biblical texts themselves
ideological
interpretative
in
'under
to
their
the
text
embedcomments
clues
erasure'
as
be
An
'under
perspective?
exampleof an editorial expression
erasure'might Judges
929
2.239 which, arguably,runs counterto the standardDeuteronomicline.
923

Penchansky,'Up for Grabs', p. 39.
924Penchansky,'Up for Grabs', p. 39 (my emphasis). The 'concrete' section in question is vv 15-18.
925Penchansky,'Up for Grabs', p. 40 (my emphasis).
926Penchansky,'Up for Grabs', p. 40. Penchanskycomments elsewhere:
Theideologicalcritic recognises
thatthe actof interpretationis a political act andthosewho have
institutions.
in
There
is
interpretation
the
various
the
such
much
power
no
wield
controlled reinsof
...
Politics,p. 27).
thing asvalue-freeor objectiveinterpretation(Penchansky,
927Of
interpretation'
but
'an
is
thing
text
there
a
as
objective
of
such
presumably
no
ultimately
course,
Penchanskyis seeking a methodology that increasesthe level of objectivity.
928
Penchansky,'Up for Grabs', p. 40.
929'So the LORD allowed those nations to remain in the land; he did not give Joshuavictory over
them, nor did he drive them out soon after Joshua'sdeath' (GNB).
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Penchanskydemonstratesthat an important task of the ideological critic is to unmask
situationswhere a later editorial processhas impressedits ideology on earlier texts.
This phenomenonis clearly of considerablesignificancein Biblical Studies,since a
large proportion of the biblical material has reachedits final form by a complex
by
be
This
Penchansky,
editorial process.
process,maintains
can elucidated attention
to the 'cracks' and 'fault lines' in the text, though it is a pity that he hasnot elaborated
by
detected.
He
be
lines'
'cracks'
'fault
the
the
might
on
process which
might
and
have
ideological
identifying
is
itself
that
also
acknowledged
an
earlier sources
minefield that restson scholarly assumptionsas to text formation and rhetorical
technique. Useful also would have beendiscussionof the effect of deliberateclash of
different ideologiesin the processof text formation.
Penchansky'soverall thesis is that ideological criticism must involve a significant
elementof metacriticism that is not just an appendixto the process. However, a
difficulty with the up-front declarationby the critic of her ideological prejudices,
undererasureor otherwise,is that much of our ideological inheritanceis unconscious.
Furthermore,by drawing attentionto one aspectof his ideological perspective,the
critic may, deliberately or otherwise,deflect the reader'sattention from anotheraspect
that is the real hidden agendaof the interpretativeprocess. Possibly,the way forward
is for the metacritical elementto be conductedby a third party, for criticism to be
subjectedto somesort of 'ideological peer review', perhapseven included as part of
the eventualpublication!
In the end, rather than indulge in what theoretically might becomean infinite process
of metacommentaryon the metacommentary,it is bestto stressthat one critic's
commentarymust always standin juxtaposition and tensionwith others,so that in
Penchansky'sown words:
The richest reading of a text, then, is not the one that can most effectively defend a particular
9'0
but
hear
in
juxtaposition.
angle of vision,
one that can
a number of perspectives

One attemptto achievethis kind of synthesisis the collaborativework of the Bible
931
Cultural
is
below.
Collective,
Postmodern
Bible
and
reviewed
whose

5.2 Stephen Fowl: Do texts have ideologies?
932

In 'Texts Don't Have Ideologies', StephenFowl takes issuewith the wide rangeof
ideologY933
from
in
inherent
the time of
text
the
scholarswho speak
of
as
a
property
934
its production. Fowl acknowledgesthat 'those who producedthe biblical texts
930

Penchansky,'Up for Grabs', p. 35.
931
Seebelow, pp. 222-43.
932StephenE. Fowl, 'Texts Don't Have Ideologies', Biblical Interpretation 3.1 (1995), pp. 15-34.
933For the
he
believes
ideology,
be
definition
Fowl
his
to
this
which
of
offers
argument,
sake of
reasonablynon-controversial:
in
is
beliefs,
that
related
certainspecifiablewaysto
attitudes,
convictions
and
collectionof
a consensual
(Fowl,
'Texts
Don't
Have
practices
artifacts
and
political,
and
material
social,
of
a wholerange
17).
Ideologies',
p.
93
' For a general discussion of this issue (outside of Biblical Studies) seeChristopher Hampton, The
Ideology of the Text (Milton Keynes: Open University Press, 1990).
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shapedthem in the light of their own economic,ethnic. social, or genderbased
interes&. 935However, he questionsthe legitimacy of referring to an author's 'racism,
androcentrism,or elitism' as aproperty of the text, suchthat the text 'has* an
936
ideology. However, Fowl oversimplifies the issuefrom the outset: for. as Eagleton
hasmadeclear, the ideology of the text is significantly more complex than a simple
937
expressionof authorial ideology.
Fowl resistsany view of the text as: *a relatively stableelementinto which an author
hides,
inserts,
or dissolves ... ideologiesand meanings', so that 'the task of the critic
is to dig out, uncover,or distil thesepropertiesfrom it'. 938Again, his analogy is
be
An
Eagletonian,
oversimplified.
alternative,
analogywould of the warp and the
in
woof, which the warp representsthefixed elementsof Mode of Production and
GeneralIdeology into which the woof of Authorial Ideology is woven to producethe
Ideology of the Text.
Fowl's reasoning is largely an argument by analogy from the question as to whether
texts have meaning: just as the author's intention is no longer re garded as the meaning
39
ideology
is
ideology
Reference
to the
the
text.
the
of a text, so the author's
not
of
*ideology of the text', just like reference to the 'meaning of the text, is, for Fowl, a
kind of loose or shorthand speaking that 'introduces a whole range of conceptual
940
confusions'.

Fowl takesthe Abraham 'story' as a casestudy. He seeksto illustrate 'the variety of
Abraham
has
been
the
ways
story
read and the various ideological interestswhich
94
1
by
shapeand are shaped suchreadings'. He presupposesthat the Abraham story
originatedas a 'discrete ancestralstory' of one segmentof the population over and
againstthosewho adheredto storiesabout Isaacor Jacob. When the storiesof
Abraham,Isaac,and Jacobwere eventually integratedinto the book of Genesis,the
Abrahamstory was utilised for a quite different ideological purpose,serving to
935Fowl,'Texts Don't Have Ideologies', 15.
p.
936He cites both Iturneleng Mosala and the feminist
scholar, SandraSchneiders,as exemplars of this
approach. Mosala regardsbiblical texts as 'products, records and sites of social, historical, cultural,
gender,racial, and ideological struggles, which 'radically and indelibly bear the marks of their origins
and history' (Mosala, Biblical Hermeneutics,p. 30). Schneidersinsists that 'the biblical text itself is
ideologically biased against women' (Sandra Schneiders,The Revelatory Text [San Francisco: Harper
Collins, 19911).
93'Eagleton defines 'the ideology of the text'
as:
the productof an aestheticworkingof GeneralIdeologyasthat ideologyis itself workedand'produced'
by an over-determination
factors(Eagleton,CriticismandIdeology,p. 59).
of authorial-biographical
938Fowl, 'Texts Don't Have Ideologies', p. 16.
939 Fowl refers to a previous
article in which he had argued against 'confused notions of textual
meaning', namely, StephenE. Fowl, 'The Ethics of Interpretation, or. What's Left over after the
Elimination of Meaning' in D. J.A Clines, S.E. Fowl, and S.E. Porter (eds.), TheBible in Three
Dimensions: Essaysin Celebration offorty YearsofBiblical Studies in the University ofSheffield
(JSOTSup.87; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1990),pp. 379-98. In this article, Fowl had
discussedthe issue of whether texts can be said to have meaning. However. he does not seekto
establishthat the analogy between 'meaning' and 'ideology' holds - or whether, perhaps,it holds only
Stout,
is
influence
Jeffrey
Fowl
'What
the Meaning of a Text?', Yew
the
of
partially.
acknowledges
Literaýv History 14 (1982), pp. 1-12.
940Fowl, 'Texts Don't Have Ideologies', p. 15-16. He continues:
Droppingthe ideathattextshaveideologiesNvillallow us to think in clearermoreproductive\Naysabout
between
textsandsocialpracticesandabouthow onemight alter
the
texts,
relationships
about
particular
biblical
by
(especially
texts
texts).
particular
the socialpracticesunderwritten
941Fowl, 'Texts Don't Have Ideologies', pp. 18-29 (my emphasis).
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942
initial
the
the
Israelite
The
the
cement
of
tribal
unity of
producers
confederation.
stories were interestedin excluding the Isaacand Jacobgroups,whereasthe later
integratedtext usedthe stories to unite divergent groups. Fowl arguesthat neither the
ideological concernsof those who originally producedthe storiesnor the concernsof
943
later
integratedthem are 'properties of the stories themselves'.
thosewho
Ideology, he thereforemaintains, is not inherent in the text.
944
Fowl next discussesthe later use of Abraham in Deutero-Isaiahand Ezekiel to
945
'competing
interests
jumps
He
the
then
the
support
severalcenturiesto
of
exiles'.
Philo's usage,where the storiesservea strategy'of universalisingthe appealof
Judaismto non-JewishAlexandrians' and of 'subordinatingHellenistic cultural ideals
946
to scripture'. Clearly, the ideological interests'which shapeand are shaped'by
Philo's useof the stories are vastly different ftom thosewhich operatedamongthe
Israelites.
early
947

Moving to the New Testament,Fowl discussesPaul's useof the Abraham material
,

which reflects a new range of ideological interests. Paul particularly uses the
Abraham story to illustrate that Gentiles are to be included with Jews in the 'Israel of
God'. Looking beyond the New Testament, he then considers the contrasting work of
948
Justin Martyr,
have
'Christians
the
that
whose reading canvasses
supplanted
view
Jews as-the people of God'. 949
Having demonstrated that the story of Abraham has been viewed from several quite
discontinuous ideological perspectives, Fowl catalogues the difficulties that he
in
ideology'.
'if
having
The main
talking
text
perceives one persists
about a
an
is:
ideologically
'Which
loaded
interpretations
Abraham
these
question
of
of
other
or
is the ideology of the textT He rejects any claim that it is 'the ideological interests at
950
in
focus
ideology
If
the
the
text'.
the
text
that
the
work
production of a
count as
of
is to be on the original production of the text, what are we to make of Philo, Paul,
Justin, and the rest? 'Have they misunderstood the ideology of the Abraham story in
GenesisT he asks. 'Have they been subtly taken over by the text's ideology? Have
95
1
distorted
it
is:
it?,
Fowl's
they
or violated
conclusion
It becomesvery clumsy and difficult to continue to talk about a text's ideology in the same
better
it
is
difficult
We
to
talk
text's
need a
way of
meaning. ...
way
clumsy and
about a
952
by
bad
issues
becoming
thinking and talking about these
vocabulary.
muddled a
without

942Clearly, Fowl's reconstruction is dependenton a range of questionableassumptions,not least that
there ever was a 'tribal confederation'. However, such issuesdo not materially affect the line of
argument.
943
Fowl, 'Texts Don't Have Ideologies', p. 19.
944
Isaiah 51.1-5 and Ezekiel 3.23-24.
945Fowl, 'Texts Don't Have Ideologies', p. 19 (seenote 11).
946Fowl, 'Texts Don't Have Ideologies', pp. 19-22. For Philo, Abraham servesas 'an archetypical
exemplar of wisdom, virtue, and piety ... the prototypical stoic'. In his discussion of Philo, Fowl
draws primarily from David Dawson, Allegorical Readings and Cultural Revision in Ancient
Alexandria (Berkley: University of California Press, 1992).
947Fowl, 'Texts Don't Have Ideologies', pp. 22-26.
948Fowl, 'Texts Don't Have Ideologies', pp. 26-28.
949Fowl,'Texts Don't Have Ideologies', p. 26 (my emphasis).
9'0He insists, 'I do not know of any persuasiveargument to support the valorization of this
...
Don't
Have
Ideologies',
29).
(Fowl,
'Texts
history'
in
text's
p.
particular point a
!1 Fowl, 'Texts Don't Have Ideologies', p. 29.
952Fowl, 'Texts Don't Have Ideologies', pp. 30-3 1. Fowl arguesthat if we avoid the phrase 'the
ideology of the text', we will have greater conceptual clarity in investigating the 'relationships between
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However, Fowl's analysiscontainsa number of seriousflaws. He is over-dependent
have
Do
between
ideologiesT
have
texts
the
'Do
the questions,, texts
on
analogy
and
is
it.
It
He
fully
does
but
be
this
at
meaningsT
explore
assumes analogyto valid
not
best an oversimplification.
Furthermore,Fowl's own use of terminology is imprecise. He frequently usesthe
'story
Sometimes,
be
Abraham'.
More
'stories'.
the
phrase
of
correct might
referenceseemsmore to the character of Abraham rather than to the story.
Even more problematic is the fact that Fowl usesthe words 'story' and 'text' almost
interchangeably(as I have soughtto illustrate by highlighting theseterms in the above
between
fails
Fowl's
distinction
Fowl
the story of
to
summaryof
argument).
make a
Abrahamand the various textsin which that story hasbeenencoded. A text may take
known
a well
story and encodeit with a new and original 'spin'. The questionthat
Fowl posesis whether texts have ideologiesbut the questionthat he actually discusses
is whetherthe Abraham story has an inherent ideology. The two are quite different.
It is true that, acrossthe centuries,the stories of Abrahamhave beenpressedinto
servinga variety of ideological agendas,not all of them compatible. But eachof these
has
authors
produceda different text, eachpossessingits own ideology, its own grain.
The author of the 'original' pre-Genesissource-textmay well have usedthe stories to
953
encodean exclusivist ideology. That original text, if we had it, could be said to
haveencodedan exclusivist ideology. If the producerof the final form of Genesishas
later pressedthe story into the serviceof a different, unifying, ideological agenda,
then he hasproduceda quite distinct text, inscribedwith a quite different ideology,
eventhough tracesof the ideology of an underlying source-textmay still be
discernableand amenableto ideological-critical investigation.
When it comesto Philo, Paul, and Justin Martyr, theseauthorshave undoubtedlyused
Abrahamstories in quite distinctive ways; but this is quite different from saying that
they have ascribeda new or different ideology to the Genesistext. Rather,they have
engagedthe text of Genesiswith a new context and have producednew texts,each
its
inherent
its
interpretative
ideology,
its
with
own
own grain, and own subsequent
history. We can legitimately compareand contrastthe ideology inherent in the
954
'parent' Genesistext with the ideology of eachthe subsequent'child' texts.

ideology, textual production / interpretation and the practices such interpretations underwrite by
examining specific phasesin the interpretative life of particular texts'. There is nothing in this, he
maintains, which underminesthose scholarswhose preoccupation is, quite legitimately, with the
he
However,
terminological
texts.
precision, maintains, will aid those who seek
original production of
32).
Have
(Fowl,
Don't
Ideologies',
interpretation
'Texts
history
the
p.
an overview of
of
If Fowl is right that it is 'muddled' to speakof texts as having ideology, then presumably it is equally
inappropriateto speakof texts as having grain, as in the usage,among others, of Eagleton, Mosala and
Clines.
9531usethe word 'text' here for convenience. The argument would still hold if this hypothetical
original version of the story was an oral rather than a written composition.
954A text may of course inherit something of the ideological perspectiveof a predecessortext, just as a
being
inherit
and
personality
while
still
a quite distinct and
child may
aspectsof a parent's appearance
independentpersonage. The texts of Paul, Philo, and Justin Martyr may bear traces of the ideology of
the parent Genesistext, but they are nonethelessquite independenttexts, each with its own distinctive
ideology, and each with its own distinctive interpretative tradition.
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At one point Fowl seemsto anticipatethis objection to his thesis:

An alternative strategy might be to claim that texts have ideologies and it is simply the case
that each of these interpretations of Abraham is a different text. There is no one text of
Genesis. Each interpretation of Genesisis its own text and such texts clearly have
ideologies.9"

Fowl rightly rejects as impractical the view that every reading of an individual text is
in itself a new text. Each reading is a different 'performance' of the text rather than a
different text. It would not be useful to regardthe text of Genesisas read by Paul as a
different text from the text of Genesisas readby Philo so that 'there is no one text of
Genesis'.
This is not the point I am making, however. Fowl hasnot compareddifferent
readingsof the Genesistext. He has comparedthe usemadeof the stories of
Abrahamin a seriesof quite different texts. Genesis,Deutero-Isaiah,Ezekiel, the
PaulineEpistles,and the writings of Philo and of Justin Martyr are all distinct texts.
Eachhasusedthe storylies of Abraham to servea different ideological agenda,
though undoubtedlywith significant inter-textual influences,from Genesisonwards.
Eachnew text may (consciouslyor unconsciously)havepreservedsomethingof the
ideology of the parent Genesistext and / or other predecessortexts in the tradition: but
they are still independent,autonomoustexts, eachwith its own complex ideology,
producedas a result of the engagementof the textual tradition with a new context of
ideological struggle. They eachgive a new 'spin' to the Abrahamstory.
It thereforeseemsto me that Fowl has far from established956that it is invalid, or even
(.muddled', to usethe phrase'the ideology of the text'. 957Texts do emergefrom the
circumstancesof their production with an inherentideology, with a distinctive 'grain'.
As Gottwald, Mosala, West and othershave ably contended,'misappropriatinga
biblical text by failing to detectits ideological grain' can, in fact, be 'dangerous', in
958
enablingtexts to reinforce oppression. That doesnot meanthat we unnecessarily
959
interpretative
history. The ongoing process
privilege the earliestphaseof a text's
955Fowl, 'Texts Don't Have Ideologies', 30.
p.
956In fact, at the outset of the
his
by
he
Fowl
that
thesis
article,
qualifies
stating
cannot 'demonstrate
that texts do not have ideologies'. Rather he makes the more modest claim that, 'if one insists on
talking as if texts have ideologies, then one also has to hold a whole range of other inelegant, awkward,
or incoherentpositions' and that 'dropping the idea that texts have ideologies will allow us to think in
clearer,more productive ways about particular texts, about the relationships betweentexts and social
practicesunderwritten by particular texts' (Fowl, 'Texts Don't Have Ideologies', p. 16). Despite this
initial disclaimer, however, most of Fowl's article is, in fact, gearedto establishingthat it is not valid to
speakof texts having ideologies. Even as regards his more modest claim, I remain unconvinced, for
the reasonsstated. For a more generousassessmentof Fowl on the latter point, seeWest, 'Gauging the
Grain', pp. 79-80.
957It is worth
noting that David Clines, in a footnote in Interested Parties, acknowledgessome merit in
the point made by StephenFowl that texts as such do not 'have' ideologies any more than they 'have'
meanings(Clines, Interested Parties, p. 17, note 17). Clines addsthe view that strictly speaking
writers do not have ideologies either: rather 'ideologies have writers'! However, despitethis footnote
caveat,Clines continues to make heuristic use of the phrase, 'the ideology of the text'.
I also accept something of the caveat soundedby A. K. M. Adam, when he saysthat we will have 'to
deal delicately with the tendency to assumethat ideologies can abide within texts'; and to remember
that 'the people who inscribe texts, the social groups that preservetexts, and the people and groups that
read texts, teach, think, select, and interpret ideologically' (Adam, PostmodernBiblical Criticism, p.
53.
958West, 'Gauging the Grain', p. 88. Seealso West, Biblical Hermeneutics,pp. 140-146.
959Fowl
makes a strong caseagainst over-privileging the earliest phasesof a text's history of
interpretation. Gerald West, however, arguesdifferently:
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of engagementof the ideology of the text with the ideology of successivegenerations
of readersand interpretersis certainly a legitimate object of scholarly attention; but
that very processof ongoing engagementis only possible if the text has an ideological
in
first
the
grain
place.
However, Fowl makesone significant caveatthat should not be overlooked. He
remindsus that hardly anything is known about the original production of the Genesis
text. It is very difficult to 'read back from an ancienttextual artifact to the ideological
interestsbehind its production'. Theoriesabout the author can actually have the effect
illegitimately
'ideologising' the text. M. D. Carroll R. similarly warns againsta glib
of
useof the phrase'the ideology of the text' and in particular againstthe tendencyfor
960
commentatorsto readtheir own ideology back into the text.
Nonetheless,it has seemedalmost self-evidentto a rangeof biblical scholars961that
texts do emergefrom the phaseof their initial production with a definite 'grain',
inscribedwith detectablesigns,or scars,of the ideological strugglesfrom which they
haveemerged.962Robert Carroll offers what may be helpful clarification when he
observes:'Some ... writers deny that texts have ideologies;I think I would prefer to
963
ideology'.
It has seemedvalid and useful, certainly
saythat texts contain traces of
heuristic,to be able to discusswhether a later readeror interpreter,ancientor modem,
is readingwith or againstthe 'grain' that is inherent in the text. This is especiallyso
in the light of commentssuchas the well known claim by Mosala that texts with
ideological roots in oppressivepractices'cannot be totally tamedor subvertedinto
liberative texts'.
It shouldbe noted that Fowl particularly directs his argumentagainstthosewho claim
that the ideology of a text is 'irredeemable':
Marginalized sectorsof a society have a legitimate interest in both the ideological usesto which a text is
and hasbeenput and the ideological aims of the text's author or of its production. ... Becausefor
biblical scholarsthe most important phasesof a particular text's interpretativelife are those initial phases
associatedwith the production and first receptionof biblical texts ... we who work with the poor and the
marginalizedcannotpen-nittheseinitial phasesto remain uncontested(West, 'Gauging the Grain', p.
87).
960Carroll R., Rethinking Contexts,
p. 163. He continues:
More circumspectapproacheswould acknowledgejust how difficult it is to ascertainsolid enough
information from within and outside a text to identify its possible ideology (the issueof available data)
and would also recognisethat there is no transparentand neat connectionbetweenthe ideology and the
producersof the text and what is actually 'put down on paper' (the issueof theory). ... Is our discovery
of a text's ideology simply anotherself-projection upon the text? (Carroll R., Rethinking Contexts,p.
163).
96
For example, David Clines writes:
Writers do not, on the whole, write their textsjust for the fun of it: they have a caseto put, an argument
to advance,an opponentto overcome. The text is a realisation of their ideology, a performanceof
...
their investmentin their ideology; one could saythat their ideology is inscribed in their texts (Clines,
InterestedParties, p. 23).
Clines also observes:
Readingagainstthe grain implies that there is a grain. It implies that texts have designson their readers
and wish to persuadethem of somethingor other. It implies that there are ideologies inscribed in texts
and that the readersimplied by the texts sharethe texts' ideologies(Clines, InterestedParties, p. 207).
Terry Eagleton, however, draws attention to the complexity of the issue:
Ideology pre-existsthe text; but the ideology of the text defines,operates,and constitutesthat ideology in
ways unpremeditated,so to speak,by ideology itself (Eagleton,Criticism and Ideology, p. 870).
962Mosala, Biblical Hermeneutics,
p. 30.
963Carroll, 'Infinity
(my
A
28
be
Traces',
that a disease or
analogy
p.
emphasis).
useful
might
of
poison can leave traces in the body, antibodies for example, which enable medical experts to diagnose
the original disease or toxin long after the outward effects of the ailment have disappeared.
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We will need to stop talking about texts as hopelessly or irredeemably racist or patriarchal or
elitist ... The history of interpretation of Abraham's story should make it clear to us that --texts can both shapeand be shapedby a wide (and sometimesincompatible) variety of social,
If we find that the
material, political, and theological practices and convictions.
...
conventional reading of a text helps to underwrite racism, we can offer a counter-reading
which resists racism. ... We needto recognisethat the qualifiers 'hopeless' or 'irredeemable'
imagination and not commentsabout a text's
are really statementsabout the
extent
our
of
...
964
character.

Tina Pippin dismissively rejectsthis line of argumentas deriving from prejudice by
Fowl againstThird-World readings. Sheobserves:'Fowl doesideological criticism
from a position of privilege, putting ideological criticism back into the control of
965
white male scholars'. In fact, however, Fowl's article makesno generalcritique of
Third-World scholarshipand specifically cites only Mosala and Schneidersamong
Third-World scholars. His critique is aimed againsta wide constituencyof 'feminists,
Marxists, liberation theologians,and other interestedparties', many of whom are
966
white, western,males. He acknowledgesthat 'those who producedthe biblical
texts shapedthem in the light of their own economic,ethnic, social or genderbased
interests".967He is not defendingthe 'innocence' of the text, nor is he denying that
texts have significant ideological associations.He is simply questioningwhetherthe
ideological factors associatedwith the initial Phaseof the text's production are
described
appropriately
as 'the ideology of the text'. He wishesto avoid what he
regardsas ten-ninologicalconfusion and to find 'a better way of thinking and talking
968
issues'),
aboutthese
so that we might seek'to alter the social practicesunderwritten
by particular texts (especiallybiblical texts)' 969He stressesthe importanceof
.
scholarlyevaluationof the ongoing interpretativetradition, as much a causeof
oppressionas anything in the initial phaseof the text's production. He callsfor a new
engagementwith the text that will conftont rather than undergird 'racism'and other
forms of oppression.
Pippin may be right in pointing to what sheregardsas a dangerousconsequenceof a
have
ideologies.
However, shedoesnot seekto engagewith
that
texts
claim
no
Fowl's argument:shesimply dismisseshis thesison ideological grounds. Her
is
criticism greatly overstatedand clearly reflects her own ideological sensitivity:

If biblical texts have no ideologies, then they are all redeemable, regardless of the violence of
the text and its interpretative history. The colonizer can retain power and control over the
colonized because the biblical text is 'innocent'. Therefore the cries of the colonised, like
Mosala, Sugirtharajah, and certain feminists that the text is not innocent can be ignored or
deemed as so much ideologising of the biblical text. At this stage in ideological criticism, the
post-colonialist is standing face to face with the colonizer. The colonizer is still embedded in a
system of privilege even if the colonizer has experienced a liberal conscientization towards
970
post-colonial thought.

As a while, male, western scholarit is hard to engagewith Pippin's critique. By
definition, sheexcludesfrom ideological criticism thoseof us who write from a
position of privilege, no matter how much we may have 'experienceda liberal
964

Fowl, 'Texts Don't Have Ideologies', pp. 32-33 (my emphasis).
965
Pippin, 'Ideology', p. 59
%6
Fowl, 'Texts Don't Have Ideologies', p. 15.
967
Fowl, 'Texts Don't Have Ideologies', p. 15.
968
Fowl, 'Texts Don't Have Ideologies', p. 31
%9
Fowl, 'Texts Don't Have Ideologies', p. 16.
970
Pippin, 'Ideology', p. 59
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conscientization'. However,,it hasto be said that Pippin's sweepingideological
'foul"
Fowl's
is
fair.
is
There
to
rejection of
a need cry
position neither nuancednor
While I do not myself agreewith Fowl's claim that texts cannotbe said to 'have'
ideologies,Pippin's (in my view) over-the-topreactionto Fowl's article, coming from
indication
is
insightful
in
her
a scholarnormally measuredand
critique, a significant
of the ideological nature of ideological criticism!

5.3 Robert Carroll and Ideologiekritik
A name particularly associated with Ideologiekritik (as he preferred to call it)971is
972
Robert Carroll
There now follows consideration of three of his series of articles in
.
the Journal ofNorthwest Semitic Languages (1993-98). These articles are not so
much attempts to put ideological criticism into practice but to raise a variety of
issues
significant questions and
as to the nature of ideological criticism.

The first in this seriesof articles dealswith the ideological factors involved in Bible
translation. This is an important topic; but as it is somewhatat a tangentto the main
thrust of this presentvolume, fuller discussionof this article is given below in an
973
appendix. This whole areaof Bible translation,ancientand modem, is capableof
further
development. Specific ideological-critical techniquescould
substantial
illuminate comparisonsamong(for example)the MT, the LYX, and other ancient
versions. In the modem world, there is clearly scopefor investigatingthe influence of
the ideological holdings of translating groups,especiallythe issuesthat arise when
First-Word translatorstranslatefor Third-World communities. Closely relatedto
translationare the issuesraisedby Carroll in his secondarticle on 'Representation'.

5.31 'On Representation in the Bible: an Ideologiekritik Approach

9974

Carroll's basicpremisein this article is summedup as follows:
971In later
a
publication, Carroll refers to Ideologiekritik as 'a formidable poststructuralist approach to
reading the Bible' (Carroll, Poststructuralist Approaches, p. 54, my emphasis). In fact, however,
ideological criticism predates poststructuralism.
972Other
ideology
by
Carroll
Robert
to
the
that
subject of
more general early publications
relate
include: 'The Myth of the Empty Land'; 'Ideology'; and 'Textual Strategies and Ideology in the
Second Temple Period' in Davies (ed. ), Second Temple Studies, vol. 1, pp. 108-24.
973See Robert P. Carroll, 'As Seeing the Invisible: Ideology in Bible Translation', Journal of
Northwest Semitic Languages 19 (1993), pp. 79-93 and the discussion below, appendix 3, pp. 277-79.
The fifth article in the series, not reviewed here, also for reasons of space, is Robert P. Carroll,
'Biblical Ideolatry: Ideologiekritik, Biblical Studies, and the Problematics of Ideology', Journal of
Northwest Semitic Languages 24.1 (1998), pp. 10 1- 114.
974Robert P. Carroll, 'On Representation in the Bible', Journal ofNorthwest Semitic Languages 20.2
(1995), pp. 1- 15. For another approach to 'literary representation' in the Bible see: David Jobling,
'Forced Labour: Solomon's Golden Age and the Question of Literary Representation', Semeia 54
(199 1), pp. 57-76. For an excellent summary discussion of the notion of 'representation' in general
literary criticism, see W. J.T. Mitchell, 'Representation' in Lentricchia and McLaughlin (eds.), Critical
Terms, pp. 11-22.
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But
In so-called objective reality
the
happen
to
there are things and events which
people.
...
moment anyone attemptsto describe or representin speechor writing ... rhetoric and
facts
insisted,
'no
Nietzsche
It is not so much
only
representationenter the lists.
as
...
...
interpretations'; but when we try to representthings
by meansof languagea lot of slippage
...
We sometimesentertain the delusion that speechand languageare like a
takes place.
...
camera ... so that statements,whether written or oral, are like 'snaps', reproducing in hard
975
interpretation.
outline, and without

Carroll calls for more discussionon the natureof linguistic representation. 'Because
biblical
he
'
'often
of ecclesiasticalcommitments,
commentatorsrepresent
maintains,
discourseas if it were fundamentaltruth rather than linguistic representation'.
Furthermore,readersand writers often 'internalise what is read in the Bible and then
it
in
reproduce ... their own language':

As a shaping force in the evolution and construction of Western Europeancivilisation
the
...
Bible has already left many ideological traceson our culture.
Our languagesand literatures
...
have internalised biblical tropes and figures, values andjudgments, making them our own in
various transformed ways. ... But the long history of such internalised reception has tended
to blind us to the practice of reproducing biblical representationsas if they were other than the
976
driven
from
time-conditioned, culturally
tropes of specific writers
ancient times.

Carroll illustrateshis point by a long extract from Andersenand Freedman's
977
Hosea,
commentaryon
which claims that 'the perversionof sex, and an excessive
it,
preoccupationwith are common factors in Canaanitereligion'. Thesetwo 'facts'
derived
both
from
Exodus
22.17
Hosea
1.2
then
are
associating
associating
with
and
Canaanite
with
religion, eventhought there is no referenceto Canaanitesin either
text:
What the viewpoint representsis a modem, scholarly, and cultural prejudice about ancient
non-Israelite religion entirely dependenton internalisation of biblical tropes about such
The combination of biblical trope and cultural prejudice masquerades
imagined religion.
...
as scholarship. ... Andersen and Freedmanhave failed completely to make any allowance
978
for
biblical
discourse
whatsoever
as ideological representation.

Carroll complainsthat it is 'not just fundamentalists'who indulge in this practice but
'senior membersof the Guild of Biblical Scholarship,privileged editors of major and
is
Carroll
kind
The
seminalcommentaryseries'.
what
calls
prejudiced
commentary
of
979
4copy-catwriting of tired text books', with uncheckedassumptionspeddledfrom
commentaryto commentary.
Carroll proceedsto assertthat innuendoof sexualmalpracticeis a conventionalusage
in many culturesas rhetoric againstenemies:
This is where representation comes into the picture. When abusing opponents,polemic
demandscertain fixed conventions of a rhetorical kind.
With the passageof time, this kind
...

975

Carroll, 'Representation', p. 2.
976
Carroll, 'Representation', p. 3.
977F.I. Andersen and D.N. Freedman,Hosea: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary
(Anchor Bible 24; Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 1980).
978Carroll, 'Representation', p. 4 (my emphasis). For an interesting recent analysis of popular religion
in Amos, drawing a distinction between and 'etic' and an 'emic' approach,seeM. Daniel Carroll R.,
"'For you love so to do": Probing Popular Religion' in Carroll R. (ed.), Rethinking Contexts,pp. 168189.
979Carroll, 'Representation', p. 6. Carroll attributes the phraseultimately to David Clines, in an
unpublished paper.
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The enemy
of abusebecomesstereotypical. It is handeddown through the generations.
...
...
is invariably a whore, a sodomite, an abuserof children, or a cannibal.9'0

Quiteastonishingly,Carroll thenoffersthis 'illustration':

If you investigate Ulster society (Northern Ireland), you will find among hardenedOrangemen
ingrained belief that Catholics are cannibalsbecausein the Mass they eat the body and
the
...
blood of JesusChrist. If the averagebiblical scholar were to hear this accusation,then, using
standardBible-reading hen-neneutics,they would have to conclude that Ulster was full of
cannibals. A more informed point of view might attempt to understandthe rhetoric of such
representations. ... A similar sophistication would be no bad thing among biblical scholars,
especially when they read ... prophetic diatribes. ... Such rhetoric as Ulster Orangemen
regularly employ againsttheir Catholic neighbours reflects the representation of ideology.
The j ibe
for a willed ignorance on the part of the abusers.
Such Orange
only
works
...
...
rhetoric feeds on prejudice and ignorance,thus producing a discoursedevoted to identity981
Other.
reinforcing stereotypesof the

Carroll here exhibits an astonishinganti-Northern Ireland prejudice without any
for
fact
regard
or truth. It is over thirty yearssince I cameto live in Northern Ireland.
I haveknown many Orangemenpersonally and I have never on any occasionheard
this particular abusethat Carroll claims is 'regularly' used. Undoubtedly,the popular
polemic exhibits, on both sides,a variety of stereotypicaljibes; but I have never
encounteredCarroll's supposed'ingrained belief. SincereadingCarroll's article, I
haveconsultednumerouslocal people,both Catholics and Protestants,whose
982
is
astonishment as great as mine. That such an unfounded'accusation' should be
permittedin a reputablescholarlyj ourrial, from the pen of 'a seniormemberof the
Guild of Biblical Scholarship', is outrageous. It is an exampleof the 'willed
ignorance'of which Carroll himself complains. It amazesme evenmore that the
Journal ofNorthwest SemiticLanguages,which insists on political correctnesson a
rangeof gender,ethnic and other issues,and which rightly would not consider
publishing racist or sexist innuendo,should gratuitously publish suchgrossly
prejudicedcommentsabout a part of the United Kingdom.
Carroll's own ideological inheritance,from elsewhereon the island of Ireland,983may
havepredisposedhim into acceptinguncritically the sourceof his comments. He has
obviously not applied to himself or to his sourcethe rigours of Ideologiekritik that he
demandsof others. In his own words:
To find out about the Other would require the investigator abandoningprejudice and rhetoric
in order to go out and find out about the Other. Do somemarket research,find out what real
984
like,
how
feel,
believe,
how
they
they act.
people are
what they think,
what they

It is a pity that Carroll did not practicewhat he preached. He illustrates more
effectively than he has realisedthat commentatorsall too easily slip into unchecked
assertions,stereotypes,and 'representations'about religion and culture! The
publication of Carroll's ill-judged commentsalso representsa significant warning that
journal editors and publishers,as well as contributors,have their ideological blind980

Carroll, 'Representation', p. 7.

981Carroll, 'Representation',
p. 8 (my emphasis).
9821
being
described
instance
Catholics
that
of
can only conclude
as cannibals
perhaps one particular
has been 'generalised' in Carroll's mind with his own stereotypical picture of 'hardened Orangemen'
and that Carroll has 'internalised' this generalisation as uncritically as he maintains biblical scholars
have 'internalised' the anti-Canaanite ideology of the biblical text.
983In
family
background
belonging
his
describes
he
to the 'Irish republican
own
as
another article,
Traces',
40).
'Infinity
(Carroll,
for
liberation'
p.
of
struggle
984Carroll, 'Representation', p. 8.
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despite
spots,
much paradedclaims to objectivity. Carroll has demonstratedthe need
just
for the scholarbut also for the publisher to apply somemetacritical
not
Ideologiekritik.
Returning to the Canaanites,Carroll maintains:

The so called sexual promiscuity of the Canaanitesthen becomesan ideological
representation. ... It is the mode of representationwhich should engageour attention and not
985
beyond
imagined
the text to an
any reference
reality.

Carroll's point is that long familiarity blinds us to the fact that representationsare not
literal statements.He observes:

What representation does is to choosea mode of discoursein which to tell a story, creating it
and shaping it by meansof tropes and imagesemployed. The story is not a list of facts strung
together, but a highly and creatively shapedaccount constructedout of linguistic elements
which carry specific charges. ... A proper Ideologiekritik reading of the text must pay serious
986
by
to
the
attention
representational modes used the writers.

Carroll believesideology to be the antithesisof truth but he is convincedthat, in
Ricoeur.ian terms, it should be possibleto 'disentanglerecognition from
Significantly,
he believesthat ideological criticism involves a search
miscognition'.
for truth:
I do believe that truth, which may be defined as the opposite of ideology (in its bad sense)may
be discoveredand lived (though with great difficulty).
There is that kind of truth which
...
987
only yields to hard struggle, much searching, and the lifelong questfor critical realism.

Carroll undoubtedlydraws attention to significant ideological issuesthat arise from
988
He
has
demonstrated
how there can be a conventionalrhetoric of
representation.
abuse,not to be taken at face value. One might further ask: is there correspondinglya
positive conventionalrhetoric of (say) affection, loyalty, prayer, worship, or
whatever? Certainly, the commentatorneedsto analysehow languageis usedas well
its
as semanticcontent. Hyperbole must not be misunderstoodas factual, nor
989
literal.
in
footnote,
However, as Carroll acknowledges a concluding
metaphoras
his article 'is at best but the beginningsof an articulation of the problems'. As often,
Carroll's article is 'broad-brushstroke', raising issuesbut not tackling them in depth
or giving any practical illustration of how progressmight be made.

5.32 'An Infinity of Traces
1.0
01

The next article in the series is entitled 'An Infinity of Traces: On Making an
Inventory of our Ideological Holdings: an Introduction to Ideologiekritik in Biblical
Studies.ý.990The phrase 'Infinity of Traces' comes from Antonio Gramsci:
985Carroll, 'Representation',
pp. 9 -11.
986Carroll, 'Representation',
p. 13.
981Carroll, 'Representation',
(my
13
emphasis).
p.
988Eagleton
in
for
to
the
which the text's system of
various
ways
special
attention
similarly calls
representation operates to instanciate and empower particular notions of truth, whether individual,
corporate, or transcendental truth, and particular values and actions. See Terry Eagleton, Literary
Theory: an Introduction (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1983), pp. 14-15; and also
Eagleton, Ideology, p. 1.
989Carroll, 'Representation', p. 14.
990Robert P. Carroll, 'An Infinity of Traces, On making an Inventory of our Ideological Holdings: An

Introduction to Ideologiekritik in Biblical Studies', Journal ofNorthwest Semitic Languages 21/2
(1995), pp. 25-43.
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The starting point of critical elaboration is the consciousnessof what one really is
a
as
...
product of historical processesto date, which has deposited an infinity of traces, without
...
leaving an inventory. It is imperative at the outset to compile such an inventory-99'

An essentialpreliminary to Ideologiekritik, Carroll maintains,is to producean
inventory of that 'infinity of traces'. However, againstCarroll, it should be noted that
it is impossibleto enumerate'an infinity': we can never befully consciousof the
factors
fails
ideological
What
that
to
the
sociological
critic
condition our reading.
is
by
ideological
holdings
be
than
acknowledge way of
what
may more significant
his
It
is
inventory
does
Carroll
that
own
explicit.
made
of
noteworthy
not offer us an
ideological holdings.
At last, Carroll attemptsa definition of what he meansby Ideologiekritik:

It applies to any and all analysesof the situatednessof every reading of the Bible. Who is
doing the reading, under what conditions is the reading being done, and for what purpose?
Ideologiekritik is therefore about the reading processesinvolved in the study of the Bible. It
992
be
factors
involved
in
Bible.
the production of the
may also extendedto analysethe

Significantly, Carroll here describesideological criticism as primarily to do with
by
books
to
the
readersand only
extension
are written.
conditions underwhich
For Carroll, a major problem is that:
Much of what passesfor knowledge about the Bible today
is at best scholarly hypothesisor
...
reconstruction. The facts - or unfacts, as JamesJoyce might put the matter - are constructed
by scholarsfrom the theories of previous scholarsand then assumedinto the discussionas if
So what most us would claim to know about the Bible must be
they were real facts.
...
assignedto that 'infinity of traces'. ... Such an ideological world may reflect benign
ideology or malign ideology.
Which it may be isfor critical analysis to determine and
993
...
such analysis is thefoundationfor any'Ideologiekritik' approach.

For Carroll here, ideology is false consciousness,located in the gap between reality
994
inherited
have
double
Ideologiekritik
and an
perception of reality.
must
a
perspective, scrutinizing the text for ideological traces and scrutinizing the ideological
factors at play in interpretation.
Having described Ideologiekritik as 'a very complex activity, open to many
difficulties and questionings', Carroll, surprisingly, continues:

Applying an Ideologiekritik approachto the Bible is not a difficult task when it comesto
in
It
deuteronomistically
influenced
Deuteronomy
the Bible.
the
texts
reading
or any of
...
may pose more complicated problems when reading Job or Qoheleth. But what I call
'deuteronomistic' looks like an ideology.995

What on earth does Carroll mean by 'looks like an ideology"? No explanation is
disguised,
is
ideological
ideology
is
For
that
offered.
not
something
most
critics,
4easy to detect'. Carroll seemsto be saying little more than that the Deuteronomistic
History represents a particular world-view. Ideological criticism surely seeksto go
further, to search for what is hidden under the surface. There is little new in Carroll's
denunciations,
in
inherent
'some
the
that
the
observation
prophetic
using
of
values
...

991Carroll, 'Infinity
is
from
The
Antonio
Gramsci,
(my
25
Traces',
quotation
emphasis).
p.
of
'Quademi del Carcere', ET in Q. Hoare and Nowell Smith (eds.), Selectionsftom the Prison Notebooks
1971).
Wishart,
(London:
Lawrence
Gramsci
and
ofAntonio
992

26.
Carroll,
Traces',
'Infinity
p.
of
993
(my
27-28
Carroll,
Traces',
'Infinity
emphasis).
pp.
of
994
Traces',p. 28.
Carroll,
'Infinity
of
995
Carroll, 'Infinity of Traces', p. 29
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highly mataphorized[sic] Ian
' have beenincorporatedinto 'subsequent
theopolitical philosophies'.99"ge,
Where Carroll doesstep beyond the boundsof traditional scholarshipis in his call for
a scholarly critique of the values undergirding the text and its receptionhistory. He
anticipatesDavid Clines's call to critique the text from the standpointof the
commentator'sown values. Carroll sumsit up:
All our readings are corrupted by
in
ideologies
inscribed
the
past
and
readings
past
...
translated text, as well as by the prevailing ideologies of contemporary values. Self-scrutiny
and self-criticism are the only controls we have to protect ourselves from the lure of the
ideological.
In my opinion ideological readings of the Bible are lazy readings. They are
...
the text's meaning and
readings which assume too many unwarranted things
where
...
functions have already been determined for it by the controlling, authorising group for such
997
Bible.
readings of the

By 'lazy' ideological readings,Carroll presumablymeansreadingsthat uncritically
adoptthe receivedtradition of interpretation. The 'controlling groups' include not
just ecclesiasticalauthoritiesbut also academichegemonies.
Carroll takesas an examplethe useof Exoduswithin liberation theology. Like
Mosala,he regardsliberation theology as a form of fundamentalism:'it belongsto the
dogmatismside of things, which Ideologiekritik is morally bound to criticize'. 998
However,the real problem for the liberationist is the Bible itself It may be easyto
Exodus
in
use
polemic againstslavery but there is also a biblical strandthat allows for
Claiming
that his own family backgroundin the Irish republicanstruggle for
slavery.
'liberation'999gives him a privileged insight, he observes:
Thepeopleof Israelwerenosooner
outof Egyptthantheirleaders
weremakingrulesforthe
is notsimplytheexperience
purchase
andcontrolof slaves!... Freedom
of beingreleased
fromEgypt.Forit to berealfreedom
it mustalsomean'nomoreslaves',
nowhere
and
legend
be
in
light
today
the
nohow.Thatfor memightbehowtheExodus
of an
read
might
Ideologiekritik.. My Ideologiekritik
Bible
I
to
the
the
that
me
approach
reading
of
warns
...
liberating
derivedfrom
in conjunction
cannotreadthisbook,except
witha
ethic
non-biblical
1000
sources.
Carroll maintainsthat, though the Bible may have 'dreamsand fragments' of
liberation, in the long history of the reception-historyof the Bible in Europe,it has
100
4nevergeneratedan ideology of freedom' other than of a metaphysicalkind. 1
996Carroll, 'Infinity of Traces',
pp. 29-30. As an example of what he meansby this, he suggeststhe
deuteronomisticseparatistideology as an undergirding for the South African ideology of apartheid. He
cites: F.E. Deist, 'The Dangersof Deuteronomy: A Pagefrom the Reception History of the Book', in
A. Garcia Martinez, A. Hilhorst, J.T. Van Ruiten, and A. S. Van der Woude (eds.), Studies in
Deuteronomyin Honour of CJ Labuschagne on the Occasion ofhis 65thBirthday (VTSup 53; Leiden:
E.J. Brill, 1994),pp. 13-29.
997Carroll, 'Infinity
of Traces'. p. 34 (my emphasis).
998Carroll, 'Infinity of Traces', 39. Compare Mosala, Biblical Hermeneutics,pp. 31-32.
p.
999Those of
in
have
Irish
find
been
it
the
of
republican
violence
receiving
end
recent
years
us who
on
hard to think of it as a 'liberation' movement. Furthermore, I am unawarethat Carroll's experienceof
this so called 'liberation' movement is anything other then second-hand,which somewhat unden-nines
his claim to interpretative privilege in this regard. In this he is quite unlike Mosala. Carroll's example
from Irish politics illustrates what was no doubt true of biblical times also that one person's liberation
struggle may be perceived as oppression and terrorism by another, or simply as an attempt to replace
one hegemonyby another, under the guise of 'liberation'.
10'ýo
Carroll, 'Infinity of Traces', pp. 40-41 (my emphasis).
1001
Carroll, 'Infinity of Traces', p. 39. Carroll's statementhere is of course open to debate. One
might, for example, urge the crusadeof Wilberforce against slavery as an example of an ideology of
liberation inspired by the Bible.
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Once again, Carroll's article raisessignificant issues,albeit in a discursiveand
repetitive way. He provides a definition of Ideologiekritik, criticises unsatisfactory
readings,and provides anecdotalexamples. Despite his claim to be 'clearing a path
through the forests by meansof Ideologiekritik
in the constructionof a critical
...
1002
in
Biblical
Studies',
he offers no criteria or methodologyby which we
theory
might critique the ideological holdings of commentators.

5.33 'Jeremiah, Intertextuality,

Ideologiekritik'1003
and

This article is primarily about intertextuality. Carroll draws on Mikhail Bakhtin's
'dialogic notion of texts' 1004
being
Roland
Barthes's
'every
text,
that
and on
claim
itself the intertext of anothertext, belongsto the intertextual'. 1005This is similar to
1006
Jamesonian
The
the
principle that all texts come to us as 'already read'.
significanceof this phenomenonis summedup by Carroll:

Recognition of the intertextuality of texts leads on to Ideologiekritik becausein the generation
of multiple meaningsof any text, it becomesnecessaryto ask questionsabout who determines
1007
any specific reading and under what conditions are such readingsproduced.

Carroll turns to Jeremiah,which he describesashaving a 'strong intertextual
1008
He summariseshis (previously published)theory that Jeremiah
character'.
for
by
together
consistsof an anthology of anonymouspoems,woven
an editor
a
1009
ideological
Each text within the book is a reflection on previous
specific
purpose.
1010
He comments:
texts within'a complex structure.

What strikes me
is the sensethat the writer(s) of the book was (were) readersin the first
...
place. ... Theproducers ofscrolls were readers and used their scrolls to carry on a dialogue
1011
book
The
is
Jeremiah
with other scrolls.
of
reading
of
a
readings.
...

1002

Carroll, 'Infinity of Traces', p. 39.
1003
Robert P. Carroll, 'Jeremiah: Intertextuality and Ideologiekritik', Journal offorthwest Semitic
Languages22.1 (1996), pp. 15-34.
Seealso Robert P. Carroll, 'Intertextuality and the Book of Jeremiah:Animadversions on Text and
Theory' in Exum and Clines (eds.), New Literary Criticism, pp. 55-78.
1004
SeeBakhtin, 'Discourse in the Novel' in The Dialogic Imagination, pp. 399-4 10 (especially, p.
401); and also Mikhail M. Bakhtin, 'Towards a Methodology for the Human Sciences' in Speech
Genresand other Late Essays(eds. C. Emerson and M. Holquist; trans. V. W. McGee; Austin:
University of Texas Press, 1986), pp. 165-177.
1005
Barthes, 'Work to Text', p. 77. Barthes continues: 'The quotations from which a text is constructed
are anonymous,irrecoverable ... quotations without quotation marks'. Carroll also draws on Julia
Kristeva's maxim, Canytext is the absorption and transformation of another' (Kristeva, 'Word,
Dialogue, and Novel', p. 37). For Frederic Jameson'sdiscussionof intertextuality, seeabove, p. 72,
including the quotation from A. K. M. Adam in note 320.
1006
SeeJameson,Political Unconscious,p. 29-30.
1007
Carroll, 'Jeremiah: Intertextuality and Ideologiekritik', p. 17. He also comments: 'The writers of
the biblical texts produced their texts in conversation with other texts and we try to read their texts with
even larger intertextual holdings' (Carroll, 'Jeremiah: Intertextuality', p. 3 1).
1008especially
books
in
books
Kings
the
to
the prophetic corpus.
the
to
and
of
with cross-references
1009Carroll, 'Jeremiah: Intertextuality', pp. 19-20. Seealso Robert P. Carroll, From Chaos to
Covenant: UsesofProphecy in the Book ofJeremiah (London: SCM Press, 1981); and Robert P.
Carroll, Jeremiah: a Commentary (Old TestamentLibrary; London: SCM Press, 1986).
1010,
borrowings,
texts,
inclusios,
on
mediations
other
echoes,
and
of
chiastic structures,repetitions,
interweavings' (Carroll, 'Jeremiah: Intertextuality', p. 2 1).
loll Carroll, 'Jeremiah: Intertextuality', pp. 21-22 (my emphasis). Carroll cites William McKane's
(1986) ICC commentary on Jeremiah in which he offers a similar theory of Jeremiahas a rolling
'a
library
C.
Torrey's
C.
that
sacred
conjecture
of the prophets' was
corpus of material; and also
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Carroll turns to issuessurroundingthe production of scrolls.1012He cites Timothy
Beal:
Who, or what, controls the means of production. And controlling the means of production is
It demands an ideological-critical approach to reading
always an ideological activity.
...
1013
readings.

Given that Yehud was a backwaterprovince, it is difficult to know who would have
had time and material resourcesfor production of the whole rangeof long and
Bible
complex
scrolls. Carroll suggeststhat the temple bureaucracyof the Hellenistic
is
period the period most likely to have beenable to supporta literary centrewith the
necessaryscribal and financial resources. Carroll is usefully raising questionsto do
literary
the
with
mode of production, though he doesnot refer explicitly to the Marxist
tradition of criticism. Carroll rightly stressesthat this questdoesnot just involve
material questionsas to production and distribution of scrolls but also questionsof
who controls this process(though,presumably,this may also be reducible to
economicconsiderations). This issueof control seemsto me to be of particular
significance. Disappointingly, however, Carroll doesnot follow through this line of
investigation. On the basisof tentative discussion,he suggeststhat Jeremiahis one
biblical
more
scroll 'devoted to presentingthe ideological claims of the power elite
1014
Jerusalem
for
controlling
and responsible constructingrepresentationsof its past'.
The scroll, however, is a 'polyphomous' collection; and amongthe many voices
scatteredthrough its poemsare protests,'dim echoes',tracesof outrageat the
'cruelty, suffering, and outrageousexperiencesof the community' at the handsof
1015
Yahweh.
There is a future hope embeddedin Jeremiah,representedas an arcadian
from
Babylon, even for the blind and the lame and the pregnant(31.8)
vision of return
(which Carroll might have developedin terms of a Jamesonian/ Ricoeurianutopian
vision). However, the apparentlybenevolentmessagefor returning fugitives masks
the silent dispossessionof the peoplealready in occupation.Citing Jameson's
4strategiesof containment',1016
he concludesthat 'Jeremiahis thereforea text

producedin the 3rdCentury BCE. SeeC.C. Torrey, 'The background of Jeremiah 1-10', JBL 56
(1937), pp. 193-216. Spacedoesnot permit at this point a critique of Carroll's theory as to the origin
of the book of Jeremiah. '
1012
taking into account not just the MT but also the shorter Greek scrolls of Jeremiahas evidence that a
variety of versions was in circulation.
1013
Timothy Beal, 'Ideology and Intertextuality: Surplus of Meaning and Controlling the Means of
Production' in D.N. Fewell (ed.), Reading between Texts: Intertextuality and the Hebrew Bible
(Louisville, Kentucky: Westminster / John Knox Press, 1992), pp. 25-34 (28), quoted in Carroll,
'Jeremiah: Intertextuality and Ideologiekritik', p. 18. Despite this focus on control of the meansof
production, Carroll indicates a preferencefor a non-Marxian (or pre-Marxian) usageof 'ideology',
though he believes that ideology is nonethelessinextricably linked to politics. He rejects an over-broad
definition of ideology as meaningless:
If we all haveideologies(asIdeologiekritiksregularlyassert)thenIdeologiekritikbecomesfairly
meaningless.... Theterm ideologywould needto havemuchmorebite to it to becomea useful
have
to statewhattheir political programmes
texts
tool
would
of
werein relation
analytical
andreaders
to the readingof textsfor Ideologiekritikto beableto makeanyconstructivecontributionto the
interpretativeenterprise(Carroll, 'Jeremiah:Intertextuality',p. 19).
1014
Carroll, 'Jeremiah: Intertextuality', p. 15.
1015
Again, Carroll maintains that he personally is particularly attuned to hearing these 'dim echoes',
becauseof his own 'ideological holdings' fTom the Irish Republican struggle.
1016
Carroll, 'Jeremiah: Intertextuality', p. 3 1, citing Jameson,Political Unconscious,p. 53.
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reflecting the dominant ideology of the secondtemple possessorsof power and the
...
'O"
that
scribesof
power centreproducedthe book of Jeremiah'.
Finishing, as he had begun,with a quotation from Bakhtin, Carroll exhortsthe biblical
'to
critic
probe the gapsand silences,the fracturesand fault-lines that exposethe
'
018
He
operationof a monologism which seeksto effect an ideological closure'.
continues:
In short, his [Bakhtin's] is a critical hermeneuticswithout guarantees. The Bakhtinian
justification of critique is a moral one, which is ultimately connectedto our immediate ethical
1019
is
This
be
his
Bakhtin's
Pascalian
concerns.
what could
called
gamble,
wager.

In responseto Bakhtin's comment,and with a characteristicallyopen-ended
conclusionto the article, Carroll calls on the guild of Biblical Studiesto note:

that a great deal more attention will have to be paid to the intertextual and ideological traces in
the book. But the reading of Jeremiah in the light of 'a critical hen-neneutics without
guarantees' may not have that much appeal for theological readers who wish to read the Bible
1020
only with guarantees supplied.

Carroll still doesnot develop a methodologyfor probing 'the gapsand silences,the
fracturesand fault-lines'. Nonetheless,Carroll here comesnearerthan in any of his
previousarticles to an ideological-critical approachto a specific text. He is
be
to
particularly
commendedfor his questionsto do with the control of the
production of scrolls and for his emphasison the 'polyphomous' natureof the text.
He also makessignificant points on the questionof intertextuality, though without
fully integrating his remarkswith the wider topic of Ideologiekritik.

5.34 Overall summary of Carroll's contribution to ideological
criticism
Carroll's style is anecdotal,repetitive, and discursive. He is better at raising questions
thanproposing solutions and seldomtackles an issuein depth. He regularly calls for a
more thoroughgoingspirit of Ideologiekritik but rarely offers any indication of what
Ideologiekritik might involve in practice. SometimesIdeologiekritik seemsto mean
no more than awarenessof the ideological nature of texts, as an antidoteto
fundamentalism. At other times, it is a disentanglingof history from ideology, or
truth from ideology, or ideology from theology.
It is hard to categoriseCarroll in terms of Dyck's categories. Sometimes,he seemsto
advocatea social-scientific approach,using 'ideology' in a descriptive sense. In the
1021
final article, he adoptsan interpretative-sociologicaldefinition of ideology.
At
focus
his
is towards a social-critical approach,using 'ideology' to
otherpoints,
connotedistortion in the interestsof power. Carroll expressesuneasewith Marxian
usagebut nonethelessseesideology as inextricably linked to politics.
1017
Carroll, 'Jeremiah: Intertextuality', p. 30.
'01'Quoted in Carroll, 'Jeremiah: Intertextuality', p. 31 from M. Gardiner, TheDialogics of Critique:
M.M. Bakhtin and the Theory ofIdeology (London: Routledge, 1992).
'019Carroll, 'Jeremiah: Intertextuality', p. 3 1, quoting from Gardiner, Dialogics of Critique, p. 194.
1020
Carroll, 'Jeremiah: Intertextuality', p. 32.
1021
Ideology denotes 'codes, networks, and systemsof ideas which afford category-constructingspace
In this senseideology provides a community or group
for reflection and analysis in communities.
...
functions,
allowing them to situate
with explanatory, evaluative, orientative, and programmatic
themselvesin the word by meansof language' (Carroll, 'Biblical Ideolatry', p. 106.).
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At one point, he complains that senior members of the guild of Biblical Scholarship
ýappear not to be able to carry out a simple Ideologiekritik of the Bible'. 1022He
castigates commentators who uncritically adopt the ideology of the text, bequeathing
(unfacts' from one generation to the next. ' 023 In another article, Carroll complains of
'ideology'
overuse
an
of
and comments that there is much biblical material that
1024
'little
ideology'.
At yet another point, he remarks: 'Given the
contains
or no
plurality of viewpoints ... the whole Bible is a magnificent opportunity to do
ideological criticism'. 1025

Carroll's broad-brush-strokeapproachavoids the pitfalls of a narrow focus on a short
portion of text abstractedfrom its literary and canonicalcontext. On the other hand,
lack of detailed attention to the text results in over-generalisationand superficiality.
Carroll is awareof the relevanceof intertextuality and of the ideological shapingof
the canon. He gives someattentionto the literary mode of production, with a
in
emphasis
perceptive
on questionsof control the production, reception,and
collection of scrolls. However, theseissuesare not developed.
Carroll is awareof the ideological factors affecting biblical commentary. He
perceivesa positive side of this, illustrated by his self-styled ability to discern
4struggle' under the surfaceof texts as a result of his links with 'the Irish republican
However,
he
does
holdings
inventory
his
ideological
struggle'.
not provide an
of
own
his
and repeatedappealto his oppressedpast is a rhetorical device that masksa
dubiousclaim to interpretativeprivilege. There are undoubtedlyplaceswhere Carroll
displaysan astonishinglack of awarenessof his own ideological blind-spots.
Thereis passionin Carroll's work, in pursuit of 'that kind of truth which only yields
1026
hard
for
to
struggle,much searching,and the lifelong quest critical reasoning!,. He
is ultimately committed to a social-critical approachthat is not afraid to posedifficult
both
interpreters.
Intriguingly, he concludesone of his
to
texts
ethical questions
and
articleswith this challenging comment:

If there is only ideology
then Orwell's image of the future as 'a boot stamping on a human
...
face - for ever' (1984) must be regarded as the future.
No human community is likely to
...
want to contemplate such a future without ... the possibility of an alternative grounded in truth
andjustice. Ideology cannot be the last word But if it is not to be, then human groups ...
have to commit themselvesfully to the battle against ideology, to the eternal task of
Ideologiekritik. Biblical scholarship will also have to join that struggle.1027

1022

Carroll, 'Representation', p. 6.
1023
Carroll, 'Representation', p. 6.
1024
Carroll, 'Biblical Ideolatry', p. 106.
1025
Carro11,'Biblical Ideolatry', p. 112 (my emphasis).
1026
Carroll, 'Representation', p. 13.
1027
Carroll, 'Representation', p. 14.
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5.4

Ideological Criticism and Postmodernism

Ideological criticism predates'postmodernism'. However, the rise of
1028
postmodemism, with its probing of issuesof power and control, hasundoubtedly
increasing
promotedan
awarenessof ideological issues. This sectionwill elucidate
the interaction of ideological criticism with postmodernism,primarily through a
The
Postmodern
Bible, the recentpublication of the Bible and Culture
review of
'
029
Collective.
The commentsand critique of other scolarswill also be introduced
where appropriate.
A.K. A Adams stressesthe de-mystifying' 030natureof postmodernism:it rejects
4claims that certain assumptionsare "natural" and tries to show that theseare in fact
ideologicalpropositions'. Postmodernism'problematizeslegitimation'. It is
'antifoundational' and 'antitotalizing'. 1031Postmodernliterary critics particularly
'
032
between
text and reader.
explorethe complexity of the relationship

'0" There are as many definitions of
for
See,
there
the
postmodemism as
are publications on
subject!
example,Zygmunt Bauman, Imitations ofPostmodernity (London: Routledge, 1992). The following
definition of postmoderncriticism will serve for the presentpurpose:
Thevariouscritical stancesbroughttogetherunderthe sign 'postmodernism' sharea suspicionof the
...
traditionalreadings.... This suspicionis at onceepistemological
claimto masterythat characterises
andpolitical. ... By sweepingawaysecurenotionsof meaning... on whichtraditionalinterpretationis
situated... postmodern
readingslay barethe contingentandconstructed
characterof meaningitself
Moreover,by challengingtraditionalinterpretations
that claimuniversality... postmodern
readings
demonstrate
Bible,
thattraditionalinterpretations
enactments
of domination(Postmodern
arethemselves
pp. 2-3: seealsopp. 8-12andpp. 260-267for a fuller discussion).
A different approachto postmodemismcomes from the pen of Jilrgen Habermas,who regards it not as
a new phenomenonbut as an inevitable developmentof the Enlightenment modernist trend (Habermas
and the Unfinished Project ofModernity: Critical Essayson the Philosophy ofModernity [eds. M.
Passerind'Entr6es and S. Benhabib; Cambridge, Polity, 1996]).
1029The
Bible and Culture Collective, The PostmodernBible (Castelli, Elizabeth et al, eds.; Yale
University Press:New Haven and London, 1995). Seealso the companion volume, Jobling, Pippin,
and Schleifer (eds.), The Postmodern Bible Reader..
1030
It should also be observedthat there was already much in modernism that was de-mystifying: the
rationalist critique of religion, the Marxist critique of capitalism, the psychoanalytic critique of
consciousness,etc.
103
1Adam, Postmodern Biblical Criticism, 5. Adam
p.
quotes from Cornel West's lectures at Yale this
fuller explanation of postmodemism as 'antifoundational, antitotalizing, and demystifying':
Postmodernism
is antifoundationalin that it absolutelyrefusesto positanyonepremiseastheprivileged
andunassailable
startingpoint for establishingclaimsto truth. It is antitotalizingbecause
postmodern
discoursesuspects
that anytheorythat claimsto accountfor everythingis suppressing
counterexamples,
or is applyingwarpedcriteriasothat it canincluderecalcitrantcases.Postmodemism
is also
demystifying:it attendsto claimsthat certainassumptions
are'natural'andtriesto showthatthesearein
dealwith oneof the mostcommon
fact ideologicalprojections.All of thesecharacteristics
thinking:postmoderncriticscharacteristically
problematizelegitimation,
characteristics
of postmodern
the meansby which claimsabouttruth orjustice or realityarevalidatedor rejected.These
characteristics... arenot exhaustivebut theyprovidea usefulbeginningpointfor exploring
Biblical Criticism,p. 5 [Adam'semphasis]).
Postmodemity(Postmodern
1032
A. K. A Adam comments:
One'sinterpretations
dependon one'scommitments
to varioussocialinstitutions,on the interpretations
Thetext would
to which onehasbeenexposedin life.
of one'sclosestpeers,andon theexperiences
...
be
but
be
would
viewedwith ... sundryinterpretative
of
contemplation,
object
not an autonomous
interests,some highlightingparticularpassages,
others
obliterating
passages,
others
adding
words
...
hereandthere,andstill othersthrustingfilters betweenthe readerandthetext (Adam,Postmodern
Biblical Criticism,p. 18-19).
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Like ideological criticism, postmodernismis concernedwith questionsof power and
with the undermining of domination. However, the rejection by postmodernismof all
claims to universality sits uncomfortably with the outlook of (say) a Frederic
Jameson,who assertsMarxism as the only right perspectivefor textual interpretation.

5.41 The Postmodern Bible
ThePostmodernBible is an overall ideological critique of contemporarybiblical
scholarship. It examinesthe inter-relationship of ideological criticism and newer
forms of literary criticism and applies an ideological critique to the latter.' 033Indeed,
the Collective authorship understandsideological criticism as 'a criticism
034
1
Accordingly, the whole book, not just the chapteron
encompassingcriticism'.
ideological criticism, is significant for our purpose.1035
The book is produced by a collective authorship, 'collective' in an almost Marxist
sense:all the members collaboratively accept collective responsibility for each
section. This approach serves as a form of collective bargaining by scholars on the
1036
The
margins, enabling them to challenge the prevailing scholarly hegemony.
downside of this collective arrangement is that it allows individual contributors to
ideological
holdings behind the collective anonymity. In effect,
their
mask
own
therefore, the members of the Collective become impervious to ideological critique
1037
and unaccountable to readers.

The Collective authorsare at pains to deny that their distinctively postmodem
perspectiveimplies 'political or moral relativism'. Their strategiesof reading 'call

1033
For a good 'reference-book' explanation of the newer forms of literary criticism, seeLentricchia
and McLaughlin (eds.), Critical termsfor Literary Study. For fuller discussion,seeAdam, Postmodern
Biblical Criticism.
1034
PostmodernBible, p. 285.
1035
Furthermore,several of the contributors to the Collective have themselvesbeen key players in the
developmentof ideological criticism of the Bible, including David Jobling and Tina Pippin.
1036
This methodology was not without its problems for the membersof the Collective, not least in the
sublimation of the individual authorial ego: 'The "we" used throughout this volume is problematic. As
a corporateidentity ... it is a highly unstableconstruct - and indeed "we" have struggled over the
creativeand difficult consequencesof our construction of this collaborative self (Postmodern Bible,
pp. 16-17). Another danger was 'that our distinctive voices would becomehomogenisedby cooptation
and compromise,that our individual critical concernswould becomedulled, that the nuancesof our
personalpositions might lose their subtlety in the group voice' (PostmodernBible, p. 17). On the other
hand,as one member of the group put it: 'The group processhas been better for me than the isolationist
model of scholarly work. Ideological biases,which I otherwise would not have noticed, have been
exposed,and insecurities ... could be admitted' (Postmodern Bible, p. 18). Or, in the words of another
member: 'I feel ultimately that my contribution is being swept up in an exciting processwhereby the
sum is truly greater (and radically different) than its parts' (p. 18).
The Collective therefore reject George Steiner's statement,which had served as the epigraph to the
introductory chapter: 'In the humanities, collective formulations are almost invariably trivial (what
by
)'.
See
has
been
George
Steiner,
book
Pentateuch
Real
the
committee?
worthwhile
a
written
since
Presence(Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1989), p. 36.
1037
Robert Carroll makes a similar point when he says of the Collective: 'While insisting on open
acknowledgementof individual personal and ideological commitments, the writers themselvesare able
to hide their own personal and political baggagebehind the anonymity afforded by being membersof
the Collective' (Carroll, 'Poststructuralist Approaches', p. 59).
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reigning structures ofpower and meaning into question and thereby contribute to and
1038
enable change'.

The introductory chapterbegins with the truism that 'the Bible has exertedmore
influence
cultural
on the West than any other single document'. The Collective also
claims that traditional historical criticism hasbeen 'the major obstacleto making any
senseof the Bible's ongoing formative influence'. Historical criticism 'brackets out
the contemporarymilieu and excludesany examinationof the ongoing formative
1039
Bible'.
As Elisabeth SchiisslerFiorenzahasput it:
effects of the
If scriptural texts have served to legitimate war, to nurture anti-Judaismand misogynism,
...
to justify the exploitation of slavery, and to promote colonial dehumanisation
then the
...
to the
responsibility of the biblical critic cannot be restricted to giving readers
access
...
intentions of the biblical writers. it must also include the elucidation of the ethical
consequences and political functions of biblical texts in their historical as well as in their
1040
contemporary sociopolitical contexts.

Furthermore, 'historical criticism
has left unexamined its own critical and
...
1041
There can be 'no reading that is not already ideological'.
theoretical assumptions'.
As Louis Althusser has written, 'As there is no such thing as an innocent reading, we
1042
What, then, has the Collective been
must say what reading we are guilty of.
'guilty of ? The participants claim that their collective, self-reflexive process
'became our means to contest an epistemology and a set of disciplinary practices that
privilege the autonomous self, an ideology that values private ownership, and a
professional discursive practice that legitimises the dissemination of knowledge in
1043
form
one
at the expense of another'.

5.42 Reader-Response Criticism""
The first main chapterdealswith reader-response
has
'a
criticism, which
servedas
primary gateway' for biblical critics enteringpostmodernterritory. However, in the
1038

PostmodernBible, p. 3.
1039
PostmodernBible, p. 1. They continue:
By embracingscientificmethodasthe key in the searchfor historicaltruth,modembiblical scholarship
haskeptfaith with the Enlightenment's
desireto do awaywith all ambivalence
anduncertaintyonceand
for all by effectivelyisolatingthetext andits criticismsfrom the reader'sculturalcontext,values,and
interests turningthe Bible into anhistoricalrelic, andantiquarianartefact(pp. 1-2).
...
104
0 Elisabeth Schilssler
Fiorenza, 'The Ethics of Biblical Interpretation: Decentering Biblical
Interpretation', JBL 107 (1988), pp. 3-17 (15). The Collective authorsnote that Schiissler Fiorenza
nonethelessremained suspicious of post-structuralist and postmodernistdiscourses(PostmodernBible,
15).
p.
104'
PostmodernBible, p. 2.
1042
PostmodernBible, p. 4, quoting from Louis Althusser and Ettienne Balibar, Reading Capital (New
York: Verso, 1970), p. 14. Seealso Eagleton, Literary Theory, p. viii.
1043
PostmodernBible, p. 16. Another key assertion in the introduction to The PostmodernBible is:
We would wantto distinguishour own collaborativevolume,bothin the modeof its productionandin
its content,from Alter andKermode'sLiterary Guideto theBible, for example,which quite
deconstructive,
Marxist
ideological,
feminist,
or
psycho-analytic,
approaches
conspicuously
excludes
...
Thisconsciousexclusionseemsto underwritea broaderproject ofprotectinga certainformof canonical
literary criticismwithoutacknowledgingits ownideologicalcharacter. ... Whattheyhavedispatched
Bible,p. 7 [my emphasis]).
to themargins,wefind to becentraland energising(Postmodern
By contrast, a distinctively postmodern biblical criticism will be one that 'foregrounds, heightens, and
problematizesmodemity's enabling assumptionsabout reference,representation,method, and
subjectivity' (p. 13).
1044
Postmodern Bible, pp. 20-69.
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view of the Collective, it has also 'covertly functioned as a safe-housefor biblical
critics who prefer to stay within the confines of traditional scholarshipand not plunge
1045
into the defamiliarising world of the postmodem'
The majority of reader.
responsecritics within biblical scholarshiphave beenslow to 'read againstthe grain'
1046
the
either
grain of the text or the grain of traditional scholarship'.
Reader-response
critics 'locate meaningwithin an individual's imagination or within
an amorphousreading community ... ruthlessly avoiding questionsof politics and
by
power promoting the adjudication of different readingsthrough dialogue and
consensus'.They are therefore opento criticism for 'their refusal to give somekind
1047
,
justification
for their readingpractices
The Collective rightly maintains
of moral
.
that reader-responsecritics must 'take ideological criticism seriously as a constant
1048
correctiveto their current apolitical approaches'.
Onemight add that this should entail an analysisof the constraintsover the
production of readings,the economic,political, and ecclesiasticalfactors which
enablepublication of somereadingsand deny opportunitiesto others. Is academic
4peerreview' in effect a euphemismfor ideological censorship?1049In effect, what is
is
required an Eagletonian-styleanalysisof the literary mode of production of
'
050
biblical
contemporary
scholarship.
In short, the Collective is arguing that reader-responsecriticism is a toothless tiger
unless integrated with a strong ideological-critical awareness. It requires
1045

PostmodernBible, p. 14. The Collective continues:
Biblical scholarshavebeenslowto awakenfrom the dreamin whichpositivistscienceoccupiesa space
apartfrom interestsandvalues,to awakento the realisationthatour representations
of anddiscourse
from whatwe wantit to mean.
aboutwhatthe text meansandhow it meansareinseparable
1046
PostmodernBible, p. 15. The view of the Collective is here very similar to the overall thrust of
Clines, Interested Parties.
1047
PostmodernBible, p. 58. The Collective are particularly critical in this regard of the implicit
influence on biblical scholarship of Wolfgang Iser and Stanley Fish, both of whom are associatedwith
an egalitarian communication model 'which effacesthe insights offered by ideological critics that
every reading is a contextualised reading and that different readersof biblical texts (whether they be
male or female, white, black, Latino, Asian, and so on) stand in asymmetrical relationships concerning
power and in their ability to speakabout the text even within the samegeneral interpretative
community'. SeeFish, Is there a Text in this Class; and Wolfgang Iser, Prospecting: From Readerresponseto Literary Anthropology (Baltimore: JohnsHopkins University Press, 1989). Seealso the
critique of Fish in Elizabeth Freund, The Return of the Reader: Reader ResponseCriticism (New York:
Methuen, 1987): she remarks that 'Fish's view can chill the spines of readerswhose experienceof the
community is less happily benign than Fish assumes'(pp. 110-11).
1048
In fact, it is doubtful if any readings are in fact totally 'apolitical', given the personal prejudices of
readersand interpreters,however unacknowledged.
1049
Scholarshipshould also entail awarenessthat the ideological basis of much biblical criticism
'obscuresthat fact that textual power is political power' (PostmodernBible, p. 57). Seealso the similar
commentin Eagleton, Literary Theory, p. 73.
It remainsto be seenwhether the possibility of publication of material on the World-Wide Web will
eventually dismantle the control over publication presently held by the publishing hegemony.
'0"' However, the Collective is
from
to
and
some
newer
voices
strategies
able catalogue
within biblical
scholarshipthat are already presenting a powerful challenge. In particular, they highlight those
employing specifically liberationist reading strategies:
It is a pressingethicalconcernfor biblical reader-response
criticsto hearvoicesof the poorandthe
oppressed,
sothatthe lattercanshowmoreclearlywho controlsthepowerof meaningproduction,who
readings,who controlsthe majorityof theologicaleducationalinstitutions.and,
adjudicatesacceptable
biblical
how
important,
the
of
production
readingssupportstheir oppressionor liberation
present
most
(PostmodernBible, p. 66).
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accountability to reading communities,with somethingof the action-orientedfocus of
the ideological critic. The Collective concludes:
If, as historical critics seemto agree,the messageof the Bible is indeed the story of the
liberation of the poor and of the oppressed then the stories of reading that biblical reader...
responsecritics have so far produced have little relation to the liberation of the contemporary
'051
poor and oppressed.

5.43 Structuralist and Narratological Criticism""
Structuralism has its origins in the work of Ferdinand de Saussure1053
has
been
and
1055
developed by scholars such as Claude Levi-Strauss, 1054
Gerard
Vladimir Propp,
1056
1057
Genette,
Algirdas
Greimas.
The main features are: the distinction between
and
langue;
the distinction between diachronic and synchronic; and the notion
parole and
that elements of a system have meaning only in terms of their systemic relations to all
'
058
in
other elements the system.

Structuralistsarguethat all structureswithin which meanin§5can be generatedcan be
'
9
in
Languageand social
analysed terms of pairs of oppositesor binary contrasts.
1051
PostmodernBible, p. 66. It will be recalled that Robert Carroll similarly maintains that, though the
Bible may have 'dreams and fragments' of liberation, in the long history of the reception-history of the
Bible in Europe, it has 'never generatedan ideology of freedom' other than of a metaphysicalkind
(Carroll, 'Infinity of Traces', p. 39).
1052
PostmodernBible, pp. 70-118. For a good overview of structuralism generally and within Biblical
Studies,seeDavid Jobling, 'Structuralism and Deconstruction' in Hayes (ed.), Dictionary of Biblical
Interpretation, vol 1, pp. 509-514.
1053
Ferdinandde Saussure,Course in General Linguistics (ed. Charles Bally et al; trans. Wade Baskin;
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1959).
1054
With regard to Claude Ldvi-Strauss,the Collective cites his anthropological work, in particular:
TheElementary Structures of Kinship (trans. JamesBell et al; revised edn; Boston: Beacon, 1969); and
his work on myth, in particular: Structural Anthropology (revised edn; New York: Basic Books, 1963),
especially,pp. 206-3 1. Ldvi-Strauss's analysis of myth is developed in terms of the transformations
that are possible at the most abstract level on the basis of binary opposites(male and female, life and
death,and so on).
1055
SeeVladimir Propp, Morphology of the Folktale (trans. Laurence Scott; Publications of the
American Folklore Society Bibliographical and Special Series9; 2ndedn.; Austin: University of Texas
Press,1968). As an illustration of the application of this methodology to a biblical passage,the
Collective offer a brief Proppian analysis of I Kings 17-18 (PostmodernBible, pp. 71-74).
10'6SeeGdrard Genette,Narrative Discourse:
an Essay in Method (trans. JaneLewin; Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 1980), especially pp. 33-85.
1057
See,for example, Algirdas Julien Greimas, Structural Semantics: an Attempt at a Method (trans.
Danielle McDowell et al; Lincoln, Nebraska: University of Nebraska Press, 1983); and On Meaning:
SelectedWritings in Semiotic Theory (trans. P.J. Perron and F.H. Collins; Theory and History of
Literature 38; Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1987).
1058
Saussureworked at the level of the sentence. The method was broadened,however, to the
structural study of narrative (as in the work of Vladimir Propp ) and for the purposesof anthropology
(as in the work of Claude Ldvi-Strauss). A distinction can also be made between 'deep structures' (as
in Propp and Ldvi-Strauss) and 'surface structures' (as in the work of Gdrard Genette). In structuralist
and narratological criticism, there are five key terms in two groupings: structuralism, formalism,
semiotics;and narratology, poetics. The term 'poetics' is often preferred to 'narratology' in biblical
criticism, largely as a result of the influence of Meir Stemberg of the Tel Aviv school of poetics. See
Meir Stemberg,Poetics.
1059
John Barton comments: 'Although it is going too far to make so much of the binary characterof the
contraststhrough which meaning is produced (since ... it is often a matter of multiple contrasts), it is
(John
Barton, Reading the Old Testament
the
to
of
meaning'
essence
surely right seecontrast as of
[London: Darton, Longman and Todd, 1984], p. I 11).
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have
However,
structures
not
proved particularly amenable to structuralist analysis.
everyone accepts the contention of literary structuralists that literature is wholly
in
analysable this way as a cultural 'system'. James Barr, for example, insists that this
1060
is
'simply
contention
wrong'.

It should be addedthat structuralism is particularly associatedwith a rejection of
historicism: a text should be analysedin terms of its internal structures,not in terms
has
it.
Studies,
Within
Biblical
the
that
external
of
processes
structuralism
produced
in
emerged the context of the revolt that beganin the 1960sagainstthe predominance
'
061
historical
in
Biblical
Studies.
This anti-historicism clashessharply
of
criticism
focus
in
Frederic
Marxist
Nonetheless,
the
on modesof production
with
criticism.
Jameson'swork is significantly influenced by aspectsof structuralisttheory. Jameson
both draws structuralisminto the serviceof ideological criticism and offers an
ideological analysisof structuralismitself. 1062
063
'
Structuralistsclaim a global, objective validity for structuralistmodels.
Structuralismis fundamentallypositivistic, 'holding out the promise of the right
1064
It 'bracketsthe role of subjectivity in both the production
answerto problems'.
andthe reading of the text', for the individual work is simply one instanceof general
1065
laws.
One might add that it also bracketsthe role of creativity. All of these
1
066
The
underlying assumptionsare opento critique from an ideological perspective.
1060

Bar, History and Ideology, p. 141.
106
1An early application of structuralist methodology
within Biblical Studiesis Edmund Leach,
Genesisas Myth and Other Essays(London: JonathanCape, 1969), which closely follows LdviStrauss'sapproachto myth analysis.
A more significant work is David Jobling's The SenseofBiblical Narrative: ThreeStructural Analyses
in the Old Testamentand his The Senseof Biblical Narrative. 11.Structural Analyses in the Hebrew
Bible. Much of Jobling's earlier work was in the field of structuralism. Seealso his 'Structuralist
Criticism: The Text's World of Meaning' in Yee (ed.), Judges and Method, pp. 91-118.
Of particular interest is Semeia 18 (ed. Daniel Patte, under the title Kaleidoscopic Structural Readings;
Atlanta, GA: ScholarsPress, 1980), which offers a collection of structural exegesesof Genesis2-3.
Seealso Roland Barthes, 'Introduction to the Structural Analysis of Narratives' in Roland Barthes, The
Semiotic Challenge (trans. Richard Howard; New York: Hill and Wang, 1988),pp. 95-135.
1062
SeeJameson,Political Unconscious,chapter 3. Jamesonis particularly influenced by the work of
the Ldvi-Straussschool. In a foreword to the English translation of one of the works of A. J. Greimas,
Jamesonacknowledgesthe extent to which Greirnas's serniotics is of relevanceto ideological criticism
(Jameson,'Foreword' to Greimas, On Meaning, pp. vi-xxii [vi-xiv]. Jameson'sindebtednessto
structuralism is summarisedby the Collective in the following terms:
between
Jamesoninsistson the historicalembeddedness
of the text, but not on a facilecorrespondence
thetext andsome'history' thoughtof asindependent
of thetext. Thecorrelationbetweenthe world
it is at the point of contradiction.The
by the text andthe realsocialformationthat generated
Created
text's contradictions,
thepointswhereitfails to closeits structuredsystemof meaning,areto be
correlatedwith the contradictionsinherentin the socialformation,thepoints whereitfails to closeits
Bible,p. 106[my
structuredsystemof exchange(of goods,power,beliefs,andso on) (Postmodern
emphasis])..
1063
Assuming, in vain, that the scientific accuracy claimed by structural linguistics can be transferred to
fields of study.
all
other
1064
Postmodern Bible, p. 99.
1065
PostmodernBible, p. 98.
1066
The inventory of problems with structuralism identified by the Collective at this point is closely
double
issue
(Narratology
Poetics
Today
in
1990
Revisited).
the
to
the
of
correlated
set
out
critique
However, the Collective also summarisesthe robust defence of structuralism given in Peter Caws,
Structuralism: the Art of the Intelligible (Atlantic Highlands, New Jersey:Humanities Press
International, 1988), pp. 28-37. Essentially, Caws acknowledgesthe problems but believes that further
See
Postmodern
Bible,
99-104.
these.
the
will
overcome
pp.
refinement of
methodology
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danger
by
harnessed
be
it
is
those
Collective,
main
that can
of structuralism, wams the
'wish
to maintain for the interpretation of the Bible a privileged and protected
who
1067
place'.

Nevertheless,in the postmoderncontext, structuralismhasbeenusedeffectively in
'methodologically and politically radical biblical writing', 1068
in
least
the work of
not
1069
Mieke Bal.
The structuralist debatehasprovided the impetus for much of the
experimentalwork now going on in Biblical Studies,as is particularly attestedby the
emergenceof the j ourrial Semeiaand by the Structuralism and ExegesisGroup within
'
070
Society
Biblical
Literature.
Structuralismhasthus given a considerable
the
of
fillip to the developmentof ideological-critical insights.

5.44 Post-Structuralism and Deconstruction ism""
The Collective then turns to post-structuralism,in particular, the controversial
Derrideandeconstructionism. JacquesDerrida rejectedany notion of a fixed centre
from which everything else can be derived, be it God, consciousness,humanreason,
or whatever. Deconstructionattemptsa radical de-centring,unmaskingthe
assumptionsundergirdingthe westernmetaphysicaltradition by exposingtheir inner
contradictions. Deconstructionistsmake useof structuralistmethodologybut reject its
absolutistclaims.
Structuralismworks with binary oppositions(for example:male / female; rich /
1072
deconstructionists,
For
founded
first
the
poor).
suchoppositionsare
on repression:
term in eachpair is forcibly elevatedover the second. Deconstructionseeksto
unmaskall suchclaims to power. Deconstructionistcriticism is associatedwith the
limitlessplurality and the undecidability of meaningand is 'suspiciousof any view
1073
is
fit
that there a natural betweenlanguage,the world, and meaning'.
Thereis a
focus on the marginal, the repressed,and theperipheral emphasesthat link closely
ideological-critical
with
approaches.

1067

PostmodernBible, p. 99.
1068
PostmodernBible, p. 115.
1069forexample, Bal, Death
and Dissymmetry. Seealso David Jobling, 'Mieke Bal on Biblical
Narrative', Religious StudiesReview 17 (1992), pp. I
-10.
1070
PostmodernBible, p. 116. Daniel Patte's long leadershipof the Structuralism and ExegesisGroup
is acknowledged. He also has served as general editor of Semeiasince 1993.
1071
PostmodernBible, pp. 119-148. For a good overview of poststructuralism and deconstruction,
generally and within Biblical Studies, seeJobling, 'Structuralism and Deconstruction'.
1072
Other examplesof binary oppositions include: rational / irrational; original / imitation; central
peripheral; transcendent/immanent; spirit / body; nature/ culture; speech/ writing; white / black.
1073
PostmodernBible, p. 128. The Collective continues:
Deconstructionis text-centred.Yet for deconstruction,
thereis no centreto thetext. Text is not limited
to written language.Theself is a text; experienceis a text; anyinstanceof significationis a text. ...
Text is the productof signifyingdifference.Text andits relatedterms(suchaswriting andreading)are,
for deconstruction,
complex,fluid, andpowerfulmetaphors.Whatevera text is, it is not a stable,selfidentical,enduringobjectbut a placeof intersectionin annetworkof signification. Thereis no
...
extra-textualrealityto whichtextsreferor whichgivestextstheir meaning;meaningor referenceis
functions
intertextuality.
in
to
this
as
of
network,
possibleonly relation
In fact, however, there is an important sensein which a literary text is 'a stable, self-identical, enduring
fixed
in
fixed
fixed
is
It
in
it
is
the reception
that
words
a
signs,
order.
of
object',
a collection
is
fluid
that
/
interpretation
the
text
and unstable.
meaning
of
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Literary deconstructionis a theory about the characterof all texts, which claims that
every text 'always and necessarilyunderminesor contradictsthe philosophy on which
its own plausibility relies'. 1074Deconstructionclaims to have demonstratedthat
'textuality is a disordering force, even within biblical texts that appearto be
1075
It is an important principle that critics do not deconstruct
referentially stable'.
texts: textsdeconstructthemselves.
However, the fact that we can show that a text deconstructs itself 'does not imply
hostility to that text, for it is not just bad texts that can be deconstructed but all texts'.
For the deconstructionist, 'learning systematically to distrust texts is a necessarypart
1076
of reading'.

Derrida had emphasised(an emphasisoften neglectedby his critics) that
deconstructionwas not intendedto be destruction1077but rather 'a dismantling of
structures... designedto show how they were put togetherin the first place'.
However,putting somethingtogetheragain is more difficult than taking it apart,1078
as
discoverswho has dismantleda favourite toy to seehow it
every young
child
1079
works!
The Collective might have noted that traditional source-criticismalso seeksto
dismantlethe text. However, the constructionthat deconstructionseeksto dismantle
is not the history of the text's production but 'the logic of the text's linguistic
organisation(its structure)':

To deconstructseeksout those points within a systemwhere it disguisesthe fact of its
incompleteness. By locating thesepoints, and by applying a kind of leverageto them, one
...
deconstructsthe system demonstratinghow the (w)hole, through the masking of its logical
...
1080
illusion
its
and rhetorical contradictions, maintains the
of
completeness.

The Collective offers this useful summaryof deconstructivereading:

Deconstructive interpretation consistsof very close readings'O" of specific texts.
These
...
...
readings ... have rejected certain well establishedand central values: the univocity of
meaning, the privileging of the author's intention, the location of meaning 'in' the text, the
separability of the text's 'inside' from its 'outside' (text from reader,text from context), the
objective reality of history. ... As a practice of reading, deconstruction makesexplicit what is
hidden, repressed,or denied in any ordinary reading.
No neutral or objective reading is
...
ever possible. ... Meaning is not in the text but is brought to it and imposed on it. ... Texts

1074

nd

Barton, Reading the Old Testament(2 edn.), p. 224.
1075
PostmodernBible, p. 63.
1076
nd
Barton, Reading the Old Testament(2 edn.), p. 226 (my emphasis).
1077
In popular usage,however, 'deconstruction' is frequently equatedwith 'destruction'! For Derrida's
own elucidation of deconstruction, see, in particular, JacquesDerrida, Of Grammatology (trans. GC
Spivak; Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1976), which is regardedas Derrida's most
influential work. Seealso his Dissemination (trans. B Johnson;Chicago: Chicago University Press,
1981), which includes a deconstructive reading of Plato's Phaedrus.
1078
As Clines has observed,the 'purist deconstructionist' would not even want to attempt a reassemblagebut would rather set out to 'deconstruct the deconstruction'! (Clines, Interested Parties, p.
68). It is also noted that 'deconstruction has profound implications for translation, a topic that in turn
hasimportant ideological dimensions' (Postmodern Bible, pp. 128-29).
1079The
alternative analogy that is more often used is that of pulling a loose thread and then gleefully
be
then
the
cannot
unravelling
of
course,
reconstituted.
which,
garment
whole
1080
Postmodern Bible, p. 120.
1081
A. K. M. Adam writes: 'This painstakingly minute deconstructiveexamination reveals ways in
it
is
(Adam,
Postmodern
Biblical Criticism, p. 31
the
text
the
making'
arguments
which
always undoes
[my emphasis]).
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1082
lend
themselves
may
more to somereadings than to others, but the results of any reading
have more to do with the reader's interests.
Interpretation is an expressionof power ... an
...
1083
act of appropriation, a taking of possession.

Biblical scholarshiphas beenslow to take up the challengeof deconstructionism,
despitethe fact that Derrida himself regardedthe foundational documentsof western
084
'
However, a
culture as particularly amenableto deconstructivecriticism.
in
(1982)
deconstruction
the
the
the
watershed
application of
publication of
camewith
Semeia23, which was devotedto the subject.1085
A typical reaction to deconstruction,bolsteredby the popular press,is that
'deconstructionis the arch-enemyof Westerncivilisation' and that it hasnothing to
1086
in
insists
in
Collective
Academy
Church.
However,
the
the
contributeeither the
or
that deconstruction'does not negatethe practice of historical criticism nor eliminate
the notion of history' (or, presumably,of theology):
On the contrary, deconstructive reading relies necessarilyon traditional historical criticism as
It arguesfor a subtler
an 'indispensable guardrail' or 'safeguard' for reading.
...
understandingof the ways texts refer, represent,and bring about a new opening onto the

1082
The phrasein italics seemsto me to be a key phrase,which deconstructsany view that meaning
residesentirely in the reader. It also suggeststhat texts have 'grain'.
'08'PostmodernBible, pp. 130-3 1 (my emphasis).
1084
Derrida himself was particularly interestedin the deconstructionof philosophically and culturally
foundational texts, such as Plato and the Bible.
1085Robert
Detwieller (ed.), Derrida and Biblical Studies(Semeia23: Atlanta: ScholarsPress, 1982).
Seealso the various essaysin several later editions of Semeia,including: Gary A. Phillips (ed.),
Poststructural Criticism and the Bible: Text/ History / Discourse (Semeia5 1; Atlanta: ScholarsPress,
1990);and David Jobling and StephenD. Moore (eds.), Posistructuralism as Exegesis(Semeia54;
Atlanta: ScholarsPress, 1992).
In addition to the works of ideological criticism employing deconstructivemethodology that have
alreadybeenreviewed above, other key works on deconstructionwithin biblical studies include:
Barthes,'Work to Text' (1979); Mieke Bal, Lethal Love: Feminist Literary Readingsof Biblical Love
Stories(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1987), Death and Dissymmetry (1988), and Murder
and Difference: Gender, Genre, and Scholarship on Sisera's Death (Bloomington and Indianapolis:
Indiana University Press, 1988); William Beardslee,'Poststructuralist Criticism' in StephenL.
McKenzie and StephenR. Haynes (eds.), To Each its own Meaning: an Introduction to Biblical
Criticisms and their Meanings (Westminster: John Knox Press, 1993), pp. 221-36; Danna N. Fewell,
'Deconstructive Criticism: Achsah and the (E)razed City of Writing' in Yee (ed.), Judges and Method
(1995), pp. 119-145;A. K. M. Adam, 'Deconstruction: On Making a Difference' in Postmodern Biblical
Criticism, pp. 27-44; David Rutledge, Reading Marginally: Feminism, Deconstruction, and the Bible
(Biblical Interpretation Series2 1; Leiden: Brill, 1996).
1086
PostmodernBible, p. 62. The Collective continues: '111-informedpronouncementsabout Derrida
and deconstructionamount to little more than sloganeering'. A similarly dismissive responseto
deconstructionoften comes from within Biblical Scholarship. For example, William Dever speaksof
'thefad of deconstructionism,belatedly discovered by the revisionists', which has 'already run its
coursein many other disciplines' (William G. Dever, 'What did the Biblical Writers Know and When
did they Know iff, in J. Magnessand S. Gitin [eds.], Hesed ve-Emet [Festschrift for E.S. Frerichs;
Atlanta: ScholarsPress, 1998], pp. 241-53 [243, my emphasis],quoted approvingly in JamesBarr,
History and Ideology, p. 72).
Nevertheless,A. K. M. Adam is also right when he says of deconstructionthat it:
in
Church.
in
Both
dominant
heart
the
the
the
the
academy
and,
usually,
practices
of these
of
strikesat
institutionsreflectandreproducethe assumptionthatbiblical interpretationis properlythe domainof an
faithfully
(They]
interpreters.
'meaning'
to
the
reproduce
claim
or
elite groupof authorised
...
however,all theseaspectsof our biblical
'message'of the text. - If the deconstructors
are
right
.. intensely
interpretationindustryare
problematic.... Justasa deconstructive
readingwill no longer
interpreters
legitimate
from
binary
the
those
separating
opposition
who
are
not
alloNN
a simple
...
hitherto
distinction
between
historical
likewise
interpretation
the
it
sacred
undermine
will
authorised...
Biblical
Interpretation,
32-33).
Postmodern
(Adam,
pp.
sorts
other
andall
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world; it seeksa subtlerunderstandingof the relationsof speech,thought,andreality; it seeks
a subtler,more 'originary' understandingof the relationbetweentext, context,andcritical
it
does
commentary.Thereis, finally, no oneway to practicedeconstructionist
reading,and
1087
discipline.
not necessarilyentail trying to tumblethe

As an illustration of an early deconstructive reading of biblical texts, the Collective
cites the work of Roland Barthes on Genesis 32,1088where a distinction is made
between historical criticism (where the text comes from), structural analysis (how the
text is made), and textual analysis ('how [the text] is unmade, how it explodes,
089
1
disseminates in that 'open network, which is the very infinity of language1)
).
090
Barthes statesthat the goal of criticism is not to reduce the text to a signifled,
(historical, theological, or otherwise) but 'to keep its signifying power open'.
Barthes's poststructuralist reading explores questions of linguistic form, narrative
logic, and semantic productivity in Genesis 32.1091He examines the text's use of
pronouns and names, the repetitive narrative structure, and the semantic irresolution
facing the reader by the text's end. Barthes's style of analysis features the search for
multiple rather than singular meanings, an open rather than a closed narrative
structure, textual tensions and ambiguities as an alternative to resolution and clarity.
For Barthes, the reader takes an aggressive role in creating meaning. There are no
innocent
is
neutral or
readings:
every
political
reading
an
ethical
and
ultimately
092

1
act.
1087

PostmodernBible, p. 67.
1118
Roland Barthes, 'Wrestling with the Angel: Textual Analysis of Genesis32: 23-33' in Roland
Barthes,TheSemiotic Challenge (trans. Richard Howard; New York: Hill and Wang, 1988), pp. 24660, discussedin Postmodern Bible, pp. 131-35.
108913arthes,
'Wrestling with the Angel', p. 247 cited in PostmodernBible, p. 132. What the last phrase
(in brackets)meansis not at all clear to me. It has a definite postmodernring to it and so perhaps
doesn't needto mean anything very specific! No doubt, poststructuralistjargon is itself open to
deconstruction!
1090
'Signified' and 'signifier' are important terms in poststructuralist vocabulary. John Barton, quoting
from Terry Eagleton, explains:
'Every signifiedis alsoa signifier', or, in otherwords,textsreferto objectsbut the objectsthetextsrefer
to themselves
referto furtherobjects,andsoon, adinfiniturn. It makesasmuchsenseto saythat a text
readsmeasthat I reada text. ... Thedifferencebetweenthetext andthereaderdissolves,to be replaced
by the institutionof textuality,in whichthe differencebetweenreadingandwriting no longerexists,but
the socialrealityof the interplaybetweenreadersandwritersbecomes'yet moreshimmeringwebsof
[2ndedn.], pp. 220-21).
undecidabilitystretchingto the horizon'(Barton.Readingthe Old Testament
109Barthes, 'Wrestling
last
few
in
132.
These
Angel',
260,
Postmodern
Bible,
the
p.
with
p.
cited
sentencesare a good example of the whole new vocabulary that is required for deconstruction-speak. It
is certainly not a popularist interpretative strategy!
1092
An example of Barthes's approach is given as follows (in which the influence of structural analysis
is specially pronounced):
In his analysisof Genesis32, Bartheslocatesthreesequences:
theCrossing(of the JabbokRiver,vv 2325),the Combat(vv 25-30),andtheNamings(vv 28-33). Eachsequence
containsa critical ambiguity.
In the first sequence
it is unclearwhetherJacobhasalreadycrossedthe river whenthe wrestlingoccurs
(v23) or whetherhe hasremainedbehindon the (foreign)side(vv 24-25);however,the sideof the river
thatJacobis on is crucialfor determiningthe natureof the wrestlingmatchandthe identityof his
of readability'. On the one
opponent.Barthesarguesthatthis ambiguitycreates'two differentpressures
hand,if Jacobhasnot yet crossedthe river, thena folklorist readingwould interpretthe wrestlingasa
mythictrial by combat:oncevictorious,Jacobcancrossthe river, achievehis goal. On the otherhand,if
Jacobhasalreadycrossedthe river andhis householdhasgoneon ahead,thereadingis lessclearly
determined.It would appearthatJacobstruggles'to markhimselfby solitude(this is the familiarsetting
has
locateda point wherethe readerreachesan impasseand
Barthes
God)'.
the
chosenof
apart of
...
However,
does
belongs
two
decide
the
to
text
the
one
of
genres.
story
not
offer
must
whether
an
...
have
important
in
difficulty,
bearingon the last
this
turn
this
and
will
an
of
resolution
unambiguous
(Naming)sequence.A chainreactionhasbegunwith the first ambiguoussequence,
a ripple of
(Barthes
the
'Wrestlingwith the Angel', p. 250,citedin
throughout
that
episode
whole
uncertainty runs
Postmodern Bible, p. 133).
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Herein lies a crucial difference betweendeconstructionistand reader-response
criticism. For the deconstructionist,'the text is never fully in the possessionof any
reader,nor the readerever fully in the possessionof any text. ... The text retainsthe
power to elude and overturn every reading- while the readerretainsthe power
1093
However, againstthis definition of
endlesslyto rewrite the text'.
deconstructionismit should be said that readersdo not, in fact, have power 'endlessly
to rewrite' the words of the text, though they may have the power 'endlessly to
but
Each
is
different
the
text'.
the text remains
reinterpret
reading a
performance:
fixed.
Post-structuralismhashad considerableinfluence on ideological criticism, even
amongthosewho would not fully acceptDerrida's philosophical basis. The
Collective remarksthat 'Jamesonmight be describedas apost-structuralist Marxist
1094
theorist% in particular with his stresson cracksand fault-lines (along which the
text may be said to deconstruct). Deconstructionistmethodologyhas frequently been
095
by
ideological
used
critics' as an effective tool for exposingideological fault-lines.
The Collective sP096
eaks of possible ways forward for post-structuralism in terms of the
historicism.
Deconstruction may also make a contribution in the renew
examination of questions of ethics. Post-structuralists are concerned to undermine
those forms of ethics that have undergirded repression and violence. The Collective
rightly concludes:
historical
Theextentto whichbiblicalscholarship
find
in
for
poststructuralism
resources
will
the[ideological]selfandethicalreflectionwill dependon howwilling it is to undertake
1097
demanded
its
historical
critique
of own
methodsandcriticalpractices.
A. K. M. Adam writes of the 'positive face' or 'converse' of deconstructionism, which
he terms 'transgressive interpretation': 'while deconstruction chastensour efforts to
ascertain anything about a text, transgressive readers assert "audacious versions" of
texts: "inversions, extraversions, conversions, contraversions, diversions,
1098
In particular, this involves crossing (or
transversions, subversions"'.
transgressing) arbitrary disciplinary boundaries (academic, historical, and
theological), using insights from sociology, psychoanalysis, or whatever; disregarding
traditional conventions and rules; dissolving binary distinctions such as truth / fiction;
mixing genres; deploying imagination and allegory. Transgressive interpretation
sounds ftm! Indeed post-structuralism is often marked by playfulness and irony. But
is this necessarily productive? It engendersthe fear that we simply make the Bible
mean what we want it to mean. However, as Adam points out, 'no interpretation is
self-authenticating': the validity of any interpretation depends on 'the assent of some
1093

PostmodernBible, p. 131.
1094
PostmodernBible, p. 272, note 1.
"9' including several the contributors to Semeia59 and also David Clines in several of the essaysin
of
InterestedParties.
1096
The Collective explains (somewhat enigmatically):
A re-examinationof the relationof the text, its reading,andits readerthroughthe lensof
theorymayserveasa bridgewhich enablestraditionalcriticsto seethattraditional
poststructuralist
before
but
be
an ideologicalcritiqueofscholarshipand ofculture
not
salvageable,
criticismmayyet
146,
Bible,
(Postmodern
my emphasis).
p.
occurs

For an outline critique of the 'new historicism', see above, p. 48, note 214.
1097
Postmodern Bible, p. 147.
1098

Adam, Postmodern Biblical Criticism, p. 6 1.
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audience'. While modem interpreters'obey the modem commandmentto seekthe
approval of academicallytrained disciplinary specialists,postmoderninterpreterswill
seekout a different audience,one that has earsto hear and understandtheir
1099
David Clines's notion of 'bespoke' interpretationshas someaffinity
readings'.
with this approach.
The Collective fails to engagewith the critical stancetowards deconstructionist
philosophy among exponentsof more traditional ideological criticism.
Deconstructionmay sharecommon ground with Marxism; ' 100but Eagletonhas
describedit as 'libertarian pessimism,blessedlyfree from the shacklesof meaning
101
'
It allows for no centre and no absolutes,not even Marxism! The
and sociality'.
is:
ultimate question doesdeconstructionmake a positive contribution to Althusser's
'lived relations"? Eagleton's answer(and probably, in the end Jameson's)would be
'No'. Itfails to serveas a catalystfor social change. In practice, it allows little scope
for reconstructionand no scopefor a utopian vision or programmefor action that is
itself
not
opento deconstruction.

5.45 Rhetorical Criticism
02
Rhetoricalcriticism" stretchesback at leastas far as classicalGreece. It hasnot
beenasprominent within the field of Old Testamentstudiesas someother
'
103
The Collective offers a casefor a
methodologies,with somenotable exceptions.
104
'
However, they argue:
revival of rhetorical criticism within Biblical Studies.
A rhetorical
to an
criticismthatisnotradicallyself-reflexive
cantooeasilybeharnessed
ideologically
happens
What
texts
conservative
program
of reaffirming
classical andvalues.
througha skilledpractice
the
whena modemscholar,
of rhetorical
criticism,demonstrates
text? ... Therhetorical
persuasiveness
of anancient
effect,intended
or not,maybeto
importance
for the
thetruthof theclassics.... Suchconsiderations
establish
areof particular
Bible,whichcarriesenormous
cultural(thatis,rhetorical)
authority.
'099Adam, Postmodern Biblical Criticism, 68. Adam
p.
cites, as an example, StephenMoore's
'extraordinary' Mark and Luke in Poststructuralist Perspective, in which Moore readsthesetwo
Gospelsthrough the intertextual mediation of JacquesDerrida, JacquesLacan, and James(Jacques)
Joyce, 'using puns, coincidences,allusions, and his thorough acquaintancewith postmoderntheory and
biblical scholarship to weave an astonishing interpretative tapestry' (pp. 68-69).
...
1100
It highlights the 'bankruptcy of the academy,the demise of the renaissanceintellectual, the
abandonmentof tradition, the turning away from historicism' (PostmodernBible, p. 146).
:: 0' Eagleton, Ideology,
p. 38. Contrast H. Bhabha, Location of Culture, p. 183.
02See Postmodern Bible,
pp. 149-186.

1103
Theseinclude: Phyllis Trible, God and the Rhetoric ofSexuality (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1978);
Robert Alter, TheArt ofBiblical Narrative (New York: Basic Books, 1981) and TheArt ofBiblical
Poetry (New York: Basic Books, 1985); Meir Sternberg,'The Bible's Art of Persuasion:Ideology,
Rhetoric and Poetics in Saul's Fall', Hebrew University College Annual 54 (1983), pp. 45-82, reprinted
in P.R. House (ed.), Beyond Form Criticism: Essaysin Old TestamentLiterary Criticism (Winona
Lake: Eisenbrauns,1992), pp. 234-7 1; Sternberg,Poetics (1985); Stratton, Out of Eden (1995);
Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art and Political Rhetoric (1996); together with the various essaysin D.J.A.
Clines, D.M. Gunn, and A. J. Hauser (eds.), Art and Meaning: Rhetoric in Biblical Literature
PSCITSup.19; Sheffield: JSCITPress, 1982), the essaysin D. Patrick and A. Scult, Rhetoric and
Biblical Interpretation (Sheffield: Almond Press, 1990), and the essaysin Martin Warner (ed.), The
Bible as Rhetoric: Studies in Biblical Persuasion and Credibility (New York: Routledge, 1990).
, 104
They observe: 'Most current rhetorical criticism functions as a kind of conservativereader-response
criticism, perceiving the reader as necessaryto activate the text's rhetorical power. What is usually
lacking is the recognition and critical evaluation of the interactive part played by readersin the creation
of meaning' (Postmodern Bible, p. 163).
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The Collective concludes:

The 'new' rhetorical critic needsto study 'discursive practices' and try to understandthem 'as
forms of power and performance'.
This provides a basis for relating the new rhetoric to
...
political, social, and ideological criticisms-' 105

As with reader-responsecriticism, rhetorical criticism must developa strong
ideological-critical awarenessif it is to be an effective tool in exposingissuesof
power and control in the production and receptionof texts.

5.46 Feminist and Womanist Criticism'

106

Feminist criticism is perhapsthe most familiar and the most extensiveform of
ideological criticism of the Bible. Indeed,it is regardedas a discipline in its own
is
It
right.
concernedwith the effects of over 2,000 yearsof male-only criticism and
with ongoing male dominancewithin the contemporaryAcademy. The Collective
examinesa rangeof feminist readingsthat demonstrate'how texts constructreaders
by imposing ideologiesof genderand power and how readerscan resist those
A threadthat runs through the whole of ThePostmodernBible is
constructions5.1107
particularly well exemplified in this chapter:namely, that 'reading and interpretative
strategiesare socially, politically, and institutionally situatedand draw their force
...
from the subjectpositions of readersand interpreters'.1108
Feminist interpretationis not itself a singular reading strategybut 'a set of political
positionsand strategies':

That one can identify several viable womanist and feminist readings of the same text is not
symptomatic of a problem requiring solution (that is, women can't make up their minds), but
rather enacts ... a foundational shift in biblical criticism away from
the unitary truth of the
...
text and towards projects focussed on multiplicities of meanings.
Secondly
[it] serves
....
...
to highlight the varieties of feminisms at work in interpretation, feminisms variously shaped
by historical circumstances, political and theological allegiances, social identities, institutional
locations, and intellectual interests. 1109

FeministBiblical Studiesemergedas a separateacademicdiscipline in the 1980s.
Early feminist critique was primarily a hermeneuticof recuperation,redeemingthe
1105
PostmodernBible, p. 166. Compare Eagleton, who describesrhetoric 'as forms of activity
inseparablefrom the wider social relations between writers and readers' (Eagleton, Literary Theory, pp.
205-206).
1106
PostmodernBible, pp. 225-271. Seealso Adam, Postmodern Biblical Criticism, pp. 49-50; and
Ann Loades, 'Feminist Interpretation' in John Barton (ed.), Cambridge Companion, pp. 81-94.
1107
PostmodernBible, p. 225.
1108
PostmodernBible, p. 268.
1109
PostmodernBible, pp. 225-26. The Collective proceedsby comparing and contrasting a variety of
feminist / womanist approachesto Hosea 1-3, in which metaphorsinvolving abuseof women are
employedto make a theological point, citing articles by Renita J. Weems,Tikva Frymer-Kensky, and
Mary J.W. Leith. For Weems 'the intersection of politics and theology
highlights the problem of
...
power in the text'. Frymer-Kensky's historical and theological concernscauseher 'to emphasiseboth
the disjunctures between the imagery and life in ancient Israel and the ideological evocativenessof the
marriagemetaphor'. For Leith, the text is 'more of an artifact than living scripture'; and in contrast to
the two other scholars, therefore, she does not approachthe text from a theological perspective. See
Renita J. Weems, 'Gomer'; Tikva Frymer-Kensky, 'The Wanton Wife of God' in Tikva FrymerKensky, In the Wakeo)f the Goddesses:Women,Culture, and the Biblical Transformation of Pagan
Myth (New York: Free Press, 1992); and Mary J.W. Leith, 'Verse and Reverse:the Transformation of
the Woman, Israel, in Hosea 1-3' in: Peggy L. Day (ed.), Gender and Difference, pp. 95-108.
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tradition 'through the retrieval of strong fore-mothers, with whom contemporary
"'
0
identify'.
This gave way to a hermeneutic ofsuspicion, closely
women might
identified with the interpretative strategy of Elisabeth Schiissler-Fiorenza and with the
presupposition that 'biblical texts and their interpretations are androcentric and serve
""
functions'.
Her strategy employs an essentially deconstructionist
patriarchal
methodology, though with a constructive theological purpose. The Collective then
describes the work of Phyllis Trible as 'a critical strategy, suspicious and recuperative
11
12
its
Trible
be
Bible,
to
the
at once'.
seeks
positive about
while unmasking
'
113
A further development came with the
androcentric and patriarchal ethos.
hermeneutic ofsurvival, articulated by African American and Third-World scholars.
Finally, the work of Mieke Bal is 'paradigmatic' for postmodern feminist criticism:
interested
is
in
kind
in
she not
of
recovering original meanings nor seeking a
'postmodem replacement for divine authority' but in critiquing the cultural impact of
"
14
the Bible's reception history.

1110
PostmodernBible, pp. 245-246. The tradition stretchesback to Elizabeth Cady Stanton's The
Woman'sBible (2 vols.; repr.; Edinburgh: Polygon Books, 1991 [first published 1898]).
1111
SchtisslerFiorenza, Bread not Stone,p. 15. Seealso SchUsslerFiorenza's But SheSaid: Feminist
Practices ofBiblical Interpretation (Bloomington: Beacon, 1992); and her 'Ethics in Biblical
Interpretation'.
1112
PostmodemBible, p. 248. SeePhyllis Trible, God and the Rhetoric ofSexuality (1978); and Texts
of Terror: Literary-Feminist Readings of Biblical Narratives (Philadelphia: FortressPress, 1984).
Trible's God and the Rhetoric ofSexuality was largely a responseto Mary Daly's insistencethat the
Christian tradition is irredeemably damagingto women. Daly was particularly influential in the early
daysof feminist criticism and was both anti-biblical and anti-Christian in her stance. Curiously, Daly
is scarcelymentioned in The PostmodernBible, not even in the (extensive) bibliography.
1113
Other key works from the 80's include: Carol Meyers, Discovering Eve: Ancient Israelite Women
in Context (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988), who conteststhe view that the Hebrew Bible is
irredeemablypatriarchal; and Athalya Brenner, The Israelite Woman:Social Role and Literary Type in
Biblical Narrative (Biblical Seminar2; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1985). Brenner is not mentioned by the
Collective, not even in the bibliography.
From the 90's comesAlice Bach (ed.), The Pleasure ofHer Text (Philadelphia: Trinity Press
International, 1990) and P.A. Bird, Missing Persons and Mistaken Identities: Womenand Gender in
Ancient Israel (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1997), neither of whom receives more than a passing
mention by the Collective. Notable also is the work of J. Cheryl Exum (who also receives only a
passingmention), including: 'Murder They Wrote' (1990); Fragmented Women(1993); 'The Ethics of
Biblical Violence against Women' (1995); 'Feminist Criticism: Whose Interestsare being ServedT in
Yee (ed.), Judges and Method (1995), pp. 65-90; and 'The Voice of My Lover' (2003). Important
referencebooks are Athalya Brenner (ed.), The Feminist Companion to the Bible (10 vols.; Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic Press, 1993-1996); Brenner and Fontaine (eds.), A Feminist Companion to
Readingthe Bible: Approaches,Methods, and Strategies; and Lisa Isherwood and Dorothy McEwan
(eds.), An A to Z ofFeminist Theology (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1996).
1114
PostmodernBible, p. 255. Bal has written:
I do not claimthe Bible to be eithera feministresourceor a sexistmanifesto.Thatkind of assumption
canonly be an issuefor thosewho attributemoral,religious,or political authorityto thesetexts,which is
function
influential
is
interested
in.
It
I
the
the
one
the
cultural
of
of
most
precisely oppositeof what am
instance
discuss,
I
documents
literary
that
a
strong
representative
as
of what
of our culture
mythicaland
languageandliteraturecando to a culture,specificallyto its articulationof gender(Bal, LethalLove,p.
1, quotedin PostmodernBible, p. 255).
Seealso Bal's Death and Dissymmetry and her Murder and Difference.
It should be noted that Elisabeth SchusslerFiorenza tends to downplay postmodernist influence in
favour of a more traditional feminism. She comments, for example: 'By tracing out the
deconstructionistreadings
feminine/masculinebinary structures of the biblical text
structuralist
and
...
dualistic
dislodging
(Schiisslerthe
the
than
text'
gender
politics
of
the
rather
run
risk of re-inscribing
Fiorenza,But She Said, pp. 34-35).
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The term 'womanist' interpretation originated amongstthosewho 'believe that
feminism
has failed to acknowledgethe complexities that women of colour
mainline
face as membersof at least two socially oppressedgroups'. Womanists 'challenge
interlocking systemsof oppression:racism, classism,homophobia,and ecological
11
15
11
6
'
The
Renita
Weems
belongs
in
abuses'.
work of
this category.
The Collective's conclusion is that feminist / womanist criticism still has much it can
achievewithin biblical scholarship:'Despite somesmall success feminism and
...
1117
discourses
womanismremain oppositional
at the marginsof power institutionally'.
Clearly, ideological criticism will serveas a major tool in the womanistIfeminist
armoury.

5.47 Ideological criticism in the postmodern context
Turning to ideological criticism itself, ' 118the Collective notesconsiderableoverlap
liberation
hermeneutics,
with
cultural criticism, rhetorical criticism, sociological
criticism, Marxist literary criticism, reader-response
criticism, and ethical critique.
Ideological criticism is not a separatemethodologybut an umbrella strategy:

It comes in many voices, speaksmany languages,and residesin many different disciplines.
In this postmoderncontext, ideological criticism of the Bible is oneplace where critical
...
forces are converging with commonpurpose."' 9

For the Collective, the focus of ideological criticism is to expose three dimensions of
the 'struggle' in the production of meaning:
the tensive relation betweenthe production of meaning and language;
the multiple discoursesoperating within the text;
the complex nature of power relations that produce texts, construct the institutional
1120
texts
contexts of
and their reception, and affect readersof those texts.

1115
V. C. Phillips, 'Feminist Interpretation' in Hayes, (ed.), Dictionary ofBiblical Interpretation, pp.
388-98 (393).
Ann Loadesobserves:
Whitefeministshavebeenbroughtsharplyto taskfor presumingto speakfor 'womanist'l AfricanAmerican,'mujerista'l Hispanic,andFarEastAsianwomentheologians,sofeministinterpretationis
perhapsparticularlysensitiveto the complexitiesof raceandclassandeconomicstatus(Loades,
'FeministInterpretation',p. 82).
1116
PostmodernBible, pp. 251-52. SeeRenita J. Weems,Just a Sister Away; 'Gomer: Victim of
Violence'; 'Reading Her Way through the Struggle'; and Battered Love: Marriage, Sex, and Violence
in the Hebrew Prophets (Overtures in Biblical Theology; Minneapolis: Fortress, 1995). In Battered
Love, Weemsexplores the sexual and sexist metaphorsemployed by Hosea,Jeremiah,and Ezekiel to
ascertainthe capacity of the books to condone sexist human power.

See also Weems, 'Hebrew Women', which is critiqued above, pp. 169-173.
1117
Postmodern Bible, p. 270.

1118
SeePostmodern Bible, pp. 272-308. The Collective adopts an essentially neutral definition of
'ideology': 'Ideology is a generic term for the processesby which meaning is produced, challenged,
reproduced,and transfon-ned' (MicMe Barrett, The Politics of Truth: From Marx to Foucault
[Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1991], p. 97, cited in PostmodernBible, p. 272).
1119
Postmodern Bible, P. 280 (my emphasis).
1120
Postmodern Bible, pp. 272-73.
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' Literature
Ideological criticism is primarily concernedwith power-relations.112
enjoys a specialrelationship to power in the ideological operationsof a culture.
'Texts are implicated in both the representationand reproductionof ideology':

From this point of view, ideological criticism has the task of exposing and charting the
...
in the conflicting ideologies operating in
structure and dynamics of those power relations
...
discourseand in flesh and blood readersof texts in their concrete social locations and
relationships.

Ideological criticism of the Bible thereforehas a twofold task:
"
"

122
biblical
the
read
ancient
stories' for their ideological content and mode of production;
1123
ideological
the
grasp
characterof contemporary reading strategies.

Tina Pippin (one of the Collective members)sumsup the Collective's approachto
ideological criticism as follows:

Ideological criticism is a postmodern move that questionsthe power relations in reading,
discourse,and the production of commentarieson the Bible.
Ideological criticism removes
...
the stable ground or center of the dominant interpreter, creating new possibilities of meaning
and action. 'Ideological criticism ... is a deliberate effort to read againstthe grain - of texts,
is
in
Who
of disciplinary norms, of tradition, of cultures'. Ideological criticism
asks:
...
control? ... Who is not representedor over-represented? ... Is the Bible always a liberating
What is the ethical responsibility of the biblical critic? ' 124
text?
...

Notice that Pippin regardsideological criticism asprimarily apostmodern
phenomenon;as primarily to do with critique of readersand commentators;and as
demandingaction.

Ideological criticism demands an ethical response, 'designed to expose cultural
systemsof power that shapethe "lived relations" not only of readers of the Bible but
have suffered real poverty,
of the vast majority of the world's peoples who
...
1125
Althusser's emphasis on 'lived relations' puts the
oppression, and violence'.
26
"
heart
ideological
discussion.
Jamesonputs it with a
ethical question at the
of
different focus, more true to Althusser, when he writes: 'Ideological commitment is
not first and foremost a matter of moral choice but of taking sides in a struggle
between embattled groups'. 1127

.... J.13.Thompson describesideology 'meaning in the
as
service of power' (Thompson, Ideology, pp.
7 and 20, quoted in Postmodern Bible, p. 274). Compare also Eagleton,Ideology, p. 5.
1122
PostmodernBible, pp. 275. Seealso Eagleton, Literary Theory, p. 15 and Criticism and Ideology,
pp. 88-89.
The Collective quotes from Catherine Belsey: 'To learn what is ideologically important about a
community or a culture, we need only listen carefully to the stories it tells and how it tells them. In
Westernculture, the stories most influential in shaping andproducing its ideology arefound in the
Bible (PostmodernBible, pp. 276, citing Belsey, Critical Practice, pp. 5-7).
1123
PostmodernBible, p. 274.
124
1 Pippin, 'Ideology',
67, quoting from Postmodern Bible, p. 275 (my emphasis).
p.
1125
PostmodernBible, p. 277.
1126
The Collective continues:
Althusser'semphasis is meantto exposeandunderscore
the differencesandconflictsof thesehuman
...
relationsassystemicandcorporaterealties,that is, somethingmorethanthe individual'sactionsand
desires. Ideologicalcriticism at root hasto do with theethicalcharacterandresponseto the text
...
...
When
it
in
lived
the
that
those
and
of
to
reproduced
act
reading.
are
represented
comesto
and
relations
ideological
discourse,
in
biblical
the
texts
of
sense
and
making
struggles,andconflicts
particular
reading
in the Bible, the readeris facedwith the challengeof andresponsibilityfor ethicalquestioningandaction
(PostmodernBible, pp. 275 [my emphasis]).
1127
Frederic Jameson,Postmodernism,or, The Cultural Logic ofLate Capitalism (Durham, NC: Duke
University Press, 1991), p. 290 (my emphasis).
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The main methodological focus of ideological criticism is reading against the grain.
It is not clear whether the Collective view reading againstthe grain as somethingthat
128
for
the original ancientaudience' or whether it is envisagedsolely as
was an option
a contemporarymeansof unmaskingstruggleand conflict in the text. The notion of
readingagainstthe grain is not just confined to the text: readingmust also be against
'
129
hegemony.
One might add that ideological
the grain of the prevailing scholarly
criticism must also read againstthe grain of the tradition of interpretationthat has
allowed the Bible to undergird oppressivepracticesin the contemporaryworld.
For the Collective, an essentialingredient of ideological criticism is that it should
for
serveas a catalyst
change. It should make 'an explicit, unabashedappealto
justice':
As an ethically grounded act, ideological reading intends to raise critical consciousnessabout
what is just and unjust about those lived relations that Althusser describes,and to changethose
power relationships for the better. It challengesreaders to acceptpolitical responsibilityfor
themselvesandfor the world in which they live. "'0

However, 'not all ideological readingsare transformative:someare resistantreadings;
but othersstrive to reinforce the statusquo'. The ideological critic must therefore
...
face a number of significant issues,suchas:
"
"
"
"

How are we to distinguish one kind of ideological reading from another?
How can biblical critics read the Bible without being coopted?
What are the implications for today's postmodernculture of reading the Bible against
the grain?
What possible practical difference does ideological critique make in readers'
individual and corporate lives?""

Theseissuesraise a number of further questions,including:
Do
have
ideologies?
texts
one
or
several
"
"

Is ideology a hermeneuticalconstruct that residesoutside of the text, and, if so, where
precisely is it?
Does every text have its own ideology(ies)?
Is there such a thing as a corporate ideology located in the canon of scripture?
What happensideologically when reader-hearer-audienceand text meet and
converge?
Is there an 'ideology of meaning?

How do these criticisms connect specifically with issues of social justice, ethical
'
132
action, and transformation?

1128
An example of editorial comment againstthe grain in the ancient context might be found in the
booksof Samuel. Presumablythesebooks were originally written for an audiencealready aware of
Sauland David as historical figures from the past and of a dominant tradition which saw Saul as bad
and David as good. While the text of 1-2 Samuel on the surface appearsto support this traditional
view, reading betweenthe lines, or reading againstthe grain, might well suggestto the discerning
readerthat the author is sympathetic to Saul while laying great emphasison David's demerits. The
books might thus be said to deconstructthe traditions of Saul and David: a deliberate ploy by an author
who could not have openly criticised David in a Jerusalemruled by a Davidic descendant. The text,
therefore,implicitly invites the reader to read againstthe grain.
1129
The Collective arguesthat the postmodern milieu setsthe stagefor contemporary reading against
the grain - not only of those historical approachesthat would bracket or deny ideology but also of those
critical approachesthat would posit a singular, unitary reading of the Bible's ideology. As an example
of those who 'posit a singular, unitary reading of the Bible', the Collective cite Meir Sternberg's
assertionthat the Bible is 'ideologically singular' in its values and ideas. SeeSternberg,Poetics, pp.
36-37.
1130
Postmodern Bible, pp. 275 (my emphasis).
1131
Postmodern Bible, pp. 277.
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Thereis also the specific danger of an ideological useof ideological criticism:

1133

The ideological use of ideological criticism per se is a matter of extreme concem. It is
incumbent on ideological critics to subject their approachesto critical setf-appraisal to
exposetheir 134
own agendas,knowing all the while that it is impossible to exposeeverything
1
completely.

As a simple example of the ideological use of ideological criticism, the Collective
1135
examines the use made of the Exodus narrative in early liberation theology,
with a
identification
between ancient Israel and the contemporary context of the
narrative
However,
ideological
reader.
criticism should seek to bring out all 'those voices
have
been
which
subject to suppression, marginalisation, even exclusion and
1136From Native American
is
identification
the
not
violence'.
a
natural
perspective,
with the enslaved Israelites but with the indigenous Canaanite population, whom the
'
137
Israelites proceed to suppress.
The Native American scholar, Robert Warrior
long
'As
believe
in the Yahweh of deliverance, the world will not
observes:
as people
be safe from Yahweh the conqueror'. 1138
Ideological criticism is itself 'a contested field', Tina Pippin observes; and 'the
is
images
from
but
towards
the
movement not away
contestation
montage of
rather
and technologies and bodies of the postmodern world'. However, 'the definitions of
ideology and of ideological criticism are slowly moving into a more positive focus in
1139
their more postmodern manifestations'.

5.18 Summary Critique of The Postmodern Bible
The ideological critique mountedby the Collective pulls the rug from under much
traditional scholarshipand lays a foundation for more radical thinking within the
Academy. An important contribution is their ideological scrutiny of newer forms of
literary criticism. In particular, the Collective hashighlighted the dangerof reader1132

PostmodernBible, p. 278.
1133
Indeed: 'the various definitions of "ideology" are themselvesall marked by vested interestsand are
therefore 'as "ideological" as ideological criticism itself (PostmodernBible, p. 272).
1134
PostmodernBible, p. 280 (my emphasis).
1135
Liberation hermeneuticsis regardedby the Collective as a key form of ideological criticism:
'readings from below', which attempt to interpret the Bible out of their own concrete,political,
economic,and social circumstances. Marxist or otherwise, liberation readingsare constantly 'pushing
againstthe boundariesof the text' (PostmodernBible, p. 281). Liberation forms of ideological
important becausethey declare their ideological stanceup-front.
criticism
are
1136
PostmodernBible, p. 284.
1137
PostmodernBible, pp. 284-85. See,for example, Robert A. Warrior, 'Canaanites,Cowboys, and
Indians: Deliverance, Conquest, and Liberation Theology Today', Chrsitianity in Crisis 29 (1989), pp.
261-265, reprinted in Sugirtharajah (ed.), Voicesftom the Margin, pp. 287-95.
In Sugirtharajah(ed.), Voicesftom the Margin, a variety of other essaysare presentedon the exodus
(Latin American, Korean, Black African, Asian Feminist, and Palestinian) in a section entitled, 'The
Exodus: One Theme, Many Perspectives' (pp. 227-296). Palestinian readersin particular sharethe
samekind of concernsas those of the Native Americans.
1138
Warrior, 'Canaanites, Cowboys, and Indians', p. 265. Warrior's reading reveals 'the "strategies of
ignore
it
in
liberation
to
that
and even erasethe voices and
containment" used
readings
make possible
history of the Canaanites' (Postmodern Bible, p. 286). The phrase 'strategies of containment' is from
Jameson.
1139
Pippin, 'Ideology', p. 67.
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responseand of rhetorical-critical methodologiesthat are not infused with ideologicalcritical awareness.Biblical exegesisis never a neutral act: there are always class
interestsand institutional power-relationsat stake.
A major weaknesson the part of the Collective is their failure to critique the
resistanceto postmodernismamongtraditional exponentsof ideological criticism.
Although postmodernperspectivesmay contain thepotential for unravelling the
conceptualundergirding of power, for Eagletonpostmodeminfluence has undermined
the struggle- by denying the possibility of the coherentand galvanisedpolitical vision
'
140
The Collective might well have answered
neededto challengecapitalism.
Eagletonby pointing to their own clear commitmentto challengingthe structuresof
power and control within the Academy; and by their scrutiny even of postmodem
perspectivesand methodsthrough an ideologically-critical lens. Indeed,the
Collective could be describedas almostpost-postmodern,in that its members
ideological
to
subscribe an
critique that is action-orientedand striving for change.
Oneindividual memberof the Collective is quotedas having madethis introductory
comment:
feel
ultimately that my contribution is being swept up in an exciting processwhereby the
I
1141
sum is truly greater (and radically different) than its parts.

However,this initial promise of excitement,of a radically new approach,is not
sustainedthroughoutthe volume, which, overall, is dull and text-book in style rather
1142
thanat the cutting edgeof innovation.
Regrettably,the Collective doesnot, in this
volume,offer concretealternativesto the scholarly hegemonythat the contributorsare
seekingto undermine;nor do they initiate a specific programmefor bringing about
change. The volume lacks sustainedreadingsof biblical texts. However, the
companionvolume, ThePostmodernBible Reader,doesoffer a number of significant
'
143
essaysthat are at the cutting edgeof scholarship.
The PostmodernBible hasreceivednegativereviews from both Robert Carroll and
JamesBarr - the former less expectedthan the latter. Carroll acknowledgesthat 'the
book's summarychapters are good exemplary expositionsof the theoretical
...
1144
involved
in
However, he
sophistication
postmodernistways of readingthe Bible'.
perceptivelydescribesthe work as having 'a highly authoritarianand totalising
1140
In Literary Theory, Eagleton gives his own overview of New Criticism: phenomenology,
hermeneutics,reception theory, structuralism, semiotics, post-structuralism, and psychoanalysis. He
elucidatesthe ideological undergirding of each of thesetheoretical positions and concludeswith a call
to politically motivated criticism. Eagleton's recent (1996) book-title, TheIllusions ofPostmodernism,
speaksfor itself as to his overall view of the phenomenon. Frederic Jameson's(1991) title,
Postmodernism,or, The Cultural Logic ofLate Capitalism similarly speaksfor itself as to Jameson's
view that postmodernismis the ultimate outworking of capitalism and therefore at odds with Marxist
philosophy.
1141
PostmodernBible, p. 17.
1142
Robert Carroll makes a similar comment when he saysthat the writers of The PostmodernBible
havesucceededonly 'in being didactic and deadly dull' (Carroll, 'Poststructuralist Approaches', p. 58)
certainly not a criticism that would ever be made of Carroll's work! JamesBarr commentsthat
playffilness and irony are conspicuously lacking in it [The Postmodern Bible]' (Barr, History and
Ideology, p. 148) and notes that these arejust the very qualities which John Barton considersto be the
only attractive features of postmodernism! (Barr, History and Ideology, p. 148, note35, citing Barton,
Readingthe Old Testament,p. 235).
1143
See,for example, the article by Terry Eagleton on Jonah,which is contained in that volume and
is reviewed below, in appendix 2 (pp. 274-77).
which
1144
Carroll, 'Poststructuralist Approaches', p. 58.
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ideology of its own (madeup of so many parts race and genderand so many parts
145
'
'making
bid
for
Carroll
intellectual
hegernony'.
egalitarianism)' and as
gives a
a
listing
witty
of the 'gods' by whom the Collective swears:Althusser, Barthes,Culler,
Derrida, Eagleton,Foucault, Genette,Bal, Jameson,and Kristeva. No criticism of
thesegods,observesCarroll, is to be found anywherein their work. ' 146Carroll rightly
points out that ThePostmodernBible easily 'deconstructsitself: ten white, privileged
denounce
academics
white academicism;its advocacyof populist readingsis
by
undermined its theoretical complexity; its insistenceon acknowledgementby
scholarsof their ideological predispositionsis inconsistentwith the collective
anonymity of its authors. Carroll concludes:
The book illustrates the fundamental doubleplusgood duckspeak of postmodemism, which
will undoubtedly provide a field day of criticism for the many 'modemist' (that is, oldfashioned) biblical scholars who will welcome the opportunity to get back at the flawed praxis
'
147
of postmodemism.

5.19 Final Reflections on Postmodernist Criticism
JohnBarton writes dismissively of postmodernismas a phenomenon:

As 'a theory' (sometimes, with staggering imperialism just 'theory' with no article) claiming
to explain or to expose culture, art, meaning, and truth, I find postmodernism absurd, rather
despicable in its delight in debunking all serious beliefs, decadent and corrupt in its
indifference to questions of truth; I do not believe it for a moment. But as a game, a set ofjeux
d'esprit, a way of having fun with words, I find it diverting and entertaining. I enjoy the
'
148
in
the
absurd and
surreal and postmodernism supplies this
ample measure.

RobertCarroll sumsup the effect of postmoderninfluenceson biblical scholarshipin
the following terms: the 'new generationof theory-driven scholars' hasturned texts
into 'mirror imagesof the readers,who assumeinto their textual readingstheir own
values,as explicit modesand strategiesfor their readingprocesses'. They seekto
transformbiblical criticism from 'being in the (concealed)serviceof traditional
hegemonic
into
westerncultural
values
serving newer valuesreflecting
1150
[contemporary]theopoliticall 149demands'.
1145
Carroll, 'Poststructuralist Approaches', p. 58. Seealso Barr, History andIdeology, p. 148.
1146
The converseis not so, however. The Marxist critics in the list are resistantto much postmodernist
thinking. As has already been said, this is amply illustrated by the titles of some of their more recent
publications,such as Eagleton, Illusions ofPostmodernism and Jameson,Postmodernism,or, The
Cultural Logic ofLate Capitalism.
1147
Carroll, 'Poststructuralist Approaches', p. 59.
1148
Barton, Reading the Old Testament,p. 235, quoted approvingly in Barr, History and Ideology, p.
161.
1149
JamesBarr commentson Carroll's use of the word 'theopolitical', which he seesas representing
the combination of traditional theological perspectiveswith the dictates of contemporary political
correctness,which are the new dominance within the Academy. The older theological concernsare not
abandonedbut they are marginalised. Barr continues:
Commitmentsto thetheopoliticaldemandsareserious. Theyapply,for instance,to themakingof
...
appointments,
which arein manycasesinfluencedby mattersof race,sex,andideology;this maybe
deniedofficially, but everyoneknowsthat it is so. In respectof thesetheopoliticaldemandsa sortof
...
liberalfundamentalism
andintolerantin respectof
cancomeinto existence.It is strict,narrow-minded,
thesedrivesasit is open-minded
oftensay... about
andtolerantin otherrespects.Fundamentalists
liberalChristianitythat in it 'anythinggoes'. Theyaremuchmistaken.Therecanbe foundin it a
in
Pharisaic,inquisitionalwatchingoverwordsanddeedsthatrunsparallelto the samephenomenon
Certain
ideas
be
'Political
fundamentalism.
is an
expressed.
cannot
correctness'
conservative
...
...
importantingredientin the liberal-fundamentalist
gospel(Barr,HistoryandIdeology,pp. 152-53).
115
0 Carroll, 'Poststructuralist Approaches', p. 50.
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Nonetheless,Carroll is not totally negativeabout postmodernbiblical scholarshipand
1151
he
cites examplesof what regardsas good postmoderncriticism,
publications that
usepostmoderntheory 'in the most sophisticatedways to illuminate their readingsof
the Bible':
The application of postmoderntheories to specific biblical texts [lacking in The Postmodern
Bible] allows readersto determine for themselveshow such theories help in the construction
They effect a
of meaning for the text and also engagesreadersin such interpretative praxis.
...
marriage betweenmodernity andpostmodernity. ... In my opinion they are also
'
152
best
being
done
biblical
in
representative ofsome of the
work now
studies.

However, Carroll makesthis further significant observation:

Poststructuralapproachesto the Bible have not only permitted new avenuesof theoretical
readingsto be explored, they have also greatly assistedolder and more reactionary
theological values andpractices to revamp themselvesand to regroup for a concertedattack
on the common enemy identified as the Enlightenment and hi storical-critical biblical
scholarship. This principle of 'my enemy's enemy is my friend' has allowed poststructuralism
to bracket out the Enlightenment, to ward off the critical reading of the Bible.
Much of
. .. 1153
what passesfor postmodemistic practice looks like a kind of neo-ftindamentalism.

Not only hasthe postmodernassaulton the hegemonyof historical-critical scholarship
allowed a voice to new liberationist, feminist, post-colonial, and marginal readings
but it hasalso allowed thosewith a more traditional ('conservative') faith perspective
1154
Surely this is to be welcomed,not on
to re-establisha place within the Academy.
the basisof 'my enemy's enemyis my friend', but in the interestsof openingthe
academyto all readingtraditions that are willing to take their place in the market
placeof academiccritique in a pluralist context. However, a pre-modem/
postmodernalliance that seeksto bracket out the Enlightenment-modemisttradition
be
would equally as unacceptableas the bracketingout of a faith or any other
legitimateperspective.
However,the common causebetween'conservative'1155
and postmodernscholarship
is ultimately superficial. Conservativepolemic is mostly directed againstbiblical
criticism (let's readthe Bible without all this 'critical stuff); whereasthe antienlightenmentcrusadeof postmodernismis directedagainstthe very notions of
Barr calls in question the tendency to speakas if modernism and postmodernismwere the only two
statesrecognisedwithin the world of scholarship.Barr maintains that 'religion is a different stateand a
different tradition' (Barr, History and Ideology, p. 161-62). As religion was not subsumedby
modernism,so it should not allow itself to be subsumedby postmodernism.
"5' Theseinclude: Hugh C. White, Narrative
and Discourse in the Book of Genesis(Cambridge:
CambridgeUniversity Press, 1991); Hugh S. Pyper, David as Reader: 2 Samuel 12: 1-15 and the
Poeticsof Fatherhood (Biblical Interpretation Series23; Leiden: Brill, 1996); David Rutledge, Reading
Marginally: Feminism, Deconstruction, and the Bible (Biblical Interpretation Series2 1; Leiden: Brill,
1996);and Yvonne Sherwood, The Prostitute and the Prophet: Hosea's Marriage in LiteraryTheoreticalPerspective (Gender, Culture, Theory 2; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1996).
1"' Carroll, 'Poststructuralist Approaches', p. 60 (my emphasis).
1153
Carroll, 'Poststructuralist Approaches', p. 51 (my emphasis). JamesBarr concurs with Carroll's
angstat the revival of 'fundamentalist' perspectivesunder the guise of postmodernism(Barr, History
and Ideology, p. 143).
1154
Whether that faith perspective be of Church or Synagogue,of Europeanconservative
evangelicalismor traditional Black American religion, or whatever. With regard to African-American
readings,seeabove, footnote 695, p. 155.
1155
Carroll and Barr both make frequent use of the term 'fundamentalist', which is an ideologically
loadedand pejorative term. I suggestthat 'conservative' might be a more neutral term for much of the
have
in
Carroll
Barr
mind.
that
scholarship
and
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absolutetruth and morality that are central to conservativeChristianity. JamesBarr
11
56
'fundamentalists'
Ironically,
warns
the
againstcoming under
postmodernistspell.
Barr seemsmore at home with fundamentaliststhan with postmodernists! It certainly
is evidencethat postmodernismhasbrought about a paradigmaticshift in 'alliances'
within the scholarly world, when JamesBarr is making common causewith
'fundamentalism' againstthe common enemyof postmodernism!1157
Carroll indicateshis scepticismof a postmodemutopia where 'even a reconstituted
SouthAfrican apartheidreading would standon all fours with post-Bakhtinian
...
...
deconstructive
post-Derridean
and
readings':
The future will be a paradiseof different readings with none privileged and all equally valid:
the modernistic wolf will lie down with the postmodernist lamb, the Marxist bear will eat
straw with the capitalist goat, the pre/postmodernistfundamentalist sheepwill safely trade
biblical proof texts with the modernist wolf, and the ecclesiasticaldove will dwell in peace
with the academicserpent. ... The old hierarchiesand hegemoniesof historical-critical
biblical studieswill be gone for ever.' 158

Carroll reassuresus, however,that sucha utopia will never come to pass! It will soon
deconstructitself as different reading strategiesseekto establishpower and
dominanceover others.
Carroll at one point speaks approvingly of 'a marriage between modernity and
postmodemity'. Whether 'marriage' is the best metaphor for what is more of a
parent-child relationship is doubtful. However, I agree with Carroll that it may well be
1159
best
both
from
possible to adopt an eclectic position that seeksto take the
worlds.
It may be that traditional (Marxist) ideological criticism is one significant bridge
between the two modes: ideological criticism is very much earthed in material reality
and concrete ongoing struggle but it shareswith postmodernism a distrust of power
160
'
hegemony
it
lends
itself
deconstructive
It is therefore
to
and
and
methodology.
appropriate to allow Terry Eagleton the last word on postmodernism, from the closing
paragraph of his Illusion ofPostmodernism:

1156
Barr reminds 'fundamentalists' of the importance to them of: not allying themselveswith 'a totally
non-Christianand non-religious philosophy'; of not abandoningthe historical nature of Christian
belief, of standing firm by the centrality of 'truth and rationality'; of caution at the ambiguity of readerresponsecriticism; and of not forgetting that traditional Protestantthinking ultimately has its toots in
the Enlightenment. With regard to reader-responsecriticism, Barr further warns that, though this
approachmight appearat first sight to work to the advantageof the fundamentalist ('all meaning is
createdby the reader so it is entirely proper for evangelical readersto createevangelical readings'), 'a
more securefoothold is offered if one goesthe other way and thinks that the Bible has its own clear
meaningwhich anyone can perceive' (Barr, History and Ideology, p. 151).
With regard to what Barr meansby the 'non-Christian nature' of postmodern 'religion', seeBarr,
History and Ideology, pp. 171-72.
1157
SeeBarr, Fundamentalism.
1158
Carroll, 'Poststructuralist Approaches', p. 62.

1159
David Clines makes a similar point in his recent essay,'The Pyramid and the Net'. The 'pyramid'
representsthe permanentand immoveable, the collaborative and the incremental world of modernism;
while the 'net' servesas a metaphor for the diverse, multivalent malleability of postmodern
methodology. Clines argues in the essaythat the two need not be mutually exclusive ("'The Pyramid
and the Net": the PostmodernAdventure in Biblical Studies' in On the Way to the Postmodern, pp.
138-57, a revised and expandedversion of 'The PostmodernAdventure in Biblical Studies' in David
J.A. Clines and StephenD. Moore (eds.), Auguries: TheJubilee Volumeof the Sheffield Department of
Biblical Studies (JSOTSup. 269; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1998), pp. 23-45.
1160
Carroll, 'Poststructuralist Approaches', p. 60. New Historicism may be another such bridge (see
above,p. 48, footnote 214).
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Postmodern end-of-history thinking does not envisage a future for us much different from the
present, a prospect it oddly views as a cause for celebration. .. - Its rich body of work on
fear
the
totality
identity
and
thinking, on the perils of
racism and ethnicity, on the paranoia of
of otherness: all this along with its deepened insight into the cunning of power, would no
doubt be of considerable value. But its cultural relativism and moral conventionalism, its
disciplined
ideas
for
its
its
distaste
localism,
and
of solidarity
scepticism,
pragmatism and
heavily
tell
its
lack
these
would
organisation,
of any adequate theory of political agency: all of
1161
it.
against
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159.
Ideology,
History
1161
by
Baff
p.
and
Eagleton, Illusions, cited also
,
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6.1
In the precedingpages,I have offered a detailedcritique of a variety of perspectives
for
ideological criticism within Old Testamentstudies. It would
methodologies
and
be inappropriatefor me at this stageto attemptto indicate the 'best' perspectiveor the
'most effective' methodology. The best approachand methodologyfor a given
ideological-critical project will be determinedby its purpose,location, and objectives.
However, an attempt will be here madeto offer somekind of overall evaluation of
ideological criticism within Old TestamentStudiesand to Provide, if not a road-map,
least
at
somesignpostsfor future development.
6.101 Modes of Ideological Criticism
Four distinct but overlapping modes of ideological criticism have been identified and
analysed:
Ideological criticism of the biblical texts themselves, in particular:
(i) the circumstances that gave rise to the production, redaction, publication,
and reception of texts;
(ii) the use to which texts were put in the ancient context (for example, as a
tool of social control);
(iii) the ideology that is encoded or inscribed or hidden / masked within or
under the surface of the text;
(iv) the process of incorporation of texts into the Canon;
(v) the ongoing engagement of the text with successiveinterpretative contexts
(for example, the incorporation of Old Testament texts into the Christian
Bible).

Ideological criticism of readings and interpretations of biblical texts, acrossthe
centuriesbut particularly in the contemporarycontext, focussingespeciallyon the
influence of the ideological holdings of the reader/ interpreter.
Ideological criticism of the use of the Bible as an ideological instrument of
control or influence in society: for example, to justify slavery or apartheid, to
reinforce patriarchy, to undergird empire, or to rationalise the status quo (the Bible
functioning as one of Althusser's 'ideological state apparatuses').
Ideological criticism of scholarly practices within the Academy, including
ideological critique of other critical methodologies.

The first of thesefour modesis primarily concernedwith the ancient context of
textual production and dissemination. The remaining three modesare more to do with
the subsequentinterpretative contexts in which texts have beenreceived,read, and
interpretative
tradition(s) and allegorical master-narrativesthat
the
applied and with
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have arisen. Engagementof the ideological factors inherentin a text's production
with the complex of ideological factors involved in the diversehistory of the text's
reception results in myriad competing interpretativepossibilities. In the words of
Norman Gottwald:
The texts have been ideologically saturated in the process of selecting, arranging, and
commenting upon them within successive frames of meaning. Consequently, we encounter
When the interplay of multiple meanings in the text is scanned by the
multiple ideologies.
...
multiple predispositions of interpreters, we are bound to have a wealth of competing
interpretations. 1162

For most practitioners of ideological criticism, the four modesof application overlap
intersect,
and
whateverthe primary focus of the critic. The Marxist Eagletonianand
Jamesonianmethodologiesfocus on the original context of a text's production; but,
in
especially the Jamesonianapproach,importanceis also attachedto the ongoing
interpretativetradition. Robert Carroll's Ideologiekritik is mostly directedagainst
contemporaryreadersand interpreters,though he is by no meansunawareof the
ideological factors involved in the production of texts / scrolls. Liberationist
(including feminist / womanist) scholarsgenerallyhighlight the abuseof the Bible as
a tool of social control but they are also interestedin the ideological featuresinherent
in the text's production and in the streamof interpretativetradition. The Collective
authorshipof the PostmodernBible has focusedprimarily on the ideological factors
undergirdingcritical practicesin the Academy but they also call for ideological
four
levels.
critique at all
6.102 Methodology
In terms of methodology, a variety of approacheshas been identified and analysed for
ideological criticism of texts, including:
Eagletonian analysis of the five levels of ideological context from which the
text originates: general and literary modes of production; general, authorial,
ideology.
and aesthetic

Jamesonianalignment of the text with three distinct interpretativehorizons:
the immediatepolitical context; the wider social horizon, particularly other
contemporaryliterary reproductionsof classstruggle;and the ongoing
historical conflict of modesof production - with a focus on aligning the
in
inherent
in
the socio-political
the
the
text
contradictions
contradictions
with
levels.
three
these
context at eachof
Reading'against the grain' of the text (or Clinesianreading 'from left to
right').
Focuson 'absences'and the 'not saids' of the text.
Foregroundingof voices from the 'margins' or from the 'underside' of the
text.
Deconstructionisttechniques,investigatingthe cracksand fault-lines along
its
inner
itself,
deconstructs
tensions
text
and contradictions.
revealing
which a
Awarenessof the multivocal natureof texts, especiallytexts that have
the
tensions
significance
of
and
of
process
editorial
undergonea complex
discords/ counterpointamong different textual 'voices'.
Highlighting of the political /class/ gender/ religious conflicts and struggles
that are 'masked' or rationalisedby the text.
1162

nd

Gottwald, Tribes (2 edn,, revised), p. x1i.
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"

Intertextual comparison,especiallythe possibilities of inter-textual dialogue;
Identification of specific 'ideologemes' (or, in Gottwald's terms,
'dimorphemes' and 'antimorphemes') for structuralist analysis;
Hermeneuticsof suspicion;
Illumination of the text's utopian vision, especiallywhere this may have
implications for contemporarypraxis within a given interpretativecommunity.

Theseapproachesare overlapping and intersectingand they will not all necessarily
in
cohere any one work of criticism. Their usemay dependon the aims and context
interpretation
of
and on the predispositionof the interpreter(Marxist, Christian, or
Several
whatever).
of thesemethodsare themselvesideologically 'loaded' (for
deconstructionist
example,
approaches).
With regardto the other three modes(ideological critique of readersand interpreters,
of the usesto which the Bible hasbeenput, and of structuraland critical practices
within the Academy), no generalmethodological schemeshave beenidentified,
thoughmany of the approacheson the abovelist are applicable. Commentaries,for
example,are amenableto full ideological investigation as texts in their own right.
Particulartextual applications(for example,thosethat have beenusedto undergird
unacceptablesocial practice, suchas apartheid)are opento deconstructiveanalysis.
The absencesand 'not saids' in a given interpretativetradition, or in a particular
scholar'swork, may be as significant as thoseaspectsthat are foregrounded.
Commentatorsmay seek,consciouslyor unconsciously,to mask the influence of their
ideological
holdings.
own
I havemadeheuristic use of Dyck's threefold distinction (social-scientific,
interpretative-sociological,and social-critical) as a convenientand functional means
of classificationof different approachesto ideological criticism. However, in
has
been
practice,as
seen,most scholarsmix two or more of theseperspectives;and,
indeed,Dyck, as a practitioner himself, has soughtto blend all three. Dyck has also
highlighted a close correlation betweenthesethree perspectivesand the definitions of
ideologyemployedby different scholars(neutral, negative,and pejorative,
respectively). However, the examplesof ideological criticism reviewed abovehave
shownthis correlation to be somewhatof an oversimplification: most practitioners
move (with varying degreesof legitimacy) from one definition to another.
Significant also is thephilosophical perspectiveof the individual critic (whether
Marxist or Ricoeurian,Christian or Jewish, or whatever). This might have provided
an alternativemeansof classification of critics. It is significant that explicitly Marxist
andexplicitly non-Marxist approacheswere both found within eachof Dyck's
classifications. Also, within eachof Dyck's classifications,there are to be found
scholarsadopting Christian, non-Christian, and anti-Christian positions. As regards
postmodernistinfluence, we have noted a sliding scale:from resistance(from the very
different perspectivesboth of Terry Eagleton and a JamesBarr), through positive
acquiescence(as with David Clines), to wholesaleengagementwith postmodernism
by the Bible and Cultural Collective." 63

1163
1 have even suggestedthat there is a sensein which the Collective are post-postmodem!
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Greatimportanceis attachedby all ideological critics to the social 'location' of the
/
interpreter,
in
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reader
be
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background
it
is
that
not
though
need
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social
acknowledged
has
determinative
The
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holdings.
ideological
suggestion
wholly
of an
beenmade(by Mosala and others)that it is only possibleto discernthe undersideof
the text, the underlying contestationand struggle,if writing out of contemporary
in
is
Tina
Pippin
the
role
scornful of
experienceof struggle and oppression.
ideological criticism of white, male, westernacademics(however Marxist or
164
'
Others(myself included) are wary of the
(conscientized'their credentials).
4interpretativeprivilege' that scholarssuchas Mosala claim from their experienceof
indeed
location
that
their
open up new
may
struggle,while acknowledging
1
65
'
interpretativepossibilities.
Issueshave beenraisedregardingthe 'elitism' of
Mosala,
whosemethodologyrequiresconsiderableacademic
scholarssuchas
specialisation,over against(for example) Shigeyuki Nakanose'spopularist work with
SouthAmerican basecommunities.
It is generallyagreedthat ideological criticism must move beyond lower levels of
into
from
the
text
critique
and
criticism
evaluationof
an external ethical standpoint.
As Eagletonhas observed,'Criticism is not a passagefrom text to reader,to collude
in
its
Its
it
is
the
text
task
to
object
conspiracy
with
a
of eloquence.
as cannot
show
'
166
know itself'.
David Clines similarly writes that ideological criticism must move
beyond'a fair minded, patient and sympatheticre-creationof the meaning,
significance,and intentions of the ancienttext' (the Enlightenmentproject to which
level
day
the
to
most scholarsof
of critique or
present
still subscribe)' a new
evaluation:
'Critique' impliesevaluation
by a standard
themselves.
the
texts
outside
reference
of
of
...
if
Wehavearesponsibility to evaluate
Bible's
the
abdicate
and
we
assumptions,
claims
and
...
in
Bible,
thatresponsibility,
the
my
we
are
of
whether
as
scholars
or
readers-in-general
1167
f
It.
opinionguiltyof anethicalau
The externalstandardof evaluationmay for somebe Marxist; for others(such as
Clines) it may be an eclectic set of personalstandardsand values; for others it may be
168
'
imperatives
be
it
Christian
for
Jewish
interpretative
the
tradition;
a
others may
or
that arisefrom their first-hand experienceof oppression. This evaluativenatureof
ideologicalcriticism is more to do with justice issuesand with 'taking sidesin the
belief.
it
do
is
than
to
truth
struggle'
or
with metaphysical
For most of the scholarsdiscussedin the precedingpages,ideological criticism, with
its roots in Marxism, must have implicationsforpraxis in the contemporarysituation.
This is perhapsleast so for David Clines, whose 'crusade' often seemsmore to do
,I64SeePippin, 'Ideology', p. 53. Roland Boer also writes of 'the impossible situation of politically
committed white males in the "First World" ... and their efforts at producing liberatory, specifically
Marxist, theory and praxis' ('Western Marxism', pp. 4-5).
1165
1realise that I myself fall into the 'white, male, western' category. However, given that I have
lived through the sharp end of contestation and struggle in inner-city Belfast, and have had active
lay
in
Afghanistan,
I
in
the
claim to some 'interpretative
can perhaps
service
contemporary struggle
privilege'!
1166
Eagleton, Criticism and Ideologv, p. 43 (my emphasis).
1167
Clines, Interested Parties, pp. 19-20.
1168
Clines makes the interesting observation that a previous generation of avowedly Christian
commentators,writing from a progressive-revelationperspective,were actually more able to offer
(Clines,
the
than
text
the
current
generation
supposedly
objective
scholarship
of
critical evaluation of
Interested Parties, p. 77, note 3; seeabove, footnote 833, p. 184).
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deconstruction
than reconstruction. David Jobling, by contrast,has described
with
ideological-critical discourseas 'a whole discourseutterly tied to praxis: a praxis of
changingthe world, of political liberation, of a day ofjustice; a discourseof how
Biblical Studiesmay belong to such a praxis'. Jobling maintainsthat an action1169
focus
is
is
for
ideological
best'.
its
This
'at
oriented
essential
view
criticism
1170
by
Robert
Carroll's
longing
for
ideology
freedom',
'an
echoed
alternative
an
of
1171
)
form of scholarship'grounded in truth andjustice
.
Third-world and feminist scholarsalso demandimplications for praxis. However,
they may be scepticalof the extent to which a positive hermeneuticof biblical texts is
for
possible;and
some,as we have seen,the Bible is irredeemablypatriarchal and
oppressive.
Eventhe avowedly postmodernistauthorsof the Bible and Culture Collective depict
ideologicalcriticism as 'an ethically groundedact', designed'to raise critical
consciousness
about what is just and unjust) and 'to changethosepower relationships
for the better'. Theychallengereaders to acceptpolitical responsibilityfor
1172
live.
It must be remembered,however,
themselvesandfor the world in which they
that any project of ideological criticism is itself opento ideological critique. As Tina
Pippin observes,ideological criticism is 'a contestedfield'. 1173The Collective authors
of ThePostmodernBible remind us of 'the specific dangerof an ideological useof
ideologicalcriticism', with the warning that 'it is incumbenton ideological critics to
1174
subjecttheir approachesto critical self-appraisalto exposetheir own agendas'.

6.2 Key Questions
Thereare a number of specific questionsto which answersmight reasonablybe
expectedin this concluding chapter. Theseinclude:
1. Which of the definitions of ideology hasproved most useful within Old
Testamentstudiesand which of Dyck's three interpretativeperspectiveshas
proved most productive?
2. To what extent have the Marxist origins of ideological criticism renderedit
for
biblical
problematic
scholars?
3. How far has a methodologydevelopedfor the critique of contemporary
literature proved transferableto ancient literature?
4. Doesthe focus of ideological criticism on the gaps and the margins genuinely
does
distort
be
heard
it
hitherto
to
enablenew, and
simply
or
silenced,voices
the central thrust of the text?
5. Has ideological criticism enabledthe readerto grasp 'new relations between
facts'
has
it
led
interpretative
old
or
up an
cul-de-sac?
6. Has it openedup fruitful new avenuesof interpretationor has it simply
bias?
interpretative
to
the
text
to
their
enabledcritics adapt
own
1169

Jobling, 'Specters of Tribes', p. 12.
1170
Carroll, 'Infinity of Traces', p. 37.
1171
Carroll, 'Representation', p. 14.
1172
Postmodern Bible, p. 275 (my emphasis).
1173
Pippin, 'Ideology', p. 67.
1174
Postmodern Bible, p. 280 (my emphasis).
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7. Does it facilitate 'imaginative points of connexion' betweenthe text and the
contemporaryagendaor doesit simply give free rein to subjectiveapplication?
8. Has ideological criticism openedthe eyesof interpretersto their own
ideological predispositionsor has it needlesslypulled the rug from under all
genuineattemptsat objectivity?
9. Has it exposedthe flaws and fallacies in traditional methodologiesor have its
proponentsrecklessly deconstructedapproachesthat have stoodthe test of
time?
10. Has it underminedthe prevailing hegemonywithin Biblical Studiesonly to
impose a new political (or ideological) correctnessof its own? How doesone
reckon with the inevitably ideological natureof ideological criticism itself .9
11. Has it broken the grip of patriarchal and oppressiveinterpretationwithout
liberative
enabling a
programmeof action?
12. Has ideological criticism just beena passingfad of the nineties or has it
brought about a watershedin biblical criticism? Has it beenovertakenby the
rise of postmodernism?
It will not be possibleto answerall of thesequestionsconclusively. Someare openended,demandingongoing debate. Otherswill only be answerablewith hindsight.
Othersdependon the ideological stanceof the critic.
6.201 Which of the definitions of ideology has proved most useful within Old
Testament studies and which of Dyck's three interpretative perspectives has
predominated?

Positive,neutral, and negativedefinitions of ideology are all to be found within
biblical ideological criticism. As Dyck has demonstrated,definitions are closely
correlatedwith the critic's interpretativeperspective. In practice,however, most
critics do not confine themselvesto a single perspective.
NormanGottwald beginswith a neutral, social-scientific defintion. However, he later
movesto an interpretative-sociologicalperspective,when he treatsearly Israelite
ideologyas a majorpositive driving force in the social and economicspheres.With
regardto the ideology of the modem interpreter,Gottwald resiststhe pejorative notion
that ideology consistsof fixed ideasthat 'hold us captive'. Rather,ideology is
positive: it servesas 'the generativeidea that gets us interestedin any subjectand
1175
form
inquiry'.
Gottwald acknowledges,
enablesus to
a point of entreefor our
however,that ideology inevitably containsan elementof false consciousness,of oversimplification or of partisanship;and towards the end of Tribes he effectively moves
into social-critical mode.' 176Robert Carroll likewise adoptsan initially positive
definition of ideology, as providing a community or group with 'explanatory,
evaluative,orientative, and programmaticfunctions, allowing them to situate
1177
themselvesin the world by meansof language'.
However, despitethis positive
perspective,much of Carroll's invective is directed against'false' ideology.
GaleYee similarly adoptsa neutral to positive definition. Ideology is 'a complex
systemof ideas,values, and perceptions... that provides a framework for group
1175

Gottwald, Tribes, p. x1iii.
1176
1177

Gottwald, Tribes, pp. 65-66.

Carroll, 'Biblical Ideolatry', p. 106.
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1178
However, it proved
membersto understandtheir place in the social order'.
impossiblefor Yee to escapecompletely from connotationsof false consciousnessand
distortion. She concedesthat ideologiesare frequently usedto 'disguise or explain
1179
1
features
away
of society that may be unjust .
Garbini regardsideology positively, as an integratedbelief systemthat proactively
implement
literature
ideological
Yairah
Amit
to
that
political reform; and
seeks
argues
historyby
in
be
canadvancespiritual objectives a way that could not achieved mere
80 Patricia Dutcher-Walls,
11
interpretativewriting.
adoptsan essentiallypositive,
ideology
definition;
but
draws
illegitimate
the
to
sociological
use of
shealso
attention
to undergirdthe abuseof power.
The majority of ideological critics, however, adopt a social-critical perspective, with
for
Brueggernann,
Walter
the
term.
an overall negative or pejorative use of
example,
defines 'ideology' as 'vested interest which is passed off as truth, partial truth which
'
181
ideology
for
Social-critical
that
truth'.
counterfeits as whole
commentators search
is false, hidden, distorted, or masking reality in order to legitimise power. It is
be
just
identified.
is
irony
The
to
that such critics generally
something
exposed not
ideological
(though
fully
the
to
text
come
with strong
not always
acknowledged)
holdings of their own, often oriented towards programmatic action. They generally
regard their own ideological perspective aspositive. Examples would include the
feminist ideology of Renita Weems or the black African ideological standpoint of
Itumeleng Mosala. Ideological criticism must, therefore, encompassideological
critique of the commentator's perspective and motivation. Almost all exponents of
ideological criticism acknowledge this but are not always in practice open to critique
of their own ideological holdings.

David Clines leanstowards Althusser's definition of ideology as 'the representationof
1182
the imaginary relationship of individuals to their real conditions of existence'.
Clines is particularly consciousof the will to power expressedin ideologies,which
disguised,
areoften
or passedoff as obvious or commonsensical,in order to exert
control. For Clines, ideological criticism must therefore 'press beyondmere
descriptionof the text to a critique of it'. 1183However, Clines also acknowledgesa
from
function
far
Gottwald's
for
interpreter,
ideology
the
the
positive
removed
not
of
indispensable
is
idea'
ideology
is
'generative
that
that
the
the
the
position
an
of
critic
catalystto the critical process.
The more negativedefinitions associatedwith the social-critical approachhave
Gottwald,
Studies.
Even
Biblical
those
undoubtedlypredominatedwithin
suchas
Yee,Carroll, and Dutcher-Walls, who begin from a social-scientific or interpretativeleast.
degree
to
to
at
sociologicalposition, move on social-critical mode some
JonathanDyck's own attempt to blend all three perspectivesis instructive. It may
have
be
have
that
those
well
adopteda purely social-critical stancemight
who
"" Yee, 'Ideological Criticism', p. 535.
1"9 Yee, 'Ideological Criticism', p. 535. Seealso Yee (ed.), Judges and Method, p. 148.
"so Garbini, History
8.
Ideology,
61
History
Amit,
Ideology,
p.
and
p.
and
and
118
' Brueggemann,Israel's Praise, p. I 11.
1182
Clines, Interested Parties, p. 11, quoting from Althusser, Lenin and Philosophy, p. 144 (my
emphasis).
1183
Clines, 'Possibilities and Priorities', p. 84 (my emphasis).
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benefitedfrom a preliminary social-scientific and / or interpretative-sociological
investigation.
Sucha blending of interpretativeperspectivesis, I believe, implicit in both the
Eagletonianand Jamesonianmethodologies,if followed fully. For example,the
Eagletoniananalysisof generalmode of production and of literary mode of
is
production an essentiallysocial-scientific task. Discussionof generalideology may
be bestapproachedfrom an interpretative-sociologicalperspective. For critique of
ideology
ideology
into
the
the
text
the
authorial
and
of
commentatormust move
initial
Similarly,
Jamesonian
the
the
social-critical mode.
phaseof
on
approach,
textual analysiswill be in social-critical mode; the secondphasemight adopt an
interpretative-sociologicalmethodology;while the final phaselends itself to a more
neutralsocial-scientific mode.
6.202To what extent have the Marxist origins of ideological criticism rendered it
problematic for biblical scholars?
The origins of contemporaryideological criticism are rooted in Marxism; and the
has
been
methodology
espousedwithin Biblical Studiesprimarily by thosewho
left-wing
representa
and radical agenda. The two main models of ideological
criticism, the Eagletonianand the Jamesonian,are firmly groundedin Marxist
philosophy. The very phrase'ideological criticism' thus connotesa Marxist
perspectivethat is alien to the ideological heritageof most biblical critics. This
has
association proved problematic for many within the guild of Old Testament
scholarship,as exemplified by JamesBarr's dismissiverejý'ectiion of Gottwald's Tribes
84
1
,,
because
it
is
'governed by his Marxist ideology'.
Baff is undoubtedlynot
simply
biblical
aloneamong
scholarswho have a knee-jerk aversionto ideological criticism
becauseof their instinctively anti-Marxist perspectiveand becauseof the antireligiouselementwithin traditional Marxism.
Severalof the critics who have experimentedwith ideological criticism have
'
185
in
distance
from
Marxist
themselves
explicitly soughtto
a
approach,
somecases
11
86
for
proposingan alternative,non-Marxist, model,
example,that of Paul Ricoeur.
In Dyck's view, Ricoeur articulatesa more nuancedunderstandingof ideology,
designedto permit constructiveevaluation of ideological systems,as opposedto the
primarily deconstructivetendencyof the Marxist-Althusserianmodel. Nonetheless,
the regularuseby Dyck of phrasessuch as 'mode of production' and 'false
consciousness'gives his discussionan undeniably Marxian flavour.
Similarly, Dutcher-Walls specifically rejects a Marxist perspective, favouring an
1187
by
Nevertheless, her focus on the role
Berger and Luckmann.
approachoutlined
of elites, on the significance of power struggles, and on the element of conflict
1184
Barr, History and Ideology, p. 84. Another example would be Alter and Kermode's Literary Guide
to the Bible, which quite explicitly excludes ideological or Marxist approaches.
1185Robert Carroll, for
instead
definitions
ideology,
Marxist
preferring
of
what he
example, rejects
refersto as a non-Marxist or pre-Marxist approach(Carroll, 'Biblical Ideolatry', p. 106).
1186
SeePaul Ricoeur's Lectures on Ideology and Utopia and the discussion in Dyck, 'Map of
Ideology', pp. 119-125.
1187
which focuses on 'the "generation" of knowledge and thus "reality" as constructsof the social
interactionsof human beings' (Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, p. 103, quoting from Berger and
Luckmann, Social Construction ofReality, p. 52).
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Marxist
in
literary
home
feel
texts
underlying
more at
suggeststhat she,too, might
companythan sheacknowledges.
There are also those who have shied away from a Marxist approach for pragmatic
in
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difficulty
in
because
than
the
applying
rather
reasons, particular
of
Marxist categories to ancient literature. John Milbank, for example, maintains that
Marxist
difficulty
forced
into
be
the
traditional
scheme
oriental systems can only with
1188
of modes of production.

More generally,biblical scholarship,with its traditional theological preoccupations,
hasbeenslow to recognisethe importanceof the economic,social-class,and political
dimensionsundergirding biblical texts." 89 The Marxist influence has beenvaluable
in bringing thesedimensionsto the fore. However, a specific causeof objection to a
base-superstructure
Marxist
has
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Marxist
the
model,
approach
classic
wholly
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'
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noted
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think
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'
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including
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ideology,
factors.
This
the
religion, and socio-economic
standpointadoptedby most of the biblical ideological criticism surveyedabove.
JohnMilbank, JamesBarr and othershave also strongly questionedthe ideological
implicit
in
for
dogma,
it
impossible
is
Marxist
that
assumption,
membersof an elite
have
to
group
a genuinely altruistic concernfor socialjustice, with or without a
'
193
ideological
Several
have
that
criticism
religiousmotivation.
scholars
also stressed
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just
focus
Marxist
take
the
also of
must
accountnot
of
on social class
narrower
finiher,
John
Rogerson
this
takes
sounding
a step
genderand other social groupings.
1194
a warning note againstthe total exclusion of individuality.
David Clines is well groundedin the Eagletoniantradition, in particular in his
insistencethat texts inevitably emergefrom classor group conflict. However, Clines
seeksto broadenideological criticism beyond its Marxist roots. By explicit contrast
notions as
with Eagleton,who had rejectedboth structuralist and reader-response
'
195
freedom',
Clines
bourgeois
individual
'the
employsa
productsof
mythology of
variety of contemporaryliterary-critical approaches,promoting a variety of

1188

Milbank, "'I will Gasp and Pant"', pp. 62-63.
1189
It will be recalled that Gottwald attributes this to the 'canonical sanctity' of the biblical text; to the
'myopia of academicoverspecialisation'; to the difficulty for those schooled in the humanities of
thinking in terms of what is 'typically rather than individually human'; and to the social classposition
ofmost biblical scholars (Gottwald, Tribes, p. II [my emphasis]).
"90 In Marx's
by
life'
but
by
determined
is
known
'Life
consciousness
consciousness
not
well
words:
(Marx and Engels, Basic Writings, p. 247). Even outside of Marxist circles, 'the social determination
of consciousness'is a central tenet of much sociology.
'191Though Gottwald did modify the concept to some extent by his suggestionthat Yahwist ideology
functioned as a 'feed-back loop' or a 'servo-mechanism' that reinforced ongoing social change
(Gottwald, Tribes, pp. 642-49).
1192
Dyck, 'Map of Ideology ', p. 113.
1193
Milbank, "'I will Gasp and Pant"', p. 64. For JamesBarr, seeabove, p. 49.
1194
Rogerson, 'Potential of the Negative', p. 35.
1195
Eagleton, Criticism and Ideology, p. 73.
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interpretativestrategies,however 'bespoke', that may be of value to differing
interpretativecommunities.' 196
For Eagletonand Jameson,the ethical standardsagainstwhich the text is to be
evaluatedare those associatedwith Marxism. Clines arguesthat commentatorsmust
bring to bear on the text their own ideological or theological convictions, whatever
thosemay be. Indeed,for Clines, ordinary readersmust also be enabledto do this and
be
free
from
hegemony
ideological
holdings
to
the
the
set
as much
need
of
scholarly
from
domination.
ecclesiastical
as
Of all the attemptsat ideological criticism surveyedin the precedingchapters,Clines
is perhapsthe most successfulat taking inspiration and methodologyfrom Marxistbasedideological criticism and combining this with methodologydrawn from other
in
literary
least
deconstructionism.
Ideologicaltrends
contemporary
criticism, not
in
for
format
this
those of
methodology
critical
expanded
can serveas a vehicle
/
by
the standardof
to
the
text
whateverphilosophical political persuasion critique
their own ethics and values. It seemsto me, therefore,that the Marxist origins of
ideologicalcriticism neednot be a barrier to its heuristic useby biblical critics of all
persuasions.
6.203 How far has a methodology developed for the critique of contemporary
literature proved transferable to the study of literature from an ancient
civilisation?

It is significant that there have beenrelatively few attemptswithin Biblical Studiesto
detail
by
Marxist
in
the
the
apply
methodologiesadvocated either of
classic
exponents
ideological
of
criticism. Of those surveyed,the only approachwhich specifically
ideology'.
five-point
Eagletonian
is
Class
Gottwald's
'Social
the
applies
and
scheme
197
David Jobling offers a similarly lone attempt in his Jamesonianstudy of Psalm 72.1
Partof the explanationmay be the difficulties involved with the application of these
methodologiesto ancient literature, owing to lack of available comparativeliterary
material,lack of detailed knowledge of ancientsocial formations and modesof
(non-religious)
from
lack
data
the
to
text
production,and
outside of
of
as general
ideology. Thosewho adopt a broadly Eagletonianapproachare opento the criticism
of a circularity of argument,if social formation and generalideology are inferred
from the text and then usedas a meansof interpreting the text. Authorial ideology is
particularly problematic if all that we know aboutthe author is what can be deduced
from the text itself. The Jamesonianmethodologyrequirescomparisonof the subject
text with other contemporarytexts, a procedurethat is particularly difficult to apply to
biblical literature becauseof lack of comparativetextual data." 98

1196
See,for example, Clines, Interested Parties, pp. 172-186.
1197
However, some other general or partial applications of Jamesonianmethodology are cited above in
footnote 666, p. 148.
1198
Jobling in particular notes that the secondstageof the Jamesonianmethodology (in which the text
is viewed against the backcloth of a selection of texts from the samesocial formation) is more often
than not squeezedout in Biblical Studies, largely becauseof lack of available comparative literature
(Jobling, 'Deconstruction', p. 98).
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On the other hand, while the lack of available data will always be a difficulty, and the
dangerof circularity of argumentalways to be considered,issuessuch as the social
formation from which the text emergesshould surely form an integral (not just
have
I
On
textual
preliminary or peripheral) aspectof any
severaloccasions,
critique.
drawn attention to placeswhere investigation of the literary mode of production
discussion.
be
it
Indeed,
the
to
to
elucidate
would
regrettablethat there
seems me
havenot beenmore attemptsto subjectbiblical books, not just short excerpts,to a
(in
Eagletonian
Jamesonian
I
that
much might emerge
rigorous
or
analysis. suspect
Gottwald's words) by way of 'new relations betweenold facts', even although the
have
limitations
in
to
methodmight prove
some
an ancientcontext.
Despitethe paucity of comprehensiveapplication of the Eagleton/ Jamesonian
from
insights
have
key
demonstrated
the
that
methodologies, above studies
various
this ideological-critical tradition have nonethelessproved extremelyproductive within
the world of biblical scholarship. Mention shouldbe madeof Gale Yee's work,
is
largely
an adaptationof the Eagletonianand Jamesonianapproaches.More
which
Eagletonian
generally,an
awarenessof mode of production and social formation, a
Jamesonianemphasison the political natureof texts, and a generalfocus on the
margins,gaps,cracks,and fault-lines in the text have enableda variety of interpreters
to openup new avenuesof investigationthat have not hitherto beendiscernible. The
notion of voices from the margins has elucidatedthe polyphonic natureof texts,
allowing non-dominantvoices to be heard. There is an increasingawarenessof the
have
'absences'
in
'not-saids'
Such
text.
the
significanceof
enableda
and
approaches
Mosalato align himself with the undersideof the text, developinga black-liberation
hermeneuticthat breaksfree from the hegemonyof the westerncritical tradition.
Othermore recent developmentsin literary theory, including indeterminacy,readerdeconstructionism,
development
have
to
the
response,and
of these
contributed
ideological-critical emphases.David Clines has illustrated how ideological criticism
be
integrated
it
Overall,
these
might
with someof
seemsthat,
newer approaches.
despitethe needfor caution at the inherentdifficulties and pitfalls, there hasproved to
beplenty of scopefor productive application of ideological-critical methodologyto
biblical texts.
6.204 Does the focus on the gaps and the margins genuinely enable new voices to
be heard or does it simply distort the central thrust of the text?

Ideological-critical approachesare opento the criticism that they skew or distort the
text by focusing on contradictions,gaps,absences,fault-lines, cracks,and margins
is
if
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is
It
the
than
the
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the
rather
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on
sometimesas
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of
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is
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especially
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whatever
readers
a
different age and culture may not be instinctively aware. Mosala's work is an
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excellent example of this. However, theseprocessesshould not neglectthe central
thrust of the text. I have taken issuewith Mosala for his tendencyto keep the
interpretativelens out of focus all of the time, ignoring the issuesthat are
foregroundedby the text. Focussingon the gapsand the marginsto the exclusion of
the foreground is, in effect, a licensefor interpretersto make the text meanwhatever
they want it to mean. The object of the exerciseshould be to throw the overall
into
picture
sharperrelief, elucidating the tensionbetweenthe margins and the centre,
betweenthe dominant and the peripheral voices and perspectives.
It is frequently observedthat the not-saidsof the text are as significant as what is said.
This is an emphasisin Yee's and in Gottwald's later work. However, a
comprehensivecritique of the text must also take full accountof the dominant voices.
Despitethe fact that Gottwald's Eagletoniananalysisof Isaiah 40 opensa variety of
worthwhile new insights, he ultimately devisesa whole new messianictheory
is
predicatedsolely on what 'not said' in the text! The ideological critic will want to
'balance'
(to
the
adjust
changeto a metaphorfrom soundengineering),so that voices
from the margins, from the cracksand undercurrentsin the text, are heardin
counterpointwith the dominant voices. Often the overall thrust of the text lies in the
symphonictension, or even discord, betweenthe dominant voices and the marginal
Mark
Brett's notion of intentional hybridity is a significant attemptto reckon
voices.
'
199
different
An awarenessof the polyphonic
textual voices.
with the counterpointof
natureof texts hasmadeit easierfor Brett to engagethe text with political and
economicissuesin the contemporaryworld. By illuminating the complex ideological
contextfrom which texts emerge,ideological criticism makespossible 'imaginative
1200
pointsof contact' with the contemporarycontext that are actually groundedin the
text and notjust in the imagination of the interpreter.
6.205 Has ideological criticism in fact enabled the reader to grasp 'new relations
between old facts' or has it led up an interpretative cul-de-sac?

Gottwald's Tribes inaugurateda whole new interpretativehorizon, pioneering an
awarenessof religion as part of a wider ideological complex, closely intertwined with
social,economic,and political factors. For Gottwald, a major aspectof ideological
1201
is
discern
'new relations betweenold facts',
criticism to
particularly where those
4relations'are maskedor hidden below the surfaceof the text. Another part of the
taskis to engageideological factors embeddedin the text with factors that arise from
the ideological perspectiveof the interpreter. Gottwald's specifically Marxist
perspectiveenabledhim to foregroundtextual featuresand connexionsthat had not
beenhighlighted by more traditional critical methodology.
Examplesof a similar 'engagement'aboundin the precedingpages. Gale Yee's
interpretativestancehas enabledher both to relate the text of Judgestofiscal issuesin
monarchicIsrael and also to explore gender issuesembeddedin the text. Renita
Weemsdeclaresher own, feminist, ideological perspectivefrom the outsetin her
1199
SeeBrett, 'Reading the Bible', especially pp. 69-70. Another example would be Clines's 'God in
the Pentateuch' in 1nterestedParties, pp. 187-211.
1200
1 am indebted to John Vincent of the Urban Theology Unit in Sheffield, who in his seminars
regularly applies the phrase 'imaginative points of contact' to the hermeneuticalrelationship between
text and contemporary context.
1201
Gottwald Tribes, p. 16.
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article on Exodus. Through that interpretative lens, sheforegroundsthe stanceof the
before
for
liberation
Pharaoh,
been
have
the
midwives
no
without which there could
1202
Hebrews.
Weems's
she
debates'.
in
is
the
'take
that
texts
proposition
sides
discern
deaf
in
been
have
debate
to
the
to
claims
voices
which male critical ears
ItumelengMosala criticises those liberation theologianswho draw on liberation
but
fail
to 'push thosebiblical symbolsall the way back to their sociosymbolism
historic foundations'. They are thus unableto 'grasp concretelythe inner-biblical
1203
interactions'.
in
their
of
oppression
strands
all
stark multiplicity and contradictory
By using ideological-critical methodology,Mosala has soughtto remedy this
from
free
6new
between
facts'
break
the
to
that
situation, grasp
relations
will
old
1204
strangleholdof westerncritical ideology
and alsoftom the ideologicalform of
textsthemselves.Mosala's aim is to develop a hermeneuticof liberation, built on
both
black
the
text
the
analysis
structural
of
socio-historical
and of
contemporary
context.
While the work of eachof theseauthorsis not without shortcomings,as indicated in
the more detailed studiesabove,their approachesundoubtedlydeserveto be honed
developed.
In particular, they have demonstratedhow readerswho themselves
and
biblical-critical
hegemonycan find a fruitful engagement
the
the
areon
margins of
from
the margins of the text. Far from leading up an interpretativecul-dewith voices
ideological
sac,
critical methodologies,arguably,have rescuedbiblical criticism from
the cul-de-sacof a traditional historical and sourcecriticism that is unrelatedto the
actualissuesand strugglesof the contemporaryworld.
6.206Has ideological criticism opened up fruitful new avenuesof interpretation
or has it simply enabled critics to adapt the text to their own interpretative bias?
Questionsmight well be askedas to the legitimacy of ideological-critical approaches
if, in fact, commentatorssimply usethe text as a mirror to reflect their own
ideologicalholdings and biases. Do feminists use ideological criticism as a meansof
makingthe text say what they want it to say on the subjectof genderrelations? Is
Mosala'sreading from the 'underside' of the text an artificial device to emancipate
1205
in
fact,
be
into
liberative texts'
'cannot totally tamed or subverted
textsthat,
Clearly, there are dangersof what usedto be called eisegesis,of reading one's own
ideologicalposition into the text and then claiming biblical authority for it. On the
otherhand,thosewho belong to the establishedcritical tradition have long brought
their own ideological holdings to bear, eventhough they were unawareor unwilling
to admit that they were doing so. A more pertinent questionis whether ideologicalcritical methodologyhas openedup legitimate new avenuesof exegesis.
Many of the studiescritiqued in the precedingpageshave uncoveredissuesand
connexionsthat had previously passedunnoticed or without commentwhen viewed
throughthe lens of traditional scholarship. Different things jump out of the pageat
1202

Weems, 'Hebrew Women, p. 25.
1203
Mosala, Biblical Hermeneutics, pp. 31-32.
1204
Mosala, Biblical Hermeneutics, p. 4.
1205
Mosala, Biblical Hermeneutics, p. 30 (my emphasis). Terry Eagleton's article on Jonah serves
image
kind
different
the
text
as
a
mirror
author
who
of
an
uses
perhapsas a
of example
of the
ideological polemics of his own scholarly discipline. Seebelow, appendix 2, pp. 274-77.
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this new generationof scholars,who look at the text from a new angle,through a new
ideological prism, feminist, liberationist, post-colonialist, or whatever. Ideologicalcritical methodology has provided significant tools and methodsfor thesenew
perspectivesto be illuminated and developed.
6.207 Does ideological criticism facilitate 'imaginative points of connexion'
between the text and our contemporary agenda or does it simply give free rein to
subjective application?

Oneof the complaints often heard in faith communitiesis of the irrelevance of
biblical scholarshipto twenty-first century issuesand concerns. Ideological criticism
facilitates a two-way engagementof the text with the contemporaryagenda. Mark
Brett's work draws on contemporarypost-colonial experienceto illuminate issuesof
in
behind
find
Genesis,
in
the
text
turn
ethnic exclusiveness
application
of
which
contemporaryscenarios. Itumeleng Mosala's article on Esther seeksan engagement
with the contemporaryplight of black, female victims of oppression. In a different
David
Clines's
'bespokeinterpretation' is an attemptto engagethe biblical text
vein,
issues
of actual concernto different reader-groups,while maintaining scholarly
with
integrity.
Imaginativepoints of connexionbetweenthe text and the contemporaryagendaneed
be
not imaginary. In ideological criticism, unlike somereader-response
approaches,
the points of contactare earthedin the text and in the materiality of the text's
production. Ideological-critical methodology should be a defenceagainst
interpretationthat is simply imaginary or fanciful. The aim is to precipitatea genuine
dialoguebetweenthe multi-faceted world of the ancienttext and the multi-faceted
contemporaryworld of the interpreter.
6.208Has ideological criticism opened the eyesof interpreters to their own
ideological predispositions or has it needlesslypulled the rug from under all
genuine attempts at objectivity?
All scholars carry ideological baggage. What we see in a text is largely determined
by our life-experience, our gender, our social position, our political affiliations, our
theological predispositions - our 'location'. Furthermore, there is an element of selfinterest in all criticism and in all scholarly publication. In the words of the Bible and
Culture Collective, there can be no 'innocent' reading that is not already
1206
ideological.

Scholarshiphas come a long way sinceAlbright's prejudice against'inferior' peoples
1207
However, there is still a lack of
waspassedoff as 'impartial' scholarship.
for
Keith
Whitelam,
factors
influencing
ideological
the
awarenessof
scholarship.
instance,arguesthat the debateover the three models of the settlementof Canaan,
thoughconductedwith a 'veneer of scholarly objectivity", hashad as much to do with

1206

Postmodern Bible, p. 4
1207
The relevant quotation is: 'From the impartial [sic] standpoint of a philosopher of history, it often
before
inferior
type
that
should
vanish
a people of superior
seemsnecessary
a people of markedly
83-84).
Israel,
Invention
in
Whitelam,
(quoted
pp.
ofAncient
potentialities'
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'important questions of contemporary identity and power' as with disinterested
1208
reconstruction of the past.
lain Provan points to ongoing claims within historical-critical scholarship to scholarly
objectivity - claims that, in Provan's view, serve as a disguise for ideological
1209
form
it
is
from
is
It
that
opposition to any
of confessionalism.
surely significant
the pen of a conservative theologian that we find a call for'an intellectually liberal,
broad
pluralist,
world, where different philosophies and beliefs ... are accepted as
The
from
Frederic Jameson is worth repeating here: 'In my
valid'.
warning
experience ... most of the people who call themselves pluralists are absolutely
intolerant of other kinds of interpretation'. 1210

It is part of Clines's 'crusade' to exposewhat are in effect bespokeinterpretations,
1211
but
tailor-madeto the market place
which masqueradeas scholarly objectivity.
He complainsthat the authorsof introductions and commentarieskeep themselves
hidden,,'implicitly representingthe contents as impersonal,objective, normative
...
1212
in
fact
detached
is
impossibility.
scholarship', when
such
objectivity an
This is not to saythat critics are totally conditionedby their personalideological
holdings. Thosewith a similar biography will not necessarilyarrive at the same
213
1
conclusions. Mark Brett strenuouslyresiststhe conclusionthat a reasonable
scholarlyobjectivity is unattainable;and he further arguesthat
a
objectivity
proper
1214
)
Instead,these
neednot require 'the total eclipseof a reader's subjectivity .
factors
autobiographical
should form an explicit ingredient in the interpretative
between
conversation
commentatorand text.
Ideological criticism hasundoubtedlygiven a fillip to a growing tendencyfor scholars
to be 'up front' about their personalideological holdings. Penchanskyeven advocates
the ingenious,Derridean,device of introducing the writer's ideological position
'under erasure'. A major problem with this tendency,however, is that what we know
ideological
holdings of commentatorsis limited to what they chooseto reveal.
the
of
It remainsa strongpossibility that those aspectsof their ideological holdings that
writers choosenot to tell us, the 'absences'and 'not saids' of which they may not
be
even consciouslyaware,may have more influence on their interpretative
1208

Seeabove, footnote 155, p. 38.
1209
The biblical text, he argues,is 'treated with a scepticism quite out of proportion to that which is
evident when any of the other data relating to Israel's history are being considered'. For example, of
Philip Davies he maintains: 'The reality is
that the approachto historiography that Davies
...
advocateswith such passion is no less representativeof a confessional stanceor ideology, is indeed no
morefree of unverifiable presuppositions, than those other approacheshe so vehemently attacks'
(Provan, 'Ideologies, Literary and Critical', p. 600 [my emphasis]).
1210
Jameson,'Conversation with Frederic Jameson',p. 23 1. He continues: 'In my experienceI am the
only true pluralist I have ever met. Unlike the pluralists, I do happento believe in something, or I am
willing to admit I do'.
1211
Clines goes so far as to insist that 'the bonhomie that passesfor scholarly interchange in the
corridors of international congresses'must not be allowed to stand in the way of exposing this tendency
(Clines, Interested Parties, p. 93).
1212
Clines, Interested Parties, p. 16.
12: 3
Eagleton makes a similar point in Ideology, p. 206.
124 neither 'the focussed questions of an explicit interpretative tradition' nor even 'the customarily
institutional
inevitably
backgrounds
that
and
gender,
class
matrixes
culture,
of
are
unacknowledged
Bible',
48-49).
(Brett,
'Reading
the
pp.
part of a reader's subjectivity'
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perspectivethan factors that are declaredup front. For example,I have drawn
attention aboveto the extent to which Robert Carroll trails personalpolitical prejudice
1215
his
across supposedlyobjective scholarship.
6.209 Has ideological criticism exposedflaws and fallacies in traditional
approaches to interpretation or have its proponents recklessly deconstructed
methodologies that have stood the test of time?
One of the most trenchant criticisms of traditional historical criticism comes from
Walter Brueggemann, who writes:

It is increasingly clear that historical criticism is no objective, disinterestedtool of
interpretation, but it has become a way to
from the text all the hurts and
explain
away
...
hopesthat do not conform to the ideology of objectivity. In the end the text
becomesan
...
echo of the passionlesscontainment of knowledge by the teaching, interpreting monopoly.
The voicelesstext has been made into a silent support for the statusquo numbed to protest,
...
1216
in
interest
to
resistant alternative, and all the
of objectivity.

Gunn and Fewell have also mounted a wholesale rejection of historical criticism on
'
217
ideological
similar
grounds.

Not all ideological critics have beenso negativeabout historical criticism. The early
exponents,suchasNorman Gottwald, acceptedthe historical and sourcecritical
methodologiesof their day. Itumeleng Mosala largely usesthe traditional methodsof
historical and sourcecriticism, integrating them with his liberation henneneuticsof
suspicion. He has demonstratedthat it is possiblefor historical-critical methodology
ideological-critical
in
to
and
approaches co-exist a constructiveway.
However, from the postmodern perspective of the Bible and Culture Collective, the
dominant methodologies of historical criticism have proved to be 'the major obstacle
to making any senseof the Bible's ongoing formative influence over culture and
1218
Historical criticism has often 'left unexamined its own critical and
society'.
theoretical assumptions as well as the cultural conditions that produced, sustained and
1219
validated them'.
The scholar who most vehemently resists this critique of traditional criticism is James
Barr. 1220He criticises revisionist historians, for example, for what he regards as their
'overuse' of the concept of ideology. In Barr's view they are 4biasedto produce
1221
results that point towards ideology' and away from historicity.

The problemswith traditional historical criticism can be summedup under three
headings. First, traditional historical criticism is closely associatedwith notions of the
for
unbiasedneutrality ofscholarship and with a search one single interpretative
become
have
but
The
they
traditional
conclusion.
methodsare not without value
taintedby ideological assumptionsthat are out of favour in the current postmodern
climate.
1215
See especially Carroll, 'Representation ', p. 8 and my commentsabove, p. 214.
1216
Brueggemann, Old Testament Theology, pp 64-65.
1217
See the discussion above, p. 45.

1218

Postmodern Bible, P. I1219
Postmodern Bible, p. 2.
1220
Seeabove. pp. 45-49.
122
1Barr, History and Ideology, p. 83.
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Secondly,historical criticism is closely associatedwith the scholarly hegemony,with
thosewho control the university jobs, the selectionof material for the j ournals, and
the output of the publishing houses. Resistanceto this hegemonyhas led to the
founding of new journals suchas Semeia. More recently, traditional journals are less
unwilling to acceptarticles in an ideological-critical vein. However, it is significant
that the Bible and Cultural Collective in 2001 still felt the needfor a 'collective
bargaining' approachto challengethe prevailing hegemony.
Thirdly, historical criticism and its associatedmethodologiesare increasingly being
dismissedbecauseof their irrelevance. Their methodsmight be likened to a critique
famous
tapestrythat is confined to discussionof the type and colour of thread and
of a
the technicalitiesof production, without standingback to considerthe audienceimpact of the tapestry as a whole. For the activist, Marxist or otherwise,historical
does
criticism
not advancethe causeor enablethe struggle. For the feminist,
historical criticism has not challengedthe endemicpatriarchy of the texts. For
believers
in a faith community, historical criticism hasnot engagedthe
ordinary
biblical text with issuesthat matter to them in their everydayworld.
It shouldbe acknowledged,however,that historical critics have becomemore aware
ideological
factors
the
that consciouslyor unconsciouslycondition even the most
of
genuineattemptsat scholarly objectivity. The new historical criticism hasmoved
from
the assumptionof a single correct interpretativeapproach. This move has
away
in largepart beendue to the influence of ideological-critical thinking, as, for example,
Clines, who hasmoved a long way from his early historical-critical
with David
1222
Work.
However,the goals of even new historical criticism and thoseof ideological criticism
fundamentally
different. Sheila Briggs observes:
remain
To hold oneself morally accountable as a scholar to the experiences of a socially marginalised
group, as the group itself articulates them, and to consider the ideological effect of one's
research as part of one's scholarly results, is a goal sought by many engaged in ideological
1223
Bible.
the
criticism of

This hasnot typically beenthe goal even of the new historical criticism.

1224

Overall, then, historical-critical approachescan no longer sustaina role as the main or
primary methodologiesin biblical scholarship. To becomerelevant,they must form
part of a more comprehensiveinterpretativestrategy,of which ideological-critical
awarenesswill form an all-important dimension. Thosewho practisehistorical
criticism must be preparedto subjectthemselvesto an ideological metacriticism of
their aims and motivations as well as their biasesand predispositions. As Robert
Carroll has stressed,it is not just the text and the interpretativecommunitiesof the
but
down
later
to present-da scholarshipthat 'all
the
teaching
past
also
guilds right
IM5
becomenecessarysubjectsof the Ideologiekritik enterprise'.
Even thosewho
1222

See above, note 803.
122'
Briggs, 'Deceit of the Sublime', p. 17.
1224
In the words of David Clines: 'Historical criticism, form criticism, and redaction criticism always
read from right to left, asking as they do about origins, intentions, and effects, but never, in principle,
its
for
does
So
the words on the page but with
too
them.
criticism,
with
concern
critiquing
rhetorical
...
(Clines,
Interested
Parties,
26).
for
or
p.
value'
meaning
a1225
studied unconcern
Carroll
309-11.
'Ideology',
pp.
,
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full
biblical
themselves
historians,
take
regard
primarily as
critics, must
rather than
interpretative
ideological
but
just
the
the
accountof
whole
naturenot
also of
of texts
tradition. Ideological-critical awarenessmust thereforebe an essentialhand-maiden
of thosewho practice both 'new' historicism and 'new' criticism.
6.210 How does one reckon with the inevitably ideological nature of ideological
hegemony
itself?.
Has
ideological
the
criticism
prevailing
criticism undermined
ideological)
Biblical
Studies
(or
impose
to
correctness
within
only
a new political
of its own?
Many of those who have been in the forefront of ideological criticism within Biblical
Studies have done so with an explicitly ideological agenda of their own. Non-nan
Gottwald adopted a Marxist perspective. Gale Yee makes clear that issues of genderimportant
Mosala
determinant
her
ideological
Iturneleng
agenda.
relations are an
of
226
'
ideological
his
from
black
theology-of-liberation perspective.
setsout
stall as
a
Renita Weems declares her black-feminist ideology at the beginning of her article.
Mark Brett and Robert Carroll both contend that their own background experience of
in
dimension
the
them
this
contestation or struggle gives
an enhanced awarenessof
text. The Bible and Culture Collective further notes that the various definitions of
'Ideology' that abound are all marked by vested interests and are 'as "ideological" as
ideological criticism itself. 1227

An exampleof the ideological useof biblical criticism is the treatmentof the Exodus
In
liberation
identification
theology,
there
of the
narrative. early
was a simplistic
However,
Hebrews
the
ancient
slavecontext of
with modem contextsof oppression.
this is not the only identification possible,asthe Native American scholar,Robert
Warrior hasmadeclear. From a Native American perspective,the natural
1228
identification is with the plight of the indigenousCanaanitepopulation.
Ideological criticism should seekto bring out all 'those voices which have been
1229
subjectto suppression,marginalisation,even exclusion and violence'.
The Bible and Culture Collective, however, cite developed liberation hermeneutic as a
key form of ideological criticism, in particular, 'readings from below', in which
readersattempt to interpret the Bible out of their own concrete, political, economic,
and social circumstances. Marxist or otherwise, liberation readings are constantly
1230
The Collective insist that '*it is
'pushing against the boundaries of the text'.
incumbent on ideological critics to subject their approachesto critical self-appraisal to
is
it
impossible
knowing
to expose
that
the
their
expose
all
while
own agendas,
1231
everything completely'.

The dangeris that an ideologically driven agendamay come to imposea whole new
hegemonyof political (or ideological) correctnesson scholarship. Is the day coming
it
if
does
in
it
have
be
impossible
the
to
majorjoumals
when will
an article published
1226
He makes a careful distinction between liberation theology and theology of liberation. SeeMosala,
'Implications of the Text of Esther', p. 129.
1227
Postmodern Bible, p. 272.
1228
Warrior, 'Canaanites, Cowboys, and Indians', p. 265.
1229
Postmodern Bible, pp. 284.
1230
Postmodern Bible, pp. 28 1.
1231
Postmodern Bible, pp. 280.
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not conform to the new dogmasof the various feminist, liberationist, and postcolonialist schools? Will a reversediscrimination now apply to applicantsfor
if
academicposts they do not conform to the new ideological correctnessof the
1232
age?
Robert Carroll points to contemporaryBible translation as an exampleof the
imposition of a new ideological correctness,for example,insistenceon inclusive or
language
in
translation where this is not justified by the underlying
gender-free
Hebrewtext. To what extent is it legitimate in translationto adaptthe text to
1233
ideological
However desirableit may seemto someto
contemporary
sensibilities?
usetranslation as a meansof making the Bible conform to the canonsof twenty-first
is
insistence
Carroll
in
his
that this practice
political
century
correctness,
surely right
form
ideologically
inspired distortion of the text. It also begsfurther
representsa
of
questionsof the extent to which translationsare influenced by a wide rangeof other,
lessovert, ideological factors to do with the ideological correctnessof the age.1234
JamesBarr points to a whole new ideologically-chargedvocabularypervading
Biblical Studies,for example,the frequent useof 'literary elite'. He further rejectsthe
presuppositionsoften underlying ideological criticism that no one ever doesanything
exceptout of self or group interest and that everything can be reducedto questionsof
power and wealth.
Partof the task of the ideological critic is to exposeideology that is masqueradingas
truth. Renita Weemshasperceptively drawn attentionto the ideological dilemma for
thoseinvolved in the undersideof the struggle,in circumstancesin which 'truth' is
definedby thosewho are in power.' 235JamesBarr also draws attentionto the
conflicts that may arise betweenideology and truth in a contemporarycontext. He
maintainsthat 'the role of ideology can be properly ... understoodonly when it is
balancedby a conceptof truth that is not defined by racial, ethnic, or other
1236
identity'.
Undoubtedly,there is a needto resist claims that one particular
interpretativeperspectiverepresentsthe truth over againstall others,whether within
the ecclesiasticalcommunity or the traditional academichegemony. However, this
neednot meanthat the notion of truth, or striving after truth, should be abandoned
altogether,so that truth, so to speak,is thrown out with the ideological bathwater.
Oneof Robert Carroll's most challenging conclusionsin his seriousof articles on
Ideologiekritik is as follows:

I do believe that truth, which may be defined as the opposite of ideology (in its bad sense),
may be discovered and lived (though with great difficulty). ... There is that kind of truth
which only yields to hard struggle, much searching,and the lifelong quest for critical realism.

1232
1have already noted anecdotal examplesof this tendency in the questionsput to applicants
applying forjunior academic posts in the UK. Time will tell.
1233
He rightly has strong words of criticism for the New JerusalemBible on this score:
in action:it distortsandchanges
It is a goodexampleof nakedideology(or perhapsa counter-ideology)
the text in orderto suit a contemporary
consumeristideology. It strikesmeasan outrageagainsthistory,
integrity,andthe scholarlyvocation. It deliberatelyandfor ideologicalreasonsinterfereswith the text
(Carroll, 'Seeingthe Invisible', p. 89).
1234
Seethe fuller discussion of Carroll's article, below, appendix 3, pp. 277-79.
1235
SeeWeems, 'Hebrew Women', pp. 29-30.
1236
Barr, History and Ideology, p. 136-37.
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Carroll acknowledges, however, that truth is 'a very complex matter and in these
postmodem times its definition, evaluation, and defence are much more difficult than
1237
be
imagined
be
to
to
the case'.
used

It seemsto me that the Guild must resist attemptsat an ideological useof ideological
impose
to
criticism
a new set of absolutes,a new set of dogmasthat one dare not
questionor transgress.Even in a postmodernenvironment,dogmasof political or
ideological correctnessarise. For thoseof us who approachthe Old Testamentfrom
faith
for
the
perspective,
a
quest truth through the mazeof ideology remains
paramount,eventhough we must equally resist the temptationto claim a monopoly on
truth for our own theological standpoint.
6.211 Has ideological criticism broken the grip of patriarchal and oppressive
interpretation of the bible without enabling a liberative programme of action?

Much ideological criticism has beendirected.againstpatriarchy and oppressive
ideology enshrinedin the biblical text and againstthe useof the Bible as a meansof
undergirdingoppression. There are thosewho hold that the biblical narrativesare
irredeemablyoppressiveand who would dispensecompletely with any notion of
biblical authority or canonicity.1238On the other hand,the majority of the scholars
critiqued in this volume have held that it is possible,by meansofan ideologicalhermeneutic,
to penetratethrough the Bible's cultural presuppositionsand to
critical
biblical
the
text with contemporaryissuesin constructiveways. Severalhave
engage
soughtto achievethis by adoptingthe Eagletoniandevice of 'reading againstthe
grain' of the text (or, in David Clines's adaptation,'reading from right to left'), in
orderto accessunderlying themesthat are liberative and constructive. Mosala has
develop
hermeneutical
framework
to
that can constructively engage
sought
a
liberative
themeswith the world of contemporarystruggle,without the
underlying
1239
for
need the critic to remain captive to the surfaceideology of oppression.
Ideologicalcriticism, at least in social-critical mode, demandsan ethical responseto
the text. David Clines arguesstrongly that understandingcannotbe the final goal of
interpretation:there is an essentialfurther step of critique or evaluation, which is a
240
'
The ethical standardby which the text is
specifictask of the ideological critic.
evaluatedwill dependon the ideological holdings of the author: Marxist, Christian, or
whatever.
The Bible and Culture Collective similarly arguesthat ideological criticism 'at root
hasto do with the ethical characterand responseto the text and to those"lived
124
1
The
relations" that are representedand reproducedin the act of reading'.
Collective take this a step further, arguing that ideological criticism should not merely
be evaluativebut should serveas a catalystfor change:
As an ethically grounded act, ideological reading intends to raise critical consciousnessabout
what is just and unjust about those lived relations ... and to changethose power relationships

1237

Carroll, 'Representation', p. 13.
1238
See,for example, Exum, 'Ethics of Biblical Violence against Women'.
1239
Mosala, Biblical Hermeneutics, p. 32.
1240
He maintains: 'We have a responsibility
to evaluatethe Bible's claims and assumptions,and if
...
we abdicate that responsibility, whether as scholarsor readers-in-general of the Bible, we are in my
fault'
(Clines,
Interested
Parties,
20).
See
803.
p.
also
opinion
above,
note
ethical
of
an
guilty
1241
Postmodern Bible, pp. 275 (my emphasis).
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for the better. It challengesreadersto acceptpolitical responsibility
for the world in which
...
1242
live.
they

John Rogerson has also called for an ideological criticism that has 'implications for
he
though
praxis',
warns against 'the kind of ideological criticism that adopts the
holier-than-thou perspective of today) s world in condemning such things as patriarchy
divisions
in
'merely
describes
he
Israel',
that
another
as
or class
ancient
an approach
instance of domination and self-deception'. 1243

The questionarisesas to what extent ideological criticism hasactually proved to be a
for
for
in
The
the
worldwide
stimulus action, a catalyst
contemporaryworld.
change
indicator,
Gottwald
Gottwald's
is
Tribes
to
though
response
one significant positive
himself warns that the drawing of religious inspiration from the Old Testamenttext
ýwill be romantic and utopian' unlessfirmly groundedin ideological-critical
'resolutely
methodology,
correlatedto both the ancientand the contemporarycultural1244
Mark Brett has soughtto
materialand social-organisationalfoundations'.
illumine the interpretationof the Old Testamentfrom the experienceof postcolonialism and simultaneouslyto usethe text to illumine and empowerthe
contemporarypost-colonial struggle. Gale Yee and Renita Weemshave similarly
soughtto engagetexts with contemporaryissuesof genderand power. Norman
Habel's Six Biblical Land Ideologies soughtto illuminate issuesof debateover
land-rights
in
Australia.
aboriginal
On the other hand,twenty yearsafter the publication of Gottwald's Tribes, Robert
Carroll was still able to maintain that, though the Bible may have 'dreamsand
fragments'of liberation, it has 'never generatedan ideology of freedom' other than of
1245
it
is
kind.
Bible,
For
The
Postmodern
the
the
a metaphysical
collective authorsof
taskof ideological critics to challengethis stateof affairs: they must enablethe text to
'connectspecifically with issuesof socialjustice, ethical action, and
1246
The Collective refers to this as a questionthat 'hounds'
transformation?'
ideologicalcritics, asto how their conclusionsmight specifically connectwith
1247
issues
justice.
contemporary
of social
It is inevitable that many in the academiccommunity will not seeprogrammatic
interests
have
Indeed,
that render
their
actionas part of
vested
many scholars
role.
them irretrievably weddedto the statusquo. Ideological criticism, however, has its
in
Marxism,
in
Eagletonian
Jamesonian
those
the
roots
schoolscome already
and
and
is
for
biblical
From
their
criticism not
motivated programmaticaction.
perspective,
issues
in
itself
but
towards
an end
of
a means
social changeand engagementwith
justice and power. Thosewhose motivation for Biblical Studiesspringsfrom their
faith perspective,from somesenseof the Bible as authoritative, should also be
1242

PostmodernBible, pp. 275 (my emphasis).
1243
Rogerson,'Potential of the Negative', pp. 41-42.
1244
Gottwald, Tribes, p. 706. Much of the feedbackthat Gottwald received contained accountsof ways
in which his work had inspired and empoweredthose on the under-sideof the struggle for justice and
freedom in the Third World. See, for example, West, 'Tribes in Africa', which outlines the widespread
reception of Tribes on the African continent.
Nearer home, Gottwald's work has enabledpeople within faith communities to have a renewed
for
for
Old
Testament
social action.
support
a
charter
as
the
awareness
of
1245
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See
39.
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in
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least
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p.
the
western,
or
at
not
1246
Postmodern Bible, p. 278.
1247
Postmodern Bible, p. 278.
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inspired towards programmatic action by the results of ideological criticism. It will
be a disappointmentif ideological-critical insights are not, in the end, a major
influence in galvanising faith communities into tangible supportfor the struggle for
justice.
6.212 Has ideological criticism been a passing fad of the nineties or has it
brought about a watershed in biblical criticism? Has it been neutralised by the
rise of a postmodern agenda with its own associatedcritical methodologies?
It remainsto be seenwhether ideological criticism will securea firm foothold within
biblical
mainstream
criticism, or whether it will prove only to be a fashion of the
moment. In the year 2000, JonathanDyck remarked:

One has to wonder
ideological criticism lends itself to methodological
whether
or
not
...
domestication within Biblical Studies. The conceptual territory covered by the term
'ideology' and presupposed in the practice of critique is broad, uneven, and highly contested
by social theorists themselves, all of which stands in the way of standardisation within
Biblical Studies. Simply put, ideology, and ideological criticism, does and will continue to
1248
different
different
both
things
to
mean
people
within and outside the guild.

Thereis always the dangerwithin biblical scholarshipthat ideasor methodologiesare
importedexperimentally from other disciplines without a clear understandingof the
wider ramifications of the theory or method within the originating discipline.
Sometimesbiblical scholarshiptakesover a 'new' theory only when it is alreadyon
the wanein the field from which it hasbeendrawn. Ideological criticism found a
Biblical
Studies
during
the mid to late 1990s. Yet, it is interestingthat,
nichewithin
long
1991,
Terry Eagletonhad alreadyobserved:'The very notion of
as
ago as
ideologyhasevaporatedwithout trace from the writings of postmodemismand postdespite
the fact that 'the last decadehaswitnesseda remarkable
structuralism',
ideological
He
throughout
the
resurgenceof
movements
continues:
world'.

Consider the following paradox. The last decadehas witnesseda remarkableresurgenceof
ideological movementsthroughout the world. In the Middle East, Islamic ftindamentalism has
emergedas a potent political force. In the so called Third World, and in one region of the
British Isles, revolutionary nationalism continuesto join battle with the imperialist power. In
some of the post-capitalist statesof the Easternbloc, a still tenaciousneo-Stalinism remains
locked in combat with an array of oppositional forces. The most powerful capitalist nation in
history has been swept from end to end by a peculiarly noxious brand of Christian
Evangelicalism. Throughout this period, Britain has suffered the most ideologically
aggressiveand explicit regime of living political memory, in a society which traditionally
prefers its ruling values to remain oblique. Meanwhile, somewhereon the left bank, it is
announcedthat the concept of ideology is now obsolete. ... How are we to account for this
absurdity? Why is it that in a world racked by ideological conflict, the very notion of ideology
has evaporatedwithout trace from the writings of postmodernismand post-structuralism?1249

Ideological criticism has developedin parallel with newer literary approachesto
biblical texts, 1250in which questionsof historicity, togetherwith the searchfor
1248
Dyck, 'Map of Ideology', p. 108.
1249Eagleton,Ideology:
an Introduction, p. xi.
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not
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Another important underlying influence has been the philosophy of H.G. Gadamer. For a discussion of
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literary
underlying
sources,are no longer regardedas of primary significance. These
new approachesare closely entwined with the rise of postmodernism. For
postmodernists,the central reality is power, not truth, which resonateswith the focus
ideological
of
criticism. With its emphasison reading from the margins and through
the cracks in the text, ideological criticism also hasmuch in common with poststructuralismand deconstructionism.
However,despitethe superficial similarities, Eagletonsuggeststhat three key
doctrinesof postmodernism'have conspiredto discredit the classicalconceptof
ideology':
The first of these doctrines turns on a rejection of the notion of representation in fact a
rejection of an empiricist model of representation,in which the representationalbaby has been
nonchalantly slung out with the empiricist bathwater. The secondinvolves an epistemological
scepticism which would hold that the very act of identifying a form of consciousnessas
ideological entails some untenablenotion of absolutetruth.
The third doctrine concernsa
...
is thought to
reformulation of the relations between rationality, interests,and power
which
...
render the whole notion of ideology redundant. Taken together, thesethree theseshave been
thought by some to disposeof the whole question of ideology. 1251

However, Eagleton insists:
Taken as a whole
is vastly implausible. If it were true, it would
this
thesis
end-of-ideology
...
be hard to know why so many individuals flock to church, wrangle over politics, care about
what their children are being taught in school, and lose sleep over the steadyerosion of the
social services. The dystopian view that the typical citizen of advancedcapitalism is the
doped telly viewer is a myth, as the ruling class is itself uncomfortably aware.1252

Eagletonfiniher observes:'One can understandwell enoughhow humanbeingsmay
for
for
struggleand murder
good material reasons- reasonsconnected, example,with
their physical survival. It is much harderto grasphow they may cometo do so in the
nameof somethingas apparentlyabstractas ideas'. Remarkably,however, 'ideas are
1253
live
by,
die
for'.
The truth of
what men and women
and will occasionally

Eagleton's statement has since been most vividly illustrated in recent years by the
September II th (2001) and the ensuing ideological conflicts in Afghanistan, Iraq, and
1254
Lebanon.
In an age so dominated by ideological issues, many of them of a specifically religious
ideological
for
be
tool
those who seek to
nature,
criticism will surely
an essential
engagethe Bible with the world of today. This perhaps partly explains why
ideological criticism has come to the fore in Biblical Studies when it was already
being eclipsed in the wider world of literary criticism.

the influence of Gadamer,Barr refers to JamesM. Robinson, TheNew Hermeneutic (New York, 1964)
and Mark G. Brett, Biblical Criticism in Crisis? The Impact ofthe Canonical Approach on Old
TestamentStudies (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991). Referenceshould also be made
directly to H. G. Gadamer, Truth and Method (ET, London: Sheedand Ward, 1975).
1251
Eagleton, Ideology, p. xii.
1252
Eagleton, Ideology, p. 42. He also rejects the theory that ideology has become an irrelevance for
thosewho live under advancedcapitalism, where politics has become 'less a matter of preaching or
indoctrination than technical managementand manipulation'.
125'
Eagleton, Ideology, p. xiii.
1254
This final chapter was first drafted in Masar-e Shariff in Afghanistan in early 2004; and the present
based
ideological
first
hand
is
the
too
of
outworking
religiously
of
conflict.
writer all
aware at
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The interplay of Marxist-basedideological criticism and postmodernismwithin
biblical criticism hasproved significant. The two movementshave in common that
they are both concernedwith issuesof power and control and are resistantto the
hegemonyof the establishment. From both perspectives,biblical literature is
hermeneutic
biblical
in
that
the
approachedwith a
of suspicion, particular suspicion
text has servedto undergird illegitimate power structuresin both the ancient and the
had
contemporaryworlds. Reader-response
criticism
already enabledthe
marginalisedand the oppressedto engagewith the text in a meaningful way. Postdeconstructionism
face
it
Marxist
to
the
structuralist
appearson
agenda
serve
well
a
of
of undermining (or deconstructing)the prevailing hegemony.
However,there are fundamentaldifferencesin the deepstructureof the two
movements. Marxism aims at programmaticaction for change,with clear goals, and a
utopianvision. Postmodernismshiesaway from objective goals and utopian
perspectives.Hence,Terry Eagletonhas consistentlymounteda sustainedcritique of
postmodemism. For though postmodemperspectivesmay contain thepotential for
unravellingthe conceptualundergirding of power, for Eagletonthe movementhas in
fact underminedthis struggleby denying the possibility of the coherentand unfolding
political vision neededto challengecapitalism. Arguably, therefore,within Biblical
Studies,it hasbeenthe undermining influence of the postmodernculture that has
ideological-critical
prevented
approachesfrom sustaininga liberative programmeof
action.
However,it is significant in this regardthat the collective authorsof the Postmodern
Bible have so comprehensivelyembracedan ideological-critical agenda,despitethe
avowedlypostmoderncontext of their work. I have suggestedthat the Collective is,
in a sense,post-postmodernin their call for programmaticaction. It seems,,
therefore,
that ideological-critical methodsand approachesdo still have an important role to
play, as a counterto the lack of impetusto action that is a 'down-side' of the current
postmodernethos.

6.3 What has been the lasting impact of ideological
criticism within Biblical Studies?
In the approachessurveyedabove,ideological criticism has beenapplied for a variety
of different purposes. In somecases,it has serveda primarily antiquarianagenda,
enablingthe historian to read betweenthe lines of the ancienttext to a more nuanced
understandingof ancient societies,with particular regardto issuesof politics and
power. Ideological-critical awarenesshas servedthe newer historicism well.
Giovanni Garbini and Keith Whitelam have madeuse of ideological-critical insights
asa meansof uncovering 'excluded' histories. Walter Brueggemannhas soughtto
1255
expose'theological claim functioning as a model of social control'
and to
have
bolstered
illegitimate
interpretations
that
the
traditional
challenge
use of power.
Ideological criticism has beena vital weaponin the armoury of thosewho have
in
biblical
through
to
to
programmaticaction the sphereof
criticism
sought pursue a
Gottwald
has
for
Brueggemann,
ideological
justice.
Even
than
called
an
more
social
1255

Brueggemann,Israel's Praise, p. I 11.
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critique of the Bible to serveas an impetus for faith communitiestowards
involvement in the global strugglefor justice. 125'He stressesthe importanceof an
ideological-critical approachif ancienttexts are to speakacrossthe centuriesto
contemporaryissues,though warning that 'it is a risky businessto "summon up"
powerful symbolism out of a distant past unlessthe symbol usersare very selfconsciousof their choicesand applications,and fully awareof how their social
1257
is
like
struggle
and unlike the social strugglesof the architectsof the symbols'.
Gottwald had dedicatedTribes in the serviceof thosewho are 'attempting a
breakthroughtowards a freer and fuller life basedon equality and communal selfpossession'.Roland Boer rightly remarksthat it is Gottwald's 'linking of politics and
scholarshipthat remainsone of the signal achievementsof his text, part of its claim to
1258
be a classic'.
David Jobling refers to 'Gottwald' as 'the nameof a whole discourse
utterly tied to praxis: a praxis of changingthe world, of political liberation, of a day of
justice; a discourseof how Biblical Studiesmay belong to sucha praxis'. 1259Others
havebeeninspired by Gottwald's vision, notably thosewho have written from a
liberationistperspective,suchas Mosala.
Ideological criticism hasparticularly servedto exposethe extent to which ancient
texts have arisenas a result of power struggles,as attemptsat the maskingof conflict,
injustice, and oppression. Clines stressesthe 'partisanshipof every text'. 1260Mosala
seeksby meansof ideological-critical methodsto discernthe 'underside' of the
1261
In most applicationsof ideological-critical methodology
strugglewithin the text.
thereis a focus on the 'not-saids' of the text, on perspectivesvisible only through the
fissures,
from
'voices
the
the margins', voices of underclasses,of
cracksand
and on
women,of the conquered,of the oppressed.This approachhas demonstratedthe
multi-dimensionaland polyphonic natureof biblical texts, which hasopenedup a
rangeof new interpretativepossibilities.
Textshave 'designs' on readers,Clines observes. However, he maintainsthat it is
262
'
for
The
possible readersto resist the ideology of the text, to read againstthe grain.
biblical text hasbeenused acrossthe centuriesto undergird many oppressive
structuresand ideological criticism should be an antidote,a safeguard,againstsuch
misuseof 'scripture'. For somecritics, ideological criticism hasenabledpatriarchal
andandrocentrictexts to be 'redeemed'. Furthermore,the 'silenced' and the
'marginalised' in the text are at last allowed to speak,openingup a whole new
dimensionto the engagementof the biblical text with contemporaryissuesof justice
andpower.

1256
What doesthis ancient Yahwism have to say to our modem situation? he asks. 'There is but one
context, maintains Gottwald, in which those ancient religious symbols can be employed today in
anything like their full range and power, and that is in a situation ofsocial struggle, wherepeople are
attempting a breakthrough towards afteer andfuller life based on equality and communal seýf(Gottwald, Tribes, p. 701 [Gottwald's emphasis]).
possession'
1257
Gottwald, Tribes, p. 706.
258
Boer (ed.), Tracking 'The Tribes' p. 4.
259
Boer (ed. ), Tracking 'The Tribes p. 12.
,
1260
Clines, Interested Parties, p. 132-33.

1261

Seein particular, Mosala, Biblical Hermeneutics, pp. 101-53.
1262
Clines, Interested Parties, p. 207.
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Ideological criticism has also concerneditself with the ideology of readersand
commentators. Increasingemphasison the role of the readerin the generationof
meaning,along with rejection of the notion of the unbiasedand neutral scholarly
interpreter,has focussedattention on the ideological agendasthat operatewithin the
biblical
guild of
scholarshipitself. Clines has emergedas a particularly vocal
263
'
Ordinary
exponentof the needto critique the ideology of scholarly interpreters.
he
be
readers, maintains,must set free from the ideological holdings of the scholarly
hegemonyas much as they needto be set free from ecclesiasticaldomination.1264
Similarly, for Robert Carroll, ideological criticism must focus on the reading
'
265
involved
in
the study of the Bible.
processes
Penchanskyrejects as futile any attempt to eliminate ideological bias among scholars
by simply imposing 'ever harsher restrictions' on the critic. Penchansky's suggestion
is that commentators should declare their ideological holdings 'under erasure'. 1266
Clines calls for commentators to offer an explicit critique of the text from their own
ideological standpoint. In this, Clines is very much an heir to the Eagletonian
1267
position.

The collective authorsof ThePostmodernBible have provided a detailed ideological
critique of contemporarybiblical scholarship,in particular of the various newer forms
literary
of
criticism that have arisenin the contemporarypostmodernmilieu. For the
Collective, the notion of reading againstthe grain is not just confined to the readingof
texts. Readingmust also be againstthe grain of the establishedinterpretativetradition
andthe prevailing scholarly hegemony- and collective resistanceis neededto the
hegemonythat not only dominatesthe interpretativeagendabut also controls the
1268
houses
job
publishing
and the academic
appointments.
In summary, it may be said that while ideological criticism as a distinct and separate
in
is
focus
become
biblical-critical
to
the
methodology unlikely
methodology
main
of
the coming decades,it is arguable that no significant biblical criticism can now take
place without serious critique of the ideological factors involved not only in the
but
in
interpretative
dissemination
tradition
the
texts
writing, publishing, and
of
also
hegemony
the
and
of contemporary scholarship. The tools and methodologies that
have been developed within ideological criticism will be widely applied in
ideological
Hence,
interpretative
conjunction with a wide variety of
processes.
criticism is described by the Bible and Culture Collective as 'a criticism
1269
encompassingcriticism'.

1263

Clines, Interested Parties, p. 18.
1264
Hence we find Clines's (albeit tongue-in-cheek) call for a 'Bible Readers' liberation movement'.
SeeClines, Interested Parties, p. 23 and pp. 244-275.
1265 Carroll,
'Infinity of Traces, p. 26.
1266
Penchansky,'Up for Grabs', p. 40.
1267
For example, Eagleton has written:
from text to reader,to colludewith its objectin a conspiracyof eloquence.Its
Criticism is not a passage
its
itself,
it
know
those
to
is
text
the
manifest
conditions
of
making(inscribedin
cannot
task to show
as
its everyletter)aboutwhich it is necessarilysilent(Eagleton,CriticismandIdeology,p. 43).
1268
SeePostmodern Bible, pp. 272-308.
1269
Postmodern Bible, p. 285.
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Overall then, it can be said that the advent of ideological criticism has markeda
significant watershedin the annals of biblical criticismftom which there is no turning
back.
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The Origins of Ideological Criticism in Biblical Studies: Sheila Briggs
SheilaBriggs tracesthe roots of ideological criticism of the Bible back as far as post-enlightenment
biblical criticism, especially to early nineteenth century German biblical studies.1270It was as a result
of the Enlightenment, Briggs maintains, that the Bible becamea legitimate object of criticism. She
writes:
As a result the Bible was integrated into modem culture and made amenable to the interests of its
modern interpreters. It became an ideological artifact upon which the desires of an emergent middle
class were inscribed. The transcendental origins of the sacred text wrote those desires into the reality of
the world and its history, so that, although bourgeois identity and sensibility were ofrecent date, they
1271
have
to
seemed always
existed.

However, as Briggs observes,this was to be a two-edged sword:
Biblical criticismwasoftena too transparentideologicalpractice.Thetruth, moralworth,andliterary
qualityof the Bible wereto bejudgedaccordingto modemcriteria,an exercisewhichnot too subtly
replacedthe immediateauthorityof the Bible with the authorityof its modemmediator,the biblical
degreethe sacreddesires
to an incomparable
critic. ... TheBible wasa sacredtext becauseit embraced
1272
bourgeoisie.
Yet
its
independent
Bible
the
this
transcendental
of
at a stroke robbedthe
origins.
of
This dilemma, according to Briggs, inevitably led to the rise of middle classpietism and
evangelicalism,a movement that continues to flourish to this day, bitterly opposing modem biblical
criticism:
Their contention that 'traditional values' (that is modem ideasof the westernmiddle classes)are to be
found literally prescribedin biblical texts is historical invention. But the conservativemiddle-class
aspirationsof thesebelieversare more reliably servedthrough suchhistorical invention than through the
laborioushistorical reconstructionsof biblical criticism. 1273

It should be said, however, that while a certain middle-class pietism may indeed have origins such as
Briggs describes,her sweeping dismissal of evangelicalism as no more than a self-interested
mechanismto bolster middle classhegemony shows little acquaintanceor understandingof what
1274
for
justice
ignores
the contribution to social
evangelicalismstands and
of many evangelicals.
Critical methods,however, were 'essential ammunition' for the middle class in their struggle against
'older authoritarian aristocratic cultures'. 'Yet before Marx as well as after him, bourgeois scholars
had realisedthat critical methods could cut the ideological ground from under their feet'. 1275Much of
the nineteenthcentury bourgeoisie continued to look to religion for objective grounding of values,
whereasfor Briggs, quoting from Eagleton: 'The only compelling moral ideology is one which
succeedsin grounding itself to some degreein real political conditions; if it fails to do so, its idealism
1276
will prove a constantsource of political embarrassment'.
According to Eagieton's analysis, which Briggs follows, religion had becomea prominent form of 'the
aesthetic', its role in society being 'to mediate betweenthe public realm of political struggle and
1277
harmony'.
domestic
Wilhelm de Wette, who is
economiccompetitivenessand a private realm of
1270
Sheila Briggs, 'The Deceit of the Sublime: an Investigation into the Origins of Ideological Criticism of the
Bible in Early Nineteenth Century GermanBiblical Studies', Semeia59 (1992), pp. 1-23.
127
' Briggs, 'Deceit of the Sublime', p. I (my emphasis).
1272
Briggs, 'Deceit of the Sublime', p. I1273Briggs, 'Deceit of the Sublime', p. 2.
1274
As we approachthe bicentenaryof the abolition of the slavetrade in 2007, mention might particularly be made
of Wilberforce and Shaftsbury.
1275Briggs, 'Deceit of the Sublime', p. 2.
1276
Briggs, 'Deceit of the Sublime', p. 3, quoting from Eagleton,Ideology of the Aesthetic,pp. 62-63.
1277
Briggs. 'Deceit of the Sublime', p. 3.
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often regarded as the founder of biblical studies as a modem critical discipline, thus formulated a
'biblical aesthetic' in which he attemptedto 'make the results of critical scholarshipthe basis for a
1278
Against 'the rhetoric of a reactionary
more refined and more satisfying religious experience'.
theology and politics', de Wette wanted to 'establish one that acknowledgedthe cognitive claims of the
Enlightenment but without its prejudices againstthe aesthetic/ religious realm' 1279He sought after
.
'the serene,undismayed view of the world, which lets us intuit the eternal purposefulnessin the
temporal phenomenon,a Kingdom of God on earth'. 1280Critical methodsshould be harnessedin the
serviceof this 'sublime' against 'a public life dissolved and emptied of ideas and elation, a selfish and
hedonistic orientation to businessand gain, tastelessnessand indifference towards the fine arts'. Briggs
concludes:'De Wette's aesthetics,although not themselvesdevoid of any ideological function, were
1281
ideology
itself.
to
the
able unmask
of criticism
Having traced back the roots of ideological criticism as far back as de Wette, Briggs then moves on to
examine the contribution of Ferdinand Christian Bauer and his pupil David Friedrich Straus. The
political consequences of critical doubt about the Bible were, she contends, most sharply to be seen in
the controversy surrounding Straus's Life ofJesus. Bauer identified this as the point at which anticritical ecclesiastical reaction began to set it. The ascendancy of orthodoxy in the church coincided
with political repression. Briggs concludes: 'Radical biblical criticism was thus from its inception
ideological criticism'. 1282

Turning to contemporary ideological criticism, Briggs assertsthat there are three significant
characteristicsthat distinguish it from the emergentnineteenth century criticism she has described.
Firstly, there is no longer a sharp polarisation of aestheticsand criticism:
Ideologicalcriticismof the Bible todaycanbring newsocio-historical
to biblical
andliteraryapproaches
textstogetherbecauseit utilisestheoreticalmaterialswherethis is alreadydone,especially(butnot
1283
Marxist
literary
Fredric
Jameson
Terry
the
Eagleton.
exclusively)
criticismof
and
Secondly,those involved in contemporary ideological criticism of the Bible tend not to adopt a
'theoretical perspective in toto'. Rather, they select from a variety of 'constructs which they think will
1284
hermeneutical
elucidatea specific textual complex or
point'.
Thirdly, the political situation, and in particular the role of the state,has changedsince the days of the
PrussianMonarchy. We tend today to talk about 'social control and cultural hegemony' rather than
simply about the 'state'. She goes on:
Ideologicalcriticismof the Bible hasbeenprofoundlyinfluencedby the liberationtheologiesof the last
thesenewertheologiesstartfrom human
quartercentury.Like newertheologysinceSchleiermacher,
but not from a genericoneandnot from a genericreligiousone;insteadtheyproceedfrom
experience,
1215
the experience
the
of a specificgroupof
sociallymarginalised.
Shemakesclear, however, that this has not proved to be a unified venture:
in
In the caseof an authoritativesocialtext suchasthe Bible, thepreviousmodemappealsto experience
its interpretationhavebeenjoined by explicit recognitionof a politicsof interpretation,of the
heldto be validatedin thebiblical text.
relationshipbetweenclaimsto socialpowerandthe experiences
TheBible hasbecomea culturalartifacton which manydifferentsocialgroupsseekto inscribetheir
desires.A wide varietyof politics interrogateits text, wantingto discovertherehow the several
1286
its
interpretation
in
formation,
transmission,
exercisesof powercoagulated the
and
of writings.
1278
Briggs, 'Deceit of the Sublime', p. 3, referring to Wilhelm Martin Leberechtde Wette, Ober Religion und
Theologie:Erlduterungen zu seimenLehrbucheder Dogmatic (Berlin: Realschulbuchhandlung,1815).
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Briggs, 'Deceit of the Sublime', p. 5.
1280Briggs, 'Deceit
of the Sublime', p. 5, quoting from de Wette, Religion und Theologie, pp. 59-60.
128
' Briggs, 'Deceit of the Sublime', p. 9, quoting from de Wette, Religion und Theologie, p. 122. Briggs continues
with a summary of the criticism of de Wette by Ferdinand Christian Bauer and the Tubingen school, who 'could
seeno value in aesthetic feelings and intuitions when their content could not be cognitively validated'.

1282
Briggs, p. 12. SeeFerdinandChristian Bauer, KirkengeschichtedesNeunzehntenJahrhunderts.Ausgewahlte
Werkein Einzelausgaben(ed. Klaus Scholder;Volume 4; Stuggart: 1970),pp. 504-505.
12" Briggs, 'Deceit the Sublime', p. 16.
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285Briggs, 'Deceit of the Sublime'. p. IT
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Briggs, 'Deceit of the Sublime', p. 19.
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Her final conclusion:

An adequateideological criticism cannot be satisfied with demystifying ascriptionsof power to God and
The definitions of power and subjectivity, of the political
to agentsof the divine in the biblical texts.
...
and experience... and the political reality in which they are embedded,mould critical biblical inquiry
and its underlying sensibilities today. Only when they themselvesare subjectto ideological critique can
freed
be
Bible
in
its
Only
language
falsehoods.
the
truth
then
we speaksome
will
as well as uncover
from the alternativesof being enclosedin its sacredorigins remote from ordinary humanexperienceor
1287
being
the sacrilisation of power.
of

Briggs demonstratesin this article that ideological criticism has roots within the longer tradition of
biblical scholarship,especially l9d' century German scholarship; and that it is therefore notjust a
phenomenonthat has been imported from Marxism or from recent literary-critical theory. On the other
hand,much of what she has to say could be said of critical scholarship in general and not just of
ideological criticism in particular. Shehas not fully tackled the question of how contemporary
ideological criticism as a specific phenomenoncame to flower from those particular roots, though she
correctly identifies liberation theology as one major impetus to the developmentof ideological
criticism within biblical studies. Liberation theology was indeed a major catalyst in foregrounding
issuesof power, both the issuesof power inscribed in texts and the issuesof power surrounding the
interpretativeprocess. While ideological criticism may owe much in terms of methodology to nonbiblical influences from Marxism or elsewhere,the primary causesfor its emergencelie in the
conjunction of traditional biblical tradition with the new political environment of the 20thcentury, with
liberation theology as a major catalyst.
Of the severalpointers for contemporary scholarshipthat Briggs seeksto emphasise,the following is
perhapsthe most significant:
To hold oneselfmorallyaccountable
group,as
of a sociallymarginalised
asa scholarto the experiences
the groupitself articulatesthem,andto considerthe ideologicaleffectof one'sresearchas
288partof one's
1
in
Bible.
by
ideological
is
criticismof the
scholarlyresults, a goalsought manyengaged
This has not been the goal of post-enlightenmenthistorical criticism. The quotation sums up well one
of the major factors which distinguishes contemporary ideological criticism from traditional historical
criticism. It is doubtful if such a goal has ever before been the declared aim of mainstreambiblical
scholarship. Hopefully, the goal set out by Briggs in the quotation may inn the 21stcentury come to
the fore within mainstreamscholarship and not just as the 'hobby horse' of those few who call
themselvesideological critics.

Appendix 2
Terry Eagleton on Jonah
An interesting example of ideological-criticism-with-a-difference comes from outside the world of
1290
1289
is a reading of
Jonah
His essayon
biblical scholarship, from the pen of Ten-y Eagleton himself.
287Briggs, 'Deceit of the Sublime', p. 20.
288Briggs, 'Deceit of the Sublime', p. 17. A good exampleof an attemptto put this into practice is the work of
ShigeyukiNakanose,whoseJosiah's Passoverwas producedin close associationwith, and accountability to, the
SouthAmerican basecommunities with whom he worked.
1289
Eagleton,who is a professorof English at Oxford, and foremost amongEnglish-speakingMarxist literary
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from
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in
of
has
perspective
writings
some
earlN
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critics,
realm of religion, apart
not written much
For
though postmodern
Catholicism.
He
has
postmodernism.
of
critique
a
sustained
wing
consistentlymounted
for
Eagleton
the
for
the
of
power,
undergirding
conceptual
the
unravelling
perspectivesmay contain
potential
by
denying
the
the
coherentand unfolding political
fact,
of
has,
possibility
this
struggle
movement
undermined
in
vision neededto challengecapitalism.
1290
Terry Eagleton, 'J.L. Austin and the Book of Jonah' in Jobling, Pippin, and Schleifer (eds.). PostmodernBible
Reader.pp. 177-182.reprinted from: R.M. Schwartz(ed.). TheBible and the Text: TheBible and Literary Theory
(Oxford: Blackwell, 1990),pp. 231-236.
For a contrasting article on Jonah,seeKenneth M. Craig Jr, A Poetics ofJonah: 4rt in the Serviceof Ideology
nd
2
Press,
1993;
Carolina
South
edn., Macon, GA: Mercer UniNersity Press.1999).
(Columbia, SC: University of
literary
Though
Poetics
Craig
traditions.
Aristotle's
light
Jonah
and
other
classical
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Jonahfrom his own personal ideological perspective, making particular use of J.L. Austin's speech-act
theory and also drawing on the American arch-deconstructor,Paul de Man. For Eagleton, the Book of
1 Everything in the
Jonahis not about unity but about chaos, 'the vertiginous collapse of meaning'. 129
text is questionable and unstable.
Eagleton describes Jonah as a 'surrealist farce'. This is particularly clear in the final scene where 'God
fools around with him briefly, sending a plant to shade him, then a worm to devour the plant, then a
1292
him
faint
from
heat,
to
finally
homily
his
sultry wind
make
treats him to a short
and
mercy'.
about
Why does Jonah not go to Nineveh in the first place? It is not that he is afraid for his life, as is made
clear in the storm scene. According to Eagleton, Jonah regards God as 'a spineless liberal, given to
hollow authoritarian threats, who would never have the guts to perform what he promises'. Jonah
6understandsthe divine psychology too well', so why bother to make the journey? Jonah can foresee
the outcome, and he is angry that God cannot see it himself 'If only he [God] wasn't so mystified by
his own macho image of himself. 1293

Jonahis thrown overboard to force God to savehim. If God can find a great fish to saveJonah,surely
he can find a way out for Nineveh. Jonah's risk of drowning is subtle flattery of God, a form of
1294
blackmail.
'Disobeying
God
is
iSq.
him
he
In the
emotional
a crafty way of telling
what a nice chap
end Jonahhas to go to Nineveh, where he perfunctorily plays at being a prophet and is amazedthat it
works! 'God is using Jonah as a fall guy to get him off the hook of his own soft-bellied liberalism'.
Jonahhas been used in 'the perpetuation of divine false consciousness',1295
leaving him looking like a
completeidiot. The only successfulprophet is an ineffectual one, whose warnings fail to materialise.
'All goodprophets arefalse prophets, undoing their utterancesin the very act ofproducing them'
Jonah'sjourney was superfluous, becauseGod knew the outcome!

1296

Eagletonobserves:
In termsof Austin'sHow to do thingswith Words,1297
propheticutterances
of Jonah'ssortare
'constative'(descriptiveof somerealor possiblestateof affairs)only in their surfacegrammar;asfar
...
astheir 'deepstructure'goes,theyactuallybelongto Austin'sclassof 'performatives',linguisticacts
whichget somethingdone. Whattheyget doneis to producea stateof affairsin whichthe stateof
affairstheydescribewill not bethe case.Declarationsof imminentcatastrophecancelthemselves
out,
containingas theydo a contradictionbetweenwhattheysayandwhattheydo. In this sensetheyexactly
fit the prototypeof whatthe deconstructionist
critic Paulde Man ... callsa 'literary' enunciation... the
kind of speechact within whichthegrammaticalandthe rhetorical[or performative]aresomehowat
odds,andwhichthereforeeithersubvertwhattheysayby whattheydo or undowhattheydo by what
fools.1298
theysay.... All suchprophetsareself-deconstructing
Jonah'sanger is not just that he is made to look a fool but that he is a pawn in God's game. Hence the
4existentialangst and nausea' at the end of the story: he can 'no longer stomacha history struck utterly
1299
by
God's
indulgence'.
If disobedienceon the scale of a Nineveh
pointless
self-blindness and self

acknowledgesthe multivocal nature of the narrative (in the Bakhtinian sense),by contrastwith Eagleton,Craig
seesa unified ideological systemin Jonahoverall. The author usesideology as a meansof holding the plot
together. The author of Jonahhas a goal; and ideological criticism can uncoverthe author's interestsand
strategies.
For other interestingarticles on Jonah,seeA. K. M. Adam, 'The Sign of Jonah:a Fish-Eye View', Semeia51
(1990),pp. 177-92; and SergeFrolov, 'Returning the Ticket: God and his Prophet in the Book of Jonah', JSOT 86
(1999),pp. 85-105, in which Frolov arguesthat the author intendedhis audienceto be sympatheticto Jonah,not
with God, contrary to the prevailing tradition of interpretation.
129
1Eag eton, 'Austin and Jonah', p. 180.
1292
Eag eton, 'Austin and Jonah', p. 178.
1293
Eag eton, 'Austin and Jonah', p. 178.
1294
Eagleton,'Austin and Jonah', p. 178.
' 295Eagleton,'Austin and Jonah', p. 179.
1296
Eagleton, 'Austin and Jonah', p. 180.
1297
J.L. Austin, How to Do Things with Words(2ndedn; ed. J.O. Urmson and Marina SbisA;Oxford: Clarendon
Press,1975).
1298
Eagleton, 'Austin and Jonah', pp.179-80(my emphasis),citing Paul de Man, Allegories ofReading (New
Haven:Yale University Press, 1979).
1299
Eagleton, 'Austin and Jonah', p. 180.
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goescavalierly unpunished,then obedienceceasesto have meaning. 'God's mercy simply makes a
"'
human
mockery of
effort'.
This is Jonah's problem. Even of he could persuade himself that his 'crying doom
was performatively
effective rather than farcically redundant', he can never know for sure! Is he in a 'meta-position'
regarding God, with a superior insight into divine psychology? Or is God one step ahead of him all the
time? 'For what if God's narrative had always reckoned Jonah's into it, and the whole point of the
pantomime was to bring Jonah to the point where he knew that he did not know whether he was doing
1301
anything or notT
Eagleton maintains that Jonah is calling into question not so much action as 'a particular ideological
it',
the assumption that at the source of all practice is an autonomous subject in control. As
of
model
Marx and Freud have attacked that presumption, so Jonah's God does so in a way that haunts the
liberal humanist. At first, the pointlessness of action might tend to nihilism; but, for Eagleton, to be
able to act efficaciously one must have gone through the shaking and emerged on the other side. Jonah
thus deploys Jonah to engage the dilemma between an old liberalism and 'a new subjectivity struggling
1302
be
born'.
to

Finally, the end of the book shows Jonahthat God is not as nice a chap as he seemed:

God's mercy is indeed a kind of absurdity,but there's no needfor Jonahto makea song and danceabout
it, which is why God makesamocking songanddance of it Jonahjust hasto find someway of living
with the fact that he can never know whetherhe is doing anything or not, which was perhapsthe point of
the whole futile narrative after all. 1303

This essayis not an attempt to apply the 'Eagletonian methodology' to the Jonahtext. There is no
considerationof modes of production or of the general ideology of the time of writing: the essaymoves
straightto the ideology of the text. Indeed, it might be describednot as an attempt at ideological
criticism at all but as a reader-responseinterpretation, in which the original modes of production are
irrelevant. Eagleton treats Jonah as he might treat a more recent short story in which contemporary
philosophical issuesare inscribed. He engagesthe text with ideological issuesthat are to the fore in his
own world of literary scholarship and political activism. This is ideological criticism, but of a different
kind: using the text to engagewith the ideological issuesat stake in the contemporary world of
academiawhile ignoring the original context of production.
The knee-jerk reaction of a biblical critic to Eagleton's analysis may well be to dismiss it as an
idiosyncratic piece in which Jonah is divorced firom its canonical context and which takes little account
of the long interpretative history. Eagleton reads into the text issuesthat could not have formed part of
the ancient context. Viewed in this light, Eagleton's article may seem,at best, an interesting aside, at
worst, an irrelevance, to the mainstreamof biblical scholarship. However, perhapsEagleton's article
should serve conversely as a salutary reminder of the irrelevance of much biblical scholarshipto the
mainstreamof contemporary life and to the mainstreamof the academicand political worlds in which
Eagletonis a highly respectedfigure. Eagleton's article may representa challenge for relevance to the
scholarly hegemony within Biblical Studies.
Eagletonengagesthe text with issuesthat are of contemporaryrelevanceat the juncture of literary
criticism and political activism. One might debatethe degreeto which meaning residesin the author's
intention, in the text, or in the reader. However, relevance surely residesin the engagementof the
ancienttext with a contemporary context. That is not to say that the circumstancesof the text's
production or the history of the interpretative tradition are irrelevant. Indeed,the more the reader is
1300
Eagleton, 'Austin and Jonah', p. 180. Paul de Man goesfurther and seeksto deconstructthe very idea of
'performativity': 'If performanceis caught up in language,and if languageis irreducibly figurative or tropological,
doing
(Paul
de
know
Man,
Allegories of
if
then there may come a point
anything
are
or
not'
we
cannot
we
when
...
Reading,p. 131-32,quoted in Eagleton, 'Austin and Jonah', p. 180 [Eagleton's emphasis]).
1301Eagleton, 'Austin and Jonah', p. 181.
1302
Eagleton, 'Austin and Jonah', p. 181. He elaborates:
To acteffectively,you musthavesomepositivesenseof whoyouare;but if oppressed
groupsandpeopleswereable
to havesucha sensetheywouldnotneedto actin thefirst place.Politicalactionconsistsnotprimarilyin expressing
in
in
but
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identity,
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social
creating
whichit mightjust becomepossibleto say
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like
I
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I
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what
what wasor
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1303
Eagleton, 'Austin and Jonah', p. 182.
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awareof the interpretative history, the more scopethere is for engagementof text with contemporary
reality. On the other hand, the perspective of a scholar such as Eagleton, who is unbiasedby the
biblical scholarly tradition but engagesthe text afresh with the world of postmodernthought, may well
offer new insights to biblical scholarswhose immersion in the interpretative tradition has left then
unableto seethe wood for the trees.
In this essay,Eagleton anticipates the call by David Clines for 'bespoke interpretations', tailor-made to
fit particular interpretative contexts.1304Clines arguesthat, though a wide variety of readings of a given
text may be legitimate, not all are suited to the interpretative context in which they are found.
Ideological criticism is about finding imaginative but legitimate points of connexion betweenthe
ideology of the text and ideological issuesat stake in a given contemporary context. It is also about the
evaluation of such bespoke interpretations.
What can be said by way of overall evaluation of Eagleton's 'bespoke' interpretation? Certainly, there
be
between
'fit'
to
the text and the specialisedinterpretative context with which Eagleton
a
seems
it.
from
its
book
On
hand,
he
is
by
'fit'
the
the
to
this
engages
other
only able achieve
wrenching
is
from
interpretation.
It
the
context
an interesting
original
and
master-narrativeof mainstream
questionwhy Eagleton chosea biblical text for an essayon speech-acttheory and literary
deconstructionism. There must have been some element, however embryonic, already embeddedin the
text that enabledthe imaginative points of connexion. That element,however hard to isolate or defMe,
be
might regardedas an ideological imprint in the text. It is also possible that the use of a canonical
text, or evenjust an ancient text, is designedto lend more weight to the argument. Is there a hidden or
subconsciousappeal to authority here on Eagleton's part that is itself open to deconstruction?
From the point of view of biblical criticism, Eagleton's fresh perspectiveon the text opensup avenues
for further exploration. Can the text be viewed as a surrealist farce rather than as a historical narrative
or seriousparable? Is the book less to do with Jewish universalism than with the dilemma of the
prophet for whom, paradoxically, real successcan only come about thought the non-fulfilment of his
denunciations? What are we to make of the statement:'all good prophets are false prophets undoing
their own utterancesin the very act of producing them'? Is the book facing us with the pointlessnessof
political (or prophetic) activism, when God has things all sown up already? And finally, does Eagleton
on Jonahchallengethe scholarly hegemonyto consider the priority of relevanceover meaning? I
suspectit does.

Appendix 3
Robert Carroll: 'As Seeing the Invisible: Ideology in Bible Translation'
The first of Carroll's series of articles in the Journal offorthwest Semitic Langages deals with Bible
Iý5
Carroll
ideological
literature
in
translation, a topic rarely considered
observes that
the
criticism.
on
the vernacularisation of scripture has always involved ideological controversy: 'all the great heresiarchs
have had the Bible on their side'. The Reformation, with its multiplicity of vernacular translations, was
the instigator of 'a great era of heresy construction' and yet also turned scripture into the sole arbiter of
1306
detective
heresy'.
definer
of
and
orthodoxy, 'thus institutional i sing the great source of heresy as the

1304

Seeabove,pp. 196-199.
1305
Robert P. Carroll, 'As Seeingthe Invisible: ldeologý,in Bible Translation', Journal offorthwest Semitic
LanguagesXIX (1993), pp. 79-93. A recent work of somesignificance in the field of Bible translation is Athalya
Brennerand Jan Willem van Henten (eds.), Bible Translation on the Thresholdof the Twenty-First Century
(Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press,2002).
1306
Carroll, 'Seeing the Invisible', p. 79. Seealso the commentsof Briggs, referred to above,pp. 268-69.
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1307

Carroll prefers to replace 'terms' such as heresy and heresiarchwith 'notions'
as ideology or
such1308
ideological conflict, since the former 'represent attributions ftom positions ofpower'
Many of the
.
early translations were accompaniedby notes offering reformed interpretations. The 1611 Authorised
Version was produced partly becauseof dislike of the radical interpretations of the Geneva Bible. 1309
As Carroll observes:
All the differenttranslationprojectswereintendedto produceBibleswhichreflectedthe ideological
holdingsof the translatinggroups. Themultitudeof translationsindicates the struggleto achieve
...
...
ideologicalsupremacy. TranslatingtheBible allowsthe translatorsto build into thetranslation
...
...
their ownvalues,prejudices,preferences,and ideologicalholdings.I' 10
He continues:
Theaddressto the King, which servesasan introductionto the AuthorisedVersion,seeksto signalto
but
readersthattheyareneithertraditionalbenighteduninformedecclesiastics
nor radicalmalcontents,
13
11
in
fact,
are,
goodmoderates
who will not threatenthe state'sequilibrium.
However, no ideological analysis is undertakenby Carroll of the actual translation. He doesnot
considerwhether the translation conformed to its introductory statementor whether the latter was
simply a preliminary appeasementof those in power, who were unlikely to probe too deeply into the
actualtext.
Turning to the modem period, Carroll maintains that translating the Bible is never 'an innocent act of
1312
in
Commenting on the introduction
the
translation
scholarship...
searchof
most accurate
possible'.
to the New International Version (NIV), Carroll is at his scathing best:
Thetranslatorsare 'transdenominational'.
What
it
is
for
I
this
think
can
odd
word
mean?
code
...
'fundamentalist'or 'evangelical' asseemsto be indicatedby the code-word'International'in its title.
...
Thetranslatorswerechosenfrom all the differentdenominations
because
they
were
all
...
...
evangelicals
and/ or fundamentalists.Why not saythat? ... TheideologybehindtheNIV is alsovery
clearlystated:'the translatorswereunitedin their commitmentto the authorityandinfallibility of the
Bible asGod's Word'. Hardlysurprisingthenthatthetranslatinggroupwasnot madeup of official
intelligent
familiar
Bible
Ideologiekritik
churchrepresentatives
the
no
critical
scholar
or
reader
of
with
handto an 'infallible' Bible. Accordingto the Preface,'the first concernof the
their
would
put
...
translatorshasbeenthe accuracyof the translation. My impressionof thetranslators'first concern
...
1313
'accuracy'
but
ideological
fundamentalist
that
to
wasnot
of
of commitment an
nature.
purity of a
This quotation saysas much about Robert Carroll as it does about the NIV. He too is engagedin
ideological conflict and he makes no secretof his ideological disdain for evangelicals. His use of
'fundamentalist' is typical of the ideologue's tendency to use 'scare' words where argument is weak, a
tactic compoundedby the juxtaposition of 'fundamentalist' with 'intelligent reader'. He caricatures
ratherthan engaging with those who attribute authority to the Bible. His frequent use of Ideologiekritik
in Germandeliberately adds a spurious ethos of rigour to his 'argument'.
The NIV translators may well have sought to produce a translation consistentwith their particular
theological (or ideological) world-view. In so far as this is so, it is an ironic inversion of the
ýevangelical'conviction that beliefs should be determinedby the Bible, not the other way round!
However, the NIV translators have at least been up-front in declaring what they stand for. Carroll has
not laid bare his own ideological predilections up front; and he might have better reservedhis invective
for translationsthat lay claim to scholarly objectivity while masking their ideological bias.
One such group might have been the New English Bible (NEB) / Revised English Bible (REB)
translators,whose world-view more closely reflects Carroll's own bias. He commendstheir 'critical
1314
defence
infallibility'.
'claims
Carroll seemsto
spirit of scholarship', which servesas a
of
against
makethe flawed assumptionthat 'scholarly' translators are somehow free of ideological predisposition
or bias.

1307
It should be noted that Carroll displays confusion here betweenterms and concepts(or 'notions').
1308
Carroll, 'Seeing the Invisible', p. 79 (my emphasis).
1309
For a full discussionof the political and ideological ftinction of the KJV in 1611,seeSugirtharajah,
Postcolonial Criticism, pp. 128-131.
1310
Carroll, 'Seeing the Invisible', pp. 80-81 (my emphasis).
1311
Carroll, 'Seeing the Invisible', p. 84.
1312
Carroll, 'Seeing the Invisible', p. 81.
1313
Carroll, 'Seeing the Invisible', p. 81.
1314
Carroll. 'Seeing the Invisible', p. 87.
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Turning next to the recently revised JerusalemBible, and in particular to its use of gender-inclusive
language,Carroll opines:
It is a goodexampleof nakedideology(or perhapscounter-ideology)
in action:it distortsandchanges
history,
the text in orderto suit a contemporary
ideology.
It
against
consumerist
strikesmeasan outrage
integrity,andthe scholarlyvocation.
I amnot againsteditingout unnecessary
gendered
...
...
references... nor am I against... commenton genderedtranslations. Ijust happento think thatwe
...
mustacceptancienttexts,whethersacredscriptureor otherwise,aswe find them.1315
On this issue, I agreewith Carroll. It servesas an excellent illustration of the extent to which Bible
translation may involve a clash of ideologies. In the caseof other ancient texts, gender is not generally
a problem. Translators representthe original as it is, irrespective of its patriarchal or sexist nature. But
becauseof the authority claims associatedwith scripture, such issuescome much more to the fore.
However desirable it may seemto use translation as a meansof 'correcting' the Bible to conform to
twenty-first century political correctness,Carroll is surely right that this practice representsa form of
ideologically inspired distortion of the text. Carroll might have developedthis point further: it begs
further questionsof the extent to which translations are covertly influenced by other ideological factors.
It is not just evangelical translators who make the Bible conforrn to their pre-determinedideological
position.
Disappointingly, Carroll has not sought to elucidate these issues systematically or to offer a detailed
ideological evaluation of any actual translation, as opposed to discussion of the preface. Nor does he
offer pointers as to how translators might traverse the ideological minefield unscathed. Nonetheless, he
draws attention to important ideological issues in Bible translation that require extended consideration.
These issues are likely to be of even greater significance for translation into third world vernaculars,
since the oppressive interpretative tradition of the text may have been compoundedby the ideological
intrusions of colonialist translators. 1316

1315
Carroll, 'Seeing the Invisible', p. 89.
1316
For a full discussionof the influence of English translationsin colonial contextsand of the significanceof
translationin post-colonial Bible criticism, seeSugirtharajah,Postcolonial Criticism, pp. 127-178.
The authorsof The PostmodernBible make this telling comment:
fromthat
ForJudaismandChristianity,thequestionof scripture- its nature,meaning,andauthority- is inseparable
than,
of all sortstendto regardanoriginalwork ... assuperiorto, andmoreauthoritative
of translation.... Readers
itself
includes
hebrew
Bible
is
lost.
However
the
that
the
the
its
myth
original
translated
versions.
anyof
...
...
to theoriginaltext. ... In thissense,all readingis
Everyreadingis a translation,a commentary
on andsupplement
Bible,pp. 128-29).
juxtapositionandinterchange
of texts,a kind of translation(Postmodern
inter-textualandendless
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